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PREFACE

The following book is intended to be a reference tool for those who

seek an understanding of the structure of classical Tamil poetry. Classical

Tamil poetry reflects indigenous literary and cultural traditions of south

ern India, and therefore, a study of it is imperative for obtaining a

balanced view of India's past and present cultures. The language which

produced this poetry, Tamil, is the only living language of modern India

that has an uninterrupted history spanning more than two millennia, and

therefore, a study of it becomes even more crucial for a thorough

understanding of India's linguistic complexity.

I faced a most difficult challenge when writing this book—to ap

proach the task with an open mind about the formal properties of classical

Tamil. Once I accomplished a detachment from preconceived notions, a

fresh world opened out for me which was the most gratifying experience.

Whenever I came across a different linguistic form or whenever I thought

of a different way of viewing things, I was truly excited, almost like a child

off from school without any assignment, playing in her own yard trying to

catch every snowflake at the first snowfall of the season. Indeed, language

reflects a dynamic process like the accumulation of snow, but with a

difference. It's dimensions constantly change with each influx from every

direction but, unlike the snow, it has a perennial, fluid, and diasporic

existence in some form or other. And it is possible to catch at least some

snowflakes before they merge with the rest, but one has to be there when

they reach the earth.

The seed of my passion for Tamil poetry and grammar was sown in

high school when I had to memorize along with poetry some verses from a

traditional medieval grammatical treatise in Tamil known as the Nannul

(Nannul). Thanks to the good old days of learning when most everything

was based on memorizing things, whether lovely ancient poetry or dry

grammatical rules, these "sounded" nice and that was sufficient reason to

commit them to memory. But it was not until I read one of Browning's

poems in college, that I was captivated by the perseverence and dedica

tion that grammar could bring to one's character. Browning wrote about a

grammarian:

Back to his book then: deeper dropped his head:

Calculus racked him:

Leaden before, his eyes grew dross of lead:



Tussis attacked him.

So, with the throttling hands of death at strife,

Ground he at grammar

Still, through the rattle, parts of speech were rife;

While he could stammer

He settled Hoti's business - let it be! -

[The Poetical Works of Robert Browning, Houghton Mifflin Company,

Boston, 1974:279-280]

In my case, calculus could not compete with the fascination pro

vided by grammar, literature, and linguistics during my graduate years in

Madurai and Philadelphia when I had the opportunity to learn materials

more ancient and more modern than Nannul. However, my earlier

understanding of Tamil poetry and grammar deepened and took numer

ous positive turns only when I imparted them to native speakers of Tamil

in Madurai and to non-native speakers here in the United States. And it is

my Western students and colleagues who alerted me to the lack of a

systematic and rigorous tool that would aid them to study classical Tamil.

Therefore, my gratitude for the existence of this book starts with my

Western friends of Tamil and goes back to my former students and

teachers in Madurai.

First I wish to record my gratitude for my teachers who greatly

influenced my understanding and appreciation of Tamil poetry and

grammar: Mrs. Sarada Krishnamoorthy, Dr. C. Ilakkuvanar, Sri. Awai

Duraisamy Pillai, Sri. A.K. Parantamanar, Dr. Sp. Annamalai, Dr. N.

Balusamy, Sri. Kati. Sundaram, Sri. N. Sankaranarayanan, Dr. M.

Sundaram, and Dr. Durai Arangasamy.

Writing a book such as this does not just happen without the

participation of colleagues and friends who encourage the effort. In the

process, I drew upon the expertise of most everyone whom I knew was

interested in pre-modern Tamil of Western Linguistics applicable to the

study of classical languages. They carefully read through either my

original proposal for this volume or sections which developed later into

chapters, and always provided useful suggestions. In short, for providing

help at crucial junctures to give a momentum and make this volume more

user friendly, I thank Ernest Bender (U of Pennsylvania), Rahul Bonner

(U of Chicago), George Cardona (U of Pennsylvania), Norman Cutler (U

of Chicago), Henry Hoenigswald (U of Pennsylvania), Jim Lindholm

(Tamil Language Study Association, Chicago), Leigh Lisker (U of Penn

sylvania), J. Neethivanan (Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai), S.



Palaniappan (Dallas), Paula Richman (Oberlin College), Ludo Rocher

(U of Pennsylvania), and Franklin Southworth (U of Pennsylvania). I

thank Professor A.K. Ramanujan (U of Chicago) and Columbia Univer

sity Press for giving me permission to use the translation of the classical

Tamil poem, purananum 278, in Poems of Love and War, A.K. Ramanu

jan, 1985, Columbia University Press, New York.

Three colleagues deserve special mention for their very special

contribution to this volume and I am indebted to them. For well over a

decade, David Ludden has been a constant source of support for my

teaching and research at the University of Pennsylvania. He patiently read

through the first draft of the entire volume, and his detailed comments

contributed to the improved second draft. I am thankful for his continued

interest in Tamil. David Shulman (Hebrew University, Jerusalem) enthu

siastically read large sections of the second draft and with his brilliant

insight provided encouragement to my accomplishment of the pre-

publication copy. He also generously provided a poetic translation of a

classical Tamil poem, ainkurunuru 423, which I have used in the last

chapter. I am fortunate for having established an everlasting contact with

this star. With his endless patience and flair for poetry, George L. Hart (U

of California, Berkeley) translated especially for this volume, a very

challenging complex classical Tamil poem, akananuru 9, which appears in

the last chapter. As one of the reviewers of the manuscript for publication,

he suggested that I expand the chapter on classical Tamil meter. This

suggestion gave me an excellent opportunity to provide certain details

about classical Tamil poems which I would not otherwise have had in my

intention not to overwhelm the readers. I used the Tamil and Timesln-

dian fonts he has developed for the Apple Macintosh computer for

creating the text base and doing the analysis for an ongoing project, of

which this volume is a part.

My thanks are also due to the other anonymous reviewer of the

manuscript for the American Philosophical Society and to Bruce Perry (U

of Pennsylvania) and Elliot Stern (U of Pennsylvania) who originally

provided editorial suggestions for improving the manuscript. I thank

Jerome H. Bauer (U of Pennsylvania) whose TimesII font enabled me to

use certain special Roman characters in this volume and Branavan

Ganesan (U of Pennsylvania) who assisted me in drawing the diagrams

which appear in the last chapter.

The brilliant suggestions by Richard Cohen, John Mosteller,

Rosane Rocher, and Guy Welbon (all at the U of Pennsylvania) turned

the task of desk-top publishing into a worthy pursuit. Carol Brecken



ridge's (Editor, Public Culture, University of Pennsylvania) remarkable

editing expertise transformed the chore into a labor of love.

I am grateful to the National Endowment for the Humanities, and

to Ms. Helen Agiiera (NEH), for having supported the creation of this

volume. I cannot adequately express my gratitude to the Department of

South Asia Regional Studies at the University of Pennsylvania, and in

particular, the successive chairpersons, Rosane Rocher, Alan Heston,

and Arjun Appadurai, for kindly supporting my ongoing project to create

a Historical Reference Grammar of pre-modern Tamil. I sincerely thank

the American Philosophical Society for publishing this volume in their

Memoirs series. It was very pleasant to work with Ms. Carole Le Faivre

(Associate Editor, American Philosophical Society) who was patient and

generous with her time. I thank her for her meticulous care and guidance.

Two people at the homefront are owed my deepest indebtedness:

my grandfather, V.S. Swaminatha Iyer, who initiated my love for Tamil in

my childhood by bribing me with mangoes and half-anna coins for

memorizing tirukkural couplets; and my son Rajkumar who silently and

graciously tolerated my lack of attention whenever I had to retreat into my

own universe for producing this book later in my life.

Philadelphia, 1992 V.S.R.



CONVENTIONS PERTAINING TO THIS STUDY

1. The transliteration scheme in modern Tamil is as follows. Read from

the top to the bottom.

Roman Tamil Roman Tamil
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In the transliteration of Tamil words, the names of books, places,

and persons begin with upper case letters, while the names of the poems

surveyed for the study do not.



2 - Conventions

2. Alphabetical order:

Letters without diacritical marks come before similar letters with

diacritical marks, e.g., a precedes a. When Tamil examples alone are

involved, the modem Tamil alphabetical order (given above) is followed.

3. Abbreviations

adjp

advp

airik

aka

caus

cey

cilap

ciru

excl

Ilam

incl

kali

ka.va

kuri

kuru

malai

matu

mani

mull

mutt

Nacc

narr

netu

pari

and notations:

adjectival participle

adverbial participle

aihkurunuru (sra(gp§np )

akananuru (•a\&,K>ngjS\<s\ )

causative

ceyyuliyal, a chapter on Tamil prosody in the third

book of the Tolkappiyam

cilappatikdram

cirupdndrruppatai (rflgjiuncasgrggjiuijOTL )

exclusive

Ilampuranar, a traditional commentator

inclusive

kalittokai (asctflJsQ^nanas )

katavul vdlttu (asi_6ij6n sunyj^gi, "invocation")

kurincippattu {t^^iQ^MiuuLQ, )

kuruntokai ((ajpsQ^nanffi )

malaipatukatam (in^cDuQffiunib )

maturaikkdhci (ingiewrjffiasn©^! )

manimekalai (inaxjflGmaD&u )

mullaippattu ((Lpeu&uuunil® )

muttolldyiram (yp^Q^n6ii6nnuTlrjLh )

Naccinarkkiniyar, a traditional commentator

narrinai ([spnjlSasji )

netunalvdtai (QisSHBcbeunanL )

paripdtal (urflunLcu)
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pari.ti paripdtal tirattu (ufluni_cu ^lrjilQ; an appendix to the

paripdtal)

pati patirruppattu (u^lppuu^gi)

pati.pati patirruppattup patikam (u^lngrpjuu^pu u^lasm

an epilogue at the end of a batch of ten poems in

u^ljipuuisgji )

patt pattinappalai (ui_iijajTuun&u)

peru perumpanarruppatai (Qu^ihun^iTiguuuaDi_ )

Pe Peraciriyar, a traditional commentator

pi plural

PNG person-number-gender, person-number-gender suffix

poru porunardrruppatai (QLm(n,i5rjnrr)rnjLjuas>i_)

pura purananum (LirDSrrgmp )

sg singular

suff suffix

tiru tirumurukarruppatai (^^{^(^sinhi^uugDL. )

trans transitive

< "derived from"

> "becomes, changes to"

+ "added"

± "may or may not be added"

* An item marked with an asterisk, *, does not occur in

that particular form but is reconstructed from related

forms.

4. Definition/identification of selected items:

Affix:

a linguistically significant item consisting of one or more letters

that is appended to a stem or another affix.
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Anthologies, The:

the cankam classics or classical Tamil poems;

the ettuttokai and the pattuppattu;

The akandnuru, ainkurunuru, kalittokai, kuruntokai, narrinai,

patirruppattu, paripdtal, and purandnuru are the ettuttokai

poems.

The kurincippdttu, cirupdndrruppatai, tirumurukdrruppatai,

netunalvdtai, pattinappalai, perumpdndrruppatai,

porunardrruppatai , maturaikkdhci, malaipatukatdm, and

mullaippdttu are the pattuppattu poems.

Atiyarkkunallar (ca. fourteenth century A.D):

a traditional commentator on the literary work, the

Cilappatikaram.

Cilappatikdram (ca. fifth century A.D):

the first long narrative poem (= epic) in Tamil; composed by

Ilankovatikal

Ceoavaraiyar (ca. fourteenth century A.D):

a traditional commentator on the Tolkappiyam.

Closing consonant:

a consonant which ends a syllable.

Commentators, traditional:

erudite Tamils who wrote commentaries on Tamil grammars

and poetry.

Consonants, homorganic:

consonants which have the same point of articulation.

Ilampuranar (ca. tenth to eleventh centuries A.D.):

a traditional commentator on the Tolkappiyam.

Like-consonants:

consonants which are the same: e.g., k and k; m and m.
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Marker:

an affix appended to a stem; it signifies a certain grammatical

concept; here used interchangeably with "affix" or "suffix."

Manimekalai (ca. sixth century A.D):

the second long narrative poem (= epic) in Tamil; composed

by Cittalai-c-Cattanar

Muttolldyiram:

a post-classical text; contains 103 verses in the venpa meter.

Naccinarkkiniyar (ca. thirteenth century A.D.):

a traditional commentator on the Tolkappiyam and several

other literary texts including the kalittokai, one of the poems

in the anthology called the ettuttokai.

Nannul:

a traditional grammar of Tamil; thirteenth/fourteenth century

A.D.

nanmanikkatikai

a post-classical text; included in the Patinenkilkkanakku

Open syllable:

a syllable which does not end with a consonant.

"Optional":

what is otherwise known as "free variation."

Parimelalakar (ca. thirteenth century A.D.):

the earliest known commentator on the paripatal, one of the

poems in the anthology called the ettuttokai.

Patinenkilkkanakku

an anthology of eighteen post-classical didactic poems

Peraciriyar (ca. fourteenth century A.D.):

a traditional commentator on the Tolkappiyam and some other

literary works.

Short syllable:

a syllable which has a short vowel.
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Stem:

root + formative suffix; used in this study in synonymity with

the term "root."

Suffix:

the last affix that is added to the right of a stem or another

affix.

Syllable:

a sequence of letters having one of the following patterns:

(C)V(C)(C) and (C)V(Q(C) where C is a consonant, V is a

short vowel and V is a long vowel. Examples are given below.

Selected syllables illustrating some syllabic patterns are given

in bold type. The syllabic pattern is given under column 3.

2-iuii^g>i 2--iurij5- gi

(u-yart-tu) V-CVCC-CV

a-ffl>rja&a3cucun$ajii 2--a»rja& -a&cu -cun-$-ajii

(u-raik-kal-la-ta-var)

V-CVC-CVC-CV-CV-CVC

(cert-ti) CVCC-CV

Permissible consonant clusters are rule-governed. See

"Phonology."

Syllable with a closing consonant:

a syllable which ends with a consonant; a syllable of the

pattern (C)VC or (C)VC(C). Examples are given below. The

syllable with a closing consonant is given in bold type. The

syllabic pattern is given under column 3.

«&-($ an-ku VC-CV
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j»-i_B-(g a-tan-ku V-CVC-CV

JRi_-Q at-tu VC-CV

©-a»rDB -« i-rain-cu V-CVC-CV

anijljS - gi uU-tu VCC-CV

sul-Q kat-tu CVC-CV

pa)-® nal-ku CVC-CV

sSijjgi - 9 vHt-tu CVCC-CV

Tolkappiyam:

the first extant traditional grammar of Tamil; written in Tamil

and applicable to classical Tamil poetry; pre-fifth century A.D.

Traditional grammars:

grammars of Tamil written in Tamil from before or the beginning

of the Christian era up to the nineteenth century. These

grammars do not follow the Latin model of grammatical

description used by Western missionaries from the sixteenth

century on.

Yapparurikalakkarikai (tenth century A.D.):

also known as karikai; a medieval treatise on Tamil prosody.

5. The anthologies as sources for this study:

Only published material which is reliable and widely accepted was

used for the study, not the palm-leaf manuscripts. The editions by U.V.

Saminathier, S. Vaiyapurippillai, and the South India Tirunelveli Saiva

Siddhantha Publishing Works were used. Variant readings of words/phrases

in the poems were also taken into consideration.

6. Punctuation:

The system recommended by the Modern Language Association

(MLA) is followed, with some exceptions: e.g., selected Tamil words and

a few other words are given in bold type in order to focus the attention.
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7. Tamil Script:

Modern Tamil script is used in this study. However, the recently

introduced reformed scheme of writing is not adopted mainly for the

reason that the books of classical Tamil poems referred to in this study do

not follow that scheme. Therefore, for example, the "reformed" anas* is

written in this study as Saw ; sncu is written as &u , etc.



SECTION 1





INTRODUCTION

Tamil

Tamil (£5u% ), one of the two classical languages of India, is the only

language in that country which has continued to exist for over two thousand

years. It is spoken today by approximately 65 million people living mainly

in southern India, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Malaysia, Africa, Fiji, the West

Indies, Mauritius and Reunion Islands, United Kingdom, United States, and

Canada. It is the pre-eminent member of the Dravidian language family

and has one of the longest unbroken literary traditions of any living language

in the world. Dravidian is one of the four language groups represented

now by about 100 million speakers in India, the other three groups being

Munda, Tibeto-Chinese, and Indo-Aryan. The major Dravidian languages

are Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu, and Kannada, each of which has its own

script system and highly sophisticated literature.
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Classical Tamil

As the classical language of peninsular India, Tamil has produced a

unique world class literature which belongs to its classical period (pre-

fifth/sixth century A.D.). This literature is known as the cankam (= Sangam)

literature and the language it reflects is "classical Tamil." The qualifier,

"classical," here is relative in the sense that the qualified, "Tamil," is still

thriving, now in the form of "modem Tamil." Between the two extremities,

"classical" and "modern," one can discuss post-classical, medieval, and

pre-modern periods spanning about two millennia, and their uninterrupted

production of literatures and grammars.

The cankam literature, also called the cankam classics or classical

Tamil poems, actually refer to two large compilations of numerous individual

poems, the ettuttokai ('the eight anthologies') and the pattuppattu ('the

ten songs').1 These poems, which originated from an oral bardic tradition,

are believed to have been written down on palm-leaf manuscripts between

the second century B.C. and the fourth to fifth century A.D. Attributed to

473 poets, the total number of these poems is 2,381, the shortest of which

is 3 lines long (e.g., aihkurunuru 121) and the longest, 782 (maturaikkdnci).

Altogether, they add up to approximately 50,000 lines, most of which

contain four metrical feet, known by the term cir, per line and a few

containing two, three or five, and rarely six. The metrics of these poems is

discussed in "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry."

It is significant that classical Tamil literature evidences the indigenous

linguistic, literary, and cultural traditions of southern India. Moreover, this

body of literature is the only source for gaining a fair knowledge of a

pre-Indo-Aryanized southern India. These poems employ unique literary

conventions to express sentiments such as clandestine love, marital fidelity,

1 For detailed introductions to these works, see Ramanujan (1985:ix-xiv) and Zvelebil

(1975:5-21,89-107).
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jealousy, and pride and to celebrate such themes as war, philanthropy,

royal patronage, and philosophy. More importantly, traces of the ancient

Tamil country's contact with the rest of the world, cultural diffusion within

India, origins of Tamil urbanization, local kingdoms, and devotion to personal

gods ("bhakti") can all be discerned from these poems. Therefore, it is not

surprising that Western scholars of classical Tamil literature have shown

that it merits a place of importance within India and among world literature,

while students of history and culture state that Tamil-speaking people

have made major contributions to the development of Indian civilization. It

is certainly not an overstatement when Ramanujan (1985:ix) astutely

comments that not to know this poetry "is not to know a unique and major

poetic achievement of Indian civilization."

Classical Tamil poems are the earliest extant linguistic documents

of Tamil and contain the oldest attestations of Dravidian words. Furthermore,

a preliminary survey of later texts with the formal properties of classical

Tamil poetry as points of reference clearly demonstrates that a good

understanding of the language employed in the latter will facilitate one's

understanding of later Tamil in general, and later Tamil poetry in particular.

Thus, in the final analysis, a study of classical Tamil becomes crucial for a

thorough and complete understanding of the cultural spectrum of India

and for a better understanding of the languages and literatures of the

world.

The Study of Classical Tamil in the Past

Due to historical circumstances, a knowledge of classical Tamil

poetry suffered a setback in the Tamil country which produced it. The

poems had to be interpreted for the benefit of those who wanted to study

them, and therefore there arose several commentaries on them. The most

popular traditional commentator on these poems, U.V. Saminathier, explains

how these secular poems were rescued from oblivion and studied in the
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nineteenth century after they had been stigmatized as irreligious along

with certain other literary works. Even after their rediscovery, the study

of these poems demanded special training in the twentieth century since

the language had changed considerably between the time of their composition

and the time of their rebirth. In addition, the interpretations of these poems

which were provided by medieval commentators and followed by the

commentators of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries had been influenced

by post-classical and medieval Tamil and also by non-Tamil traditions.

Consequently, the combination of language change in the form of loss of

lexical items, formative changes in old words, semantic change, and the

complexity in the narrative style of the commentaries made many classical

Tamil poems difficult and enigmatic and sometimes gave a distorted view

of the poems and of the language itself. Actually, this situation deserves a

separate study. One could obtain abundant information on this matter just

by comparing classical Tamil poems with their commentaries, while keeping

them carefully apart. Here, a few examples might help a motivated reader

appreciate the predicament of the commentators who had to labor over

damaged palm-leaf manuscripts in order to revive these poems and their

old commentaries and the consequences of such painstaking efforts.

(a) Many classical Tamil words have been categorically treated as

"sound fillers" or "particles" by the commentators, perhaps because those

words had become obsolete by their time. The term they use to refer to

these words is acai. kurai is one such word which can very well be

interpreted to mean 'quality, nature, characteristic, attribute.' Examples of

the usage of this word are given in "The Particles" in this study. Another

such word is anka which could be understood to mean 'thus, in that

manner.' Even in those contexts where this word ought to be treated as a

certain type of metrical foot (corcIr) in a poem so as to be combined with

2 Cf. Ramanujan (1985:xi-xiv).
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the next line to make sense and to be noted by the prosodic term vali-y-acai

'leading metrical unit', most commentators label them just as an acai

which has lead to the incorrect interpretation of it as a meaningless sound

filler. See "The Particles" for examples of its usage.

Actually, the various items which are labelled as "acai" by traditional

commentators do have significant semantic and prosodic functions in clas

sical Tamil poetry. Perhaps, students of classical Tamil poetry should

begin to understand the term "acai" (as used by the commentators) as

referring to the basic metrical unit acai, rather than as a nonsensical

sound filler. The commentators' cryptic usage of the term "acai," instead

of specifying urai-y-acai, oli-y-acai, or vali-y-acai, each of which has a

specific prosodic function, has mislead many in the past to the under

estimation of classical Tamil diction.

(b) Sometimes a word appears in classical Tamil in more than one

form and one of the reasons seems to be that the form with an extra suffix

can serve as a metrical foot (cir) whereas the form without that suffix

cannot. For example, the form vantal is longer than vantu and both mean

'sediment/deposit/soil.' The form vantal (vantu 'to collect, gather' + al

verbal noun suffix) is a metrical foot of the pattern ner-ner while vantu is

of the pattern nerpu and rarely occurs as a metrical foot in this period.

The classical Tamil poet must have had a choice between these two

forms, vantu and vantal, when he wanted to say something about the

sediment/deposit/soil.

Nevertheless, the traditional commentator U.V. Saminathier interprets

vantu as 'bees' instead of 'deposit/soil' as it is used in a classical Tamil

We do find the commentaries referring to the form anku as a refrain when it occurs as

refrain (kun): cf. the Old Commentary on pati.26:4. Even in such instances, ariku 'thus,

there, in that manner' could be understood as a meaningful word functioning as refrain.

The form vantal 'sediment/deposit' is just an extension of vantu. One may also note

that the word vantu 'deposit' is related to mantu which means 'to collect like sediment.'
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poem: vantu mempatuum i-v-vara-nilai aru 'this cruel/bad river where

the bees are overwhelming' (pura.263:4). Then he notes that vantu could

also refer to a group of warriors. In this context vantu neither means

'bees' nor does it refer to a group of warriors. It refers to the deposit in

the river bed, and therefore the line under question means 'this drying up

river (vara nilai aru) where its sediment/deposit/soil (vantu) is coming

up (mempatuum).'

Apparently, the entire Old Commentary on this poem was not available

to Saminathier through damaged palm leaf manuscripts, so he had two

choices: one was to understand the word vantu in its more common

usage as "bees" and the other was to associate it with the name of a

person, Vantan, which is used in another classical poem (pad.31:22-23):

celvattu vantan anaiyai 'You are like the wealthy Vantan.' Unfortunately,

it would seem that the usage vantal 'deposit' from other poems has

escaped Saminathier's attention (e.g., pari.6:18) or that he was expecting

the form vantal instead of vantu if it had to mean 'deposit.' Other

commentators follow Saminathier's path. If these later commentators ex

pected the form vantal instead of vantu to mean 'sediment/deposit in a

river bed', it would only tell us that the contemporary form of the word

had affected their understanding of the word in an earlier form in earlier

poems.

(c) One crucial example will suffice to see how semantic or cultural

change has colored the understanding of classical Tamil poems. The word

karpu is understood today as meaning 'chastity/marital fidelity (of a wom-

There is no doubt that one of the words for bees is vantu. One could make a semantic

connection between vantu 'bees' which swarm and vantu 'sediment/deposit' which collects

in a river bed. However, in the context of the poem under consideration, vantu could not

mean 'bees', for the poem talks about a fallen hero who brought back a herd of stolen

cattle through the drying up river. It is quite unlikely that the cattle moved through a river

full of water or that bees were overwhelming in a river that was drying up.
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an).' It need not be, perhaps should not be, interpreted to mean 'chastity

of a woman' in classical Tamil poems. This word is derived from kal 'to

learn by experience, to have maturity' + pu verbal noun suffix, and is used

in these poems, in connection with male, female, and even neuter things

like words of (Vedic) chanting: cf. eluta k karpu-in nin col 'your words of

learning which are not written down' (kuru.156:5).

However, the way in which modern commentators interpret this

word in classical Tamil poems arouses curiosity about a possible bias

reflecting change in socio-cultural values by their time. When the word

karpu occurs in these poems with reference to a woman, the commentators

do not interpret it. Rather, they simply repeat the word karpu in their

commentary. But, when it occurs with reference to a man or a neuter

object like words, they do not hesitate to interpret it as 'learning/education'

(kalvi) in the modern sense of the word kalvi. Earlier commentators,

perhaps confused about the term because both karpu and kalvi are

derived from the same stem kal, clearly avoided any interpretation other

than 'learning' (kalvi) when the word occurred with reference to a

8

man.

Cf. Saminathier's commentary on pati.90:49.

Cf. Saminathier's commentaries on pati.43:31, pati.80:17, and kuru.156:5. Faithfully

following the Old Commentary, Saminathier even notes that eluta-k-karpu (kuru.156:5)

means 'education through learning the utterances that are not written down; that is to

know (about) the Vedas' ("eluta k kilaviyai k karra kalvi; atavatu vetam unartal").

Note that there is just one occurrence of the word kalvi 'education' in classical

Tamil: kalviyen ennum val an ciraan 'the skillful young male child who claims "I have

learning/education" ' (pura.346:3). It can also be noted that when the stem kal occurs in a

negative form kalla, commentators do not make any special mention of it (cf. the Old

Commentary on pati.48:7) or interpret it as meaning 'not learning the traditional job' (cf.

Saminathier's commentary on kuru.69:3; Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on malai:312).

Cf. the Old Commentary on pati.43:31, where the commentator remarks about the

word karpu in the phrase tolaiya k karpa: "It is said karpa, because it means 'You who
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What makes this analysis more interesting is that later century

commentators like U.V. Saminathier were fairly and unmistakably influenced

by their predecessors. In this particular case, one can trace the treatment

of the word karpu (as 'chastity of a woman') back to one medieval

commentator, Atiyarkkunallar, who makes a clear distinction between

two types of karpu as ariya karpu and ciriya karpu or ara-k-karpu and

mara-k-karpu referring to the behavioral patterns of two women who

figure in a post-classical Tamil text and conduct themselves in very different

ways at the loss of their husbands. In effect, ariya karpu and ara-k-karpu

mean the same, while ciriya karpu and mara-k-karpu mean the same.

According to this commentator, it would seem, ariya karpu or ara-k-karpu

refers to the subservient, docile, and gentle behavior of a woman, whereas

ciriya karpu or mara-k-karpu refers to the wild behavior of an outraged

woman. Whatever the significance of this commentator's interpretation,

one wonders why later commentators should use the same interpretation

for the word karpu even when they explain classical Tamil poetry.

have kalvi.' They also say something else." ("karpu enratu kalviyai utaiyay enravaru.

piritum uraippa").

Cf. Atiyarkkunallar' s commentary quoted in Venkatasamy Nattar's commentary on

cilappatikaram, patikam:42 .

Saminathier's interpretation of the phrase ariya karpu as used in pati.90:49 is worth a

note, where he quotes Atiyarkkunallar without even translating the phrase ariya karpu

which could be understood as 'undisturbed/profound learning/maturity' in the context of

the poem. Further, he seems to emphasize that the reference to men in terms of their

kinship to a woman is due to the woman's karpu. See Saminathier's commentary on

pati.65:10, where he says that the Cera king is addressed as ceyijai kanava 'Husband of

the woman (the queen) wearing red ornaments!' because of the eminence of the queen's

karpu.

He adds a remark in this context that Aiyai is another woman with karpu and that

her father Ahtai is referred to as ' Aiyai's father', because of Aiyai's karpu. But in fact,

classical Tamil poems do not contain any information about the character of this woman

Aiyai. The commentators introduce her as a woman with karpu.
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Even more interesting is how the phrases ariya karpu/ara-k-karpu

and ciriya karpu/mara-k-karpu are understood today by modern Tamils

respectively as 'the chastity of a subservient woman' and 'the chastity of

a wild, warrior-like woman', because of the semantic function of the word

karpu as 'a woman's chastity.' This modern understanding of the word

karpu would be fine as long as the same meaning is not imposed on its

earliest usage in classical Tamil poems. Unfortunately, that does not seem

to be the case.

Here, readers may note that both karpu (kal + pu) and kalvi (kal

+ vi) are derived from the same stem kal 'to learn, mature' and respectively

mean 'acquiring profundity' and 'acquiring traditional skills' in classical

Tamil poetry; and that at some point in time, 'male profundity/learning'

(man's karpu) was separated from the overall semantic realm of 'profun

dity/learning' (karpu) to be equated with acquiring traditional skills or

education (kalvi), whereas 'female profundity/learning' (woman's karpu)

was restricted to mean 'chastity.' Naturally, commentators impose this

12

later semantic structure on classical Tamil poetry.

In the Tamil tradion of learning and writing, it is normal not only to repeat the subject

matter treated by earlier authors, but also to cherish like gold the very words spoken by

those authors: munnor moji poruje anri avar mojiyum ponne pol porruvam (Nannul,

Rule 9). The many accounts given in some traditional commentaries about how texts were

learned in pre-modern times tell us that the student learning a text more or less served as a

medium for receiving the text from his teacher and transmitting it to the next generation of

students. This mode of learning a text and imparting it to others must have demanded a

rigid and loyal system of cherishing verbatim what was being learned. It is only fair that

modern education and scholarship bear the vestige of the pre-modern system of cherishing

the words of earlier authors.

1 It may be noted that Subramanya Bharatiyar, a modern Tamil poet, was the first one to

suggest that karpu 'chastity, marital fidelity' should be a quality that should be common to

both men and women: karpu nilai enru colla vantar iru katcikkum annilai potuvil vaippom.

Loosely translated, it means, 'They talk about karpu. Let us keep that state as common to
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(d) As for the narrative style of the commentators, the most striking

aspects must be mentioned. Their prose, apparently influenced by Sanskrit,

was overly braided with passive voice and causative constructions which

only complicated the Tamil and perhaps affected later analyses of classical

Tamil poems in the twentieth century. For example, a medieval commentator,

Naccinarkkiniyar, translates niti 'getting long; having gotten long' as

13

valara-p-pattu and vilai 'growing' as vilaiya-p-patukinra. The forms

valara-p-pattu and vilaiya-p-patukinra are constructions using the passive

voice which are not needed for Tamil and are untranslatable into sensible

English ('experiencing the growth' and 'that which experiences sprout

ing/growth'?). This commentator glosses utti 'feeding ...; fed and ...' as

unna-p-pannuvittu. The form unna-p-pannuvittu literally translates as

'making X make Y eat' because unna-p-pannu is already causative/effec

tive, meaning 'make X eat'; the addition of the suffix vi adds another

degree of causation to it, thus making unna-p-pannu-vi mean 'make X

make Y eat'; unna-p-pannuvittu is the adverbial participle form of unna-

p-pannu-vi.

both the parties (male and female).'

The commentators' treatment of the word karpu reveals to us that the word has a

semantic history. This history tells us that the word has suffered a semantic reduction in its

life to refer only to 'female profundity/learning' leading to its modern understanding and

usage as 'chastity; marital fidelity, especially of a woman.' Semantic shift or change of

lexical items is nothing unusual, especially in a culture which is thousands of years old. It

may not always be possible to trace the semantic history of lexical items, but ignoring the

existence of such history may be detrimental to one's understanding of a people's history

in other respects. Therefore, it is the duty of future scholars, especially of cultural historians,

to identify, understand, and resolve ambiguities of this kind so that classical Tamil poems

and later Tamil works are understood in their proper perspective, and that Tamil culture

through Tamil literature is also properly appreciated.

1 Cf. Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on matu:288, 291.

14 Cf. Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on peru:479.
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An example from another commentary illustrates a style that was

apparently influenced by the Sanskrit quotative marker iti 'that ...; thus

... .' Notice how the following Tamil sentence ends with the word aru

'thus; in that manner', here unnecessary: tamar utan cenruli anci vituttuc

cellumatalin avanurun tolvi kantal ilipenpatu kontu atanaik kanumaru vaitta

kurru enravaru. Here, the reader needs only to know that the form

enravaru means the same as enratu 'what X said' which is simpler and

more akin to classical as well as later Tamil sentence structure.

Revival of the Study of Classical Tamil

As a result of the problems outlined above, there emerged a polarity

between classical Tamil poems and their readers in early twentieth century,

in spite of the indispensable help provided by the commentators. Nonetheless,

the study of these poems continued because of their literary importance.

Fortunately, Western contact with southern India introduced the

study of classical Tamil to the Western world and revitalized it in India.16

Western scholars of the late twentieth century have produced excellent

works on classical Tamil, and future scholars will have a tremendous

technological advantage not available to medieval and later traditional

commentators when they labored over damaged palm-leaf manuscripts to

17
revive these poems. There is then the likelihood that the study of

Pinnattur Narayanasamy Aiyar's Commentary on narrinai 271.

16 The Tamil world is indebted to outstanding scholars like George L. Hart, John Marr,

A.K. Ramanujan, and Kamil Zvelebil, who were pioneers and continue to be instrumental

in the study of classical Tamil in the West.

My own research on classical Tamil poetry has been greatly benefited by the unique

combination of my traditional Tamil training, Western linguistic training, and modern

computing technology.
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classical Tamil poetry will take on a new face in the forthcoming centuries,

building on the crucial contributions of traditional commentators.1

The Need for a Systematic Analysis of Tamil

Traditional grammars written in Tamil by Tamils date from the

beginning of the Christian era through the twentieth century. Commentaries

in Tamil on these grammars are also available beginning ca. the tenth

century A.D. Based on a Latin model, Western Missionary grammars of

Tamil started to emerge in the sixteenth century, and were written in

Portuguese, Dutch, French, Italian, and English. With the introduction of

Western education and modern linguistics into the Tamil country in the

twentieth century, Tamil scholars wrote descriptions of Tamil in Tamil

and English that addressed various issues. Other scholars, from the West

and Japan, have also contributed much to the analysis of Tamil. Nevertheless,

no systematic, rigorous, and comprehensive analysis of the Tamil language

19

as it developed over time is available.

The Project and This Volume

Drawing upon concepts and methods of Western linguistics, I am

currently engaged in a systematic study of Tamil literary texts from the

1 The freer the mind is from later Tamil and non-Dravidian languages, the closer it will

get to the Tamil of the classical period.

19 Zvelebil (1967:8) remarks: "In Tamil, we have nothing to compare with the pioneer

work of Gai and Narasimhia in Kannada and Chandra Sekhar in Malayalam. The only

possible exception is T.P. Meenakshisundaram's A History of Tamil Language, DCPRI,

Poona, 1965."

As this volume was nearing completion, I came to know of a description of

classical Tamil, entitled Carikattamil, written in Tamil by S. Agasthialingom in Tamilnadu,

India. The complete version of this book is not yet available to me.
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earliest period known for Tamil literary documentation (ca. 150 B.C.) up

to the sixteenth century A.D., which marks the arrival of the Westerners

in the Tamil country. For this ongoing project, Tamil poetry, prose, and

inscriptions from the earliest period until the sixteenth century A.D. are

being entered into an Apple Macintosh computer. The plan is to create a

historical reference grammar of pre-modern Tamil in four sequential

volumes; this volume is the first in the series.

This volume is not intended to discuss the development of grammatical

theories in Tamil. A discussion of the development of grammatical theories

would involve not only a survey of all literary texts down the centuries,

but also of analyses of these texts done at different times by various

scholars, Tamil, non-Tamil, ancient, and modern. Such an analysis is not

within the scope of this volume.

The present volume is limited to providing a reference tool for

understanding the structure of Tamil employed in classical Tamil poetry.

This study takes the language of this poetry as a given, and treats it as a

benchmark with reference to which the language of subsequent centuries

can be described systematically. Distinct changes in the Tamil language

surface after the period of this poetry. Slow and steady contact with

Indo-Aryan languages over the centuries has introduced several changes

in pre-modern Tamil and therefore it would be worthwhile to study the

language structure and change over four successive stages of language

history: Stage 1 — classical period or the cankam period (150 B.C.-pre-

fifth/sixth century), Stage 2 — post-classical period (pre-seventh century),

Stage 3 — medieval period (seventh-twelfth centuries), and Stage 4 —

pre-modern period (twelfth-fifteenth centuries).

20 What is here intended by a "reference grammar" is explained later in this chapter under

"How to use this volume." See "Methodology" for information on the computing aspect of

the project.
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The method employed in this volume is essentially synchronic and

descriptive. Historical notes about the language are purely incidental. Later

volumes will treat the substantial linguistic changes between classical

Tamil and the Tamil reflected in later texts. In short, this is a descriptive

grammar, not prescriptive. That is to emphasize that it is not responsible

for generating and experimenting with hypothetical utterances in Tamil.

The contents of this volume are presented in eight sections. Section

1 contains general information that is assumed in the rest of the volume.

Section 2 consists of chapters about nouns, noun-like items, and those

items which are added to or derived from nominal stems. Section 3 is

about various kinds of verb stems. Section 4 deals with finite verbs and

nouns derived from verb stems. Section 5 is devoted to the participles.

Section 6 is about the various modes of expression. Section 7 includes

information on the verbs a 'to be' and an 'to be content', verb modifiers,

and figures of speech. The penultimate chapter in this section contains

notes on miscellaneous items. The last chapter, "Analysis of A Few

Poems," illustrates how different parts of a poem are grammatically con

nected. Section 8, "Appendix," provides a detailed index of pronouns, case

markers, postpositions, particles, and other affixes with reference to their

21

occurrence in the volume.

The chapters in these various sections first give a general description

of the given concept, next say how the concept under discussion is

linguistically derived, and then provide a variety of examples from classical

22

Tamil poetry. The general descriptions of grammatical concepts are

1 A glossary of classical Tamil stems is under way. In the meantime the reader is

requested to use the following: (i) The Dravidian Etymological Dictionary by Burrow

and Emeneau and (ii) The Tamil Lexicon published by Madras University.

22

In spite of their excellent explanation of rules of grammar, one major inadequacy found

in the traditional commentaries on Tamil grammars is that they do not always provide

complete reference to the sources of their examples. On many occasions the reader does
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brief in many instances. The examples represent all the types and shapes

of stems such as nominal, verbal, monosyllabic, non-monosyllabic, vowel-

final, and consonant-final. The translations of the examples are deliberately

literal and functional, not poetic at all. They may sound odd in some

instances for several reasons: the examples had to be pulled out of context;

ideas are expressed differently in classical Tamil and in modern English;

and more importantly, one has to have at least a minimal understanding of

classical Tamil literary conventions to see what they mean. The translations

are basically concerned at helping the reader see how exactly the various

grammatical forms are used in a poem. In every instance, accuracy is

aimed at the particular grammatical form under discussion. The meanings

for the words were obtained basically from the context of the poem under

consideration and by cross checking their usage in other poems.

How to Use This Volume

One does not have to be a trained linguist or knowledgeable about

traditional Tamil grammars in order to use this volume, but it is assumed

that the reader has a basic understanding of grammar in a broad sense;

that the reader is not puzzled by usages like "case" in a grammatical

sense or "clause," or "participle." It has also been assumed that the

reader has at least a minimal knowledge of Tamil. The information provided

about traditional Tamil grammars and commentaries need not distract the

readers from their main concern.

This volume is meant to be a "reference tool," not a text book, and

therefore does not guide one to generate Tamil sentences. Nor does it

provide declensions of nouns and paradigms of verbs. It is a tool to aid the

study of classical Tamil and refers the reader to the various contexts in

not have good examples or does not know their sources.
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which given grammatical forms are actually used in a poem. One can use

it in two different ways: (i) to use it much like a dictionary where a reader

23

can look up the definition or meaning of an item; (ii) to read through

from the beginning and get an introduction to classical Tamil poetry.

For the "dictionary" use of the volume, one has to start with the

"Appendix," which contains lists of items with reference to their occurrence

in the volume, and then proceed to specific chapters. Here, a reader could

ask what a particular suffix stands for or what the grammatical function of

a particular form of a word in classical Tamil is, and so on.

For the "read through" use of the volume, one needs to read all the

chapters which provide introductory notes to given grammatical concepts

(e.g., "A Note On Participles") and the discussions under headings such

as "General" and "Formation," but can overlook many examples. Readers

have a choice in the last chapter, "Analysis of A Few Poems." Some very

elementary details about classical Tamil poems are provided first in this

chapter and may be passed by an experienced reader. Motivated readers

may glance through the analysis of the first poem (ainkurunuru 423),

which is quite simple, and may read through the analysis of the second

poem {purananuru 278), which is slightly complex. The analysis of the last

poem (akananuru 9) is intended for patient readers whose attention span

will be challenged by the complexity of the poem and its demanding

analysis. In each of these three cases, the poem is translated in three

ways. A unit-by-unit translation and paraphrase are provided to show

how the various words and phrases in the poem are connected. As a treat

for the reader, a poetic translation is also provided to demonstrate how

the poem is transformed elegantly when it passes through the grammarian's

23 Here, the reader must keep in mind that linguistic items normally undergo semantic and

functional changes over the centuries and therefore one must not impose modern Tamil

usage of an item on its classical Tamil usage.
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workshop and rests in a poet's gallery.

The simplest of the three poems analyzed in the last chapter is

given here basically to introduce classical Tamil poetry to the reader. The

last chapter contains a detailed grammatical analysis of this poem

(ainkurunuru 423) .

uiiriri6roip @u)iy,a^ ^6TflGlffnrflj5 ^sJiGrn mamalai itiyuut talicorin tanre

ajng§)J^cu uffuuff Qffcusuujnj5 ^2otGuj vanutal pacappac celavayarn tanaiye

ninGin £1rgP!D!5 ^amniucuiri yame nirruran tamaiyalam

^lurncu (ijasJra&gp j§nr^leu>rr)p ^ajiSsu aymala runkanu nlrnirain tanave

Paraphrase from the grammarian's workshop:

The thundering dark cloud has poured raindrops, indeed—

But you have undertaken a journey as (your lover's) bright forehead

has turned pale (due to the anxiety of separation)

Whereas, we (your lover and I, her female companion) cannot be

calm, separated from you

The seductive eyes (of your lover), which (now) resemble fading

flowers, are filled with tears.

Transformation in the poet's gallery25:

Dark clouds,

thundering,

let loose their rain:

her brightforehead has gone pale

The poetic translations are by David D. Shulman, A.K. Ramanujan, and George L.

Hart.

25 This translation is by David D. Shulman.
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now that you're to go away.

Still, we haven't deserted you.

No peace for us

any more.

Deadly eyes

fading like flowers.

are flooded with tears.
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The Approach

An account of the process by which this book grew will give the

reader some insight into its current form. First, I entered all the anthologies

(classical Tamil poems) in modern Tamil script into an Apple Macintosh

computer. For example, the first line of kuruntokai 2 was entered as

follows: Offinra(g £&,n ajnipasanas &\\h ^lanrn &, giuoiil. Then I analyzed the

poems composed by certain poets, Kautamanar, Vanmikiyar, Markkanteyar,

and Muranciyur Mutinakarayar. While visually scanning these poems, I

noted down grammatical categories like alapetai 'lengthening of sounds'

and adjectival/relative participle that seemed necessary to explain the

formation of classical Tamil words. In selecting these categories, I considered

the systems of categorization developed by traditional Tamil grammarians

1 This choice and subsequent selections of the anthologies were based on Zvelebil's

account of "a relative and absolute chronology" of classical Tamil poetry. See Zvelebil

1975:107.
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and Western missionaries who wrote grammars of Tamil during the sixteenth

through the nineteenth centuries A.D. A blend of these two systems was

deemed helpful to explain the basic structure of classical Tamil. Computer

software that would efficiently perform the tasks required for the type of

analysis needed for this study could not be found — hence, the visual

scanning — and, at that time, the experienced human eye, although not

perfect, was more useful than the electronic eye in searching for the

required items. A computer printout of these poems, however, made the

search much easier than it would have been otherwise.

Next, I analyzed the anthology known as the patirruppattu and

selected additional grammatical categories as they became necessary. By

then, the survey covered the poems up to A.D. 200. At this point it

seemed worthwhile to survey all the anthologies, so I started with the

anthology purandnuru and then moved to other works.

The number of grammatical categories necessary to explain the

structure of words and phrases in these poems grew as the number of the

anthologies surveyed increased, while the complexity of those categories

developed as the search proceeded from anthology to anthology. To be

specific, paripatal and kalittokai provided the most elaborate versions of

the grammatical categories compared to kuruntokai or any other anthology.

Thus, the anthologies in toto gave a sense of direction and magnitude to

the analysis. Hypotheses were formed, then verified or discarded as the

survey continued. The verified hypotheses are given in the present volume.

2 Microsoft's Word was sufficient in the early stages of the project to search for required

words and phrases. Later, a program in Turbo Pascal was written to retrieve all instances of

a required word from all the anthologies.
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The Direction

In forming and verifying or discarding the hypotheses, I deliberated

over the analyses of classical Tamil done by modern scholars and traditional

Tamil grammarians and commentators. In the end, the description that

would eventually enable me to explain later developments in the language

in terms of classical Tamil seemed to be the most attractive. I have tried

also not to make too many assumptions while explaining the grammatical

forms.

My approach to the problem differs from that of the traditional

commentators basically in terms of its direction. A few examples are

given here.

(a) Traditional commentators on classical Tamil poems tend to

explain earlier forms of words which occur in these poems in terms of

contemporary forms, naturally. For example, they construe the form accu

'fear' as the corrupted form of accam and call it katai-k-kurai 'shortening

of the final (am).' Similarly, ceruki is said to appear as cerii 'inserting,

having inserted', maruvi is said to occur as marii 'joining', orii 'moving

away' is considered to be a "changed form (of oruvi)," tara is said to

have shortened as tara 'without providing', kuta malai 'western mountain'

is glossed as kutaka malai, mularai 'drum-like trunk' is understood as a

"changed form (of mulavarai)" and tataii 'having bent' is explained with

reference to tatavu 'bending.'

3 When relevant in this study, I have also pointed out how my approach differs from the

analyses done by modern scholars.

Cf. Parimelalakar's commentary on pari.3:33 and Saminathier's commentary on

pati.90:2.

Cf. Saminathier's commentaries on kuru.92:4; 72:5; pati.13:27; the Old Commentary

on pati. 13:23; Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on malai:527; Saminathier's commentary

on pati.pati.5:1 4, and Pinnattur Narayanasamy Aiyar's commentary on narr.80:6.
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Most of these forms do occur in classical Tamil: accu (pati.90:2),

accam (kuru.392:2); cerii (kuru.295 :1 ); marii (peru:383), maruvi (ma-

tu:541); orii (pan. 13:27); tara (pad. 13:23), tara (pura. 157:3); kuta

(malai:527); mularai (pati.pati.5:14), mulavarai (pura.85:7); tataii

(narr.80:6), and tatavu (peru:77). ceruki, oruvi, and kutaka (cilap.30:159)

are later forms. However, in each instance, the commentators keep the

forms which must have survived in the language of their time as their

points of reference in order to explain earlier forms. Thus, they are going

backward from a later period toward an earlier one.

The approach of the commentators seems to lack the possibility of

inferring how words developed from smaller into larger units. So, wherever

possible in this study, I have used the shortest form of the stem without

long vowels (e.g., tata 'to bend' instead of tatavu 'bending'; inula 'drum'

instead of inula 'drum') and have also tried to explain all the other forms

derived from it. For example, I consider ancu 'to fear' as the bare verb

stem from which the mutated stem accu 'fear' is derived which subsequently

leads to the derivation of the verbal noun accam 'fear' by adding the

suffix am. Similarly, I have taken the bare verb stem kel 'to hear, listen'

as the basic form from which the imperative/optative form kelay 'May

you listen!' is derived, whereas Tamil grammars and commentaries derive

kel from kelay. Similar derivations can be found throughout this study,

especially in "Morphophonemics" and "Verbal nouns."

The approach of starting from a smaller unit and proceeding toward

a larger seemed to explain to me why there are two forms for a word to

begin with. For example, it can be said that accu and accam provided the

classical Tamil poet with two metrical possibilities. The former (accu)

yields a certain basic prosodic unit (nerpu acai) whereas the latter (accam)

yields a different and larger prosodic unit (ner-ner); mularai is a metrical

foot of one pattern (nirai-ner) while mulavarai is of a different pattern

See "The Imperative/Optative" in this study.
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(nirai-nirai). These different forms must have been useful in different

meters, allowing for the poet's unrestricted usage of words in the language.

In addition, this approach helped me to see how words must have

gotten longer gradually over time by the addition of glides and formative

suffixes, since we see glides replacing vowel clusters in later Tamil: e.g.,

mulavarai < mula 'drum' + v (glide) + arai 'trunk'; kutaka 'western' <

kutaku < kuta 'west' + ku formative suffix.

Furthermore, this approach would encourage future scholars to pre

pare a lexicon with the shortest attested forms of the stems, which in turn

would lead to a better understanding of the language in general and of

these poems in particular. Normally and quite understandably, dictionaries

that are available to the readers tend to use later forms (usually in their

verbal noun structure) for citation purposes, so readers may not be able to

see the connection between the dictionary form and the actual form used

in poetry, especially the cankam classics. For example, the word tatavu

in modern Tamil means 'caress.' One can imagine the confusion that

might arise when the reader has to connect the form tatavu 'caress' from

a dictionary to tatavu 'bending' as given in traditional commentaries and

subsequently to tata 'to bend' in classical Tamil. A historical lexicon

would be cumbersome if the direction of approach is from tatavu 'caress'

going back to tata 'to bend', but would be greatly appreciated if it gradually

traces the semantic connection between tata 'to bend' and tatavu 'to

caress' by moving forward.

(b) Medieval commentators on traditional Tamil grammars tend to

consider various suffixes which function alike as derivatives of a single

item. For example, Cenavaraiyar considers the adverbial participle suffixes

i and y as derivatives of the adverbial participle suffix u. He also considers

the infinitive suffixes u and a to be the same. I have treated these

Cf. Cenavaraiyar' s commentary on Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Rule 228.
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suffixes separately so that the readers get a broader view of their usage.

— — 8

Moreover, I consider the a as distinct from u.

The Language of Classical Tamil Poetry and the Approach

The poems surveyed belong to a stage of Tamil which may be

termed "old Tamil" or "classical Tamil." Tamil is normally considered as a

language in which the simple sentence has its verb at the end preceded

by the object and then the subject occurring at the beginning of the

sentence. This structure is not the norm in classical Tamil poetry.

Sentence structure, whether simple or complex, here is greatly controlled

by the poetic aspect of the language. Alliteration (totai 'stringing') seems

to play a crucial role in holding the lines in a poem. Therefore, components

like the subject, object, and verb occur anywhere in the sentence, depending

upon the theme of the poem and what the poet wants to emphasize. For

example, in yame nin turantu amaiyalam 'We cannot be calm, separated

from you' (aink.423:3), the subject (yam 'we') is at the very beginning

and the verb (amaiyalam 'we cannot be calm') is at the end. Now,

consider aliyal ennatu ma inakii innum peyya mulanki minnum ... en in

uyir kuritte 'The dark cloud, without thinking that I am to be pitied, aims

at my life and roars with lightning in order to rain more' (kuru.2 16:5-7).

Here, the subject (ma malai 'dark cloud') is in the middle and the finite

verb (mulanki minnum 'roars with lightening') is also in the middle.

Now, consider tuyil turantanaval toli en kanne 'Friend, my eyes have

given up sleep' (kuru. 186:4). Here, the subject (kan 'eyes') is at the very

end. It happens even if the poem is very long. To have a closer look at a

long poem where the subject is at the very end, readers are encouraged

See "The Non-Past Stem" for examples of a and u used as suffixes. See "A Note on

the Verb a" for the significance of a as a separate suffix.

9 Linguists would refer to it as an S(ubject) O(bject) V(erb) language.
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to glance through the last poem (akandniiru 9) analyzed in the last chapter.

I chose this poem especially for its beauty, depth, and complexity. In this

poem which is 26 lines long, there is only one sentence with the finite verb

occurring in line 23 and the subject as the very last word in the last line.

While the placement of the subject, object, and verb seems flexible,

the order in which affixes are added to a stem is rigid. It can also be said

that word order itself is rigid in certain cases: when a nominal marked for

the genitive case, an adjective, or an adjectival participle precedes the

noun it modifies; when certain verbal participles (adverbial participles and

infinitives) precede the main verb in the same clause.

Word formation per se. is very much influenced by the metrics of

the poems. While the order is rigid with respect to adding suffixes to

stems, certain meters (pa) like the aciriyam tend to use shorter words

and certain other meters like the kali tend to employ longer words: e.g.,

nayiru 'sun' (kuru.92:1); peyarttanen 'I moved away' (kuru.84:1);

uraikkallatavar 'one/those who cannot speak out' (kali.61:4). Note

that the last is the longest single word found in these poems.

The stage of Tamil in these poems clearly reflects at least four

strata, spanning several centuries (ca. 150 B.C. - 500/600 A.D.?). In one

stratum of the language, nominal or verbal stems without suffixes are used

to perform various grammatical tasks. In the next stratum, which might be

contemporaneous with the first, "stem mutation" is used as a technique

12

for expressing various grammatical concepts. In the third stratum, which

See "Formation Mechanisms" for understanding the order followed when affixes are

added to a stem. See "A Note on Participles" and "Analysis of a Few Poems" for more on

word order and how different phrases within a poem are connected.

11 See "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry" for information on the relation between "word"

and Tamil metrical syllable (acai) and metrical foot (cir).

The term "stem mutation" refers to the changes made in the shape of the stem. This

term was adopted from Anttila (1972:153). See "Formation Mechanisms" for examples
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might represent a contemporaneous or subsequent stage, numerous affixes

appended to nominal and verbal stems are used to perform various gram-

13
matical functions. In the fourth stratum, which might represent the final

development of the language of this period, one finds used: (a) more than

one affix to denote one grammatical notion and vice versa: (b) one derived

form to signify more than one grammatical concept; and (c) "periphrasis"

to perform various grammatical tasks.

Although they provide some insight into a historical dimension of

Tamil, these four strata overlap one another greatly, giving way to various

metrical patterns of word construction. Based on the structure of the

language alone, it seemed impossible to find a unique place for a given

poem on the historical scale. Therefore, all the 2,381 poems were telescoped

for the purpose of this study as belonging to a single unit of time. I

surveyed the poems numerous times in many different ways: in a random

order within a given anthology and in ascending and descending orders.

It became clear, as the survey proceeded from one poem to another,

that the original significance of some linguistic forms had become obscure

over time. Then I realized that the object of survey, namely classical

Tamil poetry, reflects a language (classical Tamil) which originally developed

over many centuries but I am viewing it now after two thousand years

through my knowledge of another language (modern Tamil) that is a

continuation but not an exact reproduction of its ancestor (classical Tamil).

illustrating stem mutation.

This technique is referred to as "suffixation" in this study. See "Formation Mechanisms"

for examples illustrating suffixation.

i4 (A) and (b) can be referred to as "extension" techniques. The term "extension" is

adopted from Anttila (1972:148). "Periphrasis" is a technique by which two or more

individually derived forms are used in certain combinations across word boundaries. See

"Formation Mechanisms" for examples illustrating extension and periphrasis.

i If one or two linguistically significant forms were left out in the process, it must be

attributed to human error.
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The attempt to explain the characteristics of the object of survey in yet

another language, English, which bears a patent genealogical and structural

remoteness from the former, added another challenging parameter to the

task. Consequently, there arose moments of frustration and the effort to

discover the lost original significance of certain linguistic items developed

into a competition between frustration, pride, and reality, in which reality

won out in the end: as typical of any classical language, a few classical

Tamil linguistic forms are and will remain obscure indefinitely.

Nevertheless, unparalleled triumphant joy emerged from deciphering what

could be deciphered.

As a result, a few items like an, icin, in, and (k)k were safely deposited in a vault of

obscurities, but were given contextual labels for practical puTposes. They are discussed also

in "A Note on Miscellaneous Items."



FORMATION MECHANISMS

GENERAL: The mechanism used to derive a given grammatical

form is here called a "formation mechanism." The grammatical concepts

discussed in this study utilize one or more of the following five formation

mechanisms: use of the bare stem, stem mutation, suffixation, extension,

and periphrasis. A good understanding of these mechanisms is most

helpful for understanding the Tamil of this period. The mechanisms are

explained in the following paragraphs with some examples. More examples

are given in the rest of the volume in various sections.

1 See "A Note on Stems" in "Morphophonemics.'
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The Mechanism of Using the Bare Stem

On many occasions the bare stem, which consists of a nomianl or

verbal root with or without a formative suffix, expresses a given grammatical

concept. For example, one way to express an imperative notion is to use

the bare stem:

uva ini vali toli (aka.65:7)

[uva 'to rejoice']

'Rejoice now, my friend.'

The Mechanism of Stem Mutation

Certain grammatical forms are derived by "stem mutation." For

example, the oblique form of a human personal pronoun is obtained by

shortening the long vowel in the stem: tan 'he' > tan 'his.' Another

type of stem mutation is certain consonantal changes in certain verbs in

order to derive the causative/effective form: tuyil 'to sleep' > tuyirru 'to

cause to sleep; make ... sleep.'

The Mechanism of Suffixation

Nominal and verbal roots serve as bases for adding different types

of affixes, and the affixes thus added are commonly known as "suffixes."

Those suffixes here are simply referred to as "markers" because they

mark grammatical concepts. Information about the various markers that

are added to these stems in classical Tamil is provided in the following

* See "Methodology" for the source of the term. For a detailed discussion of stem

mutation, see "Morphophonemics."

"Human" personal pronouns are pronouns that refer to human beings. For more infor

mation, see "Person-Number-Gender" and "Pronouns."
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few paragraphs with some crucial examples. More examples with translation

are provided in various chapters in this study.

Markers that are added directly to a noun-like or nominal stem are:

(i) plural marker ± case marker/postposition

iyarikal < iyam + kal (malai:277)

aracarkal < arac(u) + ar + kal (kali.25:3)

makalirullum < makal + ir + ullum (pati.31 :21)

(ii) an or in ± case marker ± particle

atanal < atu + an + al (mull:17)

kanninal < kan + in + al (kali. 108:28)

pararikunrirkum < pararikunru+ in + ku + um (pari. 17:43)

(iii) case marker + particle

avara < avar + a (pura.l5:9)

vayinane < vayin + an + e (pati.36:1)

(iv) particle

curramum < curiam + um (aka.17:6)

(v) PNG marker, occasionally preceded by an, a(t), al, i, in, and/or

a glide (ii, n, y, or v), to derive an adjectival/appellative noun

kala < kal + a (pari..20:9)

kalana < kal + an + a (kuru.7:1)

innatu < in + a(t) + tu (kuru.245:2)

innatana < in + at + an + a (kuru.309:7)

cakattalar < cakatu + al + ar (pati.27:14)

iniya < in + i + glide y + a (kali.53:12)

4 The an and in are considered as cariyai "augments or inflectional increments" in the

tradition. For more information, see "A Note on Miscellaneous Items."
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eruttina < eruttu + in + a (pura.387:7)

valaifiar < valai + ft + ar (peru:274)

vinainar < vinai + n + ar (pati.62:16)

matava < mata + glide v + a (kuru.66:1)

(vi) ay to an adjectival noun or a verbal noun for deriving an

adverbial form

iyalpirray < iyalpirru + ay (pari.7:48)

iraicciyay < iraicci + glide y + ay (kali.8:9)

(vii) an or in to a verbal noun ending with al, al, kal, tal, or mai for

deriving a causal form meaning 'since'

olukalan < olukal + an (kali.39:14)

unmaiyan < unmai + glide y + an (pura.182:9)

terutalin < terutal + in (aka.l:10)

(viii) i to an adjectival stem or in to an adjecival noun for deriving

an adverbial form

nani < nan + i (kuri:33)

nunnitin < nunnitu + in (netu:76)

(ix) il/in(um) to a nominative or oblique stem for deriving a com

parative form

pitirvil < pitirvu + il (aka.l :18)

urumin < urum + in (pura.366:3)

kutiijum < kutu + in + um (kuru.374:7)

itanin < itan + in (narr.322:2)

(x) um to an adjectival noun for deriving an adverbial form

peritum < peritu + um (aka.59:2)

(xi) en to an imitative word; ena to an adjectival stem for deriving

an imitative word functioning like an adverb

ilumen cummai < ilum + en cummai (poru:65)
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mellena < mel + ena (aka.49:7)

(xii) ku to an adjectival stem for deriving an adverbial form; to a

nominative stem for deriving a comparative form

nanku < nal + ku (matu:82)

valiyorku < valiyon + ku (pari.2:21)

Markers that can be added directly to a bare verb stem are:

(i) causative/transitive marker tt, (p)pi, or vi

natatta < nata + tt + a (pari. 10:43)

pacappittor < paca + ppi + tt + or (aink.67:5)

kotpittan < kol + pi + tt + an (kali.145:57)

arukuvittu < aruku + vi + tt + u (kali. 142:2)

(ii) PNG marker to derive a non-past personal verb or a negative

personal verb

ulen < ul + en (kuru.310:5)

ilan<il + an (aka. 147:14)

matten < mattu + en (narr.342:3)

(iii) PNG marker to derive a non-past participial noun or a negative

participial noun

vallar < val + ar (pura.27:18)

caran < car + an (kali.38:19)

(iv) negative al before the PNG marker to derive negative personal

verbs and negative participial nouns; before the imperative/opta

tive markers ka and min to derive negative imperatives

ventalam < ventu + al + am (pura.205 :2)

poruntalar < poruntu + al + ar (aka.266:12)

vararka < var (*var) + al + ka (aka.40:12)

kollanmin < kol + al + min (pura.216:5)
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(v) a to derive a negative adjectival participle or a negative adverbial

participle; a to precede the marker mal or mai for deriving

negative adverbial participles or to precede the marker mai for

deriving a negative verbal noun

kalarika < kalariku+ a (pura.230:4)

anya < ari + glide y + a (narr.275:4)

toypatamal < toypatu + a + mal (malai:365)

valaamai < valu + a(a) + mai (kali.2:17)

ariyamai < ari + glide y + a + mai (pati. 15:14)

(vi) at before the addition of a participial noun marker, adjectival

participle marker a, adverbial participle marker u, or negative

imperative/optative markers i, me, and mo. These are negative

forms.

unarator < unar + at + or (pati.51:24)

ariyata < ari + glide y + at + a (kali.30:7)

anatu < an + at + u (pati.21:1l)

culate < cul + at + u/e (kali.6:8)

varuntati < varuntu + at + i (kali.107:30)

ceppatime < ceppu + at + l + me (aka.52:15)

alatlmo < alu + at + l + mo (narr.13:2)

(vii) negative il before an imperative marker to derive a negative

imperative

kaniliyaro < kan + il + iyaro (pati.44:8)

(viii) el before the imperative marker ka to derive a negative

imperative

cererka < ceru + el + ka (pari.20:68)

(ix) verbal noun marker

ketal < ketu + al (pura.366:17)

inmai < il + mai (pati.68:15)
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(x) past/completive or non-past/non-completive marker which may

be followed by certain other markers

c!i<cl+i (kali.lO1:8)

vettem < vel + tt + em (aink.6:6)

antu < al + t + u (pura.201 :10)

pulittana < puli + tt + an + a (aka.394:1)

porutu < poru + t + u (kuri:135)

karintu < kari + nt + u (aka.169:1)

pukanru < pukal + t + u (tiru:67)

irakkum < ira + kk + um (pura. 180:1 1)

kankam < kan + k + am (narr.81:9)

erihar < eri + n + ar (aka.71:12)

pulatti < pula + tt + i (aka.39:25)

ennutir < ennu + t + ir (aka.5:16)

piralna < piral + n + a (pati.l3:1)

uraippal < urai + pp + al (aka.28:2)

kanpal < kan + p + al (pati.77:12)

enmanar < en + m + an + ar (kali. 1 19:16)

valval < val + v + al (pura.245:7)

(xi) um or Ou to derive a non-past adjectival participle; uu for

deriving an infinitive

lyum < i + glide y + um (pura.22:33)

etirkolluu < etirkol + uu (kali. 146:38)

kanuu < kan + uu (kuri:230)

(xii) infinitive marker

curra < curru + a (malai:46)

maraiya < marai + glide y + a (malai:210)

peniyar < pen + iyar (pati.21:5)

kanuu < kan + uu (kuri:230)

tanimar < tani + mar (malai:303)
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(xiii) in for deriving a conditional

tuncin < tuncu + in (aka. 122:5)

(xiv) anum (*ayinum) to derive a concessive of fact ("although");

inum to derive a concessive of fact or a concessive of supposition

("even if)

ennanum < en + anum (kali.140:13)

collinum < col + inum (kuru.306:2)

peyarinum < peyar + inum (pura.3:14)

(xv) imperative/optative marker, positive or negative

cirakka < cira + kka (matu:194)

unmin < un + min (pari.18:1)

peyaral < peyar + al (pura.3:14)

Markers which can be added directly to the past stem of a verb are:

(i) PNG marker which may be preceded by an, icin, or in for

deriving a past personal verb

ceyta < ceyt + a (aink.143:3)

katintanam < katint + an + am (aka.5:26)

cenricinon < cenr + icin + on (narr.300:6)

curukkinem < curukki + in + em (pura.206:10)

(ii) PNG marker which may be preceded by an, icin, or in for

deriving a past participial noun

nalkurntar < nalkurnt + ar (kali.50:14)

mantana < mant + an + a (pari. 19:27)

pataitticinor < pataitt + icin + or (pura.18:23)

ventinar < vend + in + ar (peru:444)

(iii) negative il before the addition of a PNG marker for deriving a

negative personal verb or negative participial noun
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melintilal < melint + il + al (kuru. 182:7)

ayvantilar < ayvant + il + ar (pari.9:25)

(iv) verbal noun marker

nekilntatai < nekilnt + atai (kali. 132:15)

(v) past/completive adjectival participle marker a which is occasionally

preceded by in

tokutta < tokutt + a (kuru.372:2)

tuvarina < tuvari + in + a (aka.243:1)

(vi) adverbial participle marker i or u

vlci < vlcu/vlci + i (matu:752)

tolutu < tolut + u (poru:150)

(vii) al which may be preceded by in to derive a conditional; and el

for deriving a conditional

kantal < kant + al (pura.390:25)

anal < *ayin + al (kali. 108:9)

untel < unt + el (kali.38:13)

(viii) the comparative anna or enna 'like', the quotative ena 'thus,

that, so that', some nouns, the particle anku 'thus, in that

manner', and the postposition uli 'when, at the time'

elutiyanna < eluti + glide y + anna (aka.297:13)

vatittanna < vatitt + anna (aka.172:6)

kanranoa < kaor + arina (malai:498)

mayttena < maytt + eoa (aka.297:6)

etutteru < etutt + eru (pati.41:23)

ninrariku < ninr + ariku (pura.35:18)

cenruli < cenr + uli (aka.48:6)

(ix) um to provide the sense 'although'

kantum < kant + um (pura.173:9)
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anriyum < and + glide y + um (malai:134)

Markers which are added directly to the non-past stem of a verb are:

(i) PNG marker, which may be preceded by an, for deriving a

non-past personal verb

ula<ul + a (kali.117:8)

civakkum < civakk + um (kuru.354:l)

uraippal < uraipp + al (aka.28:2)

takaippana < takaipp + an + a (kali.3:17)

kanpar < kanp + ar (kali.110:22)

enmanar < enm + an + ar (kali.119:16)

(ii) PNG marker which may be preceded by al or an for deriving a

non-past participial noun

piralna < pirahi + a (pad.13:1)

ariyalar < ari + glide y + al + ar (pura.393 :4)

kolvana < kolv + an + a (kali.82:19)

(iii) negative al to a non-past stem ending with (k)k and following it

with a PNG marker or an imperative/optative marker; al to a

non-past stem ending with (k)k and following it with at and a

PNG marker or adjectival participle marker

tlrkkalar < tlrkk + al + ar (kali.140:17)

tarukallay < taruk + al + ay (kali.148:17)

arikallay < arik + al + ay (kali.95:26)

tolukalllr < toluk + al + lr (pari.15:34)

uraikkallatavar < uraikk + al + at + avar (kali.61 :14)

kalikallata < kalik + al + at + a (kali.20:21)

(iv) verbal noun marker

kilippatu < kilipp + atu (aka.72:1)
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(v) non-past adjectival participle marker a to a periphrastic non-past

stem; non-past adjectival participle marker um to a non-past

stem ending with (k)k or pp

cerkinra < cerkinr + a (pari.22:35)

karikkum < karikk + um (kuru.363 :2)

etuppum < etupp + um (kuru.398:5)

(vi) a, an, or u to a non-past stem that ends with (k)k, t, (p)p, or v

for deriving an infinitive

marakka < marakk + a (aink.470:5)

pukuta < pukut + a (pari.22:11)

marappa < marapp + a (pura.68:19)

kanpan < kanp + an (kali.97:7)

kulaivan < kuiaiv + an (narr.229:9)

ninaipu < ninaip + u (narr.208:4)

(vii) il/in to a non-past stem ending with (k)k or (p)p for deriving a

conditional

kalikkil < kalikk + il (aink.415:3)

ketkin < ketk + in (aink.81 :5)

ketpin < ketp + in (aka.98:28)

(viii) the comparative anna 'like', some nouns, and the postpositions

ajavai 'measure, limit' and uli 'when, at the time' to a non-past

stem ending with (p)p or v

kanpanna < kanp + anna (pura.211:3)

peyvitam < peyv + itam (pura. 173:5)

muyalvalavai < muyalv + alavai (aka. 189:10)

ketpuli < ketp + uli (kali. 146:30)

(ix) inum to a non-past stem ending with (k)k or (p)p to provide

the senses 'even if and 'although'
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akinum < ak + inum (pura.216:3)

alippinum < alipp + inum (narr.35:9)

(In fact, the past/completive stem and the non-past/non-completive

stem can be taken as the basic derived forms of the classical Tamil

verb; other verb forms and certain types of nouns can be further

derived from these stems.)

The Mechanism of Extension

The extended use of a suffix or a derived form to denote more than

one grammatical concept is the mechanism of "extension." An example

is: tirattal (pura.44:1l, 12). As an affirmative imperative/optative, this

form (< tira 'to open' + ttal suffix) means 'Open!', whereas as an

affirmative verbal noun it refers to "opening" as an action/process. Here,

the form tirattal has an extended usage.

The Mechanism of Periphrasis

In some cases, the grammatical concept spreads across words. For

example, one way to express the concept of an affirmative imperative/op

tative is to use a verbal noun that ends with al or (t)tal followed by

ventum 'is necessary': e.g., ariku p peyartal ventum '(You) must go

there' (aka.W:8). Here, the combination of peyartal 'moving' (< peyar

'to move' + tal) and ventum 'is necessary' provides the imperative/optative

sense 'must move.'

See "Methodology" for the source of the term.
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GENERAL: Classical Tamil reflects a phonological system that

contains significant contrasts absent in many non-Indie languages. Most

striking among these are the contrast between long and short vowels and

the contrast between retroflex consonants and non-retroflex consonants.

Another important feature that distinguishes classical Tamil from many

other languages is that it does not contain aspirated sounds. The existence

of an alveolar stop (9) sets classical Tamil apart even from modern Tamil,

in which the old alveolar stop has become an alveolar trill.

Tamil Letters (eluttu)

The term eluttu "letters" is the generic term that refers to Tamil

speech sounds. In the tradition, the ehittu are categorized basically as

The statements in this chapter are based on a survey of classical Tamil poetry as well as

the Tolkappiyam and its commentaries. For a succinct description of the Tolkappiyam, see

Ramanujan (1985:302). See Zvelebil (1973:131-154) for detailed information on it.
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iyarkai ejuttu "natural/spontaneous letters" and carpu eluttu "dependent

letters.' The natural letters (iyarkai eluttu) are of two types: vowels

(uyir eluttu) and consonants (mey eluttu). The dependent letters (carpu

eluttu) are extra-short i, extra-short u, and the aytam which is represented

in this study as h.

Two more terms, uyirmey and orru, referring to these letters are

used in the tradition: uyirmey, which can be understood as a "vowelled

consonant," is a conglomerate of a vowel (uyir) and a consonant (mey):

e.g., ka which is the conglomerate of the consonant k and the vowel a (a

< s + .sh). orru is a "vowelless consonant," a consonant that is not

combined with a vowel: e.g., k which is just the consonant k (a).

The Term eluttu and Syllable

A uyir eluttu (vowel) or a uyirmey eluttu (vowelled consonant)

optionally followed by one or two orru (vowelless consonant) is the

equivalent of what is normally understood as a syllable, here marked in

bold type: e.g., s» (a), j&fi (ar 'to be full'), .%ri^&i (arttu 'having filled'), a&

(ka), ecu (kal 'stone'), Cuneoiib (ponm 'it seems like'), m&u (malai

'mountain').

Natural Letters (iyarkai eluttu)

These are actually better understood as "primary letters" (mutal

eluttu). Vowels and consonants comprise this group. In the tradition,

length/duration is the basis for categorizing the vowels while the manner

of articulation is the basis for categorizing the consonants. Duration is

discussed below. The twelve vowels (a, a, i, i, u, 0, e, e, ai, o, o, and au)

2 Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rule 7.
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are divided into short vowels (kurrejuttu or kuril: a, i, u, e, and o), long

vowels (netteluttu or netil: a, i, O, e, ai, o, and au), and elongated vowels

(uyir alapetai: aa, n, uu, ee, ah, oo, and auu). The eighteen consonants

(k, n, c, fi, t, n, t, n, p, m, y, r, 1, v, 1, 1, r, and n) are divided into "hard

class" (val inam: k, c, t, t, p, and r), "soft class" (mel inam: n, fi, n, n,

m, and n), and "middle class" (itai inam: y, r, I, v, 1, and 1). Certain

consonants are elongated in some contexts and called "elongated conso

nants" (orru alapetai: nn, fin, nn, nn, mm, yy, 11, vv, 11, nn, and hh).

Vowels (uyir 'life-breath')

Each long vowel is associated with a short vowel. The long vowel a

has a as its shorter counterpart, similarly i has i, O has u, e has e, ai has i,

o has o, and au has u. In orthography, each of these short and long vowels

is represented by a distinct letter. These vowels along with their equivalents

in modern Tamil script are as follows :

3 Some might hold that old Tamil contains five short vowels (a, i, u, e, and o), five long

vowels (a, i, u, e, and o), and two diphthongs (ai and au).

The Tolkappiyam groups ai and au with long vowels and equates the combination

of a and i to ai, the combination of a and u to au. See Tolkappiyam, ejuttatikaram,

Ilampuranam, Rules 4, 54, and 55.

See Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam:6. Also see "Juxtaposed Vowels"

later in this chapter and "Lengthening of Sounds (alapetai ) and Vowel Clusters" in this

study.

4 Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rules 35 and 37.

Modern Tamil script is used here for two reasons. The poems surveyed for this study

are available in modern Tamil script, and the readers of this volume are more likely to be

familiar with modern Tamil script than with archaic scripts. For a discusssion of old Tamil

script, seeZvelebil (1975:17-18).
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Front Central Back

short i © U 2.

High

long I IT U 2S3

Mid

long e o

short

Low

long

Other vowels: ai s and au 96n

a m

a jg

0 9

o s>

Consonants (mey 'body')

In orthography, each of the eighteen consonants is represented by a

distinct letter. These consonants along with their equivalents in modern

Tamil script are as follows:

Stops Nasals Liquids, Semi-Vowels

("hard class") ("soft class") ("middle class")

Velar k «s& n iQ h o%

Palatal C ff n e y lu

Retroflex t i_ 11 653i

Alveolar r rb n sn r ft, 1 yp

Dental t s, n J5
i - i . 6
1 co, I m

Bi-labial P u m in

Labio-dental V sij

Here 1 cu and ] en are classified as "dentals" on the basis of the articulatory effort

("muyarci") involved in producing them as described in Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram,

Ilampuranam, Rule 96.
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The aytam (h)

The aytam, literally meaning 'instrument/weapon', is the name of a

Tamil speech sound represented in modern Tamil script as a . In poetry, it

is treated like a vowelless consonant. As mentioned earlier, it is represented

as h in this study. In modern Tamil, the pronunciation of this letter is

similar to the sound h in English, for example, in a word like "hen." From

the modern pronunciation of the aytam one can describe it as a "voiceless

velar fricative."

The aytam occurs in two contexts. One is in the middle of a word

where it is preceded by a short vowel and followed by a consonant from

the hard class (e.g., ehku 'spear, wrought iron'). The other context for the

aytam is morphophonemic. When a monosyllabic word containing a short

vowel and ending with 1 or 1 is followed by a word beginning with the

dental consonant t, the I and f change to the aytam while the dental t

following the 1 changes to r and the t following the 1 changes to \ (e.g., pal

'many' + tuli 'drops' > pahruli 'many drops'; kal 'toddy' + tu PNG >

kahtu).

The aytam occurs infrequently in old Tamil and its occurrence is

rarer in modern Tamil, ahku 'to shrink', ahtu 'that one', Ahtai (a

person's name), ihtu 'this one', ehkam 'spear', ehku 'spear', kahtu

'(sediment of) toddy', pahri 'boar', Pahruli (name of a river), and vehku

'to desire' are a few words which contain the aytam in old Tamil.

Dependent letters (carpu eluttu)

A certain variety of two vowels and one consonant are perceived

as dependent letters: extra-short i, extra-short u, and aytam (h). They are

Extensive modern literature on the aytam is available. For further information, see

Balasubramanian (1976:561-582).
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known as "dependent letters" (carpu ejuttu) in the tradition because of

several reasons. They are variants or derivatives of some other letters

(ejuttu) or are often elided. In the case of the aytam, there is one more

reason — unlike other vowelless consonants, it never allows a vowel to

be joined to it.

The extra-short u (kurriyal ukaram) is a variant of the regular

short u. It occurs at the end of a word preceded by a hard consonant (k,

c, $, t, p, or r) which in turn is preceded by a long vowel or yet another

consonant (e.g., kacu 'coin'; kattu 'to show'; telku, name of an insect).

It is not a stable letter. It is deleted when followed by an item beginning

with a vowel. If this short u is preceded by a soft consonant (n, n, n, m, or

n) or a middle consonant (y, r, 1, v, I, or 1), then it is no longer referred to

as kurriyal ukaram, but receives the name murriyal ukaram. The murriyal

ukaram is not really different from the regular short u and is also not

considered as a dependent letter. Except on one occasion, that is in the

initial syllable of the word nuntai 'your father', the murriyal ukaram

always occurs at the end of a word.

The extra-short i (kurriyal ikaram) is a derivative of the extra-short

u and therefore a dependent letter. It is always followed by y and is a

morphophonemic product; that is to say that it occurs as a result of

combining two items. When an extra-short u (kurriyal ukaram) is followed

by a word beginning with y, it changes to i which happens to be shorter

than the regular short vowel i and therefore is called the extra-short i

(kurriyal ikaram: naku 'young cow' + yatu 'which one?' > nakiyatu).

There is one more conext where the extra-short i is supposed to occur —

when the imperative suffix miya is added to a stem ending with 1 or 1, the
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short i in miya is shortened further and called the extra-short i (cel 'to go'

+ miya > cenmiya 'Go!'; kel 'to hear, listen' + miya > kenmiya 'Listen!').

Note that this suffix miya is not attested in classical Tamil poetry.

Other Letters Which are Shortened: Besides the short i and short u, there

are certain other letters which are shortened in certain contexts. Note

that these particular letters are not called "dependent letters." Apparently,

the vowels ai and au, which are normally long, are shortened in two

contexts: (a) when not used in isolation for citation purposes; (b) when

not elongated (so as to result in aii and auu). This process of shortening is

known as kurukkam 'shortening' and the shortened vowels are referred

to by the terms aikara-k-kurukkam and aukara-k-kurukkam respectively.

Another letter which is shortened in certain contexts is the consonant m

and the process is known as the makara-k-kurukkam 'shortening of m.'

The consonant m is shortened in two contexts: (a) when preceded by n

or n within a word; (b) when occurring at the end of a word and is

followed by the consonant v which begins the next word.

Lengths of Letters (mattirai)

The term mattirai refers to the duration/length of the eluttu discussed

above. In the tradition, vowels and consonants are considered to have

intrinsic length. One unit measure of length (mattirai) is equal to a snap of

the fingers or a wink of the eyes. Consonants measure one-half unit in

length, while short and long vowels measure one and two units

respectively. Elongated vowels (uyir alapetai: aa, ii, uu, ee, aii, oo, and

auu) have three unit measures of length. When a consonant is elongated

Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, IjampQranam, Rule 34.

See Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rules 1 1 and 1 3, for details and examples.
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(orru alapetai: rin, nn etc.), it is considered as having one unit measure

"12
of length. Each one of the dependent letters (extra-short i, extra-short

u, and aytam) has one half unit measure of length.

The shortened ai and au have one unit measure of length each. The

shortened m has one quarter of a unit measure of length.

Alphabetical Ordering of Vowels and Consonants

The alphabetical ordering of old Tamil vowels and consonants is not

easy to reconstruct. Two systems can be discerned.

1. The following order is based on the introductory rules in the

13
Tolkappiyam :

a, a, i, l, u, u, e, e, ai, o, o, au, k, h, c, n, t, n, t, n, p, m, y, r, 1, v, 1, 1, r,

n, and h.

*l. -%, @, lT, 2., 2fin, n, O, S, 9, g>, 96Tl, «, H, ff, ©, L, S5O1, $, J5,

u, ib, uj, ii, cb, qj, yp, 6ii, nj, eJr, A

10

Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rule 7.

11 Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rules 3 and 4.

12 See "Lengthening of Vowels (ajapetai) and Vowel Clusters" for more on elongation

of vowels and consonants.

The convention followed in modern Tamil is almost the same. The Tolkappiyam does

not provide an alphabetical ordering of Tamil vowels and consonants. One can infer from a

few rules in it that:

(a) the vowel a jx begins the alphabet series and the consonant n ex completes it;

(b) au is the last in the series of the vowels and n is the last in the series of the

consonants. The alphabetical order of the aytam (h) is not clear. I have placed it at the end

because Tolkappiyam introduces it as a "dependent letter." In modern Tamil, the aytam is

placed at the end of the vowels.

See Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rules 1, 2, 8, and 9.
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2. The following order is based on the order in which the Tolkappiyam

discusses their manner of articulation:

a, a, i, l, e, e, ai, u, ii, o, 6, au, k, ri, c, n, t, n, t, n, r, n, r, 1, 1, 1, p, m, v,

y, and h.

^m, ,%. £§. it, n, o, s, 2., 2sn, 9, s>, 9m, a, «, ff, ©, il, asji, $, J5,

jl, ajr, ft, yp, cu, eh, u, \n, en, iij, o".

Distribution of Vowels and Consonants

Distribution of vowels: In classical Tamil poetry, any of the twelve

vowels occurs in word-initial position. In word-medial position, vowels are

joined to the consonants preceding them orthographically. Technically,

any vowel can occur in word-final position. However, the short vowels

e and o have a restricted occurrence in the sense that they are in

word-final position in only a few roots (e.g., ce 'red', no 'to suffer') and

are theoretically allowed in word-final position if they follow their respective

longer counterparts, the long e and the long 5. And they do occur in

classical Tamil poetry when e and o are elongated: ee y oo ena vili

erpikka 'as she called out ee and oo' (pari.19:61).

Juxtaposed vowels: Juxtaposed vowels (vowels that occur in adjacent

positions either within a word or across words) are found in classical

Tamil. Sometimes, a long vowel is elongated beyond its intrinsic length for

metrical purposes. The elongation is indicated orthographically by adding

the long vowel's shorter counterpart once or twice after the long vowel.

No glide is inserted between the juxtaposed vowels formed in this manner.

This process is prosodic and known as alapetai ("elongation").

14 See Tolkappiyam, ekittatikaram, nampuranam, Rules 85-91, 93-99, and 101.

15

See Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rules 69 and 70.

16 See "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry" and "Lengthening of Sounds (ajape(ai) and
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Juxtaposed vowels occur sometimes during a morphological process

also. That is, a vowel cluster emerges between a stem and the item

following it in certain situations. No glide is inserted between the juxtaposed

vowels formed in this manner. Although this is not always a true alapetai

process (elongation), the vowel cluster resulting from this process resembles

an elongated vowel orthographically.

Distribution of consonants: The consonants k, c, n, t, n, p, m, y, and

v occur in word-initial position and are joined to the vowels following

18

thern orthographically. In word-medial position also, consonants are

joined to the vowels following them. The only consonant which does not

occur between two vowels is n. The consonants which occur in word-final

19

position are n, m, y, r, 1, 1, | , and n.

Vowel Clusters" for details and examples.

1 For more information, see "Lengthening of Sounds (alapetai) and Vowel Clusters.'

18

19

kan

cilai

nanrai

tuvi

nil

pena

mujavu

yahi

vijai

pun

maram

toy

cuvar

tol

yal

mean eye

rfl&u 'bow'

Siajjanj) 'at the time of

&no51 'feather/down'

gri> 'blue'

CusDoi 'to cherish'

yiip&l 'drum'

ujnQ 'goat'

oSl&n 'to grow/mature'

yara 'to wear'

ifloih 'tree'

O^niL 'to sag'

asuii 'wall'

Q$nsu 'old/ancient'

uinyj 'harp'

s.6h 'inside; heart'

ifiajr 'fish'

(kuru.5.S)

(malai:406)

(narr.287:7)

(netu:132)

(narr.382:2)

(pari.8:126)

(aka.172:1l)

(pati.78:13)

(pati.60:6)

(pura.166.12)

(pura.349:6)

(malai:365)

(pura211:19)

(pura211:19)

(pura.242:2)

rnin

(aka.32:1l)

(aka.106:2)
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Consonant clusters: Consonant clusters do not occur in word-initial

position. Consonant clusters, usually composed of two consonants, occur

in word-medial or word-final positions. However, there are some restrictions

to this kind of clustering. For example, k and n cannot occur together,

whereas k can follow its homorganic nasal n or itself: nk; or kk. There

are even instances where three consonants occur as a cluster in word-medial

position. The first consonant in a cluster of three consonants is y, r, or l

among which, r and I do not follow a short vowel.

Letters (eluttu) as Parts of Prosodic Units

In the tradition, the various letters discussed above are considered

to be limbs (uruppu) of prosodic units. That is, certain prosodic units are

defined in terms of these eluttu. Thus, short vowels and long vowels are

supposed to be the limbs of the basic prosodic unit called acai as well as

of alliteration (totai 'stringing') and rhythmic effect (vannam 'color,

beauty'). The extra-short u (kurriyal ukaram) is a limb of an acai.

Elongated vowels (uyir alapetai) and elongated consonants (orru alapetai )

are limbs of alliteration (totai) and rhythmic effect (vannam). Vowelled

consonants (uyir mey), the three classes of consonants (hard, soft, and

middle classes), shortened ai (aikara-k-kurukkam), and shortened au

Words ending with fi and v are reconstructed from related forms:

*urin £.rfls 'to rub' < uriniya (aka.l21:8)

*tev Q0oj 'to snatch/grab' < tevi (pari.11:69)

20

For more, see Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ijampuranam, Rules 22-30.

21 ytt iu$$ uyttu s.iLi$®i advp of uy 'to guide' (narr.101 :4)

rkk rtaa irkku rf ris® 'straw' (poru:36)

Ipp ypuu Qlppaenipuu infinitive of 01 'to ripen' (aka.273:17)
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(aukara-k-kurukkam) are limbs of alliteration (totai). The vowelless con

sonant (orru) is a limb of an elongated consonant (orru alapetai), whereas

m 22
the aytam (h) is a limb of vannam.

Preoccupation with these letters must not come into play when

defining other prosodic units, because the prosodic units they form at a

lower level would in turn form prosodic units of a larger level. For example,

a letter (ejuttu) is a limb of an acai which in turn is a limb of a metrical

foot (cir) which in turn is a limb of a line in poetry (ati). Therefore, it

would be irrelevant to talk from the point of view of an ejuttu when

considering the overall meter (pa) of a poem. One would then talk from

the point of view of cir, of which eluttu is, of course, a limb.

Cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, ceyyuliyal, Rule 2, page 7.



MORPHOPHONEMICS

(Joining Words and Affixes)

GENERAL: To understand word formation in classical Tamil poetry

one has to understand how stems and affixes are joined to other stems

and affixes. When a stem or affix is joined to another stem or affix to form

a new word, certain kinds of changes occur in their shapes; this process

of change is known as "morphophonemics" or "conjoining." Even when

there is no change, the "conjoining" is considered as a morphophonemic

process. More specifically, as when items A and B are joined, changes

occur in some part of A and/or the first part of B. The following kinds of

changes are possible and occur in classical Tamil: (a) one sound becoming

another; (b) insertion of an affix between A and B; and (c) deletion of one

or more sounds between adjacent sounds when A and B come together.

1 Some might be used to the term "sandhi" instead of "morphophonemics." The

Tolkappiyam uses the term punar nilai 'the state of uniting/joining' (Tolkappiyam,

eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rule 1 1 1).

2 The Tolkappiyam refers to these three kinds of changes as mey piritu atal "one

shape/form becomes another," mikutal "increase/addition," and kunral "deletion" respec-
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In the following pages the various morphophonemic changes observed

in classical Tamil are discussed under two major headings: Stem Mutation

and Changes Across Stems and Affixes. The present volume is oriented

toward describing the words and phrases attested in classical Tamil rather

than discussing the historical development of grammatical theories. There

fore, the morphophonemic changes below are discussed primarily from

the point of view of the shapes of stems rather than from the point of view

of the kinds of changes. First, a general note on stems is provided.

A Note on Stems

Noun stems, adjectival stems, and verb stems are the three types of

stems that can be identified on a semantic basis in classical Tamil. The

singular noun stem, which signifies a singular item, serves as the base for

generating plural nouns and adjectival nouns, the adjectival stem for

adjectival nouns, and the verb stem for verbal nouns, participial nouns,

tively (Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rule 1 10).

This study does not make a formal distinction between "roots" and "stems," mainly for

the reason that the theoretical distinction between "roots" and "stems" is not part of this

study. Here, both have been referred to by the term "stem" because once the roots begin to

participate in the process of word formation for further use, they qualify to be called

"stems." For a detailed analysis of Tamil roots and formative suffixes in this period, see

Andronov (1969:128-129) and Zvelebil et al. (1967:12-14, 16-20).

Traditional grammarians do not discuss "roots," but classify Tamil words into two

basic types, peyar "nouns" and vinai "verbs," and consider two other types, itai "medial

particles" which are basically items like affixes, and uri which are certain words which

seem to assume special nuances when used in poetry. The peyar and vinai can function

independently while itai and uri are supposed to be dependent upon the former two

(Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rules 158 and 159). Actually, some of the

words which have been identified as itai and uri by traditional grammarians could as well

be construed as verbs and adjectives.
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and various verb forms. Adjectival stems can be treated as noun-like

stems, and a basic opposition can then be made between "nominal" and

"verbal" stems. This basic opposition is followed in this study. Tamil

adjectives do not enter into conjugation like the verbs, hence their grouping

with the noun stems.

These stems can be classified into three types according to their

basic shapes: the bare stem, the mutated stem, and the derived stem. The

bare stem is nothing but a "root" which is occasionally followed by a

formative suffix. Here, the term "bare" is useful so that one could distinguish

it from the derived stem. It can also be called the "basic" stem. A mutated

stem is a bare stem which has changed its shape for grammatical reasons.

Stem mutation is discussed below. A derived stem is that which contains

a bare or mutated stem and a second stem or a grammatical affix. The

compound stem, which consists of a basic stem and a second stem is,

indeed, a derived stem.

Grammatically, these stems can be classified thus: the bare stem,

the oblique stem, the non-oblique stem, the past stem, the non-past stem,

the passive stem, and the causative/effective stem. Affixes are added to

these stems in order to perform various grammatical tasks.

It must be noted, however, that in classical Tamil some adjectival bases show verb-like

quality: e.g., val 'to have strength, to be able'; pirintu antu uraital valliyor 'he who was

able to depart and stay there' (narr.358:12). Adjectives like periya 'big' and ciriya

'small' do contain the oldest past/completive marker i and the adjectival participle suffix a.

One might consider * val 'capable', *per 'big, large', *cir 'small, little', and similar items

as verb roots which lost their productivity in this period.

Many bare stems function as nouns and verbs in classical Tamil: e.g., malar 'to unfold

(as a flower)' (pura.103:3) or 'flower(s)' (narr.398:10). The literary context and the

suffixes added to the stem indicate whether the latter is to be interpreted as a noun or a

verb.

The oblique stem and the others are discussed elsewhere in this study.
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Stem Mutation

"Mutation" refers to the change that takes place within the bare

stem. The kinds of changes observed in classical Tamil are described next

under three headings: (a) lengthening the vowel in the first syllable; (b)

shortening the vowel in the first syllable or reducing a consonant; and (c)

doubling or hardening certain consonants.

Lengthening the Vowel in the First Syllable: This phenomenon is observed

in nouns derived from verb stems, in adjectival stems entering into a

morphophonemic process, and in certain verb stems entering into a conju

gation. Examples:

maru 'to be different' > maru 'difference' (malai:62)

ketu 'to destroy, perish' > ketu 'loss of wellbeing' (narr.359:6)

poru 'to fight' > por 'fighting' (aka.316:7)

vata 'northern' > vatai 'north wind' (narr.312:9)

karu 'dark' > kar anal 'dark throat' (narr.181:1)

ve 'to steam' > vevatu 'it will steam up' (kali. 142:54)

Shortening the Vowel in the First Syllable or Reducing a Consonant: Long

vowels become short, mostly to derive the oblique forms of personal

pronouns. This change happens rarely in verb conjugation. The reduction

of a consonant happens for metrical reasons. Examples:

tan 'he' > tan 'his' (pura.36:9)

kan 'see' > kantu 'having seen' (aka.16:11)

6 This is the only verb which changes in this manner. Note that it does not change in

every context: e.g., kantiro (aka.275:19). Some might consider the verbs va 'to come'
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manna 'to ponder; think about'

> mana 'to think about' (pari.20:70)

[Note the reduction nn > n.]

annai 'mother' > anai 'mother' (aink. 156:5)

[Note the reduction nn > n-]

Hardening/Doubling Certain Consonants in the Stem: One consonantal

sound or two adjacent consonantal sounds which are not already "hardened,"

that is, which are not kk, cc, tt, tt, pp, or rr, are "hardened" in certain

contexts. The corresponding "unhardened" and "hardened" sounds are

given below first; how and on what occasions such hardening occurs is

mentioned subsequently.

and ta 'to give' to have undergone this kind of change in their conjugations. But it is quite

conceivable that the roots of these verbs contain short vowels (*var and *tar). In this

study, the "roots" va and ta are construed as var and tar respectively.

A synthetic approach is followed here to explain stem mutation. The phenomena

discussed here under "hardening" have been treated in various ways by many scholars at

various times. An attempt is made here to bring those various analyses under a convenient

rubric without harming their spirit and integrity. One good example of how a part of this

phenomenon was treated is Caldwell's approach (1976:452). Caldwell says, "Intransitive

themes become transitive by the hardening and doubling of the consonant of the appended

formative - e.g., peru-gu, to abound, by this process becomes peru-kku, to increase (actively)

to cause to abound." Another example is how Tamil grammatical tradition explains the

change in certain nouns ending with m. Certain nouns ending with m change their stem-final

(m) to tt before taking a case marker, and this phenomenon is explained in the tradition as

adding the inflectional increment attu to the stem after deleting the stem-final m. This

study prefers to understand it as a "hardening" process.

Another way to describe these "hardened" sounds is to say that they are "obstruents."

Note that rr (jjj)) is treated here as "hard" or "obstruent" because r (jj) was an "obstruent"

in this period, not a "trill" as in modern Tamil, where the combination rr is pronounced as

"tr" (retroflex stop + trill) or "rr" (alveolar stop + trill), similar to the first syllable in the

English word "train."
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'unhardened" sound "hardened" sound

k kk

rik kk

c cc

c nc

t tt

n tt

"t tt

t tt

nt tt

P PP

m tt8

m pp9

mp pp

y

The rationale for setting up this correspondence is that non-monosyllabic nouns ending

with m have oblique forms ending with tt. As pointed out above, traditional grammarians

and commentators call this tt as the attu-c-cariyai "the augment attu" (Tolkappiyam,

eluttaukaram, Ilampuranam, Rules 120 and 126; Nannul, Rules 244 and 252).

The rationale for setting up this correspondence is the connection between tirum 'to

turn' (intransitive) and linippu 'to turn' (transitive). The word *tirum as such is not

attested in classical Tamil, but is listed as a verb stem in Nannul, Rule 137. Nannul does

not give the meaning of tirum, but one could make an educated guess that it means 'to turn

around' (intransitive), whereas tiruppu means 'to turn ... around' (causative/effective).

This verb * tirum and *irum 'to cough' are the only two classical Tamil verbs which end

with m.

This correspondence is made here because the neuter plural demonstrative pronouns

and their oblique forms manifest it: e.g., avai 'those things' > avarr ... (oblique). The
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1

v

I

|

r

n

nr

or

Pp

tt

rr

IT"

rr

Where in the Stem Does This "Hardening" Occur: (a) In the stem-final

consonant of monosyllabic or disyllabic stems. Examples:

tin 'eat'

un 'eat'

kan 'see'

pun 'wear'

tuyil 'sleep'

urul 'roll over'

muj 'emerge/start' :

thru 'feed'

uttu 'feed'

kattu 'show/make see'

puttu 'make wear'

tuyirru 'make (someone) sleep'

uruttu 'make (someone/something) roll'

muttu 'make (something) emerge/start'

(b) In the penultimate consonant if the stem has more than one syllable

and the penultimate syllable is closed. Examples:

mayanku 'to be confused' mayakku 'confusion'

endings ai (in avai) and y (in *avay) are interchangeable.

Traditional grammarians and commentators call this rr the varni-c-cariyai "the

augment varru" or arru-c-cariyai "the augment ami" (Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram,

IJampuranam, Rules 120 and 123; Nannul, Rules 244 and 250).

Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, IJampuranam, Rule 122, which recognizes this kind of

"hardening."
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aficu 'to fear'

varuntu 'grieve, suffer'

muntai 'previous'

ompu 'recede, shield'

tonru 'appear'

accu 'fear'

varuttu 'make grieve/suffer'

muttai 'previously'

oppu 'make recede, prevent'

torru 'make appear'

(c) In the last consonant of non-monosyllabic stems with open syllables.

Examples:

peruku 'to increase/multiply'

eru 'to climb up'

cutu 'bake'

vayiru

'abdominal area/stomach'

perukku 'abundance'

erru 'to cause ... to climb up'

cuttu 'baked meat'

vayirru

'of the stomach'

On What Occasions Does This "Hardening/Doubling" Occur: The harden

ing/doubling of a consonant occurs when deriving some nouns, adjectival

stems, causative/effective stems, and oblique bases for producing compound

nouns and case forms. Examples:

eru 'ascend': errai 'male of an animal (that ascends its female)'

[verbal noun]

maru 'other: marraiyor 'others' [adjectival stem: marr]

pin 'back': pirrai nilai 'backward state' [adjectival stem: pirr]

tuyil 'sleep': tuyirru 'make ... sleep' [causative stem: tuyirr]

mayanku 'be confused': mayakku 'confusion'

[causative stem: mayakk]
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puku 'enter' + il 'place, residence'

> pukk oblique + il > pukkil 'entered place/refuge'

[generating an oblique base from a verb stem for deriving a

compound noun]

tuncu 'sleep' + il 'place, residence'

> tucc oblique + il > tuccil 'resting place'

[generating an oblique base from a verb stem for deriving a

compound noun]

atu 'to cook; kill' + il 'place, house'

> aft oblique + il > affil 'cooking place'

[generating an oblique base from a verb stem for deriving a

compound noun]

pacu 'fresh, lively' + ira 'shrimp, prawn'

> pacc oblique + ira > paccira 'fresh shrimp, prawn'

[generating an oblique base from an adjectival stem for deriving

a compound noun]

putu 'new, fresh' + akal 'shallow container'

> putt oblique + akal > puttakal 'fresh shallow container'

[generating an oblique base from an adjectival stem for deriving

a compound noun]

kulampu 'hoof + vali 'path'

> kulappu oblique + vali > kulappu vali 'path tread by the

hooves'

[generating an oblique base from a noun for deriving a compound

noun]

tol 'ancient, established' + icai 'fame, reputation'

> tonr oblique + icai > tonricai 'established reputation'

[generating an oblique base from an adjectival stem for deriving

a compound noun]
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vayiru 'abdominal area' + ti 'fire'

> vayirru oblique + ti > vayirrutti 'fire in the stomach;

hunger'

[generating an oblique base from a nominal stem for deriving

a compound noun]

kanru 'calf + uri 'hide'

> karru oblique + uri > karruri 'hide of a calf

[generating an oblique base from a nominal stem for deriving

a compound noun]

maram 'tree' + al case marker

> maratt + al > marattal 'onto the tree, by the tree'

[generating an oblique base from a nominal stem for deriving

a case form]

Changes Across Stems and Affixes

The changes that take place across stems and affixes are described

under the following headings: (1) when a stem-final long vowel is followed

by a vowel-initial item, (2) when a stem-final long vowel is followed by a

consonant-initial item, (3) when a stem-final short vowel (not u) is followed

by a vowel-initial item, (4) when a stem-final short vowel (not u) is

followed by a consonant-initial item, (5) when a stem-final short vowel u

is followed by a vowel-initial item, (6) when a stem-final short vowel u is

followed by a consonant-initial item, (7) when a stem-final consonant is

followed by a vowel-initial item, and (8) when a stem-final consonant is

followed by a consonant-initial item.
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1. When a stem-final long vowel is followed by a vowel-initial item:

1.1.

The stem is monosyllabic and a verb. The following item is a suffix

that does not begin with i. The initial vowel of the following suffix is

deleted and the stem-final vowel is elongated occasionally for the

sake of meter.

a + um > am (kali.58:21)

ca + um > cam (kali.60:27)

po + um > pom (kali.25:1l)

ta + um > taam (narr.79:3)

me + a > mee (pari.9:79)

1.2.

1.3.

The stem is monosyllabic and a verb. The following item is a suffix

beginning with i. The stem-final vowel does not change. The suffix

is added directly to the stem.

ci + i > cii (kali. 101:8)

kai + i > kaii (matu:419)

tai + i > taii (kuri:102)

vai + iya > vaiiya (narr.l2:6)

The stem has one or more than one syllable. The following item is a

suffix or a word. The stem-final vowel in the monosyllabic stem is

lengthened occasionally. In most cases, a glide is inserted between

the stem and the following item. If the stem-final vowel is a, 0, or

au, the glide v is inserted; if the stem-final vowel is i or ai, the glide

y is inserted except when the initial vowel of the suffix following the

stem is i; occasionally, the glide n or n is inserted between the
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stem-final ai and the following suffix that does not begin with i; if

the stem-final vowel is e, the glide y is inserted; if the stem-final

vowel is 5, the glide v is inserted. The glide could be v if the

non-monosyllabic stem ends with ai, and y if the monosyllabic stem

ends with o.

tu + u + ekkar > tuu ekkar

ya + v + atu > yavatu

ma + v + ilarikai > mavilankai

ka + v + in + em > kavinem

pa + v + inru 'there is no ...' > pavinru

a + v + um > avum

aca + v + atu > acavatu

tu + v + a > tuva

(Some might consider the stem to be tuvu.)

pu + v + utan > puvutan

vau + v + i > vauvi

(Some might consider the stem to be vauvu.)

i + y + a > iya

i + y + at + u> iyatu

te + y + am > teyam

pulai + y + an > pulaiyan

manai + y + urai puravu > manaiyurai puravu

pacalai + y + ai > pacalaiyai

marrai + y + or > marraiyor

urai + i > uraii

(pan:117)

(narr.119:9)

(ciru:119)

(pura.206:10)

(aka.172.18)

(pura.9:1)

(kuru.269:1)

(narr.l32:4)

(pura.224:15)

(matu:149)

(pati.19:18)

(narr.378:2)

(aka:383:4)

(narr.77:1)

(netu:45)

(aink.200:4)

(pari.5:45)

(pati.40:9)

An example where a derived stem marrai consisting of an adjectival stem (maru

'other') and a suffix (ai) acts as a stem for further addition.
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kolai + v + an > kolaivan

vilai + v + an > vilaivan

valai + n + ar > valainar

vinai + n + ar > vinainar

ko + y + il > koyil

ko + v + inattar > kovinattar

ko + v + e > kove

iruttalo + v + arite > iruttalovarite
13

(pura. 152:8)

(pura.l52:9)

(peru:274)

(pati.62:16)

(netu:100)

(kali. 107:3)

(pan.21:23)

(pura.210:7)

2. When a stem-final long vowel is followed by a consonant-initial item:

2.1.

The stem is monosyllabic. The following item is a suffix. The stem-final

vowel is elongated occasionally for the sake of meter. Otherwise,

there is no change.

ma (tree) + a + ttu > maattu

ta + a + y > taay

ku 'to call out' + u + y > kuuy

e 'to command' + e + y > eey

po + o + y + a> pooya

ya + tu > yatu

ma 'animal' + tta > matta

ma (tree) + tt + in > mattin

pa + y + in + tu > payinru

ku 'to call out' + y > kuy

(aka.141:21)

(patt:155)

(poru.101)

(pura.341:9)

(kali. 134:7)

(aka.48:13)

(pati.67:16)

(aka.306:4)

(aka.85:15)

(kali.38:8)

An example where a derived stem consisting of a bare stem (iru 'to remain') and two

suffixes (ttal and 5) acts as a stem for further addition.
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2.2.

pu + kka > pukka (pura.21:13)

po + y + a > poya (kali.143:39)

The stem is monosyllabic but not an adjective. The following item is

a word, not a suffix.

The stem-final vowel is elongated for metrical reasons. Subsequently,

the initial consonant of the noun following the stem is doubled if the

stem does not refer to a tree. But, if the stem refers to a tree or

begins with a nasal, a nasal homorganic with the initial consonant of

the item following the stem is inserted between the stem and the

following item whether the stem-final vowel is elongated or not.

When the stem-final vowel is not elongated, the initial consonant of

the following item is optionally doubled and this process is certain

when the stem and the following item produce a compound noun.

ma + a + n + talir > maantalir (kali.143:27)

me + e + n + tol > meentol (aka.3:1)

me + e + n + tonri > meentonri (matu:133)

ce + e + c + cevi > ceeccevi (kali.103:51)

ma + n + talir > mantalir (pari.8:38)

me + n + tol > mentol (pura.321:2)

me + n + tonri > mentonri (pati.89:12)

a + k + kural > akkural (pura.362:8)

i + t + torum > ittorum (pati.61:13)

tu + t + tirai > tuttirai (kuru.55:1)

vai + t + talai > vaittalai (pati.44:18)

tai + n + nir > tainnir (pari. 11:115)
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pai + p + paya > paippaya 4 (aka. 106:3)

kai + m + makavu > kaimmakavu (pari. 15:47)

po + t + tantu > pot t ant u (narr.80:4)

tu + manal > tumanal (kuru.51 :3)

pai + paya > paipaya (narr.306:1)

po + taru(m) > potaru(m) (aka.52:8)

2.3.

The stem is monosyllabic and an adjective: ma 'big, dark', ti 'sweet',

mi 'rising', pu 'soft', te 'sweet, pleasant', pe 'awesome, frightening',

ai 'soft, five', pai 'broad, wide', mai 'dark, black', and vai 'sharp.'

The following item is a noun.

The stem-final vowel is elongated for the meter. Subsequently, the

initial consonant of the following item (if it is k, c, t, or p) would be

doubled again for meter. If the initial consonant of the item following

the noun is a nasal or a semi-vowel, there is no change in the form

of doubling.

If the stem-final is not elongated, different adjectives behave differ

ently, and in most cases, a nasal homorganic with the initial consonant

of the noun following the stem is inserted between the stem and the

15

noun.

ma + a + t + tal > maattal (matu:178)

ma + a + kaviri > maa kaviri (patt:116)

This example is a "doublet." A word formed by duplicating the stem is here called a

"doublet." Regarding the doubling of the word-initial consonant of the item following the

stem in such cases, compare modern Tamil forms like cicci < ci + ci and tuttu < tu + tu,

which are expressions of contempt.

i Some might consider the nasal m to be present intrinsically as the stem-final of these

adjectival stems.
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tu + u + nencam > tuunencam 6 (kuru.157:2)

pe + e + vilavu > peevilavu (pari.5:14)

ma + k + kal > makkal (aka.392:18)

ma + tavar > matavar (pari.5:38)

ma + nilam > manilam (narr.ka.va:1)

ti + n + kani > tinkani (pura.281:1)

ti + n + tayir > tintayir (aka.87:1)

ti + m + punal > timpunal (narr.70:7)

ti + nencam > tinencam (pari5:73)

mi + k + kurrattu > mikkurrattu (ciru:212)

mi + p + pal > mippal (pari. 10:79)

mi + nir>minir (pari.2 1:40)

pu + h + kulai > punkulai (poru:30)

te + k + kokku > tekkokku (kuru.26:6)

ai + n + kai > ainkai (pari.3:37)

pai + ft + cunai > paiiicunai (tiru:253)

pai + ft + nilam > painnilam 7 (pati.17:9)

mai + m + min > maimmin (pura.H7:1)

vai + n + nuti > vainnuti (pura.288:1)

2.4.

The stem has more than one syllable. The following item is a suffix.

There is no change.

valai + kku > valaikku (aka.126:8)

mutumai + kku > mutumaikku (pari.2:17-18)

15

This form is attested in the anthologies edited by Vaiyapuri Pillai.

The initial consonant of nilam 'earth' is changed ("palatalized") to n because of the

stem-final ai, which is a palatal vowel. Accordingly, the homorganic nasal inserted between

the stem and the following noun is also a palatal.
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2.5.

amai + ti > amaiti (pari.4:71)

mutalai + ttu > mutalaittu (aink.24:2)

The stem has more than one syllable. The following item is a verb

form or a nominal. If the stem-final vowel is a, it is elongated. In all

cases, the initial consonant of the following item is doubled, if it is k,

c, t, or p.

taka + a + t + taka > takaattaka (pari.8:57)

(Note that taka is a derived stem from taku. The a in taka is

a negative suffix.)

mita + a + c + conri > mitaacconri (kuri:201)

mamai + k + kalankani > mamaikkalankani (malai:35-36)

ninai + t + torum > ninaittorum (kuri:251)

natalai + p + paftu > natalaippattu (kali.95:33)

valai + naral > valainaral (narr.ka.vd:1)

3. When a stem-final short vowel (not u) is followed by a vowel-initial

item:

3.1.

The stem is monosyllabic and the following item is a suffix or a

nominal.

When the stem is the deictic a, i, or e, the glide v is inserted

between the stem and the following suffix, whereas the glide vv is

inserted when the following item is a noun.

When the stem is not a deictic and the following item is a suffix, the

glide is yy if the item following the stem is an adjectival/participial

noun suffix; the glide is vv if the item following the stem is not an

adjectival/participial noun suffix. Instead of inserting the glide vv
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between the stem and the following item, another type of change is

possible; that is, to lengthen the stem-final vowel and insert subse

quently the glide y before an item beginning with the vowel i and

insert the glide v before an item beginning with any other vowel. No

such glide is inserted when the suffix following the stem is um, but

the initial vowel of the suffix is deleted.

a + v + an > avan

i + v + al > ival

e + v + al > eval

a + vv + ayam > avvayam

i + vv + ulakam > ivvulakam

(poru:64)

(kuri:248)

(pari.6:91)

(kalU36:7)

(kuru.273:7)

ce + yy + an > ceyyan

ce + yy + ol > ceyyol

v e + yy + an > veyyan

v e + yy + on > veyyon

no + yy + ar > noyyar

(tiru:206)

(aka.316:13)

(kali. 75:10)

(pari.8:67)

(kali.24:16)

ce + vv + an > cevvan

ve + vv + ar > vevvar

o + vv + a > ovva

no + vv + al > novval

no + vv + iyal > novviyal

(narr.277:3)

(pati.41:20)

(pariJ1:72)

(aka.98:22)

(aka.388:1l)

a + y + itai > ayitai

ce + y + ital > ceyital

ce + y + ira > ceyira

no + y + iyar > noyiyar

(kuri:137)

(ciru:75)

(narr.31:2)

(aka.25:16)

ce + v + ati > cevati (aka.89:18)
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ve + v + ai > vevai (poru:104)

no + v + al > noval 'Do not grieve' (aka.25:16)

no + v + al > noval 'I am grieving' (aka.63:3)

no + v + en > noven 'I am not grieving' (aka.63:3)

3.2.

ve + um > vem (kuru.102:1)

no + um > nom (narr.l 18:11)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. The following

item is a suffix.

The stem-final vowel is lengthened occasionally. The stem-final

vowel a is lengthened to a preceding an item beginning with a/a,

and to ai preceding an item beginning with i. The stem-final vowel i

is lengthened to i or ai preceding a suffix beginning with i. Subsequently

there are the following possibilities: the glide v is inserted between

the stem and the following suffix; no glide is inserted and a vowel

cluster emerges as a result of joining the stem and the following

item; no glide is inserted and the initial vowel of the item following

the stem is deleted.

If the stem-final is not lengthened, a glide k, y, or v, is inserted

between the stem and the following item.

kata + v + a > katava (tiru:1 10)

kata + v + a > katava (pati.70:6)

para + v + al > paraval (pati.71:22)

tula + v + um > tulavum (kali. 145:43)

maka + ar > makaaar (pura.291 :1)

maka + ar > makaar (ciru:56)

vata + atu > vataatu (aka.59:3)

kuna + atu > kunaatu (aka.90:9)
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puta + am > putaam

pula + al > pulaal

kata + iya > kataiiya

ira + iya > iraiiya

kala + i > kalaii

tula + i > tulaii

cina + i + y + a > cinaiiya

vina + i > vinaii

kuvi + i > kuvaii

kati + iyar > katiiyar

maka + ar > makar

— 18

pula + al > pulal

vaya + um > vayaam

(pura.391:16)

(aka.270:2)

(pura.7:1)

(pati.52:1l)

(aka.266:5)

(malai:181)

(kuri:229)

(aka.300:15)

(peru:104)

(narr.134:4)

(malai:217)

(narr,,202:1)

(aink.51:2)

maka + k + ir > makakir

mutf + y + a > mutiya

pari + y + Qu > pariyuu

eri + y + ar > eriyar

kata + v + a > katava

pula + v + a > pulava

para + v + al > paraval

pula + v + al > pulaval

kila + v + an > kilavan

kata + v + at + or > kataviitor

kala + v + at + u > kalavatu

kala + v + i > kalavi

cina + v + i + y + a> cinaviya

(pura.388:10)

(pari.8:42)

(pari.7:72)

(pati.52:22)

(aink.237:1)

(aka.8:7)

(pari.W:116)

(narr.63:3)

(pura.152.11)

(aka.279:5)

(pari.20:19)

(pari.8:119)

(narr.100.-6)

Cf. The anthologies edited by Vaiyapuri Pillai.
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vina + v + i > vinavi (narr.365:4)

tula + v + um > tulavum (narr.267:4)

kila + v + oy + e > kilavoye (pati.54:17)

3.3

3.4

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels and is not an

adjective. The following item is a suffix. The stem-final vowel is

deleted. The consonant preceding the deleted stem-final is doubled

if it is fort.19

mata + am > mattam (peru:156)

vati 'to sift; bend' + i > vatti (narr.210:3)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels and may be an

adjective. The following item is a word, not a suffix.

When the item following the stem is a nominal, the stem-final vowel

is lengthened, and subsequently, there are these possibilities: the

lengthened stem-final vowel may be further elongated for the sake

of meter and the initial vowel of the nominal is deleted; the glide v is

inserted between the stem and the following nominal without deleting

the initial vowel of the nominal whether the lengthened stem-final

vowel is elongated or not

If the word following the stem is not a noun, there is no change to

the stem-final vowel, and the glide v is inserted between the stem

and the following item.

vala + akam > vajakam (pura.189:1)

19

A new approach is followed here to explain the examples given in this paragraph. Some

might consider mattam and vafti to be given lexical items. Theoretically, the other consonants

which could precede the stem-final are k, c, p, and r.
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mula + arai > mularai (pati.pati.5:14)

vala + akam > valaakam (kali.146:28)

mula + v + arai > mulavarai (pura.85:7)

pula + v + ampu > pulaavampu (pura.181:5)

uva + v + ini > uvavini (aka.65:7)

3.5.

3.6.

The stem has more than one syllable. The disyllabic stem has a long

vowel and/or a closed syllable. The following item is a suffix. A

glide is inserted between the stem and the following item. The glide

is v if the stem-final vowel is a, and y if the stem-final vowel is i.

nalla + v + ai > nallavai (pari.20:74)

meni + y + otu > meniyotu (kuru.33:3)

piravi + y + ai > piraviyai (pari.5:12)

valli + y + ai > vajjiyai (pati.54:1)

The stem has more than one syllable. The disyllabic stem has a long

vowel and/or a closed syllable. The following item is a word. The

stem-final vowel is often deleted or a glide is inserted between the

stem and the following item. The glide is v if the stem-final vowel is

a, and y if the stem-final vowel is i.

valka + avan tale > valkavan tale (pura.70:19)

vayanka + ittu > vayankittu (kali.55:2)

iruka + irukki > irukirukki (pari. 12:59)

enra + u[a > enrula (aink.374:1)

20 The doubled v in instances like ariyavve < ariya + vv + e (narr.23:9), instead of

ari yave is due to metrical requirement. For a note on metrical requirement, see "Lengthening

of Sounds (al.apetai) and Vowel Clusters."
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kolka + ena > kolkena (pura.143.1)

tarikka + ena > tarikkena (pari5:40)

arunta + emanta > aruntemanta (pura.101 :9)

kanri + itin > kanritin (pari.6:98)

arunti + ukala > aruntukala (aka.14:6)

valka + v + avan kanni > valkavavan kanni (pati.20:5)

ariya + v + alla > ariyavalla x (aka.8:5)

valka + v + enru > valkavenru (pura.34:16)

ufti + y + anna > uttiyanna22 (aka.388:24)

23

aruvi + y + Hitarum > aruviyilitarum (narr.347:7)

4. When a stem-final short vowel (not u) is followed by a consonant-initial

item:

4.1.

The stem is monosyllabic. The following item is a suffix. There is no

change when the stem is a deictic, or when the item following the

stem is not an adjectival/participial noun suffix. When the item

following the stem is an adjectival/participial noun suffix, two changes

are possible: the glide y is inserted between the stem and the suffix

or the glide vv followed by an enunciative i is inserted between the

stem and the suffix.

21

Cf. The anthologies edited by Vaiyapuri Pillai.

97

Note that uRi is the adverbial participle form of uRu 'to feed.'

23 Cf. The anthologies edited by Vaiyapuri Pillai.

24 When the suffix mai is added, the glide y changes/assimilates to the initial consonant of

the suffix, as for example: c e + y + mai > cemmai; ve + y + mai > vemmai. One could

also analyze these forms differently: c e + y + m + mai > *ceymmai > cemmai ; ve + y +

m + mai > *veymmai > vemmai. This would then explain forms like noymmai (< no +

y + m + mai) which occur in later texts.
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a + tu > atu (narr.308:8)

i + tu > itu (kuri:21)

o + tt + an + ir > ottanir (aka.26:19)

no + nt + u > nontu (nan.177:8)

v e + y + tu > veytu (aka.203:14)

no + y + tu > noytu (pura.75:10)

ce + vv + i + tu> cevvitu (pati.22:8)

no + vv + i + tu > novvitu (narr.315:9)

4.2.

The stem is monosyllabic. The following item is a nominal. The

initial consonant of the nominal following the stem is doubled. In the

case of the stem no 'soft, fine', the glide y is inserted between the

stem and the following noun.

a + k + kafal > akkatal (pura.198.19)

a + n + nanru > annanru (kali. 19:2)

i + p + panai nallur > ippanai nallur (pura.351:12)

e + n + niriro > enniriro (kuru.219:7)

e + v + vali > evvali (kuru.40:3)

no + y + n + nul25 (pari.10:10)

25

Some might consider noy as a verb stem meaning 'to become soft.
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4.3.

4.4.

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. The following

item is a suffix. The stem-final vowel a is lengthened when the

following suffix is y. There is no change in other cases.

vala + y > valay (pari.11:105)

vina + y > vinay (kuri:4)

kula + kku > kulakku (kali. 108. 21)

nata + tt + a > natatta (pari.10:43)

pula + tti > pulatti (aka.39:25)

kita + pp(i) + i > kitappi (kuru. 114:1)

ani + kku > anikku (kali.85:17)

kani + cci > kanicci (pati.22:12)

nani + ttu > nanittu (pari.17:25)

uri + ttu > urittu (narr.327:7)

uri + tu > uritu (narr.322:8)

oti + vai > otivai 'breaking' (aka.301 :5)

ari + mati > arimati (pura. 161:25)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels but is not an

adjective. The following item is a word. If the stem refers to a tree

other than the jack tree, a nasal homorganic with the initial consonant

of the following item is inserted between the stem and the following

item. In all other cases, the stem-final vowel is elongated and the

initial consonant of the following word is subsequently doubled if it is

k, c, t, or p.

kala + ri + kani > kalankani (malai:36)
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4.5.

Id

vila + m + palam > vilampalam

77

puji + n + kay > pulinkay

kata + a + k + kaliru > kataakkaliru

cura + a + k + kotiyon > curaakkotiyon

pala 'jack tree' + a + p + pola > palaappola

kala + a + t + tanaiyan > kalaattanaiyan

kata + a + yanai > kataayanai

.=_28

29

(nan.12:1)

(aink.51:3)

(kali.l01:36)

(kalU47:42)

(peru:408)

(pura.69:1l)

(pura.l45:3)

The stem has two short syllables and is an adjective. The following

item is a noun. If the initial consonant of the noun following the stem

is k, c, t, or p, it is doubled or a homorganic nasal is inserted

between the stem and the noun, as in most cases. If the stem is

mala 'young', there is no change.

mala + kaliru > malakajiru

mata + k + kanam > matakkanam

tata + k + kai > tatakkai

tata + k + kottu aman > tatakkottu aman

puli + k + kala > pulikkala

puji + c + cuvai > puliccuvai

tata + h + kottu aman > tatankottu aman

pala + h + kayiru > pahuikayiru

nana + fi + caral > nanaficaral

nana + n + talai > nanantalai

tata + n + tal > tatantal

ila + m + petai > Hampetai

(narr.192:2)

(narr.248:8)

(tiru:5)

(aka.238:7)

(pura.177:9)

(narr.87:4)

(narr57:1)

(narr.,284:10)

(kali.44:1)

(peru:291)

(narr.91:4)

(pura.326:2)

26

27

2S

24

Cf. vilavin ... veHil (pura.181.1).

Some might consider this form as derived from puji + am (augment) + kay.

Cf. cura valarikum 'where the sharks move around' (poru:203).

Cf. palavin palattuj 'inside the jack fruit' (aka.292:14).
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4.6.

4.7.

mata + mayil > mata mayil (pari. 15.-40)

tata + varai > tatavarai (pari. 19:23)

The stem has more than one syllable. The disyllabic stem has a long

vowel and/or a closed syllable. The following item is a suffix. There

is no change.

kuli + kku > kulikku (kali.101 :26)

kuruti + ttu > kurutittu (pari. 12:85)

nitti + tt + a > nittitta (kali.83:6)

vatti + tt + u > vattittu (aka.218:5)

in ant i + kku > mantikku (narr.353:6)

The stem has two or more syllables and is not an adjective. The

following item is a nominal, but not an adjective. The stem-final

vowel does not change. When the stem or the item following the

stem is not an adjectival noun or a word of geographic direction, the

initial consonant k, c, t, or p of the word following the stem is

doubled.

31

cirati + k + kanam kol > cifatikkanankol (malai:43-44)

katanta + k + kal > katantakkal (pari.3:54)

colla + t + takkar > collattakkar (kali.88:5)

panci + p + picir > paficippicir (aka.283:14)

kanci + p + pani muri > kaficippani muri (pura.344:8)

30 The word patti (pan + ti) 'bardess' would be a good example of a stem of this kind,

though there is no attestation of it followed by a consonant-initial suffix. Cf. pattiyar

(matu:749).

3i An instance where a derived stem (cirati) consisting of ciru 'small' and ati 'feet' acts

as a stem for further addition.
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kati + p + pakai > katippakai (malai:22)

irati + p + pommal > iratippommal (malai:169)

mula + ma (animal) > mulama (aink.364:1)

kati + matil > katima til (peru:451)

vanci + murram > vanci murram (pura.373:24)

kuta + karru > kuta karru (peru:240)

kuna + kuta + katal > kuna kuta katal (matu:71)

32

cila + cila > cila cila (pari. 12:39)

vata + terku > vata terku (pati.31:16)

mili + nencu > mili nencu (aka.379:4)

venkata + netuvarai > venkata netuvarai (aka.85:9)

33

pala + pala > pala pala (pari. 12:37)

vata + pulam > vata pulam (pura.391:7)

mala + pulam > mala pulam (aka.61:12)

The stem has two or more syllables. The following item is a verb

form. The stem-final vowel does not change. The initial consonant

of the item following the stem is doubled if it is k, c, t, or p. The

34

doubling seems to be optional if the stem-final vowel is i.

vala + c + ceyta nalvinai > valacceyta nalvinai (pura.367:10)

4.8.

32

Note that cila 'a few' is an adjectival noun.

33

Note that pala 'many' is an adjectival noun.

A few grammatical comments are in order. Certain infinitives and affirmative adjecti

val/relative participles end with a, and certain adverbial participles end with i. Among

them, the infinitives ending with (kk)a, and the adverbial participles ending with i do

trigger the doubling of the initial consonant of the verbal forms following them. On the

other hand, adjectival/relative participles which end with a or iya trigger this kind of

doubling only when they precede certain postpositions like katai, kan, and kal: e.g.,

vanta + k + katai.
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viya + t + taku > viyattaku (pari.9:82)

para + t + tara > parattara (kali. 106:31)

tumiya + p + panni > tumiya + p + panni (aka.45:10)

moli + k + kolinc > molikkoline (narr. 146:11)

pani + p + payantana > panippayantana (aink.266:4)

maruli + kol > maruli kol (kali. 14:11)

eri + t + taru katir > erittaru katir (kali.9:1)

eri + tarum > eritarum (kuru. 110:7)

ati + p + pata > atippata (aka.209:5)

ati + pata > atipata (aka.379:25)

4.9.

The stem has two or more syllables. The following item is a suffix

or a word. The stem-final vowel and the consonant preceding it are

deleted in many cases as the process known as haplology. In either

situation, the initial consonant of the item following the stem is

doubled.

uruva + k + kutti > uruvakkutti (kuru.255:2)

cava + k + kutti > cakkutti35 (kali.101.16)

cava + c + ceyyar > cacceyyar (narr.226:2)

maka + k + kal > makkal (kali.94:22)

36

maraikka + k + konta > maraikkonta (pura.60:1l)

Traditional grammars construe the stem to be cava (cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram,

Ilampuranam, Rule 210), hence the present analysis. However, in the case of cakkutti and

cacceyyar (narr.226:2), it is quite conceivable that the stem is caya 'to lose strength,

cave in' rather than cava 'to die.' Compare the forms caay (narr. 14:1), caymar

(pura.166:5).

36 It could simply be marai 'to conceal' + k + konta (< koj 'to take, hold').
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5. When a stem-final short vowel u is followed by a vowel-initial item:

5.1.

The stem is monosyllabic. The following item is a suffix. When the

resultant form is not a pronoun or numeral adjective, the glide vv is

inserted between the stem and the following item; otherwise, the

glide v is inserted. The stem-final vowel of the numeral adjective

stem is lengthened.

tu + vv + a > tuvva (pati.60:12)

(Some might consider the stem to be tuvvu.)

u + v + al > uval (pari.11:123)

u + v + an > uvan (narr. 127:3)

mu + v + ir > muvir (pura.109:2)

5.2.

5.3.

The stem is monosyllabic. The following item is a nominal. The

stem-final vowel is lengthened and the glide v is inserted between

the stem and the following item.

mu + v + uru > muvuru (pari.13:37)

mu + v + iru 'twice' > muviru 'two times three' (tiru:103)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. The following

item is a suffix. In most cases, the glide v is inserted between the

stem and the following item. The glide (k)k or m is inserted rarely if

the consonant preceding the stem-final is 1. When the stem is a

non-rational pronoun and the suffix is a case/oblique marker, the

stem-final vowel is deleted.

kalu + v + a > kajuva (aka.272:2)

putu + v + ar > putuvar (narr.393:12)
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5.4.

lru + v + ar > lruvar

katu + v + al > katuval

ciru + v + ar > ciruvar

iru 'two' + v + am > iruvam 'we two'

iru 'to pound' + v + am > iruvam 'Let us pound

katu + v + iya > katuviya

kulu + v + in + a > kuluvina

patu + v + il > patuvil

kelu + v + u > keluvu

atu 'it' + v + e (particle) > atuve

putu + v + or > putuvor

mutu + v + or > mutuvor

malu + k + a > maluka

ilu + kk + i > ilukki

ilu + k + i > iluki

malu + k + i > niahiki

kulu + m + a > kuluma

peru + m + an > peruman

kelu + m + in + a > kelumina

atu 'it' + an > atan

atu 'it' + ai > atai

(tiru:178)

(aka.8:3)

(nan-330:9)

(kuru.237:4)

(kali.41:3)

(peru:287)

(narr367:5)

(aka.79:3)

(pari.6:6)

(aka.218:17)

(malai:288)

(ciru:231)

(pari.6:16)

(aka.l07:14)

(pura.2813)

(pura377:12)

(matu:677)

(kali.82:21)

(pura345:2)

(kuri:142)

(pari.11:71)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. It is a verb or

rarely an adjective. The following item is a suffix.

In most cases, the stem-final vowel u is deleted and the initial vowel

of the following suffix is lengthened if it is already not. Further

elongation of the stem-final vowel is occasional.

The stem-final u changes to ai if the following suffix is i and the

only attested example vakaii is given below.
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oru + al + in > oralin

naku + al + min > nakanmin

valu + at + u > valatu

kulu + am > kulaam

ciru + ar > ciraar

paku + ar > pakaar

vitu + al > vitaal

elu + al > elaal

iru + al + iyaro > iraaliyaro

kulu + al + in > kulaalin

itu + a eni > itaa eni

oru + a nlr > oraanlr

maru + a yanai > mania yanai

valu + at + u > valaatu

peru + an > peraan

kelu + i > kelii

kulu + i > kulii

iru + i > irii

oru + i > orii

veru + i > verii

vitu + ir > vitiir

atu + um > atuum

katu + um > katuum

kalu + um caral > kaluum caral

muku + uu > mukuu

atu + uu ninru > atuu ninru

(pati.23:17)

(kali. 145: 12)

(pura.263:3)

(matu:360)

(peru:223)

(aka.l81:22)

(kalU12:7)

(poru:56)

(pati.40:2)

(pati.29:5)

(pati.24:14)

(pati.72:9)

(aka.l3:7)

(tiru:177)

(kuri:243)

(peru:399)

(poru:226)

(tiru:234)

(matu:498)

(tiru:310)

(kuri:144)

(aka.292:6)

(kuru.8:2)

(narr.63:10)

(parU6:14)

(aka.322:3)

37

In situations such as this, traditional commentators would posit a negative marker (a)

between the stem and the suffix. Cf. Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rule 450,

where the commentator says that the negative marker is deleted in cases like unnay 'you

will not eat' < un 'eat' + a negative marker + ay PNG.
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5.5.

5.6.

- - 38
vitu + en > viteen (narr.350:6)

vaku + i > vakaii (narr. 120:5)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. The following

item is a word, not suffix. The following changes are possible: the

stem-final is deleted and the initial vowel of the following item is

lengthened if it is not already long; the stem-final is not deleted, but

lengthened and a glide v is inserted between the stem and the

following item. The stem-final may stay unchanged and the glide

v/k is inserted between the stem and the following item.

paru + arai > pararai (tiru.10)

paru + arai > paraarai (poru:104)

atu + anru > ataanru (tiru:77)

paru + er erul > parer erul (patt:294)

itu + or > itor (kali.104 .1 8)

oru + or + kai > *oroorkai > orookai (kali. 18:9)

talu + v + ani > taluuvani (aka. 176:15)

paru + v + urai > paruuvurai (aka.218:4)

atu + v + ayin > atuvayin (kali.24:13)

talu + v + ani > taluvani (kuru.294:2)

ciru + k(u) + itaiyar > cirukitaiyar (pari. 10:106)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. The following

item is a suffix or a nominal. The stem-final is deleted and the

vowel in the first syllable of the stem is lengthened.

58 In situations such as this, traditional commentators would posit a negative marker (e)

between the stem and the suffix. Cf. Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rule 450,

where the commentator says that the negative marker is deleted in cases like unnen 'I will

not eat' < un 'eat' + e negative marker + en PNG.
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5.7.

itu + a > ita (pari.8:60)

ceru + el + ka > cererka (pari.20:68)

nalam kel(u) + arivai > nalam kelarivai (kuru.338:8)

pacu + atai > pacatai (ciru:182)

ciru + ati > cirati (ciru:32)

karu + anal > karanal (narr.181:1)

mutu + Or > miitur (ciru:201)

oru + Or > oriir (kuru.l72:5)

peru + elil > perelil (pura.293':4)

poru + eru > poreru (matu:144)

oru + okkum > orokkum (pura.189:6)

oru + oru > ororu (kali.141:7)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels and is an

adjective. The following item is a suffix or a nominal. The stem-final

vowel is deleted. Subsequently, one of the following changes occurs:

the consonant preceding the stem-final vowel is doubled or hard-

39

ened, or the vowel i is inserted between the stem and the item

following it. Consequently, the glide y is inserted between the i and

the following item. In the case of the stem mutu 'old', another kind

of change is possible: after the stem-final is deleted, the consonant

preceding the deleted stem-final is doubled and the vowel in the first

syllable is lengthened.

39 See "Stem Mutation," discussed above, for "hardening." The word munrfl 'front porch'

can also be considered as derived by the hardening process: mm 'front' + il 'place' >

munnil > munrfl. However, for the hardening to be complete, the expected form is murril.

See also Ilampuranar's commentary on Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Rule 356. Ilampuranar

says that the combination mun + il ought to result in munnil, but the consonant r is added

to the stem "unnaturally."
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5.8.

pacu + ira > paccira (peru:270)

pacu + On > paccun (peru:283)

netu + uruttu > netturuttu (pari.!8:42)

metu + en > metten (netu:37)

putu + akal > puttakal (aka.86:8)

ciru + arru > cirrarru (kali.108:27)

ciru + il > cirril (narr. 123:8)

mutu + i + y + ol > mutiyol (pura.277:2)

ciru + i + y + ilai > ciriyilai (narr.64:5)

paru + i + y + arai > pariyarai (peru:7)

peru + i + y + atu > periyatu40 (kali. 135:8)

mutu + or > muttor (aka.90:1)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels and is not an

adjective. The following item is a nominalizing suffix or a noun. The

stem-final vowel is deleted. The consonant preceding the stem-final

is doubled or hardened.

puku 'to enter' + il 'house' > pukkil (pura.221 :6)

atu 'to cook; kill' + il 'place' > attil (ciru:132)

totu + i > totti41 (pari.20:51)

cetu + or > cettor (pura.240:8)

40

Some might derive periyatu from periya 'big' + tu PNG.

4i The modern Tamil word tottil 'cradle' can also be explained by this process: < totu 'to

hook up' + il 'place.'

42 This derivation might seem unusual. Normally, the root of the word cettor 'carcasses;

corpses; those who are dead' is considered to be ca. But this study considers the stem to

be cetu 'to rot; lose life.' Cf. cetu kal 'rotting/weakening post' (aka.63:14); cetu k kan

'lifeless eyes' (pura.261 :9); cetu moli 'cutting words of argument' (kali.68:3).
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5.9.

ceru + am > cerram (matu:490)

The stem has two or more syllables. The disyllablic stem has a

closed syllable and/or a long vowel. The following item is a nominalizing

suffix or a word. The stem-final vowel is deleted. Subsequently, the

consonant preceding the stem-final is doubled or hardened.

But if the stem is an adverbial participle or a verbal noun, an i is

inserted between the stem and the following item.

eku + arra > ekkarra (aka.39:24)

tuncu 'to sleep/rest' + il 'place' > tuccil (patt:58)

otu + ai > ottai45 (pari.12:51)

kuvatu + itaiyatu > kuvattitaiyatu (kuru. 179:7)

kotu + inattu > kottinattu (kali.103:33)

kotu + ai > kottai45 (pari.l0:57)

pakatu + ilai > pakattilai (pura.392:13)

patu 'to sing' + i nominalizing suffix > patti (aka. 196:4)

Traditional commentators would normally refer to this process as a kind of hardening

(valittal vikaram).

An instance where the verb stem eku 'to leave' is used to derive a verbal noun ekku

'leaving.'

The word ottai is normally understood to mean 'hole.' This derivation might help one

to understand how the word would have obtained the sense 'hole':

otu 'to run' + ai verbal noun suffix

> ottai 'that which lets something run/pass through'

46 The word kottai is normally understood to mean 'fortress.' By this derivation, one

could understand its basic sense as 'that which is crooked/bent.'

ko{u 'to bend' + ai verbal noun suffix > kottai 'that which is bent'

4 Cf. pattiyar < patti 'bardess' + y (glide) + ar PNG (matu:749). It is possible also to

derive patti 'bardess' from pan 'bard'+ ti PNG. Note that the word patti has come to
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motu + a tirai > motta tirai (kali.131 :38)

motu + iru varaal > mottiru varaal (aka. 196:2)

yantu + oru kal > yattoru kal (kali. 71:26)

intu + ilai > ittilai (peru:88)

ventu + avai > vettavai (malai:39)

viru + irum korram > virrirum korram (pati.59:9)

veru + aracu > verraacu (pura. 17:31)

veru + or > verror (pura.367:3)

nonpu + i + y (glide) + ar > nonpiyar (narr.22:6)

venru + i + y (glide) + atiya > venriyatiya (pati.40:12)

5.10.

5.11.

The stem has more than two syllables. The following item is a

suffix. The stem-final vowel is deleted and the initial vowel of the

suffix following the stem is occasionally lengthened, if it is not

already long.4

innatu + ai > innatai (narr.71:1)

ennatu + um > ennatDum (pura.172:4)

enaiyatu + um > enaiyatuum (narr.331:10)

The stem has more than two syllables. The following item is a

word, not a suffix. The resulting form is a nominal compound of the

form verb-verbal noun. The stem-final u is deleted. The initial

mean 'grandmother' in modern Tamil.

Commentators on medieval Tamil grammars would refer to this process as in-icai-

ajapetai 'elongation for the sake of melody.' See "Lengthening of Sounds (ahipehii) and

Vowel Clusters."

49 One could also say that these forms are of the structure: past stem + verbal noun.

Alternatively stated, adverbial participles function as derived stems to which another verbal

stem is added. The combination results in a nominal compound of the form verb-verbal
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5.12.

vowel of the item following the stem is lengthened if necessary to

make it into a verbal noun.

pakuttu + un > pakuttun [Note that un changed to un] (pati.38:15)

irantu + un > irantun [Note that un changed to un] (kuru.33:3)

etuttu + eru > etutteru (pati.41:23)

The stem has two or more syllables. The following item is a word

or a suffix.

The stem-final vowel is deleted with the following condition applied

to the disyllabic stem: the disyllabic stem should be a verb and the

consonant preceding the final vowel should be k, t, or r.

When the stem-final is not deleted, the glide v is inserted between

the stem and the following item.

piranku + attam > pirankattam

ventu + annai > ventannai

etu + atiro > etatiro

viraku + aka > virakaka

vilaiyatu + ayamotu > vilaiyatayamotu

patatu + ayinum > patatayinum

nalku + i > nalki

maru + irattum > marirattum

etu + ila > etila

viraku + imattu > virakimattu

nukarku + ena > nukarkena

patu + um > patum

(kuru.66:2)

(aink.208:1)

(pura.388:10)

(pura.l6:5)

(narr.68:1)

(pura.200:10)

(poru:83)

(aink.450:1)

(nan.161 :10)

(pura.245:4)

(kuri:181)

(nan.61:10)

noun.
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cOtu + uru > cuturu (matu:512)

niraivu + ura > niraivura (kali.146:43)

viraku + oy makkal > virakoy makkal (pura.70:17)

patu 'well' + v + il 'in' > patuvil (aka.79:3)

elu 'Rise!' + v + ini 'now' > eluvini (pura.207:1)

5.13.

The stem has four syllables. The following item is a noun forming a

compound with the stem. The stem-final vowel is deleted and the

consonant preceding the stem-final vowel is doubled.

vijaiyatu + ayam > vilaiyattayam (aka.230:6)

6. When a stem-final short vowel u is followed by a consonant-initial item:

6.1.

The stem is monosyllabic. The following item is a noun. The initial

consonant of the following item is doubled.

u + k + karai > ukkarai (pura.357:9)

u + p + pal > uppal (pari.11:8)

u + v + varai > uvvarai (pati.78:2)

mu + k + kan > mukkan (pura.6:18)

6.2.

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. The following

item is a suffix or a word.

When the consonant preceding the stem-final is l or r, the stem-final

vowel preceding a suffix beginning with a single consonant is length

ened occasionally.

In the case of an adjectival stem in which the consonant preceding

the stem-final vowel is r, the stem-final vowel is deleted and an
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enunciative i is inserted between the stem and the following adjectival

noun suffix. In other adjectival stems, a nasal homorganic with the

initial consonant of the noun following the stem is inserted between

the stem and the noun if the latter begins with k, c, t, or p.

veru + tal > veruutal (kuri:137)

oru + pa > oruupa (pati.33:12)

elu + ka > eluuka 'make rise' (kali.102:34)

talu + kam > taluukam (narr.50:3)

elu + ka > ejuka 'Rise!' (matu:204)

vitu + kam > vitukam (kuru. 106:6)

mulu + tu > mulutu (pati. 14:19)

niru + min > nirumin (pura.l52:14)

aru + i + tu > aritu (aihk.235 :2)

peru + i + tu > peritu (narr.150:11)

peru + tta > perutta [no change] (pura.177:14)

etu + ppa > etuppa [no change] (matu:714)

katu + n + celal > katuncelal (aka. 150:6)

katu + m + punal > katumpunal (netu:18)

6.3.

katu + nal > katunal [no change] (kuru.380:7)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. In most cases,

the consonant preceding the stem-final vowel is r or 1. The following

item is a noun. The stem-final vowel is lengthened in most cases. In

any case, the initial consonant of the following noun is doubled, if it

is k, c, t, or p.

kuru + k + kan > kuruukkan (malai:169)

kuju + k + kalirru > kujuukkajirru (pura.97:9)

valu + c + col > vajuuccol (kali. 106:4)

paru + t + tiri > paruuttiri (netu:103)
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6.4.

katippu iku + p + pun > katippikuuppun

kuru + p + puli > kuruuppuli

paru + mayir > paruumayir

mulu + valluram > muluuvalluram

kuru + k + kan > kurukkan

vilu + t + toti > viluttoti

(pan.40:3-4)

(malai:517)

(narr.98:1)

(pura.219:2)

(kali.Wl:15)

(pati.81:10)

The stem has two open syllables with short vowels. The following

item is a verb form or a nominal. The stem-final is not lengthened

but the initial consonant of the following item is doubled in most

cases, if it is k, c, t, or p.

6.5.

katu + k + kalittu elunta > katukkalittu elunta (malai:14)

cetu + k + kan > cetukkan (pura.261 :9)

tiru + k + kijar koyil > tirukkilar koyil (poru:90)

kuru + k + kai > kurukkai (aink.266:2)

ciru + k + kan > cirukkan (aink.266:1)

potu + k + konta > potukkonta (kali. 66:1 1)

maru + t + taral > maruttaral (kali. 15:15)

ciru + kan > cirukan (aink.267:1)

maru + taral > marutaral (aka.333:21)

iju + torum > itutorum (pati.21:1l)

putu + narram > putunarram (pari.7:21)

katu + munai > katumunai (aka.372:10)

teru + vara > teruvara (narr.305:4)

The stem has two syllables with a long vowel or a closed syllable.

The following item is a noun. The stem-final vowel is deleted. An

enunciative a is inserted between the stem and the item following

the stem after the stem-final is deleted. Subsequently, the word-initial
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consonant of the noun following the stem is doubled if it is k, c, t, or

P.

vampu + a + p + patukkai > vampappatukkai (pura.3:21)

Oku + a + nunkol > Oka nunkol (pura.324:5)

vampu + a + mari > vampa mari (kuru.66:5)

6.6.

6.7.

The stem has two or more syllables. The disyllabic stem has a

closed syllable, whether it has a long vowel or not. The following

item is a verb or a noun. The initial consonant of the following item

is doubled, if it is k, c, t, or p.

pullu + k + kural > puHukkural (pura.385:l)

vintu + c + cernta > vintuccernta (pati.55:15)

villu + c + cori > villuccori (pari. 18:40)

uvavu + t + talai > uvavuttalai (pura.65:6)

pitavu + t + talai > pitavuttalai (narr.246:8)

kampu + t + ti > kamputti (kali. 150:3)

mujavu + t + tol > mulavuttol (pati.31:20)

vallu + p + por > valluppor (pari. 18:41)

vicumpu + mey aka > vicumpu mey aka (narr.ka.va:3)

The stem has two or more open syllables. The disyllabic stem has a

long vowel or a closed syllable. The following item is a verb or a

noun. The consonant preceding the stem-final is doubled or hardened

50

if it is k, c, t, t, p, or r. Subsequently, the initial consonant of the

following item also is doubled if it is k, c, t, or p.

50

Traditional grammarians would call this process a valittal vikaram.
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veruku + p + pal > verukkuppal (kuru.240:3)

aru + p + patuppa > arruppatuppa (ciru:39)

kayiru + p + purattu > kayirruppurattu (aka. 128:11)

veruku + vitai > verukkuvitai (pura.324:1)

ancu + vara > accuvara (pura.360:14)

irumpu + mukam > iruppu mukam (pura.370:20)

6.8.

The stem has two or more syllables. The following item is a nominal

beginning with y or p. The stem-final vowel is deleted. The consonant

preceding the stem-final is doubled or hardened if it is k, c, t, t, p, or

r and not already doubled or hardened. Subsequently, the initial

consonant of the word following the stem is doubled if it is p. In the

disyllabic adjectival stem, the vowel in the first syllable is occasionally

lengthened instead of hardening the consonant preceding the deleted

stem-final.

In all these cases, an enunciative i is inserted between the altered

stem and the following item beginning with y; ai is inserted other-

- 51

wise.

ninakku + i + yan > ninakkiyan (pura.200:15)

point ku + i + yan > porutkiyan (pura.208:6)

pakatu + i + yanai > pakattiyanai (nan.381:7)

The tradition does not have a name for such ai in these instances. But the i here is called

a kurriyal ikaram 'extra-short i' and is considered as derived from the stem-final u which

has its conventional name kurriyal ukaram 'extra-short a' This traditional interpretation

would not adequately explain cases like putu + yanai > puttiyanai, ciru + yarru >

cirriyarru, and veru + yarru (given above), because the stem-final vowel u in putu, ciru,

and veru is not a kurriyal ukaram . If one were to go by the tradition, one has to say that

the stem first changes to *puttu, *cirru, and *verru making the stem-final become a

kurriyal ukaram that ultimately changes to i, the kurriyal ikaram.
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parukkotu + i + yal > parukkottiyal (pari.10:56)

putu + i + yanai > puttiyanai (kali.97:7)

cerittu + i + yan katavalin > cerittiyan katavalin (kuri:12)

kaliru + i + yanai > kalirriyanai (pati.71:21)

ciru + i + yarru > cirriyarru (pura.260:22)

veru + i + yarru > verriyarru (pura.261 :4)

ciru + i + yal > ciriyal (poru:109)

parattu + ai + p + pal > parattaippal (kali.85:33)

matu + ai + p + pal > mattaippal (kali.85:36)

6.9.

The stem has more than two syllables. The following item is a

word, not a suffix. If the combination of the stem-final vowel and

the preceding consonant is identical to the combination of the initial

consonant and the following vowel in the word following the stem,

one of these combinations is deleted as a process of haplology.

katippu + putai > katipputai (pati.84:1)

karanku + kural > karankural (aink.452:2)

talariku + kural > talankural (aink.448:1)

7. When a stem-final consonant is followed by a vowel-initial item:

7.1.

The stem is monosyllabic with a short vowel. The stem-final consonant

is neither r nor 1. The following item is a suffix.

The stem-final consonant is doubled optionally. If it is doubled, the

following changes occur subsequently: the suffix is added directly to

the stem or an enunciative i is inserted between the altered adjectival

stem and the suffix.

If the stem-final consonant is not doubled, then there are the following

possibilities: the initial vowel of the suffix is lengthened for meter
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unless it has more than two syllables or that the stem-final consonant

is v; a glide, v, is inserted between the stem and the following

suffix; an enunciative i is inserted between the stem and the following

item.

tam + m + on > tammon

pey + y + in + um > peyyinum

col + l + i > colli

nal + 1 + ir e > nallire

val + 1 + ai > vallai

tev + v + ir > tevvir

mel + 1 + i + y (glide) + atu > melliyatu

un + i > unii

nil + iyar > niliiyar

koj + al > kolaal

kol + i > kolii

ten + atu > tenaatu

mun + atu > munaatu

kol + al > kolal

tan + atu > tanatu

mun + atu > munatu

nil + iyaro > niliyaro [suffix has more than

.52

tev + i > tevi

kal + v + i > kalviJ

tam + i + y (glide) + al > tnmiynj

val + i + y (glide) + ai > valiyai

in + i + y (glide) + ir > iniyir

(narr.88:6)

(pura.105:4)

(narr.191.6)

(aka.388:10)

(pura.27:17)

(pura.l70:9)

(kali.117:15)

(aink.268:2)

(pura.l66:34)

(aka.47:10)

(poru:78)

(aka.l98:13)

(kuru.34:4)

(patU6:19)

(narr.164.1)

(kuru.11:4)

two syllables]

(pura.2:20)

(pari. 11:69)

(kuru.312:1)

(aka5:2)

(pati.84:10)

(malai:286)

52

Another possible derivation: kaj + vi.
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7.2.

7.3.

tan + i + y (glide) + e > taniye (narr.162:4)

in + i + y (glide) + on > iniyon (pura. 115:6)

The stem is monosyllabic with a short vowel and does not end with

the consonant r. The following item is a nominal. The stem-final

53

consonant is doubled.

num + m + irai > nummirai (aka.388:26)

val + 1 + ukir > vajlukir (pad.12:4)

tan + n + iyal > tanniyal (pura.25:2)

pon + n + anna > ponnanna (pura.137:10)

The stem is a monosyllabic verb with a short vowel and ends with

the consonant r: tar 'to give' or var 'to come.' The following item

is a suffix beginning with a vowel.

The initial vowel of the following suffix is lengthened, if it is i. This

change is occasional when the initial vowel of the suffix is u.

The stem changes according to different suffixes. The vowel in the

stem is certainly lengthened when the suffix following the stem

begins with a short vowel and signifies negation. The vowel in the

stem is occasionally lengthened when the suffix following the stem

begins with a long vowel. When the suffix is the imperative um, the

vowel in the stem is lengthened or the initial vowel of the suffix u is

deleted subsequently allowing for the stem-final r to coalesce with

the remaining part (m) of the suffix.

The doubling of the stem-final consonant in instances like italle < hal + e (pura.123:2)

and ompalle < ompal + e (kuru.294:8), where the stem does have a long vowel, arises

when there is a metrical requirement. See "Lengthening of Sounds (ajapetai) and Vowel

Clusters" on metrical requirement.
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tar + i > tarii (ciru:260)

tar + iya > tariiya (aka.3:4)

tar + um > tarum (aka.77:19)

tar + um > taruum (malai:170)

var + um > varum (narr.53:7)

var + um > varuum (narr.37:1l)

tar + al > taral (kuru.254:6)

tar + al (negative) > taral (kuru.258:1)

var + al > varal (ciru:3)

var + al (negative) > varal (aka.92:5)

tar + ay > taray (positive) (aka. 165:8)

tar + a (negative) + ar > taraar (pati.71:21)

[or tar + ar > taraar]

var + um > varum (pari. 14:9)

tar + um > tam (pati.85:4)

var + um > vam (poru.101)

7.4.

The stem has one or more syllables. The following item is a suffix

or a word. The monosyllabic stem has a long vowel. If the stem-final

consonant is not m, it is joined to the initial vowel of the item

following the stem without any change.

The stem-final consonant m becomes tt if the stem has more than

54

one syllable and the item following the stem is a suffix. However,

this change is optional when the first syllable of the stem is closed.

urin + a > urina (aka. 167:12)

nan + in + al > naninal (narr.308:3)

5-1

Traditional grammarians would say that there is an augment, attu, between the stem

and the following item in such situations. Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam,

Rule 186.
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verin + in > verinin (narr.25:1)

vay + al > vayal (tiru:56)

Or + em > urem (narr.220:7)

vel + ittu > velittu (pati.46:1l)

urul + ilay > urulilay (kali.59:14)

maram + a > maratta (patt:59)

velam + ai > velattai (kali.97:20)

nencam + otu > nencamotu (kuru.290:4)

nencam + on > nencatton (pura.377:6)

iruntanam + aka > iruntanamaka (aka.388:9)

kanem + ayin > kanemayin (kuru.290:3)

8. When a stem-final consonant is followed by a consonant-initial item:

8.1.

The stem ends with the consonant n or v. The following item is a

verb form or a noun.

If the stem-final consonant is n and the following item is a noun, the

vowel a is inserted between the stem and the noun. The vowel u is

inserted if the item following the stem-final n is not a noun. Subse

quently, the initial consonant of the following item is doubled in both

cases.

If the stem-final consonant is v, it becomes identical to the intial

consonant of the following item.

verin + a + t + tol > verinattol (pari.21:5)

verin + u + c + cenranna > verinuccenranna (aka.65:14)

tev + munai > temmunai (pati.80:17)

8.2.

The stem ends with the consonant m and is a nominal, but not an

adjective. The following item is a suffix or a nominal.
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When the stem refers to a tree and the following item is a word

forming a nominal compound with the stem, the stem-final consonant

is deleted and subsequently the initial consonant of the item following

the stem is doubled if it is k, c, t, or p. If there is no resulting

compound, the stem-final would change into a nasal homorganic

with the initial consonant of the following word.

If the stem is the oblique form of a pronoun and the following item is

a case suffix, an enunciative a is inserted between the stem and the

suffix. The final consonant of the pronominal stem changes into a

nasal homorganic with the initial consonant of the following word if

the latter is not a duplicate of the stem and begins with k, c, t, or p.

If the word following the oblique pronoun stem is a duplicate of the

stem, the stem-final consonant is deleted and the initial consonant of

the following word is doubled.

In other stems, the following changes are possible. The stem-final

m could become tt in non-monosyllabic stems if the first syllable is

not closed and if the item following the stem refers to a part of what

the stem refers to as a whole. Subsequently, an enunciative u is

inserted between the stem and the following item, and the initial

consonant k, c, t, or p of the latter is doubled. In other cases, the

stem-final m is deleted and the initial consonant of the item following

the stem is doubled if it is k, c, t, or p.

When the item following the stem begins with y, an enunciative i is

inserted between the stem and the following item.

maram 'tree' + k + kompu 'branch' > marakkompu (aka.345:13)

maram 'tree' + talai > marantalai (pura.371 :2)

yam + tanakku urumurai > yantanakku urumurai (pura.292:2)

um + a + kku > umakku (pari.20:84)

tam + kuti > tankuti (pati.81:13)
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em + koman > enkoman (pura.95:9)

em + pati > empati (aka.200:6)

em + varai alavai > emvarai alavai (aka.200:13)

tam + mun > tammun (pari.15:19)

tam + nattu > tam nattu (narr.l83:1)

num + nukam > nunnukam (pati.63:15)

tam + tam > tattam (pari.22:44)

anam + kai > anattukkai (pari.20:105)

araiyam + ketu > araiyattukketu (pura.202:8)

kanam + kakkai > kanakkakkai (pura.342:1)

kulam + kil > kujakkil (pura.33:5)

kunram + kil > kunrakkil55 (pari.l9:36)

kanam + ku > kanakku (pari.l9:39)

palam 'fruit' + culai > palaccuhii (aka.288:13)

korram + tiru > korrattiru (pati.90:24)

cinam + por > cinappor (pati.77:1)

nilam + makal > nilamakal (pura.365 :10)

curam + mutal > curamutal (pura.60:4)

nilam + varai > nilavarai (narr.399:5)

korram + ventar > korraventar (pura.338:8)

anaiyam + i + yam > anaiyamiyam (aihk.70:5)

8.3.

The stem ends with the consonant m, and is not an adjective. The

following item is a word, not a suffix. Either the stem or the following

word is a verb form.

If the stem is not a pronoun, the stem-final m becomes a nasal

homorganic with the initial consonant of the following item.

55

According to traditional grammarians, there is a deletion of the so called cariyai

"augment" akku in such instances: kunram + akku + kij > kunrakkil. Cf. Tolkappiyam,

eluttatikaram, Ijampuranam, Rule 129.
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If the stem is a pronoun, the stem-final m is deleted and the initial

consonant of the following verb is doubled if it is k, c, t, or p.

In either case, the stem-final m is deleted when the stem is non-

monosyllabic or has a long vowel and the following item begins with

a nasal.

kayam + kalanki > kayankalanki (pura.283:1)

vem + katali > venkatali (pura.210:5)

valam + tiri maruppu > valantiri maruppu (aka.304:9)

nam + turantu > natturantu (aka.l83:3)

nam + punarntu > nappunarntu (aka.311:5)

attam + nanniya > atta nanniya (pura.313:1)

makaram + meva > makara meva (pari. 11:9)

kalam + mikuppa > kalamikuppa (pura.161:30)

yam + makiltunka > yamakiltunka (pura.316:10)

yam + ventiyanku > yam ventiyanku (pura.l71:5)

8.4.

The stem ends with the consonant m, and is an adjective. The

following item is a word. The stem-final m changes to v if the

following word begins with v. If the word following the stem begins

with k, c, or t, the stem-final m changes to a nasal homorganic with

the initial consonant of that word. Otherwise, there is no change.

am + vari > avvari (narr.370:5)

am + kavatu > ankavatu (pati.23:1)

56 Some might consider adjectival stems such as ti 'sweet', pu 'soft', te 'sweet', and ai

'subtle, soft' as ending with an m and so to follow the process described here.
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The stem ends with the consonant n, 1, 1, or n and is not an

adjective. The following item is a suffix or a word. Changes may

occur in the stem-final consonant and/or the initial consonant of the

item following the stem.

The stem-final consonant changes into its corresponding hard sound

when the initial consonant of the item following the stem begins

with k, c, t, or p. Thus, n > t; I > r; I > t; and n > r. In these cases,

there is no change in the initial consonant of the item following the

stem.

When the initial consonant of the item following the stem is t or n

the situation can be complex. Basically, t and n assimilate to the

tongue position of the stem-final consonant and change their point of

articulation according to the point of articulation of the stem-final, so

t > t and n > n when the stem-final is I or n; t > r and n > n when

the stem-final is 1 or n. The following happen concurrently:

The stem-final nasal (n or n) may remain unchanged.

The non-nasal stem-final consonant changes into its corresponding

nasal, whereas the stem-final nasal consonant changes into its cor

responding hard consonant. Thus, stem-final 1 > n; I > n; n > t; and

n > r.

The non-nasal stem-final consonant changes into a hard consonant:

1 > r; 1 > t.

Rarely, the non-nasal stem-final consonant (I or I) becomes the

aytam (h) after changing the initial consonant t of the following

item respectively to r and t. The stem in this situation is monosyllabic

with a short vowel.
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Sometimes, the stem-final consonant is deleted after changing the

following item into a non-aytam. When this change occurs in a

monosyllabic stem with a short vowel, the vowel is lengthened.

If none of the above changes occurs, an enunciative vowel is inserted

optionally between the stem and the following item. The enunciative

vowel is a if the stem is a pronoun, and u if the item following the

stem does not begin with y. If the item following the stem begins

with y, the enunciative vowel inserted is i. The stem-final consonant

in the monosyllabic stem with a short vowel is doubled. The initial

hard consonant (k, c, t, or p) of the following suffix is doubled if it is

a case marker or a word following a monosyllabic stem.

kan + ku > katku [n changed to t] (kuru.202:3)

natuvan + cilaippa > natuvatcilaippa (pati.54:13)

[n changed to t]

cen + pulam > cctpulam [n changed to t] (aka.390:2)

muran + pu > muratpu [n changed to t] (peru:294)

man + t + an + a > mantana [t changed to t] (pati. 19:27)

kan + t + i > kanti (pari.6:64)

[t changed to t; stem vowel changed]

kan + t + ir > kantir [t changed to t] (aka.76:9)

vin + toy pirarikal > vintoy pirarikal [t changed to t] (pura.391 :2)

kan + nir > kannir [n changed to n] (narr.88:8)

kan + tu > kattu [n changed to t; t changed to t] (pura.203:10)

tun + tati > tuttati [n changed to t; t changed to t] (pari.4:20)

pun + tal > puttal [n changed to t; t changed to t] (aka.120:10)

man + nalam > manalam (aink.l39:2)

[n changed to n; stem-final is deleted]

avan + ninrum > avaninrum (malai:53)

[n changed to n; stem-final is deleted]

kan + u + kku > kannukku [enunciative u] (pura. 167:7)
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en + u + ti > ennuti [enunciative u ]

pen + u + pa > penupa [enunciative u]

en + u + pa > ennupa [enunciative u]

nan + u + k + kuraivilal > nanukkuraivilal

[enunciative u]

pun + ka > punka [no change]

kan + mati > kanmati [no change]

un + min > unmin [no change]

kal + pu > karpu [1 changed to r]

katal + karai > katarkarai [1 changed to r]

katal + patappai > katarpatappai [1 changed to r]

cel + t + an + a > cenrana

[1 changed to n; t changed to r]

cel + t + i > cenri [1 changed to n; t changed to r]

nil + t + i + mo > ninrimo

[1 changed to n; t changed to r]

vel + ti > venri [1 changed to n; t changed to r]

nal + nattu > nannattu

[1 changed to n; n changed to n]

cel + mati > cenmati [1 changed to n]

kal + mar > kanmar [1 changed to n]

vel + milai > venmilai [1 changed to n]

vel + vel > venvel [1 changed to n]

vel + ti > verri [1 changed to r; t changed to r]

kal + t + u > karru [1 changed to r; t changed to r]

[Some might prefer kal + tt + u]

nil + tara > nirrara [1 changed to r; t changed to r]

katal + tirai > katarrirai

[I changed to r; t changed to r]

pal + ti > pahri [1 changed to h; t changed to r]

kol + takai > kohrakai [1 changed to h; t changed to

pal + tol > pahrol [1 changed to h; t changed to r]

(kuru.63:2)

(narr.72:1)

(pura.H6:8)

(pari.12:49)

(narr.81:5)

(aink.134:1)

(pati.l8:1)

(pati.70:15)

(aink.l68:1)

(pati.55:6)

(aka.251:1)

(narr.360:5)

(narr.45:8)

(kuru.l11:2)

(pati.55:6)

(aka.288:1)

(pura.l69:9)

(pati.33:7)

(pura.201:18)

(tiru:258)

(matu:767)

(matu:522)

(aink.W5:1-2)

(patt:30)

r] (pari.5:6)

(pati.83:3)
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ulal + tal > ularal (aka.208:12)

[t changed to r; stem-final is deleted]

kuyil + nar > kuyinar (matu:511)

[n changed to n; stem-final is deleted]

varampil + tanai > varampiranai (pati.29:15)

[t changed to r; stem-final is deleted]

iyal + ter > iyarer (aink. 104:3)

[t changed to r; stem-final is deleted]

val + narai > vanarai (pura.277:2)

[n changed to n; stem-final is deleted]

kurucil + ni > kurucini (pati.32:1)

[n changed to n; stem-final is deleted]

vel + tal > veral (pura.45:6)

[t changed to r; stem-final is deleted; stem vowel is lengthened]

cel + ti > ceri (narr.l9:7)

[t changed to r; stem-final is deleted; stem vowel is lengthened]

col + u + mati > collumati [enunciative u] (aink.479:1)

elil + i + yanai > eliliyanai [enunciative i] (pari.20:4)

cel + ka > celka [no change] (poru:177)

cel + pa > celpa [no change] (narr.73:6)

ival + ku > ivatku [l changed to t] (aink.103:3)

taj + pa > tatpa [1 changed to t] (narr.94:3)

pel + pu > petpu [1 changed to t] (pura.205:2)

vel + kocciraar > vetkocciraar [1 changed to t] (pura.32:8)

pul + pakai > putpakai [1 changed to t] (pura.68:1l)

kol + t + u > kontu [1 changed to n; t changed to t] (pura.201 :7)

kol + t + l > konti [1 changed to n; t changed to t] (kali.65:14)

nal + makil irukkai > nanmakil irukkai (pati.85:8)

[1 changed to n]

kol + mati > konmati [1 changed to n] (pura.200:15)

kel + t + i > ketti [1 changed to t; t changed to t] (aka.68:4)
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mul + tal + tamarai > muttattamarai (kuri:80)

[1 changed to t; t changed to t]

kal + tu > kahtu [1 changed to h; t changed to t] (pura.319:4)

al + tal > atal [t changed to t; stem-final is deleted] (pati.75:14)

nal + torum > natorum (pati.54:7)

[t changed to t; stem-final is deleted]

tatantal + narai > tatantanarai (pati.29:4)

[n changed to n; stem-final is deleted]

pul + u + k + kural > pullukkural [enunciative u ] (pura.41:7)

en + ku > erku [n changed to r] (pura.303 :9)

kanin + katalantoli > kanirkatalantoli (aka.352:1l)

[n changed to r]

nin vayin + pirinta > ninvayirpirinta [n changed to r] (pati.79:4)

tan + puram > tarpuram [n changed to r] (pura.383:13)

en + ti > enri [t changed to r] (aka.370:7)

tin + ti > tinri [t changed to r] (kali.65:13)

an + t + u > anru [t changed to r] (kuru.l55:3)

tin + t + u > tinru [t changed to r] (poru:118)

mun + tinai > munrinai [t changed to r] (pati.85:5)

cevvun + tonra > cevvOnronra [t changed to r] (pati.55:7)

pon + ner > ponner [n changed to n] (aka.229:13)

en + tuyar > erruyar [n changed to r; t changed to r] (pari.8:78)

pulampan + teri > pulamparreri (aink,166:3)

[n changed to r; t changed to r]

nilan + neliya > nilaneliya (pura.345:6)

[n changed to n; stem-final is deleted]

en + a + (k)ku > enakku [enunciative a] (narr.128:3)

nin + a + (k)ku > ninakku [enunciative a] (pati.73:2)

tan + a + (k)ku > tanakku [enunciative a] (aka.32:18)

man + u + ka > mannuka [enunciative u] (pura.91:7)

tun + u + kam > tunnukam [enunciative u] (aka. 154:15)

min + u + p + pol> minnuppol [enunciative u] (pari.21:54)
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8.6.

ivan + i + yar > ivaniyar [enunciative i] (pura.l3:1)

kan + yaru > kanyaru [no enunciative i] (pan:161)

The stem ends with the consonant n, 1, 1 , or n and is an adjective.

The following item is a suffix or a word.

The stem-final consonant may change. They change into their cor

responding hard sounds or nasals when the following item begins

with k, c, t, or p, but change into a corresponding nasal when the

initial consonant of the following item is a nasal. Thus, n > t; 1 > r or

n; 1 > t or n.

If the initial consonant of the word following the stem is a dental (t

or n), it assimilates to the tongue position of the stem-final. Thus, t >

t following a stem-final n, but becomes r following a stem-final n; n

> n following a stem-final n, but becomes n following a stem-final 1.

And, when t/n changes in that manner, corresponding change in the

stem-final described in the preceding paragraph is obligatory.

Sometimes, the stem-final is deleted after changing the initial conso

nant of the item following it. The stem found in this situation is either

non-monosyllabic or has a long vowel in its first syllable.

If none of the above changes occurs, an enunciative vowel i or ai is

inserted between the stem and the following word. Consequently,

the stem-final consonant in the monosyllabic stem is doubled optionally

as well as the initial consonant (k, c, t, or p) of the following word if

the resultant form is a nominal.

tin + p(u) + am > titpam (verbal noun) (aka. 195:15)

[n changed to t]

tin + tcr > tinter [t changed to t] (aink. 137:2)

tan + nihil > tanniial [n changed to n] (kuri:106)

tan + katal > tankatal [no change] (peru:18)
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8.7.

tin + cuvar > tincuvar [no change]

tan + porunai > tanporunai [no change]

tan + i + tu > tannitu [enunciative i]

cil + cila > circila [1 changed to r]

cil + mm > cinmin [1 changed to n]

nal + tu > nanru [1 changed to n; t changed to r]

mel + nokku > mennokku

[1 changed to n; n changed to n]

akal + i + tu > akalitu [enunciative i]

nal + 1 + i + tu > nallitu [enunciative i]

mel + 1 + i + tu > mellitu [enunciative i]

nal + 1 + i + yal > nalliyal [enunciative i]

tol + kavin > tol + kavin [no change]

nal + yal > nalyal [no change]

vel + kutai > venkutai [1 changed to n]

val + kai > vankai [[1 changed to n]

vel + nari > vennari

[1 changed to n; n changed to n]

vaj + nutal > vanutal

[n changed to n; stem-final deleted]

vel + i + tu > velitu [enunciative i]

vel + ai + t + totu > veljaittotu [enunciative ai]

vel + yattu > vel yattu [no change]

in + tunai > inrunai [t changed to r]

in + nakai > innakai [n changed to n]

in + cir > incir [no change]

(matu:667)

(pura.11:5)

(aka.218:15)

(pura.331:9)

(pura.348:3-4)

(kuru.38:4)

(kali.86:23)

(pura.256:6)

(malai:80)

(matu:419)

(malai:450)

(narr.14:1)

(malai:381)

(ciru:64)

(matu:442)

(pati.22:34)

(pati.19:14)

(pura.279:8)

(kuru.l63:2)

(pari.5:62)

(aka.352:7)

(narr.81:9)

(narr.138:10)

The stem is monosyllabic and ends with the consonant r, but is not

an adjective: tar 'to give' and var 'to come.' The following item is

a suffix beginning with a consonant. An enunciative u is inserted

between the stem and the following suffix when the suffix begins

with k, t, or p. But, the stem-final r is changed into a nasal homorganic
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with the initial consonant of the following suffix when the latter is

the past/completive marker t or when it begins with a nasal.

tar + u + kam > tarukam (aka.21:8)

tar + u + ti > taruti (aka. 188:14)

var + u + nar > varunar (kuri:202)

tar + u + pa > tarupa (pati.59:12)

var + t + u > vantu (narr.229:11)

tar + t + u > tantu (matu:766)

tar + min > tammin (matu:729)

tar + min > tamin (pura. 152:18)

var + min > vammin (pati.49:1)

var + mo > vammo (pura.180:9)

8.8.

The stem is monosyllabic, ends with the consonant r, and is an

adjective. The following item is a word. A nasal homorganic with

the initial consonant k, c, t, or p of the word following the stem is

inserted between the stem and the following word beginning with a

nasal. If this change does not occur, an enunciative a is inserted

between the stem and the following item. Consequently, the initial k,

c, t, or p of the word following the stem is doubled.

Ir + ri + kajai > irnkalai (malai:207)

Ir + h + cuval > Irncuval (aka.l33:16)

Ir + n + tati > Irntati (narr.l20:5)

Ir + m + purattu > irmpurattu (narr.87:7)

Ir + nentu > irnentu (kuru.l 17:2)

Ir + a + c + ceru > iracceru (pura.369:10)

57 Some might derive this form from iram + ceru.
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The stem ends with the consonant y, r, or I and is not an adjective.

The stem ending with r or 1 has a long vowel or at least two

syllables. The following item is a suffix or a word.

The initial consonant of the item following the stem is doubled under

the following circumstances: the item following the stem is a noun;

the stem and the following item bear a case-relation. If the suffix

following the stem begins with m, this doubling is occasional. An

enunciative i is inserted between the stem ending with r and the

following word when the latter begins with y. There is no change

otherwise.

mey + k + kalavai > meykkalavai

tuy + t + talai manti > tuyttalai manti

erul + t + tol > erulttol

vay + p + pakai > vayppakai

kil + p + panintu > kilppanintu

koy + m + mayir > koymmayir

kutunar + p + piriyalan > kutunarppiriyalan

amarar + p + peni > amararppeni

cey + m + mar (infinitive suffix) > ceymmar

cer + min (imperative suffix) > cermin

vil + min > vilmin

imil + marutin > imil marutin

ivar + i + yar > ivariyar [enunciative i]

tantar + i + yar > tantariyar [enunciative i]

cey + t + u > ceytu

(pari. 7:20)

(pura.l58:24)

(matu:729)

(aka.101:6)

(pati.75:4)

(nan.81:4)

(aka.352:8)

(pura.99:1)

(pati.54:14)

(pura.9:5)

(pura.262:1)

(pati.l3:7)

(pura.201:1)

(kali.84:32)

(matu:371)

The form conatu 'the Cola country' (cf. patt:28) is derived thus: cola + natu. First,

the stem-final a is deleted. Then, the resulting stem-final 1 changes the following n to n and

is elided subsequently. See 8.5 above for similar processes.
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kay + tal > kaytal (pura.258:1l)

kay + tt + u > kayttu (pura.120:8)

ccy + ttu > ceyttu (ciru:202)

vay + puku kataam > vay puku kataam (aka.93:17)

cer + kam > cerkam (pura.255:6)

punar + cci > punarcci (kuri:212)

ar + na > arna (pari. 13:6)

a I + ka > alka (pura. 132:2)

al + cci > akci (pura.60:8)

piral + na > piralna (pari. 13:1)



THEORY OF CLASSICAL TAMIL POETRY

GENERAL: The basic term that refers to Tamil meter is pa, which

refers to a poem by metonymy. These poems have a limit (alavu) on the

number of their lines and each line is called an afi which is made up of a

certain number of metrical feet known as the cir. Each cir is composed of

a certain number of basic metrical units called acai which are made up of

letters (vowels and consonants) known by the generic term cluttu. Each

eluttu is perceived to have certain intrinsic length/duration, which is known

by the term mattirai.

In addition to the above components which might here be referred

to as the core structural components of a Tamil poem, there are certain

other structural components and content-related components to look for,

because they impart aesthetic beauty (vanappu) to the poem. They are

"stringing" or alliteration (totai), "wrapping" or the connection between

the beginning and the end of a poem (mattu), rhythmic effect (vannam),

serenity (ammai), beauty (alaku ), antiquity (tonmai), elegance (tol), novelty

(viruntu), and the choice of letters, words, and line length (iyaipu, pulan,

and ilaipu).
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With regard to the substance of the poem, the features to look for

are perspective (nokku), themes concerning emotions, sentiments, and

norms (tinai and kaikoj), dramatis personae and their statements

(ketpor and kurru), context and time (kalan and kalam), results of the

theme of the composition (payan and meyppatu), assumption of poetic

conventions and inference (munnam and eccam), and conforming to and

deviation from the norm (turai and porul vakai).

Finally, the processes underlying the composition of a poem are

known as composing a poem (yappu) following the established conventions

(marapu) and the process of evaluation (tiikku). All these features are

discussed in the following pages, and some poems are scanned at the end.

Traditional Approach to a Tamil Poem

Traditional erudite Tamil poets (pulavar) consider the above intro

duced features as "limbs" of a Tamil poem, and provide the technical

rubric for these 34 features as uruppu 'limb(s).' The technical names for

these components are mattirai, eluttu, acai, cir, ati, yappu, marapu, tukku,

totai, nokku, pa, alavu, tinai, kaikol, kurru, ketpor, kalan, kalam, payan,

meyppatu, eccam, munnam, porul, turai, mattu, vannam, ammai, alaku,

tonmai, tol, viruntu, iyaipu, pulan, and ilaipu. Among them, the last eight

(ammai, alaku, tonmai, tol, viruntu, iyaipu, pulan, and ilaipu) are applicable

to long narrative poetry, whereas the rest are attributable to a compilation

(like anthology) as well as to an individual poem.

From another perspective, eluttu, mattirai, acai, clr, ati, yappu, tukku,

totai, pa, alavu, mattu, vannam, iyaipu, and ilaipu are the fourteen components

pertaining to the prosodic structure of Tamil poetry. Those which relate to

the subject matter are the following nineteen: nokku, tinai, kaikol, kurru,

ketpor, kalan, kalam, payan, meyppatu, eccam, munnam, porul, turai, ammai,

alaku, tonmai, tol, viruntu, and pulan. The component called marapu "con
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vention" is common to the form as well as the subject matter of Tamil

poetry.

For the purposes of this study, the 34 components mentioned above

are discussed below in two major sections: prosodic components and

components of subject matter.

Prosodic Components

One could make a further division of the fourteen items which are

specifically applicable to the prosodic structure of Tamil poetry and this

would result in three categories of these prosodic components as core

structural components (ejuttu, mattirai, acai, cir, ati, pa, and ajavu),

components referring to certain processes (yappu and tukku), and aesthetic

components (totai, mattu, vannam, iyaipu, and ilaipu).

Core Structural Components

Since the letters (eluttu) are the most basic entities of a poem,

traditional Tamil grammars on prosody always begin with a discussion of

When the subject matter is put into a composition, established conventions are to be

followed. The tradition refers to such established conventions by the term marapu "custom,

convention, practice." The conventions pertain to words and practices that are contempora

neous with the composition. Motivated readers are encouraged to read the commentators'

excellent discussion on marapu in Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:80-81, cey.80; Pe:235,

cey.392.

2 The details provided in the following pages about these 34 components are extremely

technical and crisscross because they deal with a highly developed complex and rich poetic

system. Wherever possible, I have tried to present them in simple terms.
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eluttu and their quantity. See "Phonology" for a discussion about eluttu

and mattirai 'duration.' The features acai, cir, ati, and pa are discussed

next.

acai (basic metrical unit)

The basic metrical unit in Tamil prosody is called the acai 'movement'

(< acai 'to move, sway'), which is mostly based on vowel length. Rarely,

a consonant attains the status of an acai. This is discussed below. See

"Metrical Significance of Certain Letters." There are two basic types of

acai: ner 'to be straight; straightness' and nirai 'to be in a row; array.' A

traditional commentator explains the terms ner and nirai. He says that

ner is a fine acai ("neriya acai"), because it is formed not by two letters

(eluttu) but by one. The nirai acai, according to him, obtains its name

because two eluttu fall in a row in it and give the meaning, 'movement of

- ,4

a pair.

From our perspective, the ner has the pattern (C)V(C)(C) or

(C)V(C)(C) and nirai, (C)VCV(Q(C) or (C)VCV(C)(C). These basic

acai patterns are expanded and respectively obtain the names nerpu and

niraipu when they represent non-monosyllabic words that are not composed

of two short open syllables but end with the short vowel u: e.g., ^Q atu

'to play' is of the pattern VCu, a nerpu acai; o51cbajj villu 'bow' is of the

pattern CVCCu, a nerpu acai; ajrj® varaku 'millet' is of the pattern

CVCVCu, a niraipu acai. Ultimately then, any non-monosyllabic word

which is not made up of two short open syllables, but which ends with the

3 The rest of this chapter presupposes an understanding of Tamil letters (eluttu). Unlike

in the case of the vowels, length/duration of consonants does not play a crucial role in

classical Tamil prosody.

4 "irantu eluttu niraitalin inai acai ennum porul pata ..." (cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram,

Nacc:8, cey.3).
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short vowel u, qualifies to be a nerpu acai or a niraipu acai. More

examples are given below.

The two most basic acai, ner and nirai, are called iyal acai 'natural

acai' because they are used without being modified. Their expanded

versions, nerpu and niraipu, which are actually extended basic acai, are

called uri acai 'acai which are proper (for further action)' because they

are modified forms of the iyal acai and are appropriate for subsequent

use. Certain combinations of these four acai give rise to what can be

One of the commentators explains what is so special about the short vowel u at the end

of these words (Tolkappiyam, porulaukaram, Nacc:9, cey.4). He says that the extra-short u

(kurriyal ukaram) at the end of these words cannot be ignored like a vowelless consonant

(orru) because it sounds longer than a vowelless consonant and at the same time cannot be

given a separate identity like a vowel (uyir) because it does not sound as long as a vowel.

On the other hand, murriyal ukaram which is at the end of these words, although has one

unit measure of length like a vowel, produces the same kind of sound produced by the

extra-short u in poetry, and therefore has to be treated like the extra-short u.

Thus, the non-monosyllabic word which is not made up of two short open syllables

but which ends with the short vowel u would simply be a ner acai or a nirai acai if the

short vowel u at the end is ignored. It would be a ner-ner or a nirai-ner, if the short u at

the end is given a separate acai status. But, the short u in these contexts, whether kurriyal

ukaram or murriyal ukaram, should neither be ignored nor should be given a separate

acai status — hence the special names nerpu and niraipu.

It must be noted that the kurriyal ukaram or murriyal ukaram in these words is

given a separate acai status in later Tamil prosody. The concept of nerpu and niraipu is

obsolete in the post-classical period and therefore the standard medieval treatise on Tamil

prosody, Yapparurikalakkarikai, does not discuss them at all. Words which would have

been construed as of the pattern nerpu or niraipu by the earlier convention are treated

respectively as of the pattern ner-ner or nirai-ner in post-classical period. This change in

the prosodic convention tells us that the short vowel u, whether kurriyal ukaram or

murriyal ukaram, occurring at the end of non-monosyllabic words which are not made

up of two short open syllables, was pronounced more strongly in post-classical period so

as to gain a prominent place in prosodic analysis.

6 Cf. Tolkappiyam, porulaukaram, Nacc:10, cey.6.
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called a metrical foot, which in the tradition is known by the generic term

cir 'order, beauty' which is discussed below.

The term acai and syllable

An acai is not automatically identical to a syllable. A ner acai,

(C)V(C)(C) or (C)V(C)(C) is equivalent to a syllable. A nirai acai,

(C)VCV(C)(C) or (C)VCV(C)(C), on the other hand, has two syllables of

which the first is always short. Similarly, nerpu and niraipu has more

than one syllable each. The first syllable in nerpu can be short or long,

whereas the first syllable in niraipu is always short. Ultimately then, the

maximum number of syllables an acai could have is three, giving rise to

the pattern niraipu, CVCVCCCV or CVCVCCCV where the last vowel

(marked in bold type as V) is the short vowel u: e.g., aj6nn$$i vajarttu;

«cuniijj5gi kalayttu. Theoretically, the short vowel u at the end could be a

kurriyal ukaram or a murriyal ukaram.

The term acai and word

An acai does not always contain a meaningful unit. It can be made

up of one meaningful unit or part of a meaningful unit. For example, the

"word" Gg&mn (tema 'sweet mango'), contains two acai which, incidentally,

are identical to its two meaningful units C$ (te 'sweet') and inn (ma

'mango'). Each of these meaningful units is of the acai pattern ner (CV).

When the meaningful unit uw (ma 'mango') is used in isolation, it also is a

"word." In this tradition, C^um (tema) is a "word" (col) and so are the

separate items C$ (te 'sweet') and urn (ma 'mango'). Similarly, the

"word" sn^ar (Cattan, a personal name) has two ner acai (ffnjs cat -

&,3s\ tan): ffn$ (cat) is a ner acai of the pattern CVC, while pajr (tan) is a

ner acai of the pattern CVC. Here, each acai contains a part of the

meaningful unit ffn^$sjr (Cattan), which is a "word" (col).
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Metrical Significance of Certain Letters (eluttu)

A vowelless consonant (orru) is not normally given a separate acai

status. It is treated together with its preceding vowel or a different consonant

if there is a consonant cluster, and considered to be part of the acai made

up of that vowel. But when it occurs as an elongated consonant (orru

ajapetai), it is treated differently in different contexts. This is explained

below. Like an ordinary vowelless consonant, a single aytam (h) also

does not have a separate acai status.

The extra-short i (kurriyal ikaram) is not ignored in the metrical

analysis of classical Tamil poems. It is treated like other short vowels. In

later literature, it is treated like a vowelless consonant occasionally, and

subsequently is not considered as part of an acai.

The extra-short u (kurriyal ukaram) and the murriyal ukaram do

not make up a separate acai. This is the situation whether they are

followed by a vowelless consonant as a result of being combined with the

following word, or whether they result as the final letter (eluttu) by

deleting the final consonant ii in the word in which they occur, or whether

they occur at the end of the last line in a poem. For example, in r5nsa^i^&n

ujnas an&ja51, nanuttalai yaka vaiki (aka.29:21), r^ngp 'bashfulness', ends

with a murriyal ukaram. Although followed by the vowelless consonant

as, as a result of being combined with the following word &,?sn, j5ngp would

be considered as a nerpu acai, not as ner-ner. Similarly, in Qp^ugffrflsmr5

8>Qs$\if,5, £l6OT j5£ujw(8) QasnQflwcsannj neruppuccinan taninta ninantayariku

kolurikurai (pura.125:2). Q^Cili 'fire' ends with an extra-short u. Although

followed by the vowelless consonant j, as a result of being combined with

the following word £\os\k> (< rflajiih 'fury'), Q^uli would be a niraipu

7 Cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Pe:132, cey.320; Ilam:423, cey.316.
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acai and would not be treated as nirai-ner. Now, in pari.20:100,

(gaj>i_aflrflr5' esanajGuncuas Gasng^j ineuii kutaivirin tavaipolak kolu malar, Sffing^

would be a nerpu, not ner-ner. In this item, the final consonant ih in

Gasngjjii 'they open up' is deleted because of the beginning consonant m in

the following word worn , and the word GasngyLh is reduced to Gasngjj with a

murriyal ukaram at the end. In pari.6:106, the last line ends with an

extra-short u: ajni_jias a»ojaj>tij ^lajrffi® vatarka vaiyai ninakku. Here,

^ajias® ninakku 'for you' would be treated as a niraipu, not as nirai-ner.

Similarly, the last line in kalittokai 18 ends with an extra-short u: QffajTrn

gSCTia»m ^tJpDcgj cenra ilamai tararku. ^rjrr)(5 tararku 'for bringing' would be

a niraipu, not nirai-ner.

When the extra-short u (kurriyal ukaram) or the murriyal ukaram

coalesces with a word beginning with the regular short u, it is not considered

as part of a nerpu or a niraipu. For example, in pura.52:l, jigsanL

sunQcuuTlrT) anrn^&u &[£*,£, nancutai valeyir raintalai cumanta, pgaranL is

derived from combining $&& 'poison' + e_aj>i_ 'having; with.' The word

5©s; ends with an extra-short u, while the following word 2_«ni_ begins

with the regular short u. The two vowels combine and result in one short

vowel, u. This resultant short u,which is contained in s, , is not treated as

part of piss to yield a nerpu. Rather, it is taken together with the

following aj>l, and thus r5(5a;aj>i_ would be ner-nirai (*><q-s;sn\_ ).

8 _

Cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Pe:134, 136, cey.321; Ijam:424, cey.317.

In post-classical prosodic analysis, sngajKff), Qr5crt,UqCff), Sffing^j(ih), [filajiffi(g, and

^rjrj)(g would be treated respectively as having the following patterns: ner-ner, nirai-ner,

ner-ner, nirai-ner, and nirai-ner. But if any of them were to occur as the very last foot in

the last line of a venpa, a different scheme (= the classical scheme) would apply the

following formulaic names to them: jnajp (= kacu), Qj^ug (= pirappu), Gasngy (=

kacu), r£lajrc!6(2) (= P'rappu), and &>u<iD(9) (= pirappu). Note that these formulaic names

themselves end with a short u.
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When the extra-short u or the muiriyal ukaram is followed by a

word beginning with any vowel other than the regular short u, it is deleted.

For example, in pura.202:18, ^(jihurg laean&g, a&^wffincu Gajiasna& arumpara

rnalarnta karurikal verikai, ^^ihurg is derived from .s^iiLi 'buds' + s{rt)

'without.' Subsequently, ^(jihuiD would be a nirai-nirai (^H(Q,ib-up), not

niraipu-ner or anything else.

In general, elongated vowels (uyir alapetai) and elongated conso

nants (orru alapetai) are treated in two ways: in some instances the

second letter (vowel or consonant) in the unit of elongation is given a

separate acai status and in some others not, depending upon the meter of

the line in which it occurs. Furthermore, elongated consonants are treated

differently from elongated vowels. This will become clear from the discussion

in the following paragraphs.

Examples of elongated vowels that are treated in two ways are as

follows. Consider the following line: on Giu^Qajajr Grncun ajajaflerfl

(pari.19:62). Here, on Gw^Qajajr would be scanned as o-n Gujn9-GlajsJT

ner-ner ner-ner. The short e (n) which symbolizes the elongation of the

long e (o) in on attains the status of an acai, whereas the short o (9),

which symbolizes the elongation of long o in Guuns?, is not taken into

account for considering the acai pattern of Giun9. Now consider ongaji

aSl6Tia^nn afi)?3sis5)wK,fr) a&njif^ajrih (pari.3:62). Here, angajT would be scanned

as on-gajr, ner-nirai. Consequently, the short e (n) which symbolizes the

elongation of the long e (o) in on is not taken into account for considering

10 Hypothetically, if on GujnsjQajajT Gngcun QJOJoTlerfl is scanned as o-n Giun-sjGlsuaJi

G[D-cun ajsij-aH6ifl , the acai patterns would be as follows: ner-ner ner-nirai ner-ner

ner-nirai. This would produce an iyarcir-ven-talai between Gujn-9GlajaJr and Gp-cun .

But, if the line is scanned as o-n Gnjn9-Qsua5T Grn-curc qjdj-a5l6Tf! , the acai patterns

would be as follows: ner-ner ner-ner ner-ner ner-nirai. This would produce an aciriya-t-talai

between Gujn9-QajaJT and Grn-cun , which is preferred in this context.
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the acai pattern of on. In oft <Z\un*y Glajajr aH6rfl CujpiJt&<& (pari. 19:61),

on Gnjn9 would be scanned as o-n Ciun-9, ner-ner ner-ner. Notice that in

this context the short o (9) which symbolizes the elongation of long o in

Gujn9 does attain the status of a separate acai.

When the word containing an elongated vowel ends with a kurriyal

ukaram or a murriyal ukaram, the short vowel which symbolizes the

elongation of the long vowel is separated from the long vowel and subse

quently joined with the following letter(s) for the sake of its acai status.

For example, ^.sna® would be treated as ner-nerpu (^-^Hia® ), .%.sHaj$i

as ner-niraipu (.^-.sHsugi), ga&n^n^^i as nirai-ncrpu (L\a,n-&\;u£&i), and

uan.s>mjgi as nirai-niraipu (uun-.sHuj&j). But, if the word is njn^gi, it would

be treated like ner-nirai (iun-,sN&i), not as ncr-niraipu, because the com

ponent .smsj by itself does not end with a kurriyal ukaram or a murriyal

ukaram so as to yield a niraipu pattern. Similarly, suLn^igi (pura.6:1)

would be treated like nirai-nirai (qjlfi-.sH^) not as nirai-niraipu, and it

12

would be referred to by the formulaic name kanaviri (asjoiaM ).

When a consonant is elongated and written as two, the second one

may occasionally attain the status of an acai. For example, in malai:352,

Sisxaexsi ^ssjiexaQass\ms, ffiaj6i®ii GffiLQih (kann tannenak kantum kettum),

the first item a56o6i«ooi (kann < kan 'eye') is to be scanned as a&cn-on,

ner-ner. That is, in a&ajmaxn, kann, the second element n (aw) in the

elongated consonant nn (<majs\) attains a separate acai status. But, the

second element n (ara) in the elongated consonant nn (esssss) does not

attain a separate acai status in the item paxsisssiQasaies\a, , which is to be

scanned as pamaxn -Qaxnasies, ner-nirai.

11 If ongajr is scanned as g-n@-ajr, it would become a different foot of the pattern

ner-nirai-ner, a foot with three acai, which is not appropriate in this context. Therefore,

the short ct has to be discounted.

12 ,

13

Cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:20, cey.17.

Commentators explain that in this situation, the poet who composed the poem
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When the word containing an elongated consonant ends with a

kurriyal ukaram or a murriyal ukaram, the second item in the elongated

consonant does not attain a separate acai status. For example, words like

Qsnrara® , (grjrara(§, uflajiaJigy, ooooo°o(3j, etc., are to be considered simply as

nerpu or niraipu, not to be scanned as, for example, ner-ner (Qffinra-ra®)

or ner-ner-ner (Qasnra-ra-®). QasriHa^ , uflajrajigji , and oo°o»o.(g would each

be a nerpu, whereas (grjrara® would be a niraipu. But, if the words are

Qasnraraffiri instead of QasnraiQ®, (grjraw.5&aJr instead of (§rjrara(3j, uftajrajrOTri)

instead of u5lojiaJrgij , and oo-oo'offiih instead of noooooo(g, they would be consid

ered as having the patterns ner-ner (Qasnrara-asn), nirai-ner ((grjrara -ffiajr),

ner-ner (uflajrajr -ajrcu ), and ner-ner (n.°.A -&ih), or the patterns ner-ner-ner

(Qffinn-w-<56ii), nirai-ner-ner ((grjra-ra-ffiajr), ner-ner-ner (uflajr-ajr-ajrcu), and

ner-ner-ner (nooo-ooo-ffiLb), depending upon the contexts in which they occur.

Note that they should not be scanned as Qasnra-raaDii , (§rjra -fc&sn , uflajr -ajrajicb ,

or noo.-oooasih. Recall that the second element in an elongated vowel would

be treated differently in a similar environment. Here, the difference between

the treatment of elongated vowels and that of elongated consonants becomes

evident.

Examples of the ner acai patterns:

anna 'like that' (aink.149:l) an-na ner-ner

malaipatukatam lengthened the ajoi (n) in ^arsr (tan 'cold') to ajarajai (nn) just in order to

indicate the extremity of the cold on the mountain and therefore the second ajm in ^sjoiajcn

has to be treated only as a part of ^ajoi , not as a separate item (Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram,

Nacc:22, cey.18).

In fact, if ^asii ajoiQajoiajras is scanned as ^ajai-ajoi-QaSoiajras resulting in the

pattern ner-ner-nirai, it would produce a certain metrical foot called vafici-uri-c-cir which

is appropriate to occur in this line.

Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:22, cey.17; Pe:154, cey.330.
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ekkar 'white sand' (aink.148:1) ek-kar

otam 'ocean' (aink. 145:2) o-tam

annay 'O mother!' (aink.201 :1) an-nay

irntan 'fresh and cool' (aink.213:2) lrn-tan

yaye 'my mother, indeed' (aink.253:4) ya-ye

ampal 'water lily' (pura.63:13) am-pal

polnta 'split' (aka.41:6) poln-ta

poyccul 'false promise' (kali.75:21) poyc-cul

eykkum 'it will weaken' (kuru. 112:1) eyk-kum

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

[The ner acai of the pattern in which a short vowel could occur alone in

the beginning of a word is not common unless there is hiatus between

itself and the following word, as for example, a a ilantan 'O, Alas! He lost

it' (ndlatiydr 9:4). This pattern of the ner acai is not found in the cankam

anthologies.]

Examples of the nirai acai patterns:

manamukai 'fragrant bud' mana-mukai

(aka.42:1)

kanicciyum 'and the trident' kanic-ciyum

(kali. 105:20)

uritinil 'rightfully' uri-tinil

(aka.W:7)

utaitarum 'breaking' utai-tarum

(aka.W:9)

uruppavir 'where the heat unfolds' urup-pavir

(aka.11:2)

ayirttukal 'sand dust' ayirt-tukal

(narr.163:2)

mrai-mrai

nirai-mrai

nirai-nirai

nirai-mrai

nirai-nirai

nirai-mrai
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timpukart 'pleasant Pukar' tim-pukart

(pan:173)

kamalkatam 'smelling rut of the elephant'

(kali.48:5) kamal-katam

makilnta 'those who rejoiced' makilnta

(narr.239:2)

Examples of the nerpu acai patterns:

kumpuvitu 'splitting conical (buds)' kumpu-vitu

(aka.36:4)

cevicayttu 'leaning the ear'

(aka.63:10)

atuvali 'while playing'

(aka.49:18)

parutalai 'wide-spread top'

(aka.21:15)

pirarttantu 'bringing others'

(aka.28:40)

nillum 'You, just stop! '

(pari.l8:39)

ancuvara 'frightening'

(aka.63:9)

illuyttu 'sending toward home'

(kuru.354:3)

nlrkkunimirntu (aka.79:6)

'straightening up

for (going toward) water'

lnrupuran tarutal (pura.312:1)

cevi-cayttu

atu-vali

paru-talai

pifart-tantu

nillu-ni

aficu-vara

il-luyttu

nirkku-nimimtu

ner-nirai

nirai-nirai

nirai-ner

inru-puran

nerpu-nirai

nirai-nerpu

nerpu-nirai

nerpu-nirai

nirai-nerpu

nerpu-ner

nerpu-nirai

ner-nerpu

nerpu-niraipu

nerpu-nirai

'bringing forth, having given birth'
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Examples of the niraipu acai patterns:

mutarikutal 'bending leg' mutanku-tal

(aka.63:5)

kuvavunutal 'curved forhead' kuvavu-nutal

(aka.49:6)

valviraintu 'rushing fast' val-viraintu

(aka.47:2)

alarikukalai 'swaying bamboo' alanku-kalai

(aka.47:4)

palavukkani 'jack fruit' palavuk-kani

(kuru.90:4)

iravukkalittu 'the fish, being excited'

(aka.96:1) iravuk-kalittu

nacai yuratu 'without experiencing' yuratu

(poru:2)

iratu 'without sitting on ...' iratu

(aka.141:21)

niraipu-ner

niraipu-nirai

ner-niraipu

niraipu-nirai

niraipu-nirai

niraipu-niraipu

niraipu

niraipu

cir (metrical foot)

Combinations of the four basic acai (ner, nirai, nerpu, and niraipu)

give rise to metrical feet which are known by the generic term cir 'order,

beauty.' A traditional commentator explains that such combination is called

cir because it stands similar to pani, which is the beginning of a rhythmic

beat falling into a cycle. He also explains that a rhythmic cycle (talam)

i5 « -

pani ponru ilayam pata nirral" (Tolkappiyam, porujatikaram, Pe:141, cey.324).
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has three components, namely pani, tukku, and cir, in which the pani

marks the beginning of the cycle while the tukku contains the duration of

the cycle and the cir marks the time lapse of the cycle. Another

— * 17

commentator says that cir by itself brings sound (ocai) to a poem.

Types of cir

The four basic acai are combined being chosen two or three at a

time. The metrical feet obtained by combining two acai at a time are

called ir-acai-c-cir 'cir with two acai' and those which are obtained by

combining three at a time are mii-v-acai-c-cir 'cir with three acai.'

Rarely in classical Tamil poems four acai are combined to form a four-

acai-c-cir (e.g., Lirnih-Qurh-rtfl^l-S6OT pura.11:9). Since there are four basic

acai to choose from, the number of possible two-acai patterns (ir-acai-c-cir)

is 16 (= 4n, where n = 2) and the number of possible three-acai patterns

(mu-v-acai-c-cir) is 64 (= 4", where n = 3).

There are situations where none of the four basic acai has to

combine with another to form a metrical foot, and such foot is called an

or-acai-c-cir 'clr composed of one acai.' In those instances, the single

acai has to coincide with a meaningful word. It appears mostly as the last

foot of a line in certain types of meters like the aciriyam and venpa,

while always occurring as the last cir of the last line in a poem composed

— 18

solely in the venpa meter.

i Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on kali.1:7, 10, 13, 15: "oru talattin mutal etukkum

kalattinai utaiya pani"; "atan itai nikakim kalattu atanai utaiya tukku"; "talam mutintuvitum

kalattinait tannitatte konta cir."

Tolkappiyam, porujatikaram, Ilam:443, cey.361.

i8 _

Cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Ilam:432, cey.335; Nacc:31, cey.27; Pe:165, 228,

cey.339, 386.

For example, consider aka.141 :20, which is in the aciriyam meter: ^H(§&u ajnajiLp
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Two Conventions of Evaluating a cir

Two different conventions provide different ways of considering a

metrical foot (cir). One is to view cir as composed of so many basic units

known as acai, while the other is more fundamental and views a foot as

consisting of so many letters (eluttu).

When a metrical foot is construed in terms of the number of letters

in it, vowelless consonants (orru), aytam (h), and the extra-short u(kurriyal

ukaram) are not taken into account. Thus, for example, if ajsraQ vantu

'bee' is used as a cir, it would be considered as containing just one eluttu

aj va. Here, the last two eluttu in ajawiQ would be ignored because the

penultimate eluttu am n is a vowelless consonant, whereas the last eluttu

Q pi contains the extra-short u. Once the extra-short u in Q fu is ignored,

the remaining L t becomes a vowelless consonant and will be ignored

subsequently. Similarly, if ©nuflrp nayiru 'sun' is a cir, it would be considered

as containing just two eluttu ©n na and ull yi, because the last item p ru,

which contains the extra-short u, would be ignored.

The two different modes of considering a metrical foot mean that

certain feet are treated in two ways. Thus, if susjbtQ vantu is used as a

cir in a poem, the extra-short u in it would be considered for determining

its acai pattern, but not for being counted as an eluttu. The pattern of

ajasji® is CVC-Cu, and so it is a nerpu acai. And it would be referred to

Gwnia(ajifli_ nSlrjngi tlhkulai valai yoriku mata liratu. Here, the last item nSlrjn^i (<cb,

part of the preceding word ihlcu 'leaf + @rjngi 'without sitting on') is a niraipu acai of

the pattern CVCVCu and makes up a cir. Similarly, the last line in pari.6:106 is in the

venpa meter and its last cir is a single acai: sunurgs anajantu rglanaa(g vatarka vaiyai

ninakku. Here, £lajiaj(3j 'for you' is a niraipu. In kalittokai 24, which ends in the venpa

meter, the last line has a single acai as its last cir: GumJleoigjj GlffncuGlcuajr 2.u51rt

poyinru collen uyir. In later texts, venpa meter is very common and the last line of each

venpa ends with just one acai making up a cir by itself. For example, consider muttolldyiram

27:4: naJrQuo ajnQQinsJT G^i6n enpera vatumen toj, in which G^n6n is a ner acai.
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as a cir with one acai (or-acai-c-cir). But, when it is to be referred to in

terms of the eluttu it contains, it would be a cir consisting of just one

ejuttu. Similarly, in ©nullp nayiru, the p containing the extra-short u

would be considered for deciding the acai pattern of ©nuflp , but not for

being counted as an eluttu. Thus, the pattern of ©mdlp is CV-CVCu,

ner-niraipu, and the word would be referred to as a cir made up of two

acai (ir-acai-c-cir) and as containing two eluttu.

The number of acai in a metrical foot is not always equal to the

number of letters in it. Consider for example, (ajpuDQunaflrnmcjra®

kurumporaimaruriku 'near the small rock.' It is made up of three acai:

(grruuD -Qunanrri-in^caj kurum-porai-marunku. The first acai, (gpih is a

nirai of the pattern CVCVC. The second, Qunorg, is a nirai of the pattern

CVCV. The third one, m(n,ra(g , is a niraipu of the pattern CVCVCCu.

When the ejuttu in (a}pihQunaj>rDm(n,ra(3> are counted, the vowelless conso

nants (ih and ra) and the eluttu containing the extra-short u (kurriyal

ukaram) at the end are left out, and so the resulting number of countable

eluttu are six: (g, p, Gun, ssxj), \n, and (n>. Thus, the cir (gprnQunasirjuiflwafflj

19

has three acai, but six ejuttu.

The Number of Letters (ejuttu) Permitted in a Metrical Foot (cir)

The tradition holds that a cir normally does not contain more than

five ejuttu and only a certain type of metrical foot called the vanci

The mode of understanding a metrical foot in terms of the number of letters in it was

necessary in the history of Tamil when lines in a poem were composed based on the

number of letters. One traditional commentator explains that this practice was difficult for

the poets of the last cankam ("katai-c-cankattarkku") and therefore they composed lines in

a poem based on the number of metrical feet instead (cf. Tolkappiyam, porujatikaram,

Nacc:52, cey.51).
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20

uriccir would contain a maximum of six eluttu. The minimum number

of eluttu in a vanci uriccir, which produces the meter called vanci, is

21

three. Examples:

§>mJii(g)an.35iunajT g^ra(g!5as>i_iu pura.22:l

$n anas iun (three eluttu); §> 5 as>i_ oj (four eluttu)

2-rr)ijpiflKS5FliunfiJT 2-ujiiin(n,LiL51ajT pura.22:2

2- rg in seTI u-m (five eluttu); 2. uj in (5 lil an (six eluttu)

^cuffiffiihSunaJTpasr : ^ cu s, Sun 9 aji (six eluttu) pura.4.11

oflnpcbesu^^iihSiD : &5) 9 Ssu £& gji Sib (six eluttu) pura.l 1 :7

The Term cir and Syllable

It is obvious that a Tamil metrical foot (cir) is not identical to a

syllable. Note that the maximum number of syllables a foot can have is

nine giving rise to the pattern niraipu-niraipu-niraipu, CVCVC(C)(C)V-

CVCVC(C)(C)V-CVCVC(C)(C)V, where in each niraipu, the first vowel

is always short, the second one can be short or long, but the last vowel

(marked in bold type as V) must always be a short u (kurriyal ukaram 01

murriyal ukaram). Examples: aflcura® -&jyjw(§ -Qun^uu. (vilanku-

valanku-poruppu); 2-rjniijr5§j-2-rjniijr5gj-a5cuniij^gi (urayntu-urayntu-

kalayttu).

The Term cir and Word

A word can spread across two metrical feet. By the same token, a

foot can contain more than one word. For example, in aka.56:16, mihinii

20

Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc.41, cey.42; Pe:181, cey.354.

2i Tolkappiyam, poruhtikaram, Nacc:44, cey.46.
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Qib©^G(g)aJi Q^n(ifigi[£lajr rrugal mammar nencinon tojutunin ratuve,

the word rglajrrrjgi ninratu 'the state of standing' is spread between the

last foot and the penultimate foot. The penultimate foot Q^n^girglajr , on the

other hand, contains more than the word Q^riQggi tolutu 'worshiping.'

Meters Produced by Different cir

Various types of metrical feet produce four types of classical Tamil

meter, namely, aciriyam, vaiici, venpa, and kali. Meter (pa) is discussed

below. The iyarcir 'natural cir' and the aciriya uriccir 'cir which are

appropriate for the aciriyam' produce the meter called the aciriyam. The

ven cir 'cir which are appropriate for the venpa' produce the venpa and

kali meters. The vafici uriccir 'cir which are appropriate for the vafici'

produce the vafici meter. These various feet are discussed next.

Formulaic Names for the Different cir

In the tradition, each combination of the various acai is given a

formulaic name (vaypatu) which in turn exemplifies the structure of the

cir it stands for. These names differ according to different schools. However,

each acai which participates in making up a cir is given a name which is

an adjective, verb, or a noun referring to an entity from nature. Examples:

te 'sweet'; puli 'tart'; val ' to live'; poku 'going'; varu 'coming'; puli

'tiger'; pampu 'snake'; ma 'mango'; vila 'wood-apple'; kay 'unripe fruit';

kani 'ripe fruit'; vay 'pass, path'; kan 'jungle'; curam 'forest'; kataru

'forest, jungle'; kar 'cloud'; urumu 'thunder.' Thus, ner-ner is given the

formulaic name te-ma (S^inn 'sweet mango'); ner-ner-ner is given the

name te-ma(ri)-kay (G^mnraffiniu 'sweet unripe mango'), and so on. The

combinations of various acai and their names are given below. Certain

combinations are considered to be appropriate for certain types of meters

and this information is included in the discussion below.
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iyarcir "natural feet"

These are ir-acai-c-cir, obtained by combining two acai at a time.

The first one of these two-acai combinations could be ner, nirai, nerpu,

or niraipu, and the restriction is on the second acai. The second should

be a ner when the first is a nerpu or a niraipu. Thus, ten patterns of the

iyarcir are obtained as follows.

iyarcir acai pattern formulaic name

ner ner E^ii Spi (S^Lon or sundiisncb )

nirai ner r£lanrj S^ii (g6iflmn or giScusuniij )

nirai nirai rSlanrj r£kmrj (a^oflsmh or sasmaMl )

ner nirai St5n rglsn[j (aH.&5l6nLh or un^lifl)

ner nerpu St5ii S!5iiL| (umraffin® or SunSrjgjj; treated like un^lrfl)

nirai nerpu njlanrj Sjiig (ffi6Tira^n© or asiqiunp; treated like ffiaj3iaflrfl )

nirai niraipu rgknrj nflanrjy (asuKgnia® or tntpsflflgi ; treated like ssj3iaMI )

ner niraipu £^i1 £lan[jLj (innHcgrjra^ or i^n^^i; treated like uneSlifl)

nerpu ner S^iiLi S^ii (.s&rnpasffind> or ^gi^ii ; treated like un^lrfl)

niraipu ner rglan[jg S^ii

((g6n^gjffiasncb or (aj6n£5gjj?5ri ; treated like a5axjiofirfl)

The above iyarcir are permissible in all four types of classical

22
Tamil meter. However, there are some restrictions.

2 Two specific iyarcIr ending with a ner do not occur in a kalippa and are not preferred

as the first metrical feet of a line in a certain type of vancippa. That is, ner-ner (S^inn)

and nirai-ner (i-j6rflu3n) do not occur to produce the metrical binding (tajai) known as

kalittajai. They are more common at the end of a line with only two feet producing the
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aciriya uriccir 'cir which are proper for the aciriyam meter'

These metrical feet also are obtained by combining two acai at a

time. In these, the first acai is either a nerpu or a niraipu. The second is

nerpu, niraipu, or nirai. Six such combinations are possible:

aciriya uriccir acai pattern formulaic name

nerpu nerpu Gj5iig G^iili (^rbffliCj5fTa® or s3®Gugj)

niraipu nerpu £kmrjL| G^ny (ajrjigGffngji)

niraipu niraipu rgleo)iji-j £lanrjg (surj(gj^QTiSi or ^i_&|iri(3gi)

vanci meter (Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:30, cey.25; Pe: 162-164, cey.337). Consider

pura2:1, wsniqesifyg, iglwgjjii , which is a vanci line, in which the second foot rglcugjjih

is of the pattern nirai-ner. See below for the definitions of a metrical binding and vanci

line.

This restriction does not apply to a vanci line which has three feet (Tolkappiyam,

porulatikaram, Nacc:31, cey.26). Consider uj5g& ijJ5^rjih Gajiij!5gj (pati.51:16), which is a

vanci line made up of three metrical feet. Here, the first foot uj5^ is of the pattern ner-ner

(G^iniT). Now, consider pura.7.1, which is a vanci line with two metrical feet: a&erflp

a>aj>i_@luj^n6n . Here, the first foot &eft\<£} is of the pattern niraipu, not nirai-ner.

The two iyarcir ending with nirai (ner-nirai and nirai-nirai) can occur as the first

foot of a vanci line (Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:30-31, cey.26). For example, in

ajnnSlffloiii iflLrgoan^j (patt:118), amaSlajoin is of the pattern ner-nirai. In &\&,soGi}iuas\

ifl&uGsunSl (pura.17:10), ^fficusuiuajr is of the pattern nirai-nirai.

The two iyarcir in which the first acai is a nerpu or a niraipu (nerpu-ner and

niraipu-ner) are treated like ner-nirai and nirai-nirai respectively (Tolkappiyam, porula

tikaram, Pe:146, 147, cey.327; Nacc:19, cey.15). For example, in f^ia(Sjin3cuU Qu^aflcu

unibLiQfTeKn Q«n6fiJ§i (pura55:1), uniiDLKgnajoi is of the pattern nerpu-ner, but will be

treated like ner-nirai when its binding with the following foot is to be considered. In

ai(n,J6gi!5niL) ^nQflajr Qu(n,J5Sj(aj £rr)k) (poru:42), aj^J5gi^niiJ is of the pattern niraipu-

ner, but will be treated like nirai-nirai when its binding with the following foot is to be

considered.
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nerpu niraipu Sjiig rglanrjg (^jip&jcjaj or unan®©®)

nerpu nirai fining £lann

(ujnrjgrpflani_ or jSQQasniq; treated like un^lifl)

23
niraipu nirai nfomrjg rgl65>rj

@6n^gjinasii_ or 2-rjpi_|cul; treated like &axjioM))

The aciriya uriccir occur in a certain line called vanci ati without

any restrictions and occur in aciriyappa, venpa, and kalippa with some

. • »• 24

restrictions.

23 By a different convention, the last two uriccir (nerpu-nirai and niraipu-nirai) are

iayrcir (cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Pe:163, cey.338, where the commentator refers

to £lcuGjinas!jTcu , niraipu-nirai, as an iyarcIr).

In §>fei(gj^lanrj eiHiiJ6muriuiJl (matu:1), which is a vanci line, g>ra(g^lsnn is of the

pattern nerpu-nirai.

The aciriya uriccir in which both acai are uriyacai (nerpu-nerpu, niraipu-nerpu,

niraipu-niraipu, and nerpu-niraipu) do not normally occur in an aciriyappa or in a

venpa line with four feet. But in certain lines in an aciriyappa which do not produce the

binding known as the aciriyattajai, these metrical feet are not forbidden (cf. Ilam:431,

cey.331; Nacc:17, 29, cey.13; Pe:160, cey.335). Examples: In Q6u6ri~l!r)puuajT!5 giajoThiflasi

sfijigjisSjigiias aSli_UU (pura.35:22), eSjipsSjipaa is of the pattern nerpu-nerpu. In

fiuaxngaip r£lsnrr)F5gj QjrflJ5gjjsun»(8j r£ltDliiS^n6n (tiru:106),Ga^f,^snn^i(s) isniraipu-

nerpu. In t5j)a|fijEfl Lossinani_ gii_a5sctfl 6oflnga|ssn51^gj (aka.96:1 ), a3flngajiasnfljsgi

is niraipu-niraipu. In ^l(FT,jgjSa5n Qcucu&j26n Q^ujluu !6ng§yinrr)!5g>j (kuri:167).

^rTgsgyinrnjgj is nerpu-niraipu. These lines are called cir-vakai-ati and apparently, no

aciriyattajai is anticipated in them (cf. Tolkappiyam, porujatikaram, Nacc:29, cey.13)

See below for the definition of a cir-vakai-ati.

The aciriya uriccir which end with a nirai (nerpu-nirai and niraipu-nirai) car

occur in an aciriyappa producing an aciriyattajai (Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:29

cey.23; Pe:160, cey.335). For example, in 2.6U6i|in^l u^aT) S(gjraascu Q&jajmcganL

(pura.3:1), aajajinsSl is of the pattern niraipu-nirai.

The same aciriya uriccir (nerpu-nirai and niraipu-nirai) are permissible in certain

lines in a kalippa producing kalittalai (Nacc:29, cey.24; Pe:145, 161, cey.326, 336). For
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venpa uriccir 'cir which are appropriate for the venpa meter'

These are metrical feet obtained by combining three acai at a time

in a specific manner. Normally, 64 combinations are possible if one combines

three acai at a time from the group of the four basic acai. Of those 64

resulting combinations, the ones in which the third acai is a ner, and

neither of the other two is a nerpu or a niraipu, are called the venpa

uriccir. Actually, to obtain them, the acai called ner is added as the third

acai to the iyarcir discussed above in which none of the acai is a nerpu

or a niraipu. Four such combinations are possible in the following manner.

venpa uriccir acai pattern formulaic name

ner ner ner Gj5ii G^ii G^ii

nirai ner ner £lsnn G^ri 6p>ii

nirai nirai ner jglccnrj rgknu 6511

ner nirai ner G^ii i£1«j>u Grsii

(G^mniaffiniij or iflnajnypa&najr )

(L|6iilinniaffiniij or nsS\6unip&nsn)

i&QoRavv&nm or gaSlsu^ffinajt)

(aioTt6nwa&niij or wnsuQ&nen)

The vencir, as their name suggests, produce the meter called venpa.

They are permissible in a vanci line which does not produce the binding

example, in 2-rj&){b$Sna; inQgiaaSla^aJr £§®Lbaj>uujn Qcun(n,qj2ajr (kali.l20:4),

2.ija-|a^a3><!5 is of the pattern niraipu-nirai. It produces kalittalai when considered

together with the following foot.

All the other aciriya uriccir (nerpu-nerpu, niraipu-nerpu, niraipu-niraipu, and

nerpu-niraipu) are permissible in certain kalippa where the line is known as cir-vakai-k-

kali-ati (Nacc:29, cey.24).

Examples: In ^QQa&n6n Gj5ii51ujrTrT| urja)giib ^nQQa&nsjoi® (kali.105:72),

5ftQCl«naj5i(Si isof thepattem nerpu-nerpu, and the rest of the line produces aciriyattajai.

In ^ny)Ljgirnf5gi Qs>n[qQ$&\\j)&)t£)nas< GunaSkj &,\\3Si\b (kali.l45:18), ^nypLigirgJgi is

nerpu-niraipu, and the line produces ven-talai.
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called vaiici-t-talai. For example, in gilCLibuu LuuaJriflnnfl (patt:4), both

feet are vencir. The first one gilGLibuu is of the pattern ner-ner-ner and

the second, giuaJTtflnrtfl, nirai-ner-ner. The combination of the two produces

kali-t-tajai, not a vaiici-t-talai. However, the sound recognized is "tunkal

ocai." Similarly, in ofliingjajoitfi QajinJlQujiTtina& (matu:6), which is a vanci

line, the feet are of the patterns nirai-ner-ner and nirai-nirai-ner respec

tively and produce kalittalai.

25Pe:159,cey.334.

26 A commentator notes that it is better to permit just one vencir in a line in an aciriyappa

(Nacc:34, cey.30). The vencir do not occur in an aciriyappa (Nacc:29, cey.23; Pe:160,

cey.335) when the lines have to produce only aciriyattalai. But they are permissible if

they harmonize with the rest of the cir in a line producing aciriyattalai or ven tajai. For

example, in {sirTlyp^&u inujiaaSkj ^2cuujncuia a&fiajr^gi (pura.l9:2), ^2cuujncuw is of

the pattern nirai-ner-ner and fl&najr^fji is ner-niraipu. However, ^2cuujncuia binds

harmoniously with its preceding foot mujiaaSliij producing an aciriyattalai. Therefore,

the vencir ^2cumtTcuia is allowed in this line. Similarly, in iuJ5^6ifln« (fljsuajGliflnijuifl

u2cuuuff ff[TJ5^(n,j6^ (kuri:120), ffnn^(jjj5^l is of the pattern ner-nirai-ner. It combines

with the preceding foot and produces an aciriyattalai. In a&ajoiGi_iT Qrjcucun tfliflrij5^leofl$l

Gigjifl&l (malai:496), iniflnJ5^lffifl^l is of the pattern nirai-nirai-ner. It binds with the

preceding foot producing one type of ven talai (iyarcir ven tajai) and binds with the

following foot producing another type of ven talai (ven cir ven talai).

The vencir can occur in a kalippa to produce the metrical binding called kalittalai

(Nacc:33, cey.29; Pe: 168- 169, cey.341). If all the four feet are vencir, the first acai of the

last foot would be treated like a nirai (11:432, cey.337; Nacc:33, cey.29; Pe:168-169,

cey.341) even if it happens to be a ner; the metrical binding then obtains the name

kalittalai. Examples: In ^Hffl^niii ajrnQajriij^l nj(Q,6rf1GiijniTa& a&6rfl^^@^ih (kali. 11:1),

the feet are of the patterns nirai-ner-ner (.sHifl-^n-iij), nirai-ner-ner (sunj-Qa5riij-<£l),

nirai-nirai (uj^-eiflGujnna), and nirai-nirai (<B6Tfl^-^a^ih ). The first two vencir produce

kalittalai. The second one binds with the third, which is an iyarcir, producing kalittalai.

But, in -s>iu)^nia(g uD6TiqjlaJinJI ujipcuajrajr Qajihemifliufij) (kali. 11. 6), the penultimate

foot, which is a vencir of the pattern nirai-ner-ner (ujip-cuaJr -an), binds with the last foot

whose first acai is treated like a nirai although it is a ner (Qajifl-aniflujnn)), producing
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vanci uriccir 'cir which are proper for the vanci meter'

These are also metrical feet obtained by combining three acai at a

tirne in a specific manner. Of the 64 possible combinations of feet containing

three acai at a time, 60 are considered to produce what is called the

vanci meter and therefore are known as the vanci uriccir. In this type of

foot, if the third acai is a ner, one or both of the other two are nerpu or

niraipu. The 60 possible combinations of the vanci uriccir are given

below. Although these feet are treated separately, they are considered as

27

belonging to the group of vencir.

vanci unccir acai pattern formulaic name

1 . ner ner nirai

2. ner ner nerpu

3. ner ner niraipu

4. ner nirai nirai

5. ner nirai nerpu

6. ner nirai niraipu

7. ner nerpu ner

8. ner nerpu nirai

9. ner nerpu nerpu

10. ner nerpu niraipu

1 1 . ner niraipu ner

12. ner niraipu nirai

13. ner niraipu nerpu

14. ner niraipu niraipu

kalittalai (Pe:169-170, cey.341).

2 Cf. "vanci uricclrum tan cir akalin" Pe:205, cey.367.

G^ii Gj5ii ffilgmrj

Gr^ii Gj5ii G!5rig

Grsii Gi5ii jfilannL)

Gr5ii r£lsj>rj £1an!J

G!5ii rfilanrj G^nLi

G^ii £lanrj r£lsncJL|

GrBli G!5iTLI GrBii

GrBii G^nL| n$lsj>rj

Gpi G^rii-| Gj5iiLj

Gpii G^nLi pSknnL)

G^ii rjlsnrjg G^ii

Gr5ri r£|gj>rjL| rglann

GrBii r5la5>rjL| G^r'ig

G^ii rglannu. rjSlecntJg

(inn sunyp 0$$)

(inn ajnyp an®)

(inn sunyp Glun^ug)

(inn aj(n, Q^)

(inn qj^ ffin®)

(inn qj(tt, QutT(n,Lig)

(iniT GuiT(g a&najr)

(inn Gun® Q<&r§\)

(inn Gun© an®)

(inn GuiT(g Qun(n,ui-|)

(inn ajypBKg a&neer)

(inn suipia(g Qi5!]51)

(inn ajipia(g a&n®)

(inn ajipia(flj Qun(n,uL|)
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15. nirai ner nirai

16. nirai ner nerpu

17. nirai ner niraipu

18. nirai nirai nirai

19. nirai nirai nerpu

20. nirai nirai niraipu

21. nirai nerpu ner

22. nirai nerpu nirai

23. nirai nerpu nerpu

24. nirai nerpu niraipu

25. nirai niraipu ner

26. nirai niraipu nirai

27. nirai niraipu nerpu

28. nirai niraipu niraipu

29. nerpu ner ner

30. nerpu ner nirai

31. nerpu ner nerpu

32. nerpu ner niraipu

33. nerpu nirai ner

34. nerpu nirai nirai

35. nerpu nirai nerpu

36. nerpu nirai niraipu

37. nerpu nerpu ner

38. nerpu nerpu nirai

39. nerpu nerpu nerpu

40. nerpu nerpu niraipu

41. nerpu niraipu ner

42. nerpu niraipu nirai

43. nerpu niraipu nerpu

44. nerpu niraipu niraipu

45. niraipu ner ner

pSlanrj Sr5ii C^nL|

£las>[j Sr5ii £lanrjL|

£lsnrj r£las>rj rflanij

t^lanrj r£lan[j Sprig

r£lanrj planrj £~las>rjL|

t§las>rj Sprig Spri

r§)as>rj Sr5iii_| £l6m[j

r£lsnrj Er5flL| Sprig

r£lanrj Sr5riui £lsnrjg

planrj ngl6m[jL| Spri

r£las>[j p~las>rjg planrj

r£lanrj planrjg Sprig

p"lanrj r§1anrji_| p"lar>[ig

Sprig Spri Spri

Sprig Spri rglas>rj

Sprig Spri Sprig

Sprig Spri plsnrjg

Sprig r^lscnrj Spri

Sprig p^snrj r^l6corj

Sprig p~las>rj Sprig

Sprig r^l6cnrj p~las>rjg

Sr5iiL| Sprig Spri

Sprig Sprig p~)snrj

Sprig Sprig Sprig

Sprig Sprig plsnrjg

Sprig plsnrjg Spri

Sprig plsnijg plan[j

Sprig t^lscncjui Sprig

Sprig p~lan[jg plaDrjg

p~)sn!jg S!5ri Spri

(gnSl sunip Qpnfl)

(gc>51 sunijp snQ)

(gnfl sunip Qun^ug)

(gctf) &j(rt, Qr5251)

(gnfl su(2, asnQ)

(gctf) oi(n, Qun^ug)

(gn51 Sun@ asnajr)

(gctf) Sun(g Qpnril)

(ga51 Sun(§ ffinQ)

(i_|nSl Sun@ Qun(n,uL|)

(gnfl ojy)ia(g QpnJI)

(gctf) 6uipw(Sj ffinQ)

(gctfl &jipra(gj Qun^ug)

(urnbg &jny3 asnsr)

(uniiog sunijp Qpnjl)

(uruhg sunip asnQ)

(urnhg sunip Qun^ug)

(urTLCLj 6U(rj ffin6or)

(urnhg aj(ii> Qprtfl)

(urnhg su© asnQ)

(urnhg 6U© Qun^ug)

(unuDLi Gun(Sj snajT)

(urnhg Sun(gj Qpnfl)

(urnhg Sun(§ asnQ)

(urnhg Sun(§ Qun(n,ug)

(urnhg &Jipra® asnak)

(urnhg sUipra(g Qprtfl)

(urnhg suip«(g asnQ)

(uruhg suipretaj Qun(n,ug)

(s6iflp eunLp asnajr)
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46. niraipu

47. niraipu

48. niraipu

49. n

50. n

51. n

52. n

53. n

54. n

55. n

56. niraipu

57. niraipu

58. niraipu

59. niraipu

60. niraipu

raipu

raipu

raipu

raipu

raipu

raipu

raipu

ner nirai £lanrjL|

ner nerpu rglan[jL|

ner niraipu r£lanaL|

nirai ner $as>rjL|

nirai nirai n£lanrji_|

nirai nerpu £lanrjg

nirai niraipu ^langg

nerpu ner r£lsnrjL|

nerpu nirai £lsn[i i-i

nerpu nerpu £l6cnrjg

nerpu niraipu ^lanrjg

niraipu ner rSl6mcm

niraipu nirai $as>yi\

niraipu nerpu ^lanrjLi

niraipu niraipu r£lanrji_|

S!5n !5lan[iL|

i£lanrj Sr5[1

!5"1anrj t^l6cnrj

njlajirj S!5nL|

r£lfin[J r£lsnrjLj

Sr5[14 S55[1

S|5(iL| £W»o

Sr5iiL| S!5nLj

S!5riL| r£lanrjLj

!5lanrjL| S!5ri

t£las>!JLj rSkmrj

p$la?>rjL| Sr5ni_|

(fl56lflsu 6U(l(jp Q^ngl)

(as6rflp ojnip ffinQ)

(<B6iTlg)i ajnip Qun^ug)

(»6rTlgu su(5 ffinaJT)

(sflflDJI aj(n, Qr5nJl)

(saflp oj(5 asms)

(as6rflp qj© Oun(n,Ljg)

(ffi6rflp Sun@ asnajr)

(ffi6rTlp Suri(§ Qprtfl)

(as6rflp Sun@ asnQ)

(s6rflp Sun® Qun^uy)

(s6TflgU 6ULpiQ(g snaJT)

(as6rflgjj GULTjra@ Qr5n51)

(safloi suipra(g £BnQ)

(as6iflgji aiLpiatg Qun(n,ug)

In general, any two of the 64 mu-v-acai-c-cir in a row would

28
produce a line known as the vafici ati. For example, aTiajjTjsiTlfiJTnn

SuiiujnSajT (matu:47) is a vafici line, in which the feet are of the patterns

nirai-nirai-ner (oJieajr-i5aTlaJT-nn) and ner-ner-ner (EurHun-Ean). Notice that

they are vencir. Similarly, in QeF,n\q$Q$nLas>s, giSiuuns (matu:34) which is

also a vafici line, the first foot is a vencir of the pattern nirai-ner-ner

(Q^nu)^-S^nil-ajiffi), whereas the second is a vencir of the pattern nirai-

ner-ner (giQu -un-ffi).

However, only the 60 mu-v-acai-c-cir designated as the vafici

uriccir mentioned above are responsible for producing the meter called

vafici. For example, aflQgff^ijSluj a5l6niaSasnani_iu (matu:43) is a vafici line,

:s
Nacc:44, cey.45. The line obtains the name cama-nilai-vanci ati. The line with three

such feet is called a viya-nilai-vanci ati (cf. Nacc:44, cey.47).
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in which both feet are vanci uriccir of the pattern nirai-ner-nirai, and

they combine to produce the vanci meter. Similarly, in the vanci line

6aTl2sjrLDnL^luj afianrmrjaflQiLin© (pura.l6:l), the two feet with the patterns

nirai-ner-nirai (oftZan -wnL-£\\u) and nirai-nirai-niraipu (aflanrj -qu-oSlQiiJnQ )

produce the vanci meter.

Ten of the 60 vanci uriccir are permissible in an aciriyappa to

— - "29
occur in a line where the other feet are aciriya uriccir or iyarcir. They

are ner-ner-nirai, nirai-ner-nirai, ner-ner-nerpu, nirai-ner-nerpu, ner-

ner-niraipu, nirai-ner-nerpu, nerpu-ner-ner, nerpu-nirai-ner, niraipu-

ner-ner, and niraipu-nirai-ner. An example is rBcuiiQup asnSlHa^gias

(gnQraa^emuflsnff ^HOTff^iu Q^n^aj>ffi (tiru:109), in which (gngnii -aSlaJr -Lfjlanff is

of the pattern nirai-ner-nirai.

ati (line)

A line in a poem is known by the term ati. A standard line is

30
defined as that which is composed of four metrical feet.

Types of Lines

The various types of lines recognized are kural ati, cintati, alavati,

netil ati, kaji netil ati, vanci ati, iyarcir-vel-ati, corcir ati, and mutukiyal

ati. Among them, the kural ati, cintati, alavati, netil ati, kali netil ati, and

vanci ati are named on the basis of the number of letters (eluttu) or feet

(cir) they contain. The others, iyarcir-vel-ati, corcir ati, and mutukiyal ati,

obtain their names on the basis of the types of letters and feet they

contain. These lines are discussed next.

29 Nacc:34, cey.31; Pe:171-172, cey.343.

30 Nacc:35, cey.32.
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Two Conventions of Grading an ati

Just like in the case of metrical feet (cir), two different conventions

provide different ways of considering an ati. One school views ati as

containing so many letters (eluttu) while the other views it as composed

of so many metrical feet. Vowelless consonants (orru), aytam (h), and the

extra-short u (kurriyal ukaram) are not taken into account when an ati

is described in terms of the number of eluttu in it. The murriyal

ukaram is taken into account for naming an ati based on its letters.

When a line is construed in terms of the countable letters it contains,

it is referred to as a kattalai ati, whereas the line which is graded in

terms of the number of metrical feet it is made up of is called a cir vakai

ati.32

Both conventions have been understood as saying the same thing in

33
different ways. However, the convention which construes a line as

composed of so many metrical feet seems to allow for more letters and

feet per line. This is demonstrated later.

Types of Lines (ati) in Terms of Letters (ejuttu)

The convention which evaluates a line in terms of the letters, ordains

that a standard line has four metrical feet. The line is a kural ati if it

contains a minimum of four and a maximum of six letters (eluttu). If the

31 Nacc:43, cey.44.

32

One may note at this point that one of the later meters, the kattalai-k-kali-t-turai,

echoes the term kattajai. In a poem composed in this meter, a line beginning with a ner

acai contains sixteen countable letters and a line beginning with a nirai acai contains

seventeen countable letters. The verses in the text Tirukkovaiyar are in this meter.

33 -

Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on cey.36-40.
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line contains seven to nine eluttu it is a cintati. If it contains ten to

fourteen ejuttu it is a nerati or an alavati. It is a netil ati if it contains

fifteen to seventeen ejuttu. And, it is a kali netil ati if it contains eighteen

to twenty ejuttu. Examples provided by the commentators are reproduced

here:

SuiijBgi Suiij5gi ffniirBgi ffnrijgi (perntu perntu carntu carntu)

This is a kural ati because it contains four ejuttu: Su Su ffn ffn

gnajnuj Qasnasji® (BajoiL §cu (nirvay kontu ninta nila)

This is a cintati because it contains seven eluttu: £ sun Qffin £ i_ % so

rBaJrmajoira <£m(igLb uojiQajr6b gpij (nanmanari kamalum pannel lura)

This is a nerati because it contains ten eluttu: 5 \n ajsi as in Qg u Qajr @jn 0

■sHsxjfl[5am_ iuanff^uj QjrflLUOTin ancuiinSlaJr

(aninatai yacaiiya variyamai cilampin)

This is a netil ati because it contains fifteen ejuttu:

■s\ ajofl [5 ffi»i_ uj anff ^ lu qj rfl lu en\n ffl cu lSI

r56TTl(jj3Lp6i.| (Lpipraa^lijj ajaKjfl^lcuSL| £Bojra(gpffi

(nalimulavu mularikiya vaninilavu tayarikunaka)

This is a kaji netil ati because it contains eighteen ejuttu:

j5 eTfl (ip ip gl| (Lp ip ^l uj qj 6oafl [SI cu aj ^ Lu 5 *

Types of Lines (ati) in Terms of Metrical Feet (cir)

By the other convention, a line made up of two metrical feet is

called a kural ati; that with three feet is a cintati; with four feet, an

alavati; with five feet, a netil ati. A line made up of more than five feet is

a kali netil ati. Examples:

§>«(aj£&u afliijaJrUEiLJLflaJr orikutalai viyanparappin (matu:l)

This is a kural ati with two feet. But note that it has eight eluttu.
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uj5£ ijj5^crii) Gajiijj5gi panta rantaram veyntu (pati.51:16)

This is a cintati with three feet. Note that it has only six eluttu.

^J6n«(g§[i aTkicua,iHi s,aifci&&, ancbQunrj

tularikunlr viyalakah kalarikak kalpora (pati.51:1)

This is an ajavati with four feet.

cTaJiQunQ ^ujuQ suyJlQujcbcun Qiflinaj£ii| iflaJrGajt

enpotu tatipatu valiyella memakklyu manne (pura.235:6)

This is a netil ati with five feet.

O 5251111251 Qffn51(g251 L|ffl$[fl unflujn sunflsutiaji (y)J5gi[§©

neriyari cerikuri puritiri pariya varivanai munturii (kali.39:46)

This is a kali netil afi with six feet. Note that it has twentythree eluttu.

Lines Which are Graded by the Number of Letters and Their Occurrence

The five types of lines, namely kuraj ati, cintati, nerati, nctilati,

and kali netilati, are proper for aciriyappa. In an aciriyappa, even if

any of these lines contains more or less than the number of letters it is

supposed to have, it will not be discarded but will rather be recognized in

35
terms of the number of metrical feet it is made up of. Thus, in the final

analysis, a line in an aciriyappa could contain a minimum of four and a

rnaximum of twenty letters. An example is Q^®iaaa&nu}uj igluflriG^^

Qf5©a;6cnLiij ga&ajrinnjaj^ih (pura55:8). This is a kali netil ati containing

37

nineteen eiuttu: Q<r, ® Clan uj \u £1 ufl Z&> (n, GI5 s; aj>i_ uj g & ifl rn qj q.

34 Nacc:53, cey.52; Pe:200, cey.364.

35Nacc:53,cey.53.

36 Ilam:441-442, cey.359.

37

The line under consideration is followed by the refrain ctsjt 'thus' in the poem.
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There is no restriction on the sequence of occurrence of these lines

187.

38

in an aciriyappa. They can occur in any order. An example is purananuru

r5ni_n QasnaJrGcrr) asrrlri QasnaJiGcrri nata konro kata konro

This is a cintati with eight (ejuttu).

■snQjcun QasneoiScn uSlanffiun Q asn ajr2© avala konro micaiya konro

This is a nerati with ten ejuttu.

nsijajijjl r5cbcusu [jni_sun evvali nallava ratavar

This is a cintati with nine eluttu.

■sKdjsyijJl ^m2m ajnyjki rglcuCecr avvaH nallai vahya nilaoe

This is a nerati with eleven eluttu.

A kural ati with six letters, cintati (seven to nine letters), and an

— 39

alavati with a maximum of fourteen letters are permissible in a vaficippa.

For examples, see "vanci ati."

The cintati (seven to nine letters) and alavati (ten to fourteen

letters) occur in a venpa with some restrictions. Occasionally, the netil

ati (fifteen to seventeen letters) occurs in a venpa. But then, a vencir

ending with a ner acai (ner-ner-ner etc.) is followed by a vencir or

38 11:443, cey.360.

Nacc: 57, cey.57.

4 An iyarcir ending with a ner acai (ner-ner or nirai-ner) should not be followed by

an iyarcir beginning with a ner acai; an iyarcir ending with a nirai acai (ner-nirai or

nirai-nirai) should not be followed by an iyarcir beginning with a nirai acai (Ilam:445,

cey.364); a vencir should not be followed by a vencir beginning with a ner acai. The

first two situations would produce what is called an aciriyattalai and the last one would

produce what is called the vencir ven talai. (Nacc:61-62, cey.58).
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iyarcir beginning with a ner acai. There is no classical Tamil poem

which is entirely in the venpa meter.

The longer types of alavati (thirteen to fourteen letters), netil ati

(fifteen to seventeen letters), and kali netil ati (eighteen to twenty letters)

are proper for a kalippa.

Refrain (kun)

In some of the five types of lines discussed above, a single acai can

occur as refrain and is denoted by the term kun which literally means

'bending, curvature.' This type of refrain occurs in a vanci line, and can

fall anywhere in the line. Examples: In G^ncu giansu^ibiilcb gj&nE^najrrpiai

(pura.4:5), the first item S^ncu is a single acai and a kun. The rest of the

line is a cintati. In pura.345:1-4, there is a kun in each line, given here in

bold type:

4i Ilam:445-446, cey.364.

42 Ilam:447, cey.365; Nacc:63, cey.59, 60; Pe:213, cey.371.

If a line falls short of or exceeds the number of letters it is supposed to contain, the

line will be identified in terms of the number of metrical feet in it as a cir vakai ati , not as

a kattajai ati (Nacc:63, cey.59). For example, in guyi(n, ^ScuuJI a!rniffin Cffininnajr

(kali.38:3), there are eleven eluttu and the line is an ajavati (ten to fourteen letters) by the

earlier convention. Although it is not the longer type of ajavati (thirteen to fourteen letters)

it is used in a kalippa, because it is acceptable as a nerati (made up of four metrical feet)

by the later convention. In srhrnanin aJlcucuri a;rflai6nn iJla5an^U-iii (kali.4:2), there are

twelve ejuttu and therefore the line is an ajavati (ten to fourteen letters) by the earlier

convention. Although it is not the longer type of ajavati (thirteen to fourteen letters) it is

used in a kalippa, because it is a nerati by the later convention. In Qr^n^lturrjl Qffn51(§n51

L|iflfiglifl unykun &jn5l6u2fflsr QPJ5girS^ (kali.39:46), there are twentythree eluttu and the

line contains more letters than are normally permitted in a kali netil ati (eighteen to twenty

letters) by the earlier convention. However, it is considered as a kali netil ati (made up of
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as6rflrr)Saj5iLiUa5 fficura^lsji &>n-9\

Loningjj<EnSla3i iniuascgjirr)ajT ajyjl

ffin>raasipn£Hn51j) gjianrn ascus^rTjrrifi5i

There are lines where an entire metrical foot (cir) could occur as

refrain and they are nerati (ten to fourteen letters), which occur in an

aciriyappa, venpa, or kalippa. Occasionally they occur in a vancippa

also. In the following examples, the refrain in each case is given in bold

type:

(kuru.216:1-2), aciriyappa:

&jni_n &J6n6TfluJra 8>iu$<T)K>$&,n(2v

(ciru:50), aciriyappa:

€aj(iT,i_|65Tcb sunuta su©<#lii-|Lh sui^IZs, ^Hfibn^taiiriji

(pura.4:7-8), vancippa:

LDnSSLl f\rf)\U£F>&>&)n SDfll_ I^i .^n l_ l_ <K

<ErnjyjQun(n,s> QffsLisuniunasr

(kali..7:1'5-16), kalippa:

ctflcuiaSas QrjEUsu&n iula3irgiy, (jihSin

more than five metrical feet) by the later convention.
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Lines Which are Graded by Metrical Feet and Their Occurrence

A line with three metrical feet often occurs as the penultimate line

aciriyappa. It is not forbidden to occur in

are given in bold type in the following examples:

in an aciriyappa. It is not forbidden to occur in the middle. These lines

kuru.3:1-4

[Sleu^^lgyih QurflGei sunajTlgj! (ipujnJ5^ajip

^rflgjjii) ^,rj6n oTlaJrGrD ffnrjj)

SQnCfBnrn (gnjlofiflu i^as CI asnoor®

Qu(Tr,JBSa5 6aflaj>ipffi(5 jriLQigjO jilSu

pura.235:7-10

^iihQun© Sojcbg)6mL{) ajyJlQiucucunJ5 a^neDflrb® maJrGajr

L|cueL|rBnrpj Qlq66r852cu OTa^aj© lDaJiSajT

£N(2,5^2cu ufl^ihunsjoiii ^Hffiajrinasji6mi_^ gi2enii)fi^

The line with three metrical feet, the last foot of which is made up

of a single acai (ner, nirai, nerpu, or niraipu), forms the last line in a

venpa. As pointed out elsewhere, there are no classical Tamil poems

which are solely in the venpa meter.

A line with three metrical feet can conclude a kalippa, but is also

allowed elsewhere in a kalippa. kali. 1 03:26, is an example illustrating

the occurrence of a line with three feet in the middle of the poem. The line

is given in bold type.

43 Nacc:70, cey.68, 69.

Nacc:71, cey.70.
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(§(n,$as SffinLCli_nQ (aji_iisu curasr

In the same poem, the penultimate line has only three feet:

inniflcbsunajr (Lpj5^(iu urj!5(5 QfsnajiajflcULb

^(EHjia aflipajHnQuinQ i|«»ii"iiV,3,

firaS^n sunyflujrflLn Locuiisj&u u-|cu2ffi

The last line in kalittokai 18 has only three feet: Qffajrnj @6nanin £Prb@.

A line with five metrical feet (aincirati) is permissible in an aciriyappa,

venpa, and kalippa. An example is r5cuihQugjj aso51wsi5§jjas (ajroraaSlaJTuflanff

«tanff@uj Q^n(n,6ms (tiru:109) which is in aciriyappa. In kali.33:27, which

is in kalippa, there are five feet: L|rfljgi§ aen^ii ®u5l&uujih -siaja3irjajih

A line with six metrical feet (arucirati) occurs in aciriyappa and

kalippa, and a line with four feet (nerati) would normally precede it; the

46

arucirati would produce aciriyattajai as well as ven tajai. One

commentator, IlampOranar, cites pura.235:2, as an example of an arucirati

occurring in an aciriyappa:

QuiflujasL QurtflSajr njrTihuni_es &>nsn\n&\\git> gjjssJTgigy inaJTSasT

nirai-nirai nirai-ner ner-ner-ner ner-nirai ner-ner ner-ner

Here, the metrical binding among the first three feet is aciriyattajai. The

binding among the third, fourth, and fifth feet is ven talai. The binding

Nacc:65, cey.63.

46 IIanv.449, cey.370; Nacc:66, cey.64; Pe:219, cey.376.
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between the last two feet is aciriyattalai. This line is preceded in the

poem by £\<$\\uG,L QunJlGajr Qujud<%<£lL| inaJrSan, which has four feet.

Now, consider kali.3944-46 which is a kalippa.

Qjjiijgj aSlsjyfla5oia&asin r£lajifi&ssJi(sjg) Qa&aJrffi6ooiinaJr

Qpr^|iijn51 Qffnjltgnjl grfl^lrfl unburn m$tol?BX (ippsjjS^

Here, the last line has six feet. In this line, the metrical binding among the

first four feet (05^n^ Qffnfl^nfl grfl^lifl unflwn) is aciriyattalai. The binding

arnong the last three feet (unjkin a\$&ilm (ipj5&i<5£!) is ven talai. This line

is preceded by a line with four feet (Q^ili^ nSl^Qg esns,as& fian&ssnfass)

Qs,esis,sssi\na5i ). The line which occurs as n6tjrsunia® has to be treated

separately. It is called an atai-nilai-k-kilavi, an utterance to be considered

as a "paranthesis." A discussion of atai-nilai-k-kilavi is included in the

discussion of the structure of kalippa in this chapter.

vafki ati (vanci line)

A line is called vanci ati when it has two or three metrical feet and

the minimum number of letters for a foot is three and the maximum is

six. When there are three feet, one of them is referred to as refrain

(kun). This means that a vanci line can contain anywhere from six to

twelve eluttu. This type of line is proper for a vancippa and occurs

occasionally in an aciriyappa. For example, gjifci(gsna&iijiTaJT s?ia(g!5aj>i_uj

(pura.22:1) is a vanci line. The number of eluttu in this line is seven: $p

6D>a& wn s? ^ 6tj>L uj. Similarly, gajicusunuSVb y,ih61ijniijaj>a&U (pati.13:8) has

47 Nacc:44, cey.45-47.
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seven letters: i-| a$r ajn nJl y, Quit an«; 9cvJlGl^a£l ajfluflijpm^^lrr) (pati.13:7)

has nine: 9 nSl Q&, afI e£\ i£\ m (jj $1. In unLcuffnajirD oTlrgcuGaj!5$g)jtJDGifl

(pura.l 1 :7), there are ten eluttu: un i_ sn 03 a51 9 Gqj ^ gpj Gin; and, in

^I2cuiQffinrjn^H gcuffiffiuDGunajifDajT (pura.4:1l), there are eleven: £1 &u Clan

an «i @ cu & Gun 9 an. In patirruppattu 13, which is basically an

aciriyappa, there are vanci lines: Q^np^suuj cunijcbiJIrgypi5SLith (pati.13:1)

has eleven eluttu: Q^iT gj^suiijcunfjdlrgiBSij; agjjGlun(n,^Qffgj)

Guipn&iangj&i!5Gntb (pati.l3:2) has twelve: o 0un (jgiQffOjajipnaJlgii5

qj; and ffi6rflgji a&^Qsunjiwnff rflajjgirjiT.s>uij (pura.4:10) also has twelve: a& erfl

£ 3) Qqj $1 ujn i/1 su gi rjn ^.

mutukiyal afi ("fast line")

Lines with seven feet (elucirafi) are normally filled with short

syllables, a process or feature known as mutuku-iyal. This type of line is

known as the mutukiyal ati; it is proper for a paripatal and occurs also

in a kalippa. A mutukiyal ati produces a mixture of aciriyam and venpa

48

meters.

Lines with four, five, or six feet also can be filled with short syllables.

They do not occur in an aciriyappa or a venpa, but do occur to produce

aciriyam and venpa meters within a kalippa. For example, kali.103:42-

47, is a section in the venpa meter. The line with four feet exhibiting

mutukiyal is given in bold type:

@iflQuQfl u^lriu$ii lilffi!5giLaJr ucuii§fcia&

euifluifl iJlprflpu. (gi-fi£tf [iija& (g£fi^lig^aji

48 Ijam:448, cey.427; Nacc:68, 148, cey.66, 122.

49 Ijam:450, cey.373; Nacc:6, 8, cey.67; Pe:304, 434.
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^l1fl^(rr)ra QffincbaB6rflgiiiii SunaJrih

In kali.39:46-47, lines with six and five feet occur producing mutukiyal in

aciriyam and venpa meters.

^6D>ffiinl(g Q&,nax>5,6d85,&> ajnJliLj© ffnaJirrjsu iflajrinnao

iyarcir vellati

A line is called an iyarcir vejlati when an iyarcir ending with a

ner acai (ner-ner or nirai-ner) is followed by a metrical foot beginning

with a nirai acai, or when an iyarcir ending with a nirai acai (ner-nirai

— 50
or nirai-nirai) is followed by a foot beginning with a ner acai. It is

called so because its feet which are iyarcir produce a metrical binding

called ven talai. An iyarcir vejlati is permissible in an aciriyappa, and

there it is interspersed with a certain line (aciriya ati) which produces a

certain metrical binding (aciriya-t-talai). Consider for example kuru. 12:1-3.

npihiil uj26nu5l(i) (ggjjihucb s2ajruj

nirai-ner nirai-ner nirai-ner nirai-ner

Qj2cUa5aDcu cuajrajr unanfD Sinnjlas

nirai-ner ner-ner ner-ner ner-ner

QffinQoTI Qcunile0Tii us>\§\ inmii<S(5ih

nirai-ner nirai-ner nirai-ner ner-ner

The first line is an iyarcir vejlati and the second is an aciriya ati which

produces aciriyattalai.

0 Nacc:64, cey.62.
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corcir-ati

The corcir ati is a line (ati) in which there is a word (col) which

functions as a metrical foot (cir). Any one of the following would be a

corcir ati : a line in which the feet are involved in a reckoning, as if in an

exposition; a line in which there are less than four feet or where a foot

has insufficient number of acai; a line in which a single acai (ner, nirai,

nerpu, or niraipu) stands alone as the line's first foot as refrain without

being joined with the following foot and the lone acai is called an oliyacai;

or a line in which a foot stands alone at the end but is combined with the

next line to make sense, and the lone foot gets the name valiyacai. l

This type of line, corcir ati, is proper to a paripatal.

In pari.3:4-9, the reckoning type of corcir lines are found:

£aj6ifl aflffiihg rfilcuaSr ana^

'the Five, namely, fire, wind, sky, earth, and water'

©nuJlgjj J ^liiiia&qsn> iflrngy sj>insu(n,ih

'the sun, moon, Aran, and the Five'

^l^lufl6ST ^©(jih aJI^lii51aJT ifl«a&(En,ih

'the children of Titi and the children of Viti'

'the blemishless Eight and the eleven Kapilars'

'the Two, Tarumao and the Lion'

51 Ijam:488, cey.428; Nacc:148, cey.123; Pe:304, cey.434.

52

Ilam.487, 427. They are also found elsewhere: e.g., pati.24:6-7.
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'the twentyone worlds and the lives in these worlds'

In pari.2:65-68, each line has less than four feet whereas the lines preceding

and following them have four feet each:

^laaQipngrTI Qnmswia;Ln su6nuun® Q&neng)i\h (four feet)

rflQJTg)!© i_|i_g)iaj3iti) (two feet)

dip QL-ib uQfiungn (three feet)

rflaJrQ(g)9 i-|a»rjiu (two feet)

,sh 5^ajoi fi a&ngggjih qjpqj (three feet)

ajnuj6o>i_ luirTln^aJi ifleoi^«^ ^sdl^ij (four feet)

In pari.4:25-32, the first acai $\ss\ makes the lines qualify as a corcirati,

and is called oliyacai. Note that this type of single acai also receives the

narne kun.

£lsjr GlQjiflaj>iflii|ifl eS\eng,&Qp ©niiflrnjnj6n

£lajr su^^yj QinnQS<K(ip ifl(rt,£5^lg))6n

In pari. 12:99, the last acai ^ks, 'thus' is a valiyacai and makes the line

a corcirati :

53 Unfortunately, the traditional commentator's cryptic usage of the term "acai" in this

context, misleads one to underestimate the function of the word anka. See Parimelalakar's

commentary on pari.12:99.
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oTIffiinLjffiiq oJlili_sJTgii oflLpajugajr suirias

^OTUQpra s&Dgi) WQgsin&sn (yigjuii

In pari.19:50, the last acai g}ajajr '(this) he' makes the line a corcirati

because it combines with the next line to make sense and becomes a

valiyacai:

QffsJTrr) ffioj^inaji Slangy rr)a scb^j©

In kali.33 :16-19, each line has a valiyacai at the end. Note that each of

these valiyacai is composed of more than one acai. They are given in

bold type:

uj(§&jgii SungyQmaJT Qan\Qg; fT6n6rfl8>

Gl^ri(5Lji_6ijT .^©su Sung^LDuTld> anasuflcu

2-(gsuajT Sung^ti> su&n najTffi6DBiSuiTn)

^(gUj)cu sun(n,ih U(rt,su£Bgjiri ajnrjnii

The Convention of Grading a Line by the Number of Metrical Feet

The convention which grades a line by the number of metrical feet

it is composed of, allows for more letters per line, which technique, in turn,

produces longer lines in poetry. Consider matu:1, which is segmented as

containing two feet and so is a kural ati by this convention: g>ra(g£&u

&DiusJTurjiJiilfiCT . If the number of eluttu in it are counted, the number would

turn out to be eight: p$2voS1ujli[|i51. The number eight exceeds the

number of maximum eluttu allowed in a kural ati by the convention

which describes a line in terms of the number of eluttu. Note that there is

no better way to segment this line, except to have it as consisting of two
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metrical feet. Similarly, consider kali.39:46, which is segmented as composed

of six metrical feet and so is a kali netil ati: Qjnjlijjnjl Qa^njl^rrjl gifl^lifi

unburn ajrtflsuSasT (jpJ5gj(S^. If the number of eluttu in this line are counted, it

would turn out to be twentythree: Qr5 njl lu njl Q* njl^r^yrflaglrflunSI

ujriajnyiaj&BrQpgirSg}. The number twentythree exceeds the number

of maximum eluttu allowed in a kali netil ati by the convention which

describes a line in terms of the number of eluttu. This leads one to

ascertain that the two conventions are different, one more rigid and the

other more relaxed which eventually encouraged later poets to compose

elaborate poems containing numerous number of metrical feet per line.

Metrical Binding (talai)

The way in which two adjacent metrical feet in a line hang together

is crucial in a Tamil poem. The last acai of a metrical foot and the first

acai of the following metrical foot are supposed to form a metrical binding

which ultimately produces what is equivalent to rhythm. The tradition has

a name for such binding which is talai 'to bind; binding.' Normally,

attention is paid only to the metrical bindings that exist between adjacent

feet within a line, while the binding between the last foot in a line and the

first foot in the next line is not discussed.

Earlier Convention

The earlier convention seems to be more focused on individual feet

and not to be overly concerned with classifying the various ways of

One can refer to the aciriya viruttam verses in Kampan's Iramavataram ("kam-

paramayanam") and later works of the Pillaittamil genre with longer lines in each viruttam.
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binding two adjacent metrical feet. However, two major types of binding,

aciriya-t-talai and ven-talai, are recognized by this convention. A

third one, kali-t-talai, also is mentioned, but not as major. Unlike the later

convention, the earlier one does not discuss vanci-t-talai.

The aciriyattalai is obtained under two circumstances: when an

iyarcir ending with a ner or a nerpu is followed by a metrical foot

beginning with a ner or a nerpu; or when an iyarcir ending with a nirai

or a niraipu is followed by a metrical foot beginning with a nirai or a

niraipu respectively. Commentators note that the first one is known as

ner onru aciriya-t-talai and the second, nirai onru aciriya-t-talai.

The ven-talai is also obtained under two circumstances. One of

them is a contrast to the aciriyattalai: if an iyarcir ending with a ner is

followed by a metrical foot beginning with a nirai or if an iyarcir ending

with a nirai is followed by a metrical foot beginning with a ner. The

metrical binding then is called iyarcir ven talai. The second type of ven

talai is obtained when a vencir is followed by a metrical foot beginning

with a vencir or an iyarcir beginning with a ner. The binding between
or

the two feet is then called ven cir ven talai.

A metrical binding contrasting both aciriyattalai and ven talai is

the kalittalai. As a contrast to the ven talai, it is obtained in the following

way: when a vencir is followed by a metrical foot beginning with a

vencir that starts with a nirai. As a contrast to the aciriyattalai, it is

obtained when an aciriya uriccir ending with a nirai is followed by a

vencir beginning with a nirai.

Nacc:55-56, 65, cey.56, 63.

56 Ilam:445, cey.364; Nacc:61, cey.58.

Nacc:63, cey.60; Pe:214, cey.372.
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pattern of the first cir following cir name of the talai

ner-ner

nirai-ner

nerpu-ner

niraipu-ner

ner-nerpu

nirai-nerpu

ner-ner

ner-nirai

nerpu-ner

nerpu-ner

ner-ner

ner-ner

ner onru aciriya t talai

ner onru aciriya t talai

ner onru aciriya t talai

ner onru aciriya t talai

ner onru aciriya t talai

ner onru aciriya t talai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these six patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with the only condition

that its first acai should be ner or nerpu.)

ner-nirai

nirai-nirai

ner-niraipu

nirai-niraipu

niraipu-ner

niraipu-ner

nirai-ner

nirai-ner

nirai onru aciriya t talai

nirai onru aciriya t talai

nirai onru aciriya t talai

nirai onru aciriya t talai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these four patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with the only condition

that its first acai should be nirai or niraipu.)

ner-ner nirai-ner iyarcir ven talai

nirai-ner nirai-ner iyarcir ven talai

ner-nirai ner-ner iyarcir ven talai

nirai-nirai ner-ner iyarcir ven talai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these four patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with the only condition

that its first acai should not be the same as the last acai of the first foot.)

ner-ner-ner

nirai-ner-ner

ner-ner

ner-nerpu

vencir ven talai

vencir ven talai
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nirai-mrai-ner

ner-nirai-ner

ner-ner-ner

nirai-ner-ner

nirai-nirai-ner

ner-nirai-ner

ner-nirai

ner-niraipu

ner-ner-ner

ner-ner-nirai

ner-nirai-ner

ner-nirai-ner

vencir ven talai

vencir ven talai

vencir ven talai

vencir ven talai

vencir ven talai

vencir ven talai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these four patterns,

whereas the following foot can be composed of two or three acai with the

only condition that its first acai should be ner like the last acai of the first

foot.)

ner-ner-ner nirai-ner-ner kalittalai

nirai-ner-ner nirai-ner-nirai kalittalai

nirai-nirai-ner nirai-nirai-ner kalittalai

ner-nirai-ner nirai-nirai-ner kalittalai

ner-nirai nirai-ner-ner kalittalai

nirai-nirai nirai-ner-ner kalittalai

nerpu-nirai nirai-ner-ner kalittalai

niraipu-nirai nirai-ner-ner kalittalai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these eight patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with two conditions: that

its first acai should always be nirai; and that when the first foot has only

two acai ending with nirai, the following foot should be a vencir beginning

with nirai.)

The above dicussed convention undergoes a change in post-classical

period.
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Later Convention

In a later convention, which is not very different from the earlier

one, seven types of talai are distinctly recognized: ner onru aciriya-t-talai,

nirai onru aciriya-t-talai, iyarcir ven-talai, vencir ven-talai, kalittalai,

onriya vafici-t-talai, and onra vanci-t-talai. Note that here two types of

vanci-t-talai are distinguished. Also, in considering the talai, the type of

the first cir (whether an iyarcir, aciriya uriccir, vencir, or vanciccir)

seems to be most important whereas the type of the following cir is not as

crucial as its first acai (YapparurikalakkarikaklO).

pattern of the first cir following cir name of the talai

ner-ner ner-ner ner onru aciriya t talai

nirai-ner ner-ner ner onru aciriya t talai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these two patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with the only condition

that its first acai should be ner.)

ner-nirai nirai-ner nirai onru aciriya t talai

nirai-nirai nirai-ner nirai onru aciriya t talai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these two patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with the only condition

that its first acai should be nirai.)

ner-ner nirai-ner iyarcir ven talai

nirai-ner nirai-ner iyarcir ven talai

ner-nirai ner-ner iyarcir ven talai

nirai-nirai ner-ner iyarcir ven talai
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(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these four patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with the only condition

that its first acai should not be similar to the last acai of the first foot.)

ner-ner-ner ner-ner-ner vencir ven talai

nirai-ner-ner ner-ner-nirai vencir ven talai

nirai-nirai-ner ner-nirai-ner vencir ven talai

ner-nirai-ner ner-nirai-ner vencir ven talai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these four patterns,

whereas the following foot can have any pattern with the only condition

that its first acai should be ner like the last acai of the first foot.)

ner-ner-ner nirai-ner-ner kalittalai

nirai-ner-ner nirai-ner-nirai kalittalai

nirai-nirai-ner nirai-nirai-ner kalittalai

ner-nirai-ner nirai-nirai-ner kalittalai

(In making this talai, the first foot can have only these four patterns,

whereas the following cir can have any pattern with two conditions: that

its first acai should always be nirai; and that when the first cir has only

two acai, the following foot should be a vencir.)

ner-ner-nirai nirai-ner-ner onriya vanci t talai

nirai-ner-nirai nirai-ner-nirai onriya vanci t talai

nirai-nirai-nirai nirai-nirai-ner onriya vanci t talai

ner-nirai-nirai nirai-nirai-ner onriya vanci t talai

ner-ner-nirai ner-ner-ner onra vanci t talai

nirai-ner-nirai ner-ner-nirai onra vanci t talai

nirai-nirai-nirai ner-nirai-ner onra vanci t talai

ner-nirai-nirai ner-nirai-ner onra vanci t talai
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(In making the vancittalai, the first foot can have any of the 60 patterns

designated earlier as the vafici uriccir, and the following foot can also

have any of those patterns.)

Metrical Bindings (talai), Meters (pa), and Lines (ati)

In general, the aciriyattalai and iyarcir ven talai are proper to an

aciriyappa. The iyarcir ven talai and ven cir ven talai are proper to a

venpa. The ven cir ven talai and the aciriya-t-tajai are proper to a

— — 58
kalippa. The vancittajai infrequently occurs in a kalippa. There are

some restrictions with regard to the metrical bindings within a line.

When the metrical binding is brought about by the various aciriya

uriccir, four of the latter do not occur in a row, because such a sequence

would result in a sound (ocai) called tunkal ocai 'suspended sound.'

Therefore, the aciriya uriccir have to be separated by an iyarcir to

— 59
produce the proper aciriyam meter. The sound obtaind would be quite

pleasant even if two nerpu or niraipu occur in a line. The best situation

would be to have an aciriya uriccir ending with a nirai (nerpu-nirai or

niraipu-nirai) in the beginning of the line and have it followed by an

iyarcir. Examples:

«?ra(5U]2n)LJ Qu(n,sJlri) unihLion ajm Qs,ne^^, (pura.55:1)

nerpu-nirai nirai-ner nerpu-ner nirai-ner

2-ajGnLD^l m(TT,afla3T gjraascb Q&jsj3icganL. (pura.3:1)

niraipu-nirai nirai-ner ner-ner ner-nirai

58 Ijam:445, 447-448, cey.364, 366-368.

9 Nacc:54, cey.54.

60 Nacc:54, cey.54; Pe:203, cey.366.
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The aciriyattalai and the ven cir ven talai, which is obtained

when a vencir is followed by a vencir beginning with a ner acai, do not

occur in a cintati (seven to nine letters) or alavati (ten to fourteen

letters) in a venpa. The ven cir ven talai specified here would produce

what is called the ceppal ocai 'replying sound' as well as the tullal ocai

'jumping sound', and therefore does not occur in these specific lines.

When this type of ven cir ven talai does occur in a venpa, the line

becomes a netil ati (fifteen to seventeen letters) and is to be construed in

terms of the number of metrical feet in it, not by the number of letters.

The iyarcir ven talai is permissible in an aciriyappa and the best

situation would be to separate the line producing the iyarcir ven talai with

a line whose metrical feet give rise to aciriyattalai. An example is

kuru.l2:1-3.

npiiiil uj&TiuHj) (ggjiLbucb «2ajriiJ

nirai-ner nirai-ner nirai-ner nirai-ner

aj&uffiffieb cuaJrasr unanrrj Slui<e

nirai-ner ner-ner ner-ner ner-ner

Qasn©oH QcuLdWii u&\§\ LDniii<E(gLb

nirai-ner nirai-ner nirai-ner ner-ner

The first line is an iyarcir veUati which produces the iyarcir ven talai

and the second is an aciriya ati which produces an aciriyattalai.

The last metrical foot in a venpa always produces the iyarcir ven

talai or ven cir ven talai when bound with its preceding foot. When a

61 Nacc:61, cey.58.

Ilam:445-446, cey.364; Nacc:62, cey.58.

Nacc:64, cey.62.
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nirai acai or a niraipu acai occurs as the venpa's last foot, it is preceded

by an iyarcir ending with a ner (ner-ner or nirai-ner). Thereupon, it

would bind with the preceding foot like a nirai. Similarly, when a ner acai

or a nerpu acai occurs as the venpa's last foot, it would be preceded by

an iyarcir ending with a nirai (ner-nirai or nirai-nirai). Then it binds with

the preceding metrical foot like a ner. When the penultimate foot in a

venpa is a vencir and so has three acai (ner-ner-ner etc.), the last foot

would be a ner acai or a nerpu acai, not a nirai or a niraipu. The last

foot then binds with the penultimate foot like a ner acai.

The kalittalai obtained by binding an iyarcir or an aciriya uriccir

ending with a nirai (ner-nirai, nirai-nirai, nerpu-nirai, or niraipu-nirai) with

the following vencir beginning with a nirai (nirai-ner-ner or nirai-nirai-ner)

occurs in a kalippa, and the lines become longer types of alavati (thirteen

to fourteen letters), netil ati (fifteen to seventeen letters), or a kali netil

ati (eighteen to twe

with thirteen letters:

ati (eighteen to twenty letters). For example, kali.39:1 is an alavati

ner-ner nirai-nirai nirai-ner-ner ner-nirai

Nacc:75-76, cey.74, 75.

65 Nacc:63, cey.59-60.
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Similarly, kali. 120:4 is a netil ati with sixteen letters:

2-06H{S^ffl>ai inQgwafl£fiflssiT gSihanuiiiii Qcun^suEeor

niraipu-nirai nirai-ner-ner nirai-ner-ner nirai-nirai

If an iyarcir or an aciriya uriccir ending with a nirai (ner-nirai,

nirai-nirai, nerpu-nirai, or niraipu-nirai) is followed by an iyarcir beginning

with a nirai (nirai-ner or nirai-nirai) or a vencir beginning with a ner

(ner-ner-ner or ner-nirai-ner), the resulting talai is not kalittalai, but an

aciriy at talai or ven talai and the resulting sound is not tulla) 'jumping.'

However, such a line would occur in a kalippa and would be construed in

terms of the number of metrical feet in it. An example is kali.25:1,

which would be a nctilati if the letters are taken into account, but is an

alavat i, since it is construed in terms of the feet. In this line, the binding

between the second and third feet is nirai onru aciriya-t-talai.

GLiiiii^jii iflaraiqauh Qii-Qinnij51u CIuiii.'iOu;d:d

nirai-nirai ner-nirai nirai-nirai nirai-ner-ner

When an iyarcir ending with a nirai (ner-nirai or nirai-nirai) and a

vencir beginning with a ner or nirai occur as the first two feet in a line,

and are followed by a stack of vencir providing ven cir ven talai, some

tullal ocai 'jumping sound' is produced. The line then is construed in

terms of its metrical feet., and has more than one type of talai. An

example is kali.35:1.

66 Nacc:63, cey.60.

Nacc:63-64, cey.60-61.

68 Nacc:63, cey.60.

69 Ijam:447, cey.367; Nacc:64, cey.61; Pe:215, cey.373.
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ifliquSlcunaJi Qffcu&JihGuncu \Dijan^s, -SHffQffcusuin

nirai-nirai ner-ner-ner nirai-ner-ner ner-ner-ner

Here, the metrical binding between the first two feet is iyarcir ven talai.

That between the second and third feet is kalittalai, and the one between

the third and fourth feet is ven cir ven talai. As a corollary, in a kali line

that is construed in terms of metrical feet, rather than in terms of letters,

several talai would occur. An example is kali.25:1, which would be a

netil afi containing fifteen letters or an alavati composed of four feet:

suiuaatgfgj insxnirfcuih sui_Qiflny$lu QuiijiiQujirg

nirai-nirai ner-nirai nirai-nirai nirai-ner-ner

Here, the binding between the first two feet is iyarcir ven-talai. That

between the second and third feet is an aciriyattalai. The one between

the third and fourth feet is also an aciriyattalai.

A mixture of aciriyattalai and ven talai happens in a line with five feet

— — — 70

(aincirati) in aciriyappa, venpa, and kalippa. An example is pura.235:7,

which is a line with five feet and in which there is a mixture of aciriyattalai

and ven talai:

^ihQufiQ Ssugjjajiip suijJlQujaicunJ5 ^nmfifT)^ wasiQssi

ner-nerpu ner-nirai nirai-ner-ner ner-ner-ner ner-ner

Here, the first two metrical bindings are aciriyattalai, whereas the third

and the last are ven talai.

70 Ilam:448, cey.369; Nacc:65, cey.63.
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The predominant talai is aciriyattalai, when a line with six feet

(arucirati) occurs in an aciriyappa, and the line is preceded by a line

— 71
with four feet (nerati). An example is pura.235:2.

QuiflujasL Qun5lSajr iunLbuni_3> &>nsmn&\\pi£ giajoigs^j meorSajr

nirai-nirai nirai-ner ner-ner-ner ner-nirai ner-ner ner-ner

Here, the metrical binding among the first three feet is aciriyattajai. The

binding among the third, fourth, and fifth feet is ven talai. The binding

between the last two feet is aciriyattalai. This line is preceded in the

poem by an^inasl QunflSajr Qm\nsii,^ lDaJ1G6or, which has four feet.

When there is aciriyattalai and/or ven talai, a line with six feet

(arucirati) occurs in a kalippa and is preceded by a line with four feet

" 72

(nerati). In kali.39:46, which is a line with six feet, aciriyattalai is

produced between the first four feet while ven talai is produced between

the last three feet:

nirai-nirai nirai-nirai nirai-nirai nirai-ner nirai-nirai ner-nirai-ner

71 Ilam:449, cey.370.

72 Nacc:66-67, cey.64; Pe:219, cey.376.
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pa (meter, poem)

The term pa refers to meter per se and only by metonymy refers to

a poem. Traditional commentators refer to pa as a limb (uruppu) of a

cornposition (ceyyul) and define it as the continuation of tukku, which

refers to the duration of a cycle of rhythmic beats. Thus, pa as meter, is

basically the continuation of the cycle of beats. Since pa is a component

of a composition, its variety is recognized through various compositions.

Four basic types of meter have been recognized in the tradition: aciriyam,

73 —

vafici, venpa, and kali. Each pa is supposed to produce a characteristic

sound which is termed ocai. These different sounds are discussed later in

this chapter under "tukku."

pa as "meter"

The meter aciriyam is an elaborate one, with a sweet/pleasant

sound and is employed in numerous lines which contain anywhere from

four to twenty eluttu per line. The meter vafici has been recognized as

the one with the behavior (natai) of the aciriyam, and that which ends

like an aciriyam. The meter venpa is not like these two (aciriyam and

vafici) and has a different sound, ceppal ocai 'replying sound, stately

sound.' The meter kali has been identified as employing many vencir

and, in fact, as a limb of the venpa meter. All the variations of these

meters are subsumed under two major types, namely aciriyam and venpa.

73Nacc:131,cey. 105.

74 Ilam:473, cey.413.

75 Nacc:132-133, cey.107-108.
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An interesting analogy of these meters to people is also made in the

tradition. It is based on the social structure that was prevalent at the

time of the traditional commentators. Kings, brahmins, merchants, and

farmers are the four types of people drawn into this comparison.

The meter known as the venpa has the quality of the brahmins

(antanar nirmai) because it does not allow metrical bindings (talai) other

than its own, which is ven tajai, and does not occur in lines which vary

too much in length. That is, the meter venpa is obtained purely by employing

metrical feet which give rise to the binding known as the ven talai and

the lines employing this meter do not permit any other meter nor vary

much in length. The meter known as the aciriyam has been recognized

as having a stately nature (araca-t-tanmai). It is similar to venpa but

allows other metrical bindings besides its own, which is aciriyattalai.

Furthermore, it has a sweet sound and occurs elaborately. That is, a line

employing aciriyattalai may permit other types of metrical binding in it

and the meter prevails in a long poem. The meter known as the kali has

the quality of the merchants (vanikar nirmai). It is similar to the aciriyam

and allows a few other metrical bindings besides its own, which is kalittalai.

The vaiici meter has the behavioral pattern of the farmers (velan mantar

iyalpirru) because it occurs not in the standard alavati (ten to fourteen

letters), but in shorter lines like a kurajati (four to six letters) or a cintati

(seven to nine letters), and permits many types of metrical binding.

The aciriyam is the most widely used meter in classical Tamil

poetry. The shortest poem entirely in the aciriyam meter has three lines

(e.g., ainkurunuru 121), while the longest has 782 lines (maturaikkanci)

and employs the vanci meter interspersed with the aciriyam. With less

frequency than the aciriyam, vanci is a meter used predominantly in a

76Ijam:472-473,cey.410.
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few poems that end in the aciriyam meter. Other meters, venpa and kali,

do not prevail in an entire composition in classical Tamil poetry.

The venpa meter is used in songs (pattu) which are netu ven

pattu 'long song in venpa meter', kuru ven pattu 'short song in venpa

meter', kaikkilai "one-sided love," and paripattu 'song that is quite

accomodative' and in satirical compositions (ankata-c-ceyyul). In classical

Tamil poetry, the kuruven pattu and netuven pattu occur as parts of the

poems which employ the kali meter (e.g., kali.106:1 1-14, 20-22, 23-25,

26-29, 31-33). Poems employing the themes of unrequited love (kaikkijai)

and satire (ankatam) are in the aciriyam meter (e.g., purandnuru 83-85,

204). The anthology called Paripatal contains paripattu in which there is

a mixture of all four meters, aciriyam, vaiici, venpa, and kali (e.g.,

pari.3:1-2; 5:19-21; 20:110-111; 1:60).

A mixture of the venpa and aciriyam meters is permissible in a

poem that expresses unrequited love (kaikkilai). Actually, this mixture is

known as marutpa which begins in the venpa meter and ends in the

aciriyam meter. Classical Tamil poetry does not have an example.

pa as "poem"

Except for some which are entirely in the aciriyam meter, all

classical Tamil poems employ more than one meter in their lines. It must

be noted that an entire composition (pa or pattu) may be in just one

rneter (pa) or may contain sections which are in different meters. For

example, kuruntokai 122 is in the aciriyam meter; purandnuru 11 is

mostly in the vaiici meter but ends in the aciriyam; paripatal 5 demonstrates

a mixture of aciriyam and vaiici meters in lines 17-22; paripatal 18 has a

mixture of venpa and aciriyam in lines 49-56; kalittokai 11 has a mixture

of kali and aciriyam in lines 1-4.
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paripattu and kalippa

The terms paripattu and kalippa do not refer to meters. Rather,

they are types of poems which employ different kinds of meters such as

the aciriyam, venpa, and kali. They contain several components of which

some are similar but vary in terms of their structure or content. These

components are taravu, eruttu, talicai, itai-nilai-p-pattu, koccakam,

arakam, en, atai or atai-nilai-k-kilavi, tani-c-col, curitakam, pokku,

vaippu, varam, and atakkiyal. These components are discussed next

before the structures of paripattu/paripatal and kalippa are explained.

taravu and eruttu ("introduction; prelude")

The components taravu and eruttu are similar. In general, the term

78

taravu means 'bringing' while eruttu refers to the 'nape.' Traditional

commentators explain that taravu is like the face of a song whereas

curitakam 'wrapping up, folding' is like the feet, while eruttu lies there to

receive the components like talicai, koccakam, and arakam as a limb

leaning on to the taravu.

The earlier convention maintains subtle distinctions between some of these components.

By the later convention, taravu and eruttam (< eruttu) are the same as are the talicai and

itai-nilai-p-pattu; arakam and mutukiyal; en, ampotararikam, and corcir ati; tani-c-col and

kun; and the curitakam, pokkiyal (< pokku), vaippu, varam, and atakkiyal (Yapp-

arurikalakkarikai:103-104, Rule 30).

78

The earlier convention is to understand them as separate items and the later is to take

them as referring to the same item (quoted in U.V. Saminathier's commentary on paripatai.xr,

Ilam:487, cey.426; Nacc:191, cey.152).

79 Ilam:487, cey.426; Pe:314-315, cey.444.
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Both taravu and eruttu have been identified to occur in a paripattu

— "so
while the earlier convention associates only eruttu with paripattu.

81
Further, the eruttu is optional in a paripattu. These components occur

as the first part of a paripattu or a kalippa and the eruttu occurs after the

taravu in a paripattu (e.g., pari.l:1-5; kali.2:1-10; pari. 1:6-13). The taravu

82

is supposed to have a minimum of four and a maximum of twelve lines.

But, in classical Tamil poetry, the taravu has a minimum of three and a

maximum of thirteen lines (e.g., kali. 16:1-4; 25:1-12; 149:1-3; 75:1-13).

There is no specification found in traditional grammars for the length of an

eruttu; commentator says that it has a minimum of two lines and a

83

maximum of ten lines. No meter is specified for these components.

talicai and itai-nilai-p-pattu ("middle songs")

The talicai and itai-nilai-p-pattu are similar. They occur after the

taravu and before taniccol and curitakam. In most cases, one or the other

occurs in a kalippa. The talicai, literally meaning 'subdued tone', is supposed

to have a descending/receding sound ("talam patta ocai") and is in the

aciriyam meter. It is either equal to or shorter than the taravu and, in

general, has a minimum of two lines and a maximum of four lines (e.g.,

kali.5:10-11; 4:9-12). In a certain type of kalippa called the koccaka-k-

kalippa, the talicai can have more than four lines (e.g., kali.68:6- 11). In

any case, there can be one, two, three, or four talicai in a poem, and all

the talicai would focus on just one theme which is an expansion of what is

80 1jam:486, cey.426.

8iNacc:144,cey.121.

82Nacc:157,cey.l33.

83 Ilam:487, cey.426.
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introduced in the taravu (e.g., kali. 108:26-29; 149:4-7, 8-11; 2:11-14, 15-18,

19-22; 106:34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45). The talicai is sometimes referred

to as an itai-nilai-p-pattu because it occurs in the middle of a poem.

The itai-nilai-p-pattu obtains its name which means 'song standing

in the middle' because it occurs between the taravu and the curitakam

(e.g., kali. 16:5-8, 9-12, 13-16). It also is equal to or shorter than the

taravu (e.g., kali. 16:5-8, 9-12, 13-16; 75:14-17, 18-21, 22-25). The meter

here is aciriyam or venpa. The itai-nilai-p-pattu which is similar to the

talicai in terms of focusing on one theme is in the aciriyam meter (e.g.,

kali.75:14-17, 18-21, 22-25). It does not necessarily have to produce a

subdued tone like the talicai (e.g., kali.75:14-17, 18-21, 22-25; kali.128:10-

13, 14-17, 18-21; kali. 137:8-12, 13-17, 18-22). The itai-nilai-p-pattu that

occurs like a song (pattu) is in the venpa meter and there can be more

than one of this type in a kalippa (e.g., kali. 115:10-16; 108:9-14, 20-24,

35-44, 46-50, 52-56). The longer type, called the netu ven pattu 'long

song in venpa meter', is supposed to have a maximum of twelve lines,

while the shorter one, kuru ven pattu 'long song in venpa meter', has a

minimum of two lines. Note that the netu ven pattu does exceed the limit

of twelve lines (e.g., kali.83:8-25). Further, these songs allow four feet in

their last line and metrical binding other than ven tajai (e.g., kali.50:6-14,

15-17; 141:15-16; 64:24-25).

84Pe:314,cey.444.
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koccakam ("pleats")

85

The component koccakam got its name on analogy. The term

basically refers to the several pleats in a garment. In prosody, it is a

component which is similar to a venpa in terms of having its last line with

three feet. However, it does not have to end like a venpa and does allow

an aincirati (line with five metrical feet), an aciriya ati, venpa ati, vanci

86

ati, kali ati, corcirati, or mutukiyal ati. For example, kali.41:1l is an

aincirati; kali.43:20 is an aciriya ati; kali.39:10 is a venpa ati; kali. 103:26,

60 are vanci ati; kali.94:1, 3 are corclr ati; and kali.W3:22-23; 104:42-43

are mutukiyal ati. Commentators say that koccakam is a component

consisting of smaller or larger units, or a mixture of both. Furthermore,

they add, it is not like the component en which contains lines that are

gradually shortened, but is composed of lines, feet, and bindings which

87

vary. It occurs after the taravu and before tani-c-col and curitakam,

and there is always more than one koccakam in a poem occurring in

more than one place (e.g., pari.ti.l :6-21', 31-59; kali.39:7-10, 11-14, 15-18,

20-21, 22-25, 26-29, 31-32, 33-44; kali.41 :5-38; kalU02:9-1 6, 25-27, 28-32).

arakam ("rapid movement")

The component called the arakam also obtained its name on analogy.

Commentators note that arakam is like the process of adding something

to gold to make it melt (arakittal 'melting, loosening, rapid movement').

In prosody, it is a component recognized when a section is full of short

letters (e.g., kali. 102:17-20, 25; pari.1:14-25). It occurs after the koccakam

85

Commentators note that in their time the term koccakam was used as koycakam,

pertaining to women's garment (Nacc:191, cey.152; Pe:349, cey.464). It may also be noted

that in Modern Tamil the term for the pleats in a women's traditional garment is kocuvam.

86 Ilam:486, cey.426; Nacc:146, cey.121; Pe:300, cey.433.

87 Nacc:191, cey.152; Pe:349, cey.464.
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and before en (Nacc:144, 192; Pe:349) with a minimum of two and a

maximum of six lines.

en ("counts; groups")

The term en means 'count.' In prosody, the component en comes

after the talicai. Normally it occurs as groups of lines which are strung

89

together by alliteration (totai 'stringing'). Each group contains a certain

number of counts (en) and the length of each count gets shorter gradually,

like receding waves. Different schools of thought seem to have existed

90

with regard to how the lines are shortened in each group. Note that all

take the standard line (ati) to be composed of four metrical feet (cir) per

line.

According to one school, the en are shortened as follows: first, by

halving the number of lines (ati) and then by reducing the number of feet

(cir) in each line by one foot, at the same time doubling the number of

lines. By this method, there would be two couplets with four metrical feet

per line in the first count, and the second count would have four lines with

four metrical feet per line followed subsequently by the third count with

eight lines having three metrical feet per line and sixteen lines having two

metrical feet per line.

Another school sees lines in subsequent counts (en) are shortened

by half every time. ~ By this method, the first count consists of two

couplets, each couplet composed of two lines with four cir each. The

85 Ilam:487, cey.426.

89 Nacc:167, cey.145; Pe:326, cey.457.

90 Ilam:500, cey.448; Nacc:167, cey.145; Pe:326, cey.457.

9i Ilam:500, cey.448.

92 Nacc:167, cey.145; Pe:326, cey.457.
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second count would reflect a 50 percent cut in the structure of the

couplet, having four lines with four cir per line. The third count would

reflect a further 50 percent shortening, having eight half-lines with two cir

per half-line. The last count would be further reduced by 50 percent,

having sixteen quarter-lines with one cir per quarter-line. Note that the

tradition does not use the terms "half-line" and "quarter-line" which are

provided for the purposes of the current volume. The tradition uses the

term ati with respect to the the first two counts and describes the last two

counts in terms of cir. Accordingly, the first count is ir-atf irantu 'two

(counts) consisting of two afi (each).' The second count is or ati nanku

'four (counts) consisting of one ati (each).' The third is iru cir ettu 'eight

(counts) consisting of two cir (each).' And the last one is oru cir patinaru

'sixteen (counts) consisting of one cir (each).' The third and fourth

counts can have just four and eight counts respectively instead of eight

and sixteen so as to be called iru-cir nanku and oru-cir ettu.

In order to understand the concept of the component en in Tamil

prosody, one also has to pay attention to the feet containing the alliteration.

Then, one can see that in en, the first group consists of two couplets with

eight feet per couplet wherein the first and fifth feet in each couplet share

an alliteration. Here, a count has two lines. The second group reflects a 50

percent reduction in the number of feet per count. Here, a count has one

line, the second count has four lines where each line has four feet. The

alliteration between the first feet of the first two lines is different from that

which exists between the first feet of the last two lines. The third group

has eight counts where each count has only two feet. Here, a count

represents a half-line. One alliteration exists between the first feet in

93 Pe:328-331, cey.458.

wP5:331,cey.458.
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counts one and three. Another alliteration exists between the first feet in

counts five and seven. The last group has one foot per count and there

are sixteen such counts. Here, a count represents a quarter-line. An

alliteration exists between the first and fifth feet. The same or a different

alliteration exists between the ninth and thirteenth feet.

The couplet which represents two counts and is composed of eight

feet gets the name peren 'large count.' The group of four counts with

four feet per line is cirren 'small count.' The group of eight counts with

two feet per count is called itai en 'middle count' because it stands

between the peren and cirren. The last group of sixteen counts with just

95

one foot per count is alavu en 'unit count, threshold count'. It is also

known as cinnam 'smallest' because it reflects the gradual decrease in

the number of feet that make up the component en. Occasionally, the

group of counts with two feet per line, whether there are eight or four

counts in the group, is called a cinnam (e.g., kali. 102:21-24).

It is possible but not necessary to have all the four types of en —

peren, cirren, itai en, and cinnam — in a poem. However, since the

structure of the component en is supposed to represent the receding

nature of waves, the groups of lines should always reflect the gradual

receding. Therefore, it is possible to have all the four groups (peren,

cirren, itai en, and alavu en/cinnam), or the first three (peren, cirren,

and itai en), or the last two (itai en and alavu en/cinnam), or the last

one by itself (alavu en/cinnam) as in kali. 102:21-24. But it is not possible

to skip one or two groups at random to have just the first and last groups

(peren and alavu en/cinnam) or just the second and the third (cirren

and itai en), or the second and the fourth (cirren and alavu en/cinnam).

95 Nacc: 167-168, cey.145; Pe:327, cey.457.

96 Nacc: 168-174, cey.146.
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An example is here repeated from the commentary on the porulatikaram

of the Tolkappiyam by Peraciriyar (pp. 328-329):

Sal6nQJl ujnrTirrjl oJkglojyJl QumdflaSki

sjnipafl cun5^655iii s,\hsS\2as\ u.inuTl2ajr;

oJlSeoT u5l afiraaSl QHQg^sug, Qffiiiaj

(ip26Brsun a5mffi(g (y)j5$l ujnuT12aji;

This is the first group consisting of two couplets (or counts) with eight cir

per couplet. The first and fifth feet in each couplet share an alliteration,

marked in bold type.

@cuQajiaji QflffiLJpJ5£^nri<E aJlcb&unj mnuTl2eur;

uj(n,s^(n, QsuaJrGuniias asanaim innuD2ajr;

Qun([T,Gun[) fflTl6nra^liu Sun^ mnu5l2sDr;

This is the second group, reflecting a 50 percent reduction in the number

of cir per count, so this group has four counts where each count has four

cir. The alliteration between the first feet of the first two counts is different

from that which exists between the first feet of the last two counts. The

counts are separated by a semicolon and the alliterations are marked in

bold type.

urrajflrg susjoiaxnaJi; uajflLD^ffi SL&jasSi;

JBajflrr) 6L|(rJ,6n(B; rglrrjLffl(g SajrnSl§;

ujp(Lpao Qsun(2,sua$i; iunajflLpj) .elguksSi;

Qugji^l© aj(n,6n{5; Ouluaji oj^egfij;
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This is the third group which has eight counts in which each count has

only two cir. One alliteration exists between the first feet in counts one

and three. Another alliteration exists between the first feet in counts five

and seven. The counts are separated by a semicolon and the alliterations

are marked in bold type.

\cestx gB)]$; aJlajoi@p{5; lh&uiL|I5; asLg^;

ujswaxji^; uJiricu^; uj(n,(6n,£; Qun(ri,(5n,(B

This is the last group which has one cir per count and there are sixteen

counts spread over four lines. The same alliteration exists between the

first, fifth, ninth, and thirteenth cir.

In kali. 102:21-24, there is cinnam with two cir per count. The counts are

separated by a semicolon; alliterations are marked in bold type:

tr(lgJ5EB§>i gi<£6n;

OngngsJrli LnnflLj;

ffioTlyP5^60I lfi(Tr,LJL|;

atai ("enclosed lone words")

The component atai which is also known as atai-nilai-k-kilavi

'word which stands enclosed' gets its name because it is flanked by other
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components. It is called tani-c-col 'lone word' by the later convention

because it could make up a metrical foot by itself in a line (e.g., kali.75:26;

pari.l:49,61). In fact, the atai-nilai-k-kilavi has more than one word in

most cases (e.g., kali.71:21). In ottalicai-k-kalippa, there is only one atai-

nilai-k-kilavi and it occurs after the talicai and before the curitakam (e.g.,

kali.2:23). In most ottalicai-k-kalippa, the word anka/anku is the atai-

nilai-k-kilavi or it occurs as part of the latter (kali.99:17, 74:12, 75:26). In

other types of kalippa, the atai-nilai-k-kilavi occurs after the taravu and

anywhere before the curitakam, and there could be more than one in a

poem (e.g., kali.50:18; 64:11, 26; 82:8; 105:23, 61, 70; 106:6, 15, 30, 46).

In paripatal, one or two tani-c-col occur in a poem (e.g., pari.8:124,

20:40, 83, 95).

curitakam ("folding")

The curitakam 'wrapping up, folding' is the section that ends the

subject matter of a paripatal in the aciriyam or venpa meter (e.g.,
OR

pari.l:62-65; 16:50-55). There can be more than one curitakam in a

paripatal (e.g., pari. 1:50-54, 62-65).

pokku ("wrapping")

The pokku is like the curitakam. It is called pokku because it

states the intent and makes the composition reach an end without saying

99

anything more. It is also called vaippu 'keeping, preserving' because it

collects and contains the subjects stated in taravu and talicai Ce.g.,

97 Nacc:156, cey.132; Pe:315, cey.444.

98 Ilam:487, cey.426; Nacc:147, cey.121.

99 Nacc:158, cey.136; Pe:315, cey.444.
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100

kali.8:19-23). The meter is aciriyam or venpa (e.g., kali.38:23'-26;

22:19-22). It is similar to taravu in structure and ends a kalippa, occasionally

occurring in the middle also (e.g., kali.39:20-2 l, 46-51). It could have a

minimum of two or three lines. In most cases, it is half as long as the

taravu (e.g., kali.4:22-25) and occasionally, is longer than the taravu (e.g.,

kali. 16:18-22). In classical Tamil poetry, the curitakam has a minimum of

two and a maximum of seven lines (e.g., kali. 8:19-20; 5:17-19; 4:22-25;

75:27-33). It reiterates the subject matter of the itai-nilai-p-pattu (e.g.,

kali.8:19-20; 5:17-19) and expresses the intent (e.g., kali. 8:20-23). It can

contain the subject matter of the taravu (e.g., kali.38:23-26) but does not

have to (e.g., kali.54:16-20).

varam ("container")

The varam has a containing nature which is known by the term

atakkiyal. It is similar to the taravu. One commentator explains that it

contains everything expressed by the rest of the components in the poem,

while another distinguishes varam and atakkiyal by saying that atakkiyal

gives one name and confines a god who has already been praised through

numerous names, whereas varam has lines which praise human beings

as well.103

100Pe:315,cey.444.

101 Ilam:496, cey.441; Nacc:159, cey.137; Pe:319, cey.449.

102Pe:315,cey.444.

103Nacc:167,cey.l44.
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Structure of a paripatal

The paripatal, a type of song, is supposed to accommodate several

— 104

kinds of lines (ati) and meters (pa) unlike the kali. It has the components

taravu, eruttu, koccakam, arakam, atakkiyal, and curitakam, and its

intended emotion is erotic love (kamam). The themes of the song are

descriptions of mountains, rivers, and towns and various playful activities

that happen in those places. Lines with seven metrical feet (elucirati)

filled with short syllables were introduced above as mutukiyal ati. The

mutukiyal ati and corcirati are proper to a paripatal.

Structure of a kalippa

The kalippa is of four basic types: ottalicai-k-kali, kali ven pattu,

koccakam, and ural kali.

ottalicai-k-kali

ottalicai-k-kali gets its name because it contains the component

called ottalicai. It is subdivided into two varieties. One variety called

the ottalicai-k-kali has four components: taravu, talicai or itai-nilai-p-pattu,

atai, and pokku (e.g., kali.74, 128). In this, the taravu has a minimum of

four and a maximum of twelve lines (e.g. kali. 124, 25). Occasionally the

taravu has thirteen lines (e.g., kali.75). The talicai here have a minimum

of two and a maximum of four lines (e.g., kali.5, 4). All the talicai within

a poem must be of equal length, justifying the name ottalicaikkali "kali

i04 Pe:297, 299, cey.430, 432.

i05 Nacc:144, cey.121; Pe:303, cey.433.

i06Nacc:155,cey.l30.
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poem containing tajicai of equal length." There are 58 such ottalicaikkali

in classical Tamil poetry: kalittokai 2-5, 8-11, 13-17, 20, 22, 25, 27,

28-31, 34, 35, 38, 44-46, 48, 49, 52, 53, 57-59, 66, 67, 69, 70-79, 99, 100,

121, 123, 124, 126-128, 132, 134, 135W

The other variety of ottalicai-k-kali prays to the gods, and is of

two kinds: vannakam and oru poku. There is no vannaka ottalicai-k-kali,

and there is only one oru poku ottalicai in classical Tamil poetry: kalittokai

1 , which is an invocation (katavul valttu).

vannaka ottaUcai-k-kali and oru poku ottalicai-k-kali

The vannaka ottalicai k kali is supposed to have four parts:

taravu, talicai, en, and varam. The taravu here is composed of four, six, or

eight lines, where each line has four metrical feet (nerati). The ottalicai

are three in number of equal length and contain the same subject matter

(porul). These tajicai are shorter than the taravu. In specific, they would

have a minimum of three and a maximum of four lines.

The oru poku ottalicai-k-kalippa is of two kinds: koccaka orupoku

109

and ampotarankam.

koccaka-oru-poku

The koccaka oru poku would have either taravu or talicai. It may

have en. The taravu may be elaborate without atakkiyal and end the pa

According to commentators, there are 68 ottalicaikkali in kalittokai (Nacc:155,

cey.130; Pe:312, cey.442). But Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on kalittokai accounts

only for 58.

Nacc:166, cey.143.

i09 Nacc: 174-175, cey.148.
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without a curitakam. The mode of composition (yappu) and the content

(porul) may also be different from others. It has a minimum of ten and a

maximum of twenty lines. The poem identified as a koccaka oru poku in

classical Tamil poetry, in fact, has taravu and talicai in addition to tani-c-col

and curitakam: kalittokai 1 which is an invocation to the deity Siva. One

traditional commentator, Naccinarkkiniyar, explains that the poem is con

strued as a koccaka oru poku, rather than as an ottalicai-k-kali, because

it is a song to a deity (teva-pani), and that it is not vannakam because it

does not have en and cinnam.

ampotaranka oru poku

The ampotaranka oru poku is supposed to have 60 lines. If the

lines in each couplet are considered, the number is 120. The minimum

number of lines is fifteen. The components of the ampotaranka oru poku

are eruttu, koccakam, arakam, cirren, and atakkiyal varam. There is

no ampotaranka oru poku attested in classical Tamil.

kali-ven-pattu

The kali ven pattu gets its name because it is a poem in a venpa

which has "become" a kalippa. It is composed of lines (vellati) with

iyarcir and vencir. Two types of kali ven pattu have been identified:

kali venpa and ven kalippa.

ii0 Nacc:6-7, commentary on kalittokai 1.

iHNacc:155,cey.l30.

The later convention specifies that kali venpa employs only ven tajai whereas the ven

kalippa employs the kali t tajai and ven cir ven tajai (Yapparurikalakkarikai: 113-1 14,

Rule 31). The earlier convention does not have this specification.
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kali-venpa

The first kind of kali ven pattu, the kali venpa, can further be

identified as having two different structure types. One type is not supposed

to exceed twelve lines, but in classical Tamil poetry only two kali venpa

follow this rule: one has eleven lines (kalittokai 6) and the other has

twelve lines (kalittokai 18), while all the others with this structure have

more than twelve lines (e.g., kalittokai 12, 24, 37, 65, 111). This type of

kali venpa could convey the intended subject matter obliquely, not directly

(e.g., kalittokai 18). Mostly ven talai is used here, although aciriyattalai

also occurs occasionally (e.g., kalittokai 24, 12). The lines (ati) here are

ajavati (four cir) and the last line is similar to the last line in a venpa,

having three metrical feet with ner, nerpu, nirai, or niraipu as the last

acai/cir (kalittokai 6). There are eight kali venpa with this structure in

classical Tamil: kalittokai 6, 12, 18, 24, 37, 51, 65, 111.

The second type of kali venpa has several components like the

taravu, itai-nilai-p-pattu, pokku, tani-c-col, and curitakam. In classical Tamil,

the following 25 are the kali venpa with this structure: kalittokai 42, 50,

64, 80-84, 86, 88, 89, 92, 96, 98, 109, 110, 115, 116, 138, 139, 140-143,

146. For the most part, this type of kali venpa would have four feet per

line and allow five or even six metrical feet occasionally (e.g., kalittokai

84). In this type, the itai-nilai-p-pattu occurs between taravu and pokku

(e.g., kalittokai 81). Then, a curitakam in the aciriyam or venpa meter

would end the kali venpa (e.g., kalittokai 146, 83). Rarely, the curitakam

in the venpa meter ends with a cir which has more than one acai

(kalittokai 80; cf. Nacc:197). The curitakam need not be preceded by a

tani-c-col (e.g., kalittokai 116).
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ven-kalippa

The second kind of kali ven pattu, known as the ven kalippa,

exceeds twelve lines in which metrical bindings other than ven talai also

occur. A line with five metrical feet (aincir ati) is also permissible. The

poem ends like a venpa. The intended subject matter (porul) here is

directly conveyed. There is only one ven kalippa in classical Tamil poetry

(kalittokai 63).

koccaka-k-kalippa

The koccaka-k-kalippa gets its name by the variety of components

113

it has. It may contain the same components as the kali venpa, but may

not be similar to it in structure. The koccakam can be in venpa meter,

which need not prevail in the poem, since just one component such as the

taravu could be in venpa (e.g., kalittokai 7). Two taravu can occur in a

sequence in koccaka-k-kalippa. and need not be followed by talicai

(e.g., kalittokai 19). The taravu can be followed by a curitakam with or

without a tani-c-col in between (e.g., kalittokai 32). The talicai here

differ from the talicai occurring in other types of kalippa, because they

are either interrupted by a corcirati or are not of equal length (e.g.,

kalittokai 36, 33, 47). Also there could be just one, two, three, or four

talicai in a poem (e.g., kalittokai 108, 149, 118, 106). The following 49

poems have been identified as koccaka-k-kalippa in classical Tamil poetry:

kalittokai 7, 19, 21, 23, 26, 32, 33, 36, 39, 40, 41, 43, 47, 54-56, 61, 62,

68, 85, 90, 93-95, 97, 101-108, 112, 117-120, 122, 125, 129-131, 133,

144, 145, 147-149.

mNacc:155,cey.l30.
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ural kali

The ural kali gets its name from its content. It is like a dialogue,

in that it has statements (kurru) and responses (marram). It does not

contain the feature pokku to wrap up what is said in the previous lines,

but can have curitakam. The curitakam is in the aciriyam meter. There

are five ural kali in classical Tamil poetry: kalittokai 60, 87, 91, 113,

114.

alavu (length)

The term alavu 'measure' in Tamil prosody refers to the size of a

poem. The aciriyappattu 'song/poem in aciriyam meter' has a minimum

of three and a maximum of 1,000 lines. The netu ven pattu 'long song in

venpa meter' is supposed to have a maximum of twelve lines, while the

kuru ven pattu 'short song in venpa meter' has a minimum of two lines.

The arikata-p-pattu 'satirical song/poem' has a minimum of two and a

maximum of twelve lines. The kali ven pattu, kaikkilai-c-ceyyul, and

compositions that focus on pura nilai, vayurai, and ceviyurai do not have

any particular limit on the number of lines. The latter three contain words

of wisdom and employ the venpa meter in the beginning and end in the

aciriyam. The paripatal has a minimum of 25 and a maximum of 400

lines.

Compositions (ceyyul) in which there is no limit on the number of

lines are treatises (nul), expositions (urai), riddles (pici), axioms (mutu

moli), and mnemonics containing secret messages (marai moli kilakkum

mantiram); they do not play a role in classical Tamil poems.

,MNacc:155,cey.l30.
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Processes of Tamil Prosody

Theoreticians of classical Tamil poetry have provided two terms,

yappu and tukku, which refer to certain mechanisms of poetry.

yappu (process of composition)

The term yappu literally means 'tying.' In the tradition of Tamil

poetry, yappu refers to the process of composition using letters (eluttu),

basic metrical units (acai), metrical feet (cir), and lines (ati). It is defined

as "establishing the intended subject matter so that it is completed in the

lines that are formed by items such as eluttu." The process of composing

the subject matter (porul) has the following seven bases (nilam): the

song or poem (pattu) which the classical Tamil poems exemplify, expositions

(urai), treatises (nul), improvisation or recitation (vaymoli), riddles (pici),

satire (ankatam), and axioms (mutu col).

tukku (process of assessment/evaluation)

Traditional commentators explain that this term normally applies to

various processes like weighing (niruttal), dividing (aruttal), and singing

(patal). In prosody, it refers to the process of measuring/evaluating/assessing

a poem. Specifically, it is construed as the process of measuring the entity

called pa (meter) by dividing it into various types of feet and lines.

Commentators compare this process to that of weighing gold and silver in

terms of the traditional measurements known as the kalaiicu, toti, and

tulam. Further, they say that in a similar manner, tukku divides the pa,

115 Nacc:77-78, cey.78.

116 Nacc:84, cey.87; Pe:241, cey.399.
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which is spread over a limited number of lines, in terms of those feet and

— — 117

lines and reveals the difference in the sounds (ocai) of various pa.

It was explained earlier under "cir" that tukku is one of the three

components of a rhythmic cycle of beats (talam) and that it represents

the duration of one such cycle. Therefore, we have to understand tukku

as the duration of a rhythmic cycle of beats and as a process of determining

the meter.

The process construed as tukku is supposed to take place with

— 118

respect to the meters known as the aciriyam, vafici, venpa, and kali.

When such tukku is performed and the duration of a certain cycle of

rhythmic beats is established, a certain sound is supposed to result.

The sound resulting from a cycle of rhythmic beats in a poem is

known by the term ocai 'sound' which may be equated to rhythm. Four

such ocai have been recognized in the tradition as proper to classical

Tamil poetry: akaval, ceppal, tullal, and tOnkal. It is said that a poem

119

(pattu) is not articulated without these sounds.

akaval ocai ('calling sound')

The sound that is achieved through the aciriyam meter is akaval

'calling' (< akavu 'to call out'). It resides in an uninterrupted flow of

narration. Traditional commentators explain it as follows: "There is also a

mode in which a person says what he wants in whatever manner he

wants. It is not like a statement and a reply where a person asks something

and the other person replies. Those who practice it refer to it also as

ajaittal 'addressing, calling out.' The overall sound pervading their words

117 Nacc:81, cey.81; Pe:238, cey.393.

118 Nacc:84, cey.87.

119 Nacc:83, cey.86.
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is called akaval. It is heard in the words of craftsmen/carpenters (taccu

vinai makkal), those who sing about the battlefield (kalam paturn

vinainar), fortune tellers (kattum kalankum tytu uraippar), those who

talk to themselves in a contradicting manner (monologues, tammil uralntu

— 120

uraippar), and those who raise an uproar (pucal icaippar)."

ceppal ocai ('replying sound')

The sound perceived in the venpa meter is ceppal 'replying,

proclaiming' (< ceppu 'to reply, proclaim, state'). It is the stately sound

that arises when someone replies clearly to another in a natural/spontaneous

121 —

manner without hiding anything. The ceppal ocai pervades the entire

composition. A traditional commentator says that it has the sound of a

122

sentence (vakkiyam) unlike the akaval which is musical/melodious.

tullal ocai ('jumpy sound')

The sound heard in the kali meter is tullal 'jumping' < tullu 'to

jump (like a fish).' It is described as an ocai which does not have an

uninterrupted pace but which flows high now and then. It is compared to

the jumping of a calf. Here, the stately sound created by a vencir is

jerked by the following vencir which does not begin with a ner, and this

produces a jumpy sound (e.g., kali. 11:1-2, 4-5).

120 Nacc:82, cey.81; Pe:238, cey.393.

121 "maraittuk kuratu ceppik kurutal"; Nacc:194, cey.153.

122 Ilam:457, cey.387.

123 Ilam:457, cey.388.
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tunkal ocai ('sedate/suspending sound')

The sound created by the vanci meter is tunkal 'suspending' (<

turiku 'to suspend'). Each metrical foot producing this meter is supposed

to hold this ocai. The ocai does not stretch across a foot, but is confined

to it.

Traditional commentators note that akaval and ceppal are the only

two sounds that were put into use outside of poetry, and that tuj jal and

tunkal appear only in poetry. Note that the akaval and ceppal sounds

pervade the entire composition while the tullal and tunkal are controlled

and contained by individual metrical feet.

Aesthetic Components

Stringing (totai), rhythmic effect (vannam), and fastening (mattu)

are the structural components which beautify Tamil poems.

totai (stringing)

The term totai literally means 'stringing' < totu 'to string (like

flowers).' In Tamil poetic tradition, it refers to the way in which successive

feet or lines are strung in a poem. These feet and lines are strung by

similar syllables and words or contrasting words. The occurrence of similar

syllables and words in successive feet or lines corresponds to "alliteration,"

whereas the contrasting words correspond to "antonyms." According to

125

one commentator, totai must beautify poetry like a string of flowers.

124 Nacc:82-83, cey.81-84; Pe:238-239, cey.393-396.

125 Pe:252, cey.406.
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Four basic types of totai are recognized: monai, etukai, iyaipu, and

muran. Among these, the first three are phonological, based on the shape

of the words, and the last one is semantic, based on the meaning of the

words that may or may not rhyme. A secondary type of phonological

alliteration is also identified: ajapetai-t-totai. Two specific modes of

employing totai are niral nirai and irattai. In the absence of these

recognized types of totai, there would exist what is known as centotai

'perfect stringing', obviously an euphemism.

Positional Categorization of totai

The feature totai is basically positional in the sense that it is considered

to bring up a connection between same part(s) of different metrical feet

(cir) within the same line (ati) or across lines. The parts of a foot for this

purpose can be referred to as the beginning, second/middle, and end.

Then the positional totai can be sub-categorized according to the

phonological shape or meaning of the items which are involved in this

process.

In general, when there is alliteration between the beginning parts of

different feet, it acquires the generic reference monai-t-totai or simply

monai (< mun 'to be in the front/beginning'). Similar alliteration between

subsequent parts of different feet is called etukai-t-totai or simply etukai

(?< etirkai 'facing' < etir 'to face, to be in front'). The alliteration at the

end parts of different feet receives the name iyaipu-t-totai or simply

iyaipu (< iyai 'to agree').

Alliteration between different feet across lines has different names.

If the alliteration is in the first feet in subsequent lines, then it is qualified to

be an ati-alliteration, indicating that it is spread across lines. Thus, for

example, ati monai 'line monai' is present if the first letter (eluttu) or

acai or the whole first foot rhymes respectively with the first letter, acai,

or the whole first foot of the next line. If such alliteration skips a line, then
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it is called an itai-itta-alliteration, meaning that there is a gap "placed

between" the rhyming lines.

Alliteration between different feet within a line also has different

names. The one existing between the first and second feet within a line is

an inai 'pair' alliteration. So, there is inai monai, inai etukai, inai iyaipu,

and inai muran. Alliteration between the first and third feet is a polippu

alliteration. An oruu (< oru(vu) 'to be distant') alliteration is that which

exists between the first and fourth feet. The kulai ('immature, not fully

grown') alliteration is the one between the first, second, and third feet. If

the first, second, and fourth feet carry the alliteration, then the latter is

called a kilkkatuvay (< kll + kku + atu + vay) alliteration. A merkatuvay

(< mel + kku + atu + vay) alliteration is that which occurs between the

first, third, and fourth feet. If all four feet have the alliteration, then it is a

murru 'complete' alliteration.

Sub-categorization of totai

The positional categorization discussed above applies to all the four

major types of totai, namely monai, etukai, muran, and iyaipu. The

sub-categorization based on the nature of letters such as vowels and

consonants applies only to monai and etukai, while such categorization

based on the meaning of words applies only to muran.

Sub-categorization of totai Based on the Nature of Letters

If the stringing/alliteration is due only to the consonants, not the

vowels, then it is a varukka alliteration, meaning there is alliteration of the

same consonant attached to different vowels. If the alliteration exists only

in the vowels that are added to no/different consonants in the initial

position, then it is called a vali alliteration "succeeding rhyme." Alliteration

between long vowels is a netil alliteration and that between short vowels
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is a uyir alliteration. The alliteration due to the three classes of consonants

is called an ina 'class' alliteration. Since there are the hard class (val

inam), the soft class (mel inam), and the middle class (itai inam), there

exist the val-ina-alliteration, mel-ina-alliteration, and itai-ina-alliteration.

If the varukka alliteration spreads across different feet within a line, then

there exists what is called a cir vakai varukka alliteration such as cir

vakai varukka monai or cir vakai varukka etukai.

A subsequent type of these sub-categorical alliterations is an arm

alliteration which treats the vowels or consonants which have the same or

closest points of articulation as a class. For this purpose, a, a, ai, and au

form a class, as do i, i, e, and e; u, u, o, and o; c and t; fi and n; and m

and v.

As pointed out earlier, the sub-categorical alliterations apply to the

two major positional alliterations, namely monai and etukai. There are

some other similar alliterations special to the etukai and all of them

concern the first feet in subsequent lines. If the alliteration skips the first

parts of the feet and prevails in later parts, then it is qualified as a talai

aku alliteration, but is special to etukai. So, there is talai aku etukai, but

no talai aku monai. Similarly, the alliteration called acu itai itta etukai is

special to etukai. Here, certain consonants, iu (y), i (r), and ip (1) when

occurring as the second eluttu in only one of the several feet participating

in an etukai process, are ignored and the following eluttu would be

treated as the second ejuttu in the alliteration. The third alliteration special

to etukai is mOnram ejuttu onru etukai which, as its name suggests, is

the alliteration between the third letters in different feet which are at the

beginning of subsequent lines.

Minor variations in the above exist reflecting different conventions.

According to the earlier convention, the varukka alliteration is common to

126

Cf. Nacc:92, cey.94, where he gives examples of S.\\ Guens, QuocunSW ngjianas etc.
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monai and etukai. The netil and ami alliterations apply only to monai.

Alliterations focusing on short vowels (uyir alliteration) and the three

classes (val inam, mel inam, and itai inam) of consonants, acu itai itta

etukai, and the munram eluttu onru etukai apply only to etukai. Thus,

by this convention, there are ten sub-alliterations of which two are specific

to monai and six to etukai; two are common. Those ten alliterations are:

varukka monai, varukka etukai, netil monai, anu monai, uyir etukai, val ina

etukai, mel ina etukai, itai ina etukai, acu itai itta etukai, and munram

eluttu onru etukai.

The later convention makes every sub-category of alliteration apply

to every major type of alliteration so the entire scheme of totai is more

symmetrical. It also adds a sub-category which gives a special qualifier

irantati 'two lines' to the alliteration, meaning that the alliteration prevails

in two lines. Thus, for example, there would be an irantati monai if only

two consecutive lines have a monai alliteration and the monai changes

for the next two consecutive lines. Examples of the different

alliterations/stringing found in classical Tamil poems are as follows. Items

participating in this process are given in bold type.

Examples:

In aink.l6:3-4, the first eluttu in subsequent lines are identical, yielding

ati monai:

y^a© fiyiij2ajr uj6n6Tflu

yjJSun g^eu6ia&sjoi QunajiGunii^ ^otGqj

In kuru.4:3-4, the first acai in subsequent lines are identical, yielding ati

monai:
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In kuru.359:5-6, the first cir in subsequent lines are identical, yielding ati

monai:

L|6>o)ajfiJr ^iJ^uJlajTsJT o5lrgcusuajr

In kuru.263:7-8, the second eluttu are identical, yielding ati etukai. This

is also known by the name itai aku etukai:

ifjffijip oSIScti ujnQ r5ni_2ajTu

dlanip Suj innf^lLu jninl^j) ulS&j

In pura.187:3-4, the feet excluding the first eluttu are identical, yielding

talai aku etukai:

■SHajQjyJl !bcU2£U sunySluj |SlcuSajr

In aka.15:1-2, the consonant tij intervenes between the first and second

eluttu in line 2, yielding acu itai itta etukai:

nihQsura asriLDih @6mujsu ^rniTlsJT

QiniuihixinJl Qu^ihyL Qffihmj) Ssnffii

In pura.3:1-2, the third eluttu are identical, yielding munram eluttu onru

etukai:

!51cu Q4asslcu ojanrjuijlsjr lo ajm am as r£)lpj)J)

In pura.41:5-6, the last eluttu are identical, yielding ati iyaipu:

Qu(jmrj83 $12cuuH QajrQHSffinQ surir)rr)n) uj)rr|&jih
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In pura.l87:1-2, the last cir are identical, yielding ati iyaipu:

r^nLn Qs,nss\Z(<T) £fil_n QasnaJrSo

^HQjcun QasnsdiSo u5laj>ffiljn QanaJrG©

In kuru.23:l, 3 the first cir are identical, yielding ati itai itta monai:

^ffifiueBr in£6S6n .shassuaji ifj«£6n

LDOTQ.|iSffinLJ uajiaji [5ajrQsjrSira sh.r5airi)

■siasGuaJr LDffiS6n un®a5 LurlEl

In peru:165, 167 the second ejuttu are identical, yielding ati itai itta

etukai:

Qen^sj>Ln jcbcunajr s>(n,^>n(^ Qugpa.

LDirjsuniii<E Easnsueuii (giqsuuJlj) SffUtJl

ajfl(5Ha?126n 0©65511q ajr a%junfnj uajrajr

In pari. 13:16, 18 the last cir are identical, yielding ati itai itta iyaipu:

.sHaj>QJLuanoj Qasn6r1(sn)ra as^aDm £Suj

sjOTnoeoflj) Eunngnyiuj eJlffiihLj £Glu

In narr. 167:6, the first ejuttu in the first and second cir are identical,

yielding inai monai:

uujfflflQ^rfl uguojcb anu^ii unajai

In narr.344:8, the first acai in the first and second cir are identical,

yielding inai monai:

Giffni Guajr Qffcb g^HQasnd) ^itGgdT 2_u_iiieii60>[jLJ

In pari. 13:5, the second ejuttu in the first and second cir are identical,

yielding inai etukai:

qRgbbi 6Kji6tfl Qsinessi i_ aJliLiaJrLD^] ujeooflQ asngn
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In pari.6:31, the last eluttu in the first and second cir from the back

yield inai iyaipu:

In pari.6:22, the first and second cir from the back yield inai iyaipu:

In narr.24:7, the first eluttu in the first and third cir are identical, yielding

polippu monai:

Qqj u51cusSrTj n51(n,5^ Q&Jihu&u ^(n,(S3a;rjib

In narr.24:7, the first acai in the first and third cir are identical, yielding

polippu monai:

pew QrgffiTU LjrflJ5S^niij «5e6r gjjQffiU^2ajiGuj

In kuru.23:1, the first and third cir are identical, yielding polippu monai:

,sx&Qli as inaiSsn &\g,Guan in&Ssn

In narr.25:4, the second eluttu in the first and third cir are identical,

yielding polippu etukai:

Glunajrgjianij acuctflajr rsajrajflrgiri Qugna.ih

In narr.166:2, the last eluttu in the first and third cir from the back are

identical, yielding polippu iyaipu:

t5OT65rn Giflajfkiih ^nn51(2>ia agiugii

In pura.187:1, the first and third cir from the back are identical, yielding

polippu iyaipu:

5,ni_n QffinaJrSo <9&ni n Qa&najTGo
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In narr.24:6, the first eluttu in the first and fourth cir are identical, yielding

oruu monai:

Cffpih pnClLoajiff Qffncbcuff Sffujlanyj

In pari.6:97, the first acai in the first and fourth cir are identical, yielding

oruu monai:

giajfl $tk£\ njni_ Q(rrji_iQ(§ Si6ofl parf1

In narr.251:8, the second eluttu in the first and fourth cir are identical,

yielding oruu etukai:

In narr.344:5, the last eluttu in the first and fourth cir are identical,

yielding oruu iyaipu:

In aka.l8:9, the last acai in the first and fourth cir are identical, yielding

oruu iyaipu:

«j>(TT,!5n6n a5\i£iLntJo 2-n51g)iiii &jy51i5n6ri

In kali.101:1, the first eluttu in the first three cir are identical, yielding

kulai monai:

^6rflQup g,G5G\^QC>s>&8) £&uuQuujnD <E(TT,li)l5a3Trru

In pari. 12:101 , the first three cir are identical, yielding kiilai monai:

Sajrucu ^ajrucu pajrucu 6majsnuj

In malai:567, the second eluttu in the first three cir are identical, yielding

kulai etukai:

QffcuSsuJ5 ^lnicuQfijj^ Q^ncuu^lu Quujiij5Q^OT
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In pari.6:46, the last eluttu in the first three cir from the back yield kiilai

iyaipu:

innpQLoaJT in£0(n,in a^n^ii a51ifjH(giii

In pari.10:98, the first three cir from the back are identical, yielding

kulai iyaipu:

<9t[ir5^1ajT&jniLi CuiraJrub Cuirajrih Cunajiih

In kali.78:2, the first eluttu in the first, second, and fourth cir are identical,

yielding kilkkatuvay monai:

QaJTLocuii Qii5lny)gjJ5 giSsxiiLiaj3iri ^(ri,J5§iLbiil

In ciru:64, the second eluttu in the first, second, and fourth cir are

identical, yielding kilkkatuvay etukai:

masBfiflnrpi Q&naxx\_ mnScu Qajaoi (gani_

In kuri:130, the last eluttu in the first, second, and fourth cir from the

back are identical, yielding kilkkatuvay iyaipu:

2.rj6ijffrflajT ih QaF(n,asa»lgj giaJTguQ^nrpiiii Qsu(§(sn,ih

In kali.38:16, the first eluttu in the first, thirrd, and fourth cir are identical,

yielding merkatuvay monai:

.9l([36n6Dnj£unaJT ^asasihSund> .SHejoflQugjjifl ^djsusxsTl

In kuri:77, the second eluttu in the first, third, and fourth cir are identical,

yielding merkatuvay etukai:
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In pari.4:67, the last eluttu in the first, third, and fourth cir from the back

yield merkatuvay iyaipu:

<9j,6U(y]ih ffii_ihL|ii] jcbujnjigjj jQa|ii

In aka.44:ll, the first eluttu in all the four cir are identical yielding murru

monai:

U(3n5giU)_U UKXSrffiofllJ uanipiuaJr ulQlaji<s

In pari. 15:10, the second ejuttu in all the four cir are identical yielding

murru etukai:

In pari.3:78, the last ejuttu in all the four cir are identical yielding murru

iyaipu:

^rjajoiQL eaT (tpaJrQrrisjr ir,nss\Q&,gx 6mojJ5Q£5eJr

In pari.3:S3, the last acai in all the four cir are identical yielding murru

iyaipu:

g}i_ajcu (gLOjeo Cffinaicu ffirrsucu

In aka.8:10-ll, only the initial consonants in subsequent lines are identical,

yielding varukka monai:

UQffiSN ffi6tf|rr)n5lfi6r GllQ&>&>lQ QffnciSllL)

In kuru.33:3-4, the first vowels in subsequent lines are identical, yielding

vali monai:

©riJ5gfl ajoDrjihun ELDajflQiunQ irantu nirampa meniyotu

oil (Q)J5$ guTOLb Ou(n,©Qffii] incuSajr virunti nurum peruncem malane
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In netu:39-40, the vowels that follow the initial consonants in subsequent

lines are identical, yielding vali monai:

Glaj6i16ifl suenerfl anenraaSlanrrnj u&soi^S^nen ve hi valli vilarikiraip panaittol

GlffeLisJl uj(rr,LhLSlajr aj>uHffinri] dlJB^lasjbgi cevvi yarumpin pairikar pittikattu

In pati.61:l1-12, the initial vowels form a class, yielding arm monai:

@rjab(g eunErj Qsir\QifMs axErrisir irakku vare nencik kuren

ffj5$ ^Irjrai&n aS^Q^ngjj in^lyjnajT itta tirarika nittoru makilan

In pati.61:17-18, the initial consonants form a class, yielding arm monai:

(ipi£a%) Suni^lm Qsnsxs\ans, mulavir pokkiya venkai

aflyjafl ajraJreor^lajr ffictflina^nGajT vijavi nannanin kalimaki lane

In matu:1-2, there is vali monai as well as ami monai:

Q^i(S)^as,\} sJlujaJrurjuLn orikutirai viyaijparappi

Q(g) sS\{\pir>%\\ ajrjiiunffi nolimunnir varampaka

In aka.41:9-10, there is nctil monai:

asuLaKjll QasnajoiL asnajcnL® Qun(ifl^lajr katani konta kantaku polutin

fBn LbLTlrf! qeuLhdlaJr peutgClffeuff &n&\\h nampiri pulampin nalancelac caay

In aka.42:5-6, there is netil monai:

j5n ©QJjira s^g rBntgrfld) &&&&> natuvarari kura nahcil tuhcak

Sa&nani_ jBiquj snu^p asnScuas kotai nitiya paitaru kalaik

In kuru.384:1-2, the vowel in the second ejuttu are identical, yielding uyir

etukai:

2.QfifBgiaj>Lffi aQgJ^lj) as(n,LbLj«j>i_u u2ajoi^G^n6ii uluntutaik kaluntir karumputaip

panaittol

QrBGi Lhucu ah.p5£6n] (gguJ5Q^rnq iriffi6rilii netumpal kuntar kuruntoti makalir
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In kuru.33:3-4, the second cluttu contain the same consonant but different

vowels, yielding varukka etukai:

©DJ5&11 axrflrjihun GmeoflQiijnQ irantQ nirampa meniyotu

6111(2,5^1 g^^ii) Qu^oQffth incuGair virunti nurum peruncem malane

In kuru.l21:3-4, the second eluttu belong to the hard class (val inam),

yielding vallina etukai:

^rijrgij unujn^ ^uu Gcurry

GaniLQLn® GunaSl ujnia® j5ni_«Jr

In kuru.292:4-5, the second eluttu belong to the soft class (mel inam),

yielding mellina etukai:

QunaxClffiij unsnaj Q&nQuuenia Q&neh6nnast

Quaa Qa&n&u i-|rf!{5^ panoses! Guruu

In aka.26:3-4, the second eluttu belong to the middle class (itai inam),

yielding itaiyina etukai:

-sHQjsuuJleDT ir,asa\asdi\\u eu6niaCa& qorj3hjiij

In pari.19:61 -62, there is alapetai-t-totai:

an Ciun<? QsugQioJleTfl Siuj)iilffiffi

on Gujn^GlsuaJT Grgcun sueLioTleifl

In aka.18:3-5, there is alapctai-t-totai:

aijn.sH J5 gij6j<sia acugyujii iflnJiaajjl

ir>vn.B\ \un?asi in^J5^u 992JI

2-ijn^i i¥na5(3jib 2-il(ajaj(n, §^^fa
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An example of centotai is aka.73:13-14.

iniqU^iTJ UrTli&(glrl SURJlfjnaJT ^IulS1«3T

oasrcu© aflgu^lSajTff SffS(g3)fi3T ss)S,mes)s,u

Sub-categorization of "Stringing" Based on Meaning (muran totai)

The mode of contrasting is called muran 'to oppose, contrast.' The

contrast or opposition basically exists between words referring to contrasting

ideas. Since words refer to different qualities or things in a language,

contrast/opposition is also accomplished in more than one way. The

variations in the usage of such words result in different types of muran in

this tradition. The contrasting words need not bear a phonological similarity

and may be placed in the same line or in different lines.

Words which basically refer to contrasting qualities produce a contrast

which is identified as a contrast by words (col muran). The contrasting

qualities may modify the same type of things or refer to totally different

things. Words which stand for or refer to things which happen to have

contrasting qualities are said to bring about a contrast by referents (porul

muran). Words which stand for contrasting qualities and modify different

things trigger a contrast by word (col) and referent (porul). Examples are

provided next with the contrasting items given in bold type.

Contrast by words (col muran)

(gi_L|cu m asnajcun Lo^Lon Q(g)fi3T(g)ii western land

aji_L|cu eS\m\u&>s\ ainw(ga% Qunrfj\&B, northern land (ciru:47-48)

(gjrijlujn ©ajruih nofl^lfiBi nala3TLD&uu unintended pleasure

(g2fy5£ gajruih ^\a5Js,Q&enm «iiftu intended pleasure (aka.2:8, 10)
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Cffiij^gi Lo .sisjrp ann^gijajofl uj&iSoj distance; closeness (ciru:201)

Here, the same place is talked about as not being faraway but being

close.

sunaDip SuuniBafluj ajnyjffisjoT ■9ia;ibLSlcu standing tall; low land (aka.8:9)

Here, the banana tree (sun6coLp ) is standing tall, while the ditch (^HsLolj) is

low.

ypgjiGajnii ffi(§ opa£\\£&>&> anauJISajT Qiuesiei^in elders

Q26nSujtTiit as(5 mani^ innndlSajr Qiuajraiih youngsters (ciru:231-232)

Contrast by referents (porul muran)

£Sa n rjajiOT ffniucb water

{SSujn tiaJTajTGlajOT gjjrjajT&fl^^aJTGrr) fire (kuru.95:4-5)

■sirhanrg &, ^lraffi 6nsuQsuaxn fijoTlcu&flaJT that day

Qrnanrtj &, j£kas 6Tfl6Li Q su 6o3i ajoTI&uaflaJT this day

gaJT(g) ^LDLDeLnsij oicuasih not pleasant, cruel

^ajfliu &nass\i£\&> atfliucugaj3iiir5S^nerj pleasant, sweet

Contrast by word (col) and referent (porul)

(pura.H2:1,3)

(pura.l94:6-7)

anpoJ (tpcu2cuffi(gLj Quo^S^ii r5cu<£luj small flowers; big chariot

LicusliiBffiiu QcuQ^ Qunajrojrnij ines$\if£)rja) golden beak; blue bird

(ciru:89, 181)
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@(3 Guii wnrbng 9© Qu^ra «ii_«b two big rivers; one big confluence

(pura.273:5)

Certain Modes of Employing totai

The irattai and niral-nirai are two specific modes of employing

the various types of totai discussed above. Among them, the irattai is

simpler. It is supposed to allow the same word to recur four times so as to

compose the four feet (cir) in a line, but there is no such line in classical

Tamil poems. The maximum number of times the same word occurs in

these poems is three: i5aJrucu $stlicd igajrua) ansuanw (pari.12:101);

127

,eirj J5^la5Tsuniij Cunajrib CuiTajrih CutTajiifl (pari.10:98).

The niral-nirai mode refers to employing a given totai in a particular

order. One of the ways it is done is first to string a group of items (e.g., A,

B) in a row and then another group of items in a row (e.g., C, D), where

each item in the first group is semantically connected to an item in the

second group. The way these items are connected depends upon the

order in which they are presented within their respective group. Thus, A

is connected to C, whereas B is connected to D. The simplest example is

grj^l a&niflajr g|aj6n @qjot 'Rati, Kaman, she, he' (pari.19:48). This line

means 'She is Rati. He is Kaman.' Item A is 'Rati'; B is 'Kaman'; C is

'she'; D is 'he.' There can be a maximum of four items in each of these

groups, but the number of items in the second group is either equal to or

half of the number of items in the first group. An example is pari. 13:44-45.

' Valampuri conch, the Vedas, trembling roar of the sky, thunder'

1 Commentators give the following examples: «}<£(3jGln «jffi(gGin «ja&(gGifl «ja&(3jifl;

unQG&n un©Gan unQGan unQGan (cf. Tolkappiyam, porujatikaram, Pe:245, cey.403).
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^hsj>gu !5n6m(giri 2.53(151x) -s>i(n)6n Qffngcu qjuSIot Qiflny51

'resembling those four (are) your words of compassion and destruction'

Here, the four items presented first are the sound of the valampuri conch

(ajcuihi-|[f1 ), the chanting of the Vedas (ajniuQuiiTyJl ), the roaring of the sky

(.sH$nLjajiTa5T(ipy)a3(g ), and thunder (Qffcb). And they are perceived as

resembling, respectively, Vishnu's compassionate gracious words (^^6n

ajuSlaJr Glinnyjl) and harsh words of destruction (Qffrrjcu ajuSlaJr Qinnifjl).

Notice that the first group contains four items whereas the second has

only two.

Another way of using the niral-nirai mode is to present a given

totai in what can be called a "parallel construction." As an example,

consider ciru:164-167.

6muJ5!52an ,sHajanrj uajypih Ga&nuufinih

'as the avarai with fresh buds strings (its buds) like coral'

£(n,n}2sjT& abniunai &sj9iir)ii51a) .SHoJlipenih

'as the kaya with black/dark buds unfold like a flock of peacocks'

'as the fat mucuntai vine puts out pit-like flowers'

Glff(ig«(g2n)£ ffii!53)6ii ana&Q51cicu y,uuo4tfl

'as the kantal, with rich bunches, blooms like fingers'

Here, the first line contains an idea which recurs in a similar structural

fashion in the succeeding few lines. This kind of structure is here called a

"parallel construction." The recurring idea is the comparison between a
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flowering plant and something else. As for the type of totai in this niral-nirai

mode, note that the last syllable in each line triggers the iyaipu-alliteration.

vannam (rhythmic variation)

The term vannam 'beauty, color' refers to the variation in rhythm

(canta verupatu). The tradition has identified twenty such variations. A

commentator notes that these are components (uruppu) of a composition

(ceyyul). Therefore, it is not necessary for the entire composition to

produce a given vannam. By the same token, it is possible to have more

128

than one vannam in a given composition.

paa vannam

The first one, paa vannam, is the vannam proper to a grammatical

verse (nurpa). It is obtained when a word (col) makes up a foot (cir) and

is used extensively in a treatise (nul). Here, the metrical feet in a line (ati)

• 129

are involved in a reckoning, as if in an exposition. It is found occasionally

in poetry. Examples are aka.36:15 and pad. 14:1 where the items are

involved in a reckoning: Sff [j cb QaFihdliuaJT anasiiaQasog ^Ilu63t '(The chieftains

known as the) Ceral, Cempiyan, and the furious Titiyan'; r£)£u£ii su6TflaflaJin

Qusjrrr) pn65i^laJT 'like the four, namely the earth, the water, the wind, and

the sky.'

i28 Pe:419, cey.527.

i29 Ilam:540, cey.515; Pe:418, cey.526.
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taa vannam

The vannam known as the taa vannam is obtained when there is

130

etukai alliteration in alternate metrical feet in the same line. Another

convention is to consider the etukai in the first metrical foot of alternate
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lines as producing the taa vannam. These alliterations are otherwise

known as polippu etukai, oruu etukai, and ati itai itta etukai. Examples

were treated above.

vallicai vannam, mellicai vannam, and iyaipu vannam

The vallicai vannam employs numerous hard consonants (val

ehittu), while mellicai vannam and iyaipu vannam are produced

respectively by soft consonants (mel eluttu) and middle consonants (itai

ejuttu). Examples:

In patt:218, vallicai vannam is employed:

(yiULnff rflrguLfl ajr ULtqajrii) Glunjlguui

Another example is tiru:73. (lpluiil. Lninaflrjjb &i©rfl

In narr. 166:1-2, mellicai vannam occurs:

QunaJrgjjih iDaHflaiub Sunpii ujnipi£lair

tbajreBr ri Ginajfl lljld prinjl^ia ffigiui_|ih

In aka.36:3, iyaipu vannam appears:

^liucu Qincucu 60>i_ aSlyfluj s, (g&i26n i

130 Pe:419, cey.527.

131 Ilam:540,cey.516.
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alapetai vannam, netuncir vannam, cittira vannam, nalipu vannam,

and mirai-k-kavi

The alapetai vannam is obtained by using many elongated vowels

(uyir alapetai) or elongated consonants (orru alapetai). The netuncir

vannam is produced by long vowels (netteluttu), while kuruficir vannam

is generated by the short vowels (kurreluttu). If there is an equal mixture

of long and short vowels by alternation, then there is cittira vannam. The

nalipu vannam is produced by the aytam (h).

One commentator notes that it would be "unpleasant" (innatu) to

use just one class or one type of letters (eluttu) in the whole composition

132

which would then be called "an excessive poem" (mirai-k-kavi).

Examples:

In aka.99:8, ajapetai vannam is created by elongated vowels:

In malai:352, alapetai vannam is created by elongated consonants:

■BfiSOTSSm 5,850i SHI Qaj5iajT<5 ffifi35l(5)Lb Sffii_Gllh

In pura.273:1, netuncir vannam is created by long letters:

innsun rjnS^ inirajn anSaj mava rate mava rate

In aka.98:4, kuruficir vannam is created by short letters:

(ipasfl^as rglgu^ n^ascb n&jGULb munitaka nirutta nalkal evvam

i ^1

Pe:420, cey.529. It makes one wonder whether one of the most appreciated verses

("panciyolir viiicukulir pallavama nuiika ...") in Kampan's Iramavataram, would have

been disapproved as a mirai-k-kavi by earlier poets because of employing many nasals.
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In aka.61:1, 14, netuncir vannam is generated by a mix of long and short

letters:

SpnnjCipi toorn) ^ngin Sn.^ia norror maora tame kurram

uip(goj rjn^Scun ■9)rflS^ ypigi^gj palakuva ratalo arite munaatu

Classical Tamil poems do not have examples of nalipu vannam. An

example is given from a later text, tirukkural:178

ahamai celvattuk kiyatenin vehamai

akappattu vannam and purappattu vannam

The akappattu vannam exists when the last line in a composition

gives the impression of not having ended the subject matter, but in fact,

has. The opposite happens to produce the purappattu vannam: when a

line gives the impression of having ended the subject matter, but in fact

has not. Note that with a few exceptions, the last line in a composition in

this period normally ends with the vowel e. In ainkurunuru the last line in

some verses (21-30; 211-220) ends with the letter iij, generating the

akappattu vannam. An example is aink.219:4: efsxngsgi&ni uffuu Q^&jaJTQffin

cuasrig) iij. Similarly, in aka.46:16, the last line ends with o: Qffa3i(§ Quqw^sn

^anffias(g|5ri LurTGan. In kuruntokai 23, the third line ends like the last, but

does not end the poem. It produces the purappattu vannam:

■SHSoJfiCI HiaS6Tl .S>)asojajT itj&S6T1

ldg5iai* SasnuuaJTasT rbaJTQanQw ah.J5^cb

■sHffi&jaJT inasS6n unQs uiTiISl

^QJTgjjih unQffi uni_Si_ <SHSUii

rba3lQa3TQra (gfi3Tnr)ih uniquj lmi_Sl
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oluku vannam, oruu vannam, and ennu vannam

The oluku vannam is obtained when the lines in a composition

produce an uninterrupted sound (ocai) and present the subject matter in

the order in which they are composed. When the subject matter is not

spread across the lines but is compactly presented in each line, the

vannam receives the name oruu vannam. If there is reckoning within a

line, it is called ennu vannam.

In kuruntokai 136, the subject matter flows through the end producing the

oluku vannam:

ffimnuD a^ninih ctotu aaunio

.sifijoira(3jih dlas3fliii iflsJTSp giajoiraa^las

ffiQ^g^j ^arfl^yj irjlaJTSrr) ujn&BT

(3j6n(3jQiriajT oajoiin^ih Suncuu

unasofliLi (ipfini_^gj aingsgi^nu QunJlSsjT

In kuruntokai 97, the subject matter is compact in lines 1, 3, and 4,

producing the oruu vannam:

LunSfiJT FFfiKHam_ SiuSsjT QiuaJTajTcuSajr

^,(g) Si5nQujn(3l asrrajT cuo0oSe6

gjjanngajajr ngiJDQp [jnSaH

inannjijjcu [jnaSl in ajr9^aS^

Also in ainkurunuru 423, the oruu vannam is created:

Loninanif; uHiqiuj5 ^6rflQffn[flJ5 ^aJTSrp

sungp^cu uffuuiF Qff£U6DiunJ5 ^SastSili

LunSin |Slj)P!D!5 ^a^iniiicuih
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In kurincippattu:77, the ennu vannam is produced by reckoning:

akaippu vannam and turikal vannam

The akaippu vannam is the effect produced when short and long

vowels are not equally spread. The turikal vannam is obtained by using

metrical feet with three acai in an alternating manner, to produce the

sound called turikal ocai. This process takes place in longer poetry, like a

compilation known as totar nilaic ceyyul which focus on particular

133 " — •

themes. According to another opinion, the tunkal vannam is obtained

by using vanci uriccir. Examples:

In kuru.110:1-2, short and long vowels do not alternate but are unevenly

spread, producing akaippu vannam:

ojnrjn rjmi5]gjjm Qjrflgu inajiipics

aSliunrjn aSlujgrjn S^ni^l £rj

In kali.70:15, akaippu vannam is produced:

In muttollayiram 104:1-2, which is a later text, the turikal vannam is

employed:

iijn@)jTL^ ^ngyajoiii^ ujngjjasjirjn qTILllTIot

133 Pe:424, cey.542.

Ilam: 545, cey.531.
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In patul -2, the tunkal vannam is produced by vafici uriccir:

ental vannam, uruttu vannam, kuruncir vannam, and mutuku vannam

If the same word is repeated in a line in order to emphasize what is

said, there is ental vannam. The vannam called uruttu vannam employs

the technique of arakam: it has a rolling sound (urunta ocai), unlike the

kuruncir vannam which has a mellifluous sound (nekilnta ocai). From

the examples provided by the commentators, it seems like a sound produced

by the letters ii and cb without long vowels. The last vannam is mutuku

vannam. It is similar to uruttu vannam except that it crosses the boundary

of a line with four metrical feet (narcir ati). The line has more than four

feet. It has also been suggested that the line producing the mutuku

135

vannam is followed by a line with a different structure. Examples:

In pari.10:98, ental vannam is produced by repetition of the same word:

.sHgr^ajTajniij Gunajtih CunaJuh Eunajrifl

In pari.12:101 also, ental vannam is produced by repetition of the same

word:

£6BT1JCU njSJriJCU $6olLICU SnaJOTlD

In aka.158:1, uruttu vannam/araka vannam is produced:

s-QbQPV&i ffiOoJIiu Glu(n,iflaj>y) ^2cu@ni

135 Nacc:264, cey.233.
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In kali.33:10, uruttu vannam/araka vannam is produced:

nrfliiKU, 2- [Dip ©cu&j iflcuij

Another example provided by the commentators:

S-tyQ&QS (tp(n,afluj (^(TijQiiiOT SLi^liiQ^np

ifl(TT,Qffi(ifi rf>D Gffins lnameuQ majdlifluSlcu

In kali.39:46, mutuku vannam is produced:

Oj5n51iJjn51 Glffp51(gfr51 grtlff^rfl urtjlun .SHnjlaj2ajr (y)J5gi[§£|£5

In kali.l04:39-40, mutuku vannam is created:

^rflQuQg uSjliiuaSln iJla&J5giLaJr ucun§iaffi

ajiflurfl JlpiJlpui (gi_iiGa:nijffi (g^sSl^ajaJi

mattu (fastening, wrapping)

This term literally means 'fastening.' In Tamil prosody, it refers to

the technique of properly joining the words, which are separated by many

other words occurring between them in a composition, so as to bring

coherence to the subject matter of the composition. For example, in

akandnuru 9, the words en ncnce ('my heart'), which occur as the last

two items in the poem, have to be joined with poki ('going; having gone'),

enatu ('without thinking'), eyti ('reaching; having reached'), kuruki

('getting closer'), tinti ('touching; having touched'), and toyntanru kollo

('whether it immersed?'), which are spread across the lines in the poem.

Many other words occur between all these words. The whole poem is

analyzed in detail in the last chapter in this study, so only the relevant

parts are reproduced here:

kunru pin oliyap poki ... (line 14)
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ur ceyt tenatu (line 15)

emminum viraintuval eyti ... (line 17)

kanrupuku malai ninrol eyti (line 20)

kuruki (line 21)

pinnakam tinti (line 22)

totikkai taivarat toyntanru kollo (line 23)

menrol peranacaiic cenraven nefice (line 26)

Components of Subject Matter

The nineteen features relevant to the subject matter of a Tamil

composition (ceyyul) are nokku, tinai, kaikol, kurru, ketpor, kalan, kalam,

payan, meyppatu, eccam, munnam, porul, turai, ammai, alaku, tonmai, tol,

viruntu, and pulan. Among them are conventions about aesthetic behavior

(vanappu iyal) and are applicable to a compilation like an anthology or a

long narrative poetry: ammai, alaku, tonmai, tol, viruntu, iyaipu, pulan, and

ilaipu. They are discussed first.

Conventions About the Aesthetic Behavior of Tamil Poetry

The feature ammai (< amai 'to settle, be calm') is so called because

it reflects a contented or serene quality (amaiti). It is found in a didactic

composition (panuval) which allows some exceptions by including non-

didactic elements and is composed of a few gentle utterances (moli) and

has a limited number of lines (maximum of five per poem) .

136

The post-classical anthology known as the patinenkilkkanakku is a good example, for
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The feature ajaku 'beauty' is attained when one composes metrical

137

feet (cir) with words that are appropriate for a composition (ceyyul).

tonmai 'antiquity' belongs to ancient things (pajaimai) which are combined

with exposition/commentary (urai). The feature tol is found in

compositions that narrate something supreme in gentle words and in

139

compositions that narrate something in elaborate words. viruntu belongs

to a composition (yappu) that talks about something novel (putuvatu).

When a composition ends with certain vowelless consonants (orru: n, n,

n, m, n, y, r, 1, v, 1, and 1), the feature is iyaipu. The feature is called

pulan if one speaks perfectly without using words pertaining to specific

residential neighborhoods (ceri) and the intent is revealed clearly without

making the listener wonder about the meanings of those words. If a

composition flows in this manner without containing numerous hard

consonants (vallejuttu) that are doubled and has more evenly spread

kuralati (four to six letters) than other lines (cintati, alavati, netilati,

and kalavali narpalu. Cf. Ilam:547, cey.536; Nacc:265-266, cey.235.

137

E.g., classical Tamil anthologies. Cf. Nacc:266, cey.236.

138

E.g., later works such as peruntevanar paratam, takatur yattirai, and cilappatikaram.

Cf. Nacc:267, cey.237.

E.g., malaipatukatam. Cf. Ilam:548, cey.539.

E.g., post-classical poems such as the muttolldyiram, and later poems composed in the

antati and kalampakam genres. Cf. Nacc:268, cey.239; Pe:429, cey.551.

E.g. post-classical poems such as the manimekalai and utayanan katai. Cf. Nacc:269,

cey.240; Pe:430, cey.552.

142 It seems that regional variations of the language are avoided in this type of composition.

The example given by the commentators is a play by the name vilakkattar kuttu. Cf.

Nacc:269, cey.241; Pe:430, cey.553.
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and kali nefil afi), and uses high sounding words (onkiya moli, words

with long vowels, soft consonants, and middle consonants), then the feature

recognized is Haipu.

Conventions About the Contents of Tamil Poetry

The components pertaining to the contents per se of classical Tamil

poems are nokku, tinai, kaikol, kurru, ketpor, kalan, kalam, payan, meyppatu,

eccam, munnam, porul, and turai. The component nokku 'gaze, perspective'

actually refers to two things: the skillful crafting of a composition in a

manner that is appealing to the listener, and the art of understanding the

intent of a composition. The term tinai is generic and refers to poetic

themes which are subsumed under two basic themes known as the akam

'interior' and the puram 'exterior.' The poetic conventions followed when

composing a poem dealing with the themes of clandestine love (kalavu)

and marital love (karpu) are referred to by the term kaikol 'taking up

certain conducts.' The term kurru 'proclamation, statement' refers to the

poetic conventions that are followed when the dramatis personae speak in

a composition employing the akam theme. Similarly, the term ketpor

'listeners' refers to the poetic conventions followed when creating the

dramatis personae who are addressed by the speakers who make the

kurru. kalan and kalam respectively refer to the context and time when

the theme focused upon in a composition is supposed to have taken place.

The result of the theme of the composition is denoted by the term payan

143 Commentators say that this feature, Haipu, is applicable to songs (icai-p-paftu) and

note that songs which are like the kali and paripatal reflect this component. Cf. Nacc:270,

cey.242; Pe:431, cey.554.

144 The motivated reader must seek the pleasure of reading Peraciriyar's elegant and

sophisticated discussion of akananuru 4, to know what exactly the theoreticians of Tamil

poetry mean by nokku (Pe:279-282, cey.416).
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'yield.' The component meyppatu 'physical expression' is the process of

bringing out one's inner emotions resulting in cloudy eyes, goose bumps,

etc. According to one commentator, it is the technique that reveals in

one's physical appearance the fiery essence of the subject matter (porul

pilampu) perceived through nokku. The technique of inferring what is

implied by the statements made in a poem is called eccam 'remainder.'

The term munnam 'previous, before, in front of refers to the technique of

making the subject matter understandable only through one's knowledge

of the poetic conventions. The component porul vakai 'kinds of subject

matter' refers to what is composed by a poet transcending the physical

reality and the established conventions about the various tinai. On the

other hand, turai 'section, mode' is the technique of conforming to the

established conventions regarding the flora and fauna of the various tinai.

Cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:250, cey.204.
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SCANNING A FEW POEMS

When scanning a classical Tamil poem, its core structural components

and aesthetic aspects are evaluated first in order to know about the

prosodic features of the poem. A discussion about the components relating

to the poem's subject matter would be a subsequent concern. Here, some

classical poems are scanned for understanding their prosody.

kuruntokai 122:

anufcia&nrj) Qa&nffiaalaji L|ffiTL|rr)J5 ^ajiajr es,uta-s,nrr) IQa&na&-aSlaJr Igeor-yrr)^ l^ajr-ajr

pairikar kokkin punpurat tanna ner-ner I ner-ner I ner-nirai I ner-ner

(JshiQS rjnihug^ia a^ihiHajr 6a5lajflGiij (g«wQ-§ Iijnib-ug^ia laKiri-LSlajr lalkrfl -Guj

kuntunl rampaluri kumpina viniye nerpu-ner Iner-nirai I ner-nirai I nirai-ner

6uj5^ajrp sunySlGujn inn2cu qjjb -^ajrgj) I sun -y5lGujn linn-2cu

vantanru valiyo malai ner-nerpu I ner-nirai I ner-ner

9(fT,^n sji«6iGrD ffiia(ggy (ipsj>i_^G^ 9(n, -^n lajiaJr-Cn) I a&ia-(§jS}J I (ipaj>i_^-C^

oruta nanre karikulu mutaitte nirai-ner I ner-ner I ner-nirai I nirai-ner

This poem is in the aciriyam meter and has four lines (afi). All the

lines except the penultimate have four metrical feet (cir) each. They are

called nerati (ten to fourteen eluttu) or alavati (four cir). The penultimate

line has three feet containing seven letters (eluttu), so is a cintati. The

lines in the poem contain iyal acai (ner and nirai) and a uri acai (nerpu).

All the feet are made up of two acai, and so are ir-acai-c-cir. Two

different metrical bindings — aciriya-t-talai and iyarcir ven talai — are

employed in this poem. The metrical binding (talai) between the first

three feet in the first line is ner onru aciriya-t-talai. The third and fourth

feet in the first line produce iyar cir ven talai. The second line has three

different bindings. The binding between the first and second feet in this

line is ner onru aciriya-t-talai, that between the second and third feet is

iyar cir ven talai, and that between the third and fourth feet is nirai onru
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aciriya-t-talai. The feet in the third line produce iyar cir ven talai. The

binding between the first and second feet and similarly between the

second and third feet in the last line is ner onru aciriya-t-talai. The third

and fourth feet in this line produce nirai onru aciriya-t-talai.

The sound (ocai) produced by the feet in this poem is an uninterrupted

akaval ocai. There would be four beats per line except in the penultimate

which would have three. Each beat falls on the first part of the first acai

of each foot. The extra-short u (kurriyal ukaram) in the uriccir (nerpu)

must not be stressed.

The first three lines contain the alliteration (totai) called mellina

etukai, produced by the second soft eluttu in each line. The third line has

what is known as cir vakai varukka monai produced by the same

consonant added to different vowels (su and qjit), occurring in different

feet within a line. The last line has polippu iyaipu generated by the

similarity between their last eluttu, which is e, in the first and third feet

from the back. All the letters participating in the alliteration process are

marked in bold type.

Three types of vannam are produced here. The cittira vannam

results from the mixture of short and long vowels. The purappattu vannam

is produced by the second line which ends with the vowel e, as if indicating

the end of the poem but in fact it does not. The other vannam is the

oluku vannam, which results from the uninterrupted flow of the subject

matter (porul) of the poem.

kuruntokai 23:

,s>\(hQidj\ ifia&S6n ujssusjt wm&en

akavan makale akavan makale

^na&-QiaJT I ina&-Sen liuas-ajsjr lina&-Csn

nirai-ner I nirai-ner I nirai-ner I nirai-ner
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Lr\sjTajaaSsnU uasTasT r5fi3TQajTQra ah.J5^cb

manavukkop panna nanneturi kuntal

majT&ji-Sffinu luaJT-ajT Ir5aJT-QajrSira I sh.^-^cu

niraipu-ner I ner-ner I ner-nirai I ner-ner

■m&eusx masS6n unQffi uiTlSl

akavan makale patuka patte «iffi-ajajr I mas-S6n lun-Qas lunil-CL.

nirai-ner I nirai-ner I ner-nirai I ner-ner

^sjTgyu: unQ<E unLSi_ ^isun

innum patuka patte avar gSajr-gjjLb lun-Qs lunil-Si_ l^nsuii

ner-ner I ner-nirai I ner-ner I nirai

!5ajTQajT(Sl« (g63irr)U3 uniqiu urlSl

nanneturi kunram patiya patte ^m-QmQ,m IcgsJT-ngih lun-iquj luml-Ci_

ner-nirai I ner-ner I ner-nirai I ner-ner

This poem also is in the aciriyam meter and has five lines of equal

length in the sense that they are composed of four feet each. The iyal

acai (ner and nirai) and a uri acai (niraipu) are used. All the feet except

the last one in the penultimate line are made up of two acai each, and so

are called ir-acai-c-cir. The penultimate foot ends with an or-acai-c-cir,

a foot with one acai. It can be called a tani-c-col 'lone word' or a

vaH-y-acai, which stands separate from the rest of the line waiting to be

joined with the next line for making sense. The penultimate line is an

example of a cor-cir-ati. All the lines except the penultimate are nerati

(ten to fourteen eluttu) or ajavati (four feet). The penultimate line, which

contains only nine letters (eluttu), is not a nerati by the earlier convention

but would be one by the later convention which measures a line by the

number of metrical feet of which it is composed of.

The metrical binding (talai) between the different feet in the first

line is iyarcir ven talai, so the line can be called an iyarcir veljati. The

bindings in the second line are ner onru aciriya-t-tajai, between the first

three feet, and iyarcir ven talai between the third and fourth feet. An
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identical pattern of binding exists in the third line: ner onru aciriya-t-talai,

between the first three feet, and iyarcir ven talai between the third and

fourth feet. The binding between the first two feet in line four is ner onru

aciriya-t-talai, while the binding between the second and third is iyarcir

ven talai, which recurs between the third and fourth feet. The last line

alternates between iyarcir ven talai (first and second feet; third and

fourth feet) and ner onru aciriya-t-talai (second and third).

The sound produced by the feet is akaval. There would be four

beats per line, and each beat would fall on the first part of the first acai in

each foot. The penultimate line seems to provide the option of having just

three beats, skipping a beat for its last or-acai-c-cir. The short u (murriyal

ukaram) in the uriccir (niraipu) need not be stressed.

Several alliterations (totai) are produced in this poem. The letters

making up the alliterations are marked in bold type. There is polippu

monai in the first line, resulting from the first and third feet which are

identical (.sMaoajaJr). The polippu iyaipu in this line derives from the first

and third feet from the back (uaa&Csn). There is ati-itai-itta-monai from

the first feet in lines one and three (&\8,6uen ), while an ati-itai-itta-iyaipu

results from the last feet in lines three and five (unLeO- The second

ejuttu in the first feet of the last two lines produce the ati etukai.

The first and third lines produce cittira vannam by mixing short

and long vowels. Also, in line three, the last foot produces the purappattu

vannam, because it provides a false sense of completion to the poem.

purananuru 11:

arimayirt tiranmunkai nirai-nirai I nirai-ner-ner

2. sunnTlffnip irii_inra6m<KLuii Qjn-«Slaj>Lj) lmL-LD«-anasujii

valilai matamarikaiyar ner-nirai I nirai-ner-nirai

3. ojrflLn«j0ij) Lj2ajrun«j>Qjas(3j<3& QJifl-L£iaJ8irT) I Lj2«Jr-Un-«j>QJ<3&(a)<35

varimanar punaipavaikkuk nirai-nirai I nirai-ner-nerpu
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4. (gcu&jffrflSajTU y,sQasniLigj

kulavuccinaip pukkoytu

5. ^656iQun(TT,65>!5U L|ajin>unii|LQ

tanporunaip puoalpayum

6. 6a5l6J3JnQun(rT,t_|a;iJp oJlrDcbfiu(grfliJ

vinporupukal viralvancip

7. uni_cbffnaJTrr) o51rr)GbS&j!5^g}jinSif\

patalcanra viralventanumme

8. Q&juganmj ojrjsj<5i<3si_J5g>i

vepputaiya varankatantu

9. §jUL|psuii L|riiiriQuj)p51rflSajT

tuppuruvar puramperricine

10. L|irjtnQuj)rr) QJiuSsuj^sJI

puramperra vayaventan

11. inrDihuni^uj unii)65fliL|ihSLD

marampatiya patiniyumme

12. o(5,ani_uj GiU^ass^(ganj)

erutaiya vilukkalancir

13. 5(TTj63>i_iu 6i51as>ipQujin51#lSajT

cirutaiya vilaiperricine

14. ^smi^Qujjrr) unigasflascajas

ilaiperra patinikkuk

15. (grjcuLj633ni#iii QasFT&n&jcuLmswi

kuralpunarcirk kolaivalpan

16. LDSgnLhSLD Qujsor&jrTra

makanumme yenavari

17. Qasnsn6n^ri] LjrflJ5^ ^moano

kollalar purinta tamarai

niraipu-nirai I ner-nerpu

^6o3i-QurT([],-ajiju I Ljasrcu -un-u_|ih

ner-nirai-ner I nirai-ner-ner

aTlfisJT -Qun(j-L|<Eib loJIrr)ci) -oJ(<3-<AJ

ner-nirai-nirai I nirai-ner-ner

un-i_cb-ffrraJT-rr) loJlrrjcu -S&jJ5-^gutn-Si£i

ner-ner-ner-ner I nirai-ner-nirai-ner

Qaiu-gasii_-uj IsurjasJi-ffii_J5gj

ner-nirai-ner I nirai-niraipu

glLl-LJp-6Uli I gnguD-Qup-nrJl^l-Sfi5T

ner-nirai-ner I nirai-ner-nirai-ner

Lingih-Quji-rD I ajuj-S&jj-^aji

nirai-ner-ner I nirai-ner-ner

if\rDLn-un-iquj I un-nj65fl-Li-|Lb-Sifl

nirai-ner-nirai I ner-nirai-ner-ner

q -(n,as>i_ -iu IsjTlQgi-ffiip©-anri)

ner-nirai-ner I nirai-nirai-ner

#-(TT,as>i_-Uj l6^1anlf! -Quji-nJlrfl-Easr

ner-nirai-ner I nirai-ner-nirai-ner

nirai-ner-ner I ner-niraipu

(g[jcu -Li6CR3iii-#nas I Qffin26n-su£b -uns3m

nirai-nirai-ner I nirai-ner-ner

ms-gjiin-Sin I Qujajr-ainra

nirai-ner-ner I nirai-ner

Q5,ngn-sn\grr) I giflj5-a5 I ^n-inanrj

ner-nirai I nirai-ner I ner-nirai
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18. Qoj6n6ifl (Bnrinj) yuQuj) nJlfiflSajr Q6U6fi-6ifl IrBn-rjnj) lyu-Qunr) I n5lrfl -GeoT

velli narar pupper pcine ner-ner I ner-ner | ner-ner I nirai-ner

This is a poem which has to be scanned by the earlier convention

which construes metrical feet (cir) and lines (ati) in terms of the number

of letters (ejuttu) in them. Accordingly, this poem is mostly in the vanci

meter and has eighteen lines. All the lines except the last two have two

metrical feet each. Such a vanci poem is called a ner nilai vanci or

cama nilai vanci. The penultimate line has three feet and the last line has

four feet, all made up of iyarcir, so the poem ends in the aciriyam meter.

The various acai here used are ner, nirai, nerpu, and niraipu. The

various cir used are iyarcir, aciriya uriccir, vencir, and vanci uriccir.

Examples: .©iiflixmflnjs (nirai-nirai), (^eua|ff^l&jr (niraipu-nirai), $lrj«joi(tpaJraj>ffi

(nirai-ner-ner), and L|Seor-un-ansuio^ (nirai-ner-nerpu). There are five met

rical feet, which may seem to have been made up of four acai, and they

appear in alternate lines: unLcuffnajjrD and QTln3cbSsur5a5@iiJDSLD (line 7);

nrrjiiQungnJl^lSaji (line 9); unisarflii|iriGLD (line 11); and QflanipQujirijl£fieajr (line

13). The later convention would, in fact, treat these feet as made up of

four acai and call them nal-acai-c-cir or potu-c-cir. The earlier convention

would not consider them as four acai-c-cir, because it understands them

in terms of the number of letters (ejuttu ) they contain.

Every metrical foot here follows the rule that the maximum number

of ejuttu allowed is six per foot in a vanci line. Examples: QjRn5laj>ip has

three eluttu; .sHrfkriulliiis has four; inLinraanffinni has five; and aJlrgdiSoj^gijihSin

has six.

Every line also follows the rule that a vanci line can have a minimum

of six and a maximum of twelve ejuttu. Accordingly, the lines in this

poem have a minimum of seven and a maximum of ten ejuttu. The

following lines have seven ejuttu each: ©cuegjan2ajru yffiQasniiigi (line 4),

^OTipQurrjrD unir>ajflas(aj (line 14), and inffiguihGu: Qsuajrsunra (line 16); the

following lines have eight ejuttu each: ^rflu3uTliia5 giysmQpmsns, (line 1),

sunnriaj>g) inuinraanasiuii (line 2), ajrflinajaij) Lj2ajiun6n>QJ3s(gffi (line 3),
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S3 S33i dun (J sn 5u i_jffiKbLmu|ih (line 5), QsuuLjcmuiij &}t}exsis,L.^Qi (line 8), and

grrjibQuibrrj aiiuGsuf5^aJr (line 10); the following have nine eluttu each:

oflsjoiGlLm^nffiih sJIrrjcusu^friu (line 6), o^sdliu s>TIQfiffia&iporflrT) (line 12),

and (grjri)L|a]oin#ri13& Qffin&najcbunsRn (line 15). Even the last two lines pro

ducing the aciriyam meter have nine eluttu each. The following lines

have ten eluttu each: unLcuffnaJifD QSVgcuGajj5ajgjjiibGifl (line 7), giuLjgjisuii

grgihQupnjlrflGeoi (line 9), inrgihunu)uj unii?sjflnjibGin (line 11), and £(2>sj>i_iu

aflaj>y}QLirrin5WlGan (line 13).

By the earlier convention, metrical binding (ta jai) between the various

feet in a vafici line is not as relevant as is the type of the feet.

The sound in a vancippa is confined to each foot, and therefore has

to be obtained that way. The sound is tunkal ocai 'suspended sound,

slowly swaying sound.' One can say that the tunkal ocai is confined

between two consecutive beats. In this poem, the penultimate line has

three beats and the last line has four, each beat falling on the first part of

the first acai of each foot. All other lines could have either two or four

beats. If there are two beats, each would fall on the first part of the first

acai of each foot and the time measure (layam) has to be slow, as would

be in the case of a foot having four eluttu (jxrflmiiSlii^ ) as opposed to the

one having six (aflrrjcuGajjgjgjiiflGLo ). If the lines have to have four beats,

the beat would fall on the first part of the first acai and the latter part of

the second acai, when the foot has less than six eluttu. If the foot has six

eluttu (anrrjcuGajJ5ajguibGifl ), the beat would fall on the first part of the first

acai as well as on the first part of the third acai. The extra-short u

(kurriyal ukaram) at the end of a uricclr (nerpu or niraipu) must not be

stressed. The other kind of short u (murriyal ukaram) at the end of a

uriccir (nerpu or niraipu) need not be stressed.

1 Pe:205, cey.367.
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Here the poem is given with the places where the beats could fall marked

in bold type:

1. ^rflinilJln 85 l^l[J63QI(LpQ3I6!na5

2. ojiT a51snip I ifli_Loraanasujii

3. ajrfknaxjijm&or I unaftsuas(ajas

4. (ajn3ajffrfl2ajTU I y^Qasniijajj

5. 8j653iQun(n,an!5U I qancbunujib

6. anas5iQun(n,Ljasip I all rgcuajig<Eflu

■a\ rflin liflri &, I Sjlrjaj3iypaJran<E

am ctfl snip I in i_ miasmasuJn

6urflLoajairDL|2HjT I un6majas (gas

@cu6ij1a:rfl2ajTLi I y^Glasnujg)i

BtsmQunQGaxfru I L|asTcb uniijih

sill as3i Qun (J, lj slip I ofl nricbsu ©an

7. uni_cbffn6oirr) I sJlrocbSsujsi^jihSuD unL.£bffnaJTrD lGUlrDcbSsuJ583giiiriSiri

8. QaJULJfiJ>l_llJ ISUrj65SI3il_r58^i

9. sjiuLjgjisun I qrr)iJaQun[)n51^l26!jT

10. HJ)lhQuj)rr) I aJluSajJ59jajT

11. LDnjlilUn^liJ I UnH)6CsflLl-|LbCSLD

12. ocjani_uj lofl^as<Kip©ann]

13. £(2,ani_Lu loIl6mipQujjnJlanSaji

14. @65>ipQuj|rr) I UniS)asfl<£(3ja3

15. (g[jcbg63!jTli^ria5 I Qa&n&n6Ucbunawi

16. ifl^^jihSin IQiuasiffljnra

17. Qasn 6n6nipn] I L|rflr5aj 8jrnna!ia

18. Gl6U6n6rfl Ijirrjntr) I ypQuj) 1 nfl rflSasi

Qsu uL|ani_ iu I airjsj3ia5i_!5g)i

giuggisuii I LingthQujinJlfflSaH

MrgthQungng I anuSaipjajaJT

iDnrjihunujiiJ I u n iq asft 114 til S io

0(TT,6tJ>l_ iLI ISifl(lg35a5ip(5 rfljj

#([T,65)l_LU I siTl 6oiipQungriJl a^Sasr

QantpQurnnr) I unujarfli (§as

(grjcuL|6awiii s=iia5 I Qfl&nS6najcuunajm

iflffigjj ldSit I Gliuajramra

C)*n 6ti6ntprr) I Ljifl^ai I hjit inanrj

CldJ 6n6rTl Ijirrjnji lyjjQuj) IrrJl^lSasi

The following are the alliterations (totai):

varukka monai in lines 2 and 3 — sun nfl6oyj ; ajrTknasmrr)

inai monai in line 6 — o5l 6DoiQun(3i_j^ijp sJl ngcbsuigan

vali monai in lines 9 and 10 — gjuL|gjjsun; qrDihQujjrT)

netil monai in lines 12 and 13 — c(n,6mi_uj; # (jani_w

cir vakai varukka etukai in line 1 — .suflifiiiflnjs g\yexnQpsnsnas

ati etukai in lines 5 and 6 — b>bxn Qun^anr5u; aTlajw Qun(i],L|asijp

ati etukai in lines 8 and 9 — QaiuL|6mi_in; giuLigyajri
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ati etukai in lines 10 and 11 — grgih Qujirrj; inrgihuntqiij

ati etukai in lines 16 and 17 — Qawriiengsc ; Qsu6n6rfl

talai aku etukai in lines 12 and 13 — o(n,aj>Liu ; £(2,sj>i_iij

itai-itta-etukai in lines 1 and 3 — <sh rfl Lnu5lri^ ; suiflinasjirT)

ati iyaipu in lines 3 and 4 — i\2mune^Qj&(g, &>; y,ffiQasmiigi

The vannam are: vallicai vannam in line 9; kuruncir vannam in line

1; cittira vannam in line 7; purappattu vannam in lines 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15;

akaippu vannam in line 17.

purandnuru 4 :

1. suneh Guo)f5ff>rj ingjiuuLLOT Qjri6n IqjeUJ5 -jgrj I LDpu-UL-i_601

val valantara maruppattana ner I nirai-nirai I nirai-ner-nirai

2. Qffdjojnajrsjgjj QjaJTUL|ijSijnajrn[iajr Qff6ij-Qjn-ajr{5g>i I ajasrugu-SunaJr-npajr

cevvanattu vanappupponrana ner-ner-nerpu I niraipu-ner-nirai

3. £&n6h .£6nraQffin6n<K asipebuaj>rD{5£ajr

tal kalarikolak kajalparaintana &,nen I s,en^-Qan\ens, I asipcb -uanngjs-^aji

ner I nirai-nirai I nirai-nirai-nirai

4. Q&nCU6bGeujrrjl6Dr in^uguSunaJrrDstJr

koll lerrin maruppupponrana Qasncucb -Ga>rr)-njlaJr Imcjugu-SunaJr-rDajr

ner-ner-ner I niraipu-ner-nirai

5. G^ncb gi6mQj^^LhiJlng rp&nSEBnaJrpQj

tol tuvaittampir rulaitonruva G^ncb Igiansu^-^ih-LJlj) IpSen-SasnaJr-paj

ner I nirai-ner-ner I nirai-ner-nirai

6. r£l2eU3SQffin[jn^i QJleDdfeffiihSunsoinpajr

nilaikkoraa vilakkampdnrarja ^IScui-Qasnrjn-^H loSleuas -ffiih-Suneor-fDajr

nirai-nirai-ner I nirai-ner-ner-nirai

7. uDnSsu finjlu^^n ajflLraasnLLS inn-Gsu I fTnJl-uejarSjn I ajfLra -asnil-Las

mave eripatatta nitarikattak ner-ner I nirai-nirai-ner I nirai-ner-ner
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8. aspyjQun(gj£ Offsusumunaji asgjip-Qun^-^ I QffeLi-6Un-ujnaJT

karujporuta cevvayan nirai-nirai-ner I ner-ner-ner

9. n(Tr)^gjQjsij6i5liiJ L|nJlSunaJrrgajr fi(TT,^g)-Gusij-eiHiiJ Igctfl-SunaJwDajr

eruttuvavviya puliponrana niraipu-ner-nirai I nirai-ner-nirai

10. ffi6rflgjl ajajQeurrfl 111 riff 0nsUJ5§jl[jn.9|tii

kaliru kataveriyac civanturaay aserflp I as^-QsunJl-ujnff lrflajj5-girjn-iHiii

niraipu I nirai-nirai-ner I nirai-nirai-ner

giajl-iDQgra-afluj I Qoj«j5i-GffinL-i_najT

nirai-nirai-nirai I ner-ner-ner

2_uJl-(rT,655i -gayw I ah. jigjiU-SunaJr-nQSJr

nirai-ner-ner I nerpu-ner-nirai

§-Giu I .shcuh -(g2enu luR^-u5la|-6iflu

ner-ner I nirai-nirai I nirai-nirai-ner

11. gj$lLn(!gfci3$ki QajssiIGffinLLnajr

nutimalurikiya venkottan

12. a-uTIdjajoigHXl^1 ah jipuEunaJrnriOT

uyirunnuri kurrupponrana

13. §Giu ^cura(g26nu uf!@uTlsi|6rflLJ

nlye alarikulaip pariiyivulip

14. Qunn)r5Sajiiu5laj>aFU QunnSla|GejnaJ[njl

Quneui5-G^ii-irJIsJ^u I QunciSlaj -SajnOT-rrJl

nirai-ner-nirai I niraipu-ner-ner

LDnffi-SL lajflojr&-Q^(ig-^(n,ih

ner-nirai I nirai-nirai-nirai

Qff(2>-©n-uHri)P<£ I asafl-2ajririn-Gajn

ner-ner-niraipu I nirai-nirai-ner

.s>i2ajr-6OTiij Iiun-a360T linn-Gp

nirai-ner I ner-ner I ner-ner

ajn-uTl I gi -sunas I CSU3 -6i5l IGun-cu

ner-ner I ner-ner I nirai-ner I ner-ner

19. s^ajngji ah.2_i£lajr guLJir^lSiunii pnGi_

ovatu kuunin nutarriyor nate g>-ajngi lah2_-£lajr IspLji-nyiGujnn Ipn-GL

ner-nerpu I ner-ner I nirai-nirai Iner-ner

polantermicaip polivutonri

15. innffiffiL ajflQjjQajfjfiajOjiri

makkata nivantejutarum

16. QffigonuTIjiP<K asofl2ajrinnGajn

cennayirruk kavinaimato

17. .sH2ajraniu Lunasajr LonGrrj

anaiyai yakan mare

18. sjnuTI pQjni (gifaJl Gunn)

tayi ruvak kulavi pola
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This is an excellent example of a vancippa with two or three feet

in its lines, and therefore is called a mayakku ati vancippa 'vafici poem

in mixed lines.' The poem has nineteen lines, employs the vafici meter in

sixteen lines, and ends in the aciriyam meter used in the last three lines.

The penultimate line has four feet, while the preceding line has three. The

last line has four feet.

The acai used here are the four basic ones: ner, nirai, nerpu, and

niraipu. The types of cir used are or-acai-c-clr, iyar-cir, uri-c-clr, ven-clr,

and vanci uri-c-cir: &jn6h, &jcuj5-^[j, GlffeLi-ajn-ajTajgi, gjansu^-^Lb-LJlj), and

iflgjiu-ui_-i_asT respectively.

The minimum number of eluttu in a foot is three (QffsLisunajTj5gj ) and

the maximum is six (aflcossihSLmaJTrDasT ). The minimum number of eluttu

in a line employing the vafici meter is eight (Qffdj&jnajT£gi ojajruLiLjSunaJTrDOT)

and the maximum is twelve (as6rflgu a^GiajnJkmff an&jj5gi[]n^iij).

Each of the first feet in lines 1, 3, 5, and 10 is made up of a single

acai. The first feet in lines 7 and 13 are composed of two acai each. In

either case, the first foot in these lines (1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13) is a refrain called

kun.

The sound (ocai) achieved here is tunkal, a suspended sound

confined to each cir. Two possible schemes of placing the beats are

suggested here. One is to have four beats per vafici line, and the other is

to have five beats for every vafici line that starts with a refrain (kun) and

four beats per all the rest of the vafici lines. In either case, the last three

lines which are in the aciriyam meter would have respectively three, four,

and four beats per line, the beat falling on the first part of the first acai in

every foot. If the vafici lines have four beats per line, the beats would fall

on the following parts: first part of the first acai of the refrain; second part

of the first acai of an ir-acai-c-cir; first part of the first acai, as well as

the first part of the third acai if the cir has three acai or six eluttu.
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paripatal 1 :

The following paripatal accommodates several kinds of lines (ati)

and meters (pa). It has five components, namely taravu, koccakam,

arakam, curitakam, and en. The intended emotion of the poem is love

expressed toward the deity Vishnu. Here, the poem is not analyzed by the

structure of its metrical feet (cir), but its various components are noted.

.sftuflfjib o51rfl<5^ aja55iii5i(gaj>i_ uj^J5^&u

£mi% ^Vr)Q(g)Gi (pquflana: .sxaraajr]

uinnjanL iflcuiiiflnrnjlajr anifluikuajncu aj&n&flajflff

Sffujujfi \Jbm\£\gx,& Qujy$lcu CsuypCui^kij

Qjniijajni6i(giii ajasn!5n©^ Qcun^snip Qujn(n,su2aji

The above section of the poem is the taravu 'bringing' because it is an

introduction. It introduces the deity, Tirumal (Vishnu), who is praised in

the poem.

nifliucuii ^l2aji@uj a&ajoi2eoo) ysnsu

olWkicun i-|sj>0iij Cmarfkjjuj Qwa$\g,

^(fijGligifln J5 $*cn'$fb lEnniJl2sji wmidlrT)

QiT)ifliri6Ddn L5VDi5i(gih yajoTl2sn uancusuajiij

nrfl^lifl^ gjajraji QunasiqZasi aiQa&sroa&erouj

Cffsucura QanujCiijniij!§laji aicuajuJl atflgjijggi

!5nQJ CUJ^6D31 a(TJ,lfigu>pU Qun(rjG6n

This section of the poem is the koccakam 'pleats', which basically stands

for a feature that is seen when shorter lines intercede longer lines. Here,

the line marked in bold type is shorter than the others.

@2awLTI[fl iuaafl$iaan dlajofliflajofl QiurflijaDU e5lLrflQ «i_nui_n

Gluncuihg2ajr aflSajTincuri Q^rfl^rj QLrflujc 6ifl»aJru51(5 (iprjsss

Qojfjjlingij (y)njcuollrg cueuawcaras® oUrjrtjosoan? gisjuftasHfl
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Qeuoflg^jrr) QipySlcbL|ffi ifjcuriLDcun LDniiiJlear Qajrrflsuullii gj^lgi^l

Qujn5lu6D>i_ nj(n,^pm2n) u5lojiir5«j>&J uTlajflfDcb gjajafluL ctflajrinajon

^ujQturyj Glijjirjlnfl ajflcroffuflQr, enascu(ipp a£lp(aji_iifl Qujn(n,L|ifl

jnajoiuQcuii iccurflcu £\ss\snenh u(rj,e£lu5} Q(g)6Tilrnn«joTi inrniu ajafknasji

u5lffi(Bn p^oflajr a5l6mr]su6ril u5l(5<sQ aflanffin© supsj&u rSlanrjuSlaj

ipajoTlQiun rflujinrj anrjuSun Q[j(ioJ5g>ii_aJr rrjlaj>[ja>giaj>[j(giiJ

^naJr suiifflg (Lpu5lijpgaji6b Quny5USlyJlJ5 gigingSlii u^liiucuJ5Q^n

Lnoj?.^!!^? LDnQaiaJirrj asSsjai

This section is the arakam 'melting, loosening, rapid movement.' The

component arakam is recognized when a section has a minimum of two

and a maximum of six lines and all the lines are full of short letters

(kurrejuttu). Here, the section has four arakam, each containing three

lines. The first line of each arakam is given in bold type.

Qun(rj,Gsu QmaJrrDsuri ingjJ5{5uffi ffii_J5g)i

Qff(Tr)GifJLb ull Qffu5ln^ jjsxnajoicu

Q^(Tr,6n £lajrSUrj Qjn5l^d)

This section is a curitakam 'wrapping up, folding' in the aciriyam meter.

It wraps up the subject matter (porul) in which the poem has been

engaged so far.

■SHajrajr intJLJl eji2ajrSiuniii ^laJrSaji

^aJrajrQajraJr pandas QcuinffiQasaj Qajr6iflgj

This is a couplet which receives the name peren 'large count.'

mtysmn^rr) a5n5luTlg)) inmioj ^aJiojuTIot

Qu(jr)6minuTlajr sucbcun ujnLfjlojajoi Qinni^luaJisu

Qmcbn5loj Qsu(g).si Qsuo.s) a5ebo5luJrB

^l(2,ingU inniiujS uj(rT,6ncb GajaraiSlti
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This section also is a curitakam and is in the aciriyam meter. It wraps up

the subject matter (porul) in which the poem has been engaged so far.

aflrgajruflcg ofl(i0ff£ pJ5$Gaom a&na&cgib

^Nrggjj mnnajcuni <£6rfluL| §

iflrgajflGcunfiaj <£I(tt,£5$1[ij $g>i$n /IrguLTIaJr

inrrig)) wnrsrrjsuns «6oSiia(g $

SJ^SO) UJlLirflllJ QJ6O0IW(gsj>l_ H1(55^|rgcU

gcuypih y,6ugjj ^nrr)rr)(ip §

ojcugpjuj OijyflaSlui tuna& aflaabLiih

£lcugjj §i4iij aLfliflUJcyi §

These are six couplets and called peren 'large count.' The beginning of

each couplet is marked in bold type.

This is a refrain called tani-c-col 'lone word.'

^aJiGig) p&oisnUJ u512<sraDuj ujiiQcuajr

-sHcmG(gjri ninu51suil ffin(sg) aj>iriii%)

Qu[lGji65T63on Gt5li5) Q.J CD W 0 ai rt 6ool Sl_J5^lllJ

U]a31g)iu51[i (l££CU6u2«ji UjnS,ttSlajl

rglaJrG(g) rj2ffliaj>iij[i51aji Lja&Glipn®ih Quna51jG^

This is a curitakam which wraps up the subject matter provided so far

and is in the aciriyam meter.

!§laJTQ(g)a&(gth n«yp£lipci)sj>su

GlunaJiQ^)ffi(g (ipanmjanaj

L|6n6rflsji Gla&nujiiianaj grflsu26n uSlanansu
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cT6h(gn,!5iii3& ffiLJ^LL afla&GajT uAujotsu

iflsxflgHjjgji meooTlun tiK^fflSkoTanaj

nssinajDnrg^^ L\s,\ges,eu QujyflOTinnrnJleoTansu

These are the components itai en 'intermediary count', cirren 'small

count', and peren 'big count.' Lines with two metrical feet constitute the

itai en. The lines with four metrical feet get the name cirren. The couplet

which occurs in the last part is the peren.

This is a refrain (tani-c-col 'lone word').

a&nifl(ji) ffj)rgSinn Qi_n(ijia(8j!£lffiT sjriijiigemrD

ujnuflemiiiJ5 Q^naJTgjig ansua^ih Qunn5lGla&aji

ajniuQifln^lu Licusu^laJT ©sjoTlip QoQgG^

This is the final wrapping, a curitakam which ends the poem in the

aciriyam meter.

kalittokai 53:

This is an ottalicaikkali. Here, the poem is not analyzed by the

structure of its metrical feet (cir), but its various components are noted.

QJfDgjjrgcu ^nflum^ ajsnipujsnin !5rpiQffnijcu

siflrDsjrifl2cu oJliDcuanj) 6Sypi-51uj 2.sj>ipiij^n

in<r}i£\(&, G6DtpJ5^aJT uDnjpjQa&nsii aj>uDJ5$(g)cu

gcTjTgj^di gaxjiQffiiia) mijGffinSi Guncu

2.iun(ipaj>a& 5©i«iS&nJ5^6n snGLngjjih n^l^ajr

&\iua>$<t,$ ^HajoTIQurD WQeS\ujnng, ^ly^^ih

uiijieotijj ^<£u@iu un®ancb oIlrgcuQsurDLi

This is taravu, which is an introduction with seven lines.
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^aj>rriai26n QpaflipGunL onguegih sjcug^meor

■sHiucucuii gnjirrjnSleoi ^liijeuajr ^(pJ5^asajoi

<Eiug^jLTjlip ^nSuncuffi asajtnuajfl e£gjjipn<Kffincb

^eDflLuQffiii ^assDTgji^ (Hajngj^njs gjrg^nSlgjr

U6oTlLi5lSLi6n ui_QrjajTu urjQjnOTin 6j£bg^majr

2mrjcuii gflngngoSlaJr s^6iilSujniij $n)i§i&,so

iSrjcu rjaxsTIQ<£nsjoi© L5kj>rr)Qjajru l%)sunasffineb

^HigffQeUaJr rQffiaJrgu^ ^H(i36nngi gip^nJlaji

QrBtSffyJl gjltUrjL £]g}iLJlJ61Jin ^«TNiJLLJLDaJr

SCTiaTkgjeu .snyflajjigjjas ffira(ggjjih ^jioffiaDncu

The above three verses are talicai. They focus on one theme.

najrQjnra(g

This is a refrain, called the atai-nilai-k-kilavi 'word which stands enclosed.'

oil6iflujnSr5n ajLpJ5^n(g) najrSoyJl [Slajrirj&u

QperflQjrr) 6U(Tr,rB^luj (y]26n(tp^lii ^Igj^lSajr

^grflQungig ^anffiQuj) (rr)ra(gj[glaJr

<©l6rflQunr| r5J5^jtnloj CTiniiigi^j) ffisiDSair

This is the curitakam with four lines, which ends the poem in the aciriyam

meter. It is also known as the pokku because it states the intent and

makes the poem reach an end without saying anything more. It also

collects and contains the matters stated in the taravu and taUcai.

kalittokai 51; a kalivenpa:

This poem exceeds the normal twelve lines. Also it conveys the

subject matter (porul) directly, not obliquely. The lines are composed of

iyarcir and vencir. The lines are alavati and the letters they contain
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range from ten to thirteen per line. The last line has three metrical feet

like a venpa line and ends with a nirai acai making up its last foot.

inajoitTjaflrTjnyieu ainaSlsji rflan^wn .sHaj>LffAu

£ffin6o>^ uiflJ5gi ajrfluuJ5&i QanajoiGi_nii)

G^n^aa& ClffiiiujO rflpuilis) SiflGcuniirBi6n

£»en?amn\h uungjjifl g^J5S^mn gJcunSlGa

a.sj3i@)jSfi G&JLGi_aJi nsjisuj^^nrirj ffiajr2ajr

,sH-iiGlunrrj rflrj a&^n cu sun«^lff aJLiflipniij

2-8J8lgHJlJ§ (Tljllll)s1Jn 0sjt([p Q6najiiijng)j^

b,35\1b5\ ujnfliungj QffaJiGrriaJimrb Q\j}3s\23Si

^HaJUg) u51suQ(g)(nj6u66T Glffiijajgia&n QaxjieoiGrgig)

^laJi2soi ujcunjlu ULii^ijis ^aJi2a5rujnaJT

2-sjoig§)j§n oflffiaflig) Qa5iaJiGrrjig) .sHaJTtiajTtniri

^aJr2ajiu L|2)ihuijflgjgi ^suinj) Q<r)sn?3s\G,

ffiaj>i_a&ffi(^)j) QancusunaJiGuncu G^n^aS1 ^aj>aa&aiLLis

Qffiijguana& a&6TiejajT ma&ajr

kalittokai 115; a kali venpa:

This poem is a kalivenpa of a different type. There is a taravu,

itai-nilai-p-pattu, a line with five metrical feet (aificir afi), and refrain.

GajnyJI^nia a&n(ajganin ujsj8ii_ a&®wa56n26n Qiniijah.rj (five feet)

!5n(OT)§i QffOTgj) !5®»<9S &jsj>rj^^nia(ga;

a&rjJ5^p2-iJo ana&QiunQ Ga&mluilLnn a3sS5it_niiji5in

L(cua51aji^ ^nuj iflabaJT^ij} suJ5^G^mi

Qpcb2cuQujn(TT) anQgiiii ffisscneooTluiih Qincbci51ujncb

ah.|6^^Jil Quiijgi (ipu)g>G^66iLfla5T Gsjnyjkiniij

QajasJiQajmiij 2-snaj§S ollrfl^ a&giuGunGL
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<9)Sjr2SjrU_|IJ0 ^)^gJiLD ^CUCUrjn LUriLLl [6r16051

£HOT2ajr(ipajr eSLp^aJrngu y,

This is the taravu, an introduction.

&\B)2jss\ gS\9S\sug^j© Qffiinunsh an60r6Ug}j(g Qffiiiujn6ri

QrB(n,ugffi60>ffi Q^nLLSLin Suncu QJleSln^^lL®

(5HaSlu 4nr}raffi6D>LU SunijIl(g)6r1 iungjjQinaJr

ffnrBgi6nii ah.GOiLp (Lpujiun ^ln)rB^nipr5^

urrraa^ra singes, Q^n6rfl^S^ajr &\&><T)Q&aia)i\

FraQffisuaJr .sH ©a; sugi

This is itai-nilai-p-pattu, which is like a talicai, but does not have a

subdued tone, and neither does it repeat its focus on one theme. Note that

there is a refrain (.s^2eor) in the beginning.

<9|61J60raS60ar ^)60)L(§,ljpJ5^nii IB160r260r ^)ffi60rffi60m

6U60>[jUL!il60r 1X16051 eb^riLpLJ Quiilgi £5~l60>gLJL5ld)

sugi£0iQjijni£i FFraGffi .sHujnu sigiSeuujmi)

.sHcbffig^j© @>ipJ5^ Q5l260r

This is curitakam ending the poem in the venpa meter. Note that there is

a refrain Onsffcb) in the beginning.

kalittokai 62; a koccakakkali:

This koccaka-k-kali has netu ven pattu,kuru ven pattu,koccakam,

and curitakam as its components.

on g^oQajn^eoT pneoofleueor ^eoiQigjSl

SLDSQjQin60r uneogn|ih SmQfl60r60r 60i<BLiUrT)guLh

SLDQJlguLb Gineunffi ffi6oi_h|ijd ^o^Q^cbcunih

^uinjl^l Lun6oro°o ajnJIfficbGcufior y.su LDeoinr)
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ClincuaSlaJOTii Qsebeuna& Qa&[iirjujaJngjiij rglcm 2ajr lu n ajt

LjcboSlajfl &,n&,aS\;j) Ljo)e\5]Qffi7S)t ncucun

QffllJQJg) j5sjT(!TjGifln lflfTJgJJ

This is a netu ven pattu, long song in less than twelve lines employing the

venpa meter.

ffiLn^Q^nic Gunnjcrrjiij &,2en^\asi (ipgjffi(3jaj>rTjaj>ifi Gunj)rrjlaEaogn

SGLiLLniiffi ^igofl^nuJl ajrcbcugj jSria&ilajTIQ^aJr

pasJiuSajn §Q,aj3i UQiri

This is a kuru ven pattu, short song employing the venpa meter. Note

that the first line of this kuru ven pattu has five metrical feet (aincirati).

Qffiijsu ^nJIffiCuGcuaJT njngiQffiij GajajrQffinGcun

sgsun ujrja51 ajflannjuilSl e»K,6unyn

eminuJIaJT in^luSlaJr oTl6Tiw(g (ipffi£5^naj>!j

Qsu6nq51ffi Qan6n^iifl ^rrjQ6oi6oiffi ffiasinLaJip

This is koccakam.

.9irD@i ingia&sOTLrri ©uflajr ^lrgeoflaJTnji1s&

s^riWSQffnrb Gffi6nnsJT pnTl^^ih uajoiQ^nih

G6urrjcbcu QiflffiruQ^naJT gjjsjoiLnri) ^suQ^Q

uing)i635iGi_n Gl!5igGff [5ir)ffi(3j

This is curitakam ending the poem in the venpa meter.

kalittokai 60; a uralkali (dialogue):

aT653iirjffiajon suaji(ip2cuff ffiLiiGlffinawiL jjPSJ^cu

i06ooiiaa&iflyp r6guirjGffifi6D>^ innrflsS y5\n,wah.[5^cb

pswinaQa&yjIcu 9S«ig)ja&a51 §isj>i^Q^iTrfl inLiflt^ia(gcu

ajsjairaaSlann) surflypaJTOTS qjrflninfi(5^ £H£U(gcumij

This is taravu.
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a&ajoi(ffig)iiJ5^ scu^neorji a&giQinajiffi <3&6o6ii_qjiia&

(g6OTa5aTlejTj) C^niijiiSla 2.uJlQuoa; §ilunQffiij^cu

Glusjoiejoiajrp g2ajiu%)nLLj ciajrffiffiirjjlig Q^n(jg2.5 Q^iT(igG^

ffiajoi@)j§ una sCSN^lajraJr ^aJr!5a&niij

nsytQffiij^naJr QffincuGcun @o"oQ^n^sJi ^ajrffiS5oi

Qu[T(ti,«6rfl pajrajT ^ajxsffnihtil ii|6ti(BT])6n

2.(n,(gsunaJT Gung^ifa aL«m_[5gJ

This is a netu ven pattu.

Q^(n,onaJrffi6ooi s,n\j6aai uflajrnjla& d6cuia(3>ajniia& a&6ooi®S

amrjajoi qjnrflu u^ihGluiuii^cb o^lcu

^QJiSiiirr) Qaonefisu Q^gugdi

This is a kuru ven pattu.

.91(1)17 (J£&U LUnu5lgmLp njCUCUnLi1 a&§jQlrlsjTU

Guuln (0,sjD1 ffiajoflajr G^ny51 ajS^iu

airjiu QgdiQiifl auSlriajnia(gth

iflpin51J56^nLLi £(n,ib ifl(TT,J5^(ri,6nmij «jsjoiGli_mc

This is koccakam.

$Ss\(ip&,fil £flggyifl lfl(2,J5^lSsjTsj1 nsjTg))iflfiri)

$\anQ££,ir, ^na5rClunj1 eorcucugi Qa&najiGsn

ld(5!5&i iJlnjl^liijngiib gcuGcuajr {£l(n,!5$lij)nii]

neoTQffujQJnia Qa&ncugeoTI n&nib

This is a venpa.

QunajrQffiiJaJnib

This is a tani-c-col.

-^j,p aflcuiaaftes Q£(ijaHajTffi6oo! ^goiQo^qigoi

ffiiguoQffncb sunQujeoTS QffinajoiLS&aJT usxjtLisjoirjnjb
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This is a kuru ven pattu.

9(2,&Jfi3i ffninn Qn]6rflQe5sjTunih ifljigjj

This is a line with five metrical feet. It does not have the nature of a

pokku, which would have stated the intent and made the poem reach an

end without saying anything more.

#lrr51^niaSffi inn(arajsy, ruhucb ^Hcurflajr ■sicuiiQfls6or

!5n®ju: r£lasirrjiL|ih rgLuuLflri) LflrDULfinyi

y,(sra)SLb S|bnia?) JUaDLDlunaJT !bujJ5^i!5»

Q5>8sis\m>in aJI^LiLij) ngsu2a3T Qiu^liinSlaJTgjj

(5n63mi_u Quujii^ r5UJajrj 6iTlsjiSrr)

This is curitakam ending the poem in the aciriyam meter. Note that the

penultimate line has four feet, so the aciriyam meter of this curitakam is

called nilai mantila aciriyam.



LENGTHENING OF SOUNDS (ajapetai)

AND VOWEL CLUSTERS1

GENERAL: There is a twofold approach to the understanding of

what has so far been referred to as "alapetai" in the literature — one laid

out by the authors of Tamil grammatical texts and the other followed by

the commentators. What authors of grammatical texts refer to as an

This chapter presupposes an understanding of the basic metrical unit acai, metrical feet

cir, and metrical binding talai. See "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry" where these items

are discussed.

For a different discussion on alapetai in traditional Tamil grammars and related

works, see Sp. Thinnappan (1976:539-560). In this informative article, the author concludes

that "alapetai according to the meaning of the term itself is a prosodical feature; it

functions as a free variant with a long vowel form. It occurs only for the purpose of filling

metrical exigency. Historically, the view of taking alapetai as a disyllabic one is earlier

than the view of taking it as a monosyllabic one. The later view is introduced because of

the influence of Sanskrit pluta and of the loss of vowel cluster in the language" (Sp.

Thinnappan, 1976:557).
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alapetai 'elongation' process has been categorized as iyarkai alapetai

and ceyyul-icai-nirai-alapetai by some commentators. Two other types,

namely in-icai-alapetai and col-icai-alapetai, discussed by other com

mentators, are construed as mere vowel clusters by the authors of gram

matical texts. These various items are discussed below.

In Tamil grammatical tradition, vowels and consonants are considered

to have intrinsic length. One unit measure of length (mattirai) is equal to

a snap of the fingers or a wink of the eyes. Consonants measure

one-half unit in length, while short and long vowels measure one and two

units respectively. According to traditional Tamil grammars, when a long

vowel or a consonant is elongated beyond its intrinsic length for the sake

of fulfilling some metrical requirement in poetry or to derive an onomatopoetic

expression or a vocative form, the process is called alapetai "increase in

the unit measure" or 'raising the quantity/duration.' The elongation is

beyond two unit measures of length for a vowel, and to any level of

elongation beyond its intrinsic length for a consonant. It enables one to

understand the differences among various meters. The elongated item

functions as a variant of a long vowel or a consonant. Thus, alapetai as

construed by the authors of Tamil grammars is basically a phenomenon of

elongation of a single long vowel or a consonant. Any of the seven long

3 Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, commentary on Rule 6.

4 Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rues 226, 258, 261, 267, 277, and

292. The Extensive Commentary ("virutti urai") on Nannul, Rule 91.

Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rule 7.

Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rules 6, 33, and 40; Tolkappiyam,

collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, 125. Metrical requirement is explained below. See "Elongation

for the Sake of Metrical Requirement."

7 Tolkappiyam, porujatikaram, ceyyuliyal, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rule 2. See note 22 below.
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vowels (a, i, u, e, ai, o, and au) can participate in the elongation process,

whereas only certain consonants (n, n, n, n, m, n, y, v, 1, and 1) and the

aytam (h) can be elongated.

Normally, the lengthening of vowels and consonants also occurs for

grammatical purposes, but the lengthening in those cases is not construed

in grammatical texts as an elongation (alapetai) process per se. For

example, the lengthening of a short vowel into a long vowel in instances

like that of deriving a verbal noun from a verb stem is never construed as

an alapetai: e.g., patu 'suffering' (verbal noun) from patu 'to suffer'

(verb stem). Similarly, the long i in the word otti 'you resemble ... ; you

are like ...' (pura.56:ll, 12, 13, 14), which is a variant of short i (cf. otti

pari. 19:99, 100), is not considered as an alapetai. And the doubling of the

stem-final consonants in forms like italle < ital 'giving' + e particle

(pura. 123:2) and ompalle < ompal 'warding off + e particle (kuru.294:8)

is not acknowledged as an alapetai process. In such instances where the

stem has a long vowel (i in ital and 5 in ompal) and therefore does not

morphophonemically trigger the doubling of the stem-final, the doubling of

the stem-final is, in fact, due to metrical exigency but not called an

alapetai process. Thus, it is confirmed that a true alapetai is the elongation

of a long vowel (netil) or the elongation of a vowelless consonant (orru).

When orthographically representing the elongation process, the elon

gated vowel is followed by its shorter counterpart once or twice. The long

vowel a has a as its shorter counterpart, similarly, i has i, O has u, e has e,

ai has i, o has o, and au has u as respective shorter counterparts. No glide

is inserted between the two juxtaposed vowels formed in this manner: aa,

ii, 00, ee, aii, oo, and auu. In the case of an elongated consonant/aytam,

the consonant/aytam is repeated once to indicate the elongation: nn, nn,

nn, nn, mm, nn, yy, 11, vv, 11, and hh.

8 - -

Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rules 41 and 42. Tolkappiyam,

porulatikaram, ceyyuliyal, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rule 18.
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When commentators on Tamil grammars discuss "alapetai," they

invariably refer to the juxtaposed vowels or juxtaposed like-consonants

within a word. Alternatively stated, the juxtaposition of a long vowel next

to its corresponding short vowel and the repetition of the same consonant

within a word have been treated as "alapetai" in the Tamil commentatorial

tradition: aa, ii, Ou, ee, aii, oo, auu, An, fin, nn, nn, mm, nn, yy, 11, vv, 1 l,

and hh. Unlike the authors of grammatical texts, some commentators give

different names to what they see as different types of the alapetai process

concerning the vowels. In their commentaries, the vocalic alapetai is

called the uyir-alapetai and the consonantal alapetai gets the name

orru-alapetai. Then, four types of vocalic alapetai and one type of conso

nantal alapetai are discussed. The four types of vocalic alapetai are

iyarkai alapetai, ceyyul-icai-nirai-alapetai, in-icai-alapetai, and col-

icai-alapetai. The iyarkai alapetai refers to words which contain

vowel clusters and do not have alternates without the cluster: e.g., makatuu

'woman' (ciru:192). The second type, ceyyul-icai-nirai-alapetai or just

icai-nirai-alapetai, refers to words in which a long vowel is elongated

further for metrical fulfillment, and these words do have alternates without

the elongated vowel: e.g., kataam 'rut of an elephant' (narr.l8:8) vs.

katam (kali.48:5); claam 'all' (kali.65:26) vs. elam (kali.83 :22); taalnta

'low' (kali. 114:1) vs. tahita (kali.96:3). The third type, in-icai-alapetai,

refers to words in which a short vowel is lengthened first to its corresponding

long vowel and the resulting long vowel is elongated further without any

metrical exigency. This supposedly happens to create a melodic sound

and therefore is called in-icai-alapetai 'alapetai of sweet/pleasant melody':

e.g., etuppatuum (< etuppatu 'that which raises/nurtures' + um 'and').

According to the commentators, here the last vowel u in etuppatu is first

lengthened to u and elongated further triggering the vowel cluster uu. The

last type, col-icai-alapetai, refers to words which change their fundamental

9 Cf. The Extensive Commentary ("virutti urai") on Nannul, Rule 91, pp.56-57.
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shape and in some cases have grammatical significance: e.g., kurii 'sparrow'

(kuru.46:2) vs. kuruvi (pari. 18:47); marii 'to get accustomed to' (peru:383)

vs. maruvi (matu:541); nacaii 'desiring, having desired' (ciru:38) vs.

nacai 'desire' (poru:2). The last example is supposed to illustrate the

grammatical significance of the elongation. According to the commentators,

the verb form nacaii 'desiring, having desired' is derived from the noun

nacai 'desire', so they claim that by the elongation from ai to aii, the noun

is changed into a verb.

With this background information, we can proceed to see how the

so-called "ajapetai" is actually employed in classical Tamil poetry.

Elongation for the Sake of Metrical Requirement

Vowels and consonants in classical Tamil are elongated mostly for

the sake of meter, a phenomenon referred to as "metrical requirement" in

this study. Each line (ati) in a classical Tamil poem is supposed to contain

particular patterns of acai and metrical feet (cir) so as to bring certain

metrical structure to the line. But, when words fall short of particular

patterns of acai that are needed for the required patterns of feet, a vowel

or a consonant in those words is elongated beyond its intrinsic length; the

additional length is represented orthographically by a vowel or a consonant,

depending upon which one is elongated. The vowel or consonant representing

the additional length thereby participates in the formation of a new acai

pattern and qualifies the word to meet the particular pattern of cir required

in the line.

For example, the word naman 'pointer of a scale', has the pattern

of a nirai acai. It cannot by itself make up a metrical foot in certain

contexts: e.g., terikol naman pola 'like the pointer of a judging-scale.'

This study considers the form nacaii as derived from the verb stem nacai. See "Vowel

Clusters in Classical Tamil" in this chapter for a similar example.
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Therefore, the word-final consonant n is elongated to be used in a poem:

terikol namann pola (pura.6:9). The second consonant n in the elongated

version namann is separated from the first n for metrical analysis and

achieves the status of a ner acai. Thus, the new form namann is scanned

as nirai-ner (naman-n) and qualifies as a proper foot (cir) in the line

under question. It fulfills the metrical requirement and the elongation here

is a true ajapetai. More examples which include the elongation of vowels

are treated below.

Elongation Provides Different Metrical and Grammatical Possibilities

Consider the following forms meaning 'children': cirar (rf\rnii ), ciraar

(rflcs.sHii ), ciraaar (As.sh.shii ), and ciruvar (rflgjajii ). All of them are derived

from ciru 'young, small' + ar PNG. The first form cirar does demonstrate

a lengthening from a to a when ciru and ar are combined, but this

lengthening is not an alapetai per se. On the other hand, the second form,

ciraar, illustrates the elongation of a to aa, which is a true alapetai. The

third one, ciraaar illustrates a further elongation from aa to aaa, which is

also a true alapetai. The last, ciruvar, illustrates no lengthening or elongation,

but the insertion of a glide (v) between the stem ciru and the suffix ar.

Each of these forms has a specific metrical pattern and therefore a

different metrical possibility: cirar is a single nirai acai, but the final

consonant (r) can be joined with another item to become a part of

another acai; ciraar can function as a single nirai acai or as a foot made

up of two acai, nirai-ner (cira-ar); ciraaar is nirai-nirai (cira-aar) or

could function as nirai-ner (ciraa-ar); ciruvar is nirai-ner (ciru-var). The

11 See "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry" for a discussion of the metrical significance of

letters (eluttu) and specifically for an explanation of how elongated vowels and consonants

are scanned.
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way they are scanned depends on the line in which they occur. In classical

Tamil, they occur in the following contexts:

titiyin cirarum vitiyin makkalum (pari.3:6)

karurikai vinaifiar katalan ciraar (peru:223)

ciraaar tutiyar patuval makaaar (pura.291:1)

paintoti makalirotu ciruvarp payantu (narr.330:9)

In the first instance, the final consonant in cirar is followed by um and

therefore cirarum 'and the children' becomes a metrical foot (cir) of the

pattern nirai-ner (cira-rum). In the second instance, ciraar 'children'

qualifies as a foot by itself and is of the pattern nirai-ner (cira-ar). The

third form, ciraaar 'O children!' is of the pattern nirai-nirai (cira-aar).

Note that here the elongation for the second time (aa to aaa) turns the

noun ciraar into the vocative ciraaar. Without the second elongation, the

word could be construed as a plain noun, not necessarily a vocative.

Consequently, the whole line ciraar tutiyar patuval makaaar could be

misunderstood as a list of nouns ('children, drummers, and skillful young

singers'), rather than a series of address forms ('Children! Drummers!

Skillful Young Singers!') — hence, the elongation: ciraaar tutiyar patuval

- 12

makaaar (pura.291:1).

Another pair of forms, as an example of different metrical patterns: eel My a (aink.378:1)

and celiiya (narr.I9:7), which mean the same, 'to leave', are derived from cel 'go' + iya

infinitive suffix. Note that celliya is ner-nirai (cel-liya) whereas celiiya could function as

nirai-nirai (celi-iya) or nirai-ner (celii-ya) depending on what follows in a poem.

Examples of forms in which the elongation has grammatical significance: akap-

pateen 'I will not cause ... to be caught' < akappatu + en PNG (pura.72:9); utii

'making ... wear' < utu 'to wear' + i past/completive marker (peru:470).
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Vowel Clusters in Classical Tamil

Consider the form valaii 'having bent; bending ...' (ciru:30) which

is derived from valai 'to bend' + i past/completive marker. The cluster aii

here does not reflect the elongation of ai to aii. Similarly, iraiiya 'to beg'

(pati.52:ll), derived from ira 'beg' + iya (infinitive suffix) does not reflect

the elongation of a long vowel. In this case, the stem-final short vowel a

changes to ai (or "lengthened" to become ai) and the suffix iya is simply

added to it. The long vowel ai in iraiiya cannot be considered as a variant

of short a, nor can the short i in the suffix iya be considered as symbolizing

the elongation of ai. Therefore, the process here is not a true elongation.

These are examples of mere vowel clusters.

Elongation vs. Clusters

As has been demonstrated above, both true elongation of long

vowels (= uyir alapetai) and vowel clusters are represented in orthography

as "juxtaposed" vowels in classical Tamil. There is no such confusion

between elongated consonants (= orru alapetai) and clusters of like

consonants, because elongated consonants (e.g., nn) and like-consonant

clusters (e.g., nn) are the same. They both indicate a true alapetai

process. Unlike-consonant clusters (e.g., ym) occur as a result of joining

stems and affixes. This kind of consonant cluster (ym) is never mistaken

for an elongated consonant or consonantal alapetai. Therefore, for the

practical purposes of this study, it would be most fruitful to orient discussion

from the perspective of juxtaposed vowels and juxtaposed consonants in

a word, bearing in mind that certain juxtaposed vowels do not always

However, some commentators on Tamil grammars would call forms like vajaii a

col-icai-ajapetai.
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stand for the elongation of a single long vowel. It is also worth noting

that the second letter in the juxtaposed items (e.g., a and n in aa and nn)

is not always separated from the preceding letter during metrical analysis.

Occurrence of Juxtaposed Items

Juxtaposed vowels are found anywhere within a word: in the initial,

medial, or final position. The clustering is used to fulfill some metrical

requirement or occurs as a morphophonemic or grammatical phenomenon.

The former was discussed above. As a morphophonemic or grammatical

phenomenon, the cluster arises from processes like suffixation or derivation

of vocatives and other nominal forms. When the stem-final vowel and the

initial vowel or consonant of the following item are harmonized, a vowel

cluster emerges (e.g., aa, aii) between the stem and the following item

and what appears as a long vowel on the surface level may, in fact, have

resulted from a different vowel in the underlying level. Fulfilling the

Specifically, vowel clusters (ii and aii) arising from adding the past marker i to certain

stems do not represent the true elongation of i or ai. Examples are given below.

See note 11. Commentators note that when the juxtaposed items, which they call

"ajapetai," arise as a result of conjoining (punarcci) or for implying some special meaning

(poruj pulappattirku). the second item in the cluster is not separated from its preceding

letter during metrical analysis: cf. Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Peraciriyam, commentary

on ceyyuliyal. Rule 328; Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, Nacc:21, cey.17.

Unfortunately, the examples provided by the commentators are not from classical

Tamil poetry, except in one instance (malav.352) which is discussed in this chapter as well

as in "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry." What actually seems to be happening in classical

Tamil is that only rarely the second letter (eluttu) in juxtaposed items has to be discounted

during metrical analysis. The examples given below include such instances (e.g., taluu,

eey). One must also remember that such a phenomenon, where the second item is

discounted, is contextual.

i An example, ira 'beg' + iya (infinitive suffix) > iraiiya 'to beg' (pati.52:1l), was

discussed above in "Vowel Clusters in Classical Tamil."
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metrical requirement is concomitant of such clustering and the second

vowel in the cluster is not metrically significant in some instances.

Examples are given below.

Juxtaposition of like consonants (e.g., riri, nn), which in fact indicates

a true elongation, occurs only in word-medial or word-final position to

fulfill some metrical requirement or produce onomatopoetic words. The

second item in the cluster does not always have metrical significance.

Examples are given below.

From another perspective, it can be said that juxtaposed vowels

which appear in the first syllable of a stem do so purely for the sake of

meter, whereas juxtaposed consonants which appear in the first syllable

of a stem may or may not do so for the sake of meter. In other syllables,

the juxtaposed items might reflect either the true elongation of a single

item or a result of joining two items (e.g., iraiiya).

EXAMPLES

Juxtaposed Items Structure and Example

aa:

This juxtaposition occurs in three circumstances: (i) when the long

vowel a is elongated in a monosyllabic stem or in the second

syllable of a disyllabic stem with open syllables; (ii) when the suffix

um or a suffix beginning with a, a, or y is added to a monosyllabic

stem or to a disyllabic stem with open syllables; (iii) when a word is

added to a monosyllabic stem or to a disyllabic stem with open

18

syllables to result in a doublet or a noun-noun type of compound.

17

See note 15.

18 See "Notes on Miscellaneous Items" for a discussion of doublets.
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(pronoun; metrical requirement)

cerva ratalin yaa mirappavai (pari.5:78)

' . . . what we beg for'

[yaam < yam 'we.' Here the long vowel a in the stem is elongated.

It is a true alapetai. Without the elongation of a to aa, the word

would be yam, a ner acai which cannot by itself make up a metrical

foot (cir) in this context. The elongation of a makes ya-a to be

construed as a foot of the pattern ner-ner, which produces the

metrical binding called iyarcir ven talai when combined with the

following foot.]

(vocative; metrical requirement)

varuvarkol vayankilaay valippalyan keelini (kali.11 :5)

'Now listen, lady wearing bright ornaments,

I assure you. He will arrive.'

[vayankilaay 'O lady wearing bright ornaments'

< vayankilay < vayanku 'to be bright' + ilai 'ornaments'

First, the ai in ilai is changed to ay resulting in the vocative form

vayankHay. Then the a is elongated for the sake of meter. It is a

true alapetai. Without the elongation, vayankilay would be nirai-

nirai (vayan-kHay). With the elongation, vayankilaay is nirai-

nirai-ner (vayan-kila-ay) and nicely produces the metrical binding

called kalittalai with the following foot.]

(adjectival participle; suffixation; metrical requirement)

lrikai . . . tiralvl . . . araimicait taam . . . (narr.79:1, 3)

'where the shapely Ihkai flowers spread on the rocks'

[taam < ta 'to spread, scatter' + um adjectival participle suffix. The

stem-final vowel is elongated after deleting the u in the suffix. It is a

true alapetai. Without the elongation, tam would not qualify as a
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foot, ta-am is ner-ner and produces iyarcir ven talai with the

preceding foot.]

(adverbial participle; suffixation; metrical requirement)

mencayalor ... veriyatu makalirotu ceriyat taayk (pan:150, 155)

'gentle lovely women, spreading around in order

to join closely with the women dancing in frenzy'

[taay <ta 'to spread' + y adverbial participle suffix. See the explanation

given above for yaam. Here the long vowel a in the stem ta is

elongated. It is a true alapetai. ta-ay is ner-ner. It produces ner

onru aciriya-t-talai with the preceding foot.]

(verbal noun; suffixation; metrical requirement)

kalirukan taluum alaal maranta ... ciraar (pura.46:5)

'children who forgot their weeping cry

when they looked at the elephant'

[alaal < alu 'to cry' + al verbal noun suffix. Here, the short vowel

a in the suffix is elongated. It is a true alapetai. Without the elongation,

alal would be a single nirai acai. But alii-al is nirai-ner and

produces iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]

(negative imperative/optative; suffixation;

metrical requirement)

araa liyaro avarutaik kenmai (aka.40:10)

'May his friendship not be severed.'

[araaliyaro 'may it not be severed' < aru 'to sever, cut off + al

negative marker + iyaro imperative/optative suffix. Note that the

short vowel a in the suffix is elongated. It is a true alapetai. ara-a is

nirai-ner and produces iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]
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(negative imperative/optative; suffixation;

metrical requirement)

muyarikal vitaal ivai (aka.26:9)

'Do not let them go without embracing (me).'

[vitaal 'do not let go' < vitu 'to let go' + al negative marker;

imperative/optative suffix. Note that the short vowel a in the suffix

is elongated. It is a true alapetai. vita-al is nirai-ner and produces

iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]

(negative participial noun; suffixation; metrical requirement)

utaa pora akutal arintum pataam mannaikku ltta em ko

(pura.141 :10-1 1)

'our king who gave a shawl to the peacock although he knew that it

is (a bird) which would not wrap and cover itself (with the shawl).'

[utaa < utu 'to wrap around' + a PNG. Here, the suffix a is

elongated. It is a true alapetai. uta-a is nirai-ner and produces ner

onru aciriya-t-tajai with the following foot. Note that the long a in

the next word pora is not elongated, because the latter already is

ner-ner (po-ra)and qualifies as a foot.]

(compound derivation; metrical requirement)

mitaac conri (kuri:201)

'cooked rice in the big pot'

[mitaac conri < mita 'large/big pot' + conri 'cooked rice.' Here,

mita by itself cannot qualify as a foot and so the long a is elongated.

It is a true alapetai. mita-a is nirai-ner and produces ner onru

aciriya-t-talai with the following foot.]
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(doublet; metrical requirement)

canrala rinra takaat takaamakaan (pari.8:57)

'Unscrupulous man, born to noble ones.'

[takaat takaa 'unscrupulous' < taka + taka; takaattakaa is a doublet.

taka is negative adjectival participle of taku 'to be proper';

Here, taka by itself cannot qualify as a foot and so the stem-final a

is elongated to aa. It is a true alapetai. takaat is nirai-ner and

produces iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]

V.

n:

This juxtaposition occurs in two circumstances: (i) when the long

vowel i is elongated in the first syllable of the stem or elsewhere as

in a vocative; (ii) when a suffix beginning with i is added to a

monosyllabic stem or to a disyllabic stem with open syllables.

(nominal form; metrical requirement)

niir inmaiyin (pura.355:2)

[nir 'water']

'since there is no water'

(See the explanation given above for yaam. ni-ir is ner-ner and

produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the following foot. It is a

true alapetai.)

(verb form; metrical requirement)

celvar . . . irappork kii yamaiyin [celvar irapporkku lyamaiyin]

(pura.l 65:3-4)

'since the rich people do not give to the suppliants'

[iiyamai < i 'to give' + y (glide) + a negative marker + mai verbal

noun suffix. The stem i does not qualify as a cir, whereas i-i is a

ner-ner and produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the following

foot. The elongation ii is a true alapetai.]
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(verb form; metrical requirement)

cakatam ... viin tariku (kuru. 165:3-4)

'like the cart fell apart'19

[viintanku < vi 'to fall apart' + nt completive/past marker + anku

particle 'thus.' The form vin would not qualify as a foot, whereas

vi-in is ner-ner. It produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the

following foot. The elongation ii is a true alapetai.]

(vocative form; metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

cutarttotii kelay (kali.51:15)

'O woman wearing shining bracelets, listen.'

[cutarttoti 'shining bracelets' < cutar 'to shine like flame' + toti

'bracelets.' The form cutarttoti refers to a woman by metonymy.

The final vowel i is elongated turning the noun into a vocative. It is

a true alapetai. Here, cutart-toti-i is of the pattern nirai-nirai-ner

and produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the following foot.]

(adjectival participle; suffixation; metrical requirement)

katititi veriiya kamahcul venkuruku (aka.141 :19)

'the pregnant white crane which was scared of the sudden thunder'

[veriiya < veru 'to be scared of + i completive/past marker + y

(glide) + a adjectival participle suffix. Note that ii has resulted from

the past marker i. It is a true alapetai. Without the elongation,

veri-ya would be nirai-ner and produce a ven talai with the

following foot. With the elongation, veri-iya is nirai-nirai and produces

nirai onru aciriya-t-tajai with the following foot.]

i9

The form viintanku is found in the poem edited by Vaiyapuri Pillai.
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(adverbial participle; suffixation;

metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

kaniccipor kotucii (kali. 101:8)

'sharpening the (bull's) horns like a trident'

[cii < ci 'to whittle, sharpen' + i completive/past marker. Note that

ii has resulted from adding the past marker i to the stem ci. It is not

a true alapetai, because it does not reflect the elongation of i. The

ii here is a mere vowel cluster.]

uu:

This juxtaposition occurs in three circumstances: (i) when the long

vowel u is elongated in the first syllable of the stem; (ii) when a

suffix beginning with u or u or a suffix beginning with a consonant is

added to a monosyllabic stem or to a disyllabic stem with open

syllables; (iii) when a word is added to a monosyllabic stem or to a

disyllabic stem with open syllables to result in a noun-noun type of

compound.

(adverbial participle; suffixation; metrical requirement)

vammenak kOuy (poru.101)

'calling out saying "Come!" '

[kuuy < ku 'to call out' + y completive/past marker. The stem-final

u is elongated. It is a true alapetai. ku-uy is ner-ner and produces

iyarcir ven talai with the preceding foot. Compare the non-elongated

form kuy in kali.38:8.]

(verb stem; metrical requirement)

cemmai puun taranvaltta [cemmai puntu aran valtta]

(pati.90:11-12)

'assuming /taking up forthrightness, and blessed by Righteousness'

[To be accurate, two lines from the poem have to be considered:
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valvali yuruttuc cemmai puun taranvaltta 'making his enemies expe

rience the might of his sword, assuming forthrightness, and blessed

by Righteousness ...' puuntu < pun 'to wear, assume' + t past/com

pletive marker + u adverbial participle suffix. Note that the adverbial

participle form puuntu 'assuming / taking up' is spread across two

cir as puun taranvakta (< puuntu + aran valtta). Also note that the

vowel in the monosyllabic verb stem pun is elongated. It is a true

alapetai. pu-un is ner-ner and produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai

with the preceding foot which is in the same line.]

(noun; metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

— 20

putu mana makatuu (aka. 141:14)

'newly-wed bridegroom'

(imperative/optative; causative stem; grammatical

phenomenon; metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

tannumaip pani tajara teliiuka [tannumai p pani talaratu eluuka]

(kaU.102:34)

'Make the rhythmic beat of the drum(s) rise.'

[eluuka 'make rise' < elu 'to rise' + ka imperative/optative suffix.

Note that the uu has resulted from the vowel u in the stem. Without

the elongation, the form eluka 'Rise!' would be nirai-ner. The

21

elongation turns it into a causative meaning 'make rise.' It is a

20 —

This word (makatuu) always appears with the elongated vowel and is considered as an

iyarkai alapetai 'natural/spontaneous elongation' in the tradition. A similar word which

is also considered to be an iyarkai ajapetai is afuu. These words can be derived thus:

makaj 'girl; female child' + t completive aspect marker + u nominalizing suffix > makatuu;

aj 'person; male' + t completive aspect marker + u nominalizing suffix > makatuu.

21 —

Cf. ejuutal 'making it rise' (eju 'to rise' + tal verbal noun suffix) in Tolkappiyam,

eluttatikaram, Naccinarkkiniyam, Rule 6. Also note that the form pateen (paUi 'to befall'

+ en PNG) occurring in oruriku akappateen ayin 'if I let (them) not be caught'
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true alapetai. telu-uka is nirai-nirai and produces iyarcir ven

talai with the preceding foot.]

(infinitive; suffixation; no metrical significance)

varik kuralpHiyuu (aka.8:15-16)

'combing and wringing your tresses'

[piliyuu 'wringing' < pili 'to twist/wring' + y glide + Ou infinitive

suffix. The short vowel u in the cluster Ou does not have a separate

metrical status. It is not a true alapetai. kural-pili-yOu is of the

pattern nirai-nirai-ner and produces iyarcir ven talai with the

preceding foot.]

(verbal noun; suffixation; no metrical significance)

tunarikaiyanclrt talOumarappa [tunarikai am clr t taluu marappa]

(matu:160)

'as (the women) forget the embracing dance ofthe rhythmic tunarikai'

[talOu 'embracing' < talu 'to embrace' + u verbal noun suffix.

Note that the suffix here is elongated. It is a true alapetai. talOu-

22

marappa is a foot of the pattern nirai-nirai-ner.]

(pura.72:9) is causative/effective. Thus, there is evidence to claim that the elongation of a

vowel happened in this period for grammatical purposes also.

P.S. Subrahmanyam (1971:10) notes the i in forms like utii 'to make X wear' (utu

'to wear' + i adverbial participle marker) as a "causative-producer."

22 Here, the line tunarikaiyanclrt taluumarappa is called a vanci ati . Therefore, no metrical

binding ( tajai) needs to be considered according to the earlier conventions of prosody. If

the line was used in a different poem as an aciriya afi, the form taluu could have

functioned as a cir: tunarikai yancirt tajuu marappa. Then, the short u in taluu which

symbolizes the elongation would be metrically significant, and the foot taluu would be

nirai-ner and produce iyarcir ven talai with the following foot. This line can be used as

an example to show that the meter vanci is similar to aciriyam.
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(compound; no metrical significance)

kuruukka niratip pommal perukuvir (malai:170)

'You will get heaps of cooked millet which looks like glossy eyes.'

[kuruukkan 'glossy eyes' < kuru 'glaze, luster' + kan 'eyes'; The

stem-final u is elongated. It is a true alapetai. kuruuk-ka is nirai-ner

and produces iyarcir ven talai with the following foot. Compare

kurukkan in kali. 101:15 where there is no elongation.]

ee:

This juxtaposition occurs in three circumstances: (i) when the long

vowel e is elongated in the first syllable of the stem; (ii) when a

suffix beginning with e or y is added to a monosyllabic stem or to a

disyllabic stem with open syllables; (iii) when a word is added to a

monosyllabic stem or to a disyllabic stem with open syllables to

result in a noun-noun type of compound.

(nominal form; metrical requirement)

teer parantapulam (pati.26:1)

'land where chariots have spread'

[teer < ter 'chariot(s).' See the explanation given above in the case

of yaam.]

(vocative; metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

ee yoo venavili yerpikka (pari.19. 61)

'as (she) called out "Hey" and "Oh" ...'

23

Actually, some traditional commentators recognize this kind of clustering without referring

to it as an alapetai for the purpose of lengthening. Cf. Naccinarkkiniyar's commentaries

on Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Rule 261, and Tolkappiyam, porulatikaram, ceyyuliyal,

Rule 17, where he refers to it as punarcci vakaiyan eluttu-p-peru akiya ajapetai

'ajapetai, which is an added letter, obtained by conjoining.'
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[ee < e 'Hey!' The long e is elongated. It is a true alapetai. e-e is

ner-ner and produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the following

foot.]

(verbal noun; grammatical; metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

cee rurra ... maravar (pati.41:ll)

'warriors who were gathered'

[ceer 'joining, gathering' < cer 'to gather, join.' The elongation of e

to ee turns the verb cer into a verbal noun. It is a true alapetai.

ce-e is ner-ner and produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the

following foot.]

(negative personal verb; suffixation; metrical requirement)

cara viteen vitukkuven ayin (narr.350:5-6)

'I will not let (you) approach (me). If I did, ...'

[viteen < vitu 'to let happen/go' + en PNG. It is also possible to

take the form viteen as a participial noun in this context. In any

case, note that the e in the suffix is elongated. It is a true alapetai.

The form viten would not qualify as a foot whereas vite-en is

nirai-ner and produces iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]

(adverbial participle; suffixation; no metrical significance)

pukko lenaveeyk kayampuk kaoane (pura.341 :9)

'He commanded "It's time for wearing flowers" and entered the

pond (for bathing).'

[eey 'having commanded; commanded and ...'

< e 'to command/order' + y past/completive marker

Here, the short e symbolizes the elongation of the stem e. It is a

true alapetai. However, the e in ee does not have any separate

metrical value. The foot lenaveeyk is nirai-ner and produces iyarcir

ven talai with the following foot. Compare eey in pati. 11:13 where
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the short e which symbolizes the elongation of the stem e has

metrical significance.]

(compound; no metrical significance)

peerpakaiyena vonrenko (pura.136:5)

'Shall I say that there is hostility such as lice in our clothes?'

[peerpakai 'enmity/hostility from lice' < pen 'louse' + pakai 'hostility,

enmity.' The e in the stem is elongated. It is a true alapetai.

peer-pakai-yena is ner-nirai-nirai and would be considered as

producing onra-vanci-t-talai by the later prosodic convention,

peerpakaiyena vonrenko is a vanci ati. See footnote 22.]

an:

This juxtaposition occurs in three circumstances: (i) when the long

vowel ai is elongated in the first syllable of the stem; (ii) when a

suffix beginning with i is added to a monosyllabic stem or to a

disyllabic stem with open syllables; (iii) when a word is added to a

monosyllabic stem to result in a noun-noun type of compound.

(vocative; metrical requirement)

irappat tunintanir kenminmar rain a

[irappa t tunintanir kenmin marru aiiya] (kali.2:10)

'O lord, you are determined to leave. Listen, however.'

[aiiya < aiya 'O lord!' Without the elongation of ai, the form aiya

could be construed as a single nirai acai or as a foot of the pattern

ner-ner (ai-ya). The elongation certainly makes aiya become a foot

of the pattern ner-nirai which subsequently produces vencir ven

talai with the preceding foot. It is a true alapetai.]
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(adjectival participle; suffixation;

metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

irurikali tujaiiya irmpura narai (narr. 127:1)

'the crane, with a wet back, which stirred the dark backwaters'

[tujaiiya 'that which stirred up' < tuja 'to stir up' + i past/completive

marker + y glide + a adjectival participle suffix. Note that the ai in

the cluster aii has resulted from the vowel a in the stem and that

the suffix i is added subsequently. It is not a true alapetai because

it does not reflect the elongation of ai. However, tulai-iya would be

scanned as nirai-nirai, in which case it would produce iyarcir ven

talai with the following foot. The next line in the poem has a similar

cir-pattern.]

(adverbial participle; suffixation;

metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

errai putaittotu putaiip ... palavukkani

[errai putai t totupu utaii p ... palavu k kani] (kuru.373:5-6)

'slammed on their sides by the male bear, the jack fruits split open

and ... '

[utaii 'splitting open; breaking' < utai 'to break, split open' + i

adverbial participle suffix. Note that the ai in the cluster aii is the

same as the vowel ai in the stem. It is not a true alapetai because

it does not reflect the elongation of ai. However, putai-ip is nirai-ner

and produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the following foot punaru

in the poem.]

24

putaittotu putaii has to be understood as putaittotupu 'slammed on their sides' and utaii

'split open.'
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(infinitive; suffixation; metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

nin ... tatakkai ... iraiiya malarpu ariya (pati.52:10-12)

'your strong hands do not know opening up for begging'

[iraiiya 'in order to beg' < ira 'to beg' + iya infinitive suffix. Note

that the ai in the cluster aii has resulted from the vowel a in the

stem. It is not a true alapetai because it does not reflect the

elongation of ai. However, irai-iya is nirai-nirai and produces nirai

onru aciriya-t-tajai with the preceding foot which occurs in the

same line in the poem: irapporkkuk kavita lallatai iraiiya.]

(compound; metrical requirement)

taiit tirikal (kuru.l96:4)

'the month of Tai'

[taii < tai 'the month of Tai.' Note that the ai in the stem is

elongated for meter. It is a true ajapetai. Without the elongation, tai

would not qualify as a foot. Now, tai-i is ner-ner and produces ner

onru aciriya-t-talai with the following foot.]

oo:

This juxtaposition occurs in two circumstances: (i) when the long

vowel 5 is elongated in the first syllable of the stem; (ii) when a

suffix beginning with y is added to a monosyllabic stem.

(nominal form; metrical requirement)

kool cemmaiyin canror palki (pura.l 17:6)

'Since the (king's) sceptre is (unswervingly) straight/perfect, the

noble ones were many (in his country), and ...'

[kool < kol 'staff/sceptre.' See the explanation given above in the

case of yaam. Here, ko-ol is ner-ner and produces ner onru

aciriya-t-tajai with the following foot.]
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(vocative; metrical fulfillment is concomitant)

ee yoo venavili yerpikka (pari.19:61)

'as (she) called out "Hey" and "Oh" ...'

[oo < o 'Oh!' The long o is elongated and it is a true alapetai. yo-o

is ner-ner and produces iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]

(adjectival participle; suffixation; metrical requirement)

pooya vantinal pullenra turaiyavay (kali.134:7)

'with the shore which turned desolate

because of the bees which left'

[pooya 'those which are gone'

< po 'to go' + y past/completive marker + a adjp. suffix

The stem-final o is elongated. It is a true alapetai. Without the

elongation, po-ya would be ner-ner and produce ner onru aciriya-

t-tajai with the following foot. With the elongation, po-oya is ner-nirai

and produces iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]

nn:

(nominal form; metrical requirement)

marann kotti (malai:200)

'knocking on the trees'

[marann < maram 'tree.' The final consonant of the noun maram

is changed to n because of the following k. Without the elongation,

maran would not qulaify as a foot. With the elongation, the second

consonant in nn achieves the status of a ner acai. It is a true

alapetai. Thus, maran-n with the pattern nirai-ner qualifies as a

proper cir here. It produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the following

foot.]
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nn:

nn:

(noun; metrical requirement)

kann tannnena k kantum kettum (malai:352)

'seeing with (your) eyes clearly and hearing pleasant sounds'

[kann < kan 'eye'; Without the elongation, kan would be a ner

acai, but cannot function as a foot. The elongation enables kan to

be a ner acai and the second n also to be a ner acai. As a result,

kan-n qualifies as a foot of the pattern ner-ner and produces ner

onru aciriya-t-talai with the following foot. It is a true alapctai. ]

(onomatopoeia; no metrical significance)

kann fannnenak kantum kettum (malai:352)

'seeing with (your) eyes clearly and hearing pleasant sounds'

[The onomatopoetic word tann, derived from tan 'cool, soothing' +

echo syllable n, denotes the soothing effect of listening to pleasant

sounds. The elongation nn in this word is not necessary here for

fulfilling metrical requirement. It is to be treated as a part of the

word tann. Thus, tann-nenak is to be taken as ner-nirai producing

iyarcir ven talai with the following foot.]

mm:

(nominal form; metrical requirement)

ceyymm meval cirukan panri (narr.98:2)

'small-eyed boar dwelling in the field'

[ceyy < cey 'cultivated field.' While yy is part of the elongated stem

cey, ym results from joining cey and meval 'dwelling, residing.'

25 This example is discussed at length in "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry."

26 See note 25.
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Without any elongation, the word would be ceym, a ner acai, which

is not a metrical foot and therefore would not fulfill the metrical

requirement in this context. If there is no elongation of m, the form

ceyym would not produce any acceptable metrical pattern, because

cey has to be separated from y and m (cey-y-m), which, in turn,

does not fall into any acceptable pattern. So, the m also has to be

elongated to result in ceyymm. It is a true alapetai. Now, the form

ceyymm cannot be scanned as cey-y-mm to result in ner-ner-ner,

because it would then be a mu-acai-c-cir 'a foot made up of three

acai' which is not proper to occur in this line. Therefore, the form

ceyymm must be scanned as ceyy-mm. It is of the pattern ner-ner

and produces ner onru aciriya-t-talai with the following foot. This

example is one of a kind (hapax legomenon) in classical Tamil.]

II:

(nominal form; no metrical significance)

tal ... kolllemn maruppupponrana (pura.4:3-4)

"The feet (of the warriors) were like the horns of a killer-bull.'

[kolleru < kol 'to kill' + eru 'bull'; The non-elongated form kol-

ler-rin would be a cir of the pattern ner-ner-ner. With the elongation

also, the form koll-ler-rin is a cir of the pattern ner-ner-ner. So,

the elongation 11 in kolllerrin 'of a killer-bull' does not seem to be

necessary for the meter. However, a few things must be remembered.

First, the line is a vafici ati, so no metrical binding needs to be

considered. Second, the elongation allows one to dwell on 11 for a

moment and place the next beat on le. Thus, there would be four

beats here, falling on the acai marked in bold type: koll lerriij

maruppup ponrana. It is a true alapetai. See "Theory of Classical

Tamil Poetry" where the whole poem is scanned and the beats are

explained. One could also say that the elongation signifies the mean

ness of the killer-bull.]
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nn:

(noun; metrical requirement)

terikol namann pola (pura.6:9)

'like the pointer of a scale'

[namann < naman 'pointer.' The stem-final n is elongated. It is a

true alapetai. Without the elongation, naman here would not qualify

as a foot. With the elongation, the second item in nn achieves the

status of a ner acai and thus the new form namann with the

pattern nirai-ner qualifies as a proper foot and produces ner onru

aciriya-t-tajai with the following foot.]
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PERSON-NUMBER-GENDER

GENERAL: Tamil Nouns and verbs fall into two major classes,

namely, uyar tinai 'the high class/group' and ahrinai 'the non-high

class/group.' The high class/group nouns and verbs are those which refer

to the names and actions of human beings and gods, while the non-high

class/group nouns and verbs denote the names and actions of other beings

and objects like the animals, trees, etc. The first, second, and third are the

three persons recognized through Tamil verbs and nouns. Usually, they

are marked for the first person, second person, and third person. Two

numbers, the singular and the plural, are used. In the category of the

plural, the one that includes the listener can be understood as the "inclusive

plural," the one that excludes the listener as the "exclusive plural." The

plural form of a noun or a verb is also used for referring to a single

person's identity or action when politeness or honor is intended; this type

of plural-singular blend may be considered either as the "honorific singular"

or as the "honorific plural." One could also call it the "polite" form.

Masculine, feminine, and neuter are the three genders recognized.
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The notions of person, number, and gender are integrated in the

following way. The first and second person nouns and verbs are marked

for their number but not for gender. Among the third person nouns and

verbs, the "high class" (uyar tinai) nouns and verbs have masculine

singular, feminine singular, and human plural forms, with no separate

categories for masculine plural and feminine plural. A noun or verb referring

to a group of females and males belongs to the category of "human

plural." In the "non-high class" (ahrinai) group, there are neuter singular

and neuter plural nouns and verbs. In this group, no gender distinction is

made. Some male and female animals do have separate names, but these

names are not distinguished grammatically as "female nouns" and "male

nouns." All of them are neuter nouns, singular or plural.

THE PERSON-NUMBER-GENDER CATEGORIES

first person singular

first person inclusive plural/honorific

first person exclusive plural/honorific

second person singular

second person plural/honorific

third person masculine (singular)

third person feminine (singular)

third person human plural (masculine and feminine as a group)

(third person) neuter singular

(third person) neuter plural

Note that there is no formal difference between the categories of

plural and honorific in the high class (uyar tinai) groups. Since the plural

suffixes and the honorific suffixes are formally alike, context alone is the

determinant when one has to distinguish the two. No honorific suffix in the

neuter categories is found in classical Tamil poems.
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Suffixes representing various person-number-gender categories are

referred to as "person-number-gender suffixes" or simply "PNG" in this

study. They are added to nominal and verbal stems, and are illustrated in

the following sections.



SINGULAR AND PLURAL

GENERAL: There are only two grammatical numbers in Tamil —

singular and plural. An entity which is one in number is singular, and those

which are more than one are plural. See also "Person-Number-Gender."

FORMATION: The singular items are unmarked in the sense that

they are taken to be the basic forms from which the plural forms are

derived. Plural forms of nouns and verbs are derived by a suffixation

process in which plural suffixes are added to various stems which are

semantically and formally singular in number. Rarely, the plural suffix kal

is added to a noun which is already marked for plural. An example is

given below. Plural suffixes are optional for neuter nouns and obligatory

for human plural nouns. When the nouns are unmarked for plurality, their

modifiers or verbs or the context in which they occur indicate the plurality.

In the case of the finite verb forms, singular and plural suffixes are

explicit.
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The plural suffixes are a, a, ai, kal, m, mar, mar, and r. They are

found in nominals and verbals, and except for kal and mar, in singular

forms also. Moreover, m and r are preceded by a number of variant

vowels. The letters preceding the suffix a and the vowels that precede m

or r are items like a glide, tense/aspect marker, an augment, or that which

indicates the person.

EXAMPLES OF PLURAL NOUNS WITH PLURAL SUFFIXES

Formation mechanism: stem ± glide/an/in + suffix

Suffix Structure and Example

a:

(adjectival stem + glide + a)

matava ... konrai (kuru.66:1)

[mata 'gullible'; matava < mata + glide v + a]

'The konrai trees are gullible.'

(past stem + a)

munivu ceyta ival ... tole (aink.143:3)

[cey 'to do'; ceyta < ceyt + a]

'Her shoulders made (me) agonize.'

'Her shoulders caused agony.'

(non-past stem + a)

aru kulam niraikkuna pola (aka.11:13)

A neater way would be to posit the plural markers as just a, a, ai, kaj, m, and r. Some

might consider mar and mar as variants of one form, and therefore not list them as

separate items. More comprehensive examples illustrating these suffixes are provided in

the following pages in various sections.
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[nirai 'to fill up'; niraikkuna < niraikkun + a]

'as if they are filling up a dry pond'

(bare verb stem + a)

nancil ata (pati.25:1)

[atu 'to move'; ata < atu + a]

'the ploughs will not move'

ai:

(non-past stem + avai)

utuppavai irante (pura.189:5)

[utu 'to wear'; utuppavai non-past participial noun

< utupp + avai]

'Two are (the pieces of clothing) that are (normally) worn.'

kal:

(singular noun + kal)

num iyankal (malai:277)

[iyam 'musical instrument'; iyankal < iyam + kal]

'your musical instruments'

(plural noun + kal)

aivar enru ulaku ettum aracarkal (kali.25:3)

[aracan 'king'; aracar 'kings';

aracarkaj < aracar + kal]

'the kings who are praised by the world as "the Five (i.e., the

Pandavas)" '

m:

(pronoun)

piritum nam (aka.5:28)
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[nam 'we'; here, first person honorific]

'We will depart.'

(nominal stem + glide + am)

ulaiyam (aka.5:27)

[ulai 'vicinity, nearby'; ulaiyam < ulai + glide y + am]

'We (first person honorific) are near (her).'

(past stem + an + am)

katintanam celave (aka.5:26)

[kati 'to avoid'; katintanam < katint + an + am]

'We (first person honorific) avoided the journey.'

(past stem + am)

kaiyotu kotpattam (kali. 115:3)

[kotpatu 'to be caught'; kotpatt + am]

'We were caught red handed.'

(past stem + ikum)

kettikum (pati.52:12)

[kel 'to hear'; kett + ikum]

'We heard.'

(non-past stem + um)

kannum civakkum (kuru.354:1)

[civa 'to become red'; civakk + um]

"The eyes too will be red.'

(non-past stem + um)

yam avaninrum varutum (ciru:143)

[var 'to come'; varutum < varut + um]

'We come from there'

'We are coming from there.'
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(past stem + in + em)

curukkinem kala-p-pai (pura.206:10)

[curakku 'to string, tie up'; curukki + in + em]

'We have tied up our bags of musical instruments.'

(past stem + em)

vetteme (aink.2:6)

[vel 'to wish for, pray'; veft + em]

'We prayed/wished for.'

(non-past stem + om)

pulampotu terumaral uyakkamum tirkkuvom (pura.381. 15-16)

[tir 'to vanish; to remove, cure'; tirkkuv + om]

'We shall remove your loneliness and grief from wandering.'

mar:

(oblique stem + mar)

patinmar (kali.W8:48)

[pattu 'ten'; patinmar < patio oblique of pattu + mar]

'ten people'

mar:

(singular noun + mar)

tolimarum yaijum (aka. 15:9)

[toli 'female companion'; tolimar < toli + mar]

'(my) female companions and I'

2 An alternative analysis would be: curukku + in + em. See 'The Past Personal Verbs"

for considering the past stem to be curukki.
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r:

(adjectival stem + glide + ar)

maravar

[maram 'valor'; maravar < mara + glide v + ar]

'warriors'

(nominal stem + glide + ar)

nakaivar ... pakaivar

[nakai 'laughter'; pakai 'hostility, enmity';

nakaivar < nakai + glide v + ar;

pakaivar < pakai + glide v + ar]

'allies/friends; ... enemies'

(nominal stem + glide + ar)

valainar kuti

[valai 'net'; valainar < valai + glide n + ar]

'residences of the people with (fishing) nets'

(non-past stem + ar)

patunarkku ... ikunar

[i 'to give'; ikunar < ikun + ar]

'those who give to the singers'

(non-past stem + ar)

pon urai kanmar

[kan 'to see, estimate, evaluate'; kanmar < kunin +

'those who estimate the value of gold from (its)

stone)'

(past stem + in + ar)

nakan kurinar

(narr.18.-6)

(pura.398:9)

(peru:274)

(pura.235:17)

(matu:513)

ar]

rubbing (on a

(pura.179:12)
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— — — 3

[kuru 'to state, speak'; kurinar < kuri + in + ar]

'They spoke of Nakan.'

(non-past stem + avar)

atari kojpavar (matu:94)

[kol 'to take hold, grasp'; kolpavar < kolp + avar]

'those who take hold of the hay'

(past stem + ar)

cayttar talai (kali.39:25)

[cay 'to stoop, hang'; cayttar < caytt + ar]

'They put their heads down.'

(non-past stem + an + ar)

kalai avatu ariyar malai enmanar mayarikiyore (kali.119:15-16)

[en 'to say'; enmanar < enm + an + ar]

'Those who say that it is evening, not knowing that it is morning,

are confused.'

(past stem + ir)

munnum kontir (pura.203 :5)

[kol 'to receive'; kontir < kont + ir]

'You received (gifts) previously also.'

(past stem + ir)

elllrum en ceytir (kali.142:15)

[cey 'to do'; ceytir < ceyt + Ir]

'What did you all do?'

3
An alternative analysis would be: kuru + in + ar. See "The Past Personal Verbs" for

considering the past stem to be kuri.
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(past stem + or)

ceytor ... kuri (aka.25:13)

[cey 'to make, set up'; ceytor < ceyt + or]

'He (hon.) set up (a time for) our rendezvous.'

(non-past stem + or)

ninaiyumore (narr. 104:12)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaiyumor < ninaiyum + or]

'those who think (of ...)'

EXAMPLES OF PLURAL NOUNS WITHOUT PLURAL SUFFIXES

kala ... pulittana vila ... palunina (aka.394:1)

[kala, vila kinds of fruits]

'the kala fruits turned sour; the vila fruits turned ripe'

cinai p pO (pura.11:4)

[pu 'flower']

'flowers on the branches'

poyyum ulavo (aka.48:19)

[poy 'lie']

'Are their lies too?'

munnuru Or (pura.110:4)

[Or 'town']

'three hundred towns'
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NOUNS

GENERAL: A noun is a name for a quality, person, time, place,

thing, number, direction, or process/action. In this study, Tamil nouns are

classified as pronouns, numerals, adjectival/appellative nouns, participial

nouns, and verbal nouns. These nouns are declinable. That is to say that

case markers can be added to them. Except for the numerals and verbal

nouns, they are declined by person and gender. Note that the adjectival/ap

pellative nouns are declinable whereas the adjectives are not. See "Pro

nouns" for the numeral pronouns distinguished by person in the Tamil of

this period. See "Person-Number-Gender" for the various person, number,

and gender categories.

FORMATION: All nouns appear to be derived from roots through

the addition of formative suffixes. However, some nouns have recognizably

meaningful parts, while others do not. In some cases, only one part in the

noun is identifiable as a meaningful component. For practical purposes, it

is useful to treat such nouns as given lexical items.

See also "Pronouns," "Numerals," "Adjectival Nouns or Appellative

Nouns," and the chapters on participial nouns and verbal nouns.
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EXAMPLES

All the parts in the noun are identifiable:

inmai 'non-existing' < il 'to be absent' + mai (verbal noun suffix)

(aka.1:14)

murukan (personal name) < muruku 'beauty, youth' + an PNG

(aka.1:3)

valarikunar 'passers by'

< valanku 'to move around' + n (non-past marker) + ar PNG

(aka.1:14)

Only one part in the noun is identifiable:

kutirai 'horse' < kuti 'to leap, hop' + r (glide?) + ai (aka.1:2)

None of the parts in the noun is identifiable:

yanai 'elephant' (aka.1:4)

nel 'grain' (aka.1:13)
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PRONOUNS

GENERAL: Pronouns substitute for other kinds of nouns. There are

in classical Tamil personal, demonstrative/deictic, interrogative, and nu

merical pronouns. Personal pronouns substitute for names of people and

neuter nouns. Demonstrative/deictic pronouns distinguish the location of

items in reference to that of the speaker in terms of proximity, remoteness,

or yonder (which includes unseen places). Interrogative pronouns are

derived from e and ya, and convey the meanings 'who?', 'what?', 'where?',

and 'which?.' Numerical pronouns are derived from the numerals.

See "Person-Number-Gender" for the different categories of person,

number, and gender. See "The Oblique Stem" for the oblique forms of

pronouns. A consolidated list of the pronouns is given in the "Appendix."
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Personal Pronouns

Singular

1st person nan T

(pari.20:82)

yan T

(kuri:12)

2nd person ni 'you'

(kuri:8)

3rd person tan 'he'

(malai: 559)

tan 'she'

(nan.12:9)

tan 'it'

(kali.21:10)

EXAMPLES

Inc. pl/hon.

nam 'we'

(kuri:22)

Exc.pl/hon.

yam 'we'

(malai:53)

niyir you

(aka.8:17)

nir 'you'

(matu:738)

tam

'they'

(matu:422)

tam

'those things'

(kali.9:19)

Emphatic tan 'it indeed'

(kali.21:10)

tam

'they indeed'

(kali.9:19)
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Reflexive

Singular

atu 'it'

(pari. 15:53)

ahtu 'it'

(aka.335:3)

tan 'it'

(pura.109:1; 173:3)

tan 'his'

(kali.63:17)

tan 'self

(aink 303:2)

Inc. pl/hon. Exc.pl/hon.

avai 'they'

(pari.l5:7)

tam 'they'

(pura.257:10)

Demonstrative/Deictic Pronouns

Number Proximate Remote Yonder

3rd person singular ivan 'he' avan 'he' uvan 'he'

masculine (kum.229:1) (pari.20:82) (pari.12:55)

plural/ ivar 'these avar 'those men'

honorific boys'

(pura.46:3)

(pari.5:40)

The form avan was also used once to refer to a bird ("Garuda") associated with a deity

(Vishnu): pari.4 :42.
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Number Proximate Remote Yonder

3rd person singular

feminine

ivai 'she'

(kuru 229:1)

aval 'she'

(narr.l59:8)

uval 'she'

(pari.l 1:123)

plural ivar 'these

women'

(pura.201:l)

avar 'those women'

(pari.7:44)2

3rd person plural

(unidentified)

ivar 'these avar 'those people'

(pari.4:74)people'

(nan.6:6)

3rd person singular

neuter

itu 'this

one'

(nan.47:6)

atu 'that

one'

(nan.24:9)

utu 'that

one'

ihtu 'this one'

(kuru. 158:6)

ahtu 'that one'

(kuru.l8:3)

(narr.96:3)

plural iv 'these

ones'

(pari.4:33)

av 'those

ones'

(pari.4:33)

uv 'those

ones'

ivai 'these avai 'those

ones'

(pura.257:10)

(pari.4:33)

ones'

(nan.12:7)

In this context avar is used as a genitive form.
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Interrogative Pronouns

Singular

1st person

Inc. pl./hon. Exc.pl/hon.

yarem

'who are we?'

(kali.82:18)

2nd person yarai 'who are you?'

(narr.395:1,2)

yavir

'who are you?'

(pura.88:1)

3rd person eval 'who?, which one?'

feminine (pari.6:91)

ennal 'woman of what sort?'

(nan-312:9)

yaral 'who?'

(kuru.l9:5)

yaval 'who?'

(aink.370:4)

yanr

'who are you?'

(pura.141:5)3

In this context the particle o also occurs: yariro.
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Singular Inc. pl./hon.

3rd person ennan 'man of what sort?'

masculine (kuru.33:2)

yar 'who?'

(pura. 77:6)

3rd person

unidentified

Exc.pl/hon.

ennar

'men of what sort?'

(narr.64:1)

evanar

'where is he?'

'man of which place?'

(kuru. 126:2)

3rd person evan 'what?'

neuter (narr. 130:9)

evan 'for what reason?'

(kali. 60:14)

en 'why?'

(narr.334:9)

enna 'what?'

(aka.371:1l)

enna 'of what sort?'

(narr.94:7)

ennatu 'of what kind?, of any kind'

(narr.219:3)

yar 'who?'

(narr.269:9)

yavar 'who?'

(pati.20:21)

ev 'which ones?'

(pura.l87:3)

ya 'what?'

(pura.l67:9)

yavai 'what?'

(aka.42:7)
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Singular Inc. pl./hon. Exc.pl/hon.

ennai 'why?, how?'

'for what reason?'

(pari.6:94)

enai 'what?' enai

(aka.369:1) 'how many?'

(pura.301:7)

yatu 'what kind?, why?'

(pari.20:44)

yavanatu 'where?, how?'

(pura.301:8)

yavatu 'in what way?/how?'

(narr.331:1l)

Demonstrative/Deictic and Interrogative Proforms4

Proximate Remote/Yonder Interrogative

inku 'here' anku 'there' enku(m)

(kuru.175:5) (kuri:97) 'where?'

(kali.144:16)

enfianru

'when?'

(kali.110:16)

The term "proform" is borrowed from Schiffman (1983:39). Most of these forms

function as adverbs.
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Proximate

impar 'here'

(pura.287:14)

lvan

'here'

(narr.4:5)

inai 'of this nature'

(narr.349:5)

inru 'this day'

(narr.48:l)

inrai 'this day'

(kuru.199:6)

Remote/Yonder

attunai 'that much'

(Jcuri:13)

ampar 'yonder'

(pern:117)

umpar 'yonder'

(narr-198:3)

avan

'there'

(ciru:143)

anai 'of that nature'

(narr.70:6)

anru 'that day, then'

(aka.19:1)

'any day'

anrai 'that day'

(narr.48:l)

Interrogative

ettunai

'how much?'

(pura.141.13)

evan

'where?'5

(kuru.126:2)

enai

'of what

nature?'

(pura.136:15)

enai

'how many'

(pura.301:7)

enrum

'what day?'

(narr.l:2)

From evanar 'Where is he?' (kuru.l26:2).

6 The actual form attested is enrum 'forever.'
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Proximate

inkan 'here'

(narr.70:7)

inku 'here'

(pura.36:1l)

inku 'in this manner'

(narr.55:12)

Remote/Yonder

arikan 'there'

(pati23:24)

unkan 'yonder'

(narr.246:1)

anku 'there'

(pari.6:104)

anku 'then'

(pura.152:21)

anke 'then'

(kali.90:15)

unku 'before, then'

(narr- 101:9)

anku 'in that manner'

(kalU8:7)

Interrogative

yankanum

'anywhere'

(aka.7:3)

yankum

'everywhere'

(pura.56:15)7

yanku

'in what way?'

(narr29ti)

yankanam

'in what way?'

'how?'

(pura.30.11)

yannanam

'in what way?'

'how?'

(narr-338:6)

Most examples of yanku mean 'in what manner?; how?.'
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Proximate

intu 'here'

(pura.38:16)

intai 'here'

(kuru.54:1)

itoji 'here'

(kali.l 17:13)

in 'here'

(aink.401:5)

Remote/Yonder Interrogative

antu 'there' yantu

(pura.38:16) 'where?'

(pura.86:3)

yantu

'where?'

how?'

(narr.110:9)

antai 'there' yantai

(kali.20:16) 'where?'

(kuru.379:1)

fiarikar 'that time'

(pern:196)

fianru 'that day'

(narr.218:1)

fianrai 'that day'

(narr.287:7)
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Numeral Pronouns: These pronouns are derived by adding PNG to the

oblique forms of the numerals.

First person

'one' singular

Second person

om in

'you alone'

(tiru:294)9

masculine

Third person

ottan

'one man'

(kali.61:1)

oruvan

'one man'

(aka.H0:14)

oru tan

'he alone'

(pura.76:13)

oruvanen

'I, one person'

(kali.140:12)

or yan

'I alone'

(kuru.6:4)
10

oruva

'you, one person'

(tiru:262)

feminine otti

'one woman'

(kalU43:8)

orutti

'one woman'

(pura.144:1l)

All the attested numerical pronouns are given here. See "Numerals" for the oblique

forms of the numerals.

9 Note that no PNG is added to the oblique stem oru.

10

Note that no PNG is added to the oblique stem or.
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First person

honorific

'two lruvam

'we two'

(kuru.237:4)

iruvem

'we two'

(kuri:21)

Second person

oruvir 'you'

(malai:218)

oruvir 'you

(pura.45:5)

iruvir 'you two'

(pura.45:6)

Third person

oruvar

'one person'

(aink.64:3)

lruvar

'two people'

(aink.64:3)

'three' muvir 'you three'

(pura.W9:2)

muvar

'three people'

(poru:54)

'four' nalvar

'four people'

(aka.86:12)

'five' aivar

'five people'

(tiru:254)

six aruvar

'six people'

(tiru:255)
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First person Second person Third person

eluvar

'seven people'

(ciru:113)

'eight' enmar

'eight people'

(pari.8:5)

onpatinmar

'nine people'

(pad.pad.5:19)

patinmar

'ten people'

(pari.8:4)

'eleven' pannoruvar

'eleven people'

(pari.8:7)

'thirty three' patinorumuvar

'33 people'

(tiru:167)

'hundred' iraimpatinmar

'100 people'

(peru:415)

nurruvar

'The Hundred'

(kali.52:2)
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THE OBLIQUE STEM

GENERAL: See "A Note on Stems" in "Morphophonemics." The

form a nominal stem assumes before adding a case marker, postposition,

particle, or another nominal is here called the "oblique stem." Besides

serving as a base for a case marker, postposition, particle, or another

noun, the oblique stem provides a genitive, accusative, instrumental, locative,

or directional meaning in classical Tamil.

FORMATION: The oblique stem of a plural noun is not different

from its non-oblique stem. The oblique stems of singular nouns are formally

different from their corresponding non-oblique stems in many instances.

These forms are normally treated as given lexical items or as derived by
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suffixing one of the "inflectional increments" akku, attu, am, an, an, ikku,

in, on, varru etc. This study considers the oblique stem as derived in

two ways:

(i) by stem mutation. This type of oblique stem is here referred to as

the "mutated oblique stem." See "Formation Mechanisms" and

"Morphophonemics" for stem mutation.

(ii) by suffixation: an or in is suffixed to the nominal stem.

The oblique stems of personal pronouns and other nominals are

given below. See "Numerals" and "Adjectives or Noun Modifiers" for

information on the oblique stems of numerals and adjectives.

The Oblique Stems of Personal Pronouns: These forms contain short

vowels and norm indicating singularity and plurality respectively.

Non-Oblique Stem Oblique Stem

1st sg.

1st sg.

1st pi. excl.

nan T en 'my'

(pari.20:82) (narr.355:10)

van T en 'my'

(kuri:12) (narr.355:10)

yam 'we' em 'our'

(malai:53) (narr. 150:7)

In the tradition, the "inflectional increments" are known as the cariyai. akku, attu, am,

an, an, ikku, in, on, and varru are the cariyai listed in the Tolkappiyam (eluttatikaram,

Ilampuranam, Rule 120). Nannul (Rule 244) lists an, an, in, al, ami, irru, attu, am, tarn,
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1st pl. incl. nam 'we' nam 'our'

(kuri:22) (aink.39:2)

2nd sg. ni 'you' nin 'your'

(tiru:64) (tiru:272)

un 'your'

(aka.222:2)

tan 'your'

(pura.387:14)

2nd pl. nir 'you' num 'your'

(matu:738) (pari.20:85)

um 'your'

(pari.20:84)

niyir 'you' num 'your'

(aka.8:17) (pari.20:85)

um 'your'

(pari.20:84)

3rd sg. tan 'he' tan 'his'

(malai:559) (aink.480:3)

tan 'its'

(kali.67:3)

3rd pl. tam'they' tam 'their'

(matu:422) (pura.153:12)

nam, num, e, a, u, ai, ku, and n as the cariyai. Traditional grammarians use these

inflectional increments to explain oblique forms.
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The Oblique Stems of Nominals Which Are Not Personal Pronouns:

(i) Non-monosyllabic nouns ending with m have mutated oblique stems

ending with tt(u).

(ii) Nouns ending with tu have mutated oblique stems ending with tt(u).

(iii) The pronouns atu 'that one' and itu 'this one' have oblique stems

atan and itan respectively.

(iv) The pronoun avai 'they (neuter), those things', non-monosyllabic

nouns ending with I, and nouns ending with ru have their mutated

oblique stems ending with mi.

(v) Other nouns, including the demonstrative/deictic pronouns, keep their

non-oblique stems to serve as oblique stems.

EXAMPLES

Oblique Stems of Pronouns:

(First person singular; genitive meaning)

en toli meni (kuri:2)

[en. < yan T]

'my friend's body'

(First person exclusive plural; genitive meaning)

em tol pati (malai:567)

[em < yam 'we']

'our ancient town'

2 These forms include the demonstrative/deictic pronouns, and all are illustrated below.

3 By extension, *etan 'which one's?'; atin 'that one's'; *itin 'this one's'; and *etin

'which one's?' Example: atin varavu 'its arrival' {pari. 11:36).
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(First person honorific plural; accusative meaning)

anru nam ariyay (aka.33:18)

[nam < yam 'I (hon.)']

'You did not know me then.'

(Second person singular; genitive meaning)

un meni ay nalam (aka.222:2-3)

[un < ni 'you']

'your body's subtle loveliness'

(Second person singular; genitive meaning)

viraliyar nin puram curra (malai:46)

[nin < ni 'you']

'as the dancing women surround your side'

(Second person honorific; genitive meaning)

ahtu um manai (aka.56:14)

[um 'your' < un 'your']

'That is your house.'

4 It is more logical to derive um ('your' plural) from un ('your' singular) rather than from

nir ('you' plural).
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(Second person plural; genitive meaning)

num iyam (malai:232)

[num 'your' < *nun 'your']

'your musical instruments'

(Third person singular; unmarked for gender; genitive meaning)

yamai tan parppu ompa (poru:186)

[tan < tan 'it']

'as the turtle protects its young one'

(Third person honorific/plural; genitive meaning;

base for associative case marker otu)

tam peyar tammotu kontanar mayntor (malai:553)

[tam < tam 'they']

'those who died taking away with them their (own) names'

(Third person masculine singular; genitive meaning)

ivan ... kotum col ompumin (narr..200:10-11)

[ivan '(this) he']6

'Keep away from his cruel words.'

It is more logical to derive num ('your' plural) from *nun ('your' singular) rather than

from niyir ('you' plural). Nevertheless, Tolkappiyam derives num ('your' plural) from

niyir ('you' plural/honorific). Cf. Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Hampuranam, Rule 327.

6 The other forms are avan '(that) his' (pati.56:3) and avar '(that) his (hon.)' (kuru.392:2).

For more on pronouns, see "Pronouns."
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(Third person feminine singular; genitive meaning)

ival paoi var kan (aka.77:19)

[ival '(this) she']7

'her eyes which are shedding tears'

(Third person human plural; genitive meaning)

ivar maran (pura.337:19)

[ivar 'these people']

'their valor'

(Third person neuter singular; genitive meaning)

atan niram (kali.52:3-4)

[atan < atu 'that one' + an]

'its body (chest)'

(Third person neuter plural; base for the postposition ul)

avarrul (pati.43:4)

[avarr < avai 'those things']

'among them / those things'

Oblique Stems Of Non-Pronouns:

pon-am-kompu (pari. 7:56)

[pon 'gold']

'golden vine (-like woman)'

(Note that the oblique stem [pon] is the same as the nominal stem

[pon]. It serves as the base for the particle am, which here provides

a comparative sense.)

7 The other forms are avaj '(that) her' (aink.378:3) and evaj 'whose?.' No example of

evaj used in an oblique sense is found.
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cettirunkd (pura.201 :13)

[ceft mutated oblique < cen 'large, lofty']

'big, lofty king'

(cetf serves as the base for the adjective iru[m] 'big' in forming a

compound noun.)

or yattu oru kal (kali.71:26)

[yattu mutated oblique < yantu 'year']

'once in one year'

(yattu provides a locative [temporal] sense.)

conattu . . . uppin kollai carri (patt:28-29)

[conattu < col(a) 'the cola dynasty' + nattu;

nattu mutated oblique < natu 'country']

'announcing the abundance of the salt in the Cola country'

(conattu provides a locative [spatial] sense.)

cenmo ... em ... naftu (pura.381 :5)

[nattu mutated oblique < natu 'country']

'We shall go to our country.'

(nattu provides a directional sense.)

an nattu c ceval (matu:386)

[ an nattu mutated oblique < annam 'goose']

'the male of the goose'

(annattu provides a genitive sense.)

kataattu avan yanai (kali.57:18)

[kataatt mutated oblique < kata(a)m 'rut']

'his elephant in rut'

(kataattu provides a genitive sense.)
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valjattu p peyta pal (kali.72:3)

[vallattu mutated oblique < vallam 'bowl']

'the milk poured into the bowl'

(vallattu provides a locative [spatial] sense.)

vetattu marai ni (pari.3:66)

[vetattu mutated oblique < vetam 'The Vedas']

'You are the secret in the Vedas.'

(vetattu provides a locative [spatial] sense.)

uyarntor ulakattu p peyarntanan (pura.174:20)

[ulakattu mutated oblique < ulakam 'world']

'He proceeded/moved toward the world of the nobles.'

(ulakattu gives a directional sense.)

erru valan uyariya ... mani mitarron (pura.56:1-2)

[erru mutated oblique < eru 'bull']

'the one with dark-colored throat (Siva), who is carrying in his

right hand (a flag on which) a bull (is painted)'

(erru gives an accusative sense.)

pun kayirru variki (pari. 19:31)

[kayirru mutated oblique < kayiru 'rope']

'pulling with a rope of flowers'

(kayirru provides an instrumental sense.)

nayirru ... vanappu (pari.13:1-2)

[nayirru mutated oblique < nayiru 'sun']

'the beauty of the sun'

(nayirru gives a genitive sense.)
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nin vemmaiyum vilakkamum nayirrula (pari.4:25)

[See previous example.]

'Your warmth and brilliance are in the sun.'

(nayirru here gives a locative [spatial] sense.)

ven manarru aka vayin (narr372:6)

[manarru mutated oblique < manal 'sand']

'inside the white sand'

(manarru gives a locative [spatial] sense.)

vayirru-t-ti (pura.74:5)

[vayirru mutated oblique < vayiru 'stomach']

'the fire in the stomach; hunger'

(vayirru is the base for the noun ti 'fire'; gives a locative sense.)
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CASE MARKERS AND POSTPOSITIONS

GENERAL: Tamil uses case markers or case suffixes and postposi

tions as prepositions are employed in English. The tradition identifies

seven or eight grammatical cases. Each grammatical case is represented

by more than one marker, and one marker may represent more than one

meaning. The case markers and the postpositions have similar functions,

and therefore are treated under one heading in this study. Postpositions,

unlike the case markers, are items which are meaningful even when used

in isolation. When used in isolation, they give the sense of a location or

time. Sometimes they are written separately from the nouns they follow.

The tradition refers to grammatical case as verrumai 'distinction.' According to the

Tolkappiyam, there are seven basic cases, and the vocative is considered to be the eighth

(collatikaram, Rules 62 and 63). The cases are: peyar/ejuvay (= nominative), ai (=

accusative), otu (= instrumental), ku (= dative), atu (= genitive, possessive), kan (=

locative), and viji (= vocative). Cf. collatikaram, Rule 64.

The term for a case marker is verrumai urupu "identifier of distinctions" or

"marker that differentiates." There is no traditional term for postposition. As a group, the

case markers and postpositions are referred to by the term itaiccol "medial particles"

(Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, commentary on Rule 250).
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Most case markers, on the other hand, are not meaningful when used in

isolation; they are suffixed to and written together with the nouns. The

few exceptions are kontu, utan, and kan, which could as well be considered

as postpositions. The various significations given below for the case markers

and the postpositions were inferred from the literary contexts in which

they appear. It is quite possible to have more than one interpretation in

some instances.

FORMATION: The case markers are optionally suffixed to a nominal

in its non-oblique or oblique form. The postpositions follow a nominal in

its non-oblique form, oblique form, associative case form, or dative case

form. They also follow an adjectival participle and rarely a verb stem.

Neither the singular-plural distinction nor the person-number-gender dis

tinction is made by the case markers or postpositions.

EXAMPLES OF ITEMS UNMARKED BY A CASE MARKER

('subject')

— -3

pacittanramma ... ure (pura.318:3)

'The town (i.e., people) was hungry.'

(accusative)

curramum emmum ullal (aka.17:6)

'She did not think of me and (her) companions.'

onnar k katantu attan (pari. 15:44-45)

'He crossed and defeated/killed the enemies.'

:
See "The Oblique Stem" for information on oblique forms.

In modern Tami

in the dative case.

3 In modern Tamil it would be urukku p pacittatu which might be considered as a subject
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(instrumental)

kai cutti (pari.9:35)

'pointing with (his) hand'

(associative)

kelir t tijaikkum (pari.11:58)

'(They) mingle with their friends.'

(locative)

meni ttiru ... amarnta marpinai (pari.1 :7-8)

'You have a chest on the surface of which Tiru (goddess of

prosperity) has taken abode.'

(ablative)

vali ninka (pari.19:32)

'to move away from the path'

(directional)

porutpini p pirinta ni (aka.79:17)

'you, who have moved/departed toward the obsession of

wealth'

Note that in many of these examples a hard consonant (k, c, t, or

p) is doubled between the two items entering into a case relation. The

first of these two items does not contain a case marker and the second

item which follows the first is either a verb or a noun holding a case

relation with the first. The initial consonant, (k, c, t, or p), of the second

item is doubled signifying its case relation with the first. Only the context

determines the meaning of the case.
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Case Markers and Postpositions

The case markers and the postpositions found in classical Tamil

are: a, akku, akam, atu, ayal, alavu, alavai, an, a, ankan, anku, atu,

ayitai, al, an, aru, itam/itan, itai, il, in, ukku, utan, utai, utaiya, umpar,

uli, ulai, uj, u(l)lum, uli, ul(J)e, unkan, unku, utu, 01, etir, etire, ellai, e,

ai, otu, otu, k(k)(u), katai, kan, kal, kalai, karum, kH, kontu, car, cirai,

nankar, nanru, nanrai. talai, tan, tiram/tiran, toru(m), torum, natuvan.

nappan, ninru(m), pakkam, pati, patam, pankar, patu, pal, pin, pinrai,

pinnar, pinnum, putai, polutu, poltu, mattu, mattai, man, mattiram.

mattirai, micai, mitu, mimicai, mutal (mutal), murai, mun(nar),

mel(iruntu), vayam, vayin, varai, vali, vay, and viyal.

Some of these case markers and postpositions are variants of one

another: e.g., nanru and nanrai. Also note that forms like meliruntu <

mel + iruntu and mimicai < mi + micai are made of two separate items.

EXAMPLES OF CASE MARKERS AND POSTPOSITIONS

Marker/ Meaning and Example

Postposition

a: It is added to a nominal.

(genitive/possessive)

avara ... kayam (pura.15:9-10)

[avar 'they']

'their ponds'

ninna kanni (pura.45:3)

[nin oblique of ni 'you']

'your head-garland'
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akam: It is added to a nominal. When used in isolation, it means 'inside,

interior.'

(temporal limitation: 'within')

enniya nalakam (aink.466:3)

[naj 'day']4

'within the marked day'

atu: It is added to a nominal. When used in isolation, it means '(that) it.'

(genitive/possessive)

katavulatu iyarkai (malai:83)

[katavuj 'god']

'the god's nature'

nanpinatu alavu (narr.378:12)

[nanpin oblique of nanpu 'friendship']

'the extent of (his) friendship'

ayal: It is added to a nominal; it means 'vicinity, other side, neighborhood.'

(locative [spatial]: 'by the side of)

malai ayal (narr.108:1)

[malai 'mountain']

'by the side of the mountain'

nin katuppu ayal (aink.396:1-2)

[katuppu 'tresses']

'on (one) side of your tresses'

4 In modern Tamil, it would be najukkuj or nalaikkulje.
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alavu: It is added to a nominal or an affirmative adjectival participle; it

means 'measure.'

(spatial limitation: 'up to the limit')

vaiyaka varai alavu (narr.130:11)

[vaiyakam 'the earth'; varai 'limit, edge']

'up to the limit of the earth'

(temporal limitation: 'till, until')

cey porul murrum alavu (kali.24:12)

[murium adjp < murru 'to complete']

'until accomplishing the wealth'

ajavai: It is added to a non-past/non-completive stem or an adjectival

participle; it means 'measure.'

(temporal limitation: 'at the time, before [when it follows a

negative participle]')

valippalavai (kali. 17:6)

[valipp non-past stem < vali 'to undertake']

'when (you) undertake'

muyalvalavai (kali. 17:10)

[muyalv non-past stem < muyal 'to attempt']

'when (you) attempt'

cenru piral akiya ajavai (aka.189.10)

[akiya adjp < aku 'to become']

'when she left (me and other kin) and became another woman (as

a stranger)'
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kanniyatu unara alavai (aka.5:6)

[unara negative adjp < unar 'to realize, know']

before realizing/knowing what (I) had decided'

an: It is added to a nominal.

(genitive)

atan niram (kali.52:3-4)

[atu 'that one']

'its chest'

a : It is added to a nominal denoting a location. It functions as an adverb

of location.

(locative, spatial)

tay aruka ninru (pari.11:91)

[aruku 'near']

'standing near (your) mother'

karai mela (pari.12:34)

[mel 'on']

'on the bank/shore'

5

In modern written Tamil, it is aka. In spoken Tamil, it is just a or e: e.g., orama

'along the corner/side'; mele 'on top, above.'
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ankan: It is added to a nominal or a verb stem. When used in isolation, it

refers to a location, meaning 'there' and has a variant, ankan

'inside.'6

(locative [spatial]: 'at; on; there; near')

potini ankan (aka.l:4)

[potini, name of a hill]

'at Potini'

avanankan cenru (kali. 143:15-16)

[avan '(that) he']

'going near him'

ilavattu ankan (aka.25:9)

[ilavattu oblique of ilavam 'cotton tree']

'on the ilavam tree'

nilal il ankari (narr. 105:5)

[il 'not to exist, to be absent']

'at that place where there is no shade'

auku: It is added to a nominal. See also "The Particles."

(directional: 'toward')

ninnanku varuum en nehcinai ennanku varatu ompinai konme

(kali23:18-19)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; en oblique of yan T]

'Shield my mind, which is coming toward you so that it does not

come toward me, and accept it.' (The directional meaning is triggered

by the verb of motion var 'to come.')

6

ankan manram pontu 'there, having arrived at the front yard' (pati.23:24). pu ankan

inside the flower' (kali.71:2). It is possible to derive ankan from am adjp of a 'to be' +
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atu: It is a variant of atu, and is added to a nominal.

(genitive/possessive)

puravil tanatu ceri-katir-c-celvan terutalin (narr. 164:1-2)

[tan oblique of tan 'it']

'since its own red hot sun is scorching in the forest'

ayitai: It consists of two items, a 'that' and itai 'middle.' It is used in

isolation or follows a nominal or case marker.

(locative [spatial]: 'in between')

imayam ten-n-ari-kumari-y-otu ayitai (pati.ll :23-24)

[kumariyotu < kumari 'the Kumari' + glide y + otu associative

marker 'with']

'there, between the Himalayas and the beautiful southern Kumari'

(locative [temporal]: 'at that time, thereupon')

ayitai mayital kontu (pari.11:93)

[ayitai 'at that time, thereupon']

'Thereupon, (she) wore the dark (flower) petal (on her) ear and

9

• * •

i-c-curam patartantole ayitai ... vali vali oti mey-t-talai-p-patutal

ceyyen (aka.7:13, 15-16)

[ayitai 'thereupon']

'She went through this forest. Thereupon, I did not follow her

running all over the place.'

kan 'place.'
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al/an: It is added to a nominal,

(i) genitive

ol oli mani p poriyan mannai (pari. 18:7)

[pori 'spots']

'peacocks with bright gem-like spots'

(ii) instrumental: 'because of, therefore'

ariyamaiyan. marantu tuppu etirnta nin pakaivar (pad. 15:14-15)

[ariyamai 'ignorance']

'your enemies who forgetfully faced your strength because of their

ignorance'

ni amarntu vilaiyatiya poral (pari.5:55-56)

[por 'war']

'because of the war which you fought playfully'

nannar nan moli kettanam at anal ... evvam kalai (mull:17, 21)

(atan oblique of atu 'that one'; atanal 'because of that']

'We heard good words. Therefore, get rid of your grief.'

(iii) instrumental: 'with the help of, by'

atiyai t talaiyirjal tottu (kali. 108:55-56)

[talaiyin oblique of talai 'head']

'touching (his) feet with (my) head'

kanninal en nencam ... kontu antay (kali. 108:28-29)

[kannin oblique of kan 'eyes']

'You reigned, getting hold of my heart with the help of your eyes.'
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vitiyarral akkiya mey-k-kalavai (pari. 7:20)

[vitiyarr oblique of vitiyaru

< viti 'rules' + arr oblique of aru 'manner']

'the fragrant body-paste made by (following) the rules'

(iv) associative: 'with; to the accompaniment of

maru atu tanaiyal tiran ikantu varuum avar (pari.13:30-31)

[tanai 'army]

'they who transgressed good behavior and are arriving with (their)

army that kills the enemies'

cila collal pala kelviyar (pura.360:2)

[col 'words']

'those with few words and much listening'

paraiyal puoal cerukkunar (pati. 22:28)

[parai 'drums']

'those who prevent the flooding to the accompaniment of drums'

(v) locative (spatial): 'at; in; above; onto; toward; through'

vlya yanar nin vayinane (pati.36:1)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; vayin 'place']

'in your place, with unfailing bounty'

kil niran min valarikuntu mi niran . . . malar pukkuntu (pura.396:1-2)

[kil nir 'low/deep water'; mi nir 'top/high water']

This interpretation follows the traditional commentary, tanaiyal could be taken as an

instrumental form: 'they, who transgressed good behavior because of their army that

kills the enemies ... .'
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'The fish move around in the deep/low water; the flowers bloom in

the high water.'

marattal kaliru anaittu (pari.33.3)

[maratt oblique of maram 'tree']

'tying the elephants onto the trees'

kunrattal ... varavu (pari.8:28)

[kunratt oblique of kunram 'hills']

'the passage/arrival ... through the hills'

ceriyal cenru (kali.68: 16- 17)

[ceri 'neighborhood')

'going through the neighborhood'

(vi) locative (temporal/action): 'at; in; while'

ciru makilanum (pari. 19:12)

[makH 'pleasure, joy']

'even in short-time pleasure'

alamarum polutinan (kali.78:7)

[polutin oblique of polutu 'time']

'when ... being tossed around (by confusion)'

nanavinan (kali.68:21)

[nanavin oblique of nanavu 'wakeful state']

'while being awake'

This could be interpreted as an instrumental usage ("by"), depending upon how one

understands the verb anai 'to embrace, tie around.'
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kankulan (kali.66:4)

[kankul 'night']

'at night'

(vii) ablative: 'from'

varar ennum pulavi utkolal ... olika ... nin neficattane inarr.11:4-5)

[nencatt oblique of neficam 'heart']

'Do not sulk because he (your lover) has not yet come. May the

anger go away from your heart.' (Note that the ablative sense is

triggered by a verb of motion, oli 'to go away.')

am: It is added to an adjectival participle; it means 'path, way, mode.'

(adverb of place)

tan ventum aru (pari.11:110)

[ventum adjp < ventu 'to wish for, want'; aru 'path']

'the place which it wanted'

itam/itan: It is added to an adjectival participle. Basically, it means

'place.'

(locative [spatial]: 'place')

malai cutar cera p pulampiya itan (kali.126:1 -2)

[pulampiya adjp < pulampu 'to be desolate']

'the place which became desolate as the sun reached the mountain'

(locative [temporal]: 'time')

nam kakkum itam (kali.63:3-4)

[kakkum adjp < ka 'to protect, shield']

'the time when we protect'
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itai: It is added to a nominal.

(i) locative (spatial): 'in; over; in between; along; through'

kal uyar katattitai (pati.21 :22)

[katatt oblique of katam 'forest']

'in the forest where the mountains are lofty'

kottitai (kali.101:17)

[kott oblique of kotu 'horn']

'between the horns'

kaiyitai vaittatu meyyitai t timirum kavalam (narr.360:8-9)

[kai 'hand'; mey 'body']

'the morsel which was placed in the hand (i.e., trunk of the elephant)

and springs/spreads all over the body'

kutalotu parankunrinitai (pari. 17:23-24)

[paraiikunrin oblique of pararikunru 'supreme hill, the Pararikunru']

'between the Kutal and the Parankunru'

tam itai kontatu atu ayin (kali.24:13)

'if that's what he holds (as a cause) between (us)'

karaiyitai k kilinta nin kalakam (kali.73:17)

[karai 'border, edge']

'your strong garb which is torn along the border'

uritai oti (pari.6:56)

[Or 'town']

'flowing through the town'
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(ii) 'among'

em itaiye (narr.395:3)

[em oblique of yam 'we']

'among us'

il : It is added to a nominal. As a separate word, it means 'place,

abode, house.'

(i) locative (spatial): 'in; on; into; down; near; in the vicinity

of; among'

arukil kantum ariyar (pura.207:3)

[aruku 'near; vicinity']

'those who do not recognize (you) although they see (you) near

them'

tantai viyan marpil payntan (kali.86:33)

[marpu 'chest']

'He leaped onto his father's broad chest.'

tunarikai atiya marunkin (pati. 13:5-6)

[marunku 'location, site, side']

'at the location where (people) performed the tunarikai (dance)'

cilampil tuncum kavari (pati. 11:21)

[cilampu 'hill']

'the antelope which slumbers on the hill'

9
It is tempting to group this marker with in because occasionally it occurs as in. By a

morphophonemic change it is sometimes realized as ir, as is the marker in. Therefore, it is

difficult to distinguish between the two markers il and in. The basic meaning of il seems to

be locative, while the basic meaning of in seems to be genitive.
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can til ceyta ... itanattu (narr.351:6-7)

[ cant u 'sandalwood']

'in the loft that was built on the sandalwood tree'

maruppil kataam varntu (pati. 16:6-7)

[maruppu 'tusks']

'the rut, having flowed down the tusk(s)'

nam ceriyil poka . . . parppan (kali.65:7-8)

[ceri 'neighborhood']

'the brahmin who does not go through our neighborhood'

tarje aritu cel ulakil cenranan (pura.260:20-21)

[ulaku 'world']

'He went into the precious world (of the dead).'

'He reached the precious world (of the dead).'

koti koti tarn mil pinarikiyavai pol (kali.92:52)

[tam oblique of tam 'those things']

'as if the vines were intertwined among themselves'

(ii) locative (temporal/action/manner): 'in; at'

kuriyil iniya kuri (narr.204:8)

[kuri 'rendezvous']

'(He) said sweet nothings at the time of our rendezvous, and ...'

ellinil peyartal (aka.lOOA)

[el 'dusk']

'leaving at dusk'

10 In modern Tamil, it is tamakkuj.
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iravil punarntor (pari.6:54)

[iravu 'night']

'those who are united at night'

Italil kurai kattatu (kali .27:1)

[Ital 'giving']

'without showing inadequacy in giving'

kalattil tonriya konmu (kali.82:2)

[kalatt oblique of kalam 'time']

'the dark cloud (nimbus) which appeared at the right time'

ittarkku yal arttum paniyil (pari.20:57)

[pani 'manner']

'in the manner of making the givers experience the (music of the)

harp'

'in the manner of entertaining the suppliants with harp music'

(iii) instrumental: 'by; with the help of

kalil cenrum (narr.349:1)

[kal 'foot']

'going by foot, and ...'

collil telippavum (narr.164:5)

[col 'words']

'although (I) reassure (you) with (my) words'

ampiyil tahppikkum ... vaiyai (pari.6:75-77)

[ampi 'raft']

'(the river) Vaiyai which delays (you) because of the raft'
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arattinil (kali.96:33)

[aratt oblique of aram 'Righteousness']

'by way of Righteousness ("dharma")'

(iv) ablative: 'from; as source'

ninnil tonriya ... tamarai (pari.4:60)

[nin oblique of ni 'you']

'the lotus (flower) which emerged from you'

atirai mutalvanil kilanta natar pannoruvar (pari.8:6-7)

[mutalvan 'the first person, principal']

'the eleven chiefs who are talked about (as a group) starting with

the primary one, Atirai'

pakkattil pokatu (kali.65:12)

[pakkatt oblique of pakkam 'nearby, vicinity']

'without going near

(v) adverb of manner

aritinil tonriya yakkai (kali.141:1)

[aritu 'that which is difficult']

'the (human) body which is born / emerged in difficulty'

11 This could be interpreted as a directional form: 'toward.'
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in: It is added to a nominal. Many patterns in which it is used to provide a

genitive or possessive sense can be discerned.

(i) genitive/possessive: 'of

Pattern (a): X-in. ... Y, where Y has X (virtue, place, area, action,

artifact, part, etc.); Y subsumes X.

katalaka varaippin i-p-polil (pati. 14:19)

[varaippu 'boundary'; polil 'grove']

'this grove (i.e., the world), with a boundary of oceans'

[ulavu 'ploughing, farming'; al 'person']

ulavin pul al (pati. 15:12)

'the lowly person, with (the task of) ploughing'

ceruppin ... kove (pati.21:23)

[ceruppu 'foot-wear'; ko 'king']

'O king, wearing sandals (foot-wear).'

palavin payam (narr.201:5)

[palavu 'jack tree'; payam 'fruit, result']

'the result/fruit of the jack tree'

atin varavu (pari.11:36)

[atu 'it'; varavu 'arrival; increment; waxing']

'its (the moon's) enlargement/waxing'

Pattern (b): X-in Y, where Y is a partirelation ofX; X subsumes Y.

paruntin irum ciraku (pati. 12:19)

[paruntu 'vulture'; ciraku 'wings']

'the large wings of the vulture'
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iravin ellai (pura.366:12)

[iravu 'night'; ellai 'limit']

'the limit of the night'

titiyin cirar (pari.3:6)

[titi 'Titi, (a mythological character)'; cirar 'children']

'the children of Titi'

tiruvin kanava (pari.3:90)

[tiru 'Prosperity'; kanavan 'husband']

'O husband of Tiru (Prosperity).'

Pattern (c) X-i n Y, where X is a part of Y.

puvin tamarai (pati.23:23)

[pu 'flower'; tamarai 'lotus']

'the lotus, with flowers'

ara utampin ni (pari.5:55)

[utampu body'; ni 'you']

'you, with a (young) body, not fully developed'

Pattern (d) X-in Y, where Y is specified for X.

karumpin patti (pad.13:3)

[karumpu 'sugarcane'; patti 'section']

'the sugarcane section'

kaljin cati (narr.295:7)

[kal 'toddy'; cati 'jar']

'jar of toddy'
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Pattern (e) X-in Y, where Y is made ofX.

muttin aram (aka.l3:1)

[muttu 'pearls'; aram 'garland, string']

'a string of pearls'

(ii) accusative

naravin valtti (pura.297:6)

[naravu 'liquor'; valttu 'to praise']

'praising the liquor'

(iii) instrumental: 'with; by; as a result of; because of

kelalay maruppin u hitoy (pari.3:24)

[maruppu 'tusks'; ulu 'plough']

'You, who ploughed with (your) tusks, in the form of a boar.'

malai mulakkin mankanam panippa (pati:50:1)

[mulakku 'roaring'; pani 'to tremble']

'as the herd of deer tremble because of the mountain's roaring'

punalin karai kar erranru (pari.12:98)

[puna! 'water, flood'; kar 'winter'; el 'to accept, receive']

'the shore acquired the quality of winter because of the water/flood'

(iv) associative: 'to the accompaniment of

mulavin varuvay nl (pari.20:75)

[mulavu 'drums'; var 'to come']

'You are arriving to the accompaniment of drums.'
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(v) locative (spatial): 'in; on; upon; into; together; between'

ceruvin ... uruli ... manta (pati.27:10-11)

[ceru 'field'; mantu 'to rush']

'as the wheels (of the chariot) rush ... in the field'

cantin totutta tinten (narr.lA)

[cantu 'sandalwood tree'; totu 'to string, hang']

'the sweet honey gathered on the (branches of the) sandalwood

trees'

kannin uvantu (pati. 20:8)

[kan 'eyes'; uva 'to be delighted']

'delighted by (what) the eyes (see)'

'showing the joy in the eyes'

ayattinkutu (pari.l 1:113)

[ayatt oblique of ayam 'group of companions'; kutu 'to join']

'Join (together with) the group of your companions.'

verinin ... erinaj (pari. 12:48)

[verin 'back'; eru 'to climb up']

'She climbed on the back (of the elephant).'

ketu valai puntaval meniyir kantu (pari.20:34)

I mini 'body'; kantu advp < kan to see']

'She saw the lost bangle on the body of the woman wearing it, and

(vi) locative (temporal/action)

cekkaiyul payalin ariyay mputai peyarvay ayinum (kali.10:10-11)

[payal 'sleep'; putai peyar 'to roll over']
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'even if you would roll over inadvertently while sleeping in the

bed'

maraiyinin manantu (kali.53:8)

[maraiyin oblique of marai 'secrecy'; mana 'to marry']

'marrying in secrecy'

(vii) ablative: 'from; as source'

ninnin piriyalen (kali.21:7)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; piri 'to part with, separate']

'I will not depart from you.'

ninnin vitaa nilal12 (kali.61 :8)

[ninnin oblique of nin, oblique of ni 'you'; vitu 'to let go; leave']

'the shadow which does not leave you'

karpinin valaa (aka.86:13)

[karpu 'virtue'; vaju 'to swerve']

'without swerving from virtue'

malaiyin Hi aruvi (pari. 16:32)

[malai 'mountain'; ili 'to descend']

'the waterfall which flows from the mountain'

meyyin pirittu (pari.5:57)

[mey 'body'; piri 'to part with, separate']

'removing (a part) from (his) body'

12

In modern Tamil, it is ninnai vita(ta).
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mutanmaiyin ikanta kalam (pari.13:24-25)

[mutanmai 'primordial'; ika 'to exceed, move away, transcend']

'time which has transcended the primordial'

(x) comparative: 'like; as'

nilam nlr vali vicumpu enra nankin alappu ariyaiye (pati. 14:1-2)

[nanku 'four'; alappu 'measuring'; aru 'to be difficult']

'You are difficult to be measured like the four such as the earth,

the water, the wind, and the sky.'

matiyin vilanku mukattar (kali.62:14)

[mati 'moon'; vilanku 'to shine']

'those (women) whose faces shine like the moon'

pantaiyin paratti (kali. 14:7)

[pantai 'the past'; parattu 'to praise']

'praising, as in the past'

(ix) comparative: 'more than'

itanin kotiyatu piritu oijru illai (narr.322:2)

[itan oblique of itu 'this one'; kotu 'cruel']

'There is nothing more cruel than this (one).'

ninnin ciranta nin tal inai (pari.4:62)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; cira 'to excel, surpass, be eminent']

'your feet which are more eminent than yourself

(x) distributive

nalin najin ... nilavu p parantanku (pari. 11:32-33)

13

In modem Tamil, it is najukku nal.
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[rial 'day'; para 'to spread']

'as the moon's light spread (wider) day by day'

karikai matu oruvarin oruvar kannin kavarpura 4 (pari. 11:68)

[oruvar 'one person']

'as they experienced the delight of each other's beauty with/through

each other's eyes'

(xi) directional: 'toward'

lra c ceruvin vittotu cenra vatti (narr.210:2-3)

[ceru 'field'; cel 'to go']

'the shallow bowl which went (i.e., was taken) toward the damp

field'

vilavin celiiyar ventum (narr.390:6)

[vilavu 'festival'; cel 'to go']

'You must go to the festival.'

(xii) adverb of manner

(when suffixed to a neuter adjectival noun ending with

tu)

cevvitin natantu (pati.22:8)

[cevvitu 'that which is perfect'; nata 'to behave']

'behaving in the right manner'

valitin nulin Haiya nun mayir ilai (pati.39:9)

[valitu 'that which is white'; Hai 'to fabricate']

'fine hair-like web that was not fabricated in white thread'

14

In later Tamil, it is oruvarukku oruvar 'between one another.'
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viruntin valkkai (pati.71:19)

[viruntu 'strangeness'; valkkai 'life; living']

'strange life'; 'living in a strange manner'

initinin punarkkuven manno (aka.263:13)

[initu 'that which is pleasant, sweet, nice'; punar 'to join']

'I would have made them join (with each other) nicely.'

(Notice that the in is repeated in initinin < initu + in + in. The first

one following the stem can be taken as the oblique marker.)

utan : It is added to a nominal. It also precedes a verb to function like

an adverb giving the sense 'altogether' or 'immediately.'

(i) 'all over'

yanai katutan niraitara (narr.324:4)

[katu 'forest, jungle'; niraitara 'to fill up']

'as the elephants filled/occupied all over the forest'

natu utan vijarikum ... nallicai (pati.24:10)

[natu 'country'; vilanku 'to shine']

'good fame which shines all over the country'

(ii) associative: 'together with; along with'

ilaiyarum mutiyarum kilaiyutan kulii (narr. 207:7)

[kilai 'clan'; kuhi 'to gather']

'the young and the old, gathering together with their clan'

i It has a variant utariku: utanku amar ayam 'group of companions who abide together'

(pari.19:105).
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araicanotu utan maynta ... celvam pol (kali. 130:4)

[aracan 'king'; otu case marker 'with'; utan 'together'; may 'to

perish']

'like the wealth which perished together with the king'

ayattutan nillal (pari.l 1:111)

[ayatt oblique of ayam 'group of companions'; nil 'to stay']

'she, without staying with the group of her companions'

(iii) inclusive: 'altogether; entire'

col peyar nattam kelvi nencam enru aintu utan porri (pan. 21:1-2)

[utan 'altogether'; porru 'to appreciate']

'appreciating altogether (the merit of) words, reputation, goal,

listening, and heart'

Or utan iravalarkku aruli t ter utan mullaikku itta ... pari

(pura.201:2-3,5)

[Or 'town'; ter 'chariot'; utan 'entire'; arul 'to bestow';

i 'to give']

'Pari, who gave away altogether the towns to the suppliants and

(his) chariot to the jasmine vine'

(iv) 'immediately; soon'

namar kotai nerntanar ayin avar utan nervar kol (narr.393:10-11)

[utan 'immediately'; ner 'to agree']

'If our relatives agree to give me away (in marriage), will he agree

(to it) immediately?'
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utai(ya): It is added to a nominal.

(genitive/possessive)

muttu utai maruppu (pati.32:3)

[muttu 'pearls'; maruppu 'tusks']

'tusks with pearls'

ninnutai valkkai (pati.37:1)

[nin oblique of nl 'you'; valkkai 'life']

'your life'

cir utaiya ilai (pura.11:13)

[cir 'beauty'; Mai 'ornaments']

'ornaments which have beauty'

'beautiful ornaments'

umpar: It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'yonder'

venkatattu umpar (aka.209:9)

[venkatatt oblique of venkatam 'Verikata hills'; umpar 'beyond']

'beyond the Venkatam'

uji: It is added to a nominal, non-past/non-completive stem, or past/com

pletive stem.

(locative [temporal]: 'when')

vehkai koykuvam cenruU (aka.48:6)

The pearls here are not the pearls from oysters. They must be some hard growth in the

tusk.
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[cenr past/completive stem < cel 'to go']

'when we went to pick verikai (flowers)'

viyal nakar celvuli c celvuli (aka.49:14-15)

[celv non-past/non-completive stem < cel 'to go']

'whenever (she) moves around the large house'

(locative [spatial]: 'where')

yanum urai ketpuli-y-ellam celven (kali.146:29-30)

[ketp non-past/non-completive stem < kel 'to hear']

'I will go to (all those places) wherever I hear about his presence.'

ulai: It is added to a nominal; it means 'nearby.'

(i) locative (spatial): 'to'

avanulai k kuuy k kuuy (kali.63:6)

[avan 'he'; ku 'to call out']

'calling out (again and again) to him'

(ii) directional: 'to; toward'

kelirulai c cenru (kali.61:3)

[kelir 'companions'; cel 'to go']

'going to (his) companions'

ennulai vantu (kali.77:15)

[en oblique of yan T; var 'to come']

'coming near me'
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ill: It means 'in, inside.' It is added to a nominal. When the nominal

signifies plurality, the u\ helps to single out an item from a group.

(i) locative (spatial): 'inside; through' (when followed by a

verb of motion); 'among' (when added to a plural noun)

kalinkattul (kali.69:3)

[kalinkatt oblique of kalinkam 'clothing']

'inside (her) clothing'

narram ullul karantu (pari.7:21)

[ul 'inside'; ullul 'inside of inside'; kara 'to hide']

'hiding the fragrance deep inside'

avarul orutti (pari.7:53)

[avar oblique of avar 'they'; orutti 'one woman']

'one woman among them'

irantinul onru (pura.344:3)

[irantin oblique of irantu 'two'; onru 'one thing']

'one of the two'

nammul nakutal (kali.94:35)

[nam oblique of nam 'we'; naku 'to laugh, rejoice']

'rejoicing between us'

irappor kaiyulum poki ... pulavar navil cenru vllntanru avan aru

nirattu iyarikiya vele (pura.235:11-15)

[kai 'hands']

'The spear which bounced on his chest also went through the

hands of the suppliants and fell on the poets' tongues (who sing of

him).'
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(ii) locative (temporal/action): 'in; at the time of

kanavinul uraiyum ... arivai (pati. 19:13-14)

[kanavu 'dream'; urai 'to stay still']

'the woman who lives in (my) dreams'

or ira vaikalul (kali.5:14)

[vaikal 'time, stay'; ira 'night']

'during one night'

celvattul cerntu (kali.25:19)

[celvam 'wealth, prosperity'; cer 'to join, unite']

'uniting with (someone) at the time of (his) prosperity'

vilavinul vilaiyatum polutu (kali.35:14)

[vilavu 'festival'; vijaiyatu 'to play']

'when playing at the festival'

(iii) associative: 'with'

niye ennui varutiyo ... ciru kutiyane (narr.82:2-3, 11)

[en oblique of yan T; var 'to come']

'Will you come with me to (our) small neighborhood?'

ullum: It is basically ul 'inside' + um 'and, even, also.' It is added to a

nominal, and serves to single out an item from a group when

added to a plural noun.

('amongst; among all...')

vicumpu valariku makaliruUum ciranta cemmin (pati.31: 27-28)

[makajir 'women'; cira 'to be eminent, illustrious']

'Cemmin (the star Aruntati) who is illustrious among all celestial

women'
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ellaruUum nin nal icai mikume (pati.38:2)

[ellar 'all people'; miku 'to surpass, exceed']

'Your fine reputation surpasses among all the (wealthy) people.'

yam kuriya aintanullum (pari. 13:17)

[aintan oblique of aintu 'five']

'among the five (elements) I stated earlier'

uli: It is added to a nominal.

(adverb of manner)

perum peyar muraiyuli p perra putalvan (kali. 75:24-25)

[murai 'custom, relationship, turn'; peru 'to get, obtain']

'the son who got the great name (of his grandfather) by relation'

marapuli p pati (kali. 103:75)

[marapu 'convention'; patu 'to sing']

'(we) singing according to the convention'

u(l)le: It is ul 'inside' + e case marker/particle, and is added to a

nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'inside')

ven muttam ... nirule pirappinum nirkku avi tam en ceyyum

(kali.9: 15-16)

[nir 'water'; pira 'to be born']

'Although they are born in the water, what can the white pearls

do for the water?'

ulle kanalum ullam (aka.305:14)

[kanal 'to bum'; uUam 'heart, mind']

'my heart which is fuming inside'
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unkan: It is added to a nominal or an adjectival participle. It means

'yonder.'

(locative [spatial]: 'yonder')

uyar varaikku uunkan ahtu em Or (aka.38:16-17)

[varai 'mountain'; uunkan < unkan 'yonder']

'Our town is beyond / on the other side of the tall mountain.'

(An example of a postposition [unkan] following a noun in its dative

form.)

(locative [temporal]: 'then')

ituu unkan iniya patuum (narr.,246:1)

[itu 'to be narrow'; unkan 'then'; ituu unkan 'now and then;

often']

'pleasant things befall often / now and then'

uriku: It is added to a nominal or a negative adjectival participle.

(locative [temporal]: 'at; before; till; until')

tanai parava urike (pan. 29:15)

[parava negative adjp of paravu 'to spread';

unke < unku + e particle]

'before the army spread'

anrai nanrinotu inrin urikum (pura.376:17)

[inrin oblique of inru 'today']

17 It is possible to analyze uyar varaikku uunkan as uyar varai-k-kuiikan 'at a calling

distance from the tall hills.' Compare unkan and ankan.
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'from that day to this day'

(Note that it is a "from X to Y" type of construction.)

utii: It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'through')

pal kai ... nun tukil utu vantu imaikkum ... alkul (narr.366:1-3)

[tukil 'fine/nice cloth'; imai 'to glitter, twinkle']

'her pelvic region where the many strands (of her waist ornament)

glitter through her fine cloth'

ul: It is added to a nominal.

(repetitive: 'times')

pal ul . . . ennai nokkum (kali.61 :5)

[pal 'many'; nokku 'to look at']

'He would look at me many times.'

etir(e): It is added to a nominal; it means 'in front of.'

(locative [spatial]: 'in front of)

iraincuka peruma nin cenrri ... munivar entu kai etire (pura.6:19-20)

[kai 'hand(s)'; iraincu 'to bow, stoop, hang']

'Lord, may your head bow in front of the raised hands of the

ascetics.'

(locative [temporal]: 'in response to; in sequence')

l ena irattal ilintanru atan etir lyeo enral ataninum ilintanru

(pura.204.1-2)
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[atari oblique of atu 'that one'; en 'to say']

'It is lowly to beg. Thereupon, it is lowlier to respond "I will not

give." '

ellai: It means 'limit.' It is added to a nominal or an adjectival participle.

(temporal limitation: 'at the time; during; in the end; until')

nerunal ellai nl erinton (pura.300:3)

[nerunal 'yesterday'; eri 'to toss, destroy']

'the man whom you tossed/destroyed yesterday'

nayirru ellai alvinaikku utavi iravin ellai varuvatu nati

(pura.366:11-12)

[iiayirru oblique of nayiru 'sun'; iravin oblique of iravu 'night';

utavu 'to help'; natu 'to seek, look for']

'providing help at the time of day(light) for the task of ruling (the

country), and looking for what is forthcoming at the time of

night'

'engaging oneself in ruling the country at daybreak and watching

for what is forthcoming by nightfall'

nannal talaivarum ellai ... tam nan tam tankuvar (kali.39:3 1 -32)

[talaivaru 'to come forth'; tanku 'to contain, hold']

'those who would control their coyness until the good day (of our

wedding) arrives'
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e: It is added to a nominal. See also "The Particles."

(i) accusative

pon punai utukkaiyon punarntu amar nilaiye ninaimin (pari.15.-28-29)

[nilai 'state of being'; ninai 'to think';

pon punai utukkaiyon 'the one with a golden garb; Tirumal;

Vishnu']

'Think of His (the one with a golden garb) state of being together

(with His brother).'

peyale pol (kali.55:1)

[peyal 'clouds'; pol 'like']

'like the (rain) clouds'

tiri umil neyye pol ten pani uraikkum kal (kali. 15:21)

[ney 'oil'; pol 'like']

'when (her) eyes get cloudy with cool tears like the oil which the

wick drops'

ariyalane ... marror teettu mariya vinaiye (pati.20:6-7)

[maru 'to change'; vinai 'action']

'He does not know retreat from the enemies' lands.'

'He does not know how to retrcat from the enemies' lands.'

unmin kalle atumin core (pad.18:1)

[kal 'toddy'; coru 'rice']

'Drink the toddy. Cook the rice.'

(ii) locative (spatial): 'in; at; through'

alatimo notumalar talaiye (narr.l3:2)

Some might not consider the e in this group of examples as a case marker, but would

rather treat it as an emphatic particle. Note that in modern Tamil, the accusative marker ai

occurs in such contexts: e.g., nilaiyai niQaiyutikal; peyalai p pol; neyyai p pol.
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[talai 'place'; alu 'to cry, weep']

'Do not cry in this place that belongs to strangers.'

i-v-varanilai are (pura.263:4)

[aru 'river']

'through this drying up river'

pakale emmotu ati irave ... nal il noyotu vaikuti ayin (aka.370:4-6)

[pakal 'day'; atu 'to play'; iravu 'night'; vaiku 'to stay']

'if you would play with me during the day and stay at night in

your good house with (love)sickness, ...'

iraincuka peruma nin cenni ciranta nan marai munivar entu kai

etire (pura.6:19-20)

[etir 'in front']

'May your head bow in front of the raised hands of the noble and

the learned who are well versed in the four Secrets/Vedas.'

(iii) vocative

katun-cina vente (pati.30:44)

'King with intense anger.'

patini vente (pati.17:14)

'King of female singers.'

19

It is also the end of the poem.
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(iv) adverb of manner

panri ... mella mella p pirakke peyarntu (narr.98:2, 6)

[pirakku 'back'; peyar 'to move']

'the pig, moving backward very slowly, ...'

ai : It is added to a nominal.

(i) accusative: (direct object + ai)

turaivanai niye collal ventumal (aka. 170:7, 8)

[turaivan 'man from the shore-land'; col 'to tell, inform, reveal']

'You have to inform the man from the shore-land.'

koticciyai ... kontanai cenmo (aka.132:7-8)

[koticci 'mountain girl/woman'; kol 'to take']

'Take the Koticci (mountain girl) and go.'

vejlivitiyai p pola (aka.147:9)

iikeVellivIti'

oruupa ninnai (pati.34:1)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; oru 'to shun']

'They shun you.'

velai nl munniya ticai (malai:94)

[vel 'chieftain'; munnu 'to place in front, to intend']

'the direction in which you go thinking about the Vel (chieftain)'

20

This could be interpreted as a locative.

2i A variety of examples is given in order to provide a broad sense of the use of this

marker.
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22

cenrorai c colli k katti (malai:78-79)

[ceoror 'those who went'; col 'to tell, reveal, inform']

'informing those who went (to his land) and making them see

(things)'

natanai varuum enrol (narr.65:9)

'She said that the Natan will come.'

ninnai innan enru uraittal (pari.1:31-32)

'saying that you are of this nature'

'to say that you are like this'

uranai p pulattal kutumo (aka.26:4, 5)

[pula 'to sulk']

'Is it possible to sulk with the Uran?'

cerppanai yaijum katalen yayum nani veyyal (kuru.51:3-4)

[cerppan 'the man from the shore-land';

katalen 'one who has love']

'I love the Cerppan. My mother also likes him very much.'

kali t turapporai ... vattu vittu erivor (pari. 11 :54-55)

[kali 'bamboo stick'; eri 'to toss, destroy']

'those who chase/destroy the people, who are rushing (across

the water) with the help of bamboo sticks, by flinging water bags

(at them)'

22 In modern Tamil, it would be cenrorukku c colli —

23 In modern Tamil, it would be turappor mel vattu vittu erivor 'those who fling water

bags on those who are rushing.' An excellent example illustrating a change in the interpretation

of the verb eri.
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uppai mari vennel tarliya (kuru.269:5)

[uppu 'salt'; maru 'change, exchange']

'in order to bring white paddy by exchanging salt (with the paddy)'

kacinai anna ... kani (kuru.274:2)

[kacu 'coin'; kani 'fruit(s)']

'fruits which are like coins'

(Note that the case marker ai is added to the oblique stem kacin.)

innatai ... ikulaikku unarttu (narr.71:1-2)

[innatu 'this one; one of this nature'; unarttu 'to make understand']

'Make your friend understand this one.'

velattai inru kantay pol (kali.97:20-21)

[velam 'elephant'; kantay < kan 'to see']

'as if you encountered the elephant today'

ampalai nani (kali.3:1)

[ampal 'rumour'; nan(u) 'to be embarrased; be coy']

'embarrassed about the (town's) rumour'

kalil ai . . . antanar kalarikinar maruntu (pari.6:44 -45)

[kalil 'muddied water'; kalanku 'to be agitated, confused, puzzled']

'the brahmins were puzzled by the muddied water'

tarikarum kamattai t tanantu (kali. 121 :7)

[kamam 'passion'; tana 'to give up']

'giving up the unbearable passion'

24
This one and a few other examples that follow show that the accusative marker ai is

suffixed to neuter nouns also.
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(ii) (internal object + ai)

25

ninnai p purai ninaippin (pari.3:46)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; ninai 'to think, consider']

'if one were to think of a comparison to you'

ninnai ampuli kattal ioitu (kali.80:18-19)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; kattu 'to show']

'It is nice to show the moon to you.'

avanai ... munnir valaakam ellam ... nayirrai natu enren

(kali.146:27-29)

[avan 'he'; nayirr oblique of flayiru 'sun';

natu 'to seek, search, look for']

'I told the sun to look for him all over the fertile land enclosed by

the ocean.'

(Note the double accusative: avanai and nayirrai.)

77

Otu, Otu : It is added to a nominal.

(i) genitive

kuntal ennum peyarotu kuntal eri cioam konroy (pari.3:31-32)

[peyar 'name']

'O you who destroyed/demolished the anger of (the demon) Kuntal

(Kesi) with the name kuntal.'

25

In modern Tamil, it would be ninakku oppumai (i.e., purai) ninaittal.

In modern Tamil, it would be ninakku . . . kattal.

27 In most cases, otu precedes a vowel, while otu precedes either a vowel or a consonant.
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(ii) accusative

cerppanotu manava urike (narr.31:12)

[cerppan 'the man from the shore-land'; mana 'to marry']

'before marrying the Cerppan'

katal nammotu ninka maru (nan231:9)

[nam oblique of nam 'we'; niriku 'to leave']

'because (the) love (he gave us) did not leave us, ...'

poykaiyotu okkum nin kunrin ... cunai (pari.8:15-16)

[poykai 'pond'; o 'to resemble']

'The spring in your hill resembles the pond (on the Himalayas).'

(iii) associative: There is more than one subject or one object,

but there is only one verb. The meaning is 'along with;

together with; altogether', or 'and.'

noyotu paci ikantu (pari. 13. 27)

[noy 'sickness'; paci 'hunger']

'having gone beyond / removed from hunger and sickness'

katalotu pulampuvol (kali.144:68)

[katal 'ocean']

'she who cries along with the ocean'

matantaiyotu vatuvai ayarntanai (aka.36:11-12)

[matantai 'naive woman']

'You celebrated your wedding with the naive woman.'

28

In modern Tamil, it would be poykaiyai okkum.
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maa meyyotu muraniya utukkaiyai (pari.4:8)

[mey 'body']

'You have/wear a (golden) garment which conflicts with (your)

tawny body.'

verotu maram vempa (kali.9:4)

[ver 'root'; maram 'trees']

'as the trees lost their sap altogether from the roots'

avanotu maru unto ... namakku (kali.62:18-19)

[avan '(that) he']

'Is there (any) difference (of opinion) between him and us?'

kalulum kannotu . . . alintu evan ninaipu vatuti (narr.208:3)

[kan 'eyes'; ali 'to perish']

'Thinking what, do you perish along with your tearful eyes and

wilt?'

ivalotu ... valiya (pati.21 :37-38)

[ival '(this) she']

'May you prosper together with her.'

potu avil marattotu . . . karai kavin pera (kali.26:7)

[maratt oblique of maram 'trees'; kavin peru 'to attain abundant/fas

cinating beauty']

'as the river bank attained fascinating beauty together with the

blooming trees'

vittotu cenra vatti parpala minotu peyarum (narr.210:3-4)

[vittu 'seeds'; cel 'to go'; min 'fish'; peyar 'to return']

'where the basket which left with seeds returns with many kinds

offish'
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'the town, where the basket of seeds which was taken by the seller

comes back filled with fish'

(iv) instrumental: 'by; with the help of; through; because of

navotu navila nakai patu tincol (aka.l6:4)

[na 'tongue'; navil 'to practice']

'sweet funny words (of the child) which are not practiced (well)

by the tongue'

majaikkannar kai valam ... vatuvotu kanay nl (pari. 18:16-17)

[vatu 'scar'; kan 'to see, find out']

'See the generous embracing of lovely-eyed women through the

scars (on his body).'

katum cul vayavotu kanal eytatu kalani olinta ... petai (nan.263:5-6)

[vayavu 'ailment due to pregnancy'; eytu 'to reach']

'the female (crane) which resorted to the field without going into

the banks of the backwaters because of the ailment of advanced

pregnancy'

kalotu patta mari (narr.2:9)

[kal 'wind'; patu 'to fall down']

'the rain which came down/scattered because of the wind'

noyotu pullenra nutal (kali.3:4)

[noy 'sickness, ailment'; pul en 'to lose luster/life']

'(her) forehead which has lost its shine because of (love)sickness'

pini kollum kannotu ... ni pu p pali vitta katavul (kali.93:23-24)

[kan 'eyes'; pali vitu 'to make an offering']

'the goddess for whom you made an offering of flowers due to

(her) ensnaring eyes'
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potu avil marattotu ... karai kavin pera (kali.26:7)

[maratt oblique of maram 'trees';

kavin peru 'to attain fascinating beauty']

'as the river bank attained fascinating beauty because of the blooming

trees'

(v) dative: indirect object

ittalai ninnotu vinaval (aka.7:16-17)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; vina 'to enquire']

'I shall ask you now.'

emmotu collalum paliyo29 (kuri:144-145)

[em oblique of yam 'we'; col 'to tell, inform, reveal']

'Is it wrong even to tell me?'

peruntakaiyotu evan pala molikuvam (kali.5:8)

[peruntakai 'great one'; moli 'to say']

'How can we say many things to the Great One?'

[nin olique of ni 'you']

ninnotu telittaoar (nan.358:4)

'He made it clear with you.'

(vi) locative (spatial): 'at; in'

kottaiyotu pukal varampu ikantoy (pari.5:70)

[kottai 'lotus bud; inside of a lotus'; ika 'to go beyond, go away']

29

Cf. tunintanirkku oru porul colluvatu utaiyen (kali.8:7-8) 'I have something to say/re

veal to you who have decided to . . . ', where kku is the case marker, not oUi.
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'O you who excelled the limit of fame (even at your birth) in the

lotus bud.'

(vii) enumerative: 'thus; namely'

nilam nir ti vaji vicumpotu aintum alantu (pati.24:15-16)

[nilam 'earth'; nir 'water'; ti 'fire'; vali 'wind';

vicumpu 'sky'; aintu 'five']

'measuring all the five namely, the earth, the water, the fire, the

wind, and the sky'

kurukotu peyar perra mal varai (pari.5:9)

[kuruku a name; peyar 'name'; peru 'to obtain']

'the big mountain which obtained its name (thus:) "Kuruku" '

k(k)(u), akk(u), ukk(u):

(i) subject + kk

-30

ninakko ariyunal nefice (narr.44:5)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; ari 'to know']

'O my heart, is she someone known to you?'

(ii) genitive

ninakku ... vaoappu (pari.3:48, 50)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; vanappu 'beauty']

'your beauty'

mutumaikku OH yavarum unara ati mutalva (pari.2:17-19)

[mutumai 'antiquity, old age'; Oli 'epoch, eon']

30

In modern Tamil, it is unakku t teriyuma? or un nencukku t teriyuma?
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'O Primordial One, the (innumerable) eons of whose age/antiquity

no one knows.'

(iii) accusative (direct object)

— 31
natarku k katal ceytal (narr.268:5-6)

[natan 'the man from the country-side'; katal cey 'to love']

'loving the Natan'

kutar kulikku arttuvan (kali.101:26)

[kuli 'demon'; arttu 'to feed']

'he who feeds the Kuli-demon with the liver of the bull'

(iv) 'because of; as a result of

cerpparku yan ninaintu iranken (narr.275:6-7)

[cerppan 'man from the shore-land'; iranku 'to feel sorry']

'I will not think of the Cerppan and be pitiful because of him.'

peyarvukku iranki (aka.147:13)

[peyarvu 'departure'; iranku' 'to feel sorry']

'feeling pitiful because of (his) departure'

(v) dative: 'for; to' (indirect object)

uraitticin emakke (aka.200:14)

[em oblique of yam 'we'; urai 'to tell']

'Tell me.'

tunintanirkku oru porul colluvatu utaiyen (kali.8:7-8)

[turn* 'to dare, determine'; col 'to tell, reveal']

'I have something to tell you, who are determined (to leave).'

3i

In modern Tamil, it would be natanai k katalikkum.
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(Here, the dative kku governs the verb utaiyen 'I have', not colluvatu

'saying'; compare emmotu collal in kuri:144-145)

n ina kku onru kuruvam kel ini (kali.55:5)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; kuru 'to state, say']

'Listen now. We (hon.) shall say something to you.'

nalattu mannuyirkku encatu ittu (pati. 15:35-36)

[uyir 'life-breath'; i 'to give, provide']

'giving relentlessly to the lives on earth'

nakaivarkku aranam aki (pati.31:34)

[nakaivar 'allies, friends'; aku 'to become']

'becoming a shelter for the allies'

pali namakku eluka ennay (matu:204)

[nam 'oblique of nam 'we'; elu 'to rise']

'You will not say "May the blame be upon us." '

kuritta iopam ninakku evan ariya (aka.2:10)

[nin. oblique of ni 'you'; aru 'to be rare']

'How can the intended pleasure be rare for you (to attain)?'

kot it u ena ninnai yan kalarutal ventumo ... ninakke (kali. 100:21-23)

[nin 'oblique of ni 'you'; kotitu 'that which is bad']

'Do I have to chide you that this is bad for you?'

karumpu karu muka k kanakku alippor (pari. 19:39)

[karumpu 'sugar cane'; kanam 'group'; ajippor 'those who give']

'people who give sugar canes to the group of black-faced monkeys'

(Note that the case marker kku is added directly to the non-oblique

form kanam.)
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(vi) 'for the sake of; in order to; in anticipation of

pirarkku ena valti nl (pati.38:16)

[pirar 'others'; vaj 'to live']

'You live only for the sake of others.'

— 32

amararkka c cenra nin ... (pari.2:71)

[amarar 'gods, immortals'; cel 'to go']

'you(r) ... who went for the sake of the gods'

nin . . . kan civappu ancuvarku t tuni niriki atal totanku (pari.6:96-97)

[aficu to be afraid of; totanku 'to start']

'Get over your anger and start dancing for the sake of him who is

afraid of the fury of your eyes.'

porutku iratti (kali. 10:12)

[porul 'wealth, riches'; ira 'to depart, go away']

'You are going away for the sake of wealth.'

(vii) 'in exchange for'

valaikku ... panmakal ... nellin mukavai kollal ...

muttamotu nankalam peruum payarikelu vaippu (aka. 126:8-13)

[valai 'valai fish'; kol 'to receive'; peru 'to get, obtain']

'the fruitful bounteous environment, where the fisherwoman does

not take measures of paddy in exchange for the valai fish, but

gets good jewelry with pearls'

32

In modern Tamil, it would be amararkkaka.
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(viii) 'in response to; because of

vatu pal akal ilai kotaikku oyyum ... (aka.143:4)

[kotai 'west wind'; oy 'to fall, scatter']

'the many big withering leaves fall and scatter because of the

kotai wind ...'

van peyarku avilnta pairikoti mullai (aka. 124:11)

[peyal 'downpour'; avil 'to unfold']

'the fresh jasmine vine which blossomed in response to the heavy

rain'

amarkku etirnta ... maravar (pati.22:20)

[amar 'war'; etir 'to face']

'warriors who faced / responded to the war'

kan ... onnatarkku avan velin centu (kali.57:9-ll)

[kan 'eyes'; onnatar 'enemies'; centu < ce 'to turn red']

'Your eyes turned red like his spear which turns red in response to

his enemies.'

ciritirku p peritu uvantu (pura.398:17)

[ciritu 'small thing'; uva 'to be delighted']

'(He) was much delighted for a small thing, and ...'

(ix) locative (spatial): 'at; in', 'in between (when added to

more than one noun in a series and followed by um)'

atanal tankin evano ... em ... urkke (nan.67:9-12)

[tariku 'to stay over'; Or 'town, place']
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'Therefore, what if you stay over in our town?'

'So, if you stay, what is it to our city?'

matakku elutu ani katavul (aka.167.14-15)

[matam 'inlet of the wall'; matakku < matam + kku;

elutu 'to write, paint, draw']

'god, painted and beautifying the inlet of the wall'

(Note that the case marker kku is added directly to the non-oblique

form matam. Traditional derivation would be matakku < matam +

akku augment + kku.)

kilahku manarku inra mulai (aka.212:4-5)

[manal 'sand'; in 'to give birth, release']

'the sprout which was released by the tuber in the sand'

parankunrirkum . . . vaiyaikkum . . . kiitarkum kaiyul tatumarram

nanru (pari. 17:43-46)

[parankunru 'the Pararikunru hill'; vaiyai 'the river Vaiyai';

kutal 'Madurai'; tatumarram 'staggering, distribution']

'The staggering of rituals between Parankunru, Vaiyai, and Kutal

is nice.'

'The rotation of rituals between Pararikunru, Vaiyai, and Kutal is

nice.'

(x) locative (temporal): 'at; in'

vataikku p pirivor matavar (narr.366:1 1-12)

[vatai 'winter'; piri 'to depart, separte']

'Those who depart in the winter are gullible.'

kotaikku . . . malai vempa (kali.20:3-5)

[kotai 'summer'; vempu 'to lose freshness, wither']

'as the mountain loses its richness in the summer'
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(xi) 'befitting; appropriate for; in accordance with'

matantai ... kulaikku amartta nokkam (aka.3:16, 17)

[kulai 'earrings'; amar 'be equal to']

'the young woman's glances which are just right for her earrings'

vaymaikku erpa (narr.393:9)

[vaymai 'truth, reality'; el 'to accept, be in accordance']

'in accordance with truth/reality'

anikku ani (kali.85:17)

[ani 'beauty']

'beauty appropriate for beauty'

enakku urittu ennal ninra en ... annai (aka. 145:21-22)

[en oblique of yan T; uri 'to deserve, be appropriate']

'my girl who stood up (in front of me) without saying "It is for me" '

emakku il (pati.39:2)

[em oblique of yam 'we'; il 'to be non-existent']

'There is nothing for us.'

'We do not have anything.'

nallatarku uriyai (narr. 16:3-4)

[nallatu 'a good thing'; uri 'to desere, be appropriate']

'You are fit for (i.e., you deserve) good things.'

pal pukal kettarku initu (pati. 12:8-9)

[kettal verbal noun < kel 'to hear'; initu 'a sweet/pleasant thing']

'(your) many reputation is pleasant for listening / to hear about'
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nakutarku onru (kali.23:5)

[nakutal verbal noun < naku 'to laugh'; onru 'one thing, something']

'something fit for laughing about'

(xii) 'responsible for'

anankutarku van tan arival (kuru.337:4-5)

[anarikutal verbal noun < ananku 'to afflict' ari 'to know']

'I know her (as being responsible) for afflicting me.'

(xiii) adverb of manner

arumai narku ariyinum (pari.1:33)

[narku 'well < nal 'good'; ari 'to know']

'although we know well the difficulty of describing you'

(xiv) directional: 'toward' with a verb of motion

urkku p povoy (narr.200:7)

[ur 'town, home town'; po 'to go']

'You will go to your (home) town and ...'

ciru kali er unkan nirkku vittu urntayum ni (kali. 97:26-27)

[nir 'water'; vitu 'to let go, release']

'You are the one who rode the elephant with small eyes and let it

go toward the water (front).'

33

Another possible interpretation: 'You are the one who by leaving (her) let her beautiful

ensnaring eyes weep; and the one who united with her (later).'
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(xv) relational: 'to; concerning; in relation to;

with respect to'

valiyorku avan ilaiyan (pari.2:20-21)

[vali 'the White One; Balarama'; ila 'young']

'He is younger to Valiyon (Balaraman).'

yare ni emakku (narr.395:1)

[em oblique of yam 'we'; ni 'you']

'Who are you to us?'

amararkku mutalvan (pari.3:53)

[amarar 'gods, immortals'; mutalvan 'principal, chief]

'He is the chief of gods.'

aravu nuriku matiyinukku ivanor pola (kuru.395 :4)

[matiyin oblique of mati 'moon'; ivanor 'people here']

'like the people here (on earth) and the moon which is devoured

by the snake'

'how the people on earth respond to the eclipsed moon'

katai: It is added to a nominal or an adjectival participle; it means 'final,

last.'

(locative [spatial]: 'end; at')

purankatai p poyinal (kali.115:12)

[purankatai 'back of the house'; po 'to go']

'She went to the back of the house.'

perum ter ... em mun katai nirii c ceoncioone (narr.300:5-6)

[mun katai 'front of the house'; niru 'to make stand, establish,

park']

'He parked the big chariot in front of our house, and left.'
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em ila nalam irkatai oliya c cerum (narr.295:7-9)

[irkatai 'at the house'; oli 'to stay back']

'We shall return (to our house) so that the loveliness of our youth

stays in the house.'

(locative [temporal]: 'when')

pullu marru evano anpu il-am-kataiye (narr.174:11)

[il 'not to exist'; anpu 'love']

'But then, why the hug, when there is no love?'

ur utan atum-katai (pari.7:76)

[atum adjp < atu 'to bathe']

'when all (the people) of the town bathe (in the river Vaiyai)'

tuvvamai vanta-k-katai (kali.22:22)

[vanta adjp < var 'to come']

'when (the misfortune of) renouncing came'

mevinum meva-k-kataiyum ahtellam ni ariti yan ahtu arikallen

(kali.62:3-4)

[meva adjp < mevu 'to unite']

'When and when not to unite with me, you know all that. I do not

know.'

kan: It is added to a nominal or an adjectival participle. Basically, it

means 'place.'

(associative: 'with')

tankan poru kaliru (kali.60:9)

[tan oblique of tan 'it'; poru 'to fight']

'the male elephant which fights with him'
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(locative [spatial]: 'at; on; in; toward')

teruvinkan ninru oruvan kurum col (kali.60:24-25)

[teruvin oblique of teru 'street'; nil 'to stand']

'the words which a man says (while) standing in the street'

nin eruttinkan ... vatu (kali..7'1:15-16)

[eruttu 'nape'; vatu 'scars']

'the scars on your nape'

verrumai en kanno orati (kali.88:15)

[en oblique of yan T; or 'to think, remember']

'Do not think of any difference towards me.'

'Do not think of me as a person with differences.'

yar-kannum (kali. 10:3)

[yar who']

'towards everyone/anyone'

pin-n-in-kan ... alari ... aralmin takai oppa (kali.64:2-4)

[pin 'braided hair'; alari 'flowers'; aralmin 'the Pleiades']

'The flowers on (her) braided hair resemble the beauty of the

Pleiades, and ...'

(locative [temporal/action/state]: 'at; when; during')

matai ataitta-k-kannum (pari.6:82)

[ataitta adjp < atai 'to block']

'even when the sluice is blocked'

orai ayarum atakkam il poltinkan (kali.82:9-10)

[il 'to be non-existent'; poltin oblique of poltu 'time']

'at the uncontrolled time when (he) played (with the) orai (doll)'
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totankarkan (kali..2:1)

[totanku 'to begin'; totankal (verbal noun) 'beginning']

'in the beginning'

nalan utaiyar molikkan (kali.22:6)

[moli 'words']

'in the words of the lovely ones'

pati ninra paci naj kanne (pura.237:2)

[paci nal 'days of hunger']

'during those hungry days when (I) stood (at his door) singing

(praises of him)'

kal(ai): It is added to a nominal or an adjectival participle.

(locative [spatial]: 'at; in')

ur-k-kal nivanta potumpar (kali.56:1)

[Or 'town'; nivanta adjp < niva 'to grow high, stand high']

'the grove which stands high in the town'

(locative [temporal]: 'at; times')

nl or yattu oru-kal varavu (kali. 71:25-26)

[oru 'one']

'your arrival/visit once in a year'

putu p puijal pal-kal-um atiya celvuli (kali.9834-35)

[pal 'many']

'when (you) go for bathing many times in the fresh (river) water'

enakke patun-kal paiyul tlrum (narr. 209:6-7)

[patum adjp < patu 'to die, fall down']

'When I die, my sufferings will be over.'
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tini nilam katanta-k-kal (pari.3:54)

[katanta adjp < kata 'to leap, cross']

'when (you) leaped over the firm earth'

'when (you) crossed the firm earth'

nin kunram kuruki c cirappu una-k-kal (pari. 19:93-94)

[una adjp < un 'to enjoy, experience']

'when (they) do not reach your hill and experience (your) excellence'

kalla vay p panan pukutara-k-kal (kali. 70:22-23)

[pukutara adjp < pukutar (compound stem) 'to enter']

'(if and) when the bard with an immature/unlearned mouth does

not enter (our house)'

pinaiyal moyinal uyirtta-kalai (aka.5:23-24)

[uyirtta adjp < uyir 'to sigh']

'when she smelled the string (of flowers) and sighed'

karum: It is added to a nominal; it signifies periodicity.

('times')

elkarum malavioru (pari. 1 1:120-121)

[el 'seven']

'begetting children in all of the seven times'

'begetting children in every one of the seven births'

kil: It is added to a nominal.

(locative [physical, hierarchical]: 'below; by the side of)

kuja-k-kil vilainta ... vennel (pura.33:5)

[kulam 'pond']

'the white paddy which grew below /by the side of the pond'
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kunra-k-kij (pari. 19:36)

[kunram 'hill']

'below the hill'

kanci-k-kil (kalU08:63)

[kanci 'kanci tree']

'under the kanci tree'

mannavankil k kuti (kali.34:14)

[mannavan 'king']

'the subjects under the king'

(locative [temporal]: 'under the action of)

cerikolin ceytolir-ki! (kali.99:l1-12)

[cey tolil 'accomplished action']

'under the accomplished action of (the king's) righteous staff/sceptre'

kontu: It is added to a nominal, and can be used as a separate adverbial

participle."

(i) instrumental: 'with; by'

nunkol kontu kalam vaktum (pati.43:27)

[nun kol 'thin staff]

'(he who) praises the (battle) field holding (his) thin staff

34

kontu is a derived form (kol 'to take, accept, receive' + t past/completive marker + u

adverbial participle marker). Cf. vacciram kontu ikantu vantu erintena (pari.5:52) 'He

carried / took hold of his weapon Vacciram, came despising (you), and threw it at (you).

Therefore, ...'
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annaj kontu irakkum ival arum peral uyire (kali.5:19)

[annaj 'that day']

'Her life will pass by that day / along with that day.'

tol kontu maraikkum calpu utaiyon (pura.311:7)

[tol 'shield']

'He had the nobility of protecting (his men) with (his) shield in the

battle.'

(ii) 'because of; from; thereupon'

ciru puram kavaiyinan aka atarkontu iku peyal mannin nekilpu

anar urra en ul (aka.32:9-11)

[kavai < kavi 'to cusp, hug'; atan oblique of atu 'that one']

'He hugged my small back. Because of that, my heart softened

like the sand wet by the rain and experienced distress, ...'

it arkontu arinai (pura.381 :20)

[itan oblique of itu 'this one']

'Know from this.'

car: It is added to a nominal. As a verb, it means 'to lean on to something.'

(locative [spatial]: 'side; vicinity')

kattuccar k koyta ciru mullai (kali.117:11)

[kattu oblique of katu 'forest']

'the little jasmine (flower) which (she) picked in the vicinity of the

forest'
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cirai: It is added to a nominal; it means 'side.' Note that it is also used to

refer to a bird's wings.

(locative [spatial]: 'side; vicinity')

netu nakar oru cirai nioranen (aka.162:9)

[oru 'one']

'I stood on one side of the big house.'

nahkar: It is added to a nominal or an adjectival participle.

(locative [spatial]: 'at; on; vicinity')

neturi-kottu fiankar (narr.288:1-2)

[kottu oblique of kotu 'peak']

'on the tall peak'

(locative [temporal]: 'at')

pulara fiankar (pura.374:4)

[pulara adjp < pular 'to dawn']

'when it is not dawn (yet)'

nllam pakarpavar vayal konta fiankar malar cultantu ur pukunta . . .

vantu (kali.66.-1-2)

[konta adjp < kol 'to take hold']

'the bee circled the blue flowers when the sellers of those flowers

picked them in the field, and entered the town (with the flowers)'
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nanru: It is added to a nominal or an adjectival participle.

(locative [temporal]: 'at; when; on that day')

matantai ... nokkam ...vilanku nanre (aka.3:16, 17, 18)

[vilanku 'to cross, intercept']

'when the glances of the young woman cross you (i.e., come in

front of you)'

pi rant a nanre (pari. 14:25)

[pira 'to be bom']

'right when you were born'

anrai nanrinotu inrin urikum (pura.376:17)

[anrai 'that day']

'from that day to this day'

oru nanru vantanai (kali.37:14)

[oru 'one']

'he who came at one time'

nanrai: It is a variant of nanru and is added to an adjectival participle.

(locative [temporal]: 'at; when')

cerppan . . . vanta nanrai (narr.287:5-7)

[vanta adjp < var 'to come']

'when the Cerppan came'
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tam: It is the oblique of tam 'they, self.' It is added to a nominal.

(genitive)

ventartam eyil (pati.52:31)

[ventar 'kings'; eyil 'fortress']

'fortresses of the kings'

puraiyortam ul nlr (kali.6:3-4)

[puraiyor 'great people, noble people'; tam oblique of tam 'they']

'the inner quality/strength of the great ones'

talai: Basically, it means 'place, location, edge.' It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'at; limit; beyond')

marantalai c cerntu (pura.371:2)

[maram 'tree']

'reaching the vicinity of the tree'

'reaching the foot of the tree'

katum tar tuyttalai c cenru (pati.32:4)

[tuy 'edge, tip']

'the fast moving front army went to the edge (of the enemy land)'

'the fast moving front army reached the front (of the enemy land)'

(locative [temporal/action]: 'besides; in addition to')

ciranta katarkilamaiyum utaiyan atantalai inrjator kalai nillalan

(pura.216:9-11)

[atan oblique of atu 'that one']

'He has very much love for me. Besides, he will not delay at a time

like this.'
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('on the pretext of; concerning; because of; ' toward', with a

verb of motion)

kanavin talai ittu uraiyal (kali.92:57)

[kanavin oblique of kanavu 'dream']

'what you are saying on the pretext of (having had) a dream'

nin talai varuntiyal tuyaram cenranai kalaimo (kali. 133:18-19)

[nin oblique of ni 'you']

'Go and remove the grief of the woman who suffered because of

you.'

'Go and remove the grief of the woman who is suffering because

of you.'

en talai malaiyum vantaoru ini (kali. 143:40-41)

[en oblique of yarj T]

'Now, the evening also has arrived toward/on me.'

tan: It is the oblique of tan 'self.' It is added to a nominal.

tantai tan ur (narr.198:4-5)

[tantai 'father'; Or 'town']

'her father's town'

tantai iraittoti ... ivan tan kai k kan tantariyar ... tan nalam patuvi

tantala (kali.84 :31-32, 34)

'Who gave his father's bracelet in his (own) hand? Did the woman

(his father's concubine) who sings of her own praises give it?'
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tiram/tiran: It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'in; side'; 'toward', with a verb of motion')

avar tiram celven kantanen (aka.14:17)

[avar 'he (hon.)']

'I, who was going toward him, noticed ...'

vettor tirattu (kali.66:23)

[vector 'those who (were) desired']

'toward those whom you desired'

yanai ... pitiyotu oru tiran oturika (aka.91:5-6)

[oru 'one']

'as the (male) elephant moved over to one side with its female

elephant'

evvam mikutara en tirattu (kali.110:16-17)

[en oblique of yan T]

'as distress increases in me'

('concerning; about')

netuntakai tirattu ... inaiyal (kali.76:3-4)

[netuntakai 'great person']

'She is like this concerning / with respect to him, the Great One.'
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toru(m): It is a variant of torum and is added to a nominal or a verb

stem. It signifies periodicity or distribution.

(distributive [spatial]: 'every')

cimaitorum (pari..7:13)

[cimai 'peak']

'on every peak'

(distributive [temporal/action]: 'whenever')

ujlutoru utaiyum nin ... noy (kali.35:22)

[uHu 'to think']

'the (love)sickness of you who collapse whenever you think about

(him)'

ni kati kontar k kanaitorum yam ala (kali.72:9)

[kanai 'to rush to join']

'as I cry whenever you rush toward the women whom you have

imprisoned (for the sake of pleasure)'

torum: It is a variant of toru(m) and is added to a nominal.

(distributive [temporal]: 'every')

naltorum (kali.53:5)

[nal 'day']

'every day'

natuvan: It means 'middle, center', and is added to a nominal,

(locative [spatial]: 'in the center')

celunakar natuvan (pati.21:12-13)
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[nakar 'big house']

'in the center of the big rich house'

nappan: It means 'middle, center', and is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'in the middle/midst of)

parkatal nappan (pari. 13:26)

[parkatal 'ocean of milk']

'in the middle of the ocean of milk'

vaiyeyirravar nappan (kali.59:12)

[vai 'sharp'; eyirravar 'people with teeth']

'in the midst of women with sharp teeth'

ninru(m): It is added to a nominal. It is recognizable as the adverbial

participle of the verb nil 'to stand, stay.'

(ablative: 'from')

yam avan-ninrum varutum (malai:53)

[avan 'there']

'We come from there.'

karai-ninru payvar (pari. 10:108)

[karai 'bank, shore']

'those who jump (into the water) from the bank'
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pakkam: It means 'side, vicinity', and is added to a nominal.

(locative [temporal]: 'at')

eliliicai patu pakkam ... mannai ata (pari.21 :30-32)

[patu 'to befall, happen']

'as the peacock danced at the sound of the cloud(s)'

(locative [spatial]: 'side')

pankar-p-pakkattu p palli pattena (narr.98:5)

[pankar 'side, equality']

'since the gecko sounded on the same side'

ven inanal pakkam (aka.160:4)

[manal 'sand']

'by the side of the white sand'

'near the white sand'

('to the accompaniment')

yal-p-pakkam patalotu atal (pari.10:56)

[yal 'harp']

'dancing and singing to the accompaniment of the harp'

pati: It is added to an adjectival participle.

(adverb of manner)

kavutaman cinan ura k kal uru onriya pafi itu (pari. 19:51-52)

[onriya adjp < onru 'to unite']

'This is the way (Akalikai) united with the form of a stone as (her

husband) Kavutaman got angry.'
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'This is how (Akalikai) turned into a stone as (her husband)

Kavutaman got angry.'

patam: It is added to an adjectival participle.

(locative [temporal]: 'time')

ter varu-patam (kali.127:10)

[varu(m) adjp < var 'to arrive']

'the time when the chariot arrives'

pankar: It means 'side, equality', and is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'vicinity')

cimaya p pankar p pampiya ... mucuntai ven pu (aka.94:1-2)

[cimayam 'peak']

'white flowers of mucuntai-vines which crowded in the vicinity of

the peak'

patu: It is added to a nominal and signifies periodicity.

(adverbial: 'times')

pal patu (pura.211:20)

[pal 'many']

'many times'

pal: It means 'side, section.' It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'in the group of; together with; at')

ciraar-pal pattanal (narr. 207:12)

[ciraar 'children']

'She went in the group of children.'
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cilai-p-pal patta mulavuman kolum kurai (pura.374:1 1)

[cilai 'bow']

'the fat flesh of the thorny animal (porcupine) which died at the

bow'

(directional: 'to, toward')

pun vanta vali n in pal mayakkalavu aorel (pari.20:76-77)

[nin oblique of ni 'you']

'if the way in which (my) jewelry came to you is not an illusive

theft'

('for the sake of, on behalf of)

nuntai pal unti cila (kali.85:25)

[nuntai 'your father']

'Eat some for the sake of your father.'

pin(num): It means 'after, later.' It is added to a nominal or a past/com

pletive adjectival participle.

(locative [temporal]: 'then; after')

35
pirar kurum pall mara p perukarpin (kali.77:1I)

[peru 'to experience, obtain']

'when I experience a change in the blaming words of others'

katali ... ciru puram muyankiya pinne (aka. 19:18-19)

In his commentary on this poem, Naccinarkkiniyar treats perukarpin as a conditional.

Although it has the force of a conditional in this context, the form perukarpin is not a

conditional. It is the verbal noun perukal followed by the postposition pin. If the form is

perukirpin, it would be a conditional. See "The Conditional" for the derivation of the

conditional in classical Tamil.
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[muyarikiya adjp < muyariku 'to hug']

'after I hug my lover's small back'

perratu utavumin tappioru pinnum ... ceralatan poyyalan nacaiye

(pati.l8:7, 12)

[pin 'after, later']

'Give to others what you have. Even then, there is nothing wrong,

(because, the king) Ceralatan will not fail in giving what you wish

for.'

(locative [spatial, hierarchical]: 'after, behind')

avarj pin totaruu (pari. 11 :11 1)

[avan '(that) he']

'going behind him'

ventarum velirum pin vantu paniya (pati.88:13)

[pin 'after']

'as the kings and lords come behind you and salute you'

vivu il kutippin irum kuti ayar (kali. 105:7)

[kuti 'clan']

'the herdsmen of the large clan which comes after the clan that

never perishes'

pinrai: It means 'after, later.' It is added to a nominal or a past/completive

adjectival participle.

(locative [spatial]: 'behind')

nirkku iyariku ina nirai p pinrai (aka.225:7)

[nirai 'herd']

'behind the herd (of cattle) that is moving toward the water'
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(locative [temporal]: 'after')

citaar kalainta pinrai (pan.12:20)

[kalainta adjp < kalai 'to remove']

'after removing the rags'

pinnar: It means 'after, later.' It is added to a nominal or a past/completive

adjectival participle.

(locative [spatial]: 'after')

errin pinnar (kali.20:22)

[errin oblique of eru 'bull']

'behind the bull'

putai: It means 'side' and is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'side')

kamukin putai cul teriku (peru:363-364)

[kamukin oblique of kamuku 'palm tree']

'the coconut trees which surround (the sides of) the kamuku trees'

pohitu/poltu: It means 'time' and is added to an adjectival participle.

(locative [temporal]: 'at the time; when')

unnuin polutu (kali.35:10)

[un 'to enjoy'; polutu 'time']

'at the time of enjoying (experiencing)'

punal ... peyyum polutu (pari.20:106-107)

[pey 'to pour']

'when the water pours down'
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kanai peyal tan tuli vicum polutil kuri vantal (kali.90:22)

[vicu 'to blow'; Note the double markers, polutu and il.]

'She came for our rendezvous at the time when the rushing rainy

clouds scattered cool (rain)drops.'

vaiyai var avir aral itai polum polutinan (kali.28:7)

[pol 'to split, flow through'; Note the stack of markers: polutu, in,

and an.]

'at the time when (the river) Vaiyai flows through the long (stretch

of) bright black sand'

varutum eoru avar telitta polte (aka. 194:19)

[teli 'to reassure'; poltu 'time']

'the time that he reassured/specified (as the time) when he will

return'

akanravar tunai tara-p-polutinkan (kali.120:10)

[tara adjp < tar 'to give'; Note the stack of markers: polutu, in.,

and kan]

'at the time when the man who has gone away does not give

companionship'

mattu: Basically it means 'to fasten.' It is added to a nominal.

(relational: 'toward; in relation to')

nin mattu ivalum inaiyal (aka.2:12-13)

[nin oblique of ni 'you']

'She is also like this toward you.'

tamiyor matte (kuru. 162:6)

[tamiyor < tam 'self]

'toward those who are by themselves'
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mattai: It is a variant of mattu and is added to a nominal.

(relational: 'with respect to; for the sake of)

parukittai ... nayar mattai p pal (kali.85:35-36)

[nayar 'your mothers']

'Drink the milk, please, for the sake of your (foster) mothers.'

man: It is added to a nominal.

('times; for a long time')

pan-man-um kuti p punarntir piriyanmin (kali.92:60-61)

[pan < pal 'many, several']

'May you, who have been united several times, not be separated.'

mattiram: It is added to a verb stem.

(temporal limitation: 'to the extent; just for')

vauvinan muyanku mattiram va (kali.47:2 1-22)

[muyanku 'to hug, embrace']

'Come just for holding and embracing.'

mattirai: It is a variant of mattiram and is added to a nominal or an

adjectival participle.

(temporal limitation: 'except for; to the extent; till; just like;

as if)

kai toyal mattirai allatu ceyti ariyatu alittu en uyir (kali. 1 10:18-19)

[toyal verbal noun < toy 'to immerse']

'My life is pitiable. It does not know to do anything else except for

just immersing in (your) hands.'
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cutare ... pakal ceyyum mattirai kai vilakkaka k katir cila taray

(kali.l42:41-43)

[pakal cey 'to make things bright, to make daylight']

'O sun, give me some (of your) rays as my hand-lamp until you

(rise and) make daylight.'

imaittor vilitta mattirai nererena k kunakku elu tirikal ... irul akarra

(pura.376:7-8)

As if those who were closing their eyes opened them, the moon

rising in the east removed the darkness suddenly.'

'Within a moment of waking, the moon rising in the east removed

the darkness suddenly.'

micai: It means 'above, top', and is added to a nominal,

(locative [spatial]: 'on')

ter micai (pati.34:5)

[ter 'chariot']

'on the chariot'

kunrin micai (pari.9:71)

[kunrin oblique of kunru 'hill']

'on the hill'

36

Probably, mattirai in such contexts became matiri 'like' in modem Tamil.
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mitu: It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'over; on top of)

malarmitu (pari.7:24)

[malar 'flower(s)']

'on top of the flowers'

mimical :

(locative [spatial]: 'on the very top')

turukal mimicai (narr. 206:3)

[turukal 'crowded rocks']

'on the (very) top of the crowded rocks'

mutal (mutal): It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'in; on; at'; root, source.beginning, bottom,

beneath, toward, interior, center, locus, the first in a series of

things)

yanai ... neri mutal unarikum ... katattu itai (aka.29:16-18)

[neri 'way, path']

'in the middle of the forest where the elephant(s) become gaunt on

the way'

It is quite likely that it is the adverbial participle of *rti 'to be on the top, to surface.'

Compare the modern Tamil form miti 'left over, remainder, excess', which is usually

derived from mikuti.

Traditional grammatical description of mlmicai is irattai-k-kilavi "doublet." Note that

it consists of two recognizable components, mi 'top, raised place' and micai 'on.' A

comparable item for mi in modern Tamil is uyare 'above, at a height', and for micai is

mele 'on, above.'
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malaimutal aru (aka.119:20)

[malai 'mountain']

'river which originates in the mountain'

kuta-ticai mayntu kunamutal tonri payirul akarrum . . . nayiru

(pati.22 :32-34)

[kuna 'east'; tonru 'to appear']

'the sun which removes the widespread darkness, setting in the

west and appearing in the east '

kuta ticai ninru kuna mutal celinum ... velli (pura.386:21, 24)

[kuna 'east'; cel 'to go'; velli 'the white one']

'even if Venus goes into the east from the west'

'even if Venus sets in the east, having stayed in the west'

(Note that this is a "from X to Y" type of construction.)

iravil muta p panaiyattu vermutala k katai-k-kulattu k kayam kaya

(pura.229:2-4)

[ver 'root']

'as all the stars, from the first (star of the constellation) in the

shape of a crooked palm to the last in the form of a pond, were

glittering at night'

valliyor cevi mutal vayariku moli vitti (pura.206:2)

[cevi 'ears, inner ear'; vittu 'to sow']

'sowing lucid words in the interior of the generous people's ears'

cee c cevi mutal kontu (kali.103:51)

[cevi 'ear(s)'; kol 'to take hold, grasp, grab']

'taking hold of the bull at the bottom of its ears'

'grabbing the bull's ears at the bottom'
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pati mutal palaka p palarikan valkkai (pura.393:1)

[pati 'abode, town']

'sorrowful living that is not accustomed to the locus of the abode'

'grief stricken life that is not accustomed to the depths of the town'

tolaiya nemi mutal ... pulavar ... uraitta ... kunram pala

(pari. 15:3-5)

'The hills which the poets praised, starting from the immortal Nemi

(Cakkaravala mountain), are many.'

(locative [temporal]: 'for the first time; in the very beginning')

kalaiman talaiyin mutal mutal kavartta kotal am kavatta kururikal

uluncil (aka.l51:7-8)

'the uluncil tree with a short trunk that has put out bent and forked

branches for the first time (and looking) like the head of a stag'

murai: It means 'manner, method, way, etc.' It is added to a nominal or

a verb stem.

(locative [temporal/action/situation]: 'next; in a sequence;

manner; turn')

meyaye pola vinavi valimurai k kayamai ventuval yan (kali.82:6-7)

[vaU 'way, path, route']

'I request you not to enquire (first) like a friendly person and be

angry next/later.'

valimurai t tay (kali.82:15)

[vaU 'route']

'the next mother'

kantarkku irumurai ceyyum uruvotu num il cerimurai vanta

katavulai-k-kantayo (kali..93: 18-20)
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[iru 'to crush, smash'; ceri 'to join closely']

'Did you see the goddess who, with a form/shape crushing her

onlookers, came to your house for joining you closely?'

mun(num): It means 'earlier, previous' and has a variant munnai. It

is added to a nominal or a participle.

(locative [spatial]: 'in front of)

errinmun ati ninru (kali. 1 03:28-29)

[errin oblique of eru 'bull']

'standing and staggering in front of the bull'

(locative [temporal]: 'before')

tevvar cilai vicai atakkiya . . . tanai mannar ini yar ularo nin munnum

illai (pati.45:15-18)

[nin oblique of ni 'you']

'Now, which king is going to be like you with an army that controlled

the fast pace of the enemies' arrows? Neither was there any

before you.'

arattal marpum nin marpum or otta nirmaiya kol enna mun

(pari.20:64-65)

[enna negative adjectival participle < en 'to state']

'before she could finish saying, "Are your chest and the chest of

the woman wearing a garland of the same nature?" ...'

39

Cf. attam mun naj umpar k kajinta en makal 'my daughter who passed through the

forest many days ago' (narr.198:2-3); munnai marapu 'earlier convention' (pari.3:47).
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koyya munnum (aka.28:3)

[koy 'to pick (leaves, flowers, fruits)']

'even before picking'

munnar: It is a variant of mun, and is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'in front of)

tay munnar ... valai ukupaval (kali.48:10-11)

[tay 'mother']

'her bangles slip off in front of her mother'

nayirru munnar irul pola mayntatu eo ayilai ... tuyar (kali.145:65-66)

[nayirru oblique of fiayiru 'sun']

'My lady's grief disappeared like the darkness in front of the sun.'

mel: It means 'above', and is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'on; above')

yanai ... eruttam mel (pati.l 1:18-19)

[eruttam 'nape']

'on the back of the elephant'

uk kat tu mel (kali.94:17)

[ukkattu oblique of ukkam 'waist']

'above the waist'

In the following contexts, mel does not occur as a postposition:

'Forward': avverrin menilai mikal ikalin mitai kalipu Uipu mel cenru ... vellai

eruttattu p payntanai (kali. 104:32-35).

'Previous': nokkin pinikkum kannotu mel naj nlpuppali vitta katavulai k kantayo

(kali.93:23-24).
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maran mel kontu

[maran 'tree']

'straddling on the tree'

(narr.111:4)

kunrinmel

[kunrin oblique of kunru 'hill']

'on the hill'

enmel alla viluntalai

[en oblique of yan T]

'the woman who fell on me in oblivion'

'the woman who fell on me without realizing'

(kali.27:16)

(pari.6:88-89)

(kali.ka.va:3)kurittatanmel

[kurittatan oblique of kurittatu 'that which was intended']

'toward the intended (object)'

meliruntu: It contains two words mel 'on' and iruntu 'being, having

been'; it is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'being above')

errin meliruntu ati t turai ampi urvan pol tonrum avan

(kali.103 38-39)

[errin oblique of eru 'bull']

'he, who is sitting on the bull and swaying and (therefore) looking

like someone ridin" a raft in the waters'
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vayam: It is added to a nominal.

(directional: 'toward; along with; together')

vaiyai vayamaka vai (pari.6:78)

[vaiyai 'the river Vaiyai']

'Keep (your passion) with Vaiyai.'

'Place your passion on Vaiyai.'

vayin: It means 'section, place.'

(i) accusative: object

porulvayin ninainta col (kali. 17:18)

[porul 'wealth']

'words that think of/express a desire for wealth'

(ii) 'because of

nam vayin varuntum (narr.303:7)

[nam oblique of nam 'we']

'she grieves because of me (i.e., my departure)'

(iii) dative: 'for; for the sake of

porulvayin cenra nam katalar (kali. 11:4)

[porul 'wealth']

'our (hon.) lover who went away for the sake of wealth'

puraivayin periya nalki (pad. 15:37)

[purai 'nobility, greatness']

'giving for the sake of nobility'

41
Cf. vayintoru 'at/in every place' (narr.183:6).
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(iv) locative (spatial): 'in; at; upon; on'

netuvayin olirum minnu (pati.24:1)

[netu 'tall, high, long'; vayin 'place, path']

'lightning which dazzles in the long path'

manaivayin palli (kali. 11:20-21)

[manai 'house']

'the gecko in the house'

tammon kotumai nam vayin erri (narr.88:6)

[nam oblique of nam 'we']

'putting his cruelty upon us'

talai ... kuta vayin kumpu mukai avila (narr.335:4-5)

[kutam 'hub, bulge, convex side']

'as conical buds unfolded on the screw-pine's bulging side'

ninvalavayin (pari.1:11)

[valam right']

'on your right side'

(v) directional or relational: 'to; toward; of

urvayin milkuvam pola (narr.313:8-9)

[Or '(home) town, place']

'as if we move toward our town'

makanvayin peyartantene (aka.26:21)

[makan 'son']

'I moved toward my son.'
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nam vayin eo eoa ninaiyum kol ... makale (narr.349:9-10)

[nam oblique of nam 'we']

'What will (my) woman think of me?'

nam vayin yano kanen ... natan varOum are (narr. 158:1 , 2, 9)

[nam oblique of nam 'we']

'I do not see the way through which the Natan will come toward

us.'

porul vayin pirital (narr.243:9-10)

[porul 'wealth, riches']

'leaving toward / for the sake of wealth'

en vayin colla vallirrum ilane (aka.32:14-15)

[en. oblique of yan T]

'Nor was he able to speak to me.'

em vayin ullatu iruttalo arite (pura.2 10:6-7)

[em oblique of yam 'I (hon.)']

'It is difficult (for her) not to think of me.'

ninvayin parantavai uraittem (pari.3:10)

[nin oblique of ni 'you']

'I talked about those who/which spread out from you.'

(vi) ablative: 'from'

vivayin ten cora (pari.16:42)

[vi 'flowers'; cor to drop*]

'as the honey dropped from the flowers'

42
In modern Tamil, it would be something like en itam colla.
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varai: Literally, it means 'boundary line.' It is added to a nominal or a

verb stem.

(locative [spatial]: boundary)

malai varai malai ali peyal (pari.10:1)

[malai 'mountain']

'torrential rain which poured on the mountain in the evening'

(locative [temporal/action]: boundary)

katavarai nirkumo kamam (pari.20:94)

[kata 'to overcome, exceed']

'Will passion wait until (it is) overcome?'

kal varai nilla ... kalirru oruttal yal varai t tarikiyariku (kali.2:26-27)

[kal 'post'; yal 'harp']

'just as the male elephant that did not stand (bound) at the post

stayed (still) at the (sound of the) harp'

en col varai (kali..2:28-29)

[col 'words']

'at my word'

moliyin unarttum ciruvarai allatu (aka.l3:8)

[ciru 'little']

'except for the little time when (he) trains (the elephant) through

words'
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vali: It means 'way, path.' It is added to a verb stem or an adjectival

participle.

(locative [spatial]: 'at; in; through')

venfuvaH natantu (pari.7:19)

[ventu 'to desire, wish for']

'(the flood) flowing through the paths it wished'

kaykatiron poyavali malai malai manantu (pari.20.6-7)

[po 'to go, pass']

'joining the mountain through which the scorching sun passed'

(locative [temporal/action]: 'at; in; through; manner')

pun vantavali ninpal (pari.20:76-77)

[vanta adjp < var 'to come']

'the manner in which the jewelry came to you'

kotumaiyum cemmaiyum vemmaiyum tanmaiyum ulvali utaiyai ilvali

ilaiye (pari.4:50-5 1)

[ul 'to exist, to be'; il 'to be non-existent']

'You exist where deviousness, forthrightness, heat, and cold exist;

you do not exist where they do not.'

vay: Basically it means 'orifice', and is added to a nominal or an adjectival

participle.

(locative [spatial]: 'at; on')

nin tarinvay k kontu muyahki (kali.95:14-15)

[tar 'garland'; kol 'to take hold, grasp, grab']

'pulling you by the garland on your chest and hugging'
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'hugging you by grasping / holding on to the garland on your

chest'

petaiyannar ... nokkumvay ellam (kali. 102:15)

[nokkum adjp < nokku 'to look at']

'at all the places where the innocent women look'

viyal : It is added to a nominal.

(locative [spatial]: 'inside')

puricaiviyal ullor (kali.81:25)

'those who live inside the fortress'

[puricai 'fortress']

Vocative:

(i) no change

annal (pari.1:27)

Noble One.'

ventir (pura.367:14)

'Kings (second person).'

(ii) adding e or o at the end:

aru marai p porule (pari.1:13)

[porul 'substance'; marai 'Secret, the Vedas']

'Substance of the precious Secrets.'

43

Note that the Tolkappiyam (collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rule 364) considers viyal as

an uriccol ("adjective") denoting "width/breadth."
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maayoye (pari.3:1)

[ma(a)yoy 'you, who are dark']

'Dark One.'

val valai c ceyyayo (kali. 14:6)

[ceyyay 'you, who are red']

'The Red One, with white bangles.'

(iii) deletion of the final consonant in a suffix beginning with a:

tiru maru marpa (pari.1:36)

[marpan 'man with the chest']

'O one who has the chest with the mark of Tiru (Prosperity).'

tol iyal pulava (pari.3:86 )

[pulavan 'learned person']

'Learned One with established/acknowledged qualities.'

maya manna (pari.3:85)

[mannan 'king']

'King who does not die.'; 'Immortal King.'

ulaku al mannava (pari.3:85)

[mannavan 'established ruler']

'King who rules over the world.'

(iv) lengthening the vowel in the last syllable:

atu por annal (pari. 13:15)

[annul 'noble person']

'Noble One who kills at battles.'
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nannutal (kali.55.-5)

[nannutal 'lovely forehead'; metonymy]

'One with lovely forehead.'

takaa makaan (pari.8:57)

[makan 'son, man']

'Man without (good) qualities.'

makaaar (pura.291:1)

[makar 'children']

'Children!'

ilariku pun maal (pari.1:28)

[mal 'dark one']

'Dark One, with shining jewelry.'

vay moli p pulavir (pari.9:13)

[pulavir second person of pulavar 'learned ones']

'Learned people, who speak words of truth.'

(iv) lengthening the final vowel:

ontoti (kali.60:18)

[ontoti 'one wearing bright bracelets' < ol 'bright' + toti

'bracelets']

'One with bright bracelets.'

(v) changing the ai in the last syllable to ay or oy:

nerilay (pari.8:73)

[nerilai 'one with perfect ornaments'

< ner 'perfect' + ilai 'ornaments']

'One wearing perfect ornaments.'
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olir veloy (pari.8:29)

[velai 'one with a spear' < vel + ai PNG]

'One with dazzling spear.'

ceval-am-kotiyoy (pari.1:11)

[kotiyai 'one with a banner'; second person]

'One with the rooster-banner.'
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THE PARTICLES

GENERAL: Certain items which can be referred to as the "particles"

provide nuance to nominals and verbals in classical Tamil. The significance

of these particles is not always clear. The various meanings given below

for each of the particles were inferred from the literary contexts in which

they appear. They do overlap. Since inferences lack universality, it is quite

possible to have more than one interpretation of a particle, depending on

how one understands a poem as a whole and the specific context within

the poem where the particle occurs.

FORMATION: No obvious method to derive the particles can be

suggested. It is sufficient to treat them as given lexical items. Most of

them are added to or follow nouns and verb forms as separate items.

1 The tradition refers to them as itaiccol "medial particles." Some modern scholars call

these items "clitics." See Schiffman (1983:137).

A historical reconstruction of these particles is not within the scope of this study.

3 A possible term for the item to which the particle is appended is "host" (cf. Schiffman

1983:137).
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Some are added to another particle. Infrequently, some of them occur in

isolation serving as interjections. When appended to or co-occurring with

another particle, the second one reinforces the sense of the first. Particles

do not indicate distinction between person-number-gender or between

affirmation and negation.

The particles found in classical Tamil are: attai, antil, anto, am,

amma. amma. aro, anno, anka, anku, anke, ar, al, um, en(n)a, e, o,

orum, kan, kurai. kol(I)o, kon(nu), tan, til(la), teyya, teyyo, marru(m),

marrai, manne. man(no), manra, ma, matu, mato, mala, and yala.

EXAMPLES

Particle Significance and Example

attai: It occurs during an address to the second person; in most contexts

it follows an imperative/optative.

(certainty)

paniyiyar attai nin kutaiye . . . mukkatcelvar nakar valam ceyarke

(pura.6:17-18)

[pani 'to lower']

'May your (royal) parasol be lowered, for sure, in order to go

around the shrine of the Lord with three eyes.'

natu enappatuvatu ninate attai (pura.35:ll)

[ninatu 'that which is yours']

'Yours is certainly (what deserves to be called) a country.'

(emphasis)

atan tiram attai yan uraikka vantatu (pura.28:7)
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[tiram 'state, quality, nature']

'I came to talk to you about that state.'

until: It seems to have the basic sense 'there.' Perhaps it is a composit

of anta 'that' + il 'location' or the particles am and til.

(locative [spatial]: 'there')

varume ceyilai antil kolunan kaniya aliyen yane (kuru.293:7-8)

[ceyilai 'woman wearing fine ornaments';

ce < ce 'red, fine, nice'; ilai 'ornaments']

'(His other) woman will come there. Alas, I am to be pitied.'

(locative [temporal/action]: 'there, then, thereupon')

vilai vayal vantu iraikontanru tanai antil kalaifiar yar ini p pirar

(pati.40:5-7)

'The army (of Ceralatan) came and settled in the agricultural field.

Thereupon, who else (but Ceralatan) will remove our distress?'

anto:

(pity, sympathy)

anto tane aliyal taye (narr.324:1)

'What a pity! Poor Mother.'

am: It has the basic sense 'soft, beautiful', but not in all occurrences. Its

function is very similar to the case marker in.

(beauty)

am kan akal vayal (narr.210:1)

[kan 'space']

'wide field with beautiful space'
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unnattu am kavatu (pati.23:l)

[kavatu 'branch']

'the beautiful branch of the unnam tree'

(comparison)

pon am kompu (pari. 7:56)

[pon 'gold'; kompu 'vine']

'gold-like vine'

'golden vine'

(genitive)

pula am cenkottu (narr.202:1)

[pula < pula 'flesh'; cenkottu oblique of cenkotu 'red tusk']

'on the red tusk (of the elephant) with the flesh (of the tiger it

fought with)'

kantal am kanni (pati.30:9)

[kantal, a kind of flower; kanni 'head garland']

'the head garland made of kantal flowers'

malalai am kurumakal (narr. 209:5)

[malalai 'prattle'; kurumakal 'young woman']

'the young woman with immature/young words'

cural am katu vali (aka.1:17)

[cural 'whirlwind'; vali 'wind']

'swift shivering wind';

'blustery wind'
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(locative [spatial]: 'at; in')

ten am kumari

'the southern Kumari (mountain)'

amma/amma4:

(address requesting attention)

nakai nanru amma . . . Ura

[ura vocative of uran 'man from the town']

'Ura, listen. It was good fun.'

amma vali toli

[toli 'female friend']

'Friend. May you prosper.'

(admiration, exclamation, wonder)

tiru utaittamma . . . nin . . . nate

[tiru 'Prosperity'; utai 'to have']

'Your country has Prosperity.'

(pati. 11:24)

(aka.346:1, 11)

(narr.79:9)

(pati.28:1, 14)

pan katumpu aruttum cemmarru amma nin vem muoai irukkai

(pura.33.14-15)

[cemmal 'beauty, rectitude, uprightness, perfection']

'Your stay in the terrible battlefront is perfect. (Because) it feeds

groups of bards.'

The Tolkappiyam considers it a device for catching the attention of the listener

(Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rule 276).
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(certainty)

venil vantanru amma tane varar ... nam katalore (aka.277:18-20)

[var 'to come']

'Summer has arrived. Our (hon.) lover has not yet come.'

nilan neli marurikin nlr nilai peruka t tat tor amma ivan tattore

(pura.l8:28-29)

[tal 'to obstruct']

'Only those who embanked (the water), so that the waterfronts/res

ervoirs would increase where the earth (level) is low, are really

those who have embanked (their reputation).'

(lamentation; expressing grief or reluctance)

valam inru amma kalaiyatu panpu (pati.26:7)

[valam 'success'; il 'to be non-existent'; kalai 'day, day-break']

'Alas! The nature of the day is not successful.'

innoy pntuka til amma yan (narr.277:1-2)

[patu 'to die']

'Let me die because of this (love)sickness.'

(Note that amma follows til.)

emmanor irappin munnum kontir ena nummanor maruttal innatu

amma (pura.203 :4-6)

[in 'pleasant'; innatu 'unpleasant, cruel']

'When people like us ask for alms, it is cruel (for you) to refuse (to

give) saying that we received gifts in the past too.'

5

Traditional interpretation: 'The nature of the sun is not good.'
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nakaiyin mikkatan kamamum onru enpa amma (kali.147:13-14)

[nakaiyin mikkatan kamam 'excessive passion due to laughter';

enpa 'they say']

'Alas! They say that there is (something like) excessive passion

that is to be scoffed at.'

'Alas! They say that there is (something like) excessive passion

that emerged at the time of having fun.'

(sarcasm)

nanral amma . . . ival nalane (aink.248:4)

[nanru 'good (thing)'; nalan 'well-being']

'Her well-being is beautiful.'

(Note that amma follows 11.)

varuka til amma em ceri cera (aka.276:7)

[varuka 'Come!']

'Come to our neighborhood.'

(Note that amma follows til.)

nallal amma kurumakal (aka.326:3)

[nullal 'good woman']

'The young woman is a good woman.'

aro6:

(agony, pity, sympathy)

notaka irum kuyil alum aro (kali.33:24-25)

The Tolkappiyam refers to it as an expletive: cf. collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rule 279.

Also note that in some contexts the structure aro is not a particle, but is the combination of

ar PNG + o particle: e.g., peru matam utaiyaro 'she has great naivete.' Here, utaiyaro <

utaiyar + o (aka.310:9).
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[al 'to sound'; notaka 'painfully']

'Alas! The dark cuckoo sings painfully.'

i-m-malai aiyar avir alal etuppa aro en kaiyaru neiicam kananru ti

matukkum (kali.l30:8-10)

'Alas! My helpless heart gets angry and consumes fire (of agony),

while brahmins tend dazzling (ritual) fire this evening.'

(amazement)

vayal parakkum var vel aruvi parantu anatu aro

melor iyarikutalal vll mani nllam ceru ulakkum aro (pari.17:40-41)

[an 'to be content with'; ula 'to stir up']

"The tall white waterfall spreading over the fields spreads relent

lessly. Since the gods move around, the gems which fall (from their

ornaments) stir up the ploughed fields on the ground.'

anno:

(expressing grief about the present situation; anxiety about

the consequence)

kannum tan pani vaikina anno (narr.197:3)

[vaiku 'to remain, stay still']

'Alas! Also cool drops (of tears) stayed in (her) eyes.'

macu aru cutar nutal pon ner vannam kontanru anno yariku akuval

kol tane (aka.192:1-3)

[kol 'to have, get, take hold']

'Alas! Her blemishless bright forehead got the color of gold (lovesick

pallor). How is she going to be?'

'Alas! Her blemishless bright forehead turned pale. What will become

of her?'
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nin niram nokki aooai vinavinal ayin anno en ena uraikko yane

(aka.358:9-11)

'What do I say, alas, if mother, looking at your (lovesick) complexion,

asks (me for the reason)?'

(lamentation; sympathy)

en tolikku anno ... kauvai akinratu aiya nin natpe (narr.227:4, 9)

[kauvai 'gossip'; aku 'to become']

'Alas! O lord, your friendship is becoming a (source of) gossip for

my companion.'

kiliyum pantum kalarikum veyyol ... munnal polal ... en makal

nannar akattitai mulai viyarppa p pal kal muyankinal manne

anno (aka.49:1, 3, 7-9)

[muyanku 'to hug']

'Alas! My daughter who used to like her parrot, ball, and marbles,

is not like that any more; she hugged me several times as she

perspired between her breasts. (I wonder what is bothering her.)'

Note that here anno follows manne.

(regret)

kalaikku aval tunivu arintanen ayin anno ... initir punarkkuven

manno ... tuyile (aka.263:9-10, 13, 15)

[ari 'to know'; ayin 'if]

'If I had known about her determination about the young man,

alas, I would have delightfully united them for sleeping (over here).'

anka/anku/arike:

anke < anku + e. anku has the basic meaning 'there, then, at that

time, immediately after.' Whenever anku is appended to the quotative
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ena, like ena anku 'thus, in that manner', it serves to separate two

themes.

('thus; in this/that manner; that being the case')

vicumpu kati vittanru vilavu-p-punal anka inpamum kavinum alurikal

mutur (parU2:99-100)

'The sky let loose the water (in the river) for the festival. Thus, the

ancient city brimming with pleasure and beauty ...'

en iranta pukajavai elil marpinavai anku ... curramotu oruriku nin

ati urai yam iyaintu onrupu vaikalum polikena ... paravutum

(pari. 1. 60-64)

'You have an enormous fame. You have a beautiful chest. That

being the case, we pray that we, with our kith and kin, attain (the

fortune of) being at your feet and prosper for ever.'

anku a-m-mu-v-iru mukaoum murai navinru olukalin (tiru:103)

'Thus, since all those six faces (of Murukan) practice order, ...'

ena anku ... iraiva ... nio pukal etti ani netum kunram patutum

tojutum (pari.17:47, 49, 50-51)

'In this manner, Lord, we praise you and sing of your beautiful hill

and salute it.'

Traditional commentators usually refer to these forms as "acai" or "acai nilai." Their

cryptic usage of the term acai has led to underestimation of the function of these words.

These words have specific semantic and prosodic functions as urai-y-acai "a meaningful

word which functions as a metrical foot (cir)" or oli-y-acai "a single acai standing alone

as the first foot in a line (ati)," or a vaji-y-acai "a foot standing at the end of a line to be

combined with the next line to make sense." See "corcir ati" in "Theory of Classical

Tamil Poetry" for more.
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tam anciyatu anke anariku akum ennum col (kali.24:1, 2)

'the saying that what one is afraid of will become an affliction in

the same manner'

ar: It is always appended to the particle um 'and, too, even.'

('a vast deal')

—8

manai kelu pentirkku novumar perite (aink.382:5)

[novu 'pain']

'The pain (of separation from their men) is very much for those

women who stay at home.'

(certainty; emphasis)

atu tan ellarum uvappatu anriyum nal arm p patuum neriyumar

atuve (pura.195:7-9)

[neri 'precept']

'That is what everyone enjoys. Not only that, it is the precept

which guides (everyone) in good path.'

al: It is always appended to a finite verb/predicate. It differs from the

case marker al in significance and pattern of occurrence. When

describing a place with its various activities, the narration ends with

this particle or begins with an expression ending with this particle.

8 Traditional commentators take m and ar together and treat mar as a sound filler or

separate ar from un and think of it as a sound filler: e.g., are ... konraiyotu malarnta

kuruntumar utaitte (aink.436:1, 3) 'The path has kuruntu trees which have bloomed along

with the konrai trees.' The Old Commentary on this text notes that ar here is a sound filler.

However, it is worth noting that the verb ar means 'to be full.'

9 Cf. irumputal perite 'The amazement is great, indeed.' (pati.33:1).
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(amazement)

munkai ... vlci valluvai mannal nataiye ... malai vayinane

(aka.257:10-12, 21)

[val 'to be skilled; be able']

'You are skilled in walking through the mountain, swinging your

forearms.'

(Note that al follows man.)

('indeed; certainly; definitely')

marattarku arital ... arivai makilntu ayar nilaiye (narr.42:1, 12)

[aritu 'is difficult']

'It is certainly difficult to forget how the young lady rejoices.'

nin kalkelu ciru kuti eytiya pinrai utal ventumal cirite ... nay payir

...kote (aka.318:1 1-13, 15)

[Otal ventum 'must blow']

'After reaching your small residence in the mountains, you must

definitely blow for a bit the horn which (normally) calls out to

(your hunting) dogs.'

ura poyyal ariven nin mayam (aka.256:7-8)

[poy 'a lie']

'O Ora, it is a lie. I know of your illusion / illusive acts.'

(optative)

arrin varar ayinum arra enai ulakattum iyaivatal namakku

(kuri:23-24)

[iyaivatu 'that which is possible'; here, used as an optative]

'Even if he does not come (asking) for us through proper custom,

may it (his friendship) be possible for us in the next world.'
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(sarcasm)

kalarikinan arikuvatu enral nanral amma ninra ival nalane

(aink.248:3-4)

[nanru 'good thing']

'If one could know (the cause of her lovesickness) by the marbles,

her remaining loveliness will be good .'

'If one could find out (the cause of her lovesickness) by the marbles,

her remaining loveliness will do well .'

('to prevail')

kutir ninranral pote (netu:72)

[ninranru 'it stayed']

'The cold prevailed at that time.'

um: The sense 'even, also, too' is obtained when um is suffixed to only

one nominal in the senetence. The sense 'and' is obtained when um

is suffixed to nominals in a coordinate construction sharing the main

verb. The sense 'not only' is obtained when um is suffixed to anri

'not being so.' The sense 'neither ... ; nor ... 'is obtained when um

is suffixed to nominals or verbals in separate clauses and the main

verb in each clause is negative.

('also, too, even')

ciranta anpinar cayalum uriyar (narr. 208:8)

[cayal 'gentleness']

'He has great love (for me). He is gentle too.'

katuvanum ariya k katu (aink.374:4)

[katuvan 'male monkey'; katu 'jungle']

'jungle which even a male monkey does not know (well)'
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oru tain akiya perumaiyorum tam pukal nirii c cenru mayntanare

(pura.366:4-5)

[perumaiyor 'people with greatness']

'Even the great ones, who were unique, established their reputation,

left, and perished (eventually).'

innatuum kanan kalitalum untu (kali.37:9-10)

[innatu 'this; of this nature']

'He might leave without seeing even this.'

veyil tukaj anaittum (pati.20:6)

[anaittu 'that; of that nature']

'even (as little) as the (dust) particles (visible) in the rays of the

sun'

(conjunction: 'and; not only; neither ... nor ...')

netiya molitalum katiya urtalum celvam anru tan ceyvinai p payane

(narr. 210:5-6)

[molital 'speaking'; urtal 'riding']

'Talking big and riding fast vehicles are not (true) wealth; they

are the fruits of one's actions.'

atu tan ellarum uvappatu anriyum nal arruppatuum neriyumar atuve

(pura.I95:7-9)

[ann 'not being so']

'That is what everyone enjoys. Not only that, it is the precept

which guides (everyone) in good path.'

cenror mukappa p poridum kitavatu olintavar ellarum unnatum

cellar (kali. 18:5-6)

[porul 'wealth, riches']
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'Wealth will not be lying still for the passers by to fetch. Neither

would all the people who go there pass without consuming/enjoying

it.'

(comparison)

pirinta namminum irariki (narr..208:9)

[nam oblique of nam 'we (hon.)']

'pining more than I who departed (from her)'

(emphasis)

nanrum tataiiya men tolay (kali.93:5)

[nanru 'good thing']

'O one with soft shoulders which are well rounded.'

(The adverbial sense of aka is conveyed here by um.)

(inclusive; closing a set of items)

nir nilam tl vali vicumpotu aintum alantu katai ariyinum alappu

arum kuraiyai (pati.24:15-16)

[aintu 'five']

'You are difficult to be measured even if one could measure and

understand the limits of all the five (elements) such as the water,

the earth, the fire, the air, and the sky.'

yavarum kantu mati marulum vata c conri (pad. 24:21-22)

[yavar 'anyone, who?']

'the limitless (amount of) rice which everyone looks at and is

awestruck by'

'the limitless (amount of) rice which amazes every onlooker'
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(sound filler)

karuvi vanam talaiiyankum itta nin pukal (pura.159:19-20)

[talaii advp < talai 'to fall in a place']

'your reputation, who gave (to the suppliants) just like the cloudy

sky poured'

(Note that um is appended to anku.)

ena: See also "Imitative Words."

(enumerative, quotative)

onru ena irantu ena munru ena ... tontu ena nalvakai uli navirrum

cirappinai (pari.3:77-80)

'You are illustrious. In all the four types of eons, you are praised as

(manifesting in) one, two, three, (four, five, six, seven, eight), and

nine (elements and senses).'

e: It is the most widely used particle in this period and its various meanings

are not easily distinguished. It occurs at the end of a noun, finite verb,

or the entire poem. When describing a place with its various activities,

the e serves to separate the various parts of the narration. It means

'whereas', 'on the other hand', etc.

(admiration)

nilam nir vali vicumpu enra nankin alappu ariyaiye (pan. 14:1-2)

[ariyai 'you are difficult' < aru 'to be difficult']

The interpretation given here follows U.V. Saminathier's commentary. Another possible

interpretation is to take anku to mean 'there/then' and um 'even.' Then the particle urn

would have a purpose: 'The sky with patchy clouds rained heavily. Even then you gave

to the suppliants. Such reputation ... .'

!
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'You are difficult to be measured (understood) like the four such

as the earth, the water, the wind, and the sky.'

celvam initu kantikume (pati. 11:20)

[kantikum 'we saw' < kan 'to see']

'We saw (your) wealth/riches well.'

(adverb of manner; 'as')

vem curam taniye irappa (kali.23:3-4)

[tani 'alone'; ira 'to cross over, pass through']

'as you cross over the hot forest alone'

ollaiye uyir vauvum uru (kali.58:17)

[ollai 'fast'; vauvu 'to grab, snatch']

'your appearance/shape which snatches (my) life (breath) fast'

(completing a statement or poem)

pacarai nltinai akalin kanku vanticine (pati. 16:8-9)

[vanticin 'I have come' < var 'to come']

'Since you delayed at the war camp, I have came to see you.'

(emphasis; certainty)

terula nin varavu arital marul aru tercci munaivarkkum arite

(pari.1:29-30)

[aritu 'that which is difficult'; munaivar 'those who concentrate']

'Even for those who focus their attention and are sure of things

without illusion, it is difficult, indeed, to know about your origin

clearly.'
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evvayinoyum niye nin arvalar toluta kai amaitiyin amarntoyum niye

(pari.4.70-71)

[ni 'you']

'You are the one who are everywhere. You are the one who have

settled in your devotees' hands which are closed up for prayer.'

veriyum ulave (pari.5:15)

[veri Trended dance'; ula 'there are']

'There are also instances of the frenzied dance.'

(Here the e emphasizes the sense of um which in this context

means 'too, also.')

(exclusive)

tunnarum kanam erinay niye ... ival intu oliya alvinaikku akari ayin

(narr.205:5-7)

[ni 'you']

'without thinking of the forest that is difficult to get through, if you

were to depart by yourself for the sake of manly duties while she is

left here'

(immediacy; simultaneity)

yan eiicatu oru kai manal kontu mel tuva k kante katitu ararri p

pucal totarikinan (kali.65:20-22)

[kantu advp < kan 'to see']

'Without being actionless, I grabbed the sand in one hand and threw

it at him. Seeing that, he blabbered immediately and started to

scream.'

nil ena niruttan nirutte vantu (kali.55:6)

[niru 'to make stand, stop']
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'He stopped me saying "Stop!" Stopping (me), he came (toward

me) immediately, and

(rhetorical; question marker)

nal kuraipatutal kanunar yare (pari. 11:38)

[yar 'who?']

'Who are those who (can) see that the days (of life) are diminishing?'

(It implies a negative answer.)

arivum pukalum utaiyor mayntena varuntalai ulakamum anre

(pura.206:8-9)

[anru 'it is not']

'The world is not an empty space, with the learned and famous

people gone, is it?'

enai nal tarikum num pore, anai nal eriyar erital yavanatu

(pura.301:7-8)

[enai nal 'how many days?'; anai nal 'those many days';

tanku 'to stay'; por 'war']

'For how many days the war will last, for those many days, where

will you see (him) fighting with those who do not fight with him.'

'No matter how long the war lasts, you will not see him fighting

with people who cannot fight back.'

(Actually, e serves as a rhetorical question marker here, but with

an additional purpose. An interrogative word [enai nal 'how many

days'] begins a clause in which the particle e is appended to the

noun [por 'war'] referred to by the interrogative and closes the

clause. The next clause begins with the deictic a 'that' [anai nal
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'those days'], referring back to what was referred to by the inter

rogative [enai]. The combination e e, a... gives the sense

'However/Whatever ..., that ... .')

cenni cevati certtin en enappatumo enralum unfe (narr-.342:9-10)

[untu 'there is']

'If I make my head join (her) red feet, is it likely that (she) would

ask "What is it?" '

'If I fall at her decorated feet, would she care to ask me "What is

it?" '

(serial; reckoning)

cinane kamam kali kannottam ... teral katumaiyotu piravum

(pati.22:1, 3)

[cinan 'anger']

'anger, passion, excessive pity, the harshness of killing, and others'

(Here, e occurs only at the end of the first item in the list, cinan.)

(separating several themes)

nl entiya pataiye onnar utahku unnum kurram utale pon nerpu avir

alal nutakku atan nirane (pari.2:49-51)

[patai 'weapon'; utal 'body']

'The weapon (discus) that you carry consumes (your) enemies all

at once. Its body is Death. Its color, the swaying flame of bright

gold-like fire.'

kurumakal . . . tlhkural kiliyum tam aripavve enakke paturikal paiyul

tlrum (narr.209:5-7)

lappa 'they know' < an 'to know'; en oblique of yan T]
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'Even the parrots (in the millet field) know the young woman's

sweet voice. My suffering, on the other hand, will be over (only)

when I die.'

5: See also "Vocative" in "Case Markers And Postpositions."

(ablative: 'from')

ellam tuyilo etuppuka (kali.70:21)

[tuyil 'sleep'; etu 'to raise, arouse']

'Let everything (like, the sound of the drum, the sound of the

tunarikai dance, and the sound of the bells on your chariot) arouse

me from sleep.'

(amazement)

annaiyo yam em makanai p paratta k katumena t tam vantar . . . yar

kolo (kali.85 .29-31)

[annai an address form]

'Wow! When I was praising my son, he arrived suddenly. Who is

he?'

(interrogative)

nin niram nokki annai vinavinal ayin anno eo ena uraikko yane

(aka.358:9-11)

[uraikko < uraikku 'I will say' + o]

'What do I say, alas, if mother, looking at your (lovesick) complexion,

asks (me for the reason)?'

n
It is possible to derive this from uraikka + o.
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punattu erpata varuko . . . caral atukam varuko . . . kuru ini

(narr.204:2, 4)

— 12
[varuko < varuku 'I shall come' + o]

'Shall I come to the (millet) field after the sun set? Or, shall I

come to the mountain slope for playing? Tell me now.'

aiicayo ival tantai kai vele (aink.60:4)

[aficu 'to fear']

'Won't you fear the spear in her father's hand?'

(reckoning)

urotu nirai cal vilupporul tarutal onro ... eri parappi p pakai ceytu

— - 13
panpu ll anmai tarutal onro ... irantinul onru akamaiyo arite

(pura.344:3-7)

[onru 'one thing']

'It would be certainly rare if one of these two would not become

true: one, (her relatives) giving their town along with plenty of

supreme riches (to her suitors); another one, (her suitors) showing

unscrupulous manliness by spreading fire (in her town) and bringing

hostility.'

(reinforcing the preceding item)

patukam vammino paricil makkal (pura.32:6)

[vam < var 'to come']

'Come, Suppliants. Let us sing.'

12

Some might derive this from varuka + o.

The trac

just the o.

1 The traditional commentator U.V. Saminathier considers onro to be the particle, not
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kaliru annan taonai oru pentir arula-k-kitantatu evan kolo

(kali.61 .18-19)

[evan 'how?']

'How is it that a woman has to show mercy to a man who is like a

bull elephant?'

'How could a man, who is like a bull elephant, lie still , so a woman

shows him mercy?'

(rhetorical question)

kamar perukku anro vaiyai varavu (pari.6:69-70)

[perukku 'flooding'; anru 'it is not']

'The flooding in Vaiyai is desirable, is it not?'

(separator; 'on the other hand; whereas')

turaivan enakko katalan anaikko vere (aihk. 156:4-5)

[enakku 'for me'; anaikku 'for mother']

'The man from the water-front is lover to me, whereas he is

someone else for my mother.'

anaiyavai porri ninaiiyana nati k kan valamaiyo vaikalum ceyal

akum (kali.l5:23-24)

[valamai 'riches, bounty']

'Consider those things and seek what you intend. Riches, on the

other hand, can be obtained any day.'

nammaiyo marantaikka ... kutalum ullarkol (kali.27:10,12)

[nam oblique of nam 'we']

'He may forget about us. On the other hand, won't he remember

even Kutal (Madurai)?'
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'He may forget about us. But won't he remember even Kutal

(Madurai)?'

orum: It is possible to interpret orum as an adjectival participle derived

from or 'to think about; to search for.' It has the force of an

adjectival participle or a finite verb.

(comparison)

mata mayil orum manaiyavar (pari.19:21)

[mayil 'peacock']

'women at home who are like innocent peacocks'

'women at home who reminds us of peacocks'

kan: It has the basic sense 'to see, look into, realize.' When used as a

particle, it verifies a fact and/or alerts one to reality.

(verification)

tertarku aritu kan1 (pari.22:34)

[aritu 'is difficult']

'It is difficult to be sure of ..., you see.'

cerppa kotiyai kan nl (kali.125:15)

[kotiyai 'you are cruel' < kotu 'to be crooked, cruel']

'Cerppa. You are cruel, you know.'

14 Cf. mio orum kan aka 'lightning (which helps) as searching eyes' (kali.49:12); tanittu

or ter vantu peyarntatu enpa atarkontu orum alaikkum annai 'They say that a lone chariot

(of my lover) came and left. Consequently, mother thinks about it and hits me' (kuru.246:3-5).

In most contexts, traditional commentators refer to orum as a sound filler.

The earliest commentator on this text, Parimelalakar, considers kan as a sound filler.
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virumpi ni en tol elutiya toyyilum . . . nin maintu-utai marpil cunarikum

ninaittu k kan . . . aritu aro cenra ilamai tararku

(kalU8:2, 3-4, 11-12)

[ninaittu < ninai 'to think']

'Think about the things you have painted willingly on my (friend's)

shoulders; and about the passion marks caused by your strong

chest. Then realize (among other things) that (if you leave now) it

would be difficult, indeed, to bring back the youth that has gone.'

kurai: As a verb it means 'to sound, roar.'

(quality; characteristic)

alappu arum kuraiyai (pati.24:16)

[aru 'rare, be difficult, precious']

'You have the quality that is difficult to be measured/understood.'

katumkurai arumaiya katu (kali. 13:25)

[katu(m) 'intense, severe']

'the forests are severely/extremely difficult (to pass through)'

nervarum kuraiya kalam ketin punarum (kuri:14)

[ner 'perfect'; var(u) 'to bring']

'If jewels with perfect quality are damaged, they will join (when

someone fixes them).'

16

Traditional commentators consider kurai as a sound filler: cf. Naccinarkkioiyar's com

mentary on kuri:14, where he refers to kuraiya as an "acai."
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kol(lo):

(interrogative; wonder)

arivaikku yarkol aliyai (pati. 19:14-15)

[yar 'who?']

'You are to be sympathized/pitied. Who are you to the young

woman?'

inrotu poyinrukollo tane ... ival mamai k kavine (narr.205:7-8, 11)

[poyinru 'it left' < po 'to go']

'Perhaps her dark attractive beauty left (her) today.'

innakaiyavar cirani vaiyaikku anikollo vaiyai tan nir ani nlttam

ivarkku anikol (pari22:31-33)

[ani 'beauty, decoration']

'Is the beautiful row of sweet-smiling women a decoration for

Vaiyai? Is Vaiyai's waves of water a decoration for them?'

nanalkol toli (pari. 12:45)

[nan(u) 'to be coy, be bashful']

'Won't she be coy, my Friend?.'

kon(nu):

(excessive: 'greatly; for no good reason; without use', etc.)

avar konnu nampum kuraiyar tame (narr.208:6-7)

[nampu 'to believe, trust']

'He has the quality of being trusted greatly'

'He is greatly to be trusted'
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nannutal inra mal ceytena k kon onru katuttanal annai (aink.l94:3-4)

[katu 'to chide, to show signs of anger']

'Her lovely forehead confused her mother, and mother showed a

great deal of anger.'

kanni pinnu p puram tala k konne cutti (aka.180:6-7)

[cuttu 'to make wear']

'putting the string of flowers to lie low on her braided hair without

any purpose'

tan:

(emphasis)

nallatu ceytal arrir ayinum allatu ceytal ompumin atutan ellarum

uvappatu (pura.195:6-8)

[atu 'that one']

'Even if you are unable to do good, check/prevent yourself from

doing bad. That (indeed) is what everyone enjoys.'

yan celin nanti c cerin campum ival eooum takaiyotan ... etilartoti

urra vatu k katti iriku em il varuvatai (kali. 78:19-22)

[takai 'quality, nature, characteristic']

'You are coming here to our house showing off your scars made by

other women's bracelets. Is it indeed your nature to think "She

will exult if I go (to her) but will wither if I resent her"? '

17

kon in another context has been taken to denote "time" instead of meaning 'without any

purpose': nin mukam tan perin allatu konne maruntu piritu yatum illen (kali.60:20-21 ):

cf. Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on these lines.
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(reflexive)

nakai nanru amma tane (aka.400.1)

[tan 'self, it']

'It was good fun.'

til(la): It expresses a sense of wishing or possibility based on a condition.

(wish)

inne mutikatil amma ... pacarai t tolile (netu:168, 188)

[mutika 'May it end']

'May the (king's) work at the war camp come to a conclusion

today.'

pacappu ni vitin celvemtilla yame (aink.429:1-2)

[vitu 'to let go'; cel 'to go, leave']

'I shall leave (in search of wealth) if you let go your lovesick

pallor.'

kankuvemtilla aval kavin peru cutar nutal ... ventu tolil vitine

(aink.443:3, 5)

[kan 'to see']

'I shall see her beautiful bright forehead, if the king completes/ends

his task.'

(reluctance)

polam pun ventar palartil amma (pati.64:2)

[palar 'many people']

'The kings with gold ornaments are numerous, you know.'
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katalar marantanarotil marava namme (aink.319:3-4)

[marantanaro 'did he forget?']

'Has my lover forgotten me who has not forgotten him?'

em mutumai ellal ahtu amaikumtilla (aka.6:14-15)

[amaikum 'We/I (hon.) will accept / be calm']

'Do not mock at my aging. I shall accept it.'

'Do not mock at my old age. It is acceptable to me.'

teyya: It functions like the particle attai, but is not always addressed to

the second person.

(suggestion)

inru nl ivanai aki . . . tankin evano teyya (narr.215:8-9)

[tankin conditional < tanku 'to stay over'; evan 'what?'; o particle]

'What if you become one (of us) here now and stay over?'

pennai natuvanatuve teyya ... nallol tantai ciru kuti p pakkam

(narr.323:1 -2, 6)

[natuvanatu 'that which is in the middle'; e particle]

'The Pakkam, where the good woman's father's small clan lives, is

among the pennai trees.'

(adverbial)

col ini t teyya yam teliyum are (aka.220:22)

[col 'to tell'; ini 'now']

'Tell us now clearly, how we can be reassured.'

i8 It is not clear whether teyya in these examples can be interpreted simply as an address

form.
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oyya-p-povalai ... teyya neri manal netinar cella (pari.20:41-43)

[netu 'to look for'; cel 'to go']

'as they went along the sandy path looking intently for her who

rushed to escape'

(Note that teyya here is not addressed to someone in the second

person.)

ival nalam pantum irre kanticin teyya (narr.35:7-8)

[kanticin 'you see' < kan 'to see']

'Her wellbeing was like this even in the past. See this well.'

teyyo: It is a variant of teyya, except that it occurs only in the second

person.

(address)

varayayin valem teyyo (aink.239:5)

[val 'to live, thrive']

'If you do not come (to visit us) we shall not survive.'

marru(m): marru/marrai means 'the other
,19

20

('however; but then; nevertheless')

ltal mattu otti ... marru ovvati ... makalirai nuntai pol noy kura

nokkay vital (kali.86:2 1-24)

[o 'to be like, resemble']

19 Cf. aintalai avir port aravam mutta maintan aruku onru marru ijam parppu (pari.19:72-73).

20 One traditional commentator's definition of marru as vinai marru 'change of action' in

one context is worth noting. See Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on kali.93:10.
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'Be like your father with respect to giving. But then, do not be like

him. Do not leave (your) women without paying attention when

their lovesickness (for you) increases.'

matamakal . . . ullal kutatu enroy marrum . . . potal ollaj en nencattane

(narr201:1, 4, 12)

[po 'to leave'; ol 'be able, possible']

'You said that I should not think of that innocent woman. But then,

she is unable to leave my heart.'

(answer: 'otherwise; in response to; then')

cen-tinai katiyum untana . . . mauvalum arumpina . . . nal irul varaiyaka

natan varuum eijpatu untukol anrukol yatukol marru

(narr.122:2, 4, 5-7)

[yatu 'what?'; kol particle]

'The red millet (plants) are guarded. The wild jasmine are in bloom.

Will the man from the mountainous country come (for a rendezvous)

in the thick of the night? Will he not? Then, what?'

natan pan malai arum curam irappin nam vittu yariku vallunam

marre ... patuttal ... kanne (narr.171:5-8, 11)

[kan patuttal 'making the eyes sleep']

'If the Natan leaves us and goes through the difficult mountainous

forest, then how can we close our eyes (for sleeping)?'

nanalkol toli ... parattaiyin tol nalam untu turantan ena orutti yanar

mali punal nlttattu irum piti cena verinil cirantanotu erinal nanu k

kuraivilal narikai marru (pari. 12:45 -49)

[nanukkuraivu 'virtue of shame']
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'Isn't she ashamed of herself? My friend, he (her lover) enjoyed the

loveliness of another woman and left her (too). Now, this (shameless)

woman got on the back of a tall dark elephant with him in the floods

of Vaiyai. She does not have the virtue of shame to respond (to

his act).'

('moreover; in addition to; thereafter')

tantai kamurra totakkattu tay idai p pukkarku avalum ... peruman

nakai mukam kattu enpal kannir cori muttam kal corva ponrana

marrum valimurai t tay ulai p pukkarku avalum ... muyarikinal

... kolvana nati anintanal (kali.82:10-19)

'(My little son) went near the woman whom his father took as a

lover in the beginning. Saying to him, "Lord, show me your smiling

face," that woman shed tears which resembled pearls falling off a

string. Thereafter, he went near the next woman his father took as

lover. This woman hugged him and put on him carefully chosen

proper jewelry.'

cerukkotu ninra kalai marru ... kalla ilainar colli k katta

(poru:89, 100)

'When we stood there with triumphant joy, (the king's) young men

(in attendance) then told (the king about us) and showed (us to the

king), and ...'

(another kind)

manippili cuttiya nulotu marrai anippulai avirai erukkotu pinittu yattu

(kali.l38:8-9)

'together with the thread holding the peacock feathers, he tied yet

another string (of flowers) such as the beautiful pulai, avirai, and

erukkam, and ...'
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man(ne)/man(no)21:

(adverb of manner: 'well')

curi mucci mulutuman purala . . . pal kulai t totalai (aka.390:5, 7)

[mulutum 'in its entirety']

'as the garland with many leaves rolls well over (her) curly hair'

(certainty: 'clearly; definitely')

human pirintor ullum polute (aink.487:1)

[itu 'this one']

'This is the time when those who are separated think (of their

lovers).'

vencuram ariya allaman namakke ... kurumakal kontanam celine

(aka.335:8-9, 26)

[ariya alla 'they are not difficult']

'The hot forests are certainly not difficult (for me to pass through)

if I go taking my young woman with me.'

2i

Two forms, marricine and manum, which occur in the following contexts, are interesting:

nl marricine 'May you thrive for ever' (pura.272:3) and porul tirattu avavu k kai vitutal

atu manum porule 'Give up the desire for wealth; that is the wealth/substance which

prevails' (kali.14:18-19). They suggest that man has the force of a verb meaning 'be

established, to prevail, last for ever.' Also it is possible that manra and man are from the

same root (man) meaning 'to prevail, last for ever.'

In one context, ahtu avalam anru mana (kali.108.-8), mana is interpreted by a

traditional commentator as expressing an adverbial sense 'a great deal.' See Naccinark-

kiniyar's commentary on kali. 108:8.
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('however')

nallar tam kotaiyal alaitta pun vatu k katti anpu inri varin ella pulappen

yan enpenman a-n-nilaiye avaij kanin kalappen ennum i-k-kaiyaru

nence (kali.67:6-9)

[enpen 'I say' < en 'to say']

'My Friend, I say that I shall sulk if he comes without love, showing

the scars of the wound (on his body) which his (other) women

caused by hitting him with their garlands. However, this heart (of

mine) without (any) precept says that it would unite (with him)

when I see him in that very state.'

(lamentation, expressing grief, reluctance)

oti uytalum kutuman okkal valkkai tatkum ma kale (pura.193:3-4)

[kutum 'is possible']

'It is possible even to run away and survive, at the great time

when life with kith and kin hinders you.'

(Another interpretation would be to take man as giving the sense of

a rhetorical question.)

varuvir akutal uraimin manno ... cenrorman ena irukkirporkke

(aka.387:3, 20)

[uraimin 'May you tell'; cenror 'he left']

'Tell that you will return (soon) to those who would be waiting

(patiently) thinking "He has gone (in search of wealth)." '

ival ani vata akanru ni . . . porul muyariman muyalvalavai . . . valnalum

nilaiyumo (kali. 17:9-12)

[muyari 'you are making an effort' < muyal 'to make an effort']
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'You are making an effort to gather wealth, leaving her whose

beauty is wilting (because of your imminent departure). Will the

days of (her) life last as long as your effort (lasts)?'

(possibility; wonder)

ulli varukuvar kollo ulaintu yan elli irukkuvenmankolo

(kalU42:31-32)

[irukkuven 'I will be']

'Will he return, thinking (of me)? Will I be waiting, scorning in

agony?'

ceniu yam . . . pal ul muyarikal iyaivatu manno toli

(aka.242:12, 16-17)

[iyaivatu 'that which is possible']

'Is it possible to go and embrace (him) several times?'

('to prevail')

ulakattore palarman celvar (pati.38:1)

[palar 'many people']

'Rich people in this world are many.'

kalla k kurala katum pakal vantu emmai illattu va ena mey kolli ella

nin pentir iijarmanno kuru (kali. 94.-14-16)

[ul 'to exist']

'You, immature dwarf! In midday you come and grab my body

saying "Come to my house." Tell me, are there your (own) women,

really?'
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22

(reference to an earlier state)

akan kan vaippin natuman . . . kuttuvan . . . tanai parava urike

(pati.29:10, 14-15)

[natu 'country']

'They were vast bountiful countries, before (the Cera king) Kuttu-

van's army spread (there).'

vel vel annal kana urike ninninum pulliyem manne (pura.141 :7-8)

[pulliyem 'we are poor']

'We were poorer than you before we met the noble one with a

victorious spear.'

yanum . . . mata nallalai inra natpirku arulan ayinum in nakai muruval

elaiyai p pannal kuntal vari nucuppu ivarntu ompiya nalam punai

utaviyum utaiyan manne (aka. 195:5-10)

[utavi 'help'; utai 'to have']

'Even if he is not kind (enough) for a friendship with me who gave

birth to the good young woman (he loves), (he must understand

that) I helped for that sweet smiling poor girl's wellbeing by combing

her hair many days and protecting her by carrying her on my

waist.'

peru valam paluni nut tanai manno munne ... parampe

(pura.l 13:3-4, 7)

[nattanai 'you befriended' < nal 'to befriend']

'O Parampu hill, great bounty having ripened (in your lands), you

befriended (many people) in the past.'

22
It has the overtones of lamentation, sympathy, and pity. The earlier state is described by

a word/phrase in a separate clause.
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manra:

(certainty)

puraiya manra puraiyor kenmai (narr.l:5)

jpurai 'to be noble']

'Friendship with noble people is certainly noble.'

velan venta veri maoai vantoy katavul ayinum aka matavai manra

... muruke (narr-34:9-11)

' Murukan, you who came to the place of the frenzied dance at the

request of (your priest) Velan, are certainly gullible.'

(It also has an overtone of pity.)

(expressing grief/pity; sympathy; self pity)

citaintatu manra ni civantanai nokkalin ... nal nattu . . . kavine

(pati.27:1, 15-16)

[citai 'to be destroyed']

'The beauty of the (enemy's) good country is destroyed (now)

since you look at it angrily.'

alkal vanton manra kunra natan (narr. 114:5-6)

[var 'to come']

'The Natan from the mountainous country came at night.'

kuyil . . . alum . . . kalaiyum akanror manra nam maranticinor

(norr-U8:3-5)

[akal 'to go away, depart']

'He who has forgotten us is away from us even at the time when

the cuckoo sings.'
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(sarcasm)

nallarai k kanin vilakki nayantu avar pal ital un kannum tolum pukal

pata nallatu karpittar manra (kali. 1 12:8-10)

[karpi 'to make learn' < kal 'to learn']

'Well, they (also) taught (you) something good: to stop good

women if you see them and to sing praises of their petal-like ensnaring

eyes and shoulders.'

ma: See also "kama" in "The Imperative/Optative."

(adverbial)

panma natu keta (pati.83:6)

[pan < pal(a) 'many']

'so that the (enemy) countries perish in many ways'

nin ... vay pol poymmoli evvam en kalaima (aka.3:13-14)

[kalai 'to cure, get rid of]

'In what way would your false words, which are like truth, remove

my distress?'

(expletive)

oti uytalum kutumao okkal valkkai tatkuma kale (pura. 193:3-4)

[tal 'to hinder'; kal 'time']

'It is possible to run away and survive, at the great time when life

with kith and kin hinders you.'

(It can also be understood as a rhetorical question.)
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(optative; wish)

narinal verikaiyum malarkama ini (narr.206:7)

[malar 'to bloom']

'Now, may the verikai also bloom for the good day (of your wedding).'

matu/mato :

(certainty)

pala tiram peyarpavai ketkuvir mato (malai:291)

[kel 'to hear']

'You will definitely hear (the noise made by) the animals which

move around in different ways (on the mountain).'

mu-v-el ulakamum oru nilal akkiya emattai mato (pari.3:75-76)

[emattai 'you have the protection' < emam 'protection, security']

'You certainly are the one who protected all the twentyone worlds

by making them (come) under one shade.'

(lamentation; expressing grief, reluctance)

elil aliya vatum nalum ninaival matu avar panpu enru ovatu inaiyal

...toli (aka.l71:3-5)

[ninai 'to think']

'My friend, do not pine incessantly saying, "I think of his qualities

even when my beauty is damaged and I am withering." '

ivai kan torum novar mato aliyaro aliyar en ayattor (narr. 12:7-8)

[novar 'they will suffer' < no 'to suffer']

'Pitiful are my companions. Whenever they look at these (things of

mine), they will be distressed.'
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annai pola iniya kuriyum kalvar pola k kotiyan mato . . . malaikilavone

(narr28:3-4, 9)

[kotu 'to be bent, crooked']

'The mountain Chief is a cruel man like the thieves, although he

says sweet things like a mother.'

tlyum valiyum vicumpu payantariku noyum inpamum akinru mato

... natan malarnta marpe (narr.,294: 1 -2, 9)

[noy 'sickness'; inpam 'pleasure'; a 'to be']

'O well, the wide chest of the man from the country side is becoming

a pain and pleasure like the sky emitting fire and air (at the same

time).'

(sarcasm; reluctance)

marappan mato nin viral takaimaiye (narr270:1l)

[mara 'to forget']

'I will forget your triumphant qualities.'

mala: It occurs only with the second person verb forms.

(wish)

arivai kaniya oru nal punka mala nin purai netum ter (pati.81:31-32)

[pun 'to wear, be decorated']

'May your excellent tall chariot be decorated some day so that the

young woman could see it.'

varar ennum pulavi utkolal olika mala nin neficattane (narr.11:4-5)

[oli 'to disappear; expel, remove']

'Expel/Remove from your heart the sulking that he (your lover)

has not come.'
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yala: It is used only in the second person.

(address)

ponnum maniyum polum yala nin nannar meniyum naru irum

katuppum (narr.166:1-2)

'your lovely body and good-smelling dark hair (which are) like gold

and gems'

collin col etir kollay yala nin tirumukam irainci nanuti (narr.39:1-2)

[iraincu 'to bow, hang'; nanuti 'you are bashful' < nan(u) 'to feel

bashful']

'You do not accept (my) words if I talk. You are hanging your

lovely face and feeling bashful.'

(adverbial meaning 'well')

varuttam tlra yala nin nala men panaittol eytinam (narr:9:3-4)

[eytu 'to reach, obtain']

'I obtained your lovely soft firm shoulders so well that my grief is

ended.'

(In this context, yala might simply be an address form like ila

which occurs in aka.12:3. One can compare a similar form, ele

'hey', used in some dialects of modern Tamil.)
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ADJECTIVES

OR NOUN MODIFIERS1

GENERAL: Adjectives tell us something about a latent or intrinsic

quality of the nouns they qualify. The function of the adjective is to

bring out some potential quality of the noun it qualifies. The Tamil adjective

The traditional name for an "adjective" is peyaratai 'that which is adjacent to a noun'

or, simply, "modifiers."

Transient/acquired qualities of a noun can also be expressed by adjectival constructions,

e.g., cerkinra kan kavin, literally 'the beauty of (the process of) uniting that attracts the

eye' (pari.22:35). This type of "adjectives" contain a non-past/non-completive marker or a

past/completive marker that is added to the stem. Some scholars hold that forms like

cerkinra are not adjectives. For different views, see Veluppillai (pp.8 15-8 17). Constructions

like cerkinra are treated in this study in the chapters which deal with adjectival participles.

Forms like alakana 'beautiful' and alakay irukkira 'that which is beautiful'

which are derived by adding ana 'that which is full of to nouns or irukkira 'that which

is/remains' to an adverb ending with ay (< a 'to be') are considered as "adjectives" in

modern Tamil (cf. Arden:193). They are not attested in classical Tamil. For information on

forms similar to ana (anan, anal., etc.), see "A Note On The Verb an."
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always precedes the noun it qualifies and has to change its form into a

noun if it has to follow the noun. It is semantically completed by a nominal

in the sense that it makes complete sense only when interpreted along

with the nominal it qualifies. The qualities expressed by the adjectives are

not only binary but also spectral: antiquity, innateness, badness, brightness,

color, darkness, depth, deixis, directionality, freshness, goodness, number,

pleasantness, purity, rarity, shape, size, substantiality, subtlety, and the

like. One could make further categories like "color adjectives," "demon

strative adjectives," etc.

This study makes a formal distinction between the adjective, adjectival

participle, and nominal compound in the following way: an adjective is a

stem without a past/completive marker, non-past/non-completive marker,

or a negative marker, and modifies a nominal; an adjectival participle is

like an adjective in terms of its function, except that it contains a past/com

pletive marker, non-past/non-completive marker, or a negative marker; a

nominal compound contains an adjective/adjectival participle and a nominal.

This chapter deals with adjectives which some modern scholars refer to

as "mono-morphemic adjectives" — i.e., those which cannot be analyzed

into smaller morphemes. See also "Nominal Compounds" in this study.

FORMATION: There are some nominal stems which precede and

qualify nouns, which qualify as "adjectives." In addition, most verb stems

function as "adjectives" when they precede a noun. For example, kol

kaliru, which has the structure verb stem kol 'to kill' + kaliru 'male

elephant', can be understood as 'killer elephant.' There are some adjec-

Only a random sample of classical Tamil adjectives is provided here.

For a classification of these adjectives, see Murugarathanam (pp.394-400).

Traditional grammarians would categorize kol kajiru as a vinaittokai "compound

denoting an action," or even describe it as kalam karanta peyar eccam "nominal

participle without any markers of time" (Nannul, Rule 364). In this study, forms like kol
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tives which seem to be derived forms, resembling adjectival/relative parti

ciples. That is, there are "adjectives" like periya kal 'large (amount of)

toddy' (pura.235:2) derived from *per(u) 'to be big/large' + i + y (glide) +

a. In such forms the so-called "past marker" i does not really denote a

past time, but only signifies the "completive aspect" or the "totality of the

quality" signified by the stem. One might be tempted to suggest that forms

like periya are corrupted forms of perukiya (peruku 'to increase' + i + y

[glide] + a) and the like. Nevertheless, even in "adjectives" like uyarnta

'tall' or in perutta 'large, be abundant', the so-called "past markers" nt

and tt do not signify a true past time, but only the totality of the quality

signified by the stem.

There are "adjectives" like val 'strong, capable' and kel 'colorful',

from which other verb forms are derived in classical Tamil: e.g., colla

vallirrum ilan 'neither was he capable of expressing himself (aka.32:15)

vs.. val vil 'strong bow' (kali. 7:6); yalicai kelttanna ... miniru arppa

'honey bees sounding as if music emerged from the harp' (pari.8:22) vs..

irum kel vaya-p-puli 'dark colored strong tiger' (narr,.217:3); tun ariium

takaiya katu 'forest difficult to be approached' (kali. 1 1 .15), aruum <

*ar(u) 'to be difficult.'

Examples like periya, perutta, val, kel, and aru suggest that all

adjectives may be derived from verb stems. The fact that case markers

are never added to the adjectives strengthen this view. Neither person-

number-gender distinction, nor a distinction between affirmative and negative

is made by an adjective. An adjective does not vary in form according to

the person, number, gender, and case of the noun it modifies. An adjectival

noun can be derived from it. See "Adjectival Nouns or Appellative Nouns"

for information on adjectival/appellative nouns, and the chapters on adjectival

participles for the derivation of adjectival/relative participles. There are no

kajiru are considered to be of the structure: verb stem + noun; the stem kol is taken to

function as an "adjective."
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comparative or superlative degrees of adjectives. For information on com

parison, see "Comparison."

The Oblique Stem of an Adjective

The oblique stem of an adjective is obtained in one or a combination

of the following ways: by lengthening the short vowel in the first syllable

of the stem; by doubling the penultimate consonant in the stem; by adding

to the stem a nasal homorganic with the initial k, c, t, or p of the following

item; by adding v to certain stems; by changing the stem-final consonant;

or by deleting the stem-final u. These changes are controlled by the shape

of the stem. See "Morphophonemics" for examples of these changes.

EXAMPLES OF OBLIQUE STEMS OF ADJECTIVES

viraliyar ... nal men cirati (ciru:31-32)

[cirati < ciru 'small' + ati 'feet']

'good, soft, and small feet of the (female) singers'

(Note that the short vowel in the first syllable of ciru is lengthened

and the stem-final u is deleted.)

tatantal narai (narr.91:4)

[tatantal < tata 'bent, crooked' + n + tal 'leg'; narai 'crane']

'crane with bent legs'

(Here, a nasal [n] homorganic with the initial consonant [t] of the

noun following the stem is inserted between the stem and the

following noun.)
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cevvari k kayalotu paccira p pirahim mai irum kuttattu

(peru:270-271)

[cevvari < ce 'red' + v + vari 'stripes, lines';

paccira < pacu 'fresh, wet, young'; ira 'prawn, shrimp']

'in the large, deep, dark pond where wet shrimps and red-striped

carps wallow'

(Note that in cevvari the consonant v is added to the stem in

accordance with the initial consonant v of the following noun vari.

Also note that the penultimate consonant c in pacu is doubled/hardened

to produce the oblique stem pacc while deleting the stem-final u.)

EXAMPLES OF ADJECTIVES

Antiquity/Innateness/Customary:

tol 'ancient, established, acknowledged': tolkuti 'established clan'

(tiru:178)

tol 'innate': tol kavin 'inherent beauty' (kali.2:28)

tol 'customary': tol paci 'usual hunger' (peru:253)

Bad Quality/Cruelty6:

ti 'cruel': ti neiicattu 'with cruel heart' (pari5:73)

Brightness/Obviousness/Clarity:

ol 'bright': ol eri 'bright flame' (pura.240:10)

ol 'obvious': ol icai 'well-known/acknowledged reputation'

(pati.pati.8:10)

on 'bright': on katir 'bright rays' (kali.2:5)

6 Also, tiya 'bad': tiya kaluli 'bad frothy water' (kuru.327:4). Note that tiya contains the

suffix a.
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Color:

karu(m) 'black': karum pukai 'black smoke'

ce(m) 'red': cem paral 'red pebbles'

nil 'blue': nil nira vicumpu 'blue sky'

paccai 'green': paccai k kuvalai p pacuntantu

'fresh green stem of the kuvalai'

vel 'white': vel aruvi 'white waterfall'

ven kuruku 'white crane'

Darkness:

iru(m) 'dark, black': irum katuppu 'dark hair'

irumkuyil 'black cuckoo'

Depth:

al 'deep': al tuyaram 'deep/intense grief

Deixis:

a 'that': a-k-ka 'that grove'

i 'this': i-k-karai 'this end/edge/bank'

u 'yonder': u-k-karai 'The yonder end/edge/bank

Directionality, Lateralness/Limitation :

ita 'left': ita vayin 'on the left side'

kuta 'western': kuta pulam 'west land'

kuna 'eastern': kuna ticai 'eastern direction'

ten 'southern': ten ticai 'southern direction'

natu 'middle, inside': kelviyul natu 'center of the

(ciru:156)

(aka.133:3)

(tiru:116)

(pari.l 1:101-102)

(ciru:90)

(narr.4:1l)

(narr387:1)

(narr.118:3)

(kali.147:68)

(kali.92:28)

(pura.357:9)

(pura.357:9)
,i

(ciru:35)

(ciru:47)

(pura.386:20)

(pari.W:121)

Vedas'

ukkarai is interpreted as 'that bank/edge' by a traditional commentator: cf. U.V.

Saminathier's commentary.

See "Case Markers and Postpositions" for examples like katai 'end', mutal 'beginning',

etc.
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(pari.2:25)

natu 'middle, center': yarru natu 'center of the river' (pari.4:67)

vata 'northern': vata malai 'northern mountain' (patt:187)

vala(m) 'right': valam puri valai 'right spiralled conch' (netu:142)

Freshness, Newness:

pacu(m) 'fresh': pacum pun 'fresh wound' (pati.61:1)

putu 'new, unknown': putu nan 'new/unknown bashfulness'

(aka.l 12:19)

Goodness, Loveliness:

nal 'good': nal ikai 'good beneficence' (narr.91:9)

nal 'lovely': nal tol 'lovely shoulders/arms' (narr.131 :9)

Loftiness/Lowliness :

ili 'lowly': Hi pirappalan 'he of a lowly birth' (pura.170:5)

Novelty, Strangeness:

vampu 'novel, odd, strange': vampa makkal 'strange/new people'

(narr. 164:7)

Number, Count10:

mu 'three': mukkannan 'He, with three eyes; Siva' (kali.2:4)

mu eyil 'three fortresses' (kali.2:4)

Cf. uyarnta 'lofty/highly principled': uyarnta utavi 'noble help' (matu:743). In most

contexts, uyarnta signifies "loftiness" or "high principled-ness." ilinta 'descended': ilinta

min 'fish which came down (the shore)' (kali. 121:20). The context is: eri tirai tantu ita

Uinta min 'the fish which came down the shore as the tossing waves brought and dropped

them.' In most contexts, ilinta signifies movement in a lower direction.

For other numerals, see "Numerals."
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Old Quality, Customary Quality:

pala(m) 'old': palari kayiru 'old rope' (nan284:10)

pala(m) 'accustomed': palam paci 'accustomed hunger' (peru:25)

Pleasantness, Preciousness, Cruelty, Unpleasantness:

in 'pleasant': in kalai 'pleasant morning' (narr.264:2)

in 'precious, dear': in uyir 'dear/precious life' (matu:403)

kotu(m) 'cruel, unpleasant': kotum col 'unpleasant words'

(nan.200:1l)

Purity:

tu 'pure/naive': tuu neficam 'pure/naive heart/mind' (kuru.157:2)

tu 'clean': tu utai 'clean clothes' (tiru:138)

Shape, Measure:

akal 'wide': akal marpu 'wide chest' (pura.255:2)

iru(m) 'vast': irum katal 'vast sea' (matu:407)

iru(m) 'large': irumkilai 'large/big extended clan' (pura.l73:9)

iru(m) 'dense, deep': irum kataru 'dense forest' (pura.140:7)

uyar 'high/tall': uyar karai 'high bank/shore' (nan.91:2)

kuru(m) 'short': kurum tal errai 'the male pig with short legs'

(pura.379:8)

kotu 'bent/crooked': kotu natai 'crooked gait' (peru:243)

kotu 'bent': kotu ven tirikal 'bent, white moon; crescent moon'

(aka.86:6)

ciru 'little': ciru varai 'a little while' (aka.136:22)

nil 'long': nil curam 'long (stretched) forest' (kali. 145:14)

nil 'tall': nil kutai 'tall parasol' (pura.24:23)

netu 'long': netu neri 'long route/path' (peru:65)

11 Compare uyarnta 'high/tall': uyarnta nel 'tall rice paddy' (pura.391:3).
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netu 'tall': netu nilai 'tall entrance' (matu:353)

— ' — 12

ner 'straight': ner karai 'straight border' (pura.392:14)

pakatu 'big, wide': pakattilai 'large, wide leaf (pura.392:13)

vatta 'round': vatta k kalariku 'round jacks' (aka.241 :14)

valai 'bend': valai talai 'head that is bending' (pad.13:6)

viyal 'wide, vast': viyal vanam 'wide sky' (pari. 19:83)

Size:

ciru 'small': ciru min 'small fish' (peru:303)

peru(m) 'big': perum kal 'big rock' (pura.l9:6)

Strength:

tin 'strong, substantial': tin cuvar 'strong wall' (matu:667)

Subtlety:

nun 'fine, subtle': nun elil 'fine beauty' (kali.4:17)

no(y) 'fine': noy-n-nul 'fine thread' (pari.10:10)

Tenderness, Youth, Maturity, Old Quality:

ila(m) 'young, tender, soft': ilamkaliru 'young male elephant'

(kuru.346:l)

mutir 'mature': mutir naravu 'mature nectar' (aka.213:7)

mutu kal 'mature toddy' (pura.258:9)

mutu 'old': mutu cuvar 'old wall' (ciru:133)

12 •

Most contexts rn which ner occurs suggest that the term signifies 'agreeability, perfection.
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NUMERALS

GENERAL: Numerals are used to count items. "Nothingness" is

the beginning unit measure found in classical Tamil. Names of numerals

are available in this period for "nothing," 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

and some beyond 10. Words for all the numbers are not available in the

poems, so the statements made here are based on attested numerals.

Most of the cited numerals are cardinal. Only one literary context

(pura.109:3-7) which is given below indicates that there was a system of

deriving ordinal numerals, but even this context is vague enough to give

rise to different interpretations. The actual count for some of the attested

numerals is unclear. These numerals indicate an "indefinitely large" amount.

For example, the term nuru, which is normally interpreted as "a hundred,"

sometimes signified more than 100 items: nurruvar 'The Hundred People'

(kali.52:2) vs. nurrital t tamarai-p-pu 'lotus flower with nuru petals'

(aink.20:2). Similarly, the term ayiram which is normally understood as

referring to one thousand items, in fact, signified an indefinitely large

number of items: ayiram katir hayiru 'the sun with ayiram rays' (pari.3:22).

All the numerals above 1/2 have two forms, one oblique or "adjectival,"
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one nominal. In this study, the oblique or "adjectival" forms of numerals

are referred to as their "oblique stems."

FORMATION: The fractions have separate indivisible names. The

names for other numerals are derived forms. Except for 0, 1/4, 1/2, 4, 6,

and 7, names of the numerals below 100 and are not multiples of ten have

the suffix tu added to their respective roots or stems. These name are

given below. Larger numerals are formed by adding the noun form of the

last digit to the oblique stem(s) of the preceding digit(s). In doing so, 1, 10,

100, 1,000, 10,000, etc., seem to be the "count" signified by the successive

digits which are reckoned from right to left. If there are more than three

items involved, the structure is: root/oblique + oblique + noun.

However, there seems to be more than one way of deriving the

large numerals. For example, patinorumuvar '33 persons' (tiru:167) is

derived from pat in oblique of patu + oru oblique of onru + muvar. While

patinorumuvar is construed as "eleven times 3," narpattonpatu (< nal

root + patt oblique of patu + onpatu) '49' (pura.201:1l) is understood as

"four times ten plus nine." In another context, '18' is expressed as onpatirru

iratti 'doubled nine' (tiru:168). Since a complete set of numerals is not

available, it is difficult to deduce the system of numeral derivation in

classical Tamil and one has to be content with the examples.

See "Pronouns" for numerical pronouns derived from the numerals.

EXAMPLES OF CARDINAL NUMERALS

Fractions and cardinal numerals from 0 up to 10:

count word oblique stem

0 paI 'nothingness' (not attested)

1/4 kal (pari.3:77) (not attested)

1/2 paku (pari.3:77) (not attested)
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1 onru (pari.3:77) oru (pura.121:1)

or (kuru.277:3)

2 irantu (pari.3:78) iru (pari.3:75)

ir (pura.2:15)

3 munru (pari.3:78) mu (pari.3:75)

4 nalku (peru:489) nal (pari.3:80)

4 nanku (pari.3:78) nan (aka.l81:16)

5 aintu (pari.3:78) ai (aka.48:17)

6 aru (pari.3:79) aru (narr.202:9)

7 el (pari.3:79) ej (pari.3:75)

eju (ciru:113)

8 ettu (pari.3:79) en (pura.87:3)

9 onpatu (aka. 125:20) onpatirru (tiru:168)

onpatin (pati.pati.5:19)

9 tontu (pari.3:79)

10 pattu (pura.l8:5) patt ... (kali. 136:6)

patirru (pari.3:40)

patio (tiru:167)

pan (tiru:118)

Cardinal numerals beyond ten:

count word oblique stem

9 ampal (pari.2:13)

(basically, ampal is

the name of a kind of

water lily)

■

1,000? ayiram (pari.3:41) ayira 'thousand and ...'!

(pati.63:20)

? uli (pad.63:20)
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? kamalam (pari.2:14)

(kamalam, also lotus flower)

7 kuvalai (pari.2:13)

(basically, kuvalai is

the name of a flower)

? koti (pura.l8:5)

(literally means 'the end/last')

9 carikam (pari.2:13)

(basically refers to a conch or shell)

100 nuru (pura. 184:3)

nurru (pari.3:40)

(as a verb it means

'to powder' pan.66:5)

100,000? nurayiram (pari.3:43)

? neytal (pari.2:13)

(basically, neytal is

the name of a kind of water lily)

10,000? patinayiram (pari.3:42)

multitude manpatu (pari.3:9)

? veMam (pari.2:14) vella (pati.63:20)

(basically, veljam refers to

the flood)

ORDINAL NUMERALS

The terms for the 'first', 'middle/next', and the 'last' are mutal,

itai, and katai respectively (pari.3:71). No conclusive method of deriving

the ordinal numerals could be found, because there are only a very few

contexts where items are treated serially. When items are reckoned by

adding the suffix e to the cardinal numeral, the resulting words appear as

ordinal numerals:
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pariyatu parampe . . . nanku payan utaitte

'The Chieftain Pari's Parampu hill has four (types of) produce.'

onre ciriyilai vetirin nel vilaiyumme

'First, grain grows inside the vetir-bamboo.'

irante tinculai p palavin palam ulkkumme

'Second, sweet jack fruits ripen (there).'

munre kolurikoti valli k kilariku vilkkumme

'Third, the lush valli-tuber grows (there).'

nanke ... tini netum kunram ten coriyumme

'Fourth, ... honey flows down the tall dense hill.'

(pura.l09:3-7)

Here, onre, irante, munre, and nanke have been interpreted by traditional

commentators as ordinal numerals: 'first', 'second', 'third', and 'fourth.'

Note that the order 'first', 'second', etc. presented in this literary context

does not reflect a priority sequence.
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COLLECTIVES AND UNIVERSALS

GENERAL: In classical Tamil, some forms, which are to be treated

as nominals, provide a sense of "totality" to nouns or "universality" to an

action. There are two types: the "collective" type referring to groups of

entities denoted by nouns, and the "universal" type signifying repetitive

occurrence or open-endedness of an action. The "collective" type is

similar to the significance of "all and every," whereas the "universal" type

is similar to "any" or "every" in English. The negative type of these forms

gives the sense "none," "nothing," "nowhere," etc.

FORMATION: The notions of totality and universality are expressed

by periphrasis. All these constructions are completed by (u)m, which

provides a "completive" or an "inclusive" sense.

In the "collective" type, there are two structural possibilities: one is

to place a quantifier to the left of the noun and to follow the noun with um

i Cf. Lindholm and Paramasivam (1980, Volume 11:78, 90) for a similar usage in

modern Tamil.
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2

resulting in the structure: quantifier + noun + um ; another is to have the

structure: noun + quantifier + um. The quantifier is a nominal, like a noun

or numeral.

The quantifiers ella 'all', ellir, ellar, and ellor which are completed

by (u)m resulting in the forms ellam 'everything', ellirum 'everyone

(second person)', ellarum 'everyone (third person)', and ellorum 'every

one (third person)' do not have to have a noun preceding them.

When the quantifier precedes and the suffix um follows the noun,

the noun is to be understood as plural although there is no overt plural

marker added to it. When the quantifier and the suffix um follow the noun,

the latter is singular as a group or is to be understood as a collective

entity.

The universal type expressing a repetitive occurrence of an action

is formed by adding um to a nominal referring to a time unit. It precedes

the action it modifies. In the universal type signifying open-endedness of

an action, there are the following possibilities: one is to place an interrogative

word to the left of the noun/verb and to follow the noun/verb with um

resulting in the structure interrogative word + noun/verb + um; another is

to have the structure: interrogative word + um + noun/verb.

The negative meaning of the collectives and the universals, used for

open-ended exclusion, is expressed by completing the clause in which

they occur by a negative verb. The numeral onru 'one thing' and the

numeral personal pronouns oruvan 'one man (non-honorific)', oruvar

'one person (honorific)' are also used in a similar way as are the interrogative

words to express the negative meaning of the universals. The only difference

is that the main verb in the same clause as onrum, oruvanum, or oruvarum

Here, one might recall the linguistic terminology "discontinuous morpheme." For the

use of a numeral signifying a collective set of items, see the examples of un presented in

"The Particles."
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is always negative, while the main verb in the same clause as an interrogative

word (e.g., varum) may be positive or negative.

In all the above situations, should there be a case marker or a

postposition, it precedes the suffix um.

EXAMPLES

Collectives:

Structure and Example

anaittum:

(quantifier anaittu + um)

tiyinul teral ni puvinul narram ni . . . anaittum ni anaittin utporulum nl

(pari.3:63-68)

[anaittu 'that which is of that nature; something of that nature']

'You are the destruction in the fire. You are the fragrance in the

flowers. You are everything (of that nature). You are the inner

substance of everything (of that nature).'

anaittu um:

(quantifier anaittu + noun + um)

tiyinul teral ni puvinul narram ni ... arjaittum ni anaittin utporulum

ni (pari.3:63-68)

[anaittin oblique of anaittu; utporul 'inner substance']

'You are the destruction in the fire. You are the fragrance in the

flowers. You are everything (of that nature). You are the inner

substance of everything (of that nature).'
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irantum:

(demonstrative adjective + numeral irantu + um)

porerru aruntalai ancalum aycciyar karikai t tol kamurutalum iv

irantum orariku c ceral ilavo (kali.106:40-42)

[iv 'these'; irantu 'two']

'Don't both of these, (namely) fearing the difficult head of the

fighting bull and desiring the dark beautiful shoulders of the shep

herdess, (ever) combine together?'

ellam:

(quantifier ell a + um)

ee telintem yam kayati ellam val ella ... varuntal nin vancam

uraittu (kali.89:7, 9)

'Hey, hey! You, who are capable of everything, do not grieve

about your deceit. We are sure (of your deceit).'

(Note that the quantifier ellam is not preceded by a noun.)

(noun + quantifier ella + um)

pulavar ellam nin nokkinare (pura.42:20-21)

[pulavar 'poets']

'All the poets look(ed) up to you.'

(noun + quantifier ella + um)

porikiru munnir akam ellam nokkinai tirikalul tonri irunta kurumuyal

(kali. 144:17-18)

[munnir akam 'inside the ocean']

3

Note that the ella in ellam val ella 'You, who are capable of everything' is an address

form used in classical Tamil to a male or a female.
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'O little hare residing in the moon, you looked everywhere in the

vast upsurging ocean (for my lover).'

ella um:

(quantifier ella + noun + glide + um)

ella manai-y-um kallenranave (pura.296:3)

[manai 'house']

'All the houses made a big noise sounding "kal" .'

(quantifier ella + noun + case marker + um)

van kan marinum ... nilam valam karappinum ella uyir-kk-um illal

valkkai (pura.203:1,2-3)

[uyir 'life']

'Even if the sky changes its place (of rainfall) or the land holds on

to its bounty, there is no living/thriving for all the lives.'

ellarum:

(quantifier ellar + um)

ellarum ariya noy ceytanave ... kanne (kuru.72:2, 5)

'(My lover's) eyes made me (love)sick making everyone know.'

(Note that the quantifier ellarum is not preceded by a noun.)

ellar um:

(quantifier ellar + case marker + um)

nellum nlrum ellarkkum eliya (pura58:10)

[ellarkkum < ellar + kk + um]

'Rice and water are easy (to get) for everyone.'

(Note that ellarkkum is not preceded by a noun to be quantified.)
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(quantifier ellar + noun + um)

mutukatu ... ellar puran-um tan kantu ... tan puram kanpor k

kanpu ariyate (pura.356:4, 7, 9)

[puran 'back']

'Having seen everyone's back, this ancient (cremation) ground,

does not know anyone who has seen its back.'

(quantifier ellar + noun + glide + um)

'ellar mavum vantana (pura.273:2)

[ma 'horse']

'Everyone's horses returned.'

(noun + quantifier ellar + case marker + um)

nl cella vituvayel . . . nettirum kuntal katavular ellarkkum muttuppatu

akalum untu (kali.93:33, 35-36)

[katavular 'gods']

'If you let go without going (there), there might even be an obstacle

for all the gods with long dark hair.'

'If you don't go there, your women will be in trouble.'

(noun + ellar + postposition + um)

celvar ellaruHum nin nal icai mikume (pati.38:1-2)

[celvar 'wealthy people']

'Among all the wealthy people, your good reputation excels.'

4

See "The Conditional" for a discussion of cella vituvayel in this example.

One may also consider ujhim as a postposition by itself.
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ellirum:

(quantifier ellir + um)

ellirum en ceytir ennai nakutiro (kali. 142:15)

'What did you all do? Are you laughing at me?'

(Note that the quantifier ellirum is not preceded by a noun.)

ellor _um:

(quantifier ellor + case marker + um)

ellorkkum kotumati ... kumanan nalkiya valane (pura.163:7, 9)

[ellorkkum < ellor + kk + um]

'Give everyone the bounty that Kumanan gave us.'

(Note that the quantifier ellorkkum is not preceded by a noun.)

ai um:

(numeral ai + nominal + um)

ariku aimpal tinaiyum kavini (matu:325-326)

[ai 'five'; pal 'section'; tinai 'landscape']

'as all the five landscapes there attained abundant/fascinating

beauty'

aintum:

(nouns + aintu + um)

ti vaji vicumpu nilan nir aintum fiayirum tirikalum aranum aivarum

... mayoy nin vayin parantavai uraittem (pari.3:4-5, 10)

[ti 'fire'; vali 'wind'; vicumpu 'sky'; nilan 'the earth'; nir 'water']

'O Dark One, we spoke of all the five, (namely) the fire, the

wind, the sky, the earth, and the water, and of the sun, the moon,

Duty, and the five (planets) etc., (all of) which have spread (out)

from you.'
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aivarum:

(numeral personal pronoun aivar + um)

tl vali vicumpu nilan nir aintum nayirum tirikalum araoum aivarum

... mayoy nio vayin parantavai uraittem (pari.3:4-5, 10)

'O Dark One, we spoke of all the five, (namely) the fire, the wind,

the sky, the earth, and the water, and of the sun, the moon, Duty,

and the five (planets) etc., (all of) which have spread (out) from

you.'

currum:

(curru + um)

cururikaiyin ayattar currum erintu kurumpai mulai p patta punir

(pari. 16:20-21)

[currum 'all around']

'the red water from the bellows which her friends threw all around

and splashed on her budding breasts'

mulutum:

(noun + mulutu + um)

kalai totu perum palam pun kurntu uralin malai mulutum kamalum

matiram (malai:292-293)

[malai 'mountain']

'the directions which smell good all over the mountain due to the

honey from the big (Jack) fruit which oozes because the monkey(s)

scoop(s) them'
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Universals:

Structure and Example

alkalum:

(time word alkal + um + verbal noun)

kanam emmotu kalintanar ayin ... alkalum alutal mevala aki p pali

tir kannum patukuva (aka. 11:6,7, 13-15)

[ahital 'crying']

'If he had passed the forest with us, (our) flawless eyes would not

cry every night, and would get some sleep too.'

e um:

(interrogative e + noun + um)

nal eru kojpavar allal tiru ma mey tintalar eoru ... eppolutum collal

tarappattaval (kali. 102:9-12)

[polutu 'time'; eppolutum < e + polutu + um]

'She is someone who is brought (here to the arena) always telling

(everyone) that except those who take hold of the good bull (in the

bull raid) no one can touch her.'

kokkin ... toluti ... naraiyotu evvayum kavara (netu:15, 17)

[vay 'section, region'; evvayum < e + vay + um]

'as the flock of cranes together with the herons took over / covered

every region'

(interrogative e + glide + noun + noun + glide + um)

e v vakai c ceyti y um (matu:516)

[vakai 'type, kind'; ceyti 'doing; work';

e v vakai c ceyti y um
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< e + v (glide) + vakai + ceyti + y (glide) + um]

'any kind of work'

enrum:

(interrogative enru + um + verb)

enrum cellen avan kunru kelu natte (pura.394:18)

'I will not go any day to his country filled with hills.'

'I will never go to his hilly country.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative. The main verb in the

sentence is negative: cellen 'I will not go.')

ennatuum:

(interrogative ennatu + um + verb)

innicai aruvi p patum ennatuum kettiyo ... annai (aka.68:3-4)

[ennatu 'of any kind'; kettiyo 'Did/Do you hear?']

'Mother, did you hear the pleasant music of the waterfall and any

(such) thing?'

'Mother, did you hear the pleasant music of the waterfall or any

thing similar? '

ennalum:

(interrogative ennal + um + verbal noun)

ennalum pariyalo ilam (narr.150:6)

[ennal 'of any amount'; pariyal 'feeling sorry']

'We do not feel sorry in any amount.'

'We do not feel sorry even a little.'
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en(n)ai um:

(interrogative ennai + verb + um)

ennai ni ceyyinum uraittivar il vali munnati p panintu emmai unarttiya

varuti man (kali.73:14-15)

[ennai 'anything'; ceyyin conditional < cey 'to do']

'Whatever (wrong) you do, when there is no one to tell you kindly

(about it), you come to fall at my feet and make up for my sulking.'

(interrogative enai + noun + um)

paci alaikkum pakai onru enko ... kuliyar parantu alaikkum pakai

onru enko aariku enai p pakaiyum ariyunan ay

(pura. 136:9, 13-15)

[enai 'any'; pakai 'hostility, enmity']

'Shall I say that there is an enemy, namely, hunger which tosses

(me) around? Shall I say that there is an(other) enemy, namely, the

highway robbers who toss (me) around? Ay knows any (kind of

these) enemies.'

enaittum:

(interrogative enaittu + um + noun)

katuma katavuruum kol pol enaittum kotumai ilai (kali.50:19-20)

[enaittu 'of any kind'; kotumai 'cruelty']

'You have no cruelty like the whip which goads a rushing horse.'

'You are not at all cruel like the whip which rushes a horse which is

already running fast.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of the negative

verb ilai.)
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enaittu urn:

(interrogative enaittu + case marker + um + verb)

urir enaittanum eUinum ellalan kelvan (kali.145:51-52)

[enaittu 'of any kind'; ellu 'to despise']

'O people of the town, even if you despise me to any amount, my

lover-friend will not despise me.'

(interrogative enaittu + numeral + um + noun)

innuyir annarku enaittu onrum titu inmai en uyir kattato

(kali.143 :20-21)

[onru 'one thing'; titu 'danger']

'Will my life not make it clear that there is no danger for the man

who is like my sweet life?'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of inmai.)

oruvarum:

(numeral pronoun oruvar + um + verb)

palar kurai ceyta ... annarku oruvarum illai mato (pura.311:4-5)

[oruvar 'one person'; illai 'there is not']

'Alas, for the noble man who fulfilled the needs of many, there is

not a single person (to help now).'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of illai.)

oruvar um:

(numeral pronoun oruvar + case marker + um + verb)

oruvarkkum poyya nin vayil cul vauval (pari.8:84)

[oruvar 'one person'; poy 'to lie']

'Do not grab an oath in your mouth which normally does not lie

to anyone.'
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onrum:

(noun + numeral onru + um)

pilai onrum kanan tolutu pilai ketkum tuyavan (pari. 12:60-61)

[pilai 'error'; onru 'one thing']

'the innocent man who did not see any error (in what he did) and

asks (his lover) about the mistake (he supposedly committed)'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of the negative

verb in the clause: kanan 'He did not see.')

nalum:

(day word nal + um + verb)

nalum en nencu pini k konta anciloti p perum tol kuru makal

(kuru.280:1-3)

[pinikkol 'to hold tightly']

'the young woman with big shoulders and a few soft tresses who

took hold of my heart forever'

ya um:

(interrogative ya + noun + um)

iti umil vanam nlriki yankanum kuti pati p peyarnta . . . mutu pal

(oka. 77:5-6)

[kan 'place'; yankanum < ya + kan + um]

'the arid land from which the residents have moved away in every

direction, as the thundering clouds left (without raining)'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)

yankum:

(interrogative yanku + um + verb)

yankum ariyavum ujavo ninakke (pura.56:15-16)
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[ula 'there are']

'Is there anything difficult for you (to accomplish), anywhere?'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)

yankum itanin kotiyatu piritu onru illai (narr.322:1-2)

[illai 'there is not']

'Nowhere is anything more cruel than this.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative.)

yankum iravu irantu ellai tonralatu (narr.378:5-6)

[tonralatu 'does not appear']

'The light/sun does not appear anywhere, exceeding the darkness.'

'Nowhere does the light/sun appear, overcoming the darkness.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative.)

yantorum:

(oblique of noun + interrogative yantor + um)

viyan nalattu yantorum tolutu ettum irariku icai muracinay

(kali. 100:5-6)

[nalattu oblique of nalam 'the earth']

'O man with a low sounding drum, whom people from anywhere

in this vast earth praise and worship'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)

yatum:

(interrogative yatu + um + noun)

yatum Ore yavarum kelir (pura.192:1)

[Or 'town']

'Every town is our town. Everyone is our kin.'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)
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(noun + interrogative yatu + um)

en tiram yatum vinaval (kali. 19:10)

[tiram 'goodness, nature']

'Do not enquire anything about me.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of the negative

imperative/optative vinaval 'do not enquire.')

yatu urn:

(noun + interrogative yatu + onru + um)

attam nanniya natu kelu peru viral kaipporul yatonrum ilane

(pura.313:1-2)

[kaipporul 'thing in hand; wealth'; onru 'one thing']

'The great skillful man with a claim for many countries, who proceeded

toward the forest, does not have anything in his hands.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative.)

yar um:

(interrogative yar + case marker + conditional + um + noun)

makalirai mainturru amarpurra maintar akalam katikuvem enpavai

yarkkanum mutiporuj anru (pari20:91-93)

[yarkkanum < yar + kku + ayin + um; mutiporul 'thing that is

possible']

'It is not posssible for anyone to say that they would renounce

the chests of their young men who, because of their youth, desired

other women.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of anru 'it is

not.' See "A Note on the Verb an" for a discussion of the contracted

form anum < ayinum.)
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yaraiyum:

(interrogative yarai + glide + um + verb)

yarai eluva yare nl emakku yaraiyum allai notumalalanai

(narr.395:1-2)

[allai 'you are not']

'Hey, who are you? Actually, who are you to us? You are nobody

(to us). You are a stranger.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative.)

yavatum:

(noun + interrogative yavatu + um)

itumpai yavatum ariya iyalpinar (tiru:135-136)

[itumpai 'suffering']

'people who have the nature of not knowing any suffering'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative.)

yavarum:

(interrogative yavar + um + noun)

yatum ure yavarum kelir (pura.192:1)

| kefir 'kinsmen']

'Every town is our town. Everyone is our kin.'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)

(interrogative yavar + um + verb)

yavarum vilaiyum polantoti p putalvan (aka.l6:5)

[vifai 'to like, long for']

'(his) son, wearing gold bracelets, whom everyone desires'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)
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yavir um:

(interrogative yavir + verb + um)

yavir ayinum kukri tar kontu yam porutum enral ompumin

(pura.88:1-2)

[a 'to be'; ayinum < conditional of a + um]

'Whoever you are, stop thinking that you could fight (with him)

with your front line and back line warriors.'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)

yavirum:

(interrogative yavir + um + verb)

yavirum em kejvar k karri ro (kali.145:61)

[kan 'to see']6

'Did anyone see my husband?'

(Note that the sense expressed is affirmative.)

yavaiyum:

(noun + interrogative yavai + glide + um)

neyttor nira arakkin nir ekki yavaiyum muttu nir c cantu atainta

muuy t tatti (pari. 10:12-13)

[nir ekki 'water sprinkler']

'packing all the sprinklers, which spray lacquer-like blood-red

water, in the box conatining sandal paste mixed in fragrant cool

water'

'.
In modern Tamil, it would be yaravatu or yarum instead of yavirum in a context like

this: yaravatu en kanavanai p parttirkala? yarum en kanavanai p parttirkala? 'Did anyone

see my husband?'
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(interrogative yavai + glide + um + noun)

yavaiyum cenru cekkalla p pulla ... viyan kulam (aka.42:7-8, 9)

[cekkalla p pul 'birds which would not reach/arrive ... and stay']

'wide ponds where no birds would go and stay'

vaikalum:

(day word vaikal + um + verb)

vaikalum valci inmaiyin vayin vayin mari (pura.21 1:17-18)

[vaikal 'day, daybreak'; maru 'to change']

'changing from place to place every day because of lack of food

(available in any one place)'
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NOMINAL COMPOUNDS

GENERAL: The term "compound" in modern linguists' terminology

refers to a combination of nouns, which is not divisible into parts and the

sum total of which is not the same as any of its individual parts." This

The traditional term for a compound is tokai 'combining; putting together.'

" One wonders whether the traditional anmolittokai (= bahuvrihi in Sanskrit), which is

based on the technique of metonymy, is the only true Tamil compound in the Western

sense of the term. See "Metonymy and Metaphor" for an example of anmoHttokai.

Cf. Zvelebil (1967:103): "The classification of compounds in traditional grammars

is a blend of formal and semantic criteria. Cf. Tolk. S.895 ff. which gives six kinds of

compounds (verrumai, uvamai, vinai, panpu, ummai, aomoli). However, let us consider,

e.g., the phrase panaittol, bamboo (like) shoulders; according to traditional grammars, this

is an uvamaittokai, a kind of compound expressing comparison. According to modern

linguistic thought it is no compound. First, the phrase is divisible: panai men tol "soft

bamboo (like) shoulders" may occur; second, no new meaning is coined here; the meaning

of the phrase panaittol is more or less equivalent to the sum of the meanings of its two

parts, panai and tol. No sandhi changes (like the lengthening of the initial t - of tol in

panaittol) are diagnostic; they occur identically in phrases and compound-like units. On

the other hand, punkan s. sorrow, meanness, etc., is a compound, since it functions like a
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study draws a structural distinction between "nominal compounds" and

"noun phrases" in the following way. The nominal compound is made of

stems, whereas the noun phrase contains at least one member which is a

participle. Nominal compounds are like nouns and therefore can be

single free form; it is indivisible (a phrase like *pun katuh kan does not occur, but a phrase

like katum punkan "severe, cruel poverty" might), and it has acquired, as a compound,

new meaning which is not identical with the sum of the meanings of its two components."

See also Zvelebil's (1967:40, 103, 104) detailed discussion on the dilemma of the

modern linguist about the category of "nominal compound" in Tamil. He says, for example:

"According to Bloch and Trager, if no formal characteristics can be discovered for

distinguishing between compounds and phrases, then there are only phrases and not com

pounds in a given language.

"It is extremely difficult to draw a hard and fast line between phrases and compounds,

since phrases in Tamil (especially 0[ld] T[amil]) are often constructions of mere stems"

(1967:104).

It may be noted that in the Tamil tradition, not only panaittoj (quoted above) but

also items like panai men to] (quoted above) are considered to be "compounds." A

traditional commentator gives a similar example for a compound: imilai van kai 'rain

(like) bounteous hands' (cf. Cenavaraiyar's commentary on Tolkappiyam, collatikaram,

Rule 414). The present chapter in this study follows the tradition.

Examples:

Compound

pukar muka velam 'elephant with a speckled face' (aka.12:1l)

Here, none of the members (pukar 'speck'; mukam 'face'; velam 'elephant') is a participle.

anattu k kai 'lifted trunk of an elephant' (pari.20:105)

[anatt(u) mutated stem < *anam < annam 'roof of the mouth'; kai 'hand']

pakuttOn 'food to be shared; shared food' (pati.38:15)

[pakutt past stem < paku 'to divide']

Noun phrase

nintu akanra karmaj (pari. 11:46)

[nintu advp < nfl 'to extend'; akanra adjp < akal 'wide'; kan 'eye(s)']

'the woman with eyes which are long and wide'
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declined. That is, the last member in the compound, which is here called

the head noun of the compound, is declinable.

FORMATION: The members of a nominal compound are verb

stems, adjectives, and nouns (derived nouns such as the adjectival nouns,

participial nouns, or verbal nouns, and non-derived nouns). The only

restriction is that the last item in the compound must be a noun (non-derived

or derived), and it is the head noun of the compound.

In classical Tamil, the length of a nominal compound, that is, the

number of members constituting a compound, seems to be indefinite. The

longest undeclined nominal compound that is found in the anthologies has

ten members: man talir meni netu men panai t tol kurun toti makajir

'mango shoot (like) complexioned women with tender, bamboo-like long

and soft arms and small bangles' (pari.8:38). Despite the indefiniteness

in length, the structural variation of this type of compound depends on the

number of members in that compound. Given that any one of the two

types of nouns, namely non-derived nouns and derived nouns, can be the

anru avintu atankiya ceyir tir cemmal

'O flawless Noble One, (who is) content, contained, and humble.' (pati.37:5)

[anru advp < an 'be content'; avintu advp < avi 'be contained';

atankiya adjp < atanku 'be humble'; ceyir 'flaw'; tir 'to be over, to end';

cemmal head noun < cemmal which is declined for the vocative case.]

Verb stems which do not look like adjectives can function like "adjectives" or "modifiers."

See "Adjectives or Noun Modifiers" for the relation between a verb stem and an "adjective."

Although, technically speaking, all nouns are derived forms (= root + formative

suffix), a structural distinction may be drawn between adjectival/participial/verbal nouns

and other types of nouns. For example, collal 'speaking' vs. kal 'rock, stone.' The verbal

noun collal 'speaking' has a stem col 'speak' and an identifiable verbal noun suffix al,

whereas in the substantive noun kal 'rock/stone', the formative suffix is not clear.

By an "undeclined compound" is meant a compound made of stems only, and the head

noun is not marked for grammatical case.
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last member of a compound, the formula for predicting the number of

structural patterns that compounds can have is 2(4n" ), where "n" is the

number of members constituting the compound.

For example, if a compound has two members, it can have any one

of the following eight patterns:

(i) non-derived noun — non-derived noun: kali p pu (aka.40:1)

'flower in the backwaters'

(ii) adjective — non-derived noun: van picir (pari.11:1)

'white spray of waterdrops'

(iii) derived noun — non-derived noun: peyal malai (kuru.l74:1)

'pouring rain'

(iv) verb stem — non-derived noun: mi kai (pati.40:12)

'raised hand(s)'

(v) non-derived noun — derived noun: kai pini (aka.32:12)

'holding of the hands'

(vi) adjective — derived noun: tin totai (pari.66:1)

'pleasant composition'

(vii) derived noun — derived noun: paricilar verukkai (pari. 15:21)

'treasure of the suppliants'

(viii) verb stem — derived noun: viri cutar 'spreading rays' (pari. 19:100)

The formula 2(4n" ) in this case, where n = 2, yields 8.

There are 32 [i.e., 2 (4 ) = 32] theoretically possible structural patterns of a three-member

4-1

compound, 128 [i.e., 2 (4 ) = 128] patterns of a four-member compound, 512 patterns

of a five-member compound, and so on. A few other examples:

adj.—non-derived noun—derived noun:

arum kai notaimai 'exchange for precious toddy' (pati.68:1l)
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Semantic Interpretation of a Compound

The syntactic and semantic relations between the various members

of a compound cannot easily be determined by grammatical rules. Syntac

tically, it can be said that the members tend to, but do not necessarily,

qualify the closest nominal to their right. For example, in the seven-member

compound pacai kol mel viral perum tol pulaitti 'the washer woman

with broad shoulders and soft fingers that scrub the starch (on clothes)'

(aka.34:1l), the first three members pacai 'starch', kol 'to scrub', and

mel 'soft' modify the closest noun to their right, viral 'fingers.' The fifth

member perum 'large, broad' modifies the noun closest to it on the right,

tol 'shoulders/arms.' The fourth and the sixth members, viral and toj,

together modify the last noun on the right, pulaitti 'washer woman',

which is the head noun. On the other hand, in the compound i-p-panpu-il-tay

(pura.336:12) 'this mother without (good) qualities' the first member i

'this' does not modify the noun panpu '(good) qualities', which is immediately

to its right. The first three members, i, panpu, and il 'without, to be

absent', modify the head noun tay 'mother'; the meaning of the total

structure is 'this mother without (good) qualities.' Another example:

parererul muiavu t tol 'big, handsome, strong, drum-like shoulders/arms'

(pati.31 :20). All the members, parer 'big and beautiful', erul 'strength',

and muiavu 'drum', precede and modify the head noun tol 'shoulders/arms.'

Although the third member muiavu is a noun, the preceding members do

not modify it.

adj.—verb stem—non-derived noun—adj.—non-derived noun—derived noun:

av-variku unti am col panmakaj (aka. 126:9)

'the female bard with beautifully curved navel and pleasant words'

7 The p following the first member i is the result of joining i with the following item

panpu, which begins with p. The third member il is a verb stem which means 'to be

non-existent.'
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For an accurate semantic interpretation of the compound one has to

depend on literary conventions or contexts. For example, pey makal

'demon-woman' (pati.22:37) is a compound in which the first member

(pey 'ghost, demon') refers to the group (of demons) to which the second

member (makal 'woman') belongs. But, in the compound valai makal

'woman with bangles' (pati.23:23) which is formally similar to pey makal,

the first member (valai 'bangle, bracelet') refers to what the second

member (makal 'woman') is wearing. In yet another compound valai

talai 'head which is bending down' (pati. 13:6) which is similar to valai

makal, the first member valai does not mean 'bangle' or 'bracelet', but

'bend down.'
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ADJECTIVAL NOUNS

OR APPELLATIVE NOUNS

GENERAL: Nominal stems (i.e., adjectival stems, verbal noun stems,

participial noun stems, substantive noun stems, and oblique stems) take a

PNG and the nouns thus formed are here called 'adjectival nouns.'

They signify a "complete" quality or "totality" of the state of their respective

nouns. There is no particular time indicated by an adjectival noun.

An adjectival noun can be translated as 'X has Y' or 'X with the

quality Y\ where X is denoted by the PNG suffix and Y is the nominal

stem serving as the base for the adjectival noun. If the nominal stem

The same process has been described elsewhere as the "conjugation" of nouns (substan

tives) and adjectives, and the resulting forms of the conjugation are termed "pronominalized

nouns," "personal nouns," and "personal adjectives" (Zvelebil 1967:15). One scholar refers

to them as "appellative verbs" (Arunachalam:329). Also see "A Note on Stems" in "Mor

phophonemics."
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underlying the adjectival noun refers to a location, place, or geographical

direction, the adjectival noun is understood as 'X belongs to Y' or 'X is in

Y.'

The negative sense of an adjectival noun is normally expressed by

the negative modifier of the nominal from which the adjectival noun is

derived. Very rarely, a(t) is appended to the stem and is subsequently

followed by a PNG to produce a negative adjectival noun. Examples are

given below.

Adjectival nouns, which function like any other nouns, can be declined.

However, they are differentiated from verbal nouns and participial nouns

in this study because the latter two are taken to be derived from verb

roots. See "Verbal Nouns" and "Participial Nouns."

FORMATION: Adjectival nouns are derived by suffixation. A PNG

is added to a nominal stem. The affix i, a(t), or a glide (ft, n, y, or v) is

inserted between the stem and the PNG wherever necessary. The

affixes al, an, or in intervene between the stem and the PNG in some

cases. See "Person-Number-Gender" for the PNG categories.

This i and the past/completive marker i could be related historically, or it could just be

an enunciative vowel. See Zvelebil (1967:24), who considers this i in adjectival nouns as a

derivational suffix.

3 The affix al has the meaning 'person', and the affixes an and in could be related to the

oblique markers an and m. Some might consider them as "empty morphs" (cf. Zvelebil

1967:32). Naccinarkkiniyar's interpretation of certain forms where an is used is insightful.

For example, this commentator takes the form ceyvana (kali.83:19) to mean 'like ...

which are done.' This treatment of ceyvana (ceyv non-past/non-completive stem + an +

a PNG) leads one to consider an as giving the sense 'like.' Another example where

Naccinarkkiniyar interprets an similarly is kolvanai 'up until (I) get hold of (him)'

("kollum alavum" kali. 147:33). See "Notes on Miscellaneous Items" for more on an and

in.
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PNG for adjectival/appellative nouns

1st person singular: en, en

1st person plural, honorific: am, am, em

2nd person singular: avai, ay, ai, oy

2nd person plural, honorific: avir, ir, ir

3rd person masculine singular: avan, an, an, on

3rd person feminine singular: aval, al, aj, i, 51

3rd person human plural, honorific: ar, avar, ar, or

3rd person neuter singular: ahtu, atu, atai, (t)tu

3rd person neuter plural: a, avai

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: nominal stem + PNG

PNG Structure and Example

a: (3rd person neuter plural)

(non-oblique stem + a)

uru kala kan (pari.20:9-10)

[uru 'excessive, abundant'; kal 'wind']

'forest with much wind'

'forest where the wind is gusty'

(non-oblique stem + glide + a)

kanninum katava nin mulaiye (aink.361 :4)

[kata 'firm']

'Your breasts are firmer than your eyes.'
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varutai man kuhiviya vala malai (kali.43:14)

[kulavi 'young one']

'fertile mountain(s) with the young ones of the varutai-deer'

enava kenmati (aka.379:5)

[ena 'mine' < en 'my' + a case marker;

enava < ena + glide v + a]

'Listen to my thoughts.'

(oblique stem + a)

nilal teyntu ulariya maratta ... katu (aka.1.11, 19)

[maratt oblique of maram 'tree(s)']

'The forests have dried up trees with skimpy shade.'

naccinar lpavai . . . nummave (pari.20:85)

[num oblique of nir or niyir 'you'; plural of *nun 'your' singular]

'What(ever) the people who like you give, are yours.'

(non-oblique stem + an + a)

villon kalana kalale (kuru.7:1)

[kal 'leg(s), foot, feet']

'The warrior's anklets are on the bowman's ankles.'

(adjectival stem + i + glide + a)

iniya ceytu (kali.53:12)

[in 'sweet, pleasant']

'having done nice things'
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(oblique stem + i + glide + a)

matai man ceppil tamiya vaikiya peyya p pu (kuru.9:2-3)

[tam oblique of tam 'self]

'unworn flowers which stay by themselves in a jar with elegant

rim'

'unworn flowers which stay alone in a jar with elegant rim'

(non-oblique stem + in + a)

panai eruttina ... pala pakatu (pura.387:7, 11)

[eruttu 'back of the neck, nape']

'many bulls which have a broad nape'

(adjectival stem + at + an + a)

peruma ni emakku innatana pala ceyyinum nin inru amaital vallam

(kuru.309:6-8)

[in 'sweet, pleasant'; innatana < in + at + an + a]

'Lord, even if you do many unpleasant things to us (hon.) we

cannot be at peace without you.'

(Note that it is a negative noun.)

It is possible to construe innatana as a negative participial noun rather than as an

adjectival noun, because the affix at signifying negation is not very commonly added to an

adjectival stem. Like perutta 'large' and similar "adjectives," innatana also supports the

view that "adjectives" in classical Tamil manifest verbal quality.
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[tol 'distant, old, ancient'; ahte < ahtu + e]

'Our youth has passed and is very distant/ancient (now).'

atu: (3rd person neuter singular)

(non-oblique stem + atu)

yanatu pacalai (narr.50:7)

[yan 'beauty']

'The lovesick pallor is beautiful.'

(non-oblique stem + glide + atu)

matavatu amma mani nira elili (narr.316:1)

[mata 'gullible, simple, stupid']

'The gem-colored cloud is certainly gullible.'

(non-oblique stem + in + atu)

kur ukir manta kujampinatu . . . kutirai (kali.96:25-26)

[kujampu 'hoof]

'The horse has hooves with sharp fully grown claws.'

atai: (3rd person neuter singular)

(non-oblique stem + glide + atai)

kaiyatai ... toti (kali.85:6-7)

[kai 'arm, hand']

'The bangles are on (your) hands.'

'You have bangles on your hands.'

5
Actually, ahtu is a variant of atu '(that) it.' The extra letter h here makes the word ahtu

function as a metrical foot (cir) in the line in which it occurs, which would be impossible if

it is just atu. Commentators would refer to it as an eluttu-p-peru alapetai or virittal

vikaram.
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am : (1st person plural/honorific)

(non-oblique stem + am)

yame . . . irutalai p pullin or uyiramme (aka. 12:4-5)

[uyir 'life breath']

'Like a bird with two heads, we have one life-breath (and two

bodies).'

palam enru ikaltal ompumin (pura.301 :1 1)

[pala 'many']

'Stop despising (him) thinking "We are many (and he is one)."

ar: (3rd person plural/honorific)

(non-oblique stem + ar)

val narai k kuntalar nannar nalattar ton mutu pentir (matu:408-409)

[kuntal 'tresses']

'very old women with goodness, loveliness, and long grey hair'

'very old good and lovely women with long grey hair'

ciraar (aka.107:17)

[ciru 'small, little']

'children'

(oblique stem + ar)

val narai k kuntalar nannar nalattar ton mutu pentir (matu:408-409)

[nalatt oblique of nalam 'loveliness']

'very old women with goodness, loveliness, and long grey hair'

'very old good and lovely women with long grey hair'
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moli peyar teettar (kuru.11:7)

[teett oblique of teem 'country']

'He is in a country where the language is different.'

(non-oblique stem + glide + ar)

valainar kuti (peru:274)

[valai 'net']

'the neighborhood of the people with fishing nets'

van kai vinainar (pati.62:16)

[vinai 'task, job, action']

'strong handed people with a task'

'people with strong hands, engaged in a task'

nakaivar 'allies'; pakaivar 'enemies' (pura.398:9)

[nakai 'friendliness, smile'; pakai 'enmity, hostility']

(non-oblique stem + i + glide + ar)

nonpiyar (narr.22:6)

[nonpu 'penance']

'those who do penance'

mani tikal nutaliyar (pari. 10:77)

[nutal 'forehead']

'women with foreheads on which gems glitter'

(verbal noun stem + glide + ar)

aruppam ... alinta mana k kottaiyar (pari. 10:57)

[kotu 'to bend, be crooked';

6

Cf. 1.3 in "Morphophonemics."
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kottaiyar < kottai 'crookedness' + glide y + ar

< kotu + ai verbal noun suffix + glide y + ar]

'people with stray mind that has lost its strength'

(Here kottai is treated as a noun derived from the verb kotu and is

taken to mean 'crookedness.' Normally, kottai is interpreted to

mean 'fortress.')

(oblique stem + al + ar)

cakattalar kampalai (pati.27:14)

[cakatt(u) oblique of cakatu 'cart, carriage']

'the noise of people with carts'

(non-oblique stem + in + ar)

kulai k katinar (kali. 103:8)

[katu 'ear lobe']

'women with rings on their lobes'

(oblique stem + in + ar)

kotu cutu nurrinar (matu:401)

[nurr(u) oblique of miru 'powder, dust, powdered lime']

'people who bake oyster shells and (therefore) have (powdered

lime) dust (on them)'

Both katu and cevi mean 'ear' in modern Tamil. However, one literary context

(pari. 11 :97), where both terms are used, suggests that katu refers to the outer ear, specifically

to the lobe, while cevi refers to the inner ear. Other literary contexts (earlier and later)

confirm these identifications.
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avar: (3rd person plural/honorific)

(non-oblique stem + avar)

illavar (aka.34:16)

[il 'house']

'those who are in the house'

'those who stay in the house'

(verbal noun stem + in + avar)

poyyatal atum punarppinavar (pari. 11:89)

[punarppu 'union, uniting' < punar 'to join']

'women who play with a pretense of uniting'

aval: (3rd person feminine singular)

(adjectival stem + aval)

nallaval (pari. 12:92)

[nal 'good']

'good woman'

(Some might derive nallaval from nalla + al. But see the next

example which would not yield such segmentation.)

(oblique stem + aval)

nin maruriku caru kol turakkattaval (pari. 19:5-6)

[turakkatt oblique of turakkam 'liberation, heaven']

'the woman from heaven who sits beside you in celebration'

avan: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-oblique stem + avan)

viralavan putalvan tay (kuru.359:5-6)
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[viral 'triumph']

'mother of the son of the triumphant man'

avir: (2nd person honorific/plural)

(non-oblique stem + avir)

vinavanmin uravir (kali.147:53)

[Or 'town']

'People of the town, do not ask me.'

avai:

(2nd person singular)

(non-oblique stem + avai)

ariru tolavai (pari.21:67)

[tol 'shoulders/arms']

'You have twelve arms.'

(non-oblique stem + glide + avai)

valampuri vaya nemiyavai (pari.15:59)

[nemi 'discus']

'You have a right-spiralled conch and a victorious discus.'

(non-oblique stem + in + avai)

vaya ampinavai (pari. 15:60)

[ampu 'arrow']

'You have victorious arrows.'

(3rd person neuter plural)

(non-oblique stem + avai)

kalavai ... ceyvuru kinkini (kali.85:1 , 2)
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[kal 'leg, foot']

'Well made jingle bells are on (your) ankles.'

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(adjectival noun stem + glide + al)

ana c cirumaiyal (kuri:26)

[cirumai 'lowliness, humility' < ciru 'small' + mai]

'she, with endless humility'

(oblique stem + al)

nannutal nltta tilakattal (kali. 143:3)

[tilakatt oblique of tilakam, a decorative mark on a woman's

forehead, between the eyebrows or a little higher]
Q

'the woman with a tilakam that has left her forehead'

'the woman without a tilakam on her forehead'

(Note the intricacy involved in this formation. In this context, there

is no tilakam on the woman's forehead, because it has gone from

her forehead. The adjectival noun tilakattal is built on the entire

phrase nannutal nitta tilakam 'the tilakam which has left [her]

forehead.')

(oblique stem + in + al)

tirutta c cumattinal (kali. 109:13)

[cumatt(u) oblique of cumatu, a pad for carrying pots on one's

head]

'woman with a head pad that is not arranged properly'

8

A similar example: cenru cekkalla p puHa ... kujam (aka.42:8) which literally

means 'the ponds have birds which do not go and stay over.' However, it signifies that

the ponds are dry and therefore the birds do not go and stay there.
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an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-oblique stem + glide + an)

enrum ira varal malaiyan (kuri:238-239)

[malai 'nature, characteristic, habit']

'He has the habit of coming (for a rendezvous) every night.'

kolaivan yar kolo . . . vilaivan polan (pura. 152:8, 9)

[kolai 'killing'; vilai 'loot']

'Who is he, the killer? He looks like someone with loot.'

(non-oblique stem + in/glide + an)

kaccinan kalalinan ceccai k kanniyan (tiru:208)

[kaccu 'wrap-around clothing', kalal 'warrior's anklet',

kanni 'head-garland']

'He has a garb, warrior's anklets, and a head-garland of ceccai

leaves.'

(verbal noun stem + an)

talai nal anna penalan (narr.332:8)

[penal 'cherishing'

< pen 'to cherish, foster, appreciate']

'He has the nature of appreciating (me) as on the first day (of our

meeting).'

9
Adjectival nouns like this, where a verbal noun ending with al provides the stem, are

identical in structure to certain negative personal verbs (e.g., penalan 'he will not cherish').

The context determines the meaning.
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(verbal noun stem + al + an)

nannaralan (narr. 100:12)

| nannar 'good quality']

'good man'

atu :(3rd person neuter singular)

(non-oblique stem + atu)

urantai k kunatu (aka.4:14)

[kuna east']

'that which is in the east of Urantai'

am : (1st person plural/honorific)

(oblique stem + glide + am)

iruvam itaiye (kuru.237:4)

[iru 'two'; iruvam 'we two']

'between the two of us'

ay: (2nd person singular)

(non-oblique stem + ay)

katalay (pari.l8:1l)

[katal 'love, affection']

'My love!'

It is a variant of atu. In this example, atu is a result of joining atu 'that it' to kuna: cf.

3.2 in "Morphophonemics."
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(non-oblique stem + in + ay)

ten naru katuppinay (kali.40:9)

[katuppu 'hair, tresses']

'You, with sweet smelling tresses.'

ar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(non-oblique stem + ar)

nutariku noci nucuppar (pari.9:49)

[nucuppu 'waist']

'women with swaying slender waists'

(non-oblique stem + in + ar)

maruppu aficum nencinar (kali. 103:69)

[nencu 'heart']

'those with a heart afraid of the horns (of the bull)'

a): (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-oblique stem + al)

atu akal alkulal (kali.52: 16)

[alkul 'pelvic area, hip']

'the woman with a swinging wide hip'

(non-oblique stem + in + al)

comtu vll katuppinal (kali.52: 12)

[katuppu 'hair, tresses']

'the woman with loose hair that is let down'
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an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(adjectival stem + an)

peruman parattaimai (kali. 82:21)

[peru(m) 'great']

'the Great One's (Lord's) love for other women'

(non-oblique stem + an)

turaivan tam urane (kuru.97:3)

[Or 'town']

'The Turaivan is in his (home)town.'

(non-oblique stem + in + an)

irarikum muracinan (pari.21 :38)

[muracu 'royal drum']

'the man with the royal drum which sounds in a low tone'

i: (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-oblique stem + glide + i)

irantu ari kalvi nam katalole (kuru.312:1)

12

[kal 'secrecy, shrewdness, deception']

'My lady-love is a deceiver, knowing two (ways of behavior).'

ii

Some might consider deriving peruman from perumai + an. This study prefers to

derive it from peru + m + an. Cf. 5.3 in "Morphophonemics."

i2

Cf. 7.1 in Morphophonemics. It is possible to consider kaj as a verb meaning 'to

deceive' in which case kajvi could be construed as a participial noun: kaj + v non-past

marker + i PNG.
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ciru van kanni (aka.385:17)

[kan 'eye(s)']

'little woman with cool determination / hard-heartedness'

ir: (2nd person honorific/plural)

(non-oblique stem + glide + ir)

kilavir pola (malai:166)

[kija 'claim; right']

'like those who have a right'

(oblique stem + ir)

pulan utai mantir (kali.22:4)

'O people who have wisdom.

(verbal noun stem + ir)

ennai nakutiro nalla nakaalir man kolo yanurra allal uniyan maya

malar marpu pulli p punara p perin (kali.142:15-18)

[naku 'to laugh'; nakaal 'laughing']

'Are you all laughing at me? Will you have a good laugh, I

wonder, if I get to embrace his illusive wide chest and unite with

him who made me experience the grief (of lovesickness) I have

(now)?'

13

Stem: man 'to be established; to be everlasting', as in manitar 'human beings.' The

suggested derivation is mantir (2nd person) < mantar (3rd person) < manitar (man + i +

t + ar) by deleting i and lengthening the root vowel a in compensation. See also Zvelebil

(1967:30). The Madras Tamil Lexicon derives manitan 'man' from the Sanskrit manu-ja

(V.3136). It gives no derivation for mantar (V.3159).

14 One modern commentator, P.V. Somasundaranar, takes nakaalir as a negative optative.
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ir : (2nd person honorific/plural)

(non-oblique stem + ir)

urir pola c curattitai iruntanir (pura.141 :4)

[Or 'hometown, locality']

'You are in the forest as if you are in your hometown.'

en: (1st person singular)

(non-oblique stem + en)

nin ulli vanta ... paricilen (purall1:6-7)

[paricil 'reward, gift']

'I am a suppliant who came thinking of you.'

(Note that paricilen can be understood as 'I who need a gift.']

era: (1st person plural/honorific)

(non-oblique stem + glide + em)

ventan pacaraiyeme (aka.24:18)

[pacarai 'war camp']

'We are in the king's war camp.'

(non-oblique stem + in + em)

pala natu nencinem (kali.35:19)

[neficu 'heart']

'we have a heart which seeks many things'

i5

It is a variant of ir.
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en: (1st person singular)

(non-oblique stem + glide + en)

polutu maruttu unnum untiyen (pura.399:17)

[unti 'food, edible items, meal']

'I have (the habit of) eating a meal denying (it) at times.'

'I eat infrequently.'

(non-oblique stem + in + en)

nencu araipokiya arivinerke (aka.26:26)

[arivu 'knowledge, wisdom']

'for me with a wisdom that has gone low'

ai: (2nd person singular)

(non-oblique stem + ai)

nlyum tayai ivarku (aka. 16:13)

[tay 'mother']

'You also are a mother to him.'

tavirtta terai vilartta kannai (pura.353:5)

[ter 'chariot'; kan 'eyes']

'You have a chariot which you have abandoned. You have pale

eyes.'

(oblique stem + ai)

uran utai ullattai (kali. 12:10)

[uljatt oblique of ullam 'heart, mind']

'You have a heart which has strength.'
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(non-oblique stem + al + an + ai)

nl emakku yaraiyum allai notumalalanai (narr.395:1-2)

[notumal 'strangeness, unknown-ness']

'You are no one to us. You are a stranger.'

(non-oblique stem + in + ai)

ana maintinai (kali.96:2)

[maintu 'strength']

'You have endless strength.'

oy: (2nd person singular)

(non-oblique stem + oy)

turaivanai nl initu muyarikumati kataloye (aink.148:2-3)

[katal 'love']

'O you with love (for him), embrace the man from the shore well.'

(non-oblique stem + in + oy)

tulaay meval marpinoy (pari. 13:60)

[marpu 'chest']

'You, who have a chest which the tulay leaves have joined.'

'O you who are wearing a garland of tulay.'

or: (3rd person plural/honorific)

(non-oblique stem + or)

ivanor (kuru.395 :4)

[ivan 'this place, here']

'people who belong to this place'
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nam katalor (kali.36:1 1)

[katal 'love, affection']

'our (hon.) lover'

(oblique stem + or)

iru nilattorum (pari.19:4)

[nilatt oblique of nilam 'land, world']

'people of both worlds'

(adjectival stem + or)

nallor yarkol (kuru.7:2)

[nal 'good']

'Who are (these) good people?'

(adjectival stem + glide + or)

putuvor p punartal veyyan (kali.75:10)

[putu 'new']

'He likes to unite with new people.'

51: (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-oblique stem + glide + 5 J)

manaiyol (aka.14:14)

[manai 'household, home']

'woman of the house'
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on: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-oblique stem + glide + on)

malai kilavon (kali.40:34)

[kila 'claim']

'he who has a claim for the mountain'

(oblique stem + on)

tammon kotumai (narr.88:6)

[tam oblique of tam 'he', honorific]

'his cruelty'

(non-oblique stem + in + on)

clraru munpinon (kali. 101:8)

[munpu 'physical strength']

'the man who has the strength difficult to be disapproved of by

hissing'

(t)tu:(3rd person neuter singular)

(adjectival noun stem + ttu)

putuvorttu ... iv alurikal Ore (kuru.385:7)

[putuvor 'unknown people' < putu 'new, unknown']

'This noisy town has new people.'

(non-oblique stem + tu)

kavalai makkattu i-p-petai Ore (kuru. 159:7)

[makkal 'people']

'This innocent town has people who care.'

16

Some might consider the suffix to be ttu in these cases.
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mallarru ... im malai kelu verpu (narr.93:4)

[mallal 'bounty']

'This valley surrounded by mountains is bountiful.'

(adjectival stem + a(t) + tu)

nani innatu (kuru.245:2)

[in 'sweet, pleasant']

'it would be very unpleasant'

(Note that it is a negative noun.)

(adjectival stem + i + tu)

valitu (kali. 105:18)

[val 'white']

'the white one'

kantal naltorum putitu lna (kali.53:5)

[putu 'fresh, new']

'Everyday, the kantal bushes put out flowers that are fresh, and

(non-oblique stem + in + tu)

purave ... venkurumpinru (pura.386.12, 13)

[venkurumpu 'small, cruel, dangerous habitats']

'the uncultivated land has difficult habitats'

pinai ... kattu iralaiyotu vatiyum puravirru amma ... ure

(nan- 12 1:3-5)

[puravu 'uncultivated area, forest, jungle']

'The town has uncultivated areas where the doe stays around

with its mate in the jungle.'
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STEM CLASSIFICATION

ON A PHONOLOGICAL BASIS

GENERAL: See "A Note on Stems" in "Morphophonemics." Nominal

stems do not undergo complicated grammatical processes and therefore a

classification scheme for them is not essential. Western missionaries who

wrote grammars of Tamil classified Tamil nouns into several groups for

the sake of declining them, but such classification does not seem necessary

for the purposes of this study. Verbs reflect a great deal of variation, and it

is hoped that a classification of the verb stems on the basis of the different

suffixes they take in classical Tamil will provide a helpful conceptual

framework for the reader. This study is not intended to teach the

reader how to generate classical Tamil verbs. An analysis of classical

Modern scholars classify Tamil verbs either as weak and strong groups, or into several

classes. For example, Andronov classifies Tamil verbs into weak and strong on the basis

of the type of the verbal noun suffix added to the verb stem:

"The basic form of the Tamil verb, i.e. the form used to name an action (e.g., in

dictionaries) is that of the verbal noun in - ($)$«> -(t)tal ...; e.g., Qffwpsu 'doing, to do',

-wn^ri) 'knowing, to know', ... uuj$$eo 'reading, to read' ....
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Tamil verbs into various classes is, in fact, not necessary here. However,

for the sake of describing the stem forms found in classical Tamil poems

and for understanding that different conjugated forms could signify a

single grammatical notion (e.g., kolii and kontu — adverbial participle of

kol 'to take hold'), the possible types of verb stems are discussed below.

The forms that most lend themselves to a classifying scheme are

the adverbial participles of classical Tamil verbs. The infinitive forms

provide some help, other non-past verb forms none at all. The infinitive is

also a non-past form. Even so, it seems futile to classify the verb stems on

the basis of their non-past forms. Therefore, the classification of verb

stems is given in the following paragraphs on the basis of their attested

adverbial participles in classical Tamil. This classification might seem

unusual. However, it seems the best way to provide a conceptual framework

for classical Tamil verb stems which behave morphophonemically alike.

"Verbs, taking the suffix ^to -tal are weak verbs; e.g., Q/rd>&eo 'doing, to do';

Verbs, taking the suffix ^tu -ttal are strong verbs; e.g., uui^cb 'reading, to read'..."

(Andronov 1969:127).

Hart and Hart (1979:41) consider that it is convenient "to speak of seven classes of

Tamil verbs." Their classification, which follows that of Graul, is as follows:

la. cey 'to do'

lb. kol 'to take'

lc. vel 'to conquer'

2. utkar 'to sit down'

3. vanku 'to buy'

4. cappitu 'to eat'

5a. un 'to eat'

5b. tin 'to eat'

5c. kej 'to ask, hear'

5d. vil 'to sell'

6. par 'to see'

7. nata 'to walk'

Irregular: va 'to come'; po 'to go'
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Stem-types Discerned from the Adverbial Participles

Classical Tamil adverbial participles end with i, y, or u, which are

added to the past stem of the verb. If the markers i, y, and u are

removed from the adverbial participle form, one is left with what can be

construed as the "past stem." On the basis of the shapes of such past

stems and how they behave morphophonemically, the following two groups

are obtained: the stem-types discerned from the adverbial participles ending

with i or y and the stem-types discerned from the adverbial participles

ending with u.

Stem-types Discerned from the Adverbial Participles Ending with i or y:

Adverbial participles ending with i or y are not attested for every verb,

but are associated with all types of verbs in this period. Their past stem is

the same as their adverbial participle form, so the i and y in these forms

are here called the past/completive marker.

Type (i): Stems which end with a consonant. They take the past/com

pletive marker i. Examples:

un 'to eat, enjoy, consume', pen 'to care for', muran 'to oppose',

palun 'to ripen', tar 'to bring (about), trigger', var 'to come (about),

emerge', var 'to comb, split, straighten', etir 'to respond, react', al

'to make noise, rejoice', col 'to reveal', vel 'to conquer', iyal 'to

move gently', tev 'to snatch', al 'to rule over', kol 'to take hold,

draw toward self, receive, accept, grasp, grab, hook', potul 'to

:
See "The Past Stem" for information on the past stem and "The Adverbial Participle"

for the rationale behind keeping the past stem and the adverbial participle separate, although

they are not different in some instances.
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crowd', kun 'to bend', man 'to be established, be everlasting',

kavin 'to adorn, be abundant.'

Type (ii): Stems which end with a vowel. Here, the disyllabic stems

ending with u are open and contain short vowels. Stems ending with

a long vowel except i and ai take the past/completive marker y.

Stems ending with i or ai take the past/completive marker i. Among

the stems ending with a short vowel, those with stem-final a take

the past/completive marker i or y, while the others take the past/com

pletive marker i. Examples:

tula 'to stir, scoop', vina 'to enquire', ka 'to lift by hanging', ta 'to

spread', kuvi 'to pile up', ceri 'to be dense/close', muti 'to tie up',

ci 'to whittle, gather as a pile', itu 'to let out, express, drop, put

down', iru 'to sit down, remain', uru 'to experience, attain', poru

'to stand up to, match', miku 'to abound', vaku 'to divide', valu 'to

slip', veru 'to shy from, shun', tu 'to spread', e 'to command', tai

'to adorn, decorate', ninai 'to think', pd 'to go', vau 'to grab.'

Type (iii): Stems which are non-monosyllabic and end with u. Here,

the disyllabic stem has a long vowel and/or a closed syllable. These

stems take the past/completive marker i. Examples:

nalku 'to provide', ancu 'to fear', kattu 'to bind', vatu 'to wilt,

wither', elutu 'to write, paint', tappu 'to err; to wrong', vimmu 'to

sob', mumi 'to mature, come to a close', iraincu 'to bow, stoop',

vilaiyatu 'to play with peers.'

Stem-types Discerned from the Adverbial Participles Ending with u:

These stems are not different from the ones discussed above. Except for

the stems referred to under Type (iii), all the other stem-types can derive
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their adverbial participles in another way by taking the consonantal-type

of past/completive marker *T (t, tt, or nt) followed by the adverbial

participle suffix u." Hence the following classification, based on the

past/completive marker they take and their morphophonemic behavior.

Type (a): Stems ending with a consonant. Monosyllabic stems which

end with y but contain a long vowel and those which end with r or 1

take the past/completive marker nt. Other monosyllabic stems take

the past/completive marker (t)t. Disyllabic stems ending with y, r,

or 1 take the past/completive marker nt. Other disyllabic stems take

the past/completive marker t. Examples:

kan 'to realize, see', pun 'to put on, wear', un 'eat, enjoy', muran

'to oppose', ay 'to select', may 'to lose luster, fade, wear out', pey

'to pour', koy 'to pick', ar 'to be full', etir 'to respond', al 'not to

be _ ', il 'to be non-existent', kal 'to learn, mature by experience',

kal 'to spurt', cel 'to leave (for a destination)', nil 'to stand up, be

stable', tal 'to lie low', taval 'to spread, diffuse', irul 'to darken',

mul 'to emerge', kol 'to draw toward self, take hold, receive,

accept, grasp, grab, hook', nil 'to extend', vel 'to make a wish', an

'to be content with', in 'to give birth, release', kavin 'to adorn, be

abundant.'

Type (b): Stems which end with a vowel. Here, the disyllabic stems

ending with u are open and contain short vowels. Monosyllabic

stems take the past/completive marker tt if they have an object,

3
The *T posited here can be considered as a convenient notation for the consonantal

past-tense/completive aspect morpheme.

See "The Past Stem" for the morphophonemic combinations of these stems with their

respective past/completive markers.
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and the marker nt if they do not have an object. Disyllabic stems

ending with i and containing a closed syllable and/or a long vowel

take the past/completive marker tt. Among other disyllabic stems,

those which do not end with u take the past/completive marker nt.

Those stems ending with ai take the past/completive marker nt and

very rarely tt; those ending with u can be said to take the past

marker nt or can be considered as going through stem mutation for

making their past/completive stem. Examples:

nata 'to happen, walk', vara 'to become dry', ka 'to guard, protect',

ya 'to bind, put together', teri 'to surface, know', cinti 'to ponder,

remember', nitti 'to delay', i 'to bestow', ci 'to whittle, gather as a

pile', vi 'to fall apart', itu 'to let out, express, drop, put down', uju

'to plough', tolu 'to worship, bow', naku 'to smile, chuckle', puku

'to enter', poru 'to stand up to, match', pu 'to spread (like red

blossoms)', miku 'to abound, be stirred up', ce 'to turn red', ve 'to

steam up, boil', kalai 'be disarrayed', ninai 'to ponder, think', o 'to

be like, resemble', no 'to suffer internally', ko 'to hang with a

string', po 'to go.'

Type (c/iii): Stems which are non-monosyllabic and end with u.

Here, the disyllabic stem has a long vowel and/or a closed syllable.

These stems take the past/completive marker i. Examples:

nalku 'to provide', aficu 'to fear', kattu 'to bind', vatu 'to wilt,

wither', ejutu 'to write, paint', tappu 'to err; to wrong', vimmu 'to

sob', murru 'to mature, come to a close', iraincu 'to bow, stoop',

vilaiyatu 'to play with peers.'
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THE COMPOUND VERB STEM

GENERAL: The stem which results from the combination of two

independently meaningful stems, nominal or verbal, is here called a "com

pound stem." The stem which serves as the base for another stem is the

"basic/primary stem"; the stem which is added to the primary stem is the

"secondary/sub stem." "Stem, and Stem2" or "the first stem and the

second stem" might be a better way to refer to these stems. The term

"secondary" or "auxiliary," in particular, seems to be a misnomer so far as

classical Tamil is concerned, because this stem (i.e., the second) never

seems to lose its individual semantic significance in the poems. On the

contrary, it 'enlivens/verbalizes' the first stem when the latter is a nominal.

If any, the problem might arise due to the difference between the original significance of

these items in classical Tamil and their usage in modern Tamil. For example, the verb vai

is understood in modern Tamil to mean 'to put, place' based on its various forms. In

classical Tamil, it occurs in forms which ultimately yield its basic meaning as 'to stay.'
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Only when the marker tt is added to the root/stem vai, it attains the signification 'put,

place.' In any case, vai 'to put' is considered as an "auxiliary" verb in modern Tamil when

it occurs after an adverbial participle form. It is discussed as a "non-attitudinal" auxiliary

verb, because of its apparent inability to express semantic concepts such as aspect, mood,

voice, causation, or attitude when it occurs after an adverbial participle (cf. Lehmann:205,

225, 227).

If the "auxiliary" usage of vai in modern Tamil is used as a key to understand the

usage of vai in similar structural contexts in classical Tamil, one might not be able to

appreciate its original significance in classical Tamil. For example, consider kan akan

cilampil patuttu vaittanna parai marurikil etuttu niruttanna ittarum ciru neri (malai:14-16):

'very small narrow path (ittarum ciru neri) that looks as if it was raised from the ground

and made to stand up (etuttu niruttanna) near (maruhkil) the rock which looks as if it

was caused to fall down and made to stay there (patuttu vaittanna) on the spacious

mountain (kan akan cilampil).' Here, the verb vai follows the adverbial participle form

patuttu < patu 'to fall.' Similarly, the verb niru follows the adverbial participle form

etuttu < etu 'to take up.' One may be tempted to consider vai as an auxiliary verb in

patuttu vaittanna because of the interpretation of vai in similar structural contexts in

modern Tamil. However, one would soon realize that the interpretation of vai as a "non-

attitudinal" auxiliary verb in modern Tamil would not help one in understanding the signifi

cance of vai in the classical Tamil form patuttu vaittanna. Another issue one may face is

the structural similarity between patuttu vaittanna and etuttu niruttanna, because in

both cases, a verb (vai, niru) follows an adverbial participle (patuttu, etuttu).

Perhaps one must look in the old traditional commentaries for the origins of the real

"auxiliary" usage of Tamil verbs. The narrative style of the commentators might be very

helpful in understanding the difference between classical Tamil and later Tamil. For example,

one could see the true "auxiliary" usage of vai in Parimelalakar's commentary on pari.3:72.

Parimelalakar interprets pirava p pirappu ilai pirappittor ilaiye (pariJ. 72) as "piravap pirappu

utaiyai allai; annanam pirantu vaittum pirappittorai utaiyai allai." Here, the paripatal line

under consideration is part of an invocation to the deity Mayoo (Vishnu), and basically

means 'You have been born. Yet, there is no one who gave birth to you.' Alluding to the

fact that there is no one who caused the deity to be born, the commentator says, "annanam

pirantu vaittum" which means 'even though you were born in that manner.' Here, the

form pirantu vaittum contains the verb vai occurring after an adverbial participle (pirantu

< pira 'to be born'). Since it does not have an object, vaittu 'putting?, placing?' here does

not seem to function as a "main" verb. Consequently, one is inclined to give it an "auxiliary"
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Therefore, the "compound verb stem" is taken in this study as an item

composed of two classical Tamil stems: the first and the second. In this

compound stem, the second is always a verb while the first can be

nominal or verbal.

Some classical Tamil verbs have lost their basic significance over

the centuries or have lost their function as primary stems: e.g., itu 'to let

out, express, lay down, drop, put down', i 'to part with, give, provide, be

compassionate', and kol 'to take hold, draw toward self, receive, accept,

grasp, grab, hook.' With the exception of i, which has become obsolete,

these and certain other verbs (iru 'to remain, sit', vitu 'to let go, let loose,

release') are construed as "auxiliary" verbs in modern Tamil when they

serve as the second stem to the adverbial participle of a first stem. This

chapter is about compound verb stems in classical Tamil.

FORMATION: The compound verb stems in classical Tamil are

obtained by adding a verb stem to a nominal or a verbal. When the first

stem is a nominal, the added second stem provides the significance of a

verb to the first. When both are verbs, the first one provides the force of a

verbal noun, when necessary. The second stem always retains its individual

grammatical status as a verb.

Technically, it seems, any verb can "verbalize" the first stem if the

latter is not already a verb. The most commonly used second stems which

"verbalize" the first stem in classical Tamil are: a(r) 'to be full', un 'to

experience, enjoy, take in, consume', uru 'to experience, attain, feel', kil

'to be able, be possible', kur 'be abundant', kol 'to take hold, have

status. In fact, the form pirantum 'although (you have been) born', without vai, would

convey the same meaning as pirantu vaittum. What vai seems to add in this context is a

sense of conceding that is normally conveyed by "nevertheless" in English.

For different discussions of "auxiliary" verbs in modern Tamil, see Auxiliaries in

Dravidian (1980) edited by Agesthialingom and Srinivasa Varma.
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control of, put on, carry, draw toward self, accept, receive, grasp, grab,

hook', cira 'to excel, surpass', cey 'to make, do, perform', taku 'to be fit

for, be ready, proper', tar(u) 'to bring (about)', patu 'to feel, experience,

befall', peru 'to experience, obtain', and var(u) 'to come (about), be

actualized, emerge, be visible, happen.'

The compound verb stem is conjugated like other verb stems. Affixes

are added to the second member of the compound stem while the first

member remains unchanged.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: nominal/verbal stem + verb stem

Second Stem Structure and Example

ar 'to be full'

(nominal first stem + ar)

cemmal najavai annantu pukutal (pura.54:3)

[annantu < an(nu) 'lifting, elevation' + a(r)ntu 'being filled']

'entering the Noble One's royal court with (our) head held high'

(nominal first stem + ar)

atan etir collem atalin allantu kalahki (kuri:142-143)

[allantu < al 'darkness, nothingness' + a(r)ntu]

'(He was) agitated, being full of oblivion, since we did not reply

(to his query)

(nominal first stem + ar)

manam kavalpu inri malantu eluntu (poru:95)

[malantu < mal 'sober, fascination, temperate' + a(r)ntu]

'waking up, being temperate, without confusion in mind'
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itu 'to let out, express, lay down, put down, drop'

(nominal first stem + itu)

iralai . . . melkitu kavula (aka.34:4, 8)

[melkitu < melku 'cud' + itu 'to let out, drop']

'deer whose mouths let out the cud'

'deer whose mouths drop the cud'

(nominal first stem + itu)

ikal itum pani (kali.l34:12)

[ikalitu < ikal 'hostility' + itu 'to express']

'winter which expresses hostility'

(nominal first stem + itu)

ennai ... munkai parri naliya t terumantittu annay ivan oruvan

ceytatu kan enren (kali.5 1:9-11)

[terumantittu < terumantu 'bewilderment' + itu 'to let out, express';

terumantu < *terumar 'bewildered']

'As he grabbed and squeezed my hand, I let out my bewilderment

and cried "Mother look what he did." '

(verbal first stem + itu); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

polam pataiya ma mayankita (pura.359:14)

2

The semantic range of classical Tamil itu is shared by potu and vai in modern Tamil.

Some might derive melkitu from melki advp of mel 'to chew' + itu. But the adverbial

participle form of mel is menru. So, if the form under question was menrita (instead of

melkitu). one can derive it from menru + ita. I have taken melku as the verbal noun

derived from mel 'to chew' + ku verbal noun suffix.
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[mayankita

< past/completive stem mayanki + ita infinitive of itu 'to drop';

mayanki past/completive stem < mayanku 'to crowd up']

'as the horses with golden ornaments crowded up and dropped

(those ornaments)'

(verbal first stem + itu); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

tuni nani kanritin kamam ketuum (pari.6:97-98)

[kanritu < past/completive stem kanri

(< kanru 'to ripen') + itu 'to let out, express']

'Passion will be destroyed, if sulking ripens well and lets it out.'

'Passion will be destroyed, if sulking ripens well and is let out.'

(verbal first stem + itu); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

eri tirai tantita ilinta min (kali. 121.-20)

[tantitu < past/completive stem tant

(< tar 'to bring') + itu 'to put down, drop.']

'the fish which came down (the shore) as the tossing waves brought

and put them down'

iru 'continue to be, remain in an undisturbed state, stay, wait'

(verbal first stem + iru); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

tiru virrirunta tltu tlr niyamattu (tiru:70)

[virriru < past/completive stem virr + iru 'to stay';

There are contexts where iru means 'to sit down', especially when it follows a nominal:

e.g., verikai irunta tokai 'the peacock which was sitting on the verikai tree' (aink. 294:1).
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virr < viru 'to be grand, spread, puff up']

'flawless street (full of shops) where Prosperity reigns in grandeur'

(verbal first stem + iru); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

mayinam ... iraikontiruntanna nallarai k kanten (kali.92:17, 19)

[iraikontiru 'continue to camp'

< past/completive stem iraikont + iru 'to remain, sit';

iraikont < irai 'stay' + kont past/completive stem

(< kol 'to take on, have')]

'I saw lovely women who were like a group of peacocks sitting

around (flocking).'

(verbal first stem + iru); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

van ur matiyam varai cerin avvarai tenin iral ena eni Uaittirukkum

kan akal natan (kali.39:8-10)

[ilaittiru < past/completive stem Haitt

(< ilai 'to fabricate, build') + iru 'to wait']

'the man from the wide forest country where the people build a

ladder and wait for the moon thinking that it is a beehive, when it

passes over the mountain (through the clouds)'

f 'to part with, provide, give, be compassionate'

It is the most difficult of all the verbs to know the original significance

of. It is always added to the first stem which is in its past/completive

The stem virr can be considered as a mutated stem.

6 Cf. tuyil iyatu 'without providing sleep' (patU2:7).
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form or to the first stem which is followed by the negative marker

at.

(verbal first stem + i); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

ayarntikam virunte (kali.32:19)

[ayar 'to celebrate'; i 'to give, provide'; ik non-past stem

ayarntikam < ayarnt past/completive stem + ik + am PNG]

'Let us celebrate and give to the unknown (guests).'

(verbal first stem + i); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

irantivay kel ini (kali.59:9)

[ira 'to depart'; i 'be compassionate'; iv non-past stem;

irantivay < irant past/completive stem + iv + ay PNG]

'O (woman) you are being compassionate, going away (from me).

Listen now.'

(verbal first stem + i); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

yariku c cenru iriku vantittantay (kali.96:4)

[vantittantay < vant past/completive stem

(< var 'to come') + ittantay

ittantay < i 'be compassionate' + tantay 'you brought about']

'Where did you go and (have) returned here to be compassionate?'

(Note that here the i is followed by yet another secondary stem tar

'to bring about.')
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(verbal first stem + i); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

irul vanam katal mukantu en mel uraiyotu ninnyal ventum

(kali.145:55-56)

[ninnyal < ninr past/completive stem

(< nil 'to stay, stand') + iyal 'giving, providing']

'O dark sky, you must fetch sea water and stand over me and give

raindrops.'

(bare verb stem + at + i)

nin makal ... pacalai kama noy ena c ceppatime (aka.52:13, 14-15)

[ceppu 'to tell', reveal; ime imperative]

'Please do not say, "Your daughter's paleness is (due to her)

sickness of passion." '

un 'to experience, take in, enjoy, eat'

(verbal stem + un); The first stem has the force of a verbal

noun.

annan col nampuntal yarkkum iriku aritu (kali.47:10)

[nampun < nampu 'belief + un 'to experience, take']

'It is difficult for anyone to take his words in (good) faith.'

lira 'to experience, attain, feel'

(nominal first stem + uru)

tatu un paravai pctural aflci mani na artta man vinai t terao

(aka.4:11-12)

[peturu < petu 'bewilderment' + uru 'to experience, feel']

'the man on the chariot who tied up the bells fearing that the honey

bees would feel bewilderment'
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(nominal first stem + uru)

tan varutturii nam vayin ariyatu ayarnta annai (narr273:3-4)

[varutturu < varuttu verbal noun

(< varuntu 'to suffer, grieve') + uru 'to experience']

'mother who experienced grief and had the frenzied dance (for the

deity Murukan) performed without knowing us'

(verbal first stem + uru); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

ehkurru iru veru akiya ... vanappu (aka.29:5, 6)

[ehkuru < ehku 'to pull, comb (cotton)' + uru 'to feel']

'beauty which became twofold having felt the pull'

kil 'to be able, be possible'

(verbal first stem + kil); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

ninaippatu onru arikilen. varuntuval (kali.47:17)

[arikil < ari 'to know' + kil 'to be able']

'I suffer without being able to know what she thinks.'

(verbal first stem + (k)kil); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

natanum niyum vatuvaiyul pantu ariyatir pol patarkirpir man kolo

pantu ariyatir pol patarntir palam kenmai kantariyaten pol

karakkirpenman kolo (kali.39:37-40)

[patarkir < patar 'to move around, spread' + kil 'to be able';

karakkir < kara 'to conceal, hide' + (k)kil 'to be able']

It could be a source of the modern present tense marker.
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'At your wedding will the Natan and you be able to behave /

conduct yourselves as if you did not know each other in the past?

Will I be able to conceal it as if I did not know about the previous

friendship between you who behaved as though you did not know

each other before?'

(verbal first stem + kil); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

en toli aru malai taral ventin tarukirkum perumaiyale (kali.39:5 -6)

[ tarukir < tar 'to bring' + kil 'to be able']

'If you ask (her) to bring down the rain, my friend has the greatness

that is capable of bringing down the rain.'

(verbal first stem + kil); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

tamiyare tunikirral pentirkkum aritu (kali.47:13)

[tunkirr < tuni 'to determine, dare' + kil 'to be able']

'It is difficult for women too to be able to determine by themselves.'

kol 'to take hold, take on, have control of, put on, carry, draw toward

self, accept, receive, grasp, grab, hook'

8 In many contexts, kol is used in classical Tamil indicating the action of picking/hooking

something or carrying something or putting something on oneself. Cf. kuppai-k-klrai . . .

ilam talir koytu kontu 'picking the tender leaves of spinach and carrying it' (pura.l59:9-10);

velattu ven koUi kontu 'taking out and carrying the tusks of the elephant' (pati.30.11);

peti pen kontu atu kai 'the (hairy) hands of the eunuch who has put on (the appearance of)

a female' or 'the dancing of the eunuch who has put on (the appearance of) a female'

(aka.206:2). Also compare modern Tamil words kokki and konti which basically refer to

a "hook."
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(verbal first stem + kol); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

nin eruttinkan etuttukkolvatu polum ... vatu (kali.71 :15-16)

[ etuttukkoj < advp etuttu

(< etu 'to take out, raise') + kol 'to draw toward self]

'the scar which looks like it can be taken / pulled out of your

nape'

(verbal first stem + kol); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

umanar pakatu teli tel vili netum perum kunrattu imijkola iyampum

(aka.17.13-14)

[imilkol < imij 'to roar, roaring' + kol 'to receive, attain']

'The clear call of the salt merchants, who drive their bullocks,

sounds so as to roar at the big tall mountain.'

(verbal first stem + kol); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

kotu entu oruttal aru katikollum arum curam (aka.65: 16-17)

[katikol < kati 'to guard, guarding' + kol 'to take hold']

'the difficult forest where the bull elephant with high tusks has

taken on the guarding of the path'

In modern Tamil, the verb kol is usually considered as indicating an action done to

or for the benefit of the doer, and therefore in modern analyses of Tamil, is referred to as a

"middle" verb when it follows an adverbial participle. Note that ko! added to an adverbial

participle provides the sense 'accept, have control of in modern Tamil too, even when not

necessarily indicating an action done for the benefit of the doer. Compare talaivar kurravaliyai

mannittar 'The head (of the government) pardoned the criminal' vs. (ennai) mannittu-k-

kollunkal 'Please forgive (and accept) me.' Similarly, aval kulantaiyai p parttukkontal

'She took care of the baby.'
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(verbal first stem + kol); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

annai katikontanale toli (aka20:12-13)

[katikol < kati 'to guard, guarding' + kol 'to take hold, take on']

'Mother has taken on the guarding (of me), my friend.'

cira 'to excel, surpass'

(verbal first stem + cira); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

venriyotu makikirantu por val ilaiyar tal valam valtta (aka.74:1-2)

[makilcira < makil 'to rejoice' + cira 'to excel']

'as the young men skilled in warfare excelled in joy because of

their victory and praised the success of (the king's) effort'

cey 'to make, do, perform'

(nominal first stem + cey)

— - - 9

katalceytu arulatu turantar (kali. 122:3)

[katalcey < katal 'love' + cey 'to do, make']

'he who showed love and left without showing mercy'

taku 'to be fit for, suit, be proper'

(nominal first stem + taku)

paintalai taii anittaka pal purikanal alkinam varutal (aka.20:9-10)

[anittaka < ani 'dress, garment' + taka

(< taku 'to be fit for, to suit')]

9 Compare katalittu (kali.96:1 8), where katali 'to love' is a verb.
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'wearing green leaves (for skirt) and staying around accordingly in

groves with many flowers'

(verbal first stem + taku); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

teritaku vanappin (aka.29:6)

[teritaku < teri 'be visible' + taku 'to be fit']

'with beauty fit for being visible'

(verbal first stem + taku); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

ilamaiyum kamamum orariku p perrar valamai vilaitakkatu unto

(kali. 18:7-8)

[vilaitakkatu 'that which is proper to be desired'

< vilai 'to desire' + takkatu 'that which is proper/appropriate']

'Is there anything proper in the riches to be desired by those

people who have both youth and passion?'

'Is there anything proper in the riches that is to be desired by

people who are both young and passionate?'

(verbal first stem + taku); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

vem curam taniye irappa yan olintu iruttal nakutakkanru ivvalurikal

urkke (kali.23:3-5)

[nakutakkanru < naku 'to laugh' + takkanru 'is fit for']

'My staying here, being left behind all alone as he left through the

forest, is (a matter) fit for laughter in this noisy town.'
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tar(u) 'to bring (about), trigger, emerge'

(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

etilan patai pola iruttantatu ilavenil (kali. 27:8)

[irutantatu 'it has brought a deep rooted stay'

< iru 'to be set or rooted in' + tantatu (< tar 'to bring about')]

'Spring has brought about a stay like a stranger's weapon.'

'Spring has arrived like a stranger's weapon (for those who are

lonely).'

(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

en makan vayin peyartantene (aka.26:20, 21)

[peyartanten 'I brought about a move'

< peyar 'to move' + tanten (< tar 'to bring about')]

'I moved toward my son.'

(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

kal en cummaiyar nerer ena p pukutantu (aka.86:18)

[pukutantu 'bringing about an enterance'

< puku 'to enter' + tantu (< tar 'to bring about')]

'those (women) making a roaring noise made a sudden entrance

and ...'
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(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

pular vitiyalin virumpi p pottantu talaiyum tarum tantanan ivan

(narr.SOA-5)

[pottantu 'bringing about an enterance' < *po + tar(u)

< *puku 'to enter, entering' + tar 'to bring about']

'He arrived with joy in the early hours of dawn and gave me

leaves (for my skirt) and a garland.'

(Note that puku 'to enter' has lost its intervocalic k and then the

vowel u in its first syllable is lengthened to o in compensation.)

(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

avar namakku in uyir pottarum maruttuvar ayin (kali. 137:24-25)

[ pottorum 'one who brings about an enterance';

see previous example.]

'if he is a physician who would bring back our (hon.) sweet life,

(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

villan . . . yato marru am ma tiram patar ena vinavi nirrantone

(aka.48:12, 13-14)

[nirranton 'he who brought about a standing'

< nil 'to stand, standing' + tanton (< tar 'to bring about']

'The bow-man asked where that animal went and stood (up there).'

(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

pallor uvanta uvakai ellam ennui peytantarre (aka.42:11-12)
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[peytantarru 'it is/was like bringing about a pour'

< pey 'to pour' + tantarru 'it is like bringing'

tantarru < tant past/completive stem of tar 'to bring' + arru 'it

is like']

'It was like bringing a downpour of the total joy of many people

into my self.'

(verbal first stem + tar); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

mevar vituttanta kuntal kutirai (kali.103:53)

[vituttanta 'that which was let loose'

< vitu 'to let go' + tanta adjp of tar 'to bring about']

'the horse with tresses which the unfriendly people let loose'

patu 'to feel, experience, suffer, befall'

(nominal first stem + patu)

cirantanai valipatii c cenranal (kali.9:23)

[ valipatu < vaH 'path' + patu 'to befall, following in the path']

'She left (us) following the path of the eminent one (her lover).'

(verbal first stem + patul; The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

panai ... atirpattu mulariki (pati.39:5, 6)

latirpattu 'having felt the vibration'

< atir 'to vibrate' + patu 'to feel']

'the drums vibrated and roared, and ...'
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(verbal first stem + patu); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

navotu navila nakai patu tincol ... putalvan (aka.l6:4, 5)

[nakaipatu

< naku 'to smile, chuckle, laughter' + patu 'to experience, suffer']

'his son who speaks unpracticed sweet words which suffer laughter'

'his son who speaks unpracticed sweet words which invites laughter'

peril 'to experience, obtain'

(nominal first stem + peru); The first stem is a verbal noun.

alpavar kalakkura alaiperra natu (kali.5:12)

[alaiperra 'that which experienced shaking'

< alai 'shaking' + peru 'to experience']

'the country which was shaken as its rulers experienced agitation'

var(u) 'to come (about), be actualized, emerge, be visible, happen'

(verbal first stem + var); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

tan tamil ayvantilar (pari.9:25)

[ay 'to investigate, select';

ayvantilar < ay + vantilar 'those who have not come close'

vantilar < vant past/completive stem (< var 'to come')

+ il negative + ar PNG]

'those who have not come close to an investigation of pleasant

Tamil'

'those who have not performed an investigation of pleasant Tamil'
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(verbal first stem + var); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

toti k kai taivara t toyntanru kollo (aka.9:23)

[taivara 'as it caressed'

< tai 'to join, weave as a wreath' + vara infinitive of var]

'Did it (my heart) immerse (in her) as her hand wearing bangles

came close to caressing?'

'Did it (my heart) immerse (in her) as she caressed it with her hand

wearing bangles?'

(verbal first stem + var); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

muyakkam avarum perukuvar manne nayavara (aka.11:10-11)

[nayavara < naya 'to long for' + vara infinitive of var 'to emerge']

'He too would get (my) embrace as / when (our) longing finds its

expression.'

(verbal first stem + var); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

nin mel iyal mevanta clrati (kali.13:10-11)

[mevanta < me 'to spread' + vanta adjp of var 'to emerge']

'your small feet in which your gentle quality surfaces'

(verbal first stem + var); The first stem has the force of a

verbal noun.

mani olirvarum ara v ural aram (pura.398:27)

[olirvarum < olir 'to glitter, glittering' + varum adjp of var 'to

emerge, surface']

'a snake-like necklace in which the glittering of the gems is visible'
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vitu 'to let go, let loose, release, split'

(verbal first stem + vitu); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

nin tol mel am iram ay vittana pun (kali.95:17-18)

[ayvitu < advp ay (< a 'to be') + vitu 'to split, release';

iram 'moisture']

'the wound (of sulking) split open as / turned into moisture that is

on your shoulders/arms'

(verbal first stem + vitu); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb.

narunutal nalkal kan marivitin (kali.61 :23-24)

[marivitu < advp mari (< maru 'to change' ) + vitu 'to let go']

'if the woman with good-smelling forehead changes her attitude

and lets (me) go without showing kindness'

'if the woman with good-smelling forehead does not show kindness,

changes her attitude, and lets (me) go'

(verbal first stem + vitu); The first stem retains its significance

as a verb,

avan tannotu ninruvitu (kali. 63: 16- 17)

[ninruvitu < advp ninru (< nil 'to stay') + vitu 'to let go']

'stay with him and let (other things) go'

i0

Cf. ventu vittanane 'The king also let us go' (aink.483:2); emmai ... vilakkiya ella nl

... vitu 'O you who blocked my way, let me go.' (kali. 1 16:3-4).
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THE CAUSATIVE STEM

GENERAL: The causative stem tells us that the action denoted by

the verb root is "made to happen." The person/thing who/which experiences

the action denoted by the causative stem is different from the agent/doer

of the action. This type of stem is conjugated like other verb stems.

It is impossible to have a neat dichotomy as with causative/transitive

verbs vs. non-causative/intransitive verbs so far as classical Tamil is

concerned. It is perhaps better to make a distinction between non-causative

and transitive verbs, because non-causative verbs can be transitive or

intransitive, while transitive verbs can be causative/effective or non-

causative/affective.

FORMATION: The causative stem is derived in the following ways:

(i) by using the bare verb stem;

For issues on the causatives/transitives, see K. Paramasivam (1979) and Schiffman

(IJDL, vol. V, No. 2:238-248).
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(ii) by stem mutation or mutation of the consonantal type of the

past/completive marker that is added to the stem;

(iii) by suffixation: adding tt, (p)pi, or vi to the verb stem;

(iv) by periphrasis: the verb cey 'to do', pannu 'to make', or vai

'to stay, remain' follows the infinitive form ending with a of

the verb to be "causativized."

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: using bare verb stem

ventarai ... takki muracamotu oruriku akappateen ayin ... kuti pali

turrum kolen akuka (pura.72:7-9, 12)

[akappatu 'to be caught' < akam 'inside' + patu 'to befall';

akappateen 'I will not cause to be caught'

< akappatu + en PNG.

When a PNG beginning with a long vowel is added to the stem, a

negative finite verb is derived. It is conceivable that the elongation

of the stem-initial vowel of the suffix here indicates causativity.]

'May I become a tyrant despised by my subjects if I do not attack

(enemy) kings and cause them to be caught along with their royal

drums!'

yan avan ... varine cutarotu tiritaru neruhci pola ennotu tiriyen ayin

(aka.336:17-19)

[tiri 'to twist, whirl']

See "Morphophonemics" for a discussion of stem mutation.
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'(When and) if he comes, if I do not twist him like the nerunci

flower which turns around with the sun,

kaliru avara kappu utaiya kayam patiyinai (pura.15:9-10)

[pati 'making immerse'

< patu 'to lie down, fall' + i (past/completive marker)]

'You made (your) elephants get down into their guarded ponds.'

uppai mari vennel tarliya uppu vilai kalani c cenranal

(kuru.269:5-6)

[mari 'exchanging, having exchanged'

< maru 'to change' + i (past/completive marker)]

'She went to the field where salt is grown in order to (get and later)

exchange (that) salt and bring white paddy.'

(Note that the object of mari is overtly marked with the case

marker ai: uppai < uppu 'salt' + ai)

kalirikam ... utii4 (peru:469, 470)

[utii 'making wear' < utu 'to wear' + i (past/completive marker)]

'making me wear fine clothing'

3

In modern Tamil, the causative/effecive form of mari is marri or mara vaittu, so one

would say uppai marri 'changing the salt.'

In this one and similar forms, the i has been identified as a "causative-producer." For

further information, see P.S. Subrahmanyam (1971:10).
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Formation mechanism:

stem mutation or mutation of the past/completive marker

(a) In consonant-final stems, the stem-final consonant is hardened if it is

not y, r, or v. And the short vowel in the monosyllabic stem is

lengthened :

ana viruppin tan ... utti (peru:479)

[utt < un 'to eat, enjoy, consume']

'He fed us showing endless affection and ...'

tan marpu tunai aka t tuyirruka (aka.35:12, 13)

[tuyirr < tuyil 'to sleep']

'May he make her sleep with his chest as support.'

cura mutal varuttam mara mutal vitti (aka.301:9)

[vil 'to fall, perish']

'destroying/making the grief caused by the forest perish at the

tree'

'making the distress due to walking in the forest disappear by

resting under the tree'

5

These are stems from Type (i) discussed in "Stem Classification on a Phonological

Basis." Those who may not want to consider the process described here as "stem mutation,"

can say that the past/completive marker in these cases is t (e.g., un + t > unt) and that the

causative stems are obtained by simply hardening the past marker (e.g., unt > utt).

In any case, these causative stems take the adverbial participle suffix i while their

non-causative counterparts take the adverbial participle suffix i or u (e.g., utti (peru:479)

vs. unii (aihk.268:2) or untu (poru:88).

Note that the non-past/non-completive marker for the non-causative stems in this

group is nothing, k, t, n, p, or v: e.g., payilum (aka.344:6); unkum (aka. 133:1 l); kantum

(pura.173:9); unnunar (aka.2:2); unpar (narr.355:7); payilvumi (peru:195). The non-

past/non-completive marker for the causative stems is nothing, k, t, n, or v: e.g., payirrum

(peru:300); utturum (pari.8:80); uttuvaj (pari.21:26).
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kanal murai mutti (pari.2:63)

[mutt < mul 'to emerge, start']

'starting the (sacrificial) fire in the conventional manner'

nel kavalam tirri (pura.337:14)

[tirr < tin 'to eat, munch']

'making (the elephants) eat the morsel of rice'

(b) Stems here are non-monosyllabic and end with u. The disyllabic stem

has a long vowel and/or a closed syllable. The last consonant is

hardened/doubled in stems with open syllables; and the closing consonant

in the penultimate syllable is hardened in stems which have a closed

syllable.6

katu konru nam akki k kulam tottu valam perukki (patt:283-284)

[akk < aku 'to become' ; perukk < peruku 'to multiply']

'tilling the forest and making it become an agricultural land; digging

the ponds and causing the bounty to multiply'

natukal pili cutti (aka.35:8)

[cutt < cutu 'to wear']

'making the hero-stone wear the peacock feather'

'putting the peacock feather on the hero-stone'

6

These are stems referred to as Type (iii) discussed in "Stem Classification on a Phonological

Basis." These stems, whether causative/effective or not, take the adverbial participle suffix i

which is the same as their past/completive marker. Also note that their non-past/non-

completive marker is nothing, k, t, n, p, or v: e.g., cuttum (aka.156:1); muyarikukam

(aka.47:19); varuntutum (narr. 103:9); cutunar (narr.278:4); vankunaj (kuru.229:2);

vakkunar (pari.10:75); varuntupa (aka.216:16); varuntuvar (narr.41:5); ciittuvan

(pura.319:15).
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eru enru erri (poru:167)

[err < eru 'to climb up']

'saying "Get on" and making (you) climb on the chariot'

atarika mannarai atakkum ... natu kilavoye (pura.200:16, 17)

[atakk < atanku 'to be submissive, contained']

'O king of the country who makes stubborn kings submit to you.'

vempu mutal tatintu muracu ceya muracci (pad.44:15-16)

[muracc < murancu 'to become lumpy']

'cutting down the base of (the enemy king's) vempu tree and

lumping it for making drums'

peranar uruviyai varuttatime (narr.193:9)

[varutt < varuntu 'to be distressed, grieve']

'Please do not make her suffer who is already in great distress.'

ciru tinai p patu pul oppi el pata varutiyar (kuri:38-39)

[opp < omp(u) 'to recede, retreat, shield oneself from']

'Make the birds which come down on the small millet plants retreat

and you return (home) as the sun goes down.'

muruval torn ... malar unkan putaittu (narr.370:10, 11)

[ton" < tonru 'to appear']

'making a smile appear (on her face) and concealing/covering

(her) flower-like attractive eyes'

(c) In certain vowel final stems and certain consonant-final stems, the

past/completive marker nt is hardened to result in tt which provides

the causative sense. These vowel-final stems are disyllabic and open
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with short syllables. Consonant-final stems are monosyllabic or disyllabic

but end with y, r, or 1 :

mata p piti kantu vaya k kari mal urru natatta natavatu nirpa

(pari.10.42-43)

[natatt < nata 'to walk' + tt]

'In spite of being urged to walk, the strong male elephant stood still,

looking at a female elephant and feeling intoxicated, and . . . '

mati nokki alar vitta ampal van malar (kali. 72:6)

[vitt < vi 'to unfold, fall down' + tt]

'the big ampal flower which looked at the moon and opened

down/unfolded its petals'

cema t tirai vHttu (pari.10:34)

[viltt < vil 'to fall, roll down' + tt]

'making the curtain (around the bed) come/roll down'

These are selective stems from Type (i) and all the stems from Type (ii) discussed in

"Stem Classification on a Phonological Basis." The stems from Type (i) end with y, r, or 1.

As it becomes known from here, the past/completive marker in this group of non-causative

stems is nt and tt in causative stems.

The non-causative stems in this group invariably take the adverbial participle suffix

u (e.g., uyarntu) as do most of their causative counterparts (e.g., uyarrtu 'having raised');

some of these causative stems take the adverbial participle suffix i (e.g., artti 'making

full/enjoy'; certti 'making join ') in this period.

Also note that the non-causative stems in this group have no overt non-past/non-

completive marker or have k, t, n, p, or v: uyarum (kali.129:1); tanikuval (aka.22:6);

kalulti (kali. 91:12); arna (pati.13:6); carpavan (kali.104:25); oyvana (kuru.383:4).

The causative stems take the non-past/non-completive marker kk, tt, or pp: e.g., uyarkkuvai

(matu:131); tanikkum (kali.81:18); anitta (pari.18:49); iruttum (aka.377:8); tanippa

(kali.78:8).
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perravai pirar pirarkku artti (peru:174)

[artt<ar 'to be full' + tt]

'making others be filled with what he obtained'

'making others enjoy what he obtained'

talai p punarttu acaitta pahrokai k kala p paiyar (aka.301 :22)

[punartt 'to make join' < punar 'to join' + tt]

'people with bags of numerous instruments which they put on their

heads and tied'

Formation mechanism: suffixation; stem + tt/(p)pi/vi

Marker Structure and Example

tt: Mostly, disyllabic stems which are open and end with u take this

marker. The consonant preceding the stem-final u is invariably k, t, p,

g
or r.

Rarely, monosyllabic stems like vai 'to remain, stay' and kol 'to take, receive' take this

marker, and an enunciative u is added to the consonant-final stem preceding the causative

marker: e.g., vaittu (aka.265:13); koluttamal (pari.l 1:126); akkujuttu? (kali..94:20).

Note that the non-causative stems in this group make their past/completive stem by

mutation and that their adverbial participle suffix is u: puku 'to enter' > pukku 'having

entered'; patu 'to experience' > pattu 'having experienced'; uru 'to feel, attain' > urru

'having felt/attained.' The causative marker tt serves as the past/completive marker or vice

versa in causative stems. The adverbial participle suffix for the causative stems is u: e.g.,

pukuttu (kali.38:4). Note that this adverbial participle form changes in modern Tamil as

pukuttj 'making ... enter.'

Also note that the non-past/non-completive marker for the non-causative stems

here is nothing, k, t, n, p, or v: e.g., pukum (kuru. 139:3); patukam (kali.64:9); vaika

(kuru.285:1); vaikum (narr.47:5); urutum (aka. 18:13); pukuta (pari.22:1l); patunar

(narr.240:8); pukupa (pura. 1 77:4); pukuvaj (pura.293:5). The non-past/non-completive

marker for the causative stems is nothing, kk, or pp: e.g., vaiiya (narr. 12:6); totiiya

(aka.394:1l); urukkum (pati.76:4); tapukkum (pati.51 :27); patukkuvaj (aka.60:15);
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(stem + tt)

mannuruttu t tuvara mutitta tukal aru mucci (tiru:25-26)

[mannurutt < man(nu) 'to wash' + uru 'to experience' + tt]

'dirtless hair which was washed and tied up as it dried'

(p)pi: Vowel-final stems here are open, disyllabic, and do not end with u.

In consonant-final stems, the final consonant is r, 1, or 1 among

which, r and 1 are preceded by a long vowel.

(stem + ppi)

onnutal pacappittore (aink.67:5)

[pacappi 'to cause lovesick pallor'

< paca 'to have lovesick pallor' + ppi]

'those (women) whose bright foreheads you caused to have (lovesick)

pallor'

neytal parappil pavai kitappi nin kuri vantanen (kuru.114:1-2)

I kitappi 'to lay' < kita 'to lie still' + ppi]

'I came for a rendezvous with you after laying down my doll in the

neytal bush'

vitukkum (narr.35:6); vaikkum (pura.190:2); patuppavar (kali.9:12).

Q

See "The Compound Verb Stem" for the use of uru as a second stem in such contexts.

Non-causative stems here take the past/completive marker (n)t and the adverbial participle

suffix u, while their causative counterparts take the past/completive marker tt or i and the

adverbial participle suffix u or i.

Also note that nothing, (k)k, (t)t, n, (p)p, or v is the non-past/non-completive

marker for the non-causative stems here: e.g., takim (kali. 67: 17); kitakkum (kuru.343:6);

ki tiit ti (pura.72:5); taniti (pura. 10:6); cerunar (pura.361 :10); kitappa (kali. 104:53);

kotpa (aink. 192:1); cervar (pari.5:78). The causative stems take the non-past/non-

completive marker (k)k or (p)p: e.g., uyarkkuvai (matu:131); vilkkum (pura.104:3);

talppikkum (pari.6:75); cerppa (aka.80:3); ayarppiya (kali. 120:12).
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(The i in the causative suffix ppi and the past/completive marker i

result in just one i: kitappi + i > kitappi.)

en ciruvanai k kal kali kattilil kitappi t tu vel aruvai porppittilate

(pura.286:3-5)

[por 'to cover oneself; porppi 'to cover '

'Alas! It (the gratitude owed to his chief) did not lay my young boy

on the stretcher (for corpses) and cover him with a pure white

cloth.'

aruku pati aka ampiyil talppikkum ... vaiyai (pari.6:75, 77)

[talppi 'to cause to delay' < tal 'to delay, procrastinate' + ppi]

'Although our town is close (to your town), the river Vaiyai causes

you to delay by means of the raft.'

(stem + pi)

valai kotpittan (kali. 145:57)

[kotpi < kol 'to spin, whirl' + pi]

'He made (my) bangles whirl.'

'He made my bangles become loose.'

'He caused lovesickness in me.'

vi: Vowel-final stems here are open, disyllabic, and do not normally end

with a. In consonant-final stems, the final consonant is r, 1, or 1 among

which, r and 1 are preceded by a long vowel. An enunciative u is

added to the stem-final consonant when the stem is monosyllabic.

Non-causative stems here take the past/completive marker (n)t or i and the adverbial

participle suffix u or i, while their causative counterparts take the past/completive marker tt

or i and the adverbial participle suffix u or i.
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(stem + vi)

arivippem kol ariviyem kol ena iru pal patta culcci (aka.52:10-11)

[arivi 'to let know, inform' < ari 'to know' + vi]

'twofold deliberation wondering whether to let (my mother) know

or let not know (about my love with a man)'

arukuvittu oruvarai akarralin . . . payan inru . . . kamam

(kali.142:2, 5)

[arukuvi < aruku 'to get close' + vi]

'Passion is not useful since it pushes away people having caused

them to get close.'

arivar uruviya allal (aka.98:26)

[uruvi 'to cause to experience' < uru 'to experience' + vi

'the agony which the wise man caused (me) to experience'

katalan nal er elil akam cervittal ennanrum vallatal vaiyai p punal

(parU2:73-75)

[cer 'to join'; cervittal 'to make join']

"The Vaiyai water is always capable of making (the woman) join

her lover's lovely handsome chest.'

Also note that nothing, k, t, n, p, or v is the non-past/non-completive marker for

these non-causative stems: e.g., ariyum (aka.195.14); arikuvar (pura.61:15); cerkam

ipura.255:6); aritum (kuru.40:3); arinai (pura.381:20); aripavar (kali. 125:3); arival

(aka.388:21). The causative stems take the non-past/non-completive marker kk, tt, or pp:

e.g., urukkum (aka.216:4); urutta (aka.224:12); arivippem (aka.52:10).
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makalir cutar talai k koluvi (kuri:224)

12

[koluvi < kol 'to take hold, receive' + u enunciative + vi]

'women made (the lamp) receive the flame on its head'

'women lit the lamps'

Formation mechanism: infinitive in a + cey/pannu/vai

Structure and Example

cey 'to do'

(infinitive + cey)

vala c ceyta nalvinai allatu alum kalai p punai piritu illai

(pura.367:10-11)

[vala infinitive < val 'to live, prosper, thrive' + a]

'At the time when one is lying low, there is no other raft (as

life-support) except the good actions which made one thrive.'

pannu 'to make'

(infinitive + pannu)

ventarai ... unanka p panni (pura.25:5, 6)

[unanka infinitive < unanku 'to dry up, wither, lose life' + a]

'making the (enemy) kings wither'

12 Some might derive kojuvi from kohivu + i.
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vai 'to remain'13

(infinitive + vai)

arum kalam tantu . . . netu nakar niraiya vaitta nin munnor

(pura.198.15-17)

[niraiya infinitive < nirai 'to fill up' + glide y + a]

'your ancestors who brought precious jewelry and made their vast

city fill with it'

1 Some may wonder about the meaning given here for vai 'to remain' because in modern

Tamil, it is understood as 'to put, place carefully.' However, classical Tamil contexts like

vaikiya 'that which remained' (kuru.9:2), as opposed to vaitta which is illustrated in the

present example, suggest that the tt in vaitta brings a causative/effective sense. Nevertheless,

many people may expect the form vaiku instead of vai to mean 'to stay, remain' in

classical Tamil. I take the ku in vaiku to be a formative suffix.
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THE PASSIVE STEM

GENERAL: The passive voice represents the subject as acted

upon. It gives a sense 'allow oneself to', 'get oneself verb(ed/en)', etc.

The stem which expresses the "passive voice" is here called the "passive

stem." The passive stem is conjugated like the compound verb stem.

FORMATION: The signification of the passive voice is expressed

in a variety of ways. The passive stem is derived in the following ways:

i See GreekGrammar, Smyth (1972:394). Caldwell (1875, reprint 1976:465, 469) notes:

"None of the Dravidian dialects possesses any passive particle or suffix, or any means of

expressing passivity by direct inflectional change; the signification of the passive voice is,

nevertheless, capable of being expressed in a variety of ways.

"The Dravidian languages, indeed, are destitute of passive properly so called, and

therefore, resist every effort to bring pad-u into general use. Such efforts are constantly

being made by foreigners, who are accustomed to passives in their own tongues, and fancy

that they cannot get on without them; but nothing sounds more barbarous to the Dravidian

ear than the unneccessary use of patu as a passive auxiliary. It is only when combined with

nouns that its use is thoroughly allowable."
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(i) by using the verb stem;

(ii) by suffixing one of the verb stems, un 'to experience, obtain,

enjoy, eat, consume', uru 'to experience, suffer', or patu 'to

experience, suffer, befall' to nominal stems. These verbs are

used as second stems in compound verb stems. See "The Com

pound Verb Stem" for information on the first stem and the

second stem;

(iii) by periphrasis: patu or peru 'to experience, obtain' is added to

an infinitive ending with (kk)a.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: using bare verb stem

nallar uruppelam kontu iyarriyal (kali.56:7-8)

[iyarriyal 'she, who was created' < iyarru 'to create']2

'she who was created with the limbs of all the lovely ones (women).'

nin veyyol (pura.222:2; 391:18)

[vey 'to like, desire']

'she, whom you like'

ni veyyolotu ... nerunal atinai punale (aka.6:7, 11)

[vey 'to like, desire']

'You bathed in the river yesterday with her, whom you like.'

2

In such participial nouns, the passive voice is expressed without being marked for

passive. The context alone determines the actual meaning.

Compare en veyyoj 'she, who likes me' (pura.l59:14).
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ancuvatu anca aranili allan (kali.42:26)

[ancuvatu 'that which has to be feared' < ancu 'to fear']

'He is not a virtueless person who does not fear what ought/has to

be feared.'

ayiram vittiyatu vilaiya (matu.11)

[vittiyatu 'what was sown' < vittu 'to sow']

'as what was sown grows in thousands'

varai kal yattatu vayin torum perukuvir (peru:133)

[yattatu 'that which was bound/tied' < ya 'to bind']

'At every place you will get the fried meat (of the animal) which

was bound to a post (when being raised).'

ceypa ellam ceytanan (pura.239:19)

[ceypa 'those which are done' < cey 'to do']

'He did all those which were to be done.'

Formation mechanism— nominal stem + un/uru/patu

Structure and Example

un 'to experience, obtain, enjoy, eat'

(nominal stem + un)

por tomi k kattuntar kai polva ... kantal (pari. 18:34-35)

[kattuntar < kattu 'binding' + untar 'those who experienced'

kattun < kattu (< kattu 'to tie, bind') + un]

'the kantal flowers which are like the bound hands of losers in the

war'
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purivunta punarcci (kali.142:1)

[purivunta < purivu 'intertwining' + unta 'that which experienced'

purivun < purivu (puri 'to intertwine') + un]

'union which has enjoyed the intertwining'

uru 'to experience, attain'

(nominal stem + uru)

alavurru k kuti kuva (kali. 10:5)

[alavurru 'experiencing grief;

alavuru < *alavu 'grief (ala 'to grieve') + uru]

'as the subjects experienced grief and screamed'

ivatke ceyvuru mantilam mai yappatu pol mai il val mukam pacappu

urumme (kali. 7:7-8)

[ceyvuru mantilam 'mantilam which experienced'

ceyvuru < *ceyvu 'the making' (cey 'to do, make') + uru]

'Lovesick pallor spreads on her flawless bright face as if darkness

is blended with the moon which was (man)made.'

patu 'to experience, befall, suffer'

(nominal stem + patu)

karantatuum kaiyotu kotpattam kantay (kali. 115:3)

[kotpatu 'to be caught';

kol 'holding, grabbing' (< kol 'to grab') + patu]

'We were caught with what we concealed, you see.'

kaay k konta num iyam toypatamal . . . vitarakam pukumin

(malai:365-366)

[toypatu 'to experience sagging';

toy 'sagging' (< toy 'to sag') + patu]
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'Enter the cliff (carefully so that) the musical instruments you are

carrying by hanging do not sag.'

Formation mechanism: infinitive ending with (kk)a + patu/peru

Structure and Example

patu 'to experience'

(infinitive in (kk)a + patu)

peey k koliiyal ival enappatutal (kuru.263:5)

[enappatu 'to be said'; ena infinitive (< en 'to say') + patu]

'to be said that she is possessed by a demon'

karutiyatu mutittalum kamurappatutalum (ciru:213)

[kamurappatu 'to be desired';

kamura infinitive (< kamuru 'to desire') + patu]

'accomplishing what (you) intended and to be desired'

avar vati vayin nirikappatine (kuru.395:8)

[ninkappatu 'to be left behind';

ninka infinitive (< ninku 'to leave, depart') + patu]

'if I am left behind as he leaves toward his place'

ni nayantu uraiyappattol (aink.370:3)

[uraiyappatu 'to be stayed over (with)';

uraiya infinitive (<urai 'to stay over') + patu]

'she with whom you stayed'

Note that kamuru itself has two components: kam 'desire, passion' + uru 'to feel,

attain.'
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(Note that urai 'to stay over' is not a verb that has a direct object.

Yet, the passive form uraiyappatu is used. Perhaps it shows the

influence of Sanskrit syntax?)

ival ... eru kolpavar allal tiru ma mey tintalar enru ... collal

tarappattaval (kali.W2:9-10, 12)

[tarappatu 'to be brought'; tara infinitive (< tar 'to bring') + patu]

'She is someone who was brought (over to this field) annnouncing

that no one except those who would take hold of the bull (in the bull

fight) could touch her lustrous dark body.'

(Note that the agent for the passive is in the instrumental: collal

'by words')

narai nalan unappatta nalkur petai (narr. 178:2-3)

[unappatu 'to be enjoyed'; una infinitive (< un 'to enjoy') + patu]

'the agonizing female whose loveliness was enjoyed by the male

crane'

pacalaiyal unappatta! (kali.48:16)

[unappatu 'to be eaten';

una infinitive (< un 'to eat, consume') + patu]

'she who is eaten by lovesick pallor'

(Note that the agent for the passive is in the instrumental: pacalaiyal

'by lovesick pallor')

kaippatukkappattay nl (kali.93:15)

I kaippatukka p patu 'to be made to be caught'

< kaippatukka + patu;

kaippatukka infinitive < kaippatu 'to befall inside one's hands;

be caught'; kaippatu < kai 'hands' + patu]

'You are caught! '
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(Note the double use of patu. One can interpret it also as a complex

sentence: 'You are caught [pattay ni], as you were caused to be

caught [kaippatukka].')

emmal viyakkappatuumor (pura. 197:9)

[viyakkappatu 'to be admired';

viyakka infinitive (< viya 'to admire') + patu]

'those who are admired by us'

(Note that the agent for the passive is in the instrumental: emmal

'by us')

peru 'to experience, obtain'

(infinitive in a + peru)

muntu vinai etir varapperutal kaniyar (pati.42:17)

[varapperu 'to experience the emerging';

< vara infinitive (< var 'to emerge, come, be within reach') +

peru]

'in order to see that the forthcoming war experiences an emergence'

'in order to see that a war is emerging'

ni emmai ventuval enru vilakkinai nin polvar tintapperupavo

(kali.94:6-8)

[tintapperu 'to be touched';

tinta infinitive (< tintu 'to touch') + peru]

'You intercepted us saying that you desired us. Will people like you

be (ever) touched (by us)?'
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uppu ilaa avi p pujukkal ... ilipirappinon iyapperru

(pura.363:12, 14)

[iyapperu 'to be given'; iya infinitive (< i 'to give') + peru]

'given the saltless twice-boiled rice by the low-born'
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THE PAST STEM

GENERAL: The form that a verb stem assumes to indicate that the

action or state indicated by the verb has a completive (or perfective

aspect) is here called the "past stem." The completive aspect does not

denote temporality. The past stem serves as a base for the adverbial

participle suffix u, past adjectival participle suffix a, PNG suffixes, the

comparative anna and enna, the quotative ena 'that', the conditional

suffix al/el, some nouns, certain particles, and the postposition u1i.

Modern scholars, who have discussed the notion of time and tense in Tamil, have come

increasingly to believe that Tamil, especially Early Old Tamil, reflects a verb system

indicating "perhaps a primary aspectual (and not temporal) dichotomy" (Zvelebil, quoted in

Sjoberg [1966:288]). See Ramasamy (1975) and Sjoberg (1968) for further discussions.

In a very few contexts, the past stem appears to be the same as the non-past stem, and n

intervenes between the suffix added to the stem: cf. anatu 'it became' (kali. 147:3). Some

have concluded that the past tense suffix has a "zero allomorph" and the n is a hiatus-filler

in such cases (cf. Zvelebil 1970:41). This study considers anatu and the only other similar

form in this period, pona (pari..22:11), as contracted forms of *ayinatu and *poyina

respectively, and takes y as the past/completive marker and in as an inflectional increment.

Cf. ayina 'they became' (pati. 13:19) and poyinar 'they went' (aink.320:4). See also "A
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Among them, the adverbial participle suffix, the comparative anna and

enna, the quotative ena, some nouns, certain particles, and the postposition

uli are added directly to the past stem. The conditional suffix al is added

directly to certain past stems while in intervenes between the past stem

and the suffix al in certain other situations. The conditional suffix el is

added directly to the past stem. The adjectival participle suffix and PNG

suffixes are added directly to the past stem, or an/in intervenes between

the past stem and the PNG. In some cases, this an/in seems to denote a

"present perfect" tense, but in most cases does not. Therefore, it could be

construed, after the tradition, as a cariyai "inflectional increment." Examples

of these occurrences are provided below.

See footnote 3 in "Adjectival Nouns or Appellative nouns" for an

explanation of an. See "The Adverbial Participle," "The Past Adjectival

Participle," "Past Personal Verbs," "Past Participial Nouns," and "The

Conditional" for specific examples of how the past stem is used.

FORMATION: Certain markers known as the "past tense markers,"

"past tense suffixes," or simply the "past markers" are suffixed to a verb

stem to make the latter a "past stem." It is preferable to call these

markers "completive aspectual markers" or simply, "completive markers."

The past/completive markers are i, y, t, tt, and nt. t, tt, and nt are

contextual variants of what can be understood just as a consonantal

marker which could be represented as *T.

See "Stem Classification on a Phonological Basis" where classical

Tamil stem-types are discussed. Among those, stems marked as Type (i)

and Type (ii) take the past/completive marker i or y. Type (iii/c) takes the

past/completive marker i. Stems which are marked as Type (a) take the

Note on the Verb an" for a discussion of the reduction in > n.
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past/completive marker (t)t or nt. Stems marked as Type (b) take the

past/completive marker tt or nt.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: stem + past/completive marker

PastlCompletive Marker Example

i:

The stem ends with a consonant. The marker i may be lengthened

when the stem contains a short vowel. When the marker i is not

lengthened, the final consonant is doubled in the stem containing the

short vowel. Otherwise, there is no change.

tioai unii ... kelal urarikum nan malai (aink.268:2, 3, 4)

[un 'to eat']

'the mountain where the pig sleeps having eaten the millet'

ciru puram putaiya vari (aka.8:16)

[var 'to comb']

'combing (the hair) so that (your) small back is covered'

tuvarku etiriya min (aka. 10:1-2)

[etir 'to react, respond']

'fish which reacted to the sprinkle'

ninnai yao collioa (kali.116:13)

[col 'to tell, reveal']

'what I told you'
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pirinturai valli cenru vinai ennuti ayin (aka.191 :11)

[val 'to be capable; skilled']

'If you are thinking about the task you would do by going away and

being capable of living away (from her), ...'

veliiyon ivan (pura.125:11)

[vel 'to conquer']

'He is the one who won.'

ce-v-viral koliiya ceri kel vilakkattu (netu:144)

[kol 'to take hold, grasp']

'the red colored brightness which she has put on (her) red finger'

'the red colored bright ring grasping her red finger'

'the red colored bright ring on her red finger'

pototu potuliya velai ven pu (pura.2 15:2-3)

[potul 'to crowd up']

'the white flowers of velai which was crowded with buds'

'the white velai flowers which were surrounded by buds'

cerppanai k kantay pola p putuvatu kavininai (kali. 128:6-7)

[kavin 'to adorn']

'You acquired fresh attractiveness as if you met with the man

from the sea-shore.'

'You look attractive as if you just had a rendezvous with the man

from the sea-shore.'

The stem ends with a vowel. The disyllabic stem is open with short

syllables. The stem-final vowel may be lengthened and/or a glide is

inserted between the stem and the suffix i. The stem-final a is

lengthened as ai, i is lengthened as i or ai, while u is lengthened as

ai very rarely. The marker i is added directly to the stem ending
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with I or ai. When the stem-final u does not become ai, it is deleted

and subsequently, the past/completive marker i is lengthened.

pantum inaiyaiyo ena vinavinaj yaye (narr.55:6-7)

[vinavi < vina 'to enquire' + glide v + i]

' "Were you like this in the past too?," enquired my mother.'

mellitin vinaii ... emar kurai kura (aka.300:15, 19)

[vina 'to enquire']

'as our kin enquire gently about yourself and make a request to

you'

'as our kin greet you gently and make a request to you'

kanicci pol kotu cii eru toluu p pukuttanar (kali. 101 :8-9)

[ci 'to whittle, sharpen, gather as pile']

'They sharpened the horns of the bulls (to look) like a trident and

made them enter the stall.'

totalai taii p punakkili katiyum purikan petai (kuru,142:1-2)

[tai 'to decorate, wear, put on']

'the innocent young woman who has put on a garland and chases

away the parrots in the millet field'

iyavar aranam kanatu matiram tulaiiya nanantalai p painnilam

(pati. 17:7-9)

[tula 'to stir up']

'the vast green land where people with musical instruments, without

refuge, stirred up (all) the directions'

mal ariku utaiya ... akal arai k kuvaii (kuri:97, 98)

[kuvi 'to pile up']

'piling up the overwhelming (flowers) on the wide rock'
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en ai valiya palave ... polantoti ceriiyone (narr.136:4, 9)

[ceri 'to be tight']

'May he prosper, my man, who made my bangles become tight.'

puli cettu veriiya pukar muka velam (aka.12:11)

[veru 'to shun']

'elephant with a speckled face which shunned (the verikai tree)

thinking it was a tiger'

tol nilai valiiya nin toti (narr.332:3-4)

[valu 'to slip']

'Your bracelets slipped from their original place.'

var mukil mulakkin mala kaliru mikii (pati.84:1 1)

[miku 'to be aroused, excited']

'young male elephants, excited like the roaring array of clouds'

valai lrntati vallitin vakaii (narr. 120:5)

[vaku 'to split']

'splitting the juicy stalk of the plantain tree'

(Note that the stem-final u changed to ai.)

kal irukiruka t tal itii (pari.lO:1l)

[itu 'to put down, drop'; kal 'lower part of the waist ornament']

'putting the locket so that the lower part is tightened'

tuyaram uriiyinal emme . . . ival lnra taye (narr.8:5, 10)

[uru 'to experience']

'Her mother who gave birth to her made us experience grief.'

'Her mother who gave birth to her caused us grief.'
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1:

The stem is non-monosyllabic and ends with a vowel. The disyllabic

stem has a long vowel and/or a closed syllable. The stem-final

vowel is deleted if it is u. There is no other change.

pannirai urtiyotu nalkiyone (pura.399:31-32)

[nalku 'to give away, provide']

'He gave away many cattle with a cart.'

atu kettu t talai iraincinale annai (narr. 147:10-1 1)

[iraincu 'to stoop, bow']

'Our mother listened to it and bowed her head.'

elutiyanna koti (aka.297:13)

[elutu 'to write, paint']

'the vine that looked like it was painted'

(An instance of past/completive stem eluti + anna.)

nerunai em mun tappiyon tampiyotu . . . nalai c ceykuven amar

(pur a.304A -5, 6)

[tappu 'to wrong']

'I shall wage war with the younger brother of the man who wronged

my older brother yesterday.'

kavin vati ... neytarpu c campum pulattarikan (patt:10-12)

[vatu 'to wither']

'in the region where the neytal flowers wilt losing their abundant/fas

cinating beauty'

putalvan tay avan puram kavaiiyinale (kuru.359:6)

[kavai 'to embrace']

'His son's mother embraced his back.'
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tt3:

Certain monosyllabic stems and disyllabic stems ending with a, i, i,

u, u, ai, o, o, y, r, 1, 1, and 1 take this marker. The past/completive

marker tt and the stem-final consonant 1 assimilate and result in tt.

Similarly, stem-final 1 and the following past/completive marker tt

assimilate and result in it.

puttanru peruma ni katta nate (pati. 13:28)

[ka 'to shield, protect']

'The country that you protected will (certainly) flourish.'

kalavum pulittana (aka.394:1)

[puli 'to become tart, sour']

'The kalavu fruits too have become tart.'

irumpu vatittanna karum-kai-k-kanavan (aka. 172:6)

[vati 'to cast, mould']

3

This marker tt does carry a causative/effective significance as opposed to the marker nt.

One cannot always find a non-causative form in nt corresponding to every verb form that

has tt as its past/completive marker. In such cases, the form with tt as its past/completive

marker seems at least to have an object: e.g., muj ututta katu 'the jungle which rises

wrapping the thorns around' (peru:184). Or the verb form with tt as the past/completive

marker seems to contain the stem which has resulted from mutation: e.g., niruttu 'making

... stand' (peru:344). Here, niru reflects stem mutation: niru 'to make stand, stay' < nil 'to

stand.'

However, a case like viyarttanen 'I perspired' (kuru.84:1) is no doubt enigmatic,

because it does not seem to have a causative/effective significance and yet contains the

marker tt. Such verbs perhaps conveyed a different semantic significance in old Tamil than

how they are understood in modern Tamil.

Some might consider the past/completive marker to be t rather than tt in such cases: cf

Hart and Hart (1979:119) and P.S. Subrahmanyam (1971:106-107).
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'the forest man who has strong/dark arms as if (they are) cast in

iron'

atal nin akattu atakki c catal nlrika emakku ittanai (pura.91 :10-1 1)

[i to give']

'You concealed the (fact of) prosperity in you(r self) and gave (the

fruit) to me so my weariness would leave.'

perum peyar mannarkku oppa manai vakuttu (netu:78)

[vaku 'to define, specify']

'specifying the land appropriate for kings with great names'

cella c celvam mikuttanai (pura. 160:27)

[miku 'to abound, increase']

'You increased riches which do not vanish.'

muj ututtu elu katu (peru:184-185)

[utu 'to wear, wrap around']

'the jungle which rises surrounded by thorns'

vaikarppu elunta mai patu parappin etutteru (pati.41 :22-23)

[etu 'to arouse, lift']

'arousing and tossing (the enemies) in the dark surface (of the

sea) where constant tumult was rising'

(An instance of past stem etutt + verbal noun eru < eri 'to toss.')

cerrorai vali taputtanan (pura.239:4)

[tapu 'to destroy']

'He destroyed the descendants of his adversaries.'

karuttor uru muran (pati.66:9-10)

[karu 'to be angry']

'severe/intense hostility of those who were angry'
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kuli niruttu ompiya kuruntal errai (peru:344)

[niru 'to make stay/stand']

'the short-legged male (animal) which was made to stay in a pit

and shielded'

puli putta pulal kalampi (ciru:134)

[pu 'to spread (like flowers)']

'hollow stemmed mushroom that spread on the dust'

evan kol enru ninaikkalum ninaittilai (nan-.297:5)

[ninai 'to think, consider']

'You did not even think what the reason was.'

nallorkku ottanir nlyir ihto celvarku ottanam yam (aka.26:19-20)

[o 'to be agreeable']

'You are agreeable to (other) lovely women. Here, we (hon.) are

agreeable to our darling son.'

celvar ... putalvar ciru tol kotta ... parai (narr.58:1-2)

[ko 'to hang with a string']

'drums which the male children of wealthy people hung on their

shoulders'

maravar pakali mayttena marurikul nunukiya pee mutir natukal

(aka.297:6-7)

[may 'to lose luster, fade, mar, wear out']

'the frightening hero-stone whose sides are thinned, worn out by

the warriors' arrows'

(An instance of past stem maytt + ena 'thus, so that.')

yan viyarttanen (kuru.84:1)

[viyar 'to perspire']

'I perspired.'
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putalvanum poytal karranan (narr. 166:7)

[kal 'to mature by experience, learn'; karr < kal + (t)t]

'(our) male child also has learned to play'

corratuum parral niram tirintal (pari. 12:52)

[col 'to reveal'; corr < col + (t)t]

'she did not hold on to what (he) told and became pale'

palam ulttu p payam pakarvu ariya mayariku aril mutu pal

(pura.381:8-9)

[0l 'to ripen']

'old desolate place with crowded vines where fruits are mature but

the informing/announcement of the yield is unknown'

nl kantanaiyo kantar k kettanaiyo (kuru.75:1)

[kel 'to hear; be audible'; kett < kel + (t)t]

'Did you see or did you hear from those who saw?'

entaiyum kotukka ena vetteme (aink.6:6)

[vel 'to wish for'; vett < vel + (t)t]

'We wished that our father also would give us away (in marriage).'

t:

Certain disyllabic stems ending with u preceded by k, t, r, or 1, all

the stems ending with n, certain monosyllabic stems ending with y,

some monosyllabic and all the disyllabic stems ending with 1, certain

stems ending with 1, and all the stems ending with n take this

marker."

5

Historically, it seems, when the consonantal type of past/completive marker (*T) was

innovated, roots which ended with n but did not take the formative suffix u took the

past/completive marker t. Stems with the formative suffix u retained the past/completive
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When the consonant preceding the stem-final u is k, t, or r, the

stem-final is deleted. Then, the past-marker assimilates to the stem-

final k, t, and r: k + t > kk; t + t>tt;r + t> rr.6

When the monosyllabic stem has a consonant other than y as its

final, the final consonant and the past/completive marker are as

similated: n + t > nt; 1 + t > nr; 1 + t > nt; n + t > nr.

en mukam nokki nakkanan (kuri:183)

[naku 'to smile, chuckle'; naku + t > nakk]

'He looked at my face and smiled.'

entaiyum nil nira p perum katal pukkanan (kuru.269:3-4)

[puku 'to enter, go into'; puku + t > pukk]

'My father also went onto the big blue-colored sea.'

pulavar nunnitin kayiru ittu (netu:76)

[itu 'to put down, lay down'; itu + t > itt]

'The learned people laid down the rope carefully and ...'

marker i: e.g., pen(u)'to cherish, nurture' + i > peni (ciru:244), whereas man 'to be

glorious' + t > mant (cf. mantana pati.l 9 :27).

This particular analysis follows Zvelebil (1970:40) who gives examples of some of

these changes: cutu > cuttu; miku > mikku; peru > perra. In fact, the same process can be

understood as stem mutation. See "Morphophonemics" for stem mutation.

If stem mutation is taken as the process which produces kk from k, tt from t, and

rr from r in certain contexts, then it would be helpful to explain forms like cettor 'carcasses;

those who are dead' (pura.240.8) as derived from cetu 'to rot; lose life', instead of

positing an irregular root *ca 'to die.' See 5.8 in "Morphophonemics" for more examples

of this kind.
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viruntin valkkaiyotu peruntiru arrena (pati.71 :19)

[aru 'to sever']

'since great prosperity severed due to strange living'

(An instance of past stem arr + ena 'thus, so.')

cunai-p-pu k kurru (kuru. 142:1)

[kuru 'to pick'; kuru + t > kurru]

'picking flowers from the pool'

maru porutu ottiya pukalvin (kuri:135)

[poru 'to match, fight']

'the pride of having matched and driven away the enemy'

tal nilal marurikil anukupu kuruki t tolutu mun nirkuvir ayin

(poru:149-150)

[tolu 'to worship, bow']

'if you would approach the shadow of his feet and stand in front of

him having done obeisance'

niyum kantu numarotum enni arivarintu alaval ventum (narr.32:5)

[kan 'to see']

'You must see it for yourself, think it over along with your kin, and

discuss it knowing what needs to be known.'

perum pan kaval puntena (narr.40:3)

[pun 'to wear']

'as the big bard took on (the task of) guarding'

(An instance of past stem punt + ena 'thus.')

nllal munril nila ural peytu (peru:96)

[pey 'to pour']
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'pouring (the paddy) into the mortar made in the ground in the

shady porch'

eri kanranna puficinai (malai:498)

[kal 'to spurt, emit']

'flowering branch which looks like it is emitting flame'

(An instance of past stem kanr + comparative anna.)

verikai koykuvam cenruH (aka.48:6)

[cel to go']

'when we went to pick verikai flowers'

(An instance of past stem cenr + postposition uli.)

konmu maka vicumpin natuvu ninrariku (pura.35:17-18)

[nil 'to stand']

'as if the rain cloud stayed in the center of the heavenly skies'

(An instance of past stem ninr + particle anku.)

ceru p pukanru etutta ... netum koti (tiru:67)

[pukal 'to announce, declare']

'tall flag which was raised announcing war'

tuvarai antu (pura.201:10)

[al 'to rule over']

'ruling over (the city of) Tuvarai'

vicumpu utan iruntu vemmai nlrika (aka.283:H)

[irul 'to darken']

'as it darkened all over the sky and the heat was gone'
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aymakal tayir kotu vanta tacumpu (pura.33:2-3)

[kol 'to take hold, receive']

'the pot in which the shepherdess held the yogurt and brought'

'the pot in which the shepherdess brought the yogurt'

ilantalir koytu kontu (pura.159:10)

[kol 'to take hold']

'picking young fresh leaves and holding (on to)/carrying them'

'picking young fresh leaves and hooking on to them'

nitu valka enru yan netum katai kuruki (pura.237:1)

[nij 'to extend']

'I approached his tall front yard praising "May you live long" and

cinnal anranai aku (aka.325:14)

[an 'to be content']

'Be contented for a few days.'

inru nal ulanta mel natai mata p piti (aka.85:6)

[in 'to give birth']

'gently walking naive female elephant which has given birth and is

exhausted for the day'

kilai k kavinru elutarum kil nlr c ce-v-arumpu (tiru:29)

[kavin 'to adorn, fascinate']

'red buds which rise up in the low waters adorning the branches'

nt:

Certain monosyllabic stems and disyllabic stems ending with a, i, i,

u, e, ai, o, o, y, r, and I take this marker. In the case of the stems

var 'to come (about)', tar 'to bring (about)', *allar 'to be filled
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with distress' (al 'distress' + ar 'to be full'), *malar 'to be full of

bewilderment or laziness' (mal 'bewilderment, laziness, stupor' +

ar 'to be full'), the stem-final r is lost in the process.

nir ara varanta nirampa nil itai (aka.53:5)

[vara 'to turn dry']

'endlessly long path which has grown dry without water'

atu viyantanen toli . . . vatuvai enru avar vanta nanre

(narr386:8,10)

[viya 'to admire, adore']

'When he came to marry you, I admired it.'

maram talai karintu nilam payam vata (aka. 169:1)

['kari 'to be scorched']

'as the tree tops were scorched and the yield on the ground withered'

acai natai p petai melintilal (kuru.182:6-7)

[meli 'to be weary, grow thin']

'the poor young staggering woman is not weary'

ventu ... vakxi vintu uku porkkalattu atum ko (pati.56:7-8)

[vi 'to perish']

'the king who dances in the battlefield where (enemy) kings fall

down, their prosperity having perished'

maral vakuntu totutta cem pOri kanni (pura.264:2)

[vaku 'to split, divide']

'the garland of red flowers strung by split maral fibre'
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ventu aru ponnin anti puppa (aka.71:6)

[ve 'to steam up, be hot']

'as dusk spread like gold that has been melted and is cooling off

centa ceyalai (malai:160)

[ce 'to become red']

'the ceyalai leaves which turned red'

var kulai kalaintena (netu:139)

[kalai 'to remove']

'since (she) removed (her) long earrings'

(An instance of past stem kalaint + quotative infinitive ena 'that,

thus.')

takai pera mukainta ... vana mulai (aka.177:18)

[mukai 'to grow like buds']

'beautiful breasts which have grown properly (like buds)'

nontu nontu . . . unkan pavai alitaru vellam nlntum nale

(narr. 177:8-10)

[no 'to suffer internally']

'the time when I repeatedly suffer internally and the apple of my

attractive eye swims in destructive flood of tears'

puram pontu (netu:172)

[po 'to go']

'going outside'

Some might consider centa as derived from civanta 'that which is red.'
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valavan valpu ayntu ura (narr.11:8)

[ay 'to select']

'as the capable charioteer selected the reins and rode'

allantan pola p peyamtan (kali.1 11:21)

[alla(r) 'to be distressed/grieved'

< al 'distress, darkness' + ar 'to be full']8

'He moved away as if he was distressed.'

kotu varntanna ven pu t talai (narr.203:4)

[var 'to split straight, comb, straighten']

'the screw pine with white flowers which appear as if (it was a)

white conch split straight'

(An instance of past/completive stem varnt + anna 'like')

eri cinam tavalnta irum katarru atai mutal (aka.75:4)

[taval 'to spread, diffuse']

'at the root of the dense dark forest where scorching flames spread

out'

pitiyotu kaliru punarntenna kuru netum tumpotum mulavu p punarntu

icaippa (aka.301:16-17)

'the short pipes and the long pipes sounded together with the drums

as if a bull elephant joined its female elephant'

(An instance of past/completive stem punarnt + enna 'like, as if)

y:

Here, the stem has open syllables and ends with a short vowel

other than u or with a long vowel other than i or ai. The stem-final

See "The Compound Verb Stem" for a discussion of this type of stem.
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short vowel a is lengthened. The stem-final long vowel may or may

not be lengthened further.

nl cernta il vinayinan terotu tiritarum pakan (kali.68. 16-17)

[vina 'to enquire']

'the driver who wanders with his chariot enquiring about the house

you have reached'

aru vanappu eyta alar tayina (aink.483:1)

[ta 'to spread']

'The flowers spread and (so) the path attained beauty.'

avil pu mutiyinal (narr.42 :1 1 )

[ muti 'to tie up']

'she (who) tied up the slipping/loose flowers'

uruva p pal pu t tOuy (tiru:241)

[tu 'to scatter']

'(they) scattered many colorful flowers, and ...'

avanai aku ena eyal man yayum (narr.134:5-6)

[e 'to command, order']

'Mother also ordered "Be there." '

q

In these examples, what precedes the y is the stem. Here, the y is taken as the "past/com

pletive marker" instead of as a glide or hiatus-filler. The reason is that the adverbial

participles of these stems end with i or y. A good attested example is eey < e 'to

command, order' (pari. 11: 13). See also note 3 in "Past Personal Verbs."

Perhaps it is better to consider y as a variant of i in these contexts, because i and y

have been found to be interchangeable in word-final position (cf. Tolkappiyam, ehittatikaram,

Ilampuranam, Rule 58). For an analysis of y as a hiatus-filler, see Zvelebil (1970:41).
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pal viyar am tukil talaiyil tutaiyinal (narr.120:7-8)

[tutai 'to wipe']

'She wiped her perspiration with the end of her fine clothing.'

ilampatu kalai ayinum pulampal poyinru putta en katumpu

(pura.380:15-16)

[po 'to go']

'Although it was a time of having nothing, loneliness was gone from

my wide spread group (of kith and kin).'

pooya vantinal pul enra turai (kali. 134:7)

[po 'to go']

'waterfront which was lifeless because of the honeybees that left

(the flowers)'

'waterfront which was lifeless because the honeybees had left (the

flowers)'
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THE NON-PAST STEM

GENERAL: See also "The Past Stem." The form that a stem

assumes to indicate that the action or state referred to by the verb/noun

underlying the stem has an incompletive (or imperfective) aspect is here

called the "non-past stem." The action/state indicated by the verb/noun

might be in progress or forthcoming. Certain markers which indicate this

kind of incompletive aspect of the action are normally known as the

"non-past tense markers," "non-past tense suffixes," or "present tense

markers." These markers are here called the "non-past markers" or

"non-completive markers."

Depending upon the non-past/non-completive marker it contains,

the non-past stem serves as a base for non-past adjectival participle

suffix, PNG suffixes, the comparative anna, the postpositions alavai and

uli, infinitive suffix, the conditional suffix in/il, the comparative anna,

certain nouns and particles, the marker inum that signifies the senses

'although' and 'even if, and all the negative forms.

See "The Non-Past Adjectival Participle," "Non-Past Personal

Verbs," "Non-Past Participial Nouns," "The Infinitive," "The Conditional,"
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"The Concessive of Fact," "The Concessive of Supposition," and the

chapters on negative forms such as the negative personal verbs and

negative participial nouns to find out how the non-past stem is used.

Examples of nouns and postpositions added to the non-past stem are

given below with others.

Formation: There are three ways to derive a non-past stem:

(i) by using the bare verb stem;

(ii) by suffixation: one of the non-past/non-completive markers

(k)k, (t)t, fi/n, (p)p, m, or v is added to the bare stem;

(iii) by periphrasis:

a) adding (k)kil 'to be able' to the bare stem;

b) adding iru 'to sit, remain', nil 'to stand, stay', or

(k)kita 'to lie still' to a verbal participle (adverbial

participle or infinitive) ending with a;

c) adding nil to an infinitive ending with uu.

Traditional commentators identify iru, nil, and kita as signifying a "present" time, but

do not specify that they follow a verbal participle ending with a or uu: cf. Tolkappiyam,

collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam: 131-132, Rule 202.

What is really happening is that the a or uu which ends the participle is, in fact, the

suffix which marks the non-completive aspect of the action/state indicated by the verb root

underlying the participle. But whenever the verb which immediately follows the participle

happens to indicate a steady state like iru, nil, or kita, referring to specific states of being

such as sitting down (iru), standing up (nil), and lying still (kita), the grammarians do not

comment on the uu, but separate the suffix a from the participle and group it together with

the following verb (iru, nil, or kita in their subsequently conjugated forms) and refer to the

resulting combination (ayiru, anil, or akita) as "the present tense marker": cf. Nannul,

Rule 143, which includes aninru in the list of present tense affixes like kinru and kiru.

Noticing that not only nil but iru and kita also participate in this process, the commentators

add them to the list of items indicating the "present" time: cf. Tolkappiyam, collatikaram,
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See "The Infinitive" for the use of a and uu and "A Note on the Verb a"

for more information on a.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: Using bare verb stem.

With some exceptions, monosyllabic verb stems and disyllabic stems

are used as their respective non-past/non-completive stems if the verb

underlying the stem is non-causative/affective. That is, the action indicated

by the verb has no object or it affects the subject.

Some of the obvious exceptions are pu 'to spread (like red blossoms)',

kal 'to mature', nil 'to stand', kol 'to spin', nata 'to walk', para 'to fly',

Cenavaraiyam:131-132, Rule 202.

Things would be much simpler if one would take the verbal participle suffixes a

and Qu as the actual markers of the incompletive aspect and consider the verbs (iru, nil, and

kita) which follow such participles to be separate.

Now, ayirunt < a + y + iru + nt; aninr < a + nil + t; uuninr < uu + nil + t;

akkitant < a + k + kita + nt; kinr < kil + t; kirp < kil + p. This analysis would tell us

that the t or nt which follows iru, nil, kita, or kil signifies an incompletive aspect of the

action/state, while the p(p) in the same place indicates a forthcoming aspect of the action/state

underlying the verb roots preceding a, uu as well as iru, nil, kita, and kil.

As a literary reference to get the semantics of iru and kita, consider kuru.370:2-5.

This poem describes how the lovers exist as two bodies appearing to have two sides if they

sit together (iruppin) and how they appear to have only one side when they are lying still

(kitappin): uranotu iruppin iru marurikiname 'We have two sides if I sit up with the

Uran'; kitappin villaka viralil porunti avan nallakam cerin oru marurikiname 'If I am lying

still with him, we join like the ring on a finger; and we have only one side if I join his

lovely chest/if he joins my lovely chest.'

Commentators give a different interpretation for nallakam in kuru.370:5 to mean

'good home' which differs from my interpretation 'good chest.' Nevertheless, the point is

to understand that iru and kita in classical Tamil refer to two specific steady states.
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and iru 'to remain, sit' which take the suffix (k)k or (p)p. And the verb

ninai 'to think' is used with or without the suffix kk.

Marker Example

Nothing: PNG or other suffixes are added directly to the verb stem, with

a glide intervening occasionally

pari y utai vayariku tal pantin tava (narr.249:7)

[ta 'to leap']

'as the pacing brisk feet of the horse leap like a ball'

mafinai . . . nanantalai pulampa k kuum (kuru.391 :7, 8-9)

[ku 'to screech']

'The peacocks are screeching as the vast region resounds.'

velam ... tam kuluvotu punarntu pom kunru (kali.25:9, 10-11)

[po 'to go, proceed']

'hill through which the elephants proceed with their group'

tolitai muyakkam niyum veyyai (aka. 1 12:10)

[vey 'to like, desire']

'You also desire the embracing between (your and your lover's)

shoulders.'

innum ... ullen (pura.365:7, 9)

[ul 'to exist']

'I still exist.'

uran kotumai nani nallan enrum yame allan ennum en tata men tole

[en 'to say, utter'] (aink.11 :2-4)
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'Ashamed of the Uran's cruelty, I say "He is a good person"; My

soft curvaceous shoulders say "He is not." '

viluppun tanimar kappu ena ... koticciyar patal (malai:303, 304)

[tani 'to heal']

'hill-women's singing as protection to heal the wounds of war

heroes'

ninaiyum kalai nlyum ... avarkku anaiyai allai (pura2 13:7-8)

[ninai 'to think']

'Come to think of it, you too are not like that for him.'

kll nlran min valankuntu (pura.396:1)

[valanku 'to move around']

'The fish move around in the low waters.'

ana c cirumaiyal ivalum tempum (kuri:26)

[tempu 'to sob']

'She too is sobbing, feeling down endlessly.'

Formation mechanism: suffixation

stem + non-past/non-completive marker (k)k/n/(t)t/n/(p)p/m/v

Monosyllabic stems and disyllabic stems take the non-past/non-

completive marker kk, tt, or pp when the action underlying the

verb is transitive/effective. That is, the action indicated by the verb

has an object or it affects someone/something other than the subject.

Although they are not intrinsically transitive/effective, some excep

tional stems like pu 'to spread (like red blossoms)', nata 'to walk',
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para 'to fly', oli 'to sound', and iru 'to sit, remain' take the non-

past/non-completive marker kk, tt, or pp instead of k, t, p, or v.

Monosyllabic stems and disyllabic stems take the marker k, t, p, or

v when the action underlying the verb is non-causative/affective.

That is, the action indicated by the verb has no object or it affects

the subject. Although they are transitive/effective, stems like nukar

'to enjoy' take the marker k, t, p, or v instead of kk, tt, or pp.

The non-past/non-completive marker (t)t is restricted to preceding

the first person plural suffix um and the second person singular and

plural suffixes. There is only one exception, pukutum (third person

neuter singular), which is treated below. The non-past/non-completive

markers n, n, and m are restricted to adjectival and participial

nouns.

An enunciative u, which might be considered as a formative suffix,

is added to some consonant-final stems before adding the non-

past/non-completive marker. When (k)k is the non-past/non-

completive marker, the u follows it. Also the glide v intervenes

between that marker with u and the PNG suffix that does not begin

with u.

2

kk varies with pp:

irukkuven (kali.142:32) vs. iruppen (kali.75:23)

k varies with v and nothing:

celkuvai (pura.l60:14) vs. celvai (pura.l03:5)

pokum (kali.22:20) vs. pom < po + um (kali.25:1l)
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Marker Structure and Example

(k)k:

valu inru pajakiya kilamaiyar akinum (pura.216:3)

[a 'to be']4

'although they have the claim to have been flawlessly acquainted

with'

pirivu nalum pala akuva (kuru. 104:5)

[a 'to be']

'The days of separation are becoming many.'

kati narai pukaii k kakkam vammo katal am toli (pura.281:6-7)

[ka 'to protect']

'My loving friend, come, let us burn protective fragrant things and

protect (the warrior's wounds from the animals).'

kal atar k kavalai pokin ... arum tuyar tarum ival pani var kanne

(aka.77:12, 19)

[po 'to go']

'If you go through the intersection / forked way which is full of

stony paths, her tearful eyes will give intense grief.'

cutar kay curam pokum nummai (kali.22:20)

[po 'to go']

'you who are going to (go through) the forest where the sun is

burning hot'

4 Some might take the stem to be aku 'to become.'
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muruval in nakai kankam (narr.81:9)

[kan 'to see']

'Let us see (her) sweet bright smile.'

'We shall see (her) sweet bright smile.'

ceru p pala ceykuvai (pati.36:14)

[cey 'to do, make']

'You make many wars.'

katun cul tarukuval ninakke (aka.110:5)

[tar 'to provide, give')]

'I shall give you a serious promise.'

(Notice the enunciative u.)

inne varukuvan olikka avarku itame (pura.216:12)

[var 'to come')]

'He will come now. Leave a place for him.'

(Notice the enunciative u.)

celkuvai ayin nalkuvan peritu (pura.160:14)

[cel 'to go, leave for a destination']

'If you will go he will give you a great deal (of gifts).'

irantu cel makkatku ini itan inri p parantu icai nirka p patinan

(pura.l26:12-13)

[nil 'to stay, continue to exist']

'Without leaving an opportunity for the suppliants (to beg elsewhere),

he sang (of you) so that your fame spreads and stays (for ever).'

kulaviyotu pacu maral katkum kantal veli c cirukuti (kuru.100:2-3)

[kal 'to weed, pick']

'(people of the) small residences with kantal fences where (they)

weed out wild jasmines and fresh green maral bushes'
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nin manaiyol ketkin varuntuval perite (aink.81 :4, 5)

[kel 'to hear']

'If your wife hears (of it) she will grieve very much.'

unoli aravam tanum ketkum (pura. 173:4)

[kel 'to be audible']

'The noise of (people getting) food is audible.'

ivar yar enkuval allal (narr.6:6)

[en 'to say']

'She will not ask "Who are these people?" '

ninnai valipattu irakkuven vantanen (kali.143:23-24)

[ira 'to beg, request']

'I came to worship and beg of you.'

tan Or k karurikai k kollanai irakkum tiruntilai netuvel vatitticin

enave (pura. 180:1 1-13)

[ira 'to beg, request']

'He would beg his town's adept smith to make a long spear with a

perfect leaf-like tip.'

puravin ceval ... verikai ... putu p pu p parantana natakka yam

kantanam (narr.384:l, 7-8)

[nata 'to walk']

'We (hon.) saw the male pigeon walking on the scattered fresh

verikai flowers.'

paruntu parakkalla p parval pacarai (matu:231)

[para 'to fly']

'war camp with an excellent view where vultures cannot fly'

(Note that the word parval in the example is taken as par 'seeing'

+ val 'capable'.)
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marakka vitumo nin mamai k kavine (airik.470:5)

[mara 'to forget']

'Will your attractive dark complexion let/allow (him to) forget

(you)?'

kaliye ciru vel uppin kollai carri p perum kal nannattu uman olikkuntu

(pura.386:16-17)

[oli 'to sound']

'The backwater announces the abundance of small white rock salt,

whereas the salt merchants make a noise (about it) in the big

mountain country.'

initu utan kalikkil ilamai inital amma (aink.415:3-4)

[kaji 'to pass']

'Youth is sweet, indeed, if (one) spends it pleasantly with (one's

companion).'

titinmai teyvattal kanti telikku (kali.91:7-8)

[teli 'to clarify, verify, reassure']

'Witness the harmlessness, by god, I reassure you.'

ninaikkum kalai marutkai utaitte (pura.217:l)

[ninai 'to ponder, think']

'Come to think of it, it is amazing!'

ancal ompu nin ani nalam nukarku (kuri:181)

[nukar 'to enjoy']

5

Cf. ninaiyum (pura.213:7).
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'Prevent fearing. Let me enjoy your beautiful loveliness.'

'Stay away from fearing. Let me enjoy your beautiful loveliness.'

manaikkoli p paim payir inane ... nirkkoli k kuy p peyarkkuntu

(pura.395:9, 11)

[peyar 'to move']

'The group of crying domestic fowls inviting their mates call out to

the water fowls and arouse them.'

n:

ar afiar urunar aru niram cutti k kur ehku erinar (aka.71:1 1-12)

[eri 'to toss, throw']

'those who throw sharp spears pointing the dear chest of those

who are in deep pain'

(t)t:

cattan maynta pinrai mullaiyum puttiyo ollaiyur natte (pura.242:5-6)

[pu 'to blossom']

'O jasmine, dare you to bloom in his Ollaiyur country after Cattan

has died?'

O jasmine, have you dared to bloom in his Ollaiyur country after

Cattan has died?'

corutai k kaiyar viru viru iyarikum irurikilai c ciraar k kantum

(pura.l 73:8-9)

[kan 'to notice, look at']

'We are looking at the large group of young children who walk

briskly with rice in their hands.'

kanam irappa ennutir ayin (aka.5:15-16)

[ennu < en 'to think, intend']

'if you intend to cross the forest'

[Notice the enunciative u.]
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yam avaninrum varutum (ciru:143)

[var 'to come']

'We are coming from there.'

[Notice the enunciative u.]

ival anariku urranai pori (aink.58:3)

[pol 'to resemble, be like']

'You look as if you are experiencing her affliction.'

kettutum pani ... murukan ... paraiikunru (pari.8:81-82)

[kett causative of kel 'to hear, be audible']

'We make rhythmic beats audible on Murukan's Pararikunru.'

[Notice the enunciative u.]

uran kotumai nani nallan enrum yame allan ennum eo tata men tole

(aink.l 1 :2-4)

[en 'to say, utter']

'Ashamed of the Uran's cruelty, I say, "He is a good person." My

soft curvaceous shoulders say "He is not." '

pulattiyal emme (aka.39:25)

[pula 'to sulk']

'You are sulking with me.'

pulavuti mato nlye palaral attai nio kuri iruntore (pura.219:3-4)

[pula(vu) 'to sulk, be frustrated']

'You are frustrated. There are many people who are with you (in

this).'

6

The form kettutum is one of its kind. Parimelalakar, the earliest commentator on this

text, translates kettutum as 'Let us create.' I have taken kett to be the archaic

causative form of kej 'to hear; be audible.' See "The Causative Stem" for information on

deriving causative stems by stem mutation.
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nam ilam akutal aritum ... cerppanotu nakaa urike (narr.299:6, 9)

[ari 'to know']

'We know that we become nothing when we do not rejoice with

the man from the seashore.'

avan tanaiyin . . . pona nilam ellam por ar vayal pukuta

(pari.22:9, 1 0-1 1)

[puku 'to enter']

'like his army, as and wherever it went, the flood entered the fields

filled with haystacks'

yanai ... kulavi ... ur an kanrotu pukutum natan (narr.171:1, 3, 5)

[puku 'to enter']

'The man from the country where elephant calves enter the village

along with the calves of the cows.'

(Note that the non-past/non-completive marker t precedes the third

person PNG um.)

airikuntal nal akam porunti oliyin varumai ancuti (aka.123:6-7)

[ancu 'to fear']

'You are afraid of (the possible) poverty if you stayed (home

without seeking wealth) leaning on the lovely chest of (your) woman

with five-fold tresses.'

nallarivu utaiyor nalkuravu ullutum peruma yam (pura. 197:17-18)

[ulju 'to remember']

'We remember the poverty of those who are wise.'

akariro em ayam vittu (poru:123)

[akal 'to depart, go away']

'Do you dare to go away leaving our group?'
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.7.

cenmo peruma em vilavu utai nattu ena yam tan ariyunam aka

(pura.381 :5-6)

[ari 'to know']

'As we informed him "We shall now go to our festive country", ...'

As we said to him "We shall now go to our festive country" and

waited to know of his response, ...'

kanunar vayaam katku in ceyarrin (malai:476)

[kan 'to look at, view']

'long river, pleasing to the eye, and which is sought by those who

look at it ...'

[Notice the enunciative u.]

ariyal arkai van kai vinainar (pati.62:16)

[vinai 'work, task']

'work men, with strong hands, who drink toddy'

torutta vayal aral piralnavum eru poruta ceru ulatu vittunavum

(pati.13.1-2)

[piral 'to wallow'; vittu 'to sow']

'manured fields in which the aral fish wallow; and muddy lands

where bulls fought and seeds are sown without ploughing'

Some might consider this n to be a "hiatus-filler" (cf. Zvelebil 1967:31). It occurs in the

slot (following the stem and preceding the PNG) where a past/completive marker would

occur. Therefore, I am reluctant to treat it as a hiatus-filler in verb forms. Also see P.S.

Subrahmanyam (1971:248-249) who considers this n as one of the "present-future suffixes"

occurring in participial nouns.
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(P)P:

unpatu nali utuppavai irante (pura.189:5)

[un 'to eat, consume'; nali a measure]

'(The amount of) what one eats is (equal to) a nali; (The number

of) what one wears is (equal to) only two (pieces of clothing).'

pal yanai kanpal (pati.77:11-12)

[kan 'to see']

'I see many elephants.'

ninru kanpanna nil malai (pura.211:3)

[kan 'to see, look at']

'tall mountain which stands as if it is looking at (the world)'

(An instance of non-past/non-completive stem kanp + anna.)

yan akiyar nin nencu nerpavale (kuru.49:5)

[ner 'to be fit for']

'May I be the one who will be fit for your heart.'

netunter pani nirpa (aka.50:4)

[nil 'to stay, wait']

'as the tall chariot waits around'

kunru nekHppanna kulir kol vatai (aka. 163:9)

[nekil 'to loosen']

'cold (wind) which blows as if it is loosening the hill'

(An instance of non-past/non-completive stem nekilpp + anna.)

natan ketpin (aka.98:29)

[kel 'to hear']

'if the Natan hears about it ...'
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em kelvar k kaniro enpaval (kali. 145:61)

[en 'to say']

'she who asks "Have you seen my companion?" '

kaman kanai irappen (kali.147:59-60)

[ira 'to beg/request']

'I would beg for Kaman's arrows.'

piran katai marappa nalkuvan celine (pura.68:19)

| mara 'to forget']

'If you go, he will give so that you will forget about (going to) the

doors of others.'

ulaiyin pokatu alippinum . . . kamam kol ival kan pacantatu

(narr.35:9, 13)

[ali 'to be compassionate']

'Is it (due to) passion that her eyes turned pale, although I was

compassionate without going away from her side?'

val vinai vayakkutal valittiman valippalavai (kali. 17:6)

[vali 'to dare']

'You dare to brighten up (the conquered places) by hard work;

While you dare ...'

(An instance of non-past stem valipp + postposition alavai.)

uranotu iruppin iru marurikiname (kuru.370:2-3)

[iru 'to sit, remain']

'If I am sitting with the Uran, we are two bodies.'

pakal antu alkinai paratta enru yan ikali iruppen ayin (kali.75:22-23)

[iru 'to remain in a certain state, continue']

'If I continue to be hostile saying "O you who go after other

women, you stayed over there during midday", . . . '
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pani uraikkum kannotu inaipariku innatu uraivi (aka. 164:9)

[iQai 'to grieve over a thought']

'she who is thinking (about several things) and stays miserably

with tearful eyes'

(An instance of non-past/non-completive stem inaip + particle ariku.)

eyyay ayinum uraippal toli (aka.28:2)

[urai 'to tell']

'Although you will not understand, I shall tell you, my friend.'

puraivatu ninaippin puraivato inre (pati.17:1)

[ninai 'to think']

'If one would think of what measures up to you, there is nothing

that measures up to you.'

(u)m:

yane anriyum ujar kol ... nokku arum ciru neri ninaiyumore

(narr. I 04:8, 12)

[ninai 'to think']

'Are there any besides me, who would think of the small path

(through which my lover will come) that is difficult to be seen?'

vil ukitu unmar nappan (pura. 170:4)

[un 'to eat, consume']

'in the midst of those who eat / make a living by their bows'

unmarum tinmarum (pati.24:18)

[un 'to drink, eat'; tin 'to eat, munch']

'those who drink and those who eat'

kalai avatu ariyar malai enmanar mayarikiyore (kali. 1 19:15-16)

[en 'to say']
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'Those who say that it is evening, not knowing that it is morning,

are confused.'

'Those who are confused say that it is evening, not knowing that it

is morning.'

v:

ciru pun malai unmai ariven toli avar k kana urike (kuru.352:5-6)

[ari 'to know']

'When I do not see him, I realize the existence of the mean little

evening.'

porule . . . otu mln valiyin ketuva (narr.l6:3, 6)

[ketu 'to perish']

'Wealth disappears like the path (in water created by) the moving

fish.'

inpura vituti ayin ciritu kunriyum kolval . . . atarpata arulal ventuval

(pura.l59:24-26)

['ventu 'to wish for]

'If you would let me go, I would accept even a small quantity of

black-eyed red beans. I wish for such kindness.'

vannamum vanappum variyum vata varuntuval ival (aka.119:2-3)

[varuntu 'to grieve']

'She is grieving as her complexion, beauty, and shape are withering.'

kon onru kuruvan (narr233:5-6)

[kuru 'to state']

'I shall state something for no real reason.'

nllitai matattakai meliya c caay natakkum kol ena noval yane

(aka.219:16-18)

[no < no 'to suffer internally']
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'I suffer thinking whether (my girl) will (be able to) walk in the long

path, being weary and her innocent nature losing (its) strength.'

poyya elili peyvitam nokki (pura.173:5)

[pey 'to pour']

'looking for a place where the non-failing cloud would pour down'

(An instance of non-past/non-completive stem peyv + noun itam

'place/time')

varuvan enra konatu perumai (pura.217:7)

[var 'to come']

'the greatness of the king who said, "He (the friend) will come" '

[Notice the enunciative u.]

katiyutai viyal nakar celvuh c celvuli (aka.49:14-15)

[cel 'to go']

'as she goes and goes around (her father's) vast protected house'

(An instance of non-past/non-completive stem celv + postposition

uli.)

celvai ayin cenon allan (pura. 103:5)

[cel to go']

'If you would go, he would not be distant.'

pakaiyaru paya vinai muyari man muyalvalavai (kali. 17:14)

[muyal 'to undertake']

'You are undertaking a fruitful action that knows no enmity; while

you undertake it

(An instance of non-past/non-completive stem muyalv + postposition

alavai.)
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yariku arintanar . . . toli . . . pirintu cen uraital valluvore

(kuru.l54:1, 8)

[val 'to be capable']

'How did he know/learn to be someone capable of living far away,

being separated from me?'

innum valval en itan panpe (pura.245:7)

[val 'to live']

'I still live. What is its nature?'

Formation mechanism: periphrasis

bare stem + (k)kil

verbal participle in a + ira/kita/nil

infinitive in uu + nil

Structure and Example

(bare stem + (k)kil)

palari kenmai kantariyaten pol karakkirpen man kolo (kali.39:39-40)

[kara 'to hide, conceal']

'Would I be able to conceal (the truth) as if I did not know of your

old/past friendship?'

varuvlr akutal uraimin ... kanam cenrorman ena irukkirporkke

(aka.387:3, 19-20)

[iru 'to remain, stay']

'O tell that you will return to them who could remain thinking,

"Alas! He has left for the forest." '

tlramum vaiyaiyum cerkinra kan kavin (pari.22:35)

[cer 'to join']
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'the fascinating beauty (that emerges where/when) the bank and

(the river) Vaiyai join'

putu narram ceykinre cem pum punal (pari.7:21-22)

[cey 'to do, make']

"The red water filled with flowers is creating new fragrance.'

vatuvaiyul pantu ariyatlr pol patarkirplr man kolo (kali.39.37:38)

[patar 'to move about, behave']

'Will you go around / conduct yourselves at the wedding as if you

did not know each other before?'

(adverbial participle in a + iru)

pirintu ural ariya iruntu kavavi (aink.419:2)

[ari 'to know']

'hugging without knowing separation'

(infinitive in a + kkita)

- — — 8

mal yal kela k kitantan pol perum katal tuyil kollum . . . kanal

(kali. 123:4-5)

'sea-shore where the big ocean sleeps like Tirumal (Vishnu) who is

lying still (in slumber) while listening to the music of the harp'

(infinitive in a + nil)

cura nani vara ninranal (aink.397:3)

[var < var 'to come']

Compare kuruku irai tera k kitakkum ... in ila venil ... vaiyai '(The river) Vaiyai lies

still in the spring while the herons look for their prey (in the water)' (pari.6:76-77).
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'She is staying in the forest while coming'

'She is coming through the forest.'

(infinitive in Ou + nil)

pani afliu ninra panal karikul (aka.l25:1l)

[atu 'to kill, conquer']

'middle of the night when the cold is killing'

9

This is the traditional interpretation. But compare vay vala ninra! tikaittu (pari.20:46)

which means 'stunned, she stood without being able to speak', which describes a

motionless state and so gives a negative meaning. See "A Note on the Verb a" for a

discussion of a.
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PAST PERSONAL VERBS

GENERAL: Finite verbs tell us: (a) what action was or will be

done, (b) who did or will do the action, and/or (c) the state of the action,

completive or non-completive. These verb forms are here called "personal

verbs" because they contain information, in the form of a PNG suffix,

about the doer of the action. The past personal verbs tell us that the

action or state indicated by the verb has a completive aspect.

FORMATION: The past personal verbs are formed by suffixation.

In most cases, a suffix indicating the person-number-gender of the doer of

the action is added directly to the past/completive stem of the verb. In

some cases, an, in, or icin follows the stem and precedes the PNG.

i The traditional term for "finite verbs" is vinaimurru 'action-completeness.'

In some contexts, the affixes an and in seem to mark a "present perfect" action, but in

most cases do not. Therefore, they could be considered as cariyai "inflectional increments"

after the traditional grammarians. For more on an and in, see "The Past Stem," "Notes on

Miscellaneous Items," P.S. Subrahmanyam (1971:108), and Zvelebil (1967:32).

The affix icin is taken by modern scholars as containing traces of *c as a past
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See "The Past Stem" and "Person-Number-Gender" for information

on the past stem and the PNG categories.

PNG for past affirmative personal verbs

1st person singular: an, en, en, icin

1st person plural, honorific: am, am, ikum, em, em

2nd person singular: atai, avai, ay, icin, ai, 6y

2nd person plural, honorific: ir, ir

3rd person masculine singular: an, an, on

3rd person feminine singular: ai, al, ol

3rd person human plural, honorific: ar, ar, or

3rd person neuter singular: atu, atai, icin, tu

3rd person neuter plural: a

marker (cf. P.S. Subrahmanyam, 1971:221-224). T.P. Meenakshisundaran (1965:85) says

that "it is difficult to say what was the original grammatical significance of this icin."

In classical Tamil, icin occurs in the first person, second person, and third person

verb forms denoting "past/completive" and "non-past/non-completive" actions. It follows

the past stem when the completive aspect is indicated, and the bare verb stem otherwise. In

most cases, it serves as a PNG suffix, and very rarely precedes the PNG suffix or the

particle ariku: iru nilam mijirnticinaanku 'as if the vast earth was stirred up' (pura. 139:13).

Note that in this context, it functions in a way similar to the PNG suffix atu. Therefore,

this study treats icin as a PNG suffix. This treatment will not harm the reader's understanding

of classical Tamil poetry. See also "Notes on Miscellaneous Items."
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: past stem ± an/icin/in + PNG. When the affix icin

follows the past stem, the PNG begins with the vowel o. When icin

serves as the PNG, it is added directly to the past stem.

In the examples here and elsewhere where similar examples are given, I have treated the

stem form which precedes the affix in as the past stem ending with i or y (e.g., ventinam

< venti + in + am; tayina < tay + m + a). Some might prefer to derive such forms from

a root to which m is added as the past tense marker (e.g., ventu + in + am; cf. Hart & Hart

1979:1 18) or from a past stem ending with i, followed by a hiatus-filler n, as for example,

vend past stem + n hiatus filler + am PNG (cf. Zvelebil 1967: 100, note 70).

I have treated the in occurring in these contexts as an affix ("inflectional increment")

intervening between the past stem (venti) and the PNG suffix (am) because it occurs in the

same place as the affix an, which occurs after certain other kinds of past/completive stems

(e.g., katintanam 'we avoided' < katint past/completive stem + an + am PNG). This

way, we can have a neat pattern of describing the past personal verb: past stem + an/in +

PNG.

Also I find that certain classical Tamil forms have retained both the past marker i

and the affix in: kavaiiyinaj 'she embraced' < kavai 'to split up like a fork; hug; embrace'

+ i past/completive marker + y glide + m + aj PNG (kuru.359:6; airik.409:2); taliiyinan

'he hugged' < talu 'to hug' + i past/completive marker + y glide + m + an PNG

(kuru.359:5). Compare kavai na 'split tongue' (pura.382:13) to get the meaning of

kavai. In these examples, kavaiiyinaj and taliiyinan, even the meter of the poems does

not come into play in retaining both i and in. Therefore, I took i as the past marker and m as

the affix following it.

Some classical Tamil forms encouraged me to treat the y as the past marker, not as

a glide, in contexts when it precedes the affix m: payinru 'it spread' < pa 'to spread' + y

past/completive marker + m + tu PNG (aka.312:14) vs. pavinru 'there is / will be no

spreading (of lovesick pallor) < pa 'spreading' + v glide + inru 'there is not' (aka.172:18).

The former of these two forms certainly contains y, the past marker, whereas the latter

does not. One cannot treat the y here as a glide, because the glide y never occurs between

the past marker and the root/stem, if one were to treat the i as the past marker occurring

after y. Some may consider the stem here to be pay instead of pa (cf. Zvelebil 1967:28;

2.5.1 where he considers paay in narr.347:2 as the verb stem). But then, the form pavinru

'there is / will be no spreading (of lovesick pallor)' would not yield the stem pay, nor can
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PNG Structure and Example

a: (3rd person neuter plural)

(past stem + a)

iniya ceytu ninru pin murjivu ceyta ival tata men tole (aink. 143:2-3)

[cey 'to do'; ceyta < ceyt + a; munivu 'frustration';

munimi cey 'to frustrate']

'Her curvaceous soft shoulders did sweet things first and remained

(that way), and then frustrated me.'

(past stem + glide + a)

tol nilai valiiya nin toti (nan-.332:3-4)

[valu 'to slip'; valiiya < valii + y + a]

'Your bracelets slipped from their original place.'

en ... munkai ninkiya valaiye (aink. 163:3 -4)

! ninku 'to depart'; ninkiya < ninki + y + a]

'The bracelets left my forearm (wrist).'

one derive pavinru from pay + inru. Taking these facts into consideration, I took the y as

the past/completive marker in contexts like payirjru and tayina (given below in the examples).

The y occurs as past/completive marker in stems which have open syllables and end with a

long vowel or a short vowel other than a

Similarly, consider ninaiyinai 'you have been thinking' (aka.379:5) vs. ninaivinai

'you, having the thought' (aka.39:18). The form ninaiyinai certainly exhibits y as its

past/completive marker while ninaivinai is derived from ninaivu 'memory, thought' + in

+ ai PNG.

See "The Past Stem" for specific examples manifesting y as the past/completive

marker.
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(past stem + an + a)

kalavum pulittana (aka.394:1)

[puli 'to turn sour'; pulittana < pulitt + an + a]

'The kala fruits also have turned sour.'

(past stem + in + a)

vilavum palunina (aka.394:1)

[ palun 'to mature, ripen'; palunina < paluni + in + a]

'The vila fruits are mature too.'

aru vanappu eyta alar tayina (aink.483:1)

[ta 'to spread'; tayina < tay + in + a]

'The flowers spread and (so) the path attained beauty.'

atu: (3rd person neuter singular)

(past stem + atu)

nencam ... talar ati tarikiya cenratu inre (aka. 128:6, 15)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; cenratu < cenr + atu]

'My heart left today in order to hold (his) staggering feet' (on the

mountain path).'

atai: It may be understood as consisting of two suffixes atu and ai.

(2nd person singular)

(past stem + atai)

nl kalariya vantatai (kali. 76:13)

[var 'to come'; vantatai < vant + atai]

'You arrived disputing (me).'

(The form vantatai is similar to vantanai 'you came' (kuru.355:5),

and therefore one may be tempted to analyze it as vant + at + ai.
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But no satisfactory identification of at as an affix could be made,

unless it is a scribal error misrepresenting an)

(3rd person neuter singular)

(past stem + atai)

punai punai era t talttatai (pari.6:68)

[tal 'to delay'; talttatai < taltt + atai]

'There was a delay to get on the decorated raft.'

(There would be no problem analyzing this form as taltt + aru +

ai.)

am: (1st person honorific/plural)

(past stem + an + am)

katintanam celave (aka.5:26)

[kati 'to avoid'; katintanam < katint + an + am]

'We avoided the departure.'

nannar nanmoli kettanam (mull:17)

[kej 'to hear; be audible'; kettanam < kett + an + am]

'We heard lovely good words.'

(past stem + in + am)

muyarikal yam ventiname (aka.26:15)

[ventu 'to wish for'; ventinam < venti + in + am]

'We wished for (his) embracing.'

ar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(past stem + an + ar)

piriyalam enra col tam marantanar kollo (aka. 1:6-7)
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[mara 'to forget'; marantanar < marant + an + ar]

'Did he forget, I wonder, the word (he gave me) that we will not

be separated?'

mal varai varaintanar emare (pura.l51:12)

[varai 'to delimit, choose, select';

varaintanar < varaint + an + ar]

'Our kin selected the dark mountain.'

kanicci pol kotu cli eru toluu p pukuttanar (kali. 101:8-9)

[pukuttu 'to make enter'; pukuttanar < pukutt + an + ar]

'They sharpened the horns of the bull (to the form of) a trident and

made them enter the stall.'

(past stem + in + ar)

tiruntu vel nakan kurinar palare (pura.179:12)

[kuru 'to state, talk about'; kurinar < kuri + in + ar]

'Many people mentioned Nakan, with a perfect spear.'

avai : (2nd person singular)

(past stem + in + avai)

calampuri tantu entinavai (pari.15.58)

[entu 'to hold upward'; entinavai < enti + in + avai]

'You carried a club (that would perform acts) of fury.'

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(past stem + al)

avanai aku ena eyal man yayum (narr.134:5-6)
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[e 'to command, order'; eyal < ey + a J]

'Mother also commanded "Be there." '

(past stem + an + al)

ontoti arivai kontanal nehce (aihk. 172:1)

[kol 'to take hold'; kontanaj < kont + an + al]

'The young woman with bright bracelets took hold of my heart.'

(past stem + in + al)

ivale ... anatu alal totankinale (aka. 120:6, 8-9)

[totanku 'to begin a process'; totankinaj < totanki + in + al]

'She started crying relentlessly.'

pal viyar am tukil talaiyil tutaiyinal (narr.120:7-8)

[tutai 'to wipe'; tutaiyinal < tutaiy + in + al]

'She wiped her sweat with the end of her fine clothing.'

(past stem + glide + in + al)

viralavan putalvan tay avan puram kavaiiyinale (kuru.359:5-6)

[kavai 'to embrace'; kavaiiyinal < kavaii + glide y + in + al]

'The mother of the child of the triumphant one hugged his back.'

pantum inaiyaiyo ena vinavinal yaye (narr.55:6-7)

[vina 'to enquire'; vinavinal < vina + glide v + in + al]

' "Were you like this in the past too?," enquired my mother.'

an: (1st person singular)

(past stem + an + an)

yan kantanan (pura.85:8)
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[kan 'to see'; kantanan < kant + an + an]

'I saw.'

(past stem + in + an)

yan totankinan (aink.428:4)

[totanku 'to begin a process'; totankinan < totanki + in + an]

'I began ... .'

(3rd person masculine singular)

(past stem + an + an)

ariku c ceypa ellam ceytanan (pura.239:18-19)

[cey 'to do'; ceytanan < ceyt + an + an]

'Thus, he did all that had to be done.'

pan uvappa p paci tirttanan (pura.239:17)

[tir 'to vanish; to remove, cure'; tirttanan < tirtt + an + an]

'He removed/cured the bards' hunger as they were delighted.'

uyarntor ulakattu p peyarntanan (pura.174:20)

[peyar 'to move'; peyarntanan < peyarnt + an + an]

'He moved toward the world of the nobles.'

'He proceeded toward the world of the nobles.'

(past stem + in + an)

varu patai etir tankinan (pura.239:1l)

[tanku 'to bear, hold back'; tankinan < tanki + in + an]

'He held the upcoming army.'
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(past stem + glide + in + an)

putalvan taliiyinan (kuru.359:5)

[talu 'to hug'; taliiyinan < talii + y + in + an]

'He hugged his son.'

am: (1st person plural/honorific)

(past stem + am)

karantatuum kaiyotu kotpattam (kali. 115:3)

[kotpattam < kotpatt + am;

kotpatt past stem < kojpatu 'to fall within one's hold, be caught'

< kol + patu]

'We were caught with what we concealed.'

'We were caught red-handed.'

ay: (2nd person singular)

(past stem + ay)

nin pakanum nittittay enru kataam katum tin ter (kali.66:23-24)

[nitti 'to extend, delay'; nittittay < nittitt + ay]

'Your charioteer also would hasten your strong chariot because you

delayed.'

(It is quite conceivable that nitti is itself a past/completive form

[adverbial participle] < nittu 'to extend' + i, serving as a base for

adding further suffixes.)

(past stem + in + ay)

ai vakai parattinay (kali..22:13)

[parattu 'to praise, appreciate'; parattinay < paratti + in + ay]

'You praised (my) five-part (tresses).'
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ar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(past stem + ar)

terumantu cayttar talai (kali.39:25)

[cay 'to stoop, bend down, bow'; cayttar < caytt + ar]

'My relatives were baffled and bowed their heads.'

(past stem + in + ar)

cila makalir marru atarku utinar vaiyai akattu (pari.20:66-67)

[utu 'to sulk, chide'; utinar < uti + in + ar]

'A few women responded to that and chided (her) at (the river)

Vaiyai.'

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(past stem + al)

en aiyarkku uyttu uraittal yay (kali.39:21)

[urai 'to inform, tell'; uraittal < uraitt + a}]

'My mother told my chief men (i.e., brother and father) persuasively.'

'My mother persuaded my chief men (i.e., brother and father).'

(past stem + in + al)

purarikatai p poyinal (kali.115:12)

[po 'to go'; poyinal < poy + in + al]

'She went to the back yard.'

an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(past stem + an)

annai ompiya aynalam en ai kontan (kuru.223:6-7)

[kol 'to take hold'; kontan < kont + an]
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'My man/lover took (possession of my) fine loveliness which my

mother had shielded/protected.'

(past stem + in + an)

unnu nir vikkinan (kali.51 :13)

[vikku 'to hiccup'; vikkinan < vikki + in + an]

'He hiccoughed for drinking water.'

ikum: (1st person plural/honorific)

(past stem + ikum)

nin ... tatakkai irapporkku k kavital allatai iraiiya malarpu ariya

enak kef t ikum (pati.52:10-12)

[kel 'to hear'; kettikum < kett + ikum]

'We heard that except for bending/closing down (while giving) for

the suppliants, your strong hands do not know to open up for begging.'

icin:

(1st person singular)

(past stem + icin)

aruvi cutiya uyar varaikku uurikannahtu em ur ena ariku atai arivural

maranticin yane (aka.38:16-18)

[mara 'to forget'; maranticin < marant + icin]

'I forgot to let (him) know that our town is beyond the tall mountain

which has a waterfall on its top.'

(2nd person singular)

(past stem + icin)

panman uraittal anricin nlye (narr332:4-5)

[an 'to be content with'; anricin < anr + icin]
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'Stop saying that many times.'

'Stop saying that again and again.'

(3rd person neuter singular)

(past stem + icin)

kanam tinniya malai ponricine (narr.240:10)

[pol 'to resemble, be similar'; ponricin < ponr + icin]

'The jungle is like a dense mountain.'

ir: (2nd person plural/honorific)

(past stem + ir)

innum tam ena emmanor irappin munnum kontir ena nummanor

maruttal innatu (pura.203:4-6)

[kol 'to receive'; kontir < kont + ir]

'When people like us beg you to give more, it is cruel to refuse

saying "You received (gifts) previously too." '

(past stem + an + ir)

nallorkku ottanir nlyir (aka.26:19)

[o 'to be equal to, be fit for, agreeable'; ottanir < ott + an + ir]

'You are agreeable to lovely women.'

(past stem + in + ir)

aritai . . . porul taral vetkaiyin ullinir enpatu arintanal en toli (kali.4:6-8)

[ullu 'to think of, consider'; ullinir < ulli + in + ir]

'My (female) companion understood that you thought of (going

through) the difficult path because of your desire to bring wealth.'
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ir: (2nd person plural)

(past stem + ir)

elllrum eo ceytir (kali.1 42:15)

[cey 'to do'; ceytir < ceyt + ir]

'What did you all do?'

em: (1st person honorific/plural)

(past stem + an + em)

urarj kenmai ceytu inpurranem (kuru.61 :5-6)

[inpuru 'to attain pleasure' < inpu + uru;

inpurranem < inpurr + an + em]

'We were delighted making friendship with the Uran.'

(past stem + in + em)

kavinem kalane curukkinem kalappai (pura.206:10)

[ka 'to lift by hanging'; curukku 'to draw tight';

kavinem < kavi + in + em;

curukkinem < curukki + in + em]

'We have lifted our pots; we have tied up our bags of musical

instruments.'

en: (1st person singular)

(past stem + en)

totutten makilna cellal (aka.396:1)

[totu 'to grab, get hold of, to hook'; totutten < totutt + en]

'I got hold of you, Makilna, do not leave.'
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(past stem + an + en)

yanar nan manai k kuttu mutal ninranen (pura.376:6)

[nil 'to stand'; ninranen < ninr + an + en]

'I stood in front of the barn in the good bounteous house.'

nin nayantu vantanen (pati.55:2)

[var 'to come'; vantanen < vant + an + en]

'I have came (with a) liking (for) you.'

(past stem + in + en)

avar nattu k kunram nokkinen toll (kuru.249:3-4)

[nokku 'to look at'; nokkinen < nokki + in + en]

'My friend, I looked at the hill in his country.'

em: (1st person plural/honorific)

(past stem + em)

uran kenmai vali vali c cirakka ena vetteme (aink.2:5-6)

[vel 'to wish for'; vettem < vett + em]

'We wished/prayed that our friendship with the Uran thrives for

ever and ever.'

(past stem + in + em)

onrinem yam (kali.86:15)

[onru 'to unite'; onrinem < onri + in + em]

'We are united.'
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en: (1st person singular)

(past stem + en)

matavaral tayar ennum peyare vallaru etutten manra yane kotuttor

manra aval ayattore (aink.380:2-5)

[etu 'to take, acquire'; peyar etu 'to gain/raise a reputation'; etutten

< etutt + en]

'Alas! By hard means, I only got the reputation that I am the

innocent girl's mother, while her group of friends (had the privilege

of) giving her away (in marriage to her lover).'

nio perum peyar etti vanten peruma (peru:460-461)

[var 'to come'; vanten < vant + en]

'Lord, I came praising your great name.'

(past stem + glide + en)

neturikatai t tonriyene (pura.397:1 1)

[tonru 'to appear, show up'; tonriyen < tonri + glide y + en]

'I appeared at the tall door.'

(past stem + an + en)

ninnai t takaittanen (kali. 108:20)

[takai 'to stop'; takaittanen < takaitt + an + en]

'I am stopping you.'

'I have stopped you.'

(past stem + in + en)

matiyam nokki ninru ninaintu ullinen allano yane (narr.62:4, 5)

[ullu 'to remember'; ullinen < ulli + in + en]

'Looking at the moon, did I not stop, think, and remember that
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ai : (2nd person singular)

(past stem + an + ai)

atal nin akattu atakki c catal nlhka emakku ittanaiye (pura.91:10-11)

[I 'to give, bestow'; fttanai < itt + an + ai; a 'to be';

ca 'to become weary']

'You concealed the (fact of) thriving within yourself and gave (the

fruit) to me so my weariness would leave.'

(past stem + in + ai)

enava kelay ninaiyinai nl nani (narr.253:4)

[ninai 'to ponder/think'; ninaiyinai < ninaiy + in + ai]

'You thought too much without listening to (words of) mine.'

oy: (2nd person singular)

(past stem + oy)

iravin vantoy (aka.80:2, 3)

[var 'to come'; vantoy < vant + oy]

'You came at night.'

(past stem + glide + oy)

ma vicumpu oluku punal varala anna c cevalay c cirakar p pularttiyoy

(pari.3.-25-26)

[pularttu 'to make dry'; pularttiyoy < pulartti + y + oy]

'You, in the form of a gander, dried up the rain water flowing in the

vast skies with your wings.'

or: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(past stem + or)

ila nal amaiyam ceytor manra kuri (aka.25 :12-13)
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[cey 'to do'; ceytor < ceyt + or]

'He clearly set the time of young/early spring for his return.'

tayar ennum peyare vallaru etutten manra yane kotuttor manra

aval ayattore (aink.380:3-5)

[kotu 'to give away'; kotuttor < kotutt + or]

'Alas! By hard means, I only got the reputation that I am the

innocent girl's mother, while her group of friends (had the privilege

of) giving her away (in marriage to her lover).'

51: (3rd person feminine singular)

(past stem + glide + 51)

akamali uvakaiyal aki mukan ikuttu oyyena irainciyole

(aka.86:28-29)

[iraincu 'to stoop, bow'; irainciyol < irainci + glide y + 61]

'She was full of happiness that filled her heart. She stooped her face

and bowed suddenly.'

on: (3rd person masculine singular)

(past stem + on)

iravalar inaiya vara c cetpulam patarnton (pati.61 .9-10)

[patar 'to proceed, move on to'; patarnton < patarnt + on]

'He proceeded to a faraway land, as the suppliants grieved.'

(past stem + glide + on)

pannirai urtiyotu nalkiyone (pura.399:31-32)

[nalku 'to give, provide'; nalkiyon < nalki + glide y + on]

'He gave away many cattle with a cart.'
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(past stem + icin + on)

perunter panni em mun katai nini c cenricinone (narr.300:5-6)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; cenricinon < cenr + icin + on]

'He decorated his big chariot, parked it at our front door, and left.'

(Note that here icin precedes the PNG.)

tu : (3rd person neuter singular)

(past stem + an + tu)

ev ur ninranru makilna nin tere (aink.62:4)

[nil 'to stand, stay'; ninranru < ninr + an + tu]

'Makilna (O man of pleasure), in which town is your chariot standing?'

(past stem + in + tu)

paipaya c cutarum curunkinru oliye (pura.397:3-4)

[curunku 'to withdraw, dwindle'; curunkinru < curunki + in + tu]

'The rays (of the sun) too have slowly withdrawn their light.'

kuntal kutiraiyai vay pakuttittu p putaitta nanru innan kol mayon

enru utkirru en neficu (kali.103 .53-55)

[utku 'to be frightened'; utkirru < utki + in + tu]

'When he split open the demon named Kuntal, who was in the form

of a horse, and beat him up, my heart was frightened thinking "Is

Mayon (Vishnu) of this nature?" '

tayirre tan am punal (pari.6:10)

[ta 'to spread'; tayirru < tay + in + tu;

tayirre < tayirru + e particle]

'The beautiful cool flood spread.'
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NON-PAST PERSONAL VERBS

GENERAL: See "Past Personal Verbs" for general information on

personal verbs. The action indicated by the non-past personal verbs might

be ongoing or forthcoming.

FORMATION: The non-past personal verbs are formed by suffixation.

A suffix indicating the person-number-gender of the doer/creator of the

action/state is added to the non-past/non-completive stem of the verb.

Very rarely the affix an intervenes between the non-past/non-completive

stem and the PNG suffix. See "The Past Stem" and "Notes on Miscellaneous

Items" for more on an. See "The Non-Past Stem" and "Person-Number-

Gender" for information on the non-past stem and the PNG categories.

PNG for non-past affirmative finite verbs

1st person singular: al, an, en, en, u

1st person plural, honorific: am, am, um, em, om

2nd person singular: ay, i, i, ai
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2nd person plural, honorific: ir, ir

3rd person masculine singular: an, an, um

3rd person feminine singular: al, al, um

3rd person human plural, honorific: a, ar, ar

3rd person neuter singular: atu, (u)m, untu

3rd person neuter plural: a, um

EXAMPLES

Formation Mechanism: non-past stem + an + PNG

PNG Structure and Example

a:

(3rd person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + a)

enrum canror canror palar apa calar calar palar akupa

(pura.218:5-7)

[apa < ap + a; akupa < akup + a]

'Always, the noble ones will belong in the group of the noble ones.

And those who are not noble will belong in the group of those who

are not noble.'

pacantu ni inaiyaiyay nittalum nippavo (kali. 150:10)

[ni 'to depart, forsake'; nippa < nipp + a]

'While you are pale like this, will he even dare to forsake (you)?'

1 Actually, untu contains two suffixes: um and tu. However, Tolkappiyam says that um

"becomes" untu: cf. Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rule 292.
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marumai ulakamum maru inru eytupa cerunarum vilaiyum ceyir tlr

katci c ciruvar p payanta cemmalor (aka.66:2-4)

[eytu 'to attain'; eytupa < eytup + a]

'The noble people, who have begotten children whom even the

adversaries like, will attain even the other world without mistake.'

(3rd person neuter plural)

(non-past stem + a)

puttilul en ula (kali. 1 1 7:8)

[ul 'to exist'; ula < ul + a; en 'what?']

'What are (the things) in this quiver?'

kan pani kalulpaval (kali.48:15)

[kalul 'to emit tears'; kalulpa < kalulp + a]

'(Her) eyes emit tears.'

poruje . . . otu mln valiyin ketuva (narr.l6:4, 6)

[ketu 'to disappear, perish'; ketuva < ketuv + a]

'Wealth will disappear like the path of a moving fish.'

(non-past stem + glide + a)

kannum patukuva manne (aka.11:15)

[patu 'to close (the eyes)'; patukuva < patuku + glide v + a]

'(My) eyes will also sleep.'

(non-past stem + an + a)

am talir takaippana (kali.3:17)

[takai 'to stop, prevent'; takaippana < takaipp + an + a]

'The soft shoots/young leaves will stop (you).'
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atu: (3rd person neuter singular)

(non-past stem + atu)

noy uru vennlr telippin talai k kontu vevatu alittu iv ulaku

(kali.1 42:53-54)

[ve < ve 'to steam'; vevatu < vev + atu]

'If (I) sprinkle the hot water of my passion, this world will take it

upon its head and steam up; it is a poor world.'

am : (1st person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + am)

yamum cerukam niyirum vammin (pati.49:1)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; cerukam < ceruk + am]

'We will also go. You too come along.'

muruval innakai kankam (narr.81:9)

[kan 'to see'; kankam < kank + am]

'Let us / We will look at (her) sweet smile.'

ancuvam tamiyam (aka.72:10)

[ancu 'to be scared'; ancuvam < aiicuv + am]

'We are alone. We will be scared.'

(non-past stem + glide + am)

ival putu nan otukkamum kankuvam yame (aka. 112:18-19)

[kan 'to see'; kankuvam < kanku + glide v + am]

'Let us / We will look at her novel shyness.'
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yamum em varai alavaiyin petkuvam (aka.200:12-13)

[pel 'to care for'; petkuvam < petkuv + am]

'We too will care for (you) as much as we can.'

ar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + ar)

putu p punal ninnai k kontu lrttu uyppa k kantar ular (kali. 98:25-26)

[ul 'to exist']

'There are people who saw as the new flood drew you and

dragged away.'

ni cenrl emar kanpar (kali. 110:22)

[kan 'to see'; kanpar < kanp + ar]

'You just leave. (Otherwise) our kin will see (you).'

nin naru nutal marapparo (kuru.59:3-4)

[mara 'to forget'; marappar < marapp + ar]

'Will he forget your good-smelling forehead?'

varuvar . . . toh' (aka.111:3)

[var 'to come'; varuvar < varuv + ar]

'He will come (back), my friend!'

matar makalirum maintarum ... ayarvar taluu (kali. 103:61 -62)

[ayar 'to celebrate'; ayarvar < ayarv + ar]

'Lovable women and strong young men celebrate the bull raid.'
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(non-past stem + glide + ar)

pukal enin uyirum kotukkuvar (pura.182:5)

[kotu 'to give away'; kotukkuvar < kotukku + glide v + ar]

'If it is (for) fame, they will even give their lives.'

muyakkam avarum perukuvar (aka. 11:10-11)

[peru 'to get'; perukuvar < peruku + glide v + ar]

'He too will get to embrace (me).'

al: (1st person singular)

(non-past stem + al)

eyyay ayinum uraippal toli (aka.28:2)

[urai 'to tell'; uraippal < uraipp + al]

'Even if you may not understand, I will tell you, my friend!'

pal yanai kanpal avan tanaiyane (pati.77:11-12)

[kan 'to see'; kanpal < kanp + al]

'I see many elephants in his cavalry.'

innum valval en itan panpe (pura.245:7)

[val 'to live'; valval < valv + al]

'I am still living. What is its nature?'

nummotu varuval enri (narr.162:6)

[var 'to come'; varuval < varuv + al]

'You are saying "I shall come with you." '
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(non-past stem + glide + al)

mati marula k kankuval (pati.73:16)

[kan 'to see'; kankuval < kanku + glide v + al]

'I see that (the enemies') intelligence is bewildered.'

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past stem + al)

iravin varutal ariyan varum varum enpal toli yaye (aink.272:4-5)

[en 'to say'; enpal < enp + al]

'He does not come at night (anymore). Friend, my mother says

repeatedly that he does.'

vannamum vanappum variyum vata varuntuval ival (aka. 1 19:2-3)

[varuntu 'to grieve'; varuntuval < varuntuv + al]

'She is grieving, as her complexion, beauty, and loveliness are

wilting.'

tanakku uraippu ariyen nanuval ival ena (aka.203:5-6)

[nanu 'to feel shy, embarrassed'; nanuval < nanuv + al]

'I do not know how to tell her, thinking that she will be embar

rassed.'

kamavel vUavu ayin kalarikuval peritu (kali.27:24)

[kalariku 'to be agitated'; kalankuvaj < kalankuv + al]

'She will be much agitated at the time of Kamao's festival.'
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(non-past stem + glide + al)

nammotu . . . muyakkam perrol pola uvakkuval valiya nence

(aka.144:9-11)

[uva 'to rejoice, be delighted'; uvakkuval < uvakku + glide v + al]

'She will rejoice as though she embraced me.'

an:

(1st person singular)

(non-past stem ± glide + an)

ul utaintu ulane (narr.199:4-5)

[ul 'to exist; ulan < ul + an]

'I exist with a broken heart.'

noy eriyaka c cutinum cularri en ayital ulle karappan

(kali.142:51-52)

[kara 'to hide, conceal'; karappan < karapp + an]

'Even if lovesickness burns me like fire, I will wrap it up and con

ceal it inside my fine eyelids.'

malai akalkkuvane katal turkkuvane van vilkkuvane vali

marruvan (patt:271-272)

[akal 'to dig'; tur 'to fill up'; vil 'to fall'; marru 'to make retreat'

akalkkuvan < akalkku + glide v + an;

tOrkkuvan < turkku + glide v + an;

vilkkuvan < vilkku + glide v + an;

marruvan < marruv + an]

'I will dig into the mountains; will fill up the sea; will make the

sky fall; and will change (the course of) the wind.'
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avala nencamotu celvan (pura.210:13)

[cel 'to leave'; celvan < celv + an]

'I am leaving with a distressed heart.'

(3rd person masculine singular)

(non-past stem + an)

varuvan enra konatu perumai (pura.217:7)

[var 'to come'; varuvan < varuv + an]

'the greatness of the king who said "He will come" '

(non-past stem + glide + an)

inne varukuvan olikka avarku itame (pura.216:12)

[var 'to come'; varukuvan < varuku + glide v + an]

'He will come this very day. Reserve / Set aside a place for him.'

am : (1st person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + am)

terulum marulum mayariki varupaval kurupa kelamo cenru

(kali. 144:7-8)

[kel 'to hear, listen'; kelam < kel + am]

'Shall we go and listen to what she says when agitated between

consciousness and confusion?'

arite toli nan niruppam enru unartal (kali. 137:1 )

[niru 'to make stand, check, hold'; niruppam < nirupp + am]

'It is difficult, my friend, to be sure that we will contain our bashful-

ness.'
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katalar katalum kanpam kollo (kali.36:20)

[kan 'to see'; kanpam < kanp + am]

'And shall we experience our lover's love, I wonder?'

aivana vennel arai uralul peytu iruvam (kali.43:4)

[iru 'to pound'; iruvam < iruv + am]

'We shall pour the white paddy of aivanam into the mortar made

of rock and pound.'

cellal tlrkkam celvam (narr.284 :4)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; celvam < celv + am]

'We shall / Let us go and remove (her) distress.'

ay: (2nd person singular)

(non-past stem + ay)

ikal malar k kannala t turappayal (kali.135:13)

[tura 'to renounce, detach'; turappay < turapp + ay]

'You are renouncing her, so her eyes (losing luster) are ridiculed

by the flowers.'

'You leave her and the flowers ridicule her lusterless eyes.'

atu poyppay nl (kali.108:57)

[poy 'to fail'; poyppay < poypp + ay]

'You will fail (in your promise).'

cey porul murriya valamaiyan akum porul itu enpay

(kali.12 .10-11)

[en 'to say'; enpay < enp + ay]

'You are saying that the richness attained by seeking wealth is

making this (enjoyment of love) possible.'
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(non-past stem + glide + ay)

porul vayin pokuvay (kali. 12 :1 7)

[po 'to go'; pokuvay < poku + glide v + ay]

'You are going toward wealth.'

'You are seeking wealth.'

ar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + ar)

tutu avar vitutarar turappar kol (kali.33:24)

[tura 'to renounce, detach'; turappar < turapp + ar]

'Will he renounce (me) without sending a message, I wonder?'

takavutai marikaiyar canranmai canrar ikalinum kelvarai etti

iraincuvar (pari.20:88-89)

[iraincu 'to bow'; iraincuvar < iraincuv + ar]

'Women with good qualities, filled with nobility, will praise and bow

to their husbands even if the husbands despise them.'

al : (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past stem + al)

annaiyum ... en mukam nokkinal evan kol toli celvaj enru kol

cerippal enru kol (narr.206:6, 8-9)

[cel 'to leave'; celvaj < celv + al]

'And mother looked at my face. What does it mean, my friend?

Whether she will (turn to you and) say "She will leave (for the

millet field)" or she will imprison me (at home)?'

:
It is conceivable to derive it from the non-past stem pokuv + ay PNG.
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porul vayin iratti nl ena k ketpin ... oli otarpal manno (kali. 10:8-9)

[otu 'to run (away), disappear fast'; otarpal < otu + kirp + al]

'Will she lose her luster if she hears that you are leaving for the

sake of (earning) wealth?'

an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-past stem + an)

yantu olippan (kali.146:31)

[oli 'to hide'; olippan < olipp + an]

'Where is he hiding?'

varatu amaivano (kali.41:28)

[amai 'to stay calm, remain undisturbed']

'Will he be calm without coming (here)?'

pal kal muttu ani aram parrinan parivanal (kali.79:12)

[pari 'to pull, sever'; parivan < pariv + an]

'He would grab and pull the necklace with many strands of

pearls.'

(non-past stem + glide + an)

mayil iyalar maruvuntu marantu amaikuvan (kali. 30:6)

[amai 'to stay calm, remain undisturbed';

amaikuvan < amaiku + glide v + an]

'He stays calm forgetting (me) and enjoying the closeness of

women who are like peacocks.'

i: (2nd person singular)

(non-past stem + i)

porul vayin iratti ni (kali. 10:8)
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[ira 'to depart'; iratti < iratt + i]

'You are departing toward wealth.'

'You are leaving for the sake of (earning) wealth.'

pulattiyal emme (aka.39:25)

[pula 'to sulk, be frustrated'; pulatti < pulatt + i]

'You are sulking with me.'

mullaiyum pQttiyo (pura.242 :6)

[pu 'to bloom'; putti < putt + i]

'O jasmine, do you dare to bloom?'

'O jasmine, have you dared to bloom?'

varumai ancuti (aka.l23:7)

( ancu 'to fear'; ancuti < aficut + i]

'You are afraid of poverty.'

porul nokki . . . nl pokuti (kali.10:16)

[ poku 'to go'; pokuti < pokut + i]

'You are leaving, seeking wealth.'

veyilotu evan viraintu ceri (kali.108:39)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; ceri < cel + t + i;

virai 'to go fast']

'Why are you rushing along with the (heat of the) sun?'

ir: (2nd person plural/honorific)

(non-past stem + ir)

uyarikinal enru ariku ucatir (kali.143:18)

[uca 'to enquire'; ucatir < ucat + ir]

'You are enquiring about his wellbeing because she is grieving.'
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i-c-curam aritalum aritiro (aka.8:17-18)

[an 'to know'; aritir < arit + ir]

'Do you know this forest at all?'

kanam irappa ennutir ayin (aka.5 :15-16)

[ennu 'to think'; ennutir < ennut + ir]

'if you are thinking of passing through the jungle'

kanicci k kurmpatai k katuntiral oruvan pinikkum kalai irankuvir

mato (pura.l95:4-5)

[iranku 'to feel sorry, regret'; irankuvir < irankuv + ir]

'Alas, you will feel sorry when the strong powerful one (Death)

with the sharp weapon of a trident binds you.'

1 : (2nd person singular)

(non-past stem + i)

vil nan ulartiye (kali.7:6)

[ular 'to pluck'; ularti < ulart + i]

'You are plucking the cord of your bow.'

ir : (2nd person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + ir)

mayarikinal enru marultir (kali. 143:19)

[marul 'to be confused'; marultir < marult + ir]

'You are puzzled because she is agitated.'

It is a variant of i.

4 It is a variant of ir.
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en ceytal kol enpir kettimin (kali. 143:9)

[en 'to say, ask'; enpir < enp + ir]

'You are asking "What did she do?" Please listen.'

nin urra allal urai ena ennai vinavuvir (kali. 144:10-11)

[vinavu 'to enquire'; vinavuvir < vinavuv + ir]

'You are asking me "Tell us (about) the distress you are experienc

ing." '

u: (1st person singular)

(non-past stem + u)

tltinmai teyvattal kantl telikku (kali.91 :7-8)

[teli 'to make clear, assure'; telikku < telikk + u]6

'See (my) harmlessness. I shall clarify it by (the name of) god.'

ancal ompu nin ani nalam nukarku (kuri:181 )

[nukar 'to enjoy'; nukarku < nukark + u]

'Stop being afraid. I shall / Let me enjoy your loveliness.'

untu (um + tu):

(3rd person neuter singular)

(non-past stem + untu)

kil niran min vajankuntu (pura.396:1)

[valariku 'to move around'; valankuntu < valanku + um + tu)

'The fish move around in low waters.'

The literary context suggests that the form enpir could be a participial noun.

' Some might consider the (k)ku itself, not just u, as the PNG.
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um:

(1st person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + um)

em mutumai ellal ahtu amaikum

[amai 'to agree with, remain undisturbed';

amaikum < amaik + um]

'Do not ridicule our old age; we will remain undisturbed about it.'

(aka.6:14-15)

nuntai viyan marpil . . . taiiya kotai paripu ata k kankum

(kali.80:24, 25-26)

[kan 'to see'; kankum < kank + um]

'We shall see you playing by pulling the garland worn on your

father's wide chest.'

mella mella il akutum

[aku 'to become'; akutum < akut + um]

'We are becoming / turning into nothing slowly.'

(kuru.290:6)

pilaiyalal mato piritum nam enine

[piri 'to depart'; piritum < pirit + um]

'Alas! If we would depart she will not survive.'

(aka.5:28)

yam avaninrum varutum

[var 'to come'; varutum < varut + um]

'We are coming from there.'

(ciru:143)

yam ninnai veruutum kanum katai (kali.87: 1-2)

[veru 'to shy away, shun'; veruutum < veru + t + um]

'We shun you when we see you.'
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celva, cerum em tol pari p peyaratu (poru.121)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; cerum < cel + t + am]

'Lord, we shall go / proceed toward our ancient city.'

(3rd person masculine singular)

(non-past stem + um)

arivutaiyon aru aracum cellum (pura.183:7)

[cel 'to go'; cellum < cel + um]

'Even the king will go in the path of the wise man.'

antiran varuum

[var 'to come'; varuum < var + um]

'(The donor) Antiran will come.'

(pura241:2)

tuyar ceytal pen anru punaiyilay ena k kuri t toluum (kali.60:6, 7)

[tolu 'to bow, worship'; toluum < tolu + um]

'He would do obeisance to you saying "O one with ornaments,

creating agony (of passion) is not a feminine virtue." '

kollanai irakkum tiruntilai netuvel vatitticin enave (pura.180:12-13)

[ira 'to beg, request'; irakkum < irakk + um]

'He would beg the blacksmith saying "Make a long spear with a

perfect leaf/tip."

ampotu vel nulai vali ellam tan nirkum manne (pura.235:7)

[nil 'to stand, stay'; nirkum < nirk + um]

'He would stand up wherever arrows and spears enter.'
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(3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past stem + um)

ivalum tempum (kuri:26)

[tempu 'to sob'; tempum < tempu + um]

'She also is sobbing.'

(non-past stem + glide + um)

cirappin palal tayum manam tiriyum (pura.183:4)

[tiri 'to change, twist, whirl'; tiriyum < tiri + glide y + um]

'Even mother will change her mind on account of eminence.'

(3rd person neuter singular)

(non-past stem + um)

vantu maturai matil poruum ... am tan punal vaiyai aru

(parU2:9-10)

[poru 'to dash against, fight back'; poruum < poru + um]

'The beautiful cool flooded Vaiyai river is coming and dashing

against the Madurai fortress.'

mafihai ... nanantalai pulampa k kuum (kuru.391:7-9)

[ku 'to call out'; kuum < ku + um]

'The peacock is screeching as the vast region resounds.'

ninnai viyakkum iv ulakam (pura.l67:1l)

[viya 'to adore, admire'; viyakkum < viyakk + um]

'This world admires you.'
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nlr nltu atin kannum civakkum arntor vayil tenum pujikkum

(kuru.354:1-2)

[puji 'to lose original quality, to change to a lower taste, become

sour'; pulikkum < pulikk + um]

'One's eyes will turn red if one plays/bathes for long in the water.

Even honey will turn sour in the mouths of those who have had it

to the full.'

kal irantu ceyal culnta porul porul akumo (kali.2:16)

[a 'to be'; akum < ak + um]

'Will the wealth that you are planning to make by going beyond

the mountain be (true) wealth?'

nin ter punta netu nan man ten mani vantu etuppume

(kali. 70:17-18)

[etu 'to arouse, stir up'; etuppum < etupp + um]

'The (sound of the) bells worn by the good tall horses tied to your

chariot will reach here and arouse us / wake us up.'

(3rd person neuter plural)

(non-past stem + um)

tutum cenrana tolum cerrum (aka.251 :1)

[cerru 'to swell up due to excitement'; cerrum < cerru + um]

'The message has gone (to your lover); your shoulders also will

swell up (with excitement about his return).'

Some might derive it from aku + un.
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nir nitu atin kannum civakkum arntor vayil tenum pulikkum

(kuru.354:1-2)

[civa 'to turn red'; civakkum < civakk + um]

'One's eyes will turn red if one plays/bathes for long in the water.

Even honey will turn sour in the mouths of those who have had it to

the full.'

en: (1st person singular)

(bare stem/non-past stem + en)

innum ulene toll (kuru.310:5)

[ul 'to exist'; ulen < ul + en]

'Alas, I still exist, my friend!'

amar varin ancen peyarkkuven numar varin maraikuven

(narr.362:9-10)

[peyar 'to move'; marai 'to hide';

peyarkkuven < peyarkkuv + en;

maraikuven < maraikuv + en]

'If a war breaks up, I will dodge without fear. If your kin come I

will hide myself.'

nin ay nalam marappeno (aka.39:4-5)

[mara 'to forget'; marappen < marapp + en]

'Will I forget your fine loveliness?'

nin kannal kanpenman yan (kali.39:43)

[kan 'to see'; kanpen < kanp + en]

8 This is a good example to illustrate that the kk in the non-past stem peyarkk signifies

causativity: peyarkuven 'I will move'; peyarkkuven 'I will make move.'
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'I will definitely see (my groom's beauty at the wedding) through

your eyes.'

paruklttai tantuven (kali.85:35, 36)

[tantu 'to punish'; tantuven < tantuv + en]

'Drink (the milk), or I will punish you.'

em: (1st person plural/honorific)

(non-past stem + em)

kanrotu celvem (kali. 116:1)

[cel 'to leave'; celvem < celv + em]

'We are going with the calves.'

yaraiyo nin pulakkem (aka.46:7)

[pula 'to sulk, chide'; pulakkem < pulakk + em]

'Who are you (to us after all)? We are sulking with you.'

iniyavai perine tani t tani nukarkem taruka ena vilaiya

(pati.38:13-14)

[nukar 'to enjoy'; nukarkem < nukark + em]

'Before one could wish "If we get good things we will enjoy them

individually/privately; therefore give." ... '

annaikku arivippem kol ariviyem kol (aka.52:9-10)

[arivi 'to make known, inform'; arivippem < arivipp + em]

'Shall we inform mother or not?'

poruvem ena p peyarkotuttu (patt:289)

[poru 'to fight back'; poruvem < poruv + em]

'evading (the enemies) thinking, "We shall fight back" '
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nin kuri vantu em katavam cerntu acaitta kai valaiyin vay vital malai

makalirai novemo (kali.68:8-9)

[no 'to accuse, blame'; novem < nov + em]

'Shall we blame your (other) women who come for a rendezvous

with you and have the nature of coming to our door (hoping to see

you here) and announcing their arrival through the bangles on their

hands which they put on our door?'

(non-past stem + glide + em)

makalirai . . . amarpurra maintar akalam katikuvem enpavai

yarkkanum muti porul anru (pari.20:91-93)

[kafi 'to avoid'; katikuvem < katiku + glide v + em]

'It is not possible for anyone to say that we shall avoid the wide

chest of the young men who desired (other women).'

en: (1st person singular)

(non-past stem + en)

innum ... ullen (pura.365:7, 9)

[ul 'to exist'; ullen < ul + en]

'I still exist'

atu enil atalum arruken (kali.140:14)

[arru 'to perform'; arruken < arruk + en]

'If you tell me to sing, I can perform singing also.'

nin vilumam uvappen (nan.360:10)

[uva 'to rejoice / be delighted'; uvappen < uvapp + en]

'I rejoice (about) your greatness.'
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ivalai c col ati k kanpen takaittu (kali.56:13)

[kan 'to see'; kanpen < kanp + en]

'I shall stop her and try to converse with her.'

ciru pun malai unmai ariven toli avar k kana urike (kuru.352:5-6)

[ari 'to know, understand'; ariven < ariv + en]

'When I do not see him, I realize the existence of the small mean

evening.'

yane marulven (kuru.94:3)

[marul 'to be confused'; marulven < marulv + en]

'I am confused.'

(non-past stem + glide + en)

ulli varukuvar kollo ulaintu yan elli irukkuven man kolo

(kalU42:31-32)

[iru 'to remain, stay'; irukkuven < irukku + glide v + en]

'Will he think of me and come (to me), I wonder. (If he comes) will

I sulk and remain despising him, I wonder.'

toyntarai arikuven yan (kali. 79:9)

[ari 'to know, understand'; arikuven < ariku + glide v + en]

'I will know / find out about those who immersed themselves on

your chest.'

ai: (2nd person singular)

(non-past stem + ai)

ol oli avai oru kulai avai (pari. 15:55)

[a 'to be'; avai <av + ai]

'You are the bright light. You are the one with one kulai (earring).'
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nin perum celvam yarkku encuvaiye (pura.213:16)

[encu 'to leave behind'; encuvai < eficuv + ai]

'To whom will you leave behind your great wealth?'

pali tapu nayire patu ariyatar kan kaliya k katalvai (kali.143:22-23)

[katal 'to rush'; katalvai < katalv + ai]

'O flawless sun, in order to be excessively hot), you are rushing

toward those who do not know the way of the world.'

(non-past stem + glide + ai)

ceru p pala ceykuvai (pati.36:14)

[cey 'to do'; ceykuvai < ceyku + glide v + ai]

'You make many wars.'

pakal nl varinum punarkuvai ... men tole (aka.18.16, 18)

[punar 'to unite'; punarkuvai < punarku + glide v + ai]

'Even if you come during the day you will unite with / join (her)

soft shoulders.'

om: (1st person honorific/plural)

(non-past stem + glide + om)

pulampotu terumaral uyakkamum tirkkuvom (pura.381:15-16)

[tir 'to vanish, to rectify/cure';

tirkkuvom < tirkku + glide v + om]

'We will get rid of (our) loneliness and weariness due to wander

ing.'

m: (3rd person neuter singular)

(non-past stem + m)

punai kalal maintarotu tar ani maintar tava p payan canm
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(pari.22:27-28)

— — 9

[cal 'to be abundant'; canm < cal + m]

'The fruit of penance (performed) by young men wearing warrior's

anklets and young men wearing garlands is abundant.'

9 Some might treat canm as derived from cal + un > *calm > canm.
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NEGATIVE PERSONAL VERBS

GENERAL: See "Past Personal Verbs."

FORMATION: The negative personal verbs are formed by suffixation:

(i) a PNG suffix beginning with a long vowel is added directly

to the bare verb stem. In negative personal verbs, PNG

suffixes beginning with a short vowel are never added

directly to the bare verb stem unless the latter is al 'not to

be ...' or il 'to be non-existent.'

(ii) al is added to a bare verb stem or a non-past stem ending

with (k)k and is subsequently followed by a PNG suffix.

(iii) il is added to the past stem of a verb and is subsequently

followed by a PNG suffix.

The negative verbs do not normally refer to any particular time.

However, it is possible to suppose that al "co-indicates" the incompletive

aspect of negation whereas il "co-indicates" the completive aspect of
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negation because al is appended to a non-past stem while il is appended

to a past stem.

See "The Negative a I and il" for information on periphrastic negative

constructions formed by using conjugated forms of the intrinsically negative

verbs al and il.

PNG for negative finite verbs

1st person singular: an, en, en, el

1st person plural/honorific: am, am, em

2nd person singular: ay, ai, oy

2nd person plural/honorific: ir, ir

3rd person masculine singular: an, an

3rd person feminine singular: al, al

3rd person human plural/honorific: ar, ar

3rd person neuter singular: atu, atu

3rd person neuter plural: a, a, m

See "Person-Number-Gender" for information on the PNG categories.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare verb stem + PNG beginning with a long vowel

bare verb stem + al + PNG

non-past stem in (k)k + a I + PNG

past stem + il + PNG
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PNG Structure and Example

a: (3rd person neuter plural)

(bare stem + al + a)

kaliru inru peyarala paricilar katumpe (pura.205:14)

[peyar 'to move, leave'; peyarala < peyar + al + a]

'The group of suppliants will not move without (getting) the el

ephants.'

atu: (3rd person neuter singular)

(bare stem + al + atu)

iravu irantu ellai tonralatu (narr.378:6)

[tonru 'to appear'; tonralatu < tonru + al + atu]

'The sun does not appear surpassing/overwhelming the night.'

am : (1st person plural/honorific)

(bare stem + al + am)

petpu inrftal yam ventalame (pura.205:2)

[ventu 'to wish for'; ventalam < ventu + al + am]

'We do not want the gift (provided) without caring.'

(bare stem + glide + al + am)

cirukarotan payinotu certtiya kal pol piriyalam (aka. 1:5-6)

[piri 'to separate'; piriyalam < piri + glide y + al + am]

'Like the stones, which the man who sharpens objects stuck together

with glue, we will not be separated.'
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(non-past stem + al + am)

totukalam kuruka varal ... marpe (aka. 196:8, 13)

[totu 'to touch'; totukalam < totuk + al + am]

'We will not touch your chest. Do not come close.'

ar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(bare stem + al + ar)

nin munnor ellam parppar novana ceyyalar (pura.43:13-14)

[cey 'to do'; ceyyalar < cey + al + ar]

'None of your ancestors would do things that would hurt the brahmins.'

'None of your ancestors did things that the brahmins would suffer

from.'

(An example to show that the negative verb does not indicate any

particular time.)

(bare stem + glide + al + ar)

enrum en tol piripu ariyalare (narr.l:2)

[ari 'to know'; ariyalar < ari + glide y + al + ar]

'He never knows separation from my shoulders.'

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(bare stem + glide + al + al)

pilai vain] mato piritum nam enine (aka.5:28)

[pilai 'to survive'; pUaiyalal < pilai + glide y + al + al]

'Alas, she will not survive if we depart.'

(past stem + il + al)

acai natai p petai melintilal (kuru.182:6-7)

[meli 'to grow thin, be weary'; melintila) < melint + il + al]

'The innocent young woman, who is staggering, is not weary.'
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an:

(1st person singular)

(non-past stem + al + an)

ival . . . oli kiintal vittu amaikalane (narr. 141:11-12)

[amai 'to stay calm, undisturbed'; amaikalan < amaik + al + an]

'I will not be calm if I leave her luscious tresses.'

(3rd person masculine singular)

(bare stem + glide + al + an)

valiyar ena vali moliyalan (pura.239:6)

[moli 'to say'; moliyalan < moli + glide y + al + an]

'He will not say words after them (i.e., repeat what they said) just

because they are powerful.'

a: (3rd person neuter plural)

(bare stem + a)

ma atiya pulan nancil ata (pati.25:l)

[atu 'to move'; ata < atu + a]

'The plows will not move in the land where animals have moved.'

'The plows will not move in the land which the animals have

destroyed.'

atu : (3rd person neuter singular)

(bare stem + atu)

peyal anate vanam (kuru.380:3)

[an 'to be content with'; anatu < an + atu;

anate < anatu + e particle]
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'The sky will not be content with pouring.'

'The sky will not stop pouring.'

(bare stem + glide + atu)

vittu varattin cavatu (pura. 137:5)

[ca 'to wither'; cavatu < ca + glide v + atu]

'The seeds will not die of dryness.'

(non-past stem + al + atu)

turantu amaikallar katalar marantu amaikallatu en matam kelu

nence (aink.457:3-4)

| ama i 'to stay calm, undisturbed';

amaikallatu < amaik + al + atu]

'My lover will not renounce me and be calm. My much ignorant

heart will not forget him and be calm.'

am : (1st person plural/honorific)

(bare stem + am)

amai t tolay nin mey val uppin vilai eyyam (aka.390: 10-11)

[ey 'to know'; eyyam < ey + am]

'O you with bamboo (like) shoulders, we do not know the price of

the salt on your body.'

ay : (2nd person singular)

(bare stem + ay)

er karantu uraivor ul vali kattay (narr. 196:6)

[kattu 'to show'; kattay < kattu + ay]

Personal verb forms ending with this suffix bear a resemblance to the imperative/optative

forms ending with the suffix ay. See "The Imperative/Optative."
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'You are not showing me the direction/way in which he who is

hiding away from me lives.'

(bare stem + glide + ay )

anru nam ariyay (aka.33:18)

[ari 'to know'; ariyay < an + glide y + ay]

'You did not know us then.'

(An example to show that the negative verb does not indicate any

particular time.)

(non-past stem + al + ay)

em kelvan tarutalum tarukallay tunai allai (kali.148:17)

[tar 'to give'; tarukallay < taruk + al + ay]

'You don't even bring back my husband. You are no companion.'

ar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(bare stem + ar)

ciru pun malaiyum ullar avar (aka.114:6)

[ullu 'to think, remember, contemplate; uljar < ullu + ar]

'He does not think (of me) even in the lowly mean evening.'

(bare stem + ar)

maram cam maruntum kollar mantar uram ca c ceyyar uyar tavam

(nan.226:1-2)

[kol 'to take'; cey 'to do'; kollar < kol + ar; ceyyar < cey + ar]

'Poeple will not get/obtain/draw medicine which kills the tree;

they will not do high penance wearing out their strength.'

arrai t tirikal av ven nilavin entaiyum utaiyem em kunrum pirar

kolar (pura.l 12:1-2)

[kol 'to take hold'; kolar < kol + ar]
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'We had our father (living then) on that full moon (night). Neither

did others take hold of our hill in that white moonlight.'

(An example to show that the negative verb does not indicate any

particular time.)

(bare stem + glide + ar)

tl nlrai k kallinum makil ceyum ena uraittum amaiyar (kali.4:13-14)

[amai 'to be satisfied, relax'; amaiyar < amai + glide y + ar]

'He will not be satisfied even after saying that the sweet water

(of my lips) is more intoxicating than toddy.'

(bare stem + glide + ar)

pentir innum ovar en tirattu alare (narr.116:1 1-12)

[o 'to end, cease'; ovar < o + glide v + ar]

'The townswomen have not yet ended the gossip about me.'

(non-past stem + al + ar)

tirikal aravu urin tirkkalar ayinum tam katal kattuvar canravar

(kali.140.17-18)

[tir 'to vanish; to rectify, cure'; tirkkalar < tirkk + al + ar]

'When the moon is gotten by the snake (during an eclipse), the

noble people would show their love for it although they are/will not

(be able to) rectify (its agony).'

(non-past stem + al+ ar)

turantu amaikallar katalar marantu amaikallatu en matam kelu

nence (aink.457:3-4)

[amai 'to stay calm/undisturbed'; amakallar < amaik + al + ar]

'My lover will not renounce me and be calm. My much ignorant

heart will not forget him and be calm.'

2

Some might take the stem to be ovu.
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al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(bare stem + glide + al)

panan cutan patini aniyal (pura.242:3)

[ani 'to decorate with, wear'; aniyal < ani + glide y + al]

'The bard will not wear (the jasmine); the bardess will not decorate

herself with (it).'

(non-past stem + al + al )

nanum niraiyum unarkallal (kali. 146:6)

[unar 'to realize, understand'; unarkallal < unark + al + al]

'She does not understand (the significance of) her bashfulness and

virtue.'

a(a)n: (3rd person masculine singular)

(bare stem + an)

panan cutan patini aniyal (pura.242:3)

[cutu 'to wear'; cutan < cutu + an]

'The bard will not wear (the jasmine); the bardess will not decorate

herself with (it).'

ital anan vente (pura.139:11)

[an 'to be content with'; anan < an + an]

'The king is not satisfied/content with his giving.'

(Note that anan is a negative form. See "A Note on the Verb an.")

iravinil patam peraan (kali.46:10)

[peru 'to obtain, get'; peraan < peru + an]

'He will not get the opportunity (to have me) at night.'
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(non-past stem+ an)

ulaiyin pokan (kuru.294:7)

[po 'to go, leave'; pokan < pok + an]

'He will not go (away) from me.'

(non-past stem + al + an)

tan urra noy uraikkallan peyarum man (kali.37:4-5)

[urai 'to express, utter'; uraikkallan < uraikk + al + an]

'What a pity, he moves away; (he) would not speak about his

(love)sickness!'

ir: (2nd person plural/honorific)

(bare stem + al + ir)

kantanir ayin kalaralir manno (aka. 130:2)

[kalaru 'to chide'; kalaralir < kalaru + al + ir]

'If you had seen (it) you would definitely not chide (me).'

ir:

(2nd person plural/honorific)

(bare stem + ir)

ival itai mulai k kitantum naturikal anir (kuru. 178:3-4)

[an 'to be content with'; anir < an + ir]

'Although you are lying in the middle of her breasts you do not stop

trembling/shivering.'

(Note that anir is negative. See "A Note on the Verb an.")

It could be interpreted as a participial noun in this context.
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en: (1st person singular)

(bare stem + al + en)

oru nal punara p punarin arai nal valkkaiyum ventalen yane

(kuru.280:4-5)

[ventu 'to wish for'; ventalen < ventu + al + en]

'If I unite with her for a day's union, I will not wish for even a

half-a-day's living (further).'

el: (1st person singular)

(bare stem + el)

taniye varutal nani pulampu utaittu ena varel man yan (narr.267:7-8)

[var 'to come'; varel < var + el]

'I do not come (to the shore any more) because coming alone feels

quite lonely.'

e(e)m: (1st person plural/honorific)

(bare stem + em)

pirarum oruttiyai nam manai t tantu vatuvai ayarntanai enpa ahtu

yam kurem (aka.46:8-10)

[kura 'to state, discuss'; kurem < kuru + em]

'They say that you brought another woman to our house and cel

ebrated the wedding. We do not / will not speak of it.'

unarcci illor utaimai ullem (pura.197:16)

[ul(lu) 'to think'; ullem < ullu + em]

This form, the only attestation with el as PNG, is suspicious. It could be an instance of

metanalysis. Perhaps those who edited the anthologies analyzed varenman as varel +

man instead of varen + man.
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'We will not think about the possession/wealth of those who do

not have feelings/sentiments.'

ivanai p poyppa viteem (kali. 89:13-14)

[vitu 'to let go, permit'; viteem < vitu + em]

'We will not let him lie.'

en: (1st person singular)

(bare stem + en)

pattinam perinum varen (patt:218, 220)

[var 'to come along'; varen < var + en]

'Even if I get the coastal town, I will not come (with you).'

cellen cellen pirar mukam nokken (pura.399:14)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; nokku 'to look at';

cellen < cel + en; nokken < nokku + en]

'I will not go. I will not go. I will not look at the faces of others.'

en vay nin moli matten (narr.342:3)

[mattu 'to fasten, stick'; matten < mattu + en]

'I will not stick your word(s) into my mouth.'

'I will not repeat your words.'

en tol kavin tolaiyinum tolaika cara viteen (narr.350:4, 6)

[vitu 'to let go, allow'; viteen < vitu + en]

'Even if my nurtured/innate loveliness is lost, I will not let (you)

come close.'

5
Note that matt follows the infinitive form of a verb to signify negation in modern

Tamil: e.g., colla matten 'I will not say.'
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(bare stem + glide + en)

avar culvatai evan kol ariyen (kali .4:1 1, 12)

[ari 'to know'; ariyen < ari + glide y + en]

'What is he planning? I do not know.'

(bare stem ± glide + al + en)

avan maravalene pirar ullalene (pura.395 :32)

[mara 'to forget'; ullu 'to remember, think';

maravalen < mara + glide v + al + en;

ullalen < ullu + al + en]

'I will not forget him; I will not think of others.'

(non-past stem + al + en)

uyartinai Oman pola t tuyar porukkallen toli (kuru.224:5-6)

[poru 'to tolerate, bear with'; porukkallen < porukk + al + en]

'My friend, I cannot bear with the distress like a mute person.'

(non-past stem + al + en)

ahtu arikalen yane (narr..206:11)

[ari 'to know'; arikalen < arik + al + en]

'I cannot (possibly) know that.'

(non-past stem + al + en)

marpil ... yan caratu amaikallen (kali. 104:65-66)

[amai 'to stay undisturbed'; amaikallen < amaik + al + en]

'I cannot stay calm without leaning on (his) chest.'

(past stem + il + en)

nalanum ilantal ival ennum takkavir polum ilantilen manno

(kali.146:18-19)

[ila 'to lose'; ilantilen < ilant + il + en]
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'You seem to be the people who are saying "She lost her well-being

too." Certainly, I have not lost (it).'

ai: (2nd person singular)

(bare stem + al + ai)

peyal kan maraittalin vicumpu kanalaiye (kuru.355:1)

[kan 'to see'; kanalai < kan + al + ai]

'Since the rain covers the area, you do not see the sky.'

'Since the rain covers your eyes, you do not see the sky.'

(non-past stem + al + ai)

pakaivarkku anci p panintu ojukalaiyc (matu:201)

[olu 'to conduct oneself, behave'; olukalai < oluk + al + ai]6

'You will not be afraid of your enemies and behave obediently.'

(past stem + il + ai)

evankol enru ninaikkalum ninaittilai (narr.297:5)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaittilai < ninaitt + il + ai]

'You do not even think "What is it?" '

oy: (2nd person singular)

(bare stem + glide + at + oy)

ariyal akutal ariyatoye (kuru. 120:4)

[ari 'to know, understand'; ariyatoy < ari + y + at + oy]

'You do not understand that she is hard (to be obtained).'

*.
Some might consider oluku to be the stem.

It could be interpreted as a participial noun in this context.
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m : (3rd person neuter plural)

(bare stem + m)

icaiyum inpamum Italum munrum acaiyutan iruntorkku arum punarvu

inm (narr.214:1-2)

[il 'to be non-existent; to be absent'; inm < il + m]

'The rare combination of the three, namely, fame, pleasure, and

beneficence, does not exist for those who stay around (at home)

with laziness.'

s
It occurs only after fl 'to be non-existent.'
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PAST PARTICIPIAL NOUNS

GENERAL: The finite verb form that refers either to the doer or

the object of the action indicated by the verb is here called the "participial

noun." More specifically, when a finite verb form is used like a noun, it is

referred to as a "participial noun." A participial noun can be interpreted

as "X who/which is/was/were verb(s/ed/en)," where "X" is denoted by

the PNG suffix in the participial noun and "verb" is the verb underlying

the participial noun. The participial noun functions like any other nominal

in that it can be declined. There is no formal difference between a finite

verb and a participial noun except in some cases where the affixes

attached to the stem are different for participial nouns. Technically, any

finite verb can function as a participial noun and therefore in classical

Tamil, many such verb forms provide two interpretations, one as a finite

Traditional grammarians and commentators refer to the participial noun as vinaiyal

anaiyum peyar 'noun embraced by an action' (Nannul, Rule 285), vinaippeyar 'action

noun' (the Old Commentary on pad.13:1 , 2, 4, 6), or tolirpeyar 'action noun' (the Old

Commentary on pad. 19:19).
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verb and the other as a participial noun. Context alone determines the

meaning in such cases.

Two basic types of participial nouns are found in classical Tamil:

affirmative and negative. See "Negative Participial Nouns" for information

about the negative type.

FORMATION: Past participial nouns are derived by suffixation. A

participial noun suffix indicating the person-number-gender of the doer or

the experiencer of the action is added to the past/completive stem of the

verb. In some cases, an, in, or icin is added to the past/completive stem

before adding the participial noun suffix.

See "The Past Stem" and "Person-Number-Gender" for information

on the past/completive stem and the PNG categories.

PNG for affirmative past participial nouns

1st person singular: en, en

1st person plural/honorific: am, am, em

2nd person singular: ay, oy

2nd person plural/honorific: avir, ir, i(i)r

3rd person masculine singular: an, avan, an, on

3rd person feminine singular: aval, al, aj, ol

3rd person human plural/honorific: avar, ar, ar, or

3rd person neuter singular: atu, atai

3rd person neuter plural: a, avai

:
For a discussion of an, in, and icin, see "Notes on Miscellaneous Items."
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

past/completive stem ± an/in/icin + PNG

PNG Structure and Example

a: (3rd person neuter plural)

(past/completive stem + glide + a)

irantor ventiya kotuttu (kuru.349:5-6)

[ventu 'to wish for'; ventiya < venti + glide y + a;

ventiya is the object.]

'giving what the suppliants wished for'

(past/completive stem + an + a)

mantana pala (pati. 19:27)

[man 'to be perfect, elegant'; mantana < mant + an + a]

'(the places) which were elegant were many'

(past/completive stem + glide + in + a)

kuntal oriiyina pola ... malaikkan (pati.21:33-34, 35)

Some might prefer to separate the initial a from the suffixes avir, avan, avaj, avar,

atai, and avai, and consider it as part of the stem: e.g., turantavar 'he who has renounced'

< turanta (past adjectival participle) + ar PNG or turanta (past adjectival participle) +

avar 'that person' instead of turant (past/completive stem) + avar PNG. But note that in

non-past participial nouns, the adjectival participle form could not be identified as the stem.

For example, in iruppavar 'those who remain/stay', *iruppa is not non-past adjectival

participle and therefore we cannot derive iruppavar from *iruppa + ar or *iruppa +

avar. Therefore, I have settled for irupp (non-past/non-completive stem) + avar PNG

which can be considered similar to turant (past/completive stem) + avar PNG in structure.
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[oru 'to move away'; oriiyina < orii + glide y + in + a]

'compassionate eyes which appear as if they moved away from the

tresses'

atu: (3rd person neuter singular)

(past/completive stem + atu)

kal yattatu (peru:133)

[ya 'to bind'; yattatu < yatt + atu; yattatu is the object]

'... which was bound to a post'

kuppai velai uppili ventatai (ciru:137)

[ve 'to steam up, boil; ventatai < ventatu + ai (case marker)

ventatu < vent + atu; ventatai is the object]

'the velai leaves which boiled without salt'

'the velai leaves which were cooked without salt'

(past/completive stem + glide + atu)

nin ulliyatu mutittoy (pura.21 1:9-10)

[ullu 'to think, intend'; uljiyatu < ulli + glide y + atu; ulliyatu is

the object]

'you who accomplished what you intended'

atai: (3rd person neuter singular)

(past/completive stem + atai)

urntatai ... pukal cal velam (pari.21 :1 , 2)

[Or 'to ride'; urntatai < urnt + atai; urntatai is the object]

'What you rode was a famous elephant.'
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am: (1st person honorific/plural)

(past/completive stem + an + am)

yam umakku c cirantanam atal arintanir ayin (kali.5:4-5)

[cira 'to be dear/indispensable'; cirantanam < cirant + an + am]

'if you know that we are (people who are) dear to you'

ar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(past/completive stem + glide + ar)

pirital valliyar ... natturantor (aka.223:1)

[val 'to be capable'; valliyar < valli + glide y + ar]

'He who renounced us is one who is capable of being separated.'

(past/completive stem + in + ar)

ventupa ventupa ventinarkku aruli (peru:444)

[ventoi 'to wish for'; ventinar < venfi + in + ar]

'bestowing upon those who wanted whatever they wanted'

avar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(past/completive stem + avar)

nal en karikul naturiku tunai ayavar nin marantu uraital yavatu

(aka.129:2-3)

[a 'to be'; ayavar < ay + avar]

'How could he, who was (your) companion at those times of shiver

ing/trembling in the thick of the night, stay (away) forgetting you?'

turantavar antu antu uraikuvar kollo (kali.36:21)

[tura 'to renounce, relinquish'; turantavar < turant + avar]
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'Will he, who has renounced me, stay around here and there (away

from me)?'

nattavar kuti uyarkkuvai (matu:131)

[nal 'to befriend'; nattavar < natt + avar]

'You will uplift the clans of those who have befriended you.'

aval : (3rd person feminine singular)

(past/completive stem + aval)

nin umai kattaval (kali.44:19)

[ka 'to protect, shield'; kattaval < katt + aval]

'she who prevented the harm to you'

'she who protected you from harm'

avan: (3rd person masculine singular)

(past/completive stem + avan)

varuvan enra konatu perumaiyum atu palutu inri vantavan arivum

(pura.217:7-8)

[var 'to come'; vantavan < vant + avan]

'the greatness of the king who said, "He will come" and the wisdom

of the one who came without failing'

avir: (2nd person plural)

(past/completive stem + avir)

canravir ... en tuyar nilai tlrttal num talai k katane

(kalU39:33, 36-37)

[cal 'to be noble'; canravir < canr + avir]

'Noble people, it is your primary duty to remove the state of my

distress.'
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kantavir ellam katum ena vantarike pantu ariyatlr pola nokkuvlr

(kali.140:1-2)

[kan 'to see, notice'; kantavir < kant + avir]

'All those who noticed me have come here and are looking at me

as if you do not know me from the past. '

avai:

(2nd person singular)

(past/completive stem + avai)

maru amar attavai (pari.21:66)

[atu 'to kill'; attavai < aft + avai]

'You are the one who killed the enemies in the war.'

(3rd person neuter plural)

(past/completive stem + glide + avai)

varai mutal citariyavai (aka.108:3)

[citaru 'to scatter'; citariyavai < citari + glide y + avai]

'those which scattered on the top of the mountain'

an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(past/completive stem + in + an)

mutu parppan ancinan atal arintu (kali.65:20)

laiicu 'to fear'; ancinan < afici + in + an]

'knowing that the old brahmin is a frightened man'

am : (1st person plural/honorific)

(past/completive stem + am)

punarntam pola unarnta nencamotu (narr.349:4)
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[punar 'to unite'; punarntam < punarnt + am]

'with a heart that feels as if we were (people who were) united'

ay: (2nd person singular)

(past/completive stem + ay)

munnattan onru kurittay pol kattinai (kali.61 :7)

[kuri 'to intend, aim for'; kurittay < kuritt + ay]

'You made a hint like someone who had intended something.'

(past/completive stem + glide + ay)

nlrika k karutiyaykku ... tuyar ulappavo (kali. 136:15, 16)

[karutu 'to intend, propose'

karutiyaykku < karuti + glide y + ay + kku (case marker)]

'Would she have to suffer on behalf of / in response to you who

intended to leave?'

ar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(past/completive stem + ar)

nalkurntar celva makal (kali.50:14)

[nalkur 'to suffer'; nalkurntar < nalkurnt + ar]

'the dear daughter of those who have suffered'

(nalkur is probably from *nali 'suffering' + kur 'to intensify')

(past/completive stem + in + ar)

onrinar valkkaiye valkkai (kali. 18:11)

[onru 'to unite, co-operate'; onrinar < onri + in + ar]

'Only the life of those who are harmoniously united is (true) life.'
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al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(past/completive stem + al)

inratku oru pen ival (pari.8:58)

[in 'to give birth'; inratku < inral + ku (case marker);

inral < inr + al]

'She is the only daughter of the woman who gave birth to her.'

an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(past/completive stem + an)

pakai il noy ceytan ... malai (kali.40:6)

[cey 'to make, do'; ceytan < ceyt + an]

'the mountain that belongs to him who created a non-hostile sickness'

'the mountain that belongs to him who gave me lovesickness'

(past/completive stem + glide + an)

katiiyarku yariku akuvam kol (narr.313:5-6)

[kati 'to avoid, renounce'; katiiyarku < katiiyan + ku (case marker);

katiiyan < kati + glide y + an]

'Where will we be for him who has renounced us?'

'He has renounced us. Now, where do we stand?'

(past/completive stem + glide + in + an)

evvam uriiyinan kuoru (kali.42:24)

[uru 'to experience'; uriiyinan < urii + glide y + in + an]

'the hill of the man who caused us grief
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ir: (2nd person honorific/plural)

(past/completive stem + an + ir)

curam collatu irappa t tunintanirkku oru porul colluvatu utaiyen

(kali.8:6-8)

[tuni 'to decide, dare';

tunintanirkku < tunintanir + kku (case marker);

tunintanir < tunint + an + ir]

'I have one thing to say to you who have decided to go through the

forest without telling (us).'

i(i)r : (2nd person plural/honorific)

(past/completive stem + ir)

palcanrire palcanrire (pura.195:1)

[cal 'to be noble, be abundant'; canrir < canr + ir]

'O you who are full of many virtues.'

(past/completive stem + glide + iir)

yariro em vilankiyiir (aka.390:14)

[vilanku 'to intercept, cross'; vilankiyiir < vilanki + glide y + ir]

'Who are you who intercepted us?'

(The vowel in the PNG is lengthened because the participial noun is

in the vocative case.)

en: (1st person singular)

(past/completive stem + en)

nin atu kol viyan marpu tolutanen palicci c celval . . . yane

The ir is a variant of ir.
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(pura.21 1:15-17)

[tolu 'to worship'; tolutanen < tohit + an + en]

'I shall leave, as one who has worshipped your wide triumphant

chest.'

em: (1st person honorific/plural)

(past/completive stem + em)

ali perrem emmai nl arulinai (kali.66:22)

[peru'to get, obtain'; perrem < perr + em]

'You showed compassion to us who obtained your sympathy.'

en: (1st person singular)

(past/completive stem + en)

tantai tan ur ituve inren yane (narr. 198:1 1-12)

[in 'to give birth'; inren < inr + en]

'This is her father's town. I am the one who gave birth to her.'

(past/completive stem + en)

arattotu ninrenai k kantu (kali.39:20)

[nil 'to stand, stay'; ninren < ninr + en;

ninrenai < ninren + ai (case marker)]

'looking at me who stood in the path of duty'

(By literary convention, arattotu nil means "to inform the mother

about the love between her daughter and her lover." It is the duty

or virtue [aram] of the female companion of the daughter to undertake

this task.)
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(past/completive stem + an + en)

ninnai t takaittanen allal kan (kali.1 08:20)

[takai 'to stop, check'; takaittanen < takaitt + an + en]

'Look at the grief of me who stopped you (from going away from

me).'

'Look at my grief, who stopped you.'

oy: (2nd person singular)

(past/completive stem + oy)

tlriku ceytanaiye lriku vantoye (aka.112:8)

[var 'to come'; vantoy < vant + oy]

'You who came here, you have done harm.'

(past/completive stem + glide + oy)

kura p pina k kotiyai k kutiyoy (pari. 19:95)

[kutu 'to unite'; kutiyoy < kuti + glide y + oy]

'O you, who united with a vine-like Kurava woman (Valli).'

or: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(past/completive stem + or)

panmalai irantorkku (aka.101:17)

[ira 'to cross over, pass'; irantor < irant + or]

'to him who passed many mountains'

(past/completive stem + glide + or)

nirum nilanum punariyor intu utampum uyirum pataitticinore

(pura.l8:22-23)

[punar 'to join'; punariyor < punari + glide y + or]
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'Those who have joined the water and the land are those who (in

fact) have created bodies and lives here (on earth).'

(past/completive stem + kin + or)

taam teralar kollo ceynattu ... iranticinore (nan.302:6-10)

[ira 'to cross over'; iranticinor < irant + icin + or]

'Is he not sure ... who has crossed over to a faraway country?'

nirum nilanum punariyor intu utampum uyirum pataitticinore

(pura.l8:22-23)

[patai 'to create'; pataitticinor < pataitt + icin + or]

'Those who have joined the water and the land are those who (in

fact) have created bodies and lives here (on earth).'

(past/completive stem + in + or)

ceru ti nencattu c cinam nitinor (pari.5:73)

[nitu 'to last, extend'; nitinor < niti + in + or]

'people in whose heart of destructive fire fury has lasted'

OJ: (3rd person feminine singular)

(past/completive stem + ol)

kanru puku malai ninrol eyti (aka.9:20)

[nil 'to stand, wait'; ninrol < ninr + ol]

'reaching her who is standing (waiting for me) in the evening when

the calves enter (the village)'

(past/completive stem + icin + ol )

varuntinal aliyal ni pirinticinoje (kuru.336:6)

[piri 'to separate from'; pirinticinol < pirint + icin + 51]

'She, from whom you are separated, felt sad. She is to be pitied.'
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on: (3rd person masculine singular)

(past/completive stem + on)

katavul peniyar uyarnton entiya arum peral pintam (pati.30:34-35)

[uyar 'to be noble, lofty in principles'; uyarnton < uyarnt + on]

'the morsel, rare to be obtained, which the noble one carried (high

in his hands) for worshipping god'

(past/completive stem + glide + on)

nerunai em mun tappiyon tampiyotu . . . nalai c ceykuvan amar

(pura.304:4-5, 6)

[tappu 'to wrong'; tappiyon < tappi + glide y + on]

'I shall wage war with the younger brother of the man who wronged

my older brother yesterday.'
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NON-PAST PARTICIPIAL NOUNS

GENERAL: See "Past Participial Nouns" for more general informa

tion on participial nouns. The non-past participial noun can be construed

as either a "present" participial noun or as a "future" participial noun; the

context helps in deciding which is appropriate.

FORMATION: Non-past/non-completive participial nouns are de

rived by suffixation. A participial noun suffix indicating the person-number-

gender of the doer or the experiencer of the action is added directly to the

non-past/non-completive stem or is preceded by al 'person' or an.

See "The Non-past Stem" and "Person-Number-Gender" for infor

mation on the non-past/non-completive stem and the PNG categories.

PNG for non-past/non-completive participial nouns

1st person singular: en, en

1st person plural/honorific: am, am, em

For a discussion of the affix an, see "Notes on Miscellaneous Items."
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2nd person singular: ay, i, ai, oy

2nd person plural/honorific: ir

3rd person masculine singular: avan, an, an, on

3rd person feminine singular: aval, al, al, i, 51

3rd person human plural/honorific: ar, avar, ar, arkal, or

3rd person neuter singular: atu, i

3rd person neuter plural: a, avai

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

non-past/non-completive stem ± an/al + PNG

PNG Structure and Example

a: (3rd person neuter plural)

(non-past/non-completive stem + a)

torutta vayal aral piralnavum eru poruta ceru ulatu vittunavum

(pati.l3:1-2)

[piraj 'to wallow'; vittu 'to sow'; piralna < pirajn + a;

vittuna < vittun + a; vittuna is the object]

'manured fields where the aral fish wallow; and, the muddy land

where seeds are sown without tilling the soil (that) the oxen stam

peded'

neytal irurikan erumaiyin nirai tatukkunavum (pati. 13:3-4)

[tatu 'to put up an obstacle or barrier'; tatukkuna < tatukkun + a]

'the dark eye-like neytal flowers which block the water-buffaloes'
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o marantu aru kulam niraikkuna pola alkalum alutal mevala aki

(aka.l 1:12-14)

[nirai 'to fill up'; niraikkuna < niraikkun + a]

'like the sluices which, forgetting to be shields, are filling up the

drying pond, (my eyes) have come to shed tears every day and

am manal vatu t tura varippa pol lrikai vatu utirpu uka (kali .3 1:2-3)

[vari 'to decorate by lining up'; varippa < varipp + a]

'the wilting lrikai flowers fall and scatter as if they line up filling

the dips on the soft sand'

ventupa ventupa ventinarkku aruli (peru:444)

[ventu 'to wish for'; ventupa < ventup + a; ventupa is the object]

'providing/bestowing whatever was wished for upon those who

wanted'

navay tonruva kanamo (aka.l 10:18-19)

[tonru 'to appear'; tonruva < tonruv + a; tonruva is the object]

'Don't we see the boats which appear (on the horizon)?'

(non-past/non-completive stem + an + a)

utariku kotpana pol pukuttanar toluu (kali. 105:22)

[kol 'to spin'; kotpana < kotp + an + a]

'They made the bulls enter the stall like things/animals which spin

all together.'

ari paripu aruppana (kali.103:24)

[aru 'to cut, sever, tear'; aruppana < arupp + an + a]

'bulls which pull and tear up the intestines of their enemies'
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vanappu ura k kolvana nati anintanal (kali. 82:19)

[kol 'to take hold, accept'; kolvana < kolv + an + a;

kolvana is the object]

'She looked for (ornaments) which are proper for attaining beauty

and wore them.'

atu : (3rd person neuter singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + atu)

nallatu ceytal arrir ayinum allatu ceytal ompumin atutan ellarum

uvappatu (pura.195:6-8)

[uva 'to rejoice, enjoy, like'; uvappatu < uvapp + atu;

uvappatu is the object]

'Even if you are not able to do good, retreat from doing (things)

which are not good. That indeed is what is liked by everyone.'

unpatu nab utuppavai irante (pura.189:5)

[un 'to consume, eat'; unpatu < unp + atu; unpatu is the object.]

'What one eats is (equal to the measure of) a nali. What one

wears is only two (pieces of clothing).'

cellunarkku uruvatu kurum ... palliya katu (aka.151 .12-13, 15)

[uru 'to occur, befall'; uruvatu < uruv + atu]

'The forest has geckos which tell those who pass by what will

befall.'

(non-past/non-completive stem + glide + atu)

tan kan kantatu poykkuvatu anre (kuru.26:5)

[poy 'to lie, fail'; poykkuvatu < poykku + glide v + atu]
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'It (the monkey) is not something which will lie about what its

eyes saw.'

'It (the monkey) will not lie about what it witnessed.'

cerntanai celine citaikuvatu unto (aka. 120:13)

[citai 'to smash/destroy'; citaikuvatu < citaiku + glide v + atu]

'Is there anything that will be destroyed if you stay over and leave

(later)?'

am: (1st person plural)

(non-past/non-completive stem + am)

cenmo peruma em vilavu utai nattu ena yam tan ariyunam aka

(pura.381 :5-6)

[ari 'to know'; ariyunam < ariyun + am]

'As we informed him "We shall now go to our festive country," . . . '

'As we said to him "We shall now go to our festive country" and

waited to know his response, . . . '

ar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(non-past/non-completive stem + ar)

arula vallai akumati arul ilar kotamai vallar akuka ... nin pakai

etirntore (pura.27:17-18, 19)

[val 'to be capable, be skilled'; vallar < val + ar]

'May you become one who is skilled in giving. May those who are

facing your enmity become those skilled in not giving.'
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kavilnta mantai malarkkunar yar (pura. 103:3)

[malar 'to unfold, turn up'; malarkkunar < malarkkun + ar]

'Who are the people who will turn up our (begging) bowls which

are upside down (now).'

ar anar urunar aru niram cutti k kur ehku erinar (aka.71:1 1-12)

[eri 'to fling, toss'; erinar < erin + ar]

'the people who throw sharp spears pointing to the dear chest of

those who are already experiencing harsh grief '

patunarkku ooru ikunarum illai (pura.235:17)

Ipatu 'to sing'; i 'to bestow'; patunar < patun + ar;

ikunar < ikun + ar]

'There is no one who would give to those who sing.'

kanunar vayaam katku in ceyarrin (malai:476)

[kan 'to see'; kanunar < kanun + ar]

'of the river, pleasing to the eyes, which comes from a distance and

which those who look at it will desire'

'of the river, pleasing to the eyes, which comes from a distance and

will be liked by those who desire it'

ar anar urunar aru niram cutti k kur ehku erinar (aka.71 :1 1-12)

[uru 'to experience'; urunar < urun + ar]

'the people who throw sharp spears pointing to the dear chest of

those who are already experiencing harsh grief '

arainar tlm pili entiram (pad. 19:22-23)

[arai 'to grind'; arainar < arain + ar]

'the mill where people, who grind, extract the sweet (juice of

sugarcanes)'
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naravu un vantay narampu ularnar (pari.9:63)

[ular 'to pluck'; ularnar < ularn + ar]

'those who pluck the strings (of the harp) like bees feeding on

honey'

tirumani kuyinar (matu:511)

[kuyil 'to bore'; kuyinar < kuyiln + ar]

'those who bore lustrous gems'

pon urai kanmar (matu:513)

[kan 'to see, witness, examine'; kanmar < kanm + ar]

'those who examine the rubbing of gold (on a special stone, for

estimating it)'

nacaivar (pura.229:25)

[nacai 'to like, desire'; nacaivar < nacaiv + ar)

'those who like ...'

(non-past/non-completive stem + an + ar)

viraivanar katalar pukutara (kali. 134:26)

[virai 'to rush'; viravanar < viraiv + an + ar]

'as her lover arrived (as someone who was) hurried'

'as her lover arrived hurriedly'

(non-past/non-completive stem + glide + al + ar)

em kulici malarkkum katan ariyalar pira nattu inmaiyin

(pura.393:4-5)

[ari 'to know'; ariyajar < ari + glide y + al + ar]

'since those who know the duty of turning up our pots (for giving

alms) do not exist in other countries'
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'since there is none in other countries who knows the duty of

turning up our pots for giving alms'

avar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(non-past/non-completive stem + avar)

manai vayin iruppavar (aka.389:10)

[iru 'to remain'; iruppavar < irupp + avar]

'those who remain in the house'

atari kolpavar (matu:94)

[kol 'to take hold, grasp, carry'; kolpavar < kolp + avar]

'those who take (hold of) the hay'

aval: (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + aval)

utu men ciru kill unarppaval (kali.72:4)

[unar 'to understand, reconcile'; unarppaval < unarpp + aval]

'she who is coaxing the sulking little parrot'

yan akiyar nin nencu nerpavale (kuru.49:5)

[ner 'to fit, be right for, be proper'; nerpaval < nerp + aval]

'May I be the one who is / will be suitable for your heart!'

avan: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + avan)

am malai etukkal cellatu ulappavan (kali.38:4-5)

[ula 'to struggle'; ulappavan < ulapp + avan]

'one who is struggling without being able to lift that mountain'
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varaipavan ennin akalan (kali.146:27)

[varai 'to delimit, choose'; varaipavan < varaip + avan]

'the one who has chosen me (for marrying) will not go away from

me'

avai: (3rd person neuter plural)

(non-past/non-completive stem + avai)

unpatu nali utuppavai irante (pura.189:5)

[utu 'to wear, wrap around'; utuppavai < utupp + avai;

utuppavai is the object]

'What one eats is (equal to the measure of) a nali. What one wears

is only two (pieces of clothing).'

urukupavai pol enpu kulir kolii (poru:78)

[uruku 'to melt'; urukupavai < urukup + avai]

'like things which are melting/loosening, the bones were cold

and ...'

(The reference is to the shivering due to the cold.)

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + al)

netunculi nittam mannunal pola (aka.62:10)

[mannu 'to clean by washing'; mannunal < mannun + al]

'she, like someone who is washing up in the water with wide

ripples'

nil nakar ... ninaiyunal vatintakkal (kali. 126:14)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaiyunal < ninaiyun + al]
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'when she stayed in her big house (as someone who is) thinking

(about you)'

'when she stayed in her big house thinking (about you)'

av icai mulai erru alaippa alaittuli c celkuval ariku t tamar k kanamai

mltciyum kuu k kuu mevum (pari. 19:63-65)

[cel 'to go'; celkuval 'she who goes' < celkuv + al]

'The hill is such that she resorts to calling out to her kin again and

again without finding them when she goes (looking for them) since

the caves echoed her call.'

(non-past/non-completive stem + an + al)

inaiyana tlmai ninaivanal kattu (kali.44:18)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaivanal < ninaiv + an + al]

'she prevented this kind of harm as someone who would think

about it (before hand) and . . . '

'she prevented this kind of harm, having sensed/thought about it and

an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + an)

nin veyyan ayin avan veyyai nl ayin (kali.107:21)

[vey 'to like'; veyyan < vey + an]

'if he is someone whom you like and you are someone whom he

likes'

katu munninane kal kamurunan (pura.238:5)

[kamuru 'to experience desire' < kam + uru;

kamurunan < kamurun + an]

'he who desired toddy intended / thought of the forest'
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puravu etirkolvanai k kantanam vararku (pati.57:15)

[etirkol 'to receive, anticipate' < etir + kol;

etirkolvan < etirkolv + an]

'in order to return after seeing the one who anticipates to protect

(the suppliants)'

(non-past/non-completive stem + an + an)

kolurikurai . . . vi raivanan cuttu . . . tinm ena t tarutal in

(pura.150.9, 12, 13)

[virai 'to rush, hurry';

viraivanan 'one who rushed' < viraiv + an + an]

'since he baked a fat piece of animal flesh as someone in a hurry

and gave it to us saying "Eat," . . . '

'since he baked a fat piece of animal flesh in a hurry and gave it to

us saying "Eat," . . . '

am : ( 1 st person honorific/plural)

(non-past/non-completive stem + am)

aiyanai ettuvam pola (kali.43:5)

[ettu 'to praise'; ettuvam 'those who praise' < ettuv + am]

'like those who praise the Lord/Chief

ay: (2nd person singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + ay)

valarika p polutu nl kanru meyppay pol valahkal (kali.112:12-13)

[mey 'to graze'; meyppay < meypp + ay]

'moving around like someone who is grazing the calves at a time

when no one moves around'
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ar: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(non-past/non-completive stem + ar)

yalin puri nekilppar (pari. 18:36-37)

[nekil 'to loosen'; nekilppar < nekilpp + ar]

'those who loosen the twist of the harp's strings'

emmai p purappem enparum palaral (kali.94:24-25)

[en 'to say'; enpar < enp + ar]

'There are many who say that they will protect us.'

nuntai nalan una c caay c caaymar evva noy (kali.80:16-17)

[cay 'to suffer, wither, cave in';

caaymar < caaym + ar < caym + ar]

'the painful (love)sickness of women who are withering since your

father enjoyed their loveliness'

viliya viruntu viluvarkku koytoy talir (par1.6:61-62)

[vilu 'to desire'; viluvar < viluv + ar]

'You picked tender leaves for those who desired an endless feast.'

arivar yar avar munniyavve (narr.269:9)

[ari 'to know, realize'; arivar < ariv + ar]

'Who are the people who know what he intended?'

(non-past/non-completive stem + an + ar)

kalai avatu ariyar malai enmanar mayarikiyore (kali.119:15-16)

[en 'to say'; enmanar < enm + an + ar]

'Those who say that it is evening, not knowing that it is morning,

are confused.'
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ar(kaj): (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(non-past/non-completive stem + ar[kaj])

valvarkatku (kali.145:17)

[val 'to live'; valvarkatku < valvarkal + ku case marker;

valvarkal < valv + arkal]

'for those who are living/thriving'

(Note the two plural suffixes, ar and kal.)

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + al)

paital noy uhippalai ... mrikloral pacappe (kali. 130:18, 21)

[ula 'to struggle'; ulappaj < ulapp + al]

'Lovesick pallor left her who is struggling through lovesickness.'

nl emmai ellutal maraittal ompu en pa hi i ... avan ... unarppittal

(pari. 18:9-10, 13)

[en 'to say'; enpal < enp + al]

'cajoling the woman who says to him "Avoid hiding (the fact) that

you despise us" '

ararikin mel atuval ani nutal (kali.79:4)

[atu 'to dance'; atuval < atuv + al]

'beautiful forehead of the woman who is dancing on a stage'

an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + an)

putu nan nulaippan nuti man val ukir (kuru.67:3)

I miliii 'to enter'; nulaippan < nulaipp + an]
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'sharp nails with fine tips of the man who threads a new string

(through a gold coin)'

urrarin nirikalam enpan malai (kali.40:28-29)

[en 'to say'; enpan < enp + an]

'the mountain which belongs to him who says "We shall not go

away from our kin" '

annai . . . ceri am pentir ciru col nampi c cutuvan pola nokkum

(narr.175:5, 7-8)

[cutu 'to burn'; cutuvan < cutuv + an]2

'Believing the mean words of the neighborhood women, mother

looks at me like someone who would burn (me) up.'

i:

(2nd person singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + i)

em uyir utampu atuvi (aka. 136:19)

[atu 'to kill, destroy'; atuvi < atuv + i]

'you who are killing my life-breath and body'

:
An interesting example. Probably the form an pol (or arpol), as found here in the

example cutuvan pol, is the source for the modern Tamil usage arpol 'like, as if which

has many variations al pola, appola, and appla (in fast spoken Tamil). In modern Tamil,

this arpol is added to a past or a non-past stem, for example, avar vantarpola t terikirate

'It seems he came'; ava anke porappala ille (spoken Tamil) 'It doesn't seem like she is

going to go there.'
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(3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + i)

karikul uyavu t tunai akiya tuncatu uraivi ival (aka.298:22-23)

[urai 'to stay'; uraivi < uraiv + i]

'She is someone who has become my concerned companion at

night and who stays without sleeping.'

(3rd person neuter singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + i)

cantarri pola (pari.21:30)

[arm 'to make dry, cool off; arri < ami + i; cantu 'sandal paste']

'like the thing/fan which dries off the sandal paste'

ir: (2nd person plural/honorific)

(non-past/non-completive stem + ir)

varuvirullro (kuru.118:4)

[var 'to come'; varuvir < varuv + ir]

'Are there any who would (like to) come (inside the house)?'

en: (1st person singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + en)

va ena k kuruven pola k katti marru avan mee vali mevay nence

(kali.47:22-24)

[kuru 'to state'; kuruven < kuruv + en]

'My heart, guide (him) like me who would tell him to come (for a

rendezvous) and then go wherever he goes.'
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(non-past/non-completive stem + an + en)

yan tan karaiya vantu viraivanen kavaii ... nani ninrol

(aka.l6:13-14, 16)

[virai 'to rush, hurry'; viraivanen < viraiv + an + en]

'she, who stood feeling bashful when she came (up to me) as I

called, and hugged me who rushed (to hug her)'

em: (1st person plural/honorific)

(non-past/non-completive stem + em)

kanrotu celvem em tampin oru talai parrinai (kali. 116:1-2)

[cel 'to go'; celvem < celv + em]

'You have grabbed one end of the rope that belongs to us who are

going with our calves.'

en: (1st person singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + en)

en nalam tarayo ena t totuppen pola (kali.128:10-11)

[totu 'to hug, fasten, hook'; totuppen < totupp + en]

'as if I would confront (him) and say, "Won't you give (back) my

loveliness?" '

pala nal ar irul varutal kanperku yariku akumme ilarikilai cerippe

(narr-332:8-10)

[kan 'to see'; kanpen < kanp + en;

kanperku < kanpen + ku case marker]

'How is it possible for me, who witness his arrival during many

difficult nights, to have tight ornaments?'

(The literary convention is that the woman's ornaments will become

loose because she would grow thin in distress if there is any danger

to her lover while coming at night to see her.)
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yan akuval nin nalan taruvene (aka.392:28)

[tar 'to give, bring'; taruven < taruv + en]

'I shall be the one who will bring back your loveliness.'

ai: (2nd person singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + ai)

nin veyyan ayin avan veyyai ni ayin (kali. 107:21)

[vey 'to like'; veyyai < vey + ai]

'If he is someone whom you like and you are someone whom he

likes, ...'

arula vallai akumati arul ilar kotamai vallar akuka ... nin pakai

etirntore" (pura.27:17-18, 19)

[val 'to be capable, be skilled'; vallai < val + ai]

'May you become one who is skilled in giving. May those who are

facing your enmity become those skilled in not giving!'

pakaivar panintu tirai pakara k kollunai atalin (pati. 17:2-3)

[kol 'to take hold, receive, accept'; kollunai < kollun + ai]

'since you are someone who accept it as (and when) your enemies

submit to you and announce their tribute'

'since you accept it as (and when) your enemies submit to you and

announce their tribute'

oy: (2nd person singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + oy)

manaivi mel irai p panaittol tuyil amarpoye (nan..121:1 1-12)

[amar 'to settle'; amarpoy < amarp + oy]

'O you who settle in sleep on the edge/curve of your wife's gentle

firm shoulder'
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porul vayin celvoy uran utai ullattai (kali. 12:9-10)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; celvoy < celv + oy]

'O, you who are leaving to seek wealth, you have a heart of

determination.'

or: (3rd person human plural/honorific)

(non-past/non-completive stem + or)

en iraval mantai malarppor yar (pura.179:2-3)

[malar 'to unfold, turn upside'; malarppor < malarpp + or]

'Who is the person who will turn my begging bowl upside?'

norror manra toli . . . pirintu urai katalar vara k kanpore

(kuru.344:1, 8)

[kan 'to see, witness'; kanpor < kanp + or]

'They are definitely fortunate, my friend, those who will see the

return of their lovers who are away.'

yane anriyum ular kol ... nokku arum ciru neri ninaiyumore

(narr.104:8, 12)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaiyumor < ninaiyum + or]

'Are there any aside from me, who would think of the small path

(through which my lover comes) that is difficult to see?'

terram ... kan kalil uku pani arakkuvore (kuru.398:1, 8)

[arakku 'to rub, press'; arakkuvor < arakkuv + or]

'We do not know of someone who would wipe the tears that fill my

eyes and fall down.'

nirai matam urkuvor (pari. 10:27)

[Or 'to climb up'; urkuvor < urkuv + or]

'those who climb up the row of balconies'
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yariku arintanar ... toli ... pirintu cen uraital valluvore

(kuru.l54:l, 8)

[val 'to be capable'; valluvor < valluv + or]

'How did he know to be someone capable of living far away, being

separated from me?'

'How is he capable of living far away, being separated from me?'

vallanmaiyin em varaivor yar (pura.393:6)

[varai 'to choose, select'; varaivor < varaiv + or]

'Who are the people who would choose (to protect) us out of

philanthropy?'

'Who would choose (to protect) us out of philanthropy?'

51 : (3rd person feminine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + ol)

ulaiyam akavum inaivol pilaiyalal . . . piritum nam enine

(aka.5:27-28)

[inai 'to suffer'; inaivol < inaiv + ol]

'She who is suffering, although we (hon.) are close by, will not

survive if we depart.'

katalotu pulampuvol kalariku afiar (kali. 144:68)

[pulampu 'to cry'; pulampuvol < pulampuv + ol]

'the agitated distress of the woman who cries out to the sea'

on: (3rd person masculine singular)

(non-past/non-completive stem + on)

niye mun yan ariyumone (pura. 137:4)

[ari 'to know'; ariyumon < ariyum + on]

'You are the (only) one whom I knew before / in the past.'
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NEGATIVE PARTICIPIAL NOUNS

GENERAL: See "Past Participial Nouns." The negative participial

noun does not refer to a specific time. Therefore, there is only one type of

negative participial noun as the counterpart of the past and the non-past

affirmative participial nouns.

FORMATION: Negative participial nouns are formed by suffixation:

(i) a PNG suffix beginning with a long vowel is added directly

to the bare verb stem;

(ii) al or at is added to a bare verb stem and is subsequently

followed by a PNG suffix;

(iii) al is added to the non-past/non-completive stem ending

with (k)k and is occasionally followed by at and a PNG

suffix or is directly followed by a PNG suffix;

(iv) il is added to the past/completive stem of a verb and is

subsequently followed by a PNG suffix.
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See "The Negative" for information on the negative participial nouns

formed by using conjugated forms of the intrinsically negative root al 'not

to be .' See "The Past Stem" for information on the past stem, and

"Person-Number-Gender" for the PNG categories.

PNG for negative participial nouns

1st person singular: en

1st person plural, honorific: am, em

2nd person singular: ay, i, oy

2nd person plural, honorific: ir

3rd person masculine singular: avan, an, on

3rd person feminine singular: al, ol

3rd person human plural, honorific: ar, avar, ar, or, mar

3rd person neuter singular: atu

3rd person neuter plural: a, a

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare verb stem + PNG with a long vowel

bare verb stem + al or at + PNG

non-past stem in (k)k + al ± at + PNG

past stem + il + PNG

PNG Structure and Example

a: (3rd person neuter plural)

(bare stem + at + a)

ceyyata colli c cinaval (kali. 81:27)
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[cey 'to do'; ceyyata < cey + at + a; ceyyata is the object]

'Do not be angry, saying what (I) did not do.'

atu : (3rd person neuter singular)

(bare stem + at + atu)

nilal pol tiritaruvay en nl peratatu (kali.61 :8-9)

[peru 'to get, obtain'; peratatu < peru + at + atu;

peratatu is the object]

'You are wandering like (my) shadow. What is it that you did not

get?'

ar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(bare stem + al + ar)

onnalar ehkutai valattar mavotu parattara (pura.274:4-5)

[on 'to agree, unite, match'; onnalar (enemies) < on + al + ar]

'those people who are not agreeable and who have the power of

spears moved around with their horses, and . . . '

poruntalar arimana vayil (aka.266:12-13)

[poruntu 'to agree, match';

poruntalar (enemies) < poruntu + al + ar]

'(the place) Arimana Vayil that belongs to the people who are not

agreeable / who do not match'

avar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(bare stem + at + avar)

tol turantu arulatavar pol (kali. 128:1)

[arul 'to be gracious, compassionate';
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arulatavar < arul + at + avar]

'like the one who is not compassionate and has renounced (my)

shoulders'

(non-past/non-completive stem + al + at + avar)

collutal urru uraikkallatavar (kali.61:4)

[urai 'to state, declare, speak up';

uraikkallatavar < uraikk + al + at + avar]

'those who felt like telling but were not able to speak up'

avan: (3rd person masculine singular)

(bare stem + at + avan)

karai kana noyul aluntatavanai p purai tava k kuri k kotumai nuvalvlr

(kali.146:25-26)

[ahintu 'to immerse'; aluntatavan < aluntu + at + avan]

'By saying (things) to destroy his greatness, you are talking about

the cruelty of the man who does not immerse himself in (love)sick-

ness that knows no bounds.'

a(a):

(3rd person neuter singular)

(bare stem + a)

utaa pora akutal arintum pataam mannaikku ltta em ko

(pura.141:10-11)

[utu 'to wear, wrap around' por 'to cover oneself with'

utaa < utu + a; pora < por + a]

'our king who gave a shawl to the peacock although he knew that it

is (a bird) which would not wrap and cover itself (with the shawl).'
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(3rd person neuter plural)

(bare stem + glide + a)

ovva ya ula (pura.167:9)

[o 'to fit, be appropriate, agree, match'; ovva < o + glide vv + a]

'What are the things which do not match (you)?'

am : (1st person honorific/plural)

(bare stem + am)

alaam uraitalum uriyam (aka.l 13:23)

[alu 'to cry'; alaam (hon.) < alu + am]

'We have a right to stay as those who are not crying.'

'I have a right to stay without crying.'

ay: (2nd person singular)

(bare stem + at + ay)

en naliyum noy matamaiyan unaratay (kali.58:11-12)

[unar 'to understand'; unaratay < unar + at + ay]

'O you, who do not understand the (love)sickness that is hurting

me.'

(non-past/non-completive stem + al + ay)

meyyai p poy enru mayarikiya kai oijru arikallay pori kan nl

(kali.95:25-26)

[ari 'to know'; arikallay < arik + al(l) + ay]

'See, you seem like someone who mistook false for truth and thus

do not know about it.'
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ar: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(bare stem + ar)

avar poyyar akutal telintanam (kali.150:21-22)

[poy 'to lie, fail'; poyyar < poy + ar]

'We are sure that he is someone who would not lie.'

enrum canror canror palar apa calar calar palar akupave

(pura.218:5-8)

[cal 'to be content, be noble'; calar < cal + ar]

'Always, those who are content belong in the group of those who

are content. Those who are not content belong in the group of

those who are not content.'

kurrattanaiyai akalin porrar irarika vilivatu kollo (pura.98:17-18)

[porru 'to cherish, appreciate'; porrar < porru + ar]

'Since you are like Death, is there indeed (going to be) a pitiful

destruction of those who do not appreciate you?'

onnar yanai otai p pon kontu (pura.l26:1)

[oq 'to agree, unite, match'; onnar (enemies) < on + ar]

'taking hold of the gold from the elephants that belong to those who

would not agree'

evvi eval mevar netu mital (aka.266:11-12)

[mevu 'to take up, accept'; mevar < mevu + ar]

'the long (standing) strength of those who do not accept (the

chieftain) Evvi's command'
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(non-past/non-completive stem + at + ar)

nallatar mital caytta vallala (pura.125:5-6)

[nal 'to befriend'; nallatar < nal + at + ar]

'O capable one, who defeated the strength of those who did not

befriend you.'

(past/completive stem + il + ar)

tan tamil ayvantilar kollar ik kunru payan (pari.9:25-26)

[ayvar 'to get close, to investigate'

< ay 'to look into' + var 'to come';

ayvantilar < ayvant + il + ar]

'Those who have not investigated pleasant Tamil will not accept

the result(s) of this (Pararikunru) hill.'

'Those who do not understand the depth of Tamil will not appreciate

the nature of this hill.'

al: (3rd person feminine singular)

(bare stem + at + al)

nl nlppin valatal mulai (kali.2:13-14)

[val 'to live, prosper'; valataj < val + at + al]

'breasts of the woman who would not live if you leave'

an: (3rd person masculine singular)

(bare stem + an)

aram caran muppe pol alitakkal (kali.38:19)

[aram 'righteousness'; car 'to lean toward'; caran < car + an]

'she, who is perishing like the aging of a man who would not lean

toward righteousness'
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(bare stem + at + an)

orkattul utaviyarkku utavatan (kali. 149:6)

[utavu 'to help'; utavatan < utavu + at + an]

'the man who does not help those who helped (him) in poverty'

i: (2nd person singular)

(bare stem + i)

nan ili nl (kali.116:17)

[nan 'shame, bashfulness'; ili < il 'to be non-existent' + i]

'You are someone who do not have shame.'

ir: (2nd person honorific)

(bare stem + glide + at + ir)

en nlr ariyatir pola ivai kural (kali.6:7)

[an 'to know, understand'; ariyatir < ari + glide y + at + ir]

'your saying these things like someone who do not understand my

nature'

'you are saying these things as if you do not understand my nature'

em: (1st person honorific/plural)

(bare stem + em)

yam munturutal cellem ... curattu alkiyem (aka.261 .11-12)

[cel 'to be possible to leave; to proceed'; cellem < cel + em]

'We, not being able to leave in a rush, stayed in the forest.'

'Without proceeding further in a rush, we stayed in the forest.'

en: (1st person singular)

(bare stem + at + en)

aiicuvaru noyotu tuncatene (aka.45:19)
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[tuncu 'to sleep'; tuncaten < tuficu + at + en]

'I who do not sleep due to frightening (love)sickness.'

oy: (2nd person singular)

(mutated stem + at + oy)

konkanai t taratoye (aink.l38:3)

[tar < tar 'to bring'; taratoy < tar + at + oy]

'you who have not brought the Konkan (husband)'

or: (3rd person honorific/plural)

(bare stem + at + or)

ninunaratore (pati.51:24)

[unar 'to understand, reconcile'; unarator < unar + at + or]

'those who do not understand/reconcile with you'

innay peruma nin onnatorkke (pura.94:5)

[on 'to agree, unite'; onnator < on + at + or]

'You are not sweet, my lord, to those who are not agreeable to

you.'

'My lord, you are not sweet to your enemies.'

ol: (3rd person feminine singular)

(bare stem + glide + at + ol)

kantal mulu mutal ... il uyttu natutalum katiyatole (kuru.361:4, 6)

[kati 'to avoid, prevent'; katiyatol < kati + glide y + at + ol]

'mother who does not stop/prevent (me from) bringing the whole

root of the kantal (from his mountain) to (our) house and planting it

even'
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on: (3rd person masculine singular)

(bare stem + at + on)

malai kelliya natu utan kotuppavum kollatone (pura.232:5-6)

[koj 'to take hold, receive, accept'; kollaton < kol + at + on]

'he who would not accept it even if (one) gives (him) the entire

mountainous country.'

mar: (3rd person human plural)

(bare stem + a I + mar)

makalir neytal kelanmar neturikataiyane (pura.389:16, 17)

[kel 'to hear']

"The women in your large courtyard will be those who will not

hear the (sound of the) neytal drum (that announces death).'

1 My analysis of kelanmar slightly differs from the traditional analysis. For example,

Cenavaraiyar considers a similar form, kananmar to be a negative personal verb meaning

'they will not see' (cf. Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam: 135, Rule 207).
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VERBAL NOUNS

GENERAL: The nominal form which is derived from a verb stem

and which refers to the process/action or the result of the process/action

is here called the "verbal noun." This specification is made in order to

differentiate the verbal noun from the participial noun which refers to the

doer or object of the action. As an example of a verbal noun referring

to a process/action or the result of the latter, consider unankal (< unanku

'to dry up, be dehydrated' + al): this can refer to the process of drying up,

dehydration, or the neuter object which is dried up, "fish." The literary

context determines what unankal refers to.

The verbal noun functions like any other nominal in that it can be

declined. Two basic types of verbal noun are found in classical Tamil:

affirmative and negative. See "Negative Verbal Nouns" for information on

the negative type. Verbal nouns do not normally refer to a specific time.

The traditional term for verbal noun is toUrpeyar 'action-noun' or vinaiyin peyar

'name of the action' (Tolkappiyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rule 297; Nannul, Rule

286). Note that in the tradition the term tolirpeyar also refers to a participial noun (cf.

commentary on pati. 19:17).
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However, there are a few verbal nouns which contain markers that

indicate a completive or an incompletive aspect of the actions denoted by

the verbs from which the verbal nouns are derived. The verbal nouns

which indicate a completive aspect are here called the "past verbal nouns."

See "Non-Past Verbal Nouns" for information on the non-past verbal

noun.

FORMATION: The verbal noun is derived in the following ways:

(i) by using the bare verb stem;

(ii) by stem mutation;

(iii) by suffixation: adding a verbal noun suffix directly to the stem;

(iv) by "extension": using a past neuter singular finite verb form, or

adding the suffix tu, tai, or mai to a past/completive adjectival

participle;

(v) by periphrasis: the affix um is added to a past neuter singular

finite form of a verb and is subsequently followed by conjugated

forms of the verbs il 'not to be ...' or utai 'to have.'

Among these mechanisms, (ii) and (iii) can occur separately or together.

See "The Past Adjectival Participle" for information on past adjectival

participles. The verbal noun is treated like a neuter singular finite verb for

syntactic purposes.

The affirmative verbal noun suffixes are: am, ar, al, al, u, uj, ai,

kkal, (k)ku, (k)kai, (c)ci, ccu, (t)tal, ti, tai, patu, (p)pu, mai, vi, vu, and

vai. It is not possible to predict the distribution of these suffixes with the

exception of ttal and tal: ttal occurs in transitive/effective verbs and tal,

in non-causative/affective verbs.
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: using bare verb stem

varan orli valanku vayppa vitumati (pura.382:15-16)

I valanku 'giving, providing' < valanku 'to provide']

'Let us go, so that scarcity moves away and our (act of) giving

becomes true / a reality.'

paruntu aruntu urra tanai (pura.62:6)

[aruntu 'feeding' < aruntu 'to feed on']

'army which experienced the eating by the vultures'

'dead army, eaten by the vultures'

avar natu aliya eyil vauvi c curramotu tu aruttalin (matu:186-188)

[tu 'strength' < tu 'to be strong']

'since he besieged the (enemies') fortress as their country perished

and destroyed their strength along with their relatives'

irum itai mitainta cila col (pura.243:13)

[irum 'cough; coughing' < irum 'to cough']

'the few words mixed with coughing'

Formation mechanism: stem mutation

(a) In consonant-final stems, the stem-final consonant is normally

hardened if it is not y, r, or v. And the short vowel in the

monosyllabic stem is lengthened:

These are stems from Type (i) discussed in "Stem Classification on a Phonological

Basis."
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uttu aru marapin ancuvaru peeykku uttu etirkonta ... nimili

(aka.142:10-11)

[Uttu 'feeding' < un 'to eat']

'(the chieftain) Nimili who voluntarily took on (a vow to perform)

the feeding of frightening ghosts which, according to legend, are

difficult to feed'

puttu aru vil (aka.96:2)

| puttu 'holding, fastening'< pun 'to fasten']

'bow whose fastening is cut off

ivan makane toli enranal atan alavu untu kol mati vallorkke

(aka.48:24-26)

[kol 'comprehension' < kol 'to grasp, take, accept']

'She said, "My friend, he is (my) man." Those who are skilled in

judgement would have an understanding of the extent of this (state

ment).'

vattu uruttu vallay (pari. 18:42)

[uruttu 'rolling' < urul 'to roll']

'O you who are skilled in rolling marbles.'

(b) Stems here are non-monosyllabic and end with u, while the

disyllabic stem has a long vowel and/or a closed syllable. The

last consonant is hardened/doubled in stems with open syllables,

and subsequently the short vowel in the first syllable is lengthened

in the disyllabic stem. The closing consonant in the penultimate

syllable is hardened in stems which have a closed syllable.

3
These are stems referred to as Type (iii) in "Stem Classification on a Phonological

Basis."
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tan nun cuftu (peru:282)

[cuttu 'flesh, roasted over an open fire' < cutu 'to bake, barbecue']

'roasted fresh fish'

poy valam puttana pana nin pattu (pari. 18:20-21)

[pattu 'singing' < patu 'to sing']

'Bard, an abundance of falsehood is spread in your singing.'

'Bard, your songs are full of lies.'

tol nekilntatan talaiyum marru akinre ... natpe (kuru.377:2-3 , 5)

[marru 'change, cure, remedy' < maru 'to change']

'Even when (my) shoulders have become weak, (his) friendship is

a remedy.'

vaiyai p perukku (pari.7:60)

[perukku 'flooding' < peruku 'to flood, increase']

'the flooding in (river) Vaiyai'

mayakku orii (pura.362:1l)

[mayakku 'confusion' < mayanku 'to be confused']

'moving away from confusion'

accu ami emam aki (pari.90:2)

[accu 'fear' < ancu 'to fear']

'Fear having been cut off; security coming into being, ...'

pakai akinru avar nakai vilaiyatte (kuru.394:6)

[ vilaiyattu 'play' < vijaiyatu 'to play']

'His laughing / delightful play is becoming (a matter of) enmity.'
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(c) Stems here are monosyllabic or are disyllabic ending with u.

The syllables are open and contain short vowels. The vowel in

the first syllable is lengthened.

yan ul no uraippa (narr. 106:5)

[no 'suffering' < no 'to suffer internally']

'as I spoke of my inner suffering'

mati maru ora nanru unar culcci (malai:62)

[maru 'disagreement' < maru 'to disagree']

'planning which considers (his) wellbeing and does not think of

(any) disagreement with (his) opinion'

pini vitu peruka mannavan (aink.447:1)

[vitu 'freedom, liberation' < vitu 'to let go, let loose, release']

'May the king attain freedom from (what is) binding (him now).'

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare verb stem + verbal noun suffix

mutated stem + verbal noun suffix

Suffix Structure and Example

am:

(mutated stem + am)

vevvar occam (pati.41:20)

[occam < occ(u) + am < *ocu 'to surge, rise' + am]

'the surge of the heat (of war)'

These are stems from Type (ii) discussed in "Stem Classification on a Phonological

Basis."
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terumaral uyakkam (pura.381 :16)

[uyakkam < uyakk(u) + am < uyanku 'to wilt' + am]

'wilting due to wandering'

verram (matu:73)

[verram < verr + am < vel 'to conquer' + am]

'victory'

muvarum kuti aracavai irunta torram (poru:54-55)

[torram < torr(u) + am < tonru 'to appear' + am]

'the appearance of all three (kings) being together in the royal

court'

(bare stem + glide + ar)

vevvar occam (pati.41:20)

[vevvar < ve 'be hot; steam up' + glide vv + ar]

'the surge of the heat (of war)'

al:

(bare stem + al)

ketal arum tiruva (pura.366:17)

[ketal < ketu 'to perish, rot, spoil' + al; tiruva (vocative)]

'Prosperous one, difficult to perish.'

'Unperishing prosperous one.'

(derived stem + al)

kollai kural variki ina malai valnar alla purintu olukalan (kali.39:13-14)

[olukal < oluku 'to conduct oneself, behave' + al;

oluku < *olu + ku formative suffix]

'With their sheaves bent, the (millet) fields will not yield, since the

people living on the mountain behave / live by doing things that are

not good.'
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avala maru culi marukalin tavale nanru man (pura.238:18-19)

[marukal < maruku 'to go around in circles, whirl' + al;

maruku < maru + ku formative suffix]

'It is better indeed to perish instead of whirling in the ripples of a

whirlpool of distress.'

(bare stem + glide + al)

ariyal arkaiyar (aka. 184:14)

[ariyal < ari 'to brew' + glide y + al]

'those who drink brewed toddy'

maraval ompumati emme (aka. 19:9)

[maraval < mara 'to forget' + glide v + al]

'Avoid forgetting us.'

(mutated stem + al)

nina c cura arutta unakkal (narr.45:6)

[unakkal < unakk(u) + al < unanku 'to dry up, dehydrate' + al]

'dried pieces of fleshy shark'

paci pokkal (pura.390:27)

[pokkal < pokk(u) 'to make go, remove' + al;

< po(ku) 'to go' + al < po 'to go' + al]

'removing the hunger'

velli ven kalattu uttal (pura.390:18)

[uttal < utt + al < un 'eat' + al]

'feeding from white silver vessels'

ilampatu akarral (pura.381:15)

[akarral < akarr + al < akal 'to move away' + al]

'removing (our) state of having nothing'
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al: It is a variant of al.

(bare stem + al)

palum kolalum valloy (pati. 16:19)

[kolal < kol 'to receive, take hold of + al]

'You are skilled in both sharing and taking hold / grasping.'

u: Stems that take this suffix are disyllabic with open syllables, end in u,

and have r or 1 preceding the stem-final u.

(bare stem + u)

kuluu k kalirru (pura.97:9)

[kuliiu 'crowd' < kulu 'to crowd as a group' + u]

'of a crowd of male elephants'

ul:

(bare stem + glide + ul)

vey p peyal vilaiyul tekkal teral (malai:171)

[vilaiyul < vilai 'to mature' + glide y + ul]

'sweet thin toddy, poured inside a (piece of) bamboo and matured'

ai:

(bare stem + ai)

venil oti p patu natai valalai (narr.92:2)

[natai < nata 'to walk, move around' + ai]

'the slippery chameleon moving with difficulty in the summer'

kkal:

(bare stem + kkal)

oru kal viral murai curri mokkalum montanan (kali.54:7-8)

[mokkal < mo 'to sniff + kkal]
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'He wound one string (of flowers) properly around his finger and

even had a sniff.'

inmai uraittarkku atu niraikkal arrakkal (kali.43:26)

I niraikkal < nirai 'to fill up, fulfill' + kkal]

'when (he is) not able to bring fulfillment for those who spoke of

their having nothing'

(k)ku:

(bare stem + kku)

tolir cerukku anantar (aka.37:6)

| cerukku < ceru 'to exult' + kku]

'drowsiness due to the exultation of work'

(bare stem + ku)

iralai ... melkitu kavula (aka.34:4, 8)

[melkitu < melku 'cud' + itu 'to drop';

melku 'that which was chewed' < mel 'to chew' + ku]

'deer whose mouths drop the cud'

(k)kai:

(bare stem + kkai)

uyar cinai mutai nacai irukkai p petai (aka.51:3-4)

[irukkai < iru 'to be, remain' + kkai]

'the female (bird) sitting on a high branch with a desire for flesh'

(bare stem + kai)

tirkai vitukkum panpu (pura.391:9)

[tirkai < tir 'to end, leave, vanish' + kai]

'the nature of giving up (the idea of) vanishing'
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carikai maruttu l tanta untikai (pari.6:36)

[untikai 'crowd, lump' < untai + kai;

untai 'globe, sphere' < uruntai

< urul 'to become round, globular' + tai]

'unrestrained crowd (of elephants and horses) which gave up moving

on

(bare stem + i + kai)

carikai maruttu t tanta untikai (pari.6:36)

[carikai 'moving on' < car 'to lean, move on' + i + kai]

'unrestrained crowd (of elephants and horses) which gave up moving

on'

(mutated stem + i + kai)

karikai mr nokkinai (pari.7:65)

[karikai < kar 'dark' (< karu 'to be dark') + i + kai]5

'the glance that has the quality of being dark'

'the glance of brown eyes'

(c)ci:

(bare stem + cci)

mati main ora nanru unar culcci (malai:62)

[culcci < cul 'to plan' + cci]

'planning which considers (his) wellbeing and does not think of

disagreement with (his) opinion'

Note that in later Tamil, karikai refers to a woman, probably to a dark one, by

metonymy.
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(bare stem + ci)

veru al katci iruvem (aka.73:9-10)

[katci < kan 'to see, view' + ci]

'we two with views that are not different'

ccu:

(bare stem + ccu)

catiyin valaiccu ara vilainta ... narum pili (peru:280, 281)

f valaiccu < valu 'be tender, slimy' + ccu]

'good smelling extract/liquor that matured in a jar without being

slimy'

(t)tal:

(bare stem + ttal)

netum perum kunram emmotu irattal (aka. 19:5-6)

[irattal < ira 'to pass' + ttal]

'passing beyond/through the tall big hill with us'

(bare stem + tal)

tan citaivu arital anci ... en makal i-c-curam patartantole

(aka.7:9, 12-13)

[arital < ari 'to know' + tal]

'Afraid of me knowing about her blemish, my daughter proceeded

to this forest.'

ti:

(bare stem + ti)

konti unti (peru:454)

[konti < kol 'to take hold of, grab' + ti]

'food/consumption made out of looting'
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nin arvalar toluta kai amaitiyin amarntoyum niye (pari.4:70-71)

[amaiti < amai 'to settle, stay undisturbed' + ti]

'You are the one who sat/settled in an undisturbed state of the

worshipping hands of your devotees.'

venriyotu vil alaittu unnum val an valkkai (aka.31 :12-13)

[venri < vel 'to conquer, defeat' + ti]

'life of skilled men who eat successfully by hustling with their

bows'

tai:

(bare stem + tai)

pulavar . . . navil punainta nan kavitai (pari.6:7, 8)

[kavitai

< kavi 'to overspread, inundate, surpass, extend' + tai]

'the good spontaneity/poetry of the poets'

(mutated stem + tai)

mutantai nel (pati.29:3)

I mutantai < mutam + tai < muta 'to be bent, crooked' + am + tai]

'paddy (sheaves) which are bent'

patu: This is not a suffix. It is a verbal noun meaning 'experience'

derived from the verb patu 'to befall, experience.' It is added like

a suffix to a nominal stem to derive a larger verbal noun.

(bare stem + patu)

nl cella vituvayel . . . nettirum kuntal katavular ellarkkum muttuppatu

akalum untu (kali.93:33, 35-36)

6

Compare kavin 'fascinating beauty; abundance of beauty.'
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[muttuppatu 'obstacle'

< muttu 'to knock against something' + patu]

'If you do not go, an obstacle might arise for all those goddesses

with long dark tresses.'

(derived stem + patu)

on cutar valappatu (pari.2:64)

[valappatu < valam 'abundance' + patu]

'the abundance of bright flames'

(mutated stem + patu)

ilampatu akarral (pura.381:15)

[ilampatu < ilam 'absence' + patu;

il 'to be non-existent, absent' + am + patu]

'removing (our) state of having nothing'

(p)pu:

(bare stem + ppu)

marappu inru (pura.381 :24)

| ma ra ppu < mara 'to forget' + ppu]

'without forgetting'

(bare stem + pu)

nam piripu ariya ... narrol (aka.41:1l, 12)

[piripu < piri 'to separate self + pu]

'lovely shoulders/arms which do not know separation from us'

mat:

(bare stem + mai)

celunakar natuvan atumai y elunta atu ney avuti (pati.21 :12-13)

| atumai < atu 'to cook, kill' + mai]
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'smoke that arose from the offering of ghee (to the gods) in the

center of the wealthy house due to cooking'

ejaittanmai (kali.55:23)

[elaittanmai

< elai + tanmai (tan oblique of tan 'self + mai 'ness')]

'the nature of being poor'

vi:

vu:

vai:

(bare stem + vi)

velvi murriya ... vente (pura.26:15)

[velvi < vel 'to wish for' + vi]

'O king who have completed/accomplished (your) wish.'

'O king who completed the Vedic sacrifice.'

(bare stem + vu)

ampu kalaivu (pari.24:13)

[kalaivu < kajai 'to remove' + vu]

'removal of the arrows'

(bare stem + vai)

veyvai kana viruntin porvai (pura.369:20)

[veyvai < vey 'to bend, warp' + vai]

'new face of the harp (porvai) which does not know (any flaw due

to) bending'
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Formation mechanism: Extension — using a past neuter singular finite

verb form; or adding tu, tai, or mai to a past/completive adjectival participle.

This type of verbal noun can be construed as the "past verbal noun."

Suffix Structure and Example

(a)tu:

(past/completive stem + atu)

or (past adjectival participle + tu)

initakinral ... ni vantu ninratu (aka. 184:4, 19)

[nil 'to stand']

'Your coming and standing (there) have become (a) pleasant (mat

ter).'

'It is nice that you came and stood (there).'

(a)tai:

(past/completive stem + atai)

or (past adjectival participle + tai)

terriya cirappanro ... nirai valai nekHntatai (kali. 132:13, 15)

[ nek i I 'to loosen']

'The (reason for the) looseness of the row of (my) bangles is the

excellence of his reassurance, is it not?

'The reason my bangles are loose is that he reassured me nicely

but did not keep his promise, is it not?'
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puruvattu k karu val kantattal tariki iv ulakam tantu atippatuttatai

natuvan orikiya palar pukal kunrinotu okkum (pari.4:22-24)

[atippatu 'to fall at someone's feet'

< ati 'feet' + patuttu 'to cause X to fall at Y']

'Causing the world to be at (your) feet (when it was immersed in

the flood) in the past by bringing it (back) carrying it on (your)

strong dark nape, is similar to (the act of) the tall (Meru) mountain

which emerged from the flood and is praised by many.'

mai:

(past adjectival participle + mai)

pilaittamai 'wrong doing' (aka.366:15)

[pilaittamai 'wrong doing'

< pilaitta adjp of pilai 'to wrong' + mai]

Formation mechanism: Periphrasis

past/completive stem + an/in + tu + um/o

um or o is added to the neuter singular finite form of a verb, and the u in

tu is morphophonemically deleted from the structure — past/completive

stem + an/in + tu + um/o. This structure is invariably followed by conjugated

forms of the verbs utai 'to have, be with' or il 'to be non-existent,

absent.' This type of verbal noun can be construed as the "past verbal

noun."

Structure and Example

(past/completive stem + an + tu + ... o ilam)

munitaku panpu yam ceytanro ilame (aka.101:18)

[cey 'to do'; ceytanro < ceytanru 'the act of doing' + o (particle)

ceytanru < ceyt + an + tu; it is like ceytatu 'the act of doing']
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'We have not done anything that has the nature of being frustrated

about.'

(past/completive stem + an + tu + um + ilan)

ilamaiyin ikantanrum ilane valamaiyin tan nilai tirntanrum ilan

(kuri:244-245)

[ika 'to despise, move away'; tir 'to swerve, deviate from, depart,

vanish'

ikantanrum < ikant + an + tu + um;

tirntanrum < tirnt + an + tu + um]

'He has not despised (us) because of his youth; neither has he

swerved from his (normal) state because of (the abundance of) his

wealth.'

(past/completive stem + in + tu + um + ilan)

en vayin colla vallirrum ilane (aka.32:14-15)

[val 'be capable'; vallirrum < valli + in + tu + um]

'He was not able to speak out to me either.'

(past/completive stem + in + tu + um + ilai)

nltinar ennum pulavi utkontu utinrum ilaiyo (narr.237:4-5)

[utu 'to sulk'; utinrum < uti + in + tu + um]

'Have you not been sulking either, holding back within yourself

the anger that he has delayed (to return)?'

(past/completive stem + in + tum + utai)

emmotu varutiyo ... ena k kurinrum utaiyar (narr. 274:6-7)

[kuru 'to say, state'; kurinrum < kuri + in + tu + um]

'He even said "Will you come with me?" '
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NON-PAST VERBAL NOUNS

GENERAL: Verbal nouns do not normally indicate any specific

time. A few verbal noun forms conclusively indicate a completive or

incompletive aspect of the actions indicated by the verbs from which the

verbal nouns are derived. Among them, the non-past verbal noun form

can be construed as signifying the present or the future. Context determines

whether this verbal noun is to be understood as present or future. See also

"Verbal Nouns," and the chapters on participial nouns and "The Non-Past

Stem."

FORMATION: The non-past verbal noun is derived by suffixation:

atu or atai is added to a non-past/non-completive stem that ends with

(p)p or v. Alternatively stated, a non-past neuter participial noun in atu or

atai is used. This type of verbal noun, which bears a similarity to the

1 E.g., vantu ninratu 'waiting; having arrived' (narr.229:11), varuvatu 'that which will

come/happen' (pura.366:12), kilippatu 'the tearing' (aka.72:1).
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participial noun, is sometimes used to convey the sense of a neuter

singular personal verb. An example is given below.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: non-past/non-completive stem + atu or atai

Suffix Structure and Example

atu:

(non-past/non-completive stem + atu)

irul kilippatu pol minni (aka.72:1)

[kili 'to tear'; kilippatu < kilipp + atu]

'lightning as if tearing the sky'

iravu k kanpatu pola p perum katal ota nlr virikupu karai cera

(kali. 134:5-6)

[kan 'to see; look at'; kanpatu < kanp + atu]

'the big ocean's foamy water swelled up and reached the shore as

if the night (opened its eyes and) was looking'

varuvatu nati (pura.366:12)

[var 'to come, arrive, happen'; varuvatu < varuv + atu]

'seeking / looking for what is coming / about to happen'

vicumpu urivatu pol viyal itattu oluki marikul ma malai tenpulam

patarum paoi irum karikul (aka.24:7-9)

[uri 'to peel'; urivatu < uriv + atu]

'cold dark midnight, when the dark rain cloud is moving southword

in the vast space as if the sky is peeled'
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mutintatum mutivatum mukilppatum avai munrum (pari.13:46)

[muti 'to come to an end'; mukil 'to emerge, bud'

mutivatu < mutiv + atu; mukUppatu < mukilpp + atu]

'those three such as that which has ended, that which is coming

to an end, and that which will emerge'

inimai evan ceyvatu poymmoli emakke (aka.6:22)

[ceyvatu 'the doing' (verbal noun) < cey 'to do']

'What sweetness will (your) false words do for me?'

(Note that the verbal noun is used to convey the sense of a finite

verb meaning 'will do.')

atai:

(non-past/non-completive stem + atai)

innate . . . kaliru iyariku aritai inku nl varuvatai (kali.49:19, 21)

[var 'to come, arrive'; varuvatai < varuv + atai]

'Your arrival through the difficult forest, where male elephants

move around, is not pleasing.'
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NEGATIVE VERBAL NOUNS

GENERAL: See "Verbal Nouns."

FORMATION: Negative verbal nouns are formed by suffixation, by

first adding a to the bare verb stem if the verb is not intrinsically negative

(al 'not to be ... ' or il 'to be non-existent') and subsequently adding the

verbal noun suffix mai. If the verb is intrinsically negative, the verbal noun

suffix mai is directly added to the stem.

Neither the affirmation-negation distinction nor the distinction in

person-number-gender is made by the verbal noun suffix mai. Verbal

nouns are treated like neuter singular verbs for syntactic purposes.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare stem + a + mai

negative al or il + mai
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Suffix Structure and Example

mai:

(bare stem + a + mai)

avan nalkamaiyin ampal aki (aka. 102:16, 17)

[nalku 'to be gracious, compassionate';

nalkamai < nalk(u) + a + mai]

'since he did not show compassion, rumor developed and ...'

(bare stem + glide + a + mai)

yanar uran kanunan ayin varaiyamaiyo arite (narr.390:7-8)

[varai 'to choose, marry'; varaiyamai < varai + glide y + a + mai]

'If the Uran from the bounteous town sees her, it would be impossible

(for him) not to choose (her for his bride).'

(negative al or il + mai)

avai ninakku irumputu anmai narku arintem (pari.4:3-4)

[irumputu 'wonder'; anmai < al 'not to be ... ' + mai]

'We know well that those things are not wonders for you.'

payal inmaiyin pacilai fiekila (pati.68:15)

[payal 'sleep'; inmai < il 'to be non-existent' + mai]

'as the women's bright ornaments become loose since there is no

sleep (and consequently she is growing thin)'





SECTION 5
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A NOTE ON PARTICIPLES

GENERAL: Participles are derived from verb stems and, so far as

classical Tamil is concerned, can be divided into two types: the nominal

and the verbal. In this study, the nominal participle is referred to as the

"adjectival participle." The verbal participles are here sub-divided into

several categories: the adverbial participle, the infinitive, the conditional,

the causal, the concessive of fact, and the concessive of supposition.

The participle is like a verb in that it contains a past/completive

marker or a non-past/non-completive marker. It is never declined; that is,

case markers are never added to a participle, but certain postpositions

(alavai, uli, katai, kan, kal, and pin) can follow or be added to an

adjectival participle. See under the chapters on the adjectival participles

and the case markers and postpositions.

i The traditional terms are peyar cecum (nominal participles) and vinai eccam (verbal

participles).

2 The tradition does not employ different names for the sub-categories of the verbal

participle.
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The Nominal Participle: In classical Tamil, the past adjectival participle

and the non-past adjectival participles are derived respectively from the

past/completive stem and the non-past/non-completive stem of a verb.

The affirmative adjectival participle indicates a completive or an incompletive

phase of the action/state indicated by the verb from which it is derived.

When the participle is negative, it signifies the absence or "non-happening"

of the state/action indicated by the verb from which it is derived. In either

case, the subject of that verb is a nominal which is the "completing

nominal" or the "head noun." The completing nominal need not be the

subject of the main sentence. However, the adjectival participle and its

head noun / completing nominal reside in the same clause in the sentence,

with the participle preceding the completing nominal. A sentence may

have many clauses, with a nominal participle and its respective completing

nominal co-residing in any clause. See the chapters on adjectival participles

for examples.

The Verbal Participle: The affirmative verbal participle indicates a

completive or an incompletive phase of the action/state indicated by the

verb from which it is derived. When the participle is negative, it signifies

the absence or "non-happening" of the action/state indicated by the verb

from which it is derived. Whether affirmative or negative, the occurrence

or the absence of the action/state indicated by the verbal participle precedes,

follows, or takes place simultaneously with another action/state, which

can be called the "completing/concluding action/state." The completing

action/state is the action/state of the main verb in the same clause as that

of the verbal participle, but need not be the one indicated by the main verb

in the main sentence. Moreover, the completing action/state can be af

firmative or negative, even when the participle is negative.

A verbal participle and the verb of its completing action/state reside

in the same clause. Also the participle does not always share its subject
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with that of its completing action/state. A sentence may have many

clauses, with a verbal participle and its respective completing action/state

co-residing in any clause.

There are two factors to be considered for understanding the relation

between the action/state indicated by the verbal participle and its completing

action/state: the sequence in which these two actions/states happen and

how they affect each other. When the action/state of the verbal participle

and its completing action/state do not co-occur, the action/state of the

participle may be a result, a purpose, a condition, or a cause with regard

to its completing action/state.

The positive adverbial participle and a few conditionals are derived

from the past/completive stem of a verb, whereas the infinitive, the negative

adverbial participle, and some conditionals are derived from the non-

past/non-completive stem of a verb. The causal is derived from certain

verbal nouns. The concessive of fact and the concessive of supposition

are derived from the bare verb stem, certain non-past/non-completive

stems, the past/completive stem, the adverbial participle, or the conditional.

For the specifics, see "The Concessive of Fact" and "The Concessive of

Supposition."

The infinitive translates as 'to do verb.' The "verb" is the verb from

which the infinitive is derived. The action/state indicated by the infinitive

co-occurs, precedes, or follows its completing action/state; when they do

not co-occur, the action/state of the infinitive is the result or the purpose

of the completing action/state and vice versa. The adverbial participle

translates as 'X having done verb . . .' or 'X did verb and ... .' The "X" is

the subject of the verb. The action/state indicated by an adverbial participle

precedes and results in its completing action/state. The conditional translates

as 'ifX verb(s/ed/enV The action/state indicated by the conditional precedes

and is a condition for its completing action/state. The causal translates as

'since X verb(s/ed/enV The action/state indicated by the causal precedes

and is a cause for its completing action/state. The concessive of fact can
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be translated as 'even though X verb(s/ed/en).' It provides a sense of

actual occurrence or materalizing of the action/state indicated by the verb

underlying it. The action/state indicated by the concessive of fact precedes

and results in its successive action/state. The concessive of supposition

can be translated as 'even if X verb(s/ed/en). ' It provides a sense of an

assumed occurrence or materalizing of the action/state indicated by the

verb underlying it. The action/state indicated by the concessive of supposition

also precedes and results in its successive action/state.

In all these cases, the verbal participle is followed by a completing/con

cluding/successive action/state denoted by a verb in the same clause. See

all the chapters on these participles for examples.
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THE PAST ADJECTIVAL PARTICIPLE

(Past Relative Participle)

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles" for more general information.

The adjectival participle is derived from a verb and indicates the completive

or non-completive state/action of the verb while modifying a nominal

which follows the verb. The nominal modified by the adjectival participle

is the participle's own subject but need not be the subject of the finite

verb in the main sentence. It can be anywhere to the right of the participle

in the same clause, not necessarily to the immediate right.

Two types of adjectival participles are found in classical Tamil —

the affirmative and the negative. Only the affirmative kind can be divided

into the "past" and the "non-past" adjectival participles. See "The Negative

Adjectival Participle" for information on the negative type, and "Adjectives

or Noun Modifiers" for the relation between the adjective and the adjectival

participle.

i The traditional term for an adjectival participle in Tamil is peyareccam, literally,

'remains of a nominal.'
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FORMATION: The past affirmative adjectival participle is derived

by suffixation. The suffix a is added to the past stem of the verb. See "The

Past Stem" for information on the notion of "the past" and "the past stem."

While no person-gender distinction is made, a distinction between

the singular and the plural is rarely made by the past adjectival participle

suffix indicating negation.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: past/completive stem + a

Suffix Structure and Example

a:

(past stem + a)

venkai taaya tem pay ton.am (aka.12:10)

[ta 'to scatter, spread'; taaya < tay + a; venkai 'verikai flowers';

torram 'view']

'the honey-filled view of scattered venkai flowers'

uluta non pakatu (pura.125:7)

[ulu 'to plow'; uluta < ulut + a]

'strong bull which plowed (the land)'

keni un turai t tokka paci (kuru.399:1-2)

[toku 'to collect'; tokka < tokk + a; paci 'algae']

'the algae which has collected in the section (allocated) for drinking

water from the well'
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katu vali tokutta netu ven kuppai (kuru.372:2)

[toku 'to collect'; tokutta < tokutt + a; kuppai 'pile']

'tall white pile (of sand) which the gusty wind collected'

'tall white pile (of sand) which was collected by the gusty wind'

mantu amar atta matan utai nonral (pura.213:1)

[atu 'to kill, destroy'; atta < atf + a; nonral 'diligent effort']

'strong diligent effort which destroyed the upsurging war'

nlkattanatu (pati. 13:28)

[ka 'to protect, shield'; katta < katt + a; natu 'country']

'the country which you protected'

puli p pal kotta pulampu mani t tali (aka.7:18)

[ko 'to string'; kotta < kott + a; tali 'talisman';

pulampu 'to resound, to be alone']

'the tali (talisman) in which a tiger's teeth are strung together

with jingling bells'

'the tali (talisman) in which a tiger's teeth are strung together with

a single bell'

tatakkai uyartta yanai (tiru:158)

[uyar 'to rise'; uyartta < uyartt + a; yanai 'elephant']

'the elephant which raised its big strong trunk'

i

Note that in modern Tamil, it is uyarttiya < uyarrttu 'raise' + i past marker + glide y

+ a adjp suffix.
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uyarnta utavi (matu:743)

[uyar 'to be lofty, noble'; uyarnta < uyarnt + a; utavi 'help']

'noble help'

ma malai payanta kamaru mani (pura.218:2)

[paya 'to yield'; payanta < payant + a; mani 'gem']

'desirable gem which the dark mountain yielded/released'

avarai arunta manti (aink.271:1)

[aruntu 'to eat'; arunta < aruntiya < arunti + glide y + a;

manti 'female monkey']

'the monkey which ate pea pods'

vantu pata olinta kuntal (pati.31:23-24)

[oli 'to bring forth the inner life; shine'; olinta < olint + a;

kuntal 'tresses']

'hair that grew brilliantly attracting the bees'

'shiny hair that attracts the bees'

teral ariyatu unta katuvan (aka.2:5)

[un 'to eat'; unta < unt + a; katuvan 'male monkey']

'the male monkey which ate the nectar unknowingly'

tan tulikku erra pairikoti mullai (kuru.382:1)

[el 'to respond by accepting'; erra < err + a; mullai 'jasmine']

'the jasmine in the green vine which responded to the cool raindrops'

kotaikkatan enra kota nencin utiyan (aka.168:6-7)

[el 'to take on'; enra < enr + a; utiyan a personal name]

'Utiyan, with a non-devious heart, who took on the duty of giving'

'non-devious Utiyan who accepted the duty of giving'
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ul anra oli (kali. 126:8)

[an 'to be content, contained'; anra < anr + a; oli 'sound']

'sound (of the bell) which is contained'

'muffled sound'

(past stem + in + a)

nl valtal lya valan aru paitiram anna ayina palanam torum ...

tamarai ampalotu malarntu nellin ceruvil neytal puppa

(pati. 19:17-21)

[a 'to be'; ayina 'that which became ...' < ay + in + a

paitiram 'green fields'; anna 'like'; palanam 'field']

'Lotus flowers and water-lilies bloomed in every field which turned

into an unfertile green field upon which you did not bestow (the

gift of) life, while the neytal flowers bloomed in paddy fields, and... '

pona nilam ellam (pari.22:ll)

[po 'to go'; pona < poyina < poy + in + a;

nilam 'land, region ]

'all the lands where (the flood) went/entered'

tuvarina variku tulai t tukirin irikai puppa (aka.243:1-2)

[tuvar 'to be divided/coiled, to turn red';

tuvarina < tuvari + in + a]

3 Compare poyinaj (kali. 115:12) and poyinru (narr.56:10). See also "The Past Stem"

and "A Note on the Verb aa"

Some might treat the n in p5na as a "hiatus filler" and derive pona thus: po-k(u)-i-n.-a

> poyina > pona, and hold that the past tense suffix has a zero-allomorph in pona (cf.

Zvelebil 1970:41).
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'The irikai bloomed like coral which turned red with curved hollow

stems.'

(past stem + glide + a)

kijli pokiya ... manram (pura.220:6, 7)

[po(ku) 'to go, depart, leave for'; pokiya < poki + glide y + a;

manram 'courtyard']

'the courtyard which Killi went from'

'the courtyard which Killi left'

cirukarotan payinotu certtiya kal (aka.l.S, 6)

[certtu 'to make join, unite'; certtiya < certti + glide y + a]

'the stones which the man who sharpens objects joined together

with glue/paste'

kunra vaippin kanam cenru cen akaral valliya ni (narr. 137:9-10)

[val 'be capable'; valliya < valli + glide y + a; ni 'you']

'you who are capable of departing (to a) faraway (place) (by)

going through the hilly forest'

perum kai yanai k kol pilaittu iriiya atu puli (aka.1 18:8-9)

[iri 'to flee'; iriiya < irii + glide y + a; puli 'tiger']

'destructive tiger which escaped from being caught by an elephant

with a big trunk and fled'

'destructive tiger which escaped from the grasp of an elephant with

a big trunk and fled'

In modern Tamil, the adjectival participle giving the sense 'joined' is certta, which

should be derived from cer 'to join' (cer + tt + a).
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THE NON-PAST ADJECTIVAL PARTICIPLE

(The Present and Future Relative Participles)

GENERAL: For more general information on participles, see "A

Note on Participles" and "The Past Adjectival Participle." There is a

participle form, the "non-past" adjectival participle, which can be interpreted

as either the "present" or the "future" adjectival participle. The context

determines which is appropriate.

There is only one type of the non-past adjectival participle, namely

the affirmative. For the negative type, see "The Negative Adjectival

Participle" and "Adjectives or Noun Modifiers" for the relation between

the adjective and the adjectival participle.

FORMATION: The non-past adjectival participle is derived by suf-

fixation:

(a) the suffix a is added to a periphrastic non-past/non-completive

stem;
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(b) the suffix uu is added directly to a bare verb stem while um is

added directly to a bare verb stem or to a non-past/non-completive

stem ending with (k)k or pp.

No person-number-gender distinction is made by the non-past adjec

tival participle suffix. See "The Non-Past Stem" for information on the

non-past/non-completive stem.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

periphrastic non-past/non-completive stem + a

non-past/non-completive stem ending with (k)k

or pp + um

bare verb stem + Ou/um

Suffix Structure and Example

a:

(periphrastic non-past/non-completive stem + a)

tlramum vaiyaiyum cerkinra kan kavin (pari.22.-35)

[cer 'to join, unite'; cerkinra < cerkinr + a;

kavin 'fascinating beauty, abundance of beauty']

'the eye-soothing beauty (that arises) where / when (the river)

Vaiyai joins the bank'

pani afOuninra panal karikul (aka. 125:11 )

[atu 'to destroy, kill';

atuu nil 'to stand destroying, continue to destroy/kill'

See "The Non-past Stem" for obtaining the periphrastic non-past/non-completive stem.
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afuu ninra < atuu ninr + a; kankul 'midnight']

'midnight when the cold is killing'

kurru atuu ninra yakkai (pati. 13:11)

[ yakkai 'body'; see above example]

'bodies which Death continues to destroy'

mata man vilikkan petaiyotu inan irintu ota k kamar neficamotu ...

tetuu ninra iralai eru (narr.242:7-10)

[tetuu nil 'to stand searching, continue to search';

tetuu ninra < tetuu ninr + a; iralai eru 'stag']

'the stag which continues to search for its mate which ran away

from its group along with its innocent-looking young one'

um:

(bare stem or non-past/non-completive stem + um)

i-n-noy porukkal am varaittu anri p peritu ayin (kali.58:20-21)

[a 'to be'; am < a + um; varaittu 'it is in the limit']

'if this (love)sickness becomes big/chronic without being in the

limit of bearing'

'if this lovesickness becomes chronic without control'

kaliru ... ter nlrkku avaam kanam (kali.7:1, 2-3)

[ava 'to desire'; avaam < ava + um; kanam 'forest']

'forest where the male elephant(s) desire(s) the mirage'

tan tunai p pirintu ayaam tani k kuruku (kali. 121:16)

[aya 'to agonize'; ayaam < aya + um; kuruku 'heron']

2

Some might consider am to be a contracted form of akum 'it will be.'
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'lonesome heron which is agonizing, being separated from its

mate'

irum kali mutalai meen tol (aka.3:1)

[me 'to cover, spread'; meen < meem < me + um; tol 'skin, hide';

The stem-final m changes to n.]

'hide covering the crocodile in the deep backwaters'

velam ... tam kuluvotu punarntu pom kunru (kali.25:9, 10-11)

[po 'to go'; po < po + um; kunru 'hill']

'hill where the elephants go with their group'

malai ventu pulattu mari nirpa (pati. 13:26)

[ventu 'to wish for'; ventu < ventu + um; pulattu 'in the region']

'as the rain clouds stayed in the regions where the rain was needed'

'as the rain clouds stay in the regions where the rain is needed'

kunrattu p palarikuli akalnta kanavan kilarikinotu kannakan tu mani

peruu natan (kuru.379:1-3)

[peru 'to obtain, get';

peruu < peru + um; natan 'man from the country']

'the man from the country, where the hill-man when digging an old

ditch in the hill gets pure big gems together with tubers'

nan kalam taruum man patu marpa (pati.21:19)

[tar 'to bring'; taruum < tar + um; marpa 'O man with ... chest']

'O man with a chest tainted with (the enemies') soil, who brings

lovely treasure (from enemy countries).'

3

Some might treat me(m) as an adjective meaning 'top.'
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varuum amayam (matu:477)

[var 'to come, emerge'; varuum < var + um; amayam 'time']

'the time which is (forth)coming'

kanru tantu . . . nallur manrattu p pinikkum . . . verikatarikilavon

(pura.389:9-10, 11)

[pini 'to bind, tie up'; pinikkum < pinikk + um;

veiikatam 'Verikatam hills']

'he who has a claim for the Verikatam where they bring and tie up

elephant calves in the good village courtyard'

patavin var kural karikkum ... varai a (kuru.363:2, 3)

[kari 'to nibble'; karikkum < karikk + um;

varai a 'mountain cow']

'the mountain cow which nibbles on the long bunches of the

patavu-grass'

cutar tuyar etuppum ... malai (kuru.398:5)

[etu 'to arouse'; etuppum < etupp + um; malai 'evening']

'evening when the flames (of the lamps) arouse the grief (of sepa

ration)'

ninaikkum kalai marutkai utaitte (pura.217:1)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaikkum < ninaikk + um; kalai 'at the time']

'When thinking about it, it seems amazing.'

'Come to think of it, it is amazing.'

kotiyar tumpin uyirkkum atta k kelal (aka.11 1:9-10)

[uyir 'to breathe, gasp'; uyirkkum < uyirkk + um;

kelal 'boar']

'the wild boar which gasps like the horns of the Kotiyar'
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kulaviyotu pacumaral katkum kantal veli c cirukuti (kuru. 100:2-3)

[kal 'to weed, pick'; katkum < katk + um;

cirukuti 'small residences']

'small residences with kantal for fence where (people) weed out

the wild jasmine together with the green maral-vines'

(non-past/non-completive stem + glide + um)

kayam kaliyum kotai (pura.389:3)

[kali 'to dry up to become clay'; kaliyum < kali + glide y + um;

kotai 'summer']

'summer when the ponds dry up (into clay)'

ompatu iyum arral em ko (pu-ra.22:33)

[i 'to bestow'; iyum < i + glide y + um; ko 'king']

'our skillful king who bestows without hiding (what he has)'

ninaiyum kalai niyum marru avarkku anaiyai allai (pura.2 13:7-8)

[ninai 'to think, consider'; ninaiyum < ninai + glide y + um;

kalai 'at the time']

'When thinking about it, you are not like that toward them either.'

'Come to think of it, you are not their enemy either.'
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uu4:

(bare stem + ihi)

etirkolluu nalam tuyil aratu arikan mutirpu en mel murriya vennoy

uraippin . . . matiyum atirvatu pol oti c culalvatuman

(kali.146:38-41)

[etirkol 'to welcome'; nalam 'the earth']

'If I talk about my chronic (love)sickness, even the moon will run

around in circles as if it is shaking, and the earth which welcomes

it (the moon) will not get any sleep.'

4

Note that uu is also an infinitive suffix, which means that it signifies a non-past/non-

completive aspect.
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THE NEGATIVE ADJECTIVAL PARTICIPLE

(Negative Relative Participle)

GENERAL: For general information on the adjectival participle,

see "A Note on Participles" and "The Past Adjectival Participle," and

"The Negative" for general information on negative forms.

The negative adjectival participle does not refer to a specific time.

The context determines what time is meant by the negative adjectival

participle. Therefore, there is only one type of negative adjectival participle

as the counterpart of the "past" and the "non-past" affirmative adjectival

participles.

FORMATION: The negative adjectival participle is derived by suf-

fixation.

(i) adding a or ata directly to the bare verb stem or to a

non-past/non-completive stem ending with (k)k. See "A

Note on the Verb a" for the use of a as a negative suffix;

1 The traditional term for the negative adjectival participle is etirmarai p peyareccam

"nominal participle signifying negation."
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(ii) adding al before adding a or ata to a non-past/non-completive

stem ending with (k)k.

While no person-gender distinction is made, a distinction between

the singular and the plural is sometimes made by the negative adjectival

participle suffix. The participle with the suffix ata modifies a singular noun,

whereas such a restriction is absent in the case of a.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare stem + a(ta)

non-past stem ending with (k)k + a(ta)

non-past stem ending with (k)k + al + a(ta)

Suffix Structure and Example

a:

(bare stem + a)

kalanka c cenkol (pura.230:4)

[kalanku 'to be agitated, be confused'; kalanka < kalanku + a

cenkol 'perfect staff]

'perfect staff/sceptre which does not swerve'

poyya elini (pura.230:6)

[poy 'to lie, fail'; poyya < poy + a; elini a personal name]

'Elini who does not fail'

kotaa uru kelu mannar (pura392:5-6)

[kotu 'to give'; kotaa < kotu + a; mannar 'kings']
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'frightening kings who do not give (to the suppliants)'

(See "Lengthening of Sounds [alapetai] and Vowel Clusters" for

information on vowels like aa.)

(bare stem + glide + a)

nl valtal iya valan aru paitiram (pati. 19:17-18)

[i 'to bestow, provide'; iya < i + glide y + a;

paitiram 'green fields']

'unfertile enemy lands for which you do not provide a (good) life'

ninaiya makka! (aka.305:16)

[ ninai 'to think, consider'; ninaiya < ninai + glide y + a;

makka! 'people']

'people who do not consider'

'inconsiderate people'

cava marapin amarar (pari.2:71)

[ca 'to die, wither'; cava < ca + glide v + a;

amarar 'gods, immortals']

'gods with a legend of not dying / not being weary'

'immortal gods'

(non-past/non-completive stem in k + a)

irkku itai poka er ija vana mulai (poru:36)

[po 'to go, enter'; poka < pok + a; irkku 'straw'; mulai 'breasts']

'beautiful young breasts between which (even) a straw cannot go'

(non-past/non-completive stem in kk + al + a)

paruntu parakkalla p parval pacarai (matu:231)
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[para 'to fly'; parakkalla < parakk + al(l) + a;

pacarai 'war camp']

'war camp with a view where vultures cannot fly'

(Note that the word parval in this example can also be analyzed as

par 'seeing' + val 'capable.')

(non-past/non-completive stem in k + al + a)

katir nulaikalla maram payil kati milai (pura.21:5)

[nuiai 'to penetrate, enter'; nulaikalla < nulaik + al + a; milai

'barrier forest']

'guarded forest, a barrier filled with trees, through which the rays

(of the sun) cannot enter'

ata:

(bare stem + at + a)

oru tiram olkata nerkol (kali.42:14)

[olku 'to sway, swerve'; olkata < olku + at + a;

nerkol 'perfect scale']

'perfect scale which does not sway to one side'

(bare stem + glide + at + a)

veyil oli ariyata ... tan ka (kali.30:7)

[ari 'to know'; ariyata < ari + glide y + at + a]

'cool grove which does not know sunlight'

(non-past/non-completive stem in k + al + at + a)

kanai kalikallata kal pirariku aritai (kali.20:21)

[kali 'to pass through'; kalikallata < kalik + al + at + a;

aritai 'difficult path']

'difficult rocky path through which an arrow cannot pass'
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THE ADVERBIAL PARTICIPLE1

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles" for more general information

on participles and "Adverbs" for the use of the adverbial participles as

adverbs. The adverbial participle translates as 'X having done verb ...' or

'X did verb and ... .' The "X" is the subject of the verb underlying the

adverbial participle. The action/state indicated by an adverbial participle

precedes and results in its successive/completing action/state.

FORMATION: The adverbial participle is derived by suffixation.

(a) i/y is added to a bare stem;

(b) u is added to the past/completive stem ending with a consonant

"Converbial" is another modern term referring to the adverbial participle (cf. Hart and

Hart 1979:142-143).

The only exception seems to be that the past/completive stem of the intrinsically negative

verb il 'to be non-existent' takes the adverbial participle suffix i or u.
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There are two types of adverbial participle suffixes — affirmative

and negative. See "The Negative Adverbial Participle" for the negative

type. No person-number-gender distinction is made by the adverbial parti-

ciple suffix. The affirmative adverbial participle suffixes are i, y, and u.

In some modern analyses, "the adverbial participle has no morpheme at all" (cf. Zvelebil

1970:41; also Ananthakrishna Pillai 1972:369 and Tokunaga 1981:25). In Zvelebil' s system

of analysis, forms like ot-i 'having run' are segmented as root ot/u- + past morpheme -i;

forms like makil-ntu 'having exulted', as root mak- + derivative suffix il + past morpheme

-nt/u, where -u is an automatic non-morphemic phoneme. Thus, the ". . . adverbial participle

is identical with the past stem (past theme of the verb)."

There is no doubt that some adverbial participle forms (i.e., those ending with i/y)

are identical with their corresponding past/completive stems. Nevertheless, I deliberated

over the concepts of past/completive stem and adverbial participle, and finally decided to

treat the adverbial participle as distinct from the past stem largely for the practical purposes

of this study and specifically because the past/completive stem has a wider use than the

adverbial participle.

The past/completive stem serves as a base for deriving certain forms while the

adverbial participle does not For example, consider irumpu vatittanna karum kai-k-kanavan

'the forest man who has strong/dark arms as if (they are) cast in iron' (aka.172:6), where

vatittanna < vatitt past/completive stem + anna 'like' (particle of comparison). The

adverbial participle form in this case would be vatittu, which would not be the base for a

particle like anna. In some editions of classical Tamil poetry, one may find vatittanna

printed as vatittu anna for the sake of clarity. But one should remember that vatittu anna

would not provide the right metrical pattern unlike the right form vatittanna. Now,

consider verikai koykuvam cenruli 'when we went to pick verikai flowers' (aka.48:6).

Here, cenruli < cenr past/completive stem of cel 'to go' + uli postposition. The adverbial

participle form of cel, which is cenru, cannot be considered as the base for cenruli. If

any, the adjectival participle form cenra might be taken as the base for cenruli.

As illustrated in these examples, the past/completive marker in some cases is

consonantal: t, tt, or nt. The adverbial participle of verbs that take this consonantal marker

ends with the suffix u which is normally considered as an enunciative vowel or as an

"automatic non-morphemic -u" (cf. Zvelebil 1967: 101, note 78). Nevertheless, for practical

purposes, it would not be wrong to consider the past/completive stem (e.g., vaitt or cenr)

and the adverbial participle (e.g., vaittu or cenru) as distinct in these cases.
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare verb stem + i/y

past/completive stem ending with a consonant + u

Suffix Structure and Example

i:

(bare stem ± glide + i)

annai ... man kavin pantaiyin cirakka en makatku ena p paraii ...

kalan ilaittu . . . velan . . . turikal ventin ... en am kollo

(aka.98:6, 12-13, 14, 18, 20-21)

[para 'to pray'; paraii < para + i]

'What will happen, I am afraid, if mother prays "May my daughter's

elegant beauty get better than before" and prepares the arena (for

Adverbial participle forms ending with i/y, on the other hand, are identical with

their corresponding past stems, and therefore they can be properly said to have a zero

participle suffix. When one finds examples like utti anna on talir-c-ceyalai 'ceyalai leaves

which look like they are painted' (aka.68:5) or ejuti anna tin nilai k katavam 'the

doorway which looks like it was drawn/painted' (aka.311:3), one realizes that utti and

ejuti, derived respectively from uttu 'to paint, feed color' and ejutu 'to write, draw, paint'

can be labelled either as past/completive stems or as adverbial participles.

Even in these cases, if the adverbial participle suffix is assumed to be i/y, which

would trigger the process of haplology when added to the past stem in i/y, one could have

the merit of reducing all adverbial participles to a single formula: past stem + adverbial

participle suffix, which would apply to modern Tamil also (cf. Hart and Hart 1979:142).

Otherwise one would have to have two derivations for the adverbial participle in classical

Tamil: bare stem + i/y; past/completive stem + u.
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the ritual dance) and wants Velan (the priest of Murukan) to (perform

the ritual) dance?'

mulai p punotu ... marpani kalavi arivaiyar amirta panam urimai

makkal uvakai amirtu uyppa ... ariku ... katalarum allarum kuti

k katampu amar celvan kati nakar pena

(pari.8:118-121, 124-126)

[kala 'to mingle, mix' (intransitive); kutu 'to gather; get together';

kalavi < kala + glide v + i; kuti < kOtu + i]

'(While they bathed in the river), the jewelry on women's breasts

mixed with the ornaments on their lovers' chests; and the nectar

(on the lips) of young women triggered the ecstatic nectar of their

men. Thus, the lovers and others gathered there and worshipped

the shrine of the lord (Murukan) who resides in the katampu tree.'

vlriku pini non kayiru arii itai putaiyuu ... netun culi p patta navay

pola (matu:376, 379)

[ari 'to sever'; ani < ari + i]

'like a ship which was caught in a whirlpool, having severed its

strong taut mast rope, and with its mast fluttering'

kanicci pol kotu cii eru toluu p pukuttanar (kali. 101:8-9)

[ci 'to whittle, sharpen'; cii < ci + i]

'They sharpened the horns (to look) like a trident and drove the

bulls into the stall.'
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utumpu korii van nunal akalntu . . . muyal erinta vettuvan

(narr59:1,3)

[koru 'to kill'; koru + i]4

'the hunter who killed a mountain lizard (utumpu), dug out tadpoles,

and shot (arrows at the) rabbits'

netun ter kalirrotum vici . . . ariya tantu kuti akarri p periya karru

icai vilakki . . . nalum makikitu initu uraimati peruma

(matu:752, 766, 777, 780-782)

[vicu 'to provide abundantly, give away'; akarru 'to make spread,

expand'; vilakku 'to make ... brilliant'; vici < vicu + i;

akarri < akarru + i; vilakki < vilakku + i]

'O lord, may you always exult and live well, giving away tall

chariots together with male elephants, bringing in (to your land)

precious things, expanding (the families of) your subjects, and making

your reputation brilliant by learning great things.'

vannamum tunaiyum porii ennatu emiyem tuninta emam cal aru

vinai (kuri:31-32)

[poru 'to match, compare'; poni < poru + i]

'a rare secure act, which we ourselves deliberated without thinking

of comparing qualities and kinship'

ennai p porukkalla noy ceytay porii nirukkallen (kali.94:10-11)

[poru 'to tolerate, bear with'; poni < poru + i]

'You gave me unbearable (love)sickness. I am not able to bear

with it and sustain.'

This is the only attested example of this verb. It could be a corrupted form of kol 'to

stab.'
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punal manti atal purivan canam manti ... mekalai eni p patu kal

irukiruka t tal itii ... paruu k karai nanni ... nlrani kanpor

(parU0:9, 10-11, 26, 27)

[itu 'to let down, drop'; itii < itu + i]

'People were crowded in order to rush to the flood (in the river

Vaiyai). Among them (were) those who let the locket on their

mekalai (i.e., waist ornament) down and tightened its several strands

and proceeded to the big river bank, and watched the beauty of the

water ...'

aluta kanne . . . kuvalai vantu payil pallital kalaii t tan tulikku erra

malar ponranave (kuru.291 :5, 6-8)

[kalai 'to be in disarray'; kalaii < kalai + i]

'Her eyes, which shed tears, looked like kuvalai flowers whose

many petals, having been swarmed by the honeybees, were disar

rayed and responded to cool fresh raindrops.'

maya varavin iyalpu ninaii t terri . . . lriya kalilum ival . . . kan

(kuri:246, 248)

[ninai 'to think, consider'; ninaii < ninai + i]

'tear-filled eyes of this woman who is reconciled, having considered

the uncertain nature of (her lover's) visit'

kati narai pukaii k kakkam vammo katal am toli (pura.281:6-7)

[pukai 'to smoke; burn and raise smoke'; pukaii < pukai + i]

'My dear friend, come, let us (raise) smoke (by burning) the protective

fragrance and shield (the warrior's wounds from the animals).'

ciru tinai unii . . . uyar cimai k kelal urarikum nan malai

(aink.268:2, 3-4)

[un 'to eat'; unii < un + i]
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'the good mountain where pigs, having eaten the small millet, sleep

on the tall peak'

eluvarotu murani c cenru amar katantu nin arral torriya anrum

patunarkku ariyai (pura: 99:9-11)

[muran 'to contradict'; murani < muran + i]

'You were difficult for the singers (to sing about) even on that day

when you revealed your skills by contradicting the seven (kings)

and going and defeating (them) in the war.'

valai nir meyntu kilai mutal celii vapparai virumpinai ayinum ...

ciritu iruntu ... venkuruku enava kenmati (narr.54:1-2, 3, 4)

[cel 'to leave for a destination'; celii < cel + i]

'O white heron, although you want to feed on the (fish in the) wavy

water and reach your kith and kin and fly away, wait a little and

listen to what I say.'

elli vantanro ter ena c colli alar eluntanru iv-ure (narr. 19 1.6-7)

[col 'to reveal, state'; colli < col + i]

'Gossip arose in this town saying that a chariot came (to town) last

night.'

vaiyai akam ... clr amai patal payattal kilar cevi tevi ... ampi

karava valakkirru (pari.l 1 : 61 , 69, 67)

[tev 'to snatch, grab'; tevi < tev + i]

'The middle of Vaiyai does not conceal the movement of the boats

(because of) snatching (everyone's) ears by the effect of rhythmic

songs (of the women in the boats).'

cevalum nakai vay k kolii nakutorum vilikkum (narr218:3-4)

[kol 'to have, take hold'; kolii < kol + i]
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'And the rooster, holding joy in its mouth, calls whenever it rejoices.'

nal il pal veru pantamotu un malintu kavini malaiyavum nilattavum

nlravum piravum

pal veru tiru mani muttamotu pon kontu ciranta teettu p panniyam

pakarnar (matu:502-506)

[kavin 'to be abundant in beauty, decorative, fascinating';

kavini < kavin + i]

'merchants who are attractive/fascinating because they live in

households filled with many different things and foods and who sell

in excellent countries many different rich gems, pearls, and gold

which come from the mountains, land, sea, and other places'

u5:

(past/completive stem + u)

ta cinai pilantu taru atu kalirrin viru pera occi k kal en curra k

katuri kural avittu em collal pani ninranan (kuri:149-152)

[pila 'to split, break'; pilantu < pilant + u]

'He broke a wide branch, raised it high majestically like a male

elephant that is destroying the mahout's spear and controlled the

harsh barking of the hounds, and stood for the moment of our

talking.'

puli anci k kuru natai k kanru utai velam ninru kattu alkum . . . neri

(narr£5:4-6)

[ka 'to shield, protect'; kattu < katt + u]

5

Zvelebil considers this u to be an "automatic non-morphemic -u" (cf. Zvelebil 1967:101,

note 78).
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'the path where the elephant, being afraid of the tiger, stands and

shields its toddler-calf

irantor ventiya kotuttu avai ta en collinum innato nam in uyir ilappe

(kuru.349:5-7)

[kotu 'to give away'; kotuttu < kotutt + u]

'Is losing our sweet life more unpleasant than giving what the

suppliants wanted and saying "Give them back" ?'

tal nilal marurikil anukupu kuruki tolutu mun nirkuvir ayin

(poru:149-150)

[tolu 'to worship, bow'; tolutu < tolut + u]

'If you would get close to the vicinity of (his) feet's shadow, bow in

worship, and stand in front (of him) ... '

mSru porutu ottiya pukalvin (kuri:135)

[poru 'to fight back, match'; porutu < porut + u]

'like the bull which fought back and drove away its opponent'

irum punam nilattalin ... noy mikku ... vijaiyar veti patuttu etira

(kuri.157, 158, 161)

| mi ku 'to increase'; mikku < mikk + u]

'since it destroyed the dark millet field, men whistling, their anger

having increased, created a huge commotion (in the field) and

came in front (of the elephant), and . . . '

ventu aru ponnin anti puppa (aka.71:6)

[ve 'to boil, steam up'; ventu < vent + u]

'as the (light of the) dusk spread like gold that is cooling off, having

been boiled/melted'
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nontu nontu elutu elil unkan pavai . . . vellam nintum rial

(narr.177:8-10)

[no 'to suffer internally'; nontu < nont + u]

'the day when I suffer again and again and the apple of my

beautiful decorated attractive eye would swim in the flood (of tears)'

atavar . . . viluppun kaniya puram pontu . . . tiritarum ventan

(netu:171, 172, 187)

[po 'to go'; pontu < pont + u]

'the king who went outside in order to look at the warriors' wounds

of war and walks around'

nlyum kantu numarotum enni arivarintu alaval ventum (narr.32:5-6)

[kan 'to see/think over'; kantu < kant + u]

'You must see for yourself, consider it along with your kin, know all

that must be known, and evaluate.'

ven pal nakai mantu ilariku nalam kelu tuvar vay (aka. 162:12-13)

[man 'to be perfect, elegant'; mantu < mant + u]

'shining coral-like mouth, filled with loveliness and elegant with the

brightness of the smile of (her) white teeth'

'her lovely shiny coral-like red mouth which is elegant with bright

smile'

nun pul . . . eyirriyar . . . nila ural peytu . . . ulakkai occi . . . varatu atta

pulukkal (peru:94, 96, 97, 100)

[pey 'to pour'; peytu < peyt + u]

'cooked rice, the fine grains of which the hunter-women poured

into the mortar made in the ground and pounded with a pestle and

cooked without washing'
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murra ilantalir koytu kontu uppu inru nlr ulai aka erri mor inru avilp

patam marantu pacataku micaintu . . . tuvval akiya en veyyol

(pura.159.10-12, 14)

[il 'to be absent, not to exist'; inru < inr + u]

'my wife who picks and takes the young tender leaves, cooks them

in water without salt, eats the greens without butterrnilk and forgetting

the rice, and does not enjoy (life)'

netun ter kalirrotum vlci ... ariya tantu kuti akarri p periya karru

icai vilakki . . . nalum makilntu initu uraimati peruma

(matu:752, 766-767, 780-781)

[kal 'to mature by experience, learn'; karru < karr + u]

'O lord, may you always exult and live well, giving away tall chariots

together with male elephants, bringing in precious things (to your

land), expanding (the families of) your subjects, and making your

reputation brilliant by learning great things.'

arurikarai kaviya k kutti kuli konru perum kai yanai piti pukkariku

(patt:223-224)

[kol 'to stab'; konru < konr + u]

'as if a trapped elephant with a big trunk (escaped and) united with

its mate, by stabbing the trench so that the complicated steps (in

the trench) caved in'

'as if a trapped elephant with a big trunk destroyed the trench

making the complicated steps (in the trench) cave in and united

with its mate '

(Note that kol does not mean 'to take away one' s life.')

utumpu korli vari nunal akalntu . . . muyal erinta vettuvan

(narr59:1,3)

[aka! 'to dig (out)'; akalntu < akalnt + u]
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'the hunter who killed a mountain lizard, dug out tadpoles and

chased rabbits'

tuvarai antu narpattu onpatu vali murai vanta velirul vele

(pura.201:10-12)

[al 'to rule over'; antu < ant + u]

'O the best Vel (chieftain) among the group of Velir who ruled over

the city of Tuvarai and lasted for forty nine generations.'

murra ilantalir koytu kontu uppu inru nir ulai aka erri mor inru avil p

patam marantu pacataku micaintu . . . tuvval akiya en veyyol

(pura.l59:10-12, 14)

[kol 'to take, draw toward self; kontu < kont + u]

'my wife who picks and holds the premature tender leaves, cooks

them in water without salt, eats the greens without buttermilk and

forgetting the rice, and does not enjoy (life)'

nitu vaika enru yan netum katai kuruki p pati ninra paci nal

(pura.237:1-2)

[nil 'to be long; extend'; nitu < nit + u]

'hungry day(s) when I approached (his) tall doorway and stood

singing "May you live long."

eru kantai . . . veruvaru tumam etuppa vekuntu tiritarum kol kalirum

ponm (kali.104:42, 43-44)

[vekul 'to be enraged; be roused'; vekuntu < vekunt + u]

'Look at this bull. It is like an elephant which is enraged and

wanders when frightening smoke rises.'

por vettu ... munai keta c cenru ... Or kavin aliya p perum pal

ceytum amaiyan (patt:234, 238, 269, 270)
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[vel 'to wish for'; vettu < vett + u]

'Wishing for war and going through the battle-front as it perished,

he would not stay calm even after making great destruction to

towns which lose their beauty/attraction.'

lttu anru aoa itan utai valan (pati.32:6)

[an 'to be content with'; anru < anr + u]

'wealthy bounty that does not cease (to exist even) when the (act

of) giving (has) stopped'

kilai k kavinru elutaru kil nlr c cev arumpu (tiru:29)

[kavin 'to be decorative; fascinate'; kavinru < kavinr + u]

'the red buds which rise up from the low-waters decorating the

branches'

y;

(bare stem + y)

peru nal vanattu p paruntu ulay natappa (patt:233)

[ula 'to move around'; ulay < ula + y]

'as the vultures move around and fly in the lovely big sky'

kal enna k katitu uraay natu keta eri parappi ... aracu pata amar

ulakki kalam vetta ... vente (matu:125-126, 128, 129)

[ura 'to spread'; uraay < ura + y]

'O king, who performed the war sacrifice by spreading (your army)

fast like the wind and spreading fire so that (enemy) countries are

destroyed, and stirring up the war so as the (enemy) kings are

killed.'

kaay k konta num iyam toypatamal (malai:365)

[ka 'to lift by hanging'; kaay < ka + y]
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'so that your instruments, which you are carrying by hanging, do

not sag'

katum ena k karaintu vam ena k kuuy atan murai kalippiya pinrai

(poru:101-102)

[ku 'to call out'; kuuy < ku + y]

'He invited us immediately and called out "Come," and went through

the conventions (related to the invitation). After that, ...'

katampin kati utai mulu mutal tumiya eey venru eri mulariku panai

ceyta vel por (pati. 11:12-14)

[e 'to command, order'; eey < e + y]

'the war at which (the king) commanded (his warriors) to chop the

bulky trunk of the enemies' well-guarded katampu tree and conquered

and made a roaring drum (out of the tree)'
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THE NEGATIVE ADVERBIAL PARTICIPLE

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles" and "The Adverbial Parti

ciple." The negative adverbial participle translates as 'X, without doing

verb ...' or 'X did not do verb and ... .' The "X" is the subject of the verb

underlying the adverbial participle. That is to say that when the participle

is negative, it signifies the absence or "non-happening" of the action/state

indicated by the verb from which it is derived.

FORMATION: The negative adverbial participle is derived by suf-

fixation in the following ways:

(i) adding just a directly to the bare stem or following the a

with mai or mal;

(ii) adding at to the bare stem and following it with u or e;

(iii) adding al to the non-past/non-completive stem ending

with (k)k and subsequently following it with at + u;

(iv) adding i directly to the intrinsically negative verb il or to

the past/completive stems of the intrinsically negative

verbs al and il;
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(v) adding u to the past/completive stem of the intrinsically

negative verb il.

No person-number-gender distinction is made by the negative adver

bial participle suffix.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation. See above in "Formation."

Suffix Structure and Example

a(a)1:

(bare stem ± glide + a)

puve ... tan uru vilumam ariya men mela t teru katir in tuyil pacu

vay tirakkum (narr .275:2, 4-5)

[ari 'to know, realize'; ariya < ari + glide y + a]

'The flowers, without realizing the grief that they are about to

experience, slowly and gently open their fresh mouths in their pleasant

sleep in the light of the destructive rays (of the sun).'

pakanum nittittay enru kataam katum tin ter puttu vitaa niruttu

(kali.66:23-25)

[vitu 'to let go, release'; vitaa < vitu + a]

'And the chariot driver would rush the strong fast chariot (even)

without releasing its lock because you were delayed (here).'

Note that a occurs as an infinitive suffix also, but giving a positive sense. See "The

Infinitive" and "A Note on the Verb a."
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a(a)tu:

(bare stem + at + u)

valaimakal kuraatu malarnta ampal (pati.23:23-24)

[kuru 'to pick'; kuraatu < kuru + at + u]

'water-lilies which opened up without the woman with bangles

picking them'

'water-lilies which opened up and were left (in the field) without

being picked by the woman wearing bangles'

kulici van kel irum putai kalaatu erri c canta virakin uvitta punkam

(pura.l68:9-11)

[kalu 'to wash'; kalaatu < kalu + at + u]

'the meal which was cooked with sandalwood as firewood in a big

pot whose dark sides were not washed'

punai peratu aru nilai nlrin aval tuyar (pari.21 :42-43)

[peru 'to get, obtain'; peratu < peru + at + u]

'her distress in the dangerous water, because she does not hold on

(to the bamboo)'

kolurikurai kuy itutorum anatu arppa (pati.21 : 10-11)

[an 'to be content'; anatu < an + at + u]

'as the fat bits (of flesh) make noise endlessly whenever the seasoning

is put/added'

(bare stem + glide + at + u)

parai netun cunai vilainta teral ariyatu unta katuvan (aka.2:4-5)

[ari 'to know, realize'; ariyatu < an + glide y + at + u]

'the male monkey which drank without knowing the nectar that

fermented in the large pool among the rocks'
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(non-past/non-completive stem in kk + al + at +u)

karanta kamam kai n nirukkallatu nayantu nam vitta nanmoli

(aka.l98:2-3)

[niru 'to make stay, check, hold';

nirukkallatu < nirukk + al + at + u]

'good words which we expressed willingly without being able to

hold the passion which (we) had concealed (earlier)'

(non-past/non-completive stem in k + al + at + u)

nlr kontu vicumpu ivarkallatu . . . kunram nokki p perum kali vanam

ertarum polutu (kuru.287:5-6, 7-8)

[ivar 'to crawl up'; ivarkallatu < ivark + al + at + u]

'the time when the big roaring clouds take in water and rise up

toward the hills, without crawling up the sky'

ate:

(bare stem + at + e)

emmaiyum anpu ara c culate arritai nummotu tunpam tunaiyaka

natin atu allatu inpamum unto emakku (kali.6:8-11)

[cul 'to consult, plot, plan'; culate < cul + at + e]

'Is there any other pleasure for us (hon.) if you would seek us

(hon.) as your companion during (times of) distress in the (forest)

way, without making plans that might sever (our) fondness?'

a(a)mal:

(bare stem + a + mal)

ennai nalitarin iv ur p pali ni peraamal kolven (kali.65:17-18)

[peru 'to get, obtain'; peraamal < peru + a + mal]

'If (you) hurt me, I will take this town's offering without you

getting it.'
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num iyam toypatamal (malai:365)

[toypatu 'to sag' < toy + patu; toypatamal < toypatu + a + mal]

'without your musical instruments sagging'

a(a)mai:

(bare stem + a + mai)

tol iyal valaamai t tunai ena p punarntaval (kali.2:17)

[valu 'to swerve, slip'; valaamai < valu + a + mai]

'the woman who united (with you) without swerving from the age

old tradition'

(bare stem + glide + a + mai)

pala pantam varampu ariyamai vantulnti (patv.131-132)

[ari 'to know'; ariyamai < ari + glide y + a + mai]

'many things come and pile up without (anyone) knowing the limit'

1:

(stem il + i)

kuppai velai uppu ili ventatai . . . micaiyum ali paci varuttam

(ciru:137, 139-140)

[il 'to be absent, not to exist'; ili < il + i]

'the grief of destructive hunger (that accepts) eating wild greens

cooked without salt'

'the misery of hunger (that accepts) eating wild greens cooked

without salt'

2 The form ili could be construed as a negative participial noun (like illatatai), meaning

'that which does not have . . . .'
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(past/completive stem of al/il + i)

kanal atiyatu anri k karantu nam ceytatu onru illai (narr.27:4-5)

[al 'not to be X'; anri < anr + i]

'Except for playing in the shore, there was nothing that we did

hiding.'

manam kavalpu inri . . . eluntu (poru:95)

[il 'to be absent'; inri < inr + i]

'waking up without worries in mind'

u:

(past/completive stem of il + u)

marappu inru irurikol ira p putkai k karumpanuran (pura.381 :24-26)

[il 'to be absent'; inru < inr + u]

'Karumpanuran with a precept that is without forgetfulness and

undisturbed from its great goal'
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THE INFINITIVE

GENERAL: For more general information, see "A Note on Parti

ciples" and "Adverbs" for the use of the infinitives as adverbs. The

infinitive translates as 'to verb. ' The "verb" is the verb from which the

infinitive is derived. The action/state indicated by the infinitive co-occurs,

precedes, or follows its successive/completing action/state; when they do

not co-occur, the action/state of the infinitive is the result or the purpose

of the succeeding/completing action/state and vice versa.

FORMATION: The infinitive is derived by suffixation. Certain infinitive

suffixes are added directly to a bare stem, while some are added to the

non-past/non-completive stem ending with (k)k, t, or (p)p.

No person-number-gender distinction is made by the infinitive suffix.

There are no discrete negative infinitive suffixes; see "The Negative

Infinitive." For information on the non-past/non-completive stem, see "The

Non-Past Stem."
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The infinitive suffixes are a, ar, a, iya, iyar, Ou, pan, pu, mar, and

van. Among these, a is added to a bare stem or a non-past stem ending

with (k)k, t, or (p)p, while the others are added only to the bare stem.1

The following table indicates the function of the infinitive suffixes in

terms of the sequence of actions. The three columns represent the three

sequences in which the action of the infinitive can happen in relation to its

completing action. The rows represent the suffixes which mark the infinitives.

The first row, for example, tells us that the action of the infinitive marked

by the suffix a can precede, follow, or occur simultaneously with its

completing action.

precedes follows co-occurs (simultaneous)

suffix a a a

— ar —

— — a

— iya —

— iyar —

— — Ou

— pan —

pu — pu

— mar —

— van —

In fact, pan and van are the combinations of the non-past/non-completive markers p

and v and the affix an which provides a causal sense. Similarly, pu is the combination of

the non-past/non-completive marker p and a See "Case Markers and Postpositions" and

"The Causal" for the usage of an as a case marker and a causal suffix. Traditional grammars

treat pan and van as infinitive suffixes. This study also has presented them as "infinitive

suffixes" so that readers familiar with traditional grammars would be able to recognize

them.
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare stem or non-past/non-completive stem + suffix

Suffix Structure and Example

a:

(bare stem + a)

viraliyar nin puram curra (malai:46)

[curru 'to surround, encircle'; curra < curru + a]

'as the dancing women surround you(r side)'

avum mavum cenru una k kalariki c cerotu patta cirumaittu ayinum

unnir marurikin atar pala akum (pura.204:7-9)

[un 'to eat, consume'; una < un + a]

'Although they are trodden and muddied up because cattle and

other animals go and drink from them, these drinking water puddles

have many low paths beside them.'

tirai irum pani p pauvam cevvita vara mukantu uravu urum utanru

arppa (pari.7:1-2)

[*varu 'to be dry, empty'; vara < varu + a]

'the powerful cloud drew (water) directly drying up the dark wavy

cold ocean and the strong thunder roared excitedly, and ... '

(bare stem + glide + a)

pari y utai vayariku tal pantin tava ... mallal am ceri kal ena t tonri

ampal mutur alar ela c cenratu anro konkan tere

(narr.249:7, 9-11)
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[ta 'to leap'; tava < ta + glide v + a]

'The Konkan's chariot arrived making a big noise in (our) fertile

beautiful residential area and left, as the feet of his horses leapt like

balls, because gossip arose (about our relationship) in (our) good old

rumor-stricken town; did it not?'

acumpil patu ... kalirrin varuttam coliya p piti pati murukkiya peru

mara p pucal (aka.8:9-11)

[coli 'to remove, peel off; coliya < coli + glide y + a]

'the big commotion which arose when the female elephant twisted

a large tree (for using it) as a step for removing the distress of the

male elephant which fell into a ditch'

(non-past/non-completive stem in (k)k + a)

arcira k kalai ullar katalar ayin ollilai cirappotu vilarikiya katci marakka

vitumo nin mamai k kavine (aink.470:2-5)

[mara 'to forget'; marakka < marakk + a]

'If your lover does not remember you (even) in the cold season, will

the attractive beauty of your dark complexion let him forget the

sight of you with bright ornaments?'

parantu icai nirka p patinan (pura.126:13)

[nil 'to stay'; nirka < nirk + a]

'He sang (of you) so (your) fame spreads and stays.'

(non-past/non-completive stem in t + a)

vanam polinta nir man micai anatu vantu tokupu lnti . . . pona nilam

ellam por ar vayal pukuta (pari.22:8-9, 11)

[puku 'to enter'; pukuta < pukut + a]
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'the (rain) water, which the sky poured, collected and gathered

endlessly on earth and entered hay-filled fields in all the lands it

flowed, and . . . '

(non-past/non-completive stem in (p)p + a)

piran katai marappa nalkuvan celine (pura.68:19)

[mara 'to forget'; marappa < marapp + a]

'If (you) go, he will give (you enough) so as to forget (about going

and standing at) the doors of other people.'

manilai netunter pani nirpa p pakalum nam vayin akalan aki p

payinru varum (aka.50:4-6)

[nil 'to stand, wait'; nirpa < nirp + a]

'He was getting accustomed not to go away from our side even

during the day, while his tall chariot waited around.'

ar:

(bare stem + ar)

nin eriyar okkiya ciru cerikuvalai (pati.52:21-22)

[en 'to toss'; eriyar < eri + glide y + ar]

'the small red water-lily which (your queen) raised to toss/chase

you'

:
The contexts in which the verb eri occurs in classical Tamil indicate that it can be

interpreted to mean 'to be thrown about; tossed' when used with reference to human

beings. But it is understood in modern Tamil to mean 'to throw (something at someone).'

Note that the Old Commentary on pati.52:21 -22 and a later interpretation of it in the

twentieth century reflect these two different ways of interpreting eri: "tan avanai eritarku

okkiya ciriyatoru cerikuvalai" (the Old Commentary) vs. "nin mitu entarporuftu t tukkiya

ciriya cerikuvalai malar" (U.V. Saminathier's commentary). See how the object of eri is

understood to be different in each case.
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(Note that ni 'you', in its oblique form nin, is the object of the verb

eri.]

a(a)3:

(bare stem + a)

nillatu pataa c celliyar nin pakaivar mine (pura.24:24-25)

[patu 'to die, perish'; pataa < patu + a]

'May the stars of your enemies not stay (for ever), but perish and

be gone.'

anti vanamotu katal ani kolaa vanta malai (aka.360:8-9)

[kol 'to acquire, accept, have; kolaa < kol + a]

'evening which arrived as the ocean and the evening sky acquired

beauty'

(bare stem + glide + a)

maram maraiya k kalimin (malai:210)

[marai 'to hide'; maraiya < marai + glide y + a]

'pass through as you hide among the trees'

(i)iya:

(bare stem + iya)

nehcam ... avar talar ati tankiya cenratu inre (aka.128:6, 14-15)

3 In one context, kulaa val vil 'bent cruel bow' (aka.265:17), the word kulaa appears to

be an adjectival participle because it is completed by the nominal vil 'bow.' However, it can

be interpreted as an infinitive derived from kula 'to be bent, not straight' and modifying

val 'strong', which does function as a verb in classical Tamil. See "A Note on the Verb a"

for a discussion of a as a suffix. Also note that Zvelebil (1967:28) treats this a as an

adverbial participle suffix.
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[tanku 'to hold, bear'; tankiya < tanku + iya]

'My heart left (me) for holding his staggering steps (through the

dangerous mountain path).'

ceval enal kappor unarttiya kuum kanattor nin tevvar (pura.28:8-10)

[unarttu 'make realize, make understand, inform';

unarttiya < unarttu + iya]

'Your enemies are in the forest where the rooster crows to in

form/alert the guards of the millet field.'

eri nlr vaiyakam veliiya celvoy (mull:57)

[vel 'to conquer, defeat'; veliiya < vel + iya]

'O you, who are proceeding to conquer the world surrounded by

the tossing waters.'

(non-past/non-completive stem in kk + iya)

vev veh kaluli tavvena k kutikkiya yariku vallunal kol (kuru.356:4-5)

[kuti 'to drink'; kutikkiya < kutikk + iya]

'How will she be able to drink the hot frothy water with a slurp

(that sounds like) "tav"?'

(The form kutikkiya seems to reflect an attempt to add iya to the

infinitive stem ending with kk. It might reflect an attempt to indicate

the "palatalized" nature of the infinitive suffix a. The palatalization is

due to the i preceding kk, and is represented by iy following kk.

Thus, we have kutikkiya instead of the normal kutikka.)

(i)iyar:

(bare stem + iyar)

katavul peniyar konta tl (pati.21:5-6)
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[pen 'to worship'; peniyar < pen + iyar]

'the fire which (you) tended in order to worship the gods'

ciru tinai p patu kill katiiyar ... kulir kol tattai ... putaiya ... ninra nl

(aka.32:5-7)

[kati 'to chase away'; katiiyar < kati + iyar]

'you who stood (in the millet field) beating (the tools such as) kulir

and tattai in order to chase away the parrots which came down on

the small millets'

— 4

uu :

(bare stem + uu)

malai tunnutal kanuu . . . munkai parri . . . natu ari nan manam ayarkam

... ena ... kuri ... peyarntanan (kuri:230-232, 233, 234, 237)

[kan 'to see, look at'; kanuu < kan + uu]

'Seeing that the evening is approaching, he took (my) hands and

said, "We will celebrate our wedding which the whole country will

know" and left.'

(bare stem + glide + uu)

aimpal ciru puram putaiya vari k kural piliyOu neri keta vilarikiya

nlyir (aka.8:15-17)

[pili 'to wring'; piliyuu < pili + glide y + uu]

'You who crossed over the paths that perished, while wringing

your five-parted (wet) hair that is combed covering your small

nape.'

This suffix always occurs as an elongated vowel regardless of the shape of the stem to

which it is added. Note that Zvelebil (1967:28) treats it as an adverbial participle suffix.
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pan (p + an):

(bare stem + pan)

nam valai p pattator puttiyanai vantatu kanpan yan tarikinen

(kali.97:6-7)

[kan 'to see'; kanpan < kan + pan']

'I stayed in order to see the new elephant which was caught in our

net.'

pu (p + u)5:

(bare stem + pu)

evan ninaipu vatuti (narr.208:4)

[ninai 'to think '; ninaipu < ninai + pu]

'What are you thinking about and wilting (for)?'

talai irupu tarotu puraja ... uruntu pilantu nerintu urulpu citarupu

alaru coripu nilam cora c cerar in uyir cekukkum ... nl entiya

pataiye (pari. 2:4 1 ,46-47)

[iru 'to be cut off; urul 'to roll'; citaru 'to scatter';

cori 'to pour out']

'The weapon you are carrying destroys the enemies' lives as their

heads, having been cut off, toss with their garlands, roll, open,

scatter while rolling wobbly, and fall down to earth while pouring

out the fat.'

s
Note that Zvelebil (1967:28) treats it as an adverbial participle suffix.
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mar:

(bare stem + mar)

viluppun tanimar kappu ena ... koticciyar patal (malai:303-304)

[tani 'to heal, cool off; tanimar < tani + mar]

'songs of the hill-women (who sing) in order to heal the wounds of

war'

van (v + an):

(bare stem + van)

ulaiylr akavum panippol tamiye kulaivan . . . vataiyum kantiro vantu

ninratu (nan.229:8-9, 11)

[kulai 'to soften, weaken, cave in slowly'; kulaivan < kulai + van]

'Did you see? The cold (wind) has arrived and lingers so that the

woman, who shivers/trembles even when you are close by, grows

weak.'

avalai k kai p pinai nikkuvan payval . . . kan oli (pari.7:57, 58)

(nikku 'to make ... go away; remove'; nikkuvan < nikku + van]

'the brightness of the eyes of the woman who jumped into the

(Vaiyai) flood in order to remove her (i.e., the other woman's) hold

(of her lover)'
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THE NEGATIVE INFINITIVE

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles," "The Infinitive," and

"The Negative al and il."

FORMATION: A periphrasis expresses the notion of what is here

referred to as the "negative infinitive." That is, when the negative adverbial

participle of a verb is followed by an affirmative infinitive form of the verb

iru 'to continue to be, remain in a certain state', it takes on the meaning

'without doing ... .' Such combination tells us that the action indicated by

the verb underlying the adverbial participle did not happen/materialize and

that the negative situation continues.

No person-number-gender distinction is made by the negative infini

tive.
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: periphrasis

negative adverbial participle + infinitive of iru

Suffix Structure and Example

kka:

(negative adverbial participle + irukka)

tonratu irukkavum vallan . . . tonravum vallan (pura.315:5, 7)

[tonru 'to be visible, appear';

tonratu iru 'to remain without being visible']

'He is capable of remaining without being visible. He is also

capable of being visible.'

ppa:

(negative adverbial participle + iruppa)

puravin cerikal ceval inpuru petaiyotu manru terntu unnatu iravum

pakalum mayariki k kaiyarru ... iruppa (netu:45-47, 48)

[un 'to eat'; unnatu iru 'to remain without eating']

'as the red-legged male dove remains reluctantly, being confused

about the day and the night, without choosing to eat at the court

yard together with its loving female'
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THE CONDITIONAL

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles." The conditional translates

as 'ifX verb(s/ed/en).' The action/state indicated by the conditional precedes

and is a condition for its succeeding/completing action/state.

FORMATION: The affirmative conditional is derived by suffixation.

(i) in/il is added to a bare stem or a non-past/non-completive

stem ending with (k)k or (p)p;

(ii) al is added to a past/completive stem or to a conditional

form ending with in;

(iii) el is added to a past/completive stem or an affirmative

finite verb.

Neither a person-number-gender distinction nor a distinction between

affirmation and negation is made by the conditional suffix. See "The

Non-Past Stem," "The Past Stem," and the sections on personal verbs

and adjectival nouns for information on the non-past stem, past stem, finite
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verbs, and adjectival nouns. See "The Negative Conditional" for information

on the negative type.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare stem + in

past/completive stem + al

conditional form in in + al

non-past/non-completive stem ending with (k)k

or (p)p + in/il

past/completive stem + el

affirmative finite verb + el

Suffix Structure and Example

al:

(past/completive stem + al)

natan kantal kontu manai tiruntu ati valtti (pura.390:24-25)

[kan 'to see'; kantal < kant + al]

'taking the Natan to (one's) house if (one) sees him and praising

his perfect feet'

kalarikinan arikuvatu enral nanral amma ninra ival nalane

(aink.248:2-4)

[en 'to say/be'; enral 'if it is the case' < enr + al]

'If only it is / could be understood by the marbles (of the priest),

her wellbeing that has stayed (with her so far) is a good one

indeed.'
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(conditional in in + al)

ayar cmar anal ayttiyem yam mika (kali.108:9)

[a 'to be'; anal < *ayinal < ayin + al < a + glide y + in + al]

'If our kin are cowherds, we are cowherdesses.'

(This is the only occurrence of anal in the carikam anthologies. See

"A Note on the Verb an" for information on the contraction of (y)in

to n in similar forms. Also note that this derivation of adding al to a

form which is already a conditional ending with in, holds all the way

down to modern Tamil class 3 verbs: e.g., pecinal 'if X speaks' <

pecu 'to speak' + in + al. Normally, scholars would derive modern

Tamil pecinal from the "past stem" pecin + al. )

il:

in:

(non-past/non-completive stem in kk + il)

initu utan kalikkil ilamai inital amma ini avar p punarve

(aink.415:3-4)

[kali 'to pass (time), spend'; kalikkil< kalikk + il]

'Uniting with him now would be sweet indeed, if only (I) spend

(my) youth with (him) happily.'

(bare stem + in)

kanamum iniyavam nummotu varine (kuru.388:7)

[var 'to come'; varin < var + in]

'Even the forest would be pleasant if (I) come with you.'

annai tuncin tunca k kannar kavalar katukuvar (aka.122:5-6)

I tuncu 'to sleep'; tuncin < tuficu + in]

'If/when mother sleeps, the guards, with sleepless eyes, would

rush (to keep watch).'
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tan am turaivan kanin mun ninru katiya kalaral ompumati

(kuru.296:5-6)

[kan 'to see'; kanin < kan + in]

'If you see the man from the cool fresh waterfront, refrain from

chiding harshly.'

pampu matan aliyum panal karikulum ariya alla man ... avar nattu

en arum pirarikal . . .

nlyir i-c-curam aritalum aritiro ennunar p perine

(aka.8:4-5, 12-13, 17-18)

[peru 'to get, obtain, have'; perin < peru + in]

'The unthinkable mountain range in his country is not diffcult (to

pass through) if (only) we get/find (considerate) people who would

ask "Do you really know this forest?" '

cenni cevati certtin en enappatumo enralum unte (narr.342:9-10)

[cerrtu 'to make join'; certtin < certtu + in]

'If I make my head join (her) red feet, is it likely that (she) would

ask "What is it?" '

'If I fall at her decorated feet, would she care to ask me "What is

it?" '

(non-past/non-completive stem in (k)k + in)

cen cevi eruvai ancuvara ikukkum kal atar k kavalai pokin . . . arum

tuyar tarum ival pani var kanne (aka.77:11-12, 19)

[po 'to go'; pokin < pok + in]

'If I go in the stony forked path where the vultures with red ears

moan frightfully, (the memory of) her eyes shedding tears would

give unbearable grief.'
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nin manaiyol ketkin varuntuval perite (aink.81 :4-5)

[kej 'to hear about'; ketkin < ketk + in]

If your wife hears (about it) she will feel greatly sad.'

(non-past/non-completive stem in (p)p + in)

uranotu iruppin iru marurikiname (kuru.370:2-3)

[iru 'to remain, stay, sit'; iruppin < irupp + in]

'We are two sides/bodies, if/when I sit up with the Oran.'

puraivatu ninaippin puraivato inre (pati.17:1)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaippin < ninaipp + in]

'If one thinks of (something) that measures up (to you), there is

nothing that measures up (to you).'

ceritoti urra cellalum piritu ena k kan kelu natan ketpin yan uyir

valtal ataninum arite (aka.98:28-30)

[kej 'to hear about'; ketpin < ketpin]

'If the man from the forest-filled country hears that the (love)sickness,

which the woman wearing many bangles has, is (due to) something

else, it will be even more difficult for me to live.'

(bare stem + glide + in)

polutu itai teriyin poyye kamam (kuru.32:3)

[teri 'to reveal itself, surface'; teriyin < teri + glide y + in]

'Passion is false, if lapse of time is visible/noticeable.'

num ko yar ena vinavin em ko ... netuficeralatan (pati.20:1, 5)

[vina 'to enquire'; vinavin < vina + glide v + in]

'If you would ask who our king is, (I would say that) our king is

Netuficeralatan.'
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el:

(past/completive stem + el)

a-k-kavin tiramal kappator tiran untel uraittai k kan (kali.38:12-13)

[ill 'to exist'; untel < unt + el]

'Tell me, if there is a way to protect that fascinating beauty from

being worn out.'

'Tell me, if there is a way to protect that fascinating beauty from

disappearing.'

(finite verb + el)

cenrlnl cella vituvayel ... muttuppatu akalum untu (kali.93:33-36)

[vitu 'to let go, allow, give up';

vituvayel < vituvay 'you will allow (yourself)' + el]

'Please go. If you allow yourself not to go (to your other women),

there will even be an obstacle.'

1 Actually, this could be treated as an example of a negative conditional, the sense of

which is obtained periphrastically by following an adverbial participle in a (cella) with a

conditional in el (vituvayel). One modern commentator notes that cella vituvayel is "one

word" : cf. P.V. Somasundaranar's explanation of kali.93:33.

Note that the modem Tamil negative conditional does contain the component avittal

which is nothing but an old verbal participle ending with a + vittal: e.g., nl atai c ceyyavittal

'if you don't do it.' In this example, the form ceyya is, in fact, an old adverbial participle

ending with a, whereas vittal is the conditional of vitu 'to let go.'
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ella nl urratu evano . . . enrirel en citai ceytan ivan ena urratu itu

ena . . . uraikkum uran akattu untayin . . . pacakkuva ... en kan

(kali.142.19-23)

[en 'to say, ask, enquire'; enrirel < ennr 'you said' + el]

'If you ask me "What is it that you have?," the strength will emerge

in me and I will tell you that he did (something to) destroy (me) and

that this is what happened. And my eyes will become pale.'
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THE NEGATIVE CONDITIONAL

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles," "The Conditional," and

"The Negative al and il." The negative conditional translates as 'if X

do/does not do verb.' That is, when the conditional is negative, it signifies

the absence or "non-happening" of the action/state indicated by the verb

from which it is derived.

FORMATION: The negative conditional is expressed by suffixing

el to a negative finite verb.

An adverbial participle in a could also be followed by a positive conditional in el to

provide the sense of a negative conditional cenn nT cell a vituvayel ... muttuppatu akalum

untu (kali.93:33-36), which is discussed in "The Conditional" and "A Note on the Verb
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

negative finite verb + el

Suffix Structure and Example

el:

(negative finite verb + el)

nayire en kelvan yarikulan ayinum kattimo kattayel vanattu evan

ceyti nl (kali.147:27-29)

[kattu 'to make see, show';

kattayel < kattay 'you will not show' + el]

'O sun, show me, please, where my husband is. If you do not show,

what do you do in the sky?'

valarika p pojutu nl kanru meyppay pol vajarikal arivar uraiyarel

emmai ikalntare ... emar (kali.112:12-14)

[urai 'to tell'; uraiyarel < uraiyar 'they will not tell' + el]

'If my kin do not tell me about your wandering on the pretext of

tending the calves at a time when no one moves around, they have

certainly ignored me.'

pun vanta vali nin pal maya k kalavu anrel tantanai t tante tarukku

(pari.20.76-78)

[al 'not to be ... '; anrel < anru 'it is not' + el]

'If (it is true that) the way in which (this) jewelry came to you is

not an illusive theft, then bring me the man who brought it to you

and be proud.'
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THE CAUSAL

("since, because of)

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles" for more general information

on the causal. The causal translates as 'since X verb(s/ed/en)' where the

"verb" is the verb from which the causal is derived. The action/state

indicated by the causal precedes and is a cause for its completing action/state.

FORMATION: The causal form of a verb is derived by suffixation:

an or in is added to a verbal noun ending with al, al, kal, tal, or mai.

In addition, the word at anal 'because of that; therefore' also provides a

causal sense.

See "Case Markers and Postpositions" for more examples and other uses of an and in.

atanal < atan (oblique of atu 'that one') + al (suffix): e.g., nannar nanmoli kettanam

atanal ... varutal talaivar vayvatu 'We heard lovely and good words (of omen). Because

of that / Therefore, the arrival of the Chief (your man) will definitely happen' (mull: 17,

20).
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No person-number-gender distinction is made by the causal. The

difference between affirmation and negation is not made by the causal

suffix, but by the verbal noun to which the causal suffix is appended.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: verbal noun in al/al/kal/tal/mai + an/in

Suffix Structure and Example

an:

(verbal noun in al + an)

kollai kural variki lna malai valnar alla purintu olukalan (kali.39:13-14)

[olu(ku) 'to conduct oneself, behave'; olukal 'behavior']

'With their sheaves bent, the (millet) fields will not yield, since the

people living on the mountain conduct themselves by doing things

that are not good.'

(verbal noun in mai + glide + an)

untal amma iv-ulakam . . . pirarkku ena muyalunar unmaiyane

(pura.182.1, 9)

[ul 'to be, to exist'; unmai 'existence';

unmaiyap < unmai + glide y + anj

'This world exists because there are people who make efforts for

the sake of others.'

in:

(verbal noun in al + in)

perurikai errai ... val ukir katuvalin pampu matan aliyum panal

karikul (aka.8:2,3-4)
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[katu 'to clutch'; katuval 'clutching, grabbing']

'midnight when the strength of the snake (inside the anthill) perishes

because the sharp claws of the boar with big hands are clutching

it'

ceypa ellam ceytanan akalin ituka onro cutuka onro (pura.239:19-20)

[aku 'to become'; akal 'coming into being']

'He did all he could (in this life). Therefore, bury him or cremate

him. (It does not really matter).'

(verbal noun in al + in)

por etir ventar tar alintu oralin . . . perun turai t tatainta kanci

(pati.23:17, 19)

[oru 'to move away, depart from'; oral 'moving away']

'the kanci trees which were disfigured because the kings who

faced you in the war retreated (through the fields) with their front-line

army destroyed'

(verbal noun in tal + in)

kalam cey kove ... netumavalavan tevar ulakam eytinan atalin

annon kavikkum kan akan tali vanaital vettanai ayin enaiyatuum

iru nilam tikiriya p peru malai manna vanaital ollumo ninakke

(pura.228:1, 10-15)

[a 'to be'; atal 'coming into being';

atalin has an overall sense 'since (it is the case)']

'Netumavalavan reached the world of the gods. Therefore, O potter,

if you wish to make so large a pot that would cover him, would it be

possible for you somehow to make it with the vast earth as your

wheel and the big mountains as clay?'
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alal pol verikatir paitara t terutalin nilal teyntu ulariya maratta ...

katu (aka.l:10-11, 15)

[teru 'to scorch'; kintal 'scorching']

'The jungles have dried-up trees whose shade has narrowed because

the fiery hot rays (of the sun) are scorching.'

(verbal noun in mai + glide + in)

valamaiyin tan nilai tlrntanrum ilane (kuri:244-245)

[vala 'to be bounteous, rich'; valamai 'bounty']

'Neither has he swerved from his state because of his richness.'

talai p pokanmaiyin ciru vali matariki nilai pern natukal akiya k

kannum (pura.223:2-3)

[talai 'end, edge'; po 'to go'; pokanmai 'not going';

talaippo(ku) 'dying'; pokanmaiyin < pokanmai + glide y + in]

'even when he turned into an everlasting hero-stone, folding himself

down in a small place, since it (i.e., his action) was not (meant to

be) going to the end/edge'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of the negative

verbal noun pokanmai.)

yavarum valarikunar inmaiyin vauvunar matiya c curam pul enra

arra ... katu (aka.l :13-14, 15)

[il 'to be absent'; inmai 'absence']

'The jungles have paths with lifeless forests wherein the (highway)

robbers are lying low / withdrawn since there are no passersby.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of the negative

verbal noun inmai.)
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varamaiyin pulanta nencamotu noval (aka:25:15-16)

[var 'to come'; varamai 'non-coming']

'Do not suffer with a frustrated heart since (your lover) has not

(yet) come.'

(Note that the sense expressed is negative because of the negative

verbal noun varamai.)
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THE CONCESSIVE OF FACT

("although, eventhough ... ")

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles." The concessive of fact

can be translated as 'even though X verb(s/ed/en).' It provides a sense of

actual occurrence/materializing of the action/state indicated by the verb

from which it is derived. The action/state indicated by the concessive fact

precedes and results in its succeeding/completing action/state.

FORMATION: The concessive of fact is derived by suffixation.

(i) anum is added to a verb stem that functions as the predi

cate ;

(ii) um is added to an adverbial participle, conditional ending

with in, or an infinitive ending with a.

anum is a contracted form of ayinum. Therefore, it is also of the structure conditional in

in + un. See "A Note on the Verb an" for an explanation of similar forms in which (y)in

is reduced to n.
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The affirmation-negation distinction is not made by anum or um but

by the stem to which they are added. No person-number-gender distinction

is made by the concessive of fact.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

predicate + anum

adverbial participle + um

conditional in in + um

infinitive in a + um

Suffix Structure and Example

anum (ayin + um):

(predicate + anum)

nin tavaru il Ianum kalainar il noy ceyyum kavin arintu . . . pottanta

numar tavaru il enpay (kali.58:8-10)

[il 'to be non-existent']

'Although it is not your fault, do/can you say that it is not the fault

of your kin who let you go (out in the street) knowing (about) your

abundant/attractive beauty which creates (love)sickness that does

not have a cure?'

um:

(adverbial participle ± glide + um)

irum kilai c ciraar k kantum kantum marrum marrum vinavutum . . .

paci p pini maruttuvan illam anitto ceytto kurumin emakke

(pura.l 73:9-12)

[kan 'to see'; kantum < kantu + um]

'We see the large group of children (coming from his residence
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carrying rice). Although we see them, we ask again and again

"Tell us whether the house of the healer of hunger-disease is close

by or far away?" '

kalam anriyum maram payan kotuttalin (malai:134)

[al 'not to be ... '; anriyum < anri + glide y + um]

'Although it is not the right season, the trees yield fruits, and

therefore ...'

(conditional in in + um)

ceralatan ... mantai murrattu ... turanta nitiyattu anna oru nal oru

pakal perinum valinal tarikalar vali toli ... mob peyar teettar

ayinum ... katalar cenra natte (aka.127:3, 6, 10-12, 17, 18)

[a 'to be'; ayinum < ayin + um]

'Although he is in a place with a different language, your lover will

not stay for another day in the country he is gone to even if he gets

one day the wealth like what Ceralatan left in the courtyard of (his

capital) Mantai.'

arum curam tunintu piral ayinal ayinum ... tan marpu tunai aka t

tuyirruka (aka.35:10, 11, 12-13)

[a 'to be'; ayinum < ayin + um]

'She (my daughter) has become a different person. Although she

has (become different), may he (the lover) make her sleep with his

chest as support.'

ulaiyin pokatu alippinum ciriya nekilnta kavin nalam kollo ... ival

kan pacantatuve (narr.35:9-10, 12)

[ali 'to be compassionate'; ajippinum < alippin. + um]

'Although I am kind (to her) without going away from her side,
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her eyes turned pale. Is it (to be called) the loveliness of her beauty

due to my moving/turning aside a little?'

melliya iniya mevaru takuna ivai moliyam ena c collinum avai nl

marattiyo vali en nence cerppanai k kanta pinne

(kuru.306:1-3, 6)

[col 'to reveal, tell'; collinum < collin + um]

'O my heart, although I told (you) that we would not say things

that are soft, sweet, and desirable, do you forget them once you see

the Cerppan (my lover)?'

(infinitive in a + glide + um)

nalum nal utan kalavavum tole tol nilai valliya nin toti

(narr.332:3-4)

[kala 'to mingle, mix'; kalavavum < kalava + glide v + um]

'Although your shoulders mingle with your lover's shoulders every

day, your bracelets slipped from their original place.'

kanaka natan varavum . . . meni pacappatu evan kol annay

(aink.2 17:3-4)

[var 'to come'; varavum < vara + glide v + um]

'Although the man from the forest country has come, why is your

body turning pale now, my friend?'

ontoti ulaiyam akavum inaivol pilaiyalal mato piritum nam enine

(aka.5:26-28)

[aku 'to become'; akavum < aka + glide v + um

'Although I am with her, she is (sad) like this. She will not survive

if I leave her.'
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THE CONCESSIVE OF SUPPOSITION

("even if ... ")

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles." The concessive of sup

position can be translated as 'even if X verb(s/ed/enV It provides a sense

of an assumed occurrence of the action/state indicated by the underlying

verb. The action/state indicated by the concessive of supposition precedes

and results in its succeeding/completing action/state.

FORMATION: The concessive of supposition is derived by suffixation.

The suffix um is added to a conditional in al or in.

A distinction between affirmation and negation is not made by um,

but by the negative stem to which they are added. Also the main verb in

These forms are structurally similar to some of the concessives of fact. In some

contexts, even their significations might seem to overlap.

The concessive of supposition is also used to express probability and/or possibility,

when it is followed by the same verb in a future finite form or imperative/optative form.

Examples are given below. For a similar use of the concessive in modern Tamil, see

Schiffman:82-83.
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the sentence can be affirmative or negative. No person-number-gender

distinction is made by the concessive of supposition.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: conditional in a 1 or in + um

Suffix Structure and Example

um:

(conditional in al + um)

ven culi p patta makarku k karai ninrar ancal enralum uyirppu

untam (kali.140:25-26)

[en 'to say'; enralum < enral + um]

'For the man who is caught in a terrible whirlpool, there will be

relief even if the people who are on the shore say "Do not be

afraid." '

(conditional in in + um)

kon perum kanam nacci c cenra iravalar c cutti t totuttu una k

kitappinum kitakkum (pura.156:2-3)

[kita 'to lie still; kitappinum < kitappin + um]

'The big mountain of Konkanam will probably be (there) lying

still, looking forward to the suppliants so that they could surround it

and enjoy/eat (its bounty).'

(Note that the concessive kitappinum is followed by the future

form kitakkum.)

yantu pala kaliya . . . palakiya kilamaiyar akinum arite tonral atarpata

olukal (pura.2 16:2-4)

[a 'to be'; akinum < akin + um]
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'O noble one, even if people have the claim that they have been

acquainted while many years have passed by, it is difficult indeed to

live accordingly.'

'O noble one, even if people claim that they have been acquainted

for many years, it is difficult, indeed, to live accordingly.'

ciru nani tamiyal ayinum innuyir naturikum tan ilamai

(pura.247:9-10)

[a 'to be'; ayinum < ayin + um]

'the youth of the woman who would tremble for her life even if she

is alone for a little while'

ennanum patu enin patavum vallen (kali.140:13)

[en 'what?'; ennanum < en ayinum 'whatever it be';

ayinum < ayin + um]

'Whatever the situation is, if (one) tells me "Sing," I am capable

of even singing.'

in uyir kaliyinum uraiyal avar namakku annaiyum attanum allaro

(kuru.93:2-3)

[kali 'to pass, leave'; kaliyinum < kaliyin + um]

'Even if your sweet life(breath) leaves you, do not speak (harsh

words to him). Is he not our mother and father?'

ol alal kurukinum kurukuka kurukatu cenru nijinum nilka

(pura.231:2-3)

[kuruku 'to grow short'; kurukinum < kurukin + um;

nil 'to extend'; nijinum < nijin + um]

'Let the fire shorten (and touch the chieftain's body). Or, let it not

grow short, but extend/tower high (and not touch his body).'
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(Note that the concessives kurukinum and nilinum are followed

respectively by the imperatives/optatives kurukuka and nilka.)

utinum iniya kurum in nakai amirtu poti tuvar vay (pati. 16:11-12)

[utu 'to sulk'; utinum < utin + um]

'her coral-like red mouth, filled with pleasant smile and nectar,

which speaks pleasant words even if she is sulking'

cennayirru nilavu ventinum ventirikalul veyil ventinum ventiyatu

vilaikkum arralai (pura.38:7-9)

[ventu 'to want, wish for'; ventinum < ventin + um]

'Even if you want the moon's rays in the red sun and if you want

the heat of the sun in the white moon, you are capable of growing/ef

fecting what is wanted.'

nilam peyarinum nin col peyaral (pura.3:14)

[peyar 'to move, shake, swerve'; peyarinum < peyarin + um]

'Even if the earth shakes, you do not swerve in your words.'
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THE NON-PARTICIPLE AS A PARTICIPLE

GENERAL: See "A Note on Participles." In some contexts, personal

verbs, adjectival nouns, participial nouns, and verbal nouns function like

participles in classical Tamil. In such contexts, the personal verb, the

adjectival noun, and the participial noun are like the verbal participles,

whereas the verbal noun gives the sense of a nominal participle. More

specifically, the past personal verb gives the sense of an adverbial participle,

and the non-past personal verb that of an infinitive. The participial noun,

which is not basically different from the personal verb, works like a

"Verbal participle" (vinai eccam) is a general term referring to the adverbial participle,

the infinitive, the conditional, the causal, the concessive of fact, and the concessive of

supposition. "Nominal participle" (peyar eccam) refers to the adjectival participle.

Traditional commentators have identified the forms under discussion in this chapter

as vinai ecca murru "finite forms (that are) verbal participles" (cf. Naccinarkkiniyar's

commentary on tiru:169-172, and the Old Commentary on pati. 17:6) and vinai ecca

vinai k kurippu murru "appellatives (that are) verbal participles" (cf. Naccinarkkiniyar's

commentary on tiru:192 and the Old Commentary on pati.32:15).
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2

participle in the same way as the personal verb. The verbal noun, when

modifying a nominal, gives the sense of a non-past adjectival participle;

when modifying a verb, that of an infinitive.

The subject of the item (personal verb, adjectival noun, or verbal

noun) that functions as the participle and the subject of the main verb in

the same clause are the same. Further, this item, which gives the sense of

the participle, can be positive or negative. When negative, it functions like

a negative adverbial participle. See "The Negative Adverbial Participle"

and "The Negative Verbal Noun."

FORMATION: There is no separate morphological formation. Per

sonal verbs, adjectival nouns, and participial nouns are formally followed

or are semantically completed by an adjectival participle, adverbial participle,

causal, concessive of fact, conditional, imperative, infinitive, personal verb,

or a verbal noun. More than one adjectival noun, participial noun, or

personal verb can occur in apposition and function like participles. Also a

verbal noun ending with al or (t)tal is followed by a nominal or another

verb form.

2

For information on the connection between the participial noun and the personal verb,

see "Past Participial Nouns."

For a similar observation, see R. Kothandaraman in Vaiyai (1975:1 1-13).
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EXAMPLES

Structure and Example

(adjectival noun + adverbial participle)

kaccinan kalalinan ceccai k kanniyan ... tukilinan ... tatakkaiyin

iyala enti men tol pal pinai talli t talaittantu kunrutoratal

(tiru:208, 214-217)

'the dancing of Murukan who, wearing a sash, warrior's anklets,

a head-garland of ceccai leaves, and a fine garment, leads the

(kuravai) dance on every mountain, holding by his strong firm hands

the many fawn(-like women) and embracing their soft shoulders'

[The adjectival nouns (= participles) kaccinan 'he, who has a

sash', kalalinan 'he, who has the warrior's anklets', ceccai-k-

kanniyan 'he who has a head-garland of ceccai leaves', and tukilinan

'he, who has a fine garment' are in apposition forming the "subject"

which is semantically completed by the adverbial participle enti <

entu 'to hold, carry.' The adjectival nouns here function like adverbial

participles: e.g., kaccinan ay 'as a man wearing a sash', kalalinan

ay 'as a man wearing a head-garland', and tukilinan ay 'as a man

wearing a fine garment.']

(participial noun + adjectival participle)

iyalinal olkinal atum matamakal (pati.51:10)

'the innocent woman who dances (by) moving around and swaying

gently'

[There are two participial nouns functioning as participles: iyalinal

'one who moves around' and olkinal 'one who sways gently.' The

adjectival participle is atum < atu 'to dance.' Here, the participial
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nouns fill the function of an adverbial perticiple (like iyali 'moving

around'; olki 'swaying').]

(participial noun + adverbial participle)

natunkuvanal ninru nin eriyar okkiya ciru ceri kuvalai (pati.52:21-22)

'the small red water-lily which she (your queen) raised in order to

toss/chase you, while standing shuddering (due to sulking)'

[The participial noun (= participle) is natunkuvanal 'one who trem

bles/shudders.' Here it functions like an adverbial participle (e.g.,

natunki 'trembling'). The adverbial participle which follows natunku

vanal is ninru < nil 'to stand.']

kolurikurai . . . viraivanan cuttu . . . tinm ena t tarutalin

(pura.l50:9, 12, 13)

'since he rushed and baked a fat piece of animal flesh and gave it to

us saying "Eat" '

[The participial noun (= participle) is viraivanan 'one who rushes.'

Here it fills the function of an adverbial participle (like viraintu

'having hurried; rushed, and ...'). The adverbial participle which

follows viraivanan is cuttu < cutu 'to bum, bake.']

(participial noun + imperative)

matiyin teyvana ketuka nin tevvar akkam (matu:195-196)

'May your enemies' prosperity wane and perish like the moon.'

[The participial noun (= participle) is teyvana 'those which will

wear out.' Here it functions like an adverbial participle (e.g., teyntu

'having waned'). The imperative is ketuka 'May (they) perish.'

Also note that the plural form teyvana indicates the plurality of

prosperity/wealth, akkam.]
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(participial noun + infinitive)

viraivanar katalar pukutara (kali.134:26)

'as her lover arrived hurriedly'

[The participial noun (= participle) is viraivanar 'one who hur

ries/rushes.' Here it functions like an adverbial participle (viraintu

'hurrying'). The infinitive is pukutara 'to enter, arrive.']

tln cerru k kuviyar tunkuvanar uranka (matu:627)

'as the people selling cakes (soaking) in sugar syrup slept bending

down'

[The participial noun (= participle) is tunkuvanar 'those who are

bending down.' Here it fills the function of an adverbial participle

(e.g., tunki 'bending down'). The infinitive is uranka 'to sleep.']

(personal verb + adjectival participle ± postposition)

verikai koykuvam cenruli (aka.48:6)

'when we went to pick venkai (flowers)'

[The personal verb (= participle) is koykuvam 'we will pick.' Here

it fills the function of an infinitive (like koyya 'to pick'). cenruli <

cenr past/completive stem + uli postposition.]

eyirrikku i-n-nilai ariya c collinen irakkum alavai ... vitalai

viraiyatime (aink.364:2-4)

'O Vitalai, do not rush until I tell about this situation to the Eyirri

and beg her (to go with you).'

This is an excellent example to show that tunku 'to bend down, curve down' and

uranku 'to sleep' were distinct verbs in classical Tamil. In modern Tamil both mean 'to

sleep.'
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[The personal verb (= participle) is collinen 'I told.' Here it fills the

function of an adverbial participle (like colli 'told and ...'). irakkum

is the adjectival participle < ira 'to beg'; ajavai is the postposition.

irakkum ajavai 'until (I) beg her.']

nlla nakam nalkiya kalirikam al amar celvarku amarntanan kotutta

...ay (ciru:96-97,99)

'Ay, who willingly gave to the Lord, who is sitting under the

banyan tree, the fine cloth which the blue serpent gave him'

[The personal verb (= participle) is amarntanan 'he liked it whole

heartedly.' Here it fills the function of an adverbial participle (like

amarntu 'liking it wholeheartedly'), kotutta is the adjectival participle

< kotu 'to give away.']

aymakal ... ney vilaikku atti p pacum pon kollal erumai nal an karu

naku peruum ... kuti (peru:162, 164-166)

'neighborhoods where the shepherdess (from the agricultural land)

would not get gold (as the price) for selling ghee (to the mountain

people) but would (rather) get water buffalo, good cows, and black

calves'

[Note that the personal verb (= participle) koUal 'she would not

get' is negative. Here it fills the function of an adverbial participle

(like kollatu 'without getting'). peruum is the adjectival participle <

peru 'to get, obtain.']

nocci culvana malarum mauval (aka.23 .11-12)

'wild jasmine which bloom surrounding the nocci (trees)'

[The personal verb (= participle) is culvana 'they will surround.'

Here it performs the function of an adverbial participle (like culntu

'having surrounded; surrounding'). malarum is the adjectival parti

ciple < malar 'to bloom.']
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ilai ila malarnta ... ilavam (aka.11:3)

'ilavam which have bloomed without leaves'

[The personal verb (= participle) is ila 'those which do not have.'

Note that it is negative. Here it fills the function of an adverbial

participle (like inri 'without'). The adjectival participle is malarnta

< malar 'to bloom.']

(personal verb + adverbial participle)

uvakai maraiyinen etir cenru i-m-manai anru ahtu um manai enra

ennum tannum nokki (aka.56:13-15)

'He looked at himself and me, who went in front of him (while)

hiding my joy and said, "This is not your house. That is your

house," and

[The personal verb (= participle) is maraiyinen 'I hid/concealed.'

Here it functions like an adverbial participle (like maraittu 'having

concealed/hid'). The adverbial participle which follows the personal

verb maraiyinen is cenru < cel 'to go.']

(personal verb + causal)

citaintatu manra nl civantanai nokkalin . . . kamaru kavine

(pati.27:1, 16)

'The desirable fascinating beauty (of your enemy countries) was

demolished since you looked (at them) angrily.'

[The personal verb (= participle) is civantanai 'you got angry.'

Here it functions like an adverbial participle (like civantu 'having

gotten angry'). nokkalin 'since (you) look at' is the causal < nokku

'to look at.']

cel ini akattu ena k kotupporku ollan kalultalin (aka.66:15-16)

'since (the child) was full of tears without agreeing with (his
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father) who let him go saying "Go now, inside (the house)" '

[The personal verb (= participle) ollan 'he will not agree' is negative.

Here it functions like an adverbial participle (like ollatu 'without

agreeing'), kalultalin 'since (his) eyes are full of tears' is the

causal < kalul 'to be filled with tears; to be cloudy.' Note that the

stem kotu (in kotupporku) is here interpreted to mean 'to let

go/free.' This is an excellent example which provides an insight into

the relation between kol 'to draw ... toward self; take' and kotu

'to push ... from self; give away.']

(personal verb + concessive of fact)

men tol in tuyil enrum peraan peyarinum muniyal uraan

(kuri:242-243)

'He is not frustrated even if he leaves without always getting (to)

sleep on (her) soft shoulder.'

'He is not frustrated even if he has to leave without always getting

(to) sleep on (her) soft shoulder.'

[The personal verb (- participle) peraan 'he will not get' is negative.

Here it functions as an adverbial participle (like peratu 'without

getting'). The concessive of fact is peyarinum 'even if he leaves.']

(personal verb + conditional)

nilal acaiyinir iruppin pala tiram peyarpavai ketkuvir (malai:290-291)

'If you will remain resting in the shade, you will hear many (birds

and animals) moving in many directions.'

[The personal verb (= participle) acaiyinir 'you will move with

restraint; you will rest' is negative. Here it functions like an adverbial

participle (like acaintu 'moving with restraint'). The conditional is

iruppin 'if you will remain/stay.']
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(personal verb + imperative)

karumpin tln caru virumpinir micaimin (peru:262)

'Drink the sweet juice of the sugarcane with a liking.'

[The personal verb (= participle) is virumpinir 'you liked.' Here it

fills the function of an adverbial participle (e.g., virumpi 'having

liked'). The imperative is micaimin 'Drink!']

(personal verb + infinitive)

var mayir ularinaj koticci ... kurinci pata (aka.102:5, 6)

'as the Koticci sings the kurinci melody (while) combing her long

hair (with her fingers)'

[The personal verb (= participle) ularinaj 'she combed her hair

with her fingers.' Here it fills the function of an adverbial participle

(like ulari 'having combed; combing'). The infinitive is pata 'to

sing.']

varutal talaivar vayvatu nl nin . . . evvam kalai mayoy ena k kattavum

kattavum kanal ... pu p pol unkan pulampu muttu uraippa

(mull:20, 21-23)

'Although (her attendants) repeatedly reassured her saying, "The

arrival of your lover (the king) will happen. Get rid of your distress,"

she did not understand. As isolated pearl-like tears gathered in her

flower-like attractive eyes, ...'

[The personal verb (= participle) kanal 'she will not see/realize' is

negative. Here it fills the function of an adverbial participle (like

kanatu 'without seeing/understanding'). The infinitive is uraippa 'to

accumulate.']

mutalai yakkai mulu vali makkal ... tuvalai t tan tuli penar ... ventu

vayin tiritara (netu:32, 34, 35)
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'as people with a firm body and wholesome strength wandered

around wherever they wanted without caring for the cool drops of

the sprinkle/rain'

[The personal verb (= participle) penar 'they will not be concerned

about; they will not care for' is negative. Here it functions like an

adverbial participle (e.g., penatu 'without caring for; without being

concerned about'). The infinitive is tiritara 'to wander around.']

(personal verb + personal verb)

malaiyum ullar ayin kalai yariku akuvam kol pana enra manaiyol col

etir collal cellen cevvali nal yal icaiyinen ... avar tiram celven

kantanen yane ... uran ... tere (aka.14:12-15, 17, 21)

'I, who approached the Uran's wife as I played the cevvali melody

on my harp, without being able to answer her when she said, "O

bard, if my lover does not think of us (hon.) even in the evening

what will become of us (hon.) in the morning?," saw the Oran's

chariot (arriving).'

[Three personal verbs function like participles: cellen 'I am not

able', icaiyinen 'I played', and celven 'I will go.' Two of them

function like adverbial participles (e.g., cellatu 'without being able

to' and icaittu 'playing'), whereas celven functions like an adjectival

participle (e.g., cenra yan 'I who went'). The personal verb kantanen

'I saw' following them is the predicate.]

alar vay p pentir inna in urai ketta cinnal ariyen pola uyiren nariya

narum nin katuppu enrene (narr. 143:7-10)

'Within a few days / On those few days when I heard the cruel

sweet talk of the gossiping women (about my daughter's love with

a man), I did not sigh like someone who did not know anything, but

said (to my daughter), "Your hair smells with fragrance." '
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[The personal verb (= participle) uyiren 'I did not breathe/sigh' is

negative. Here it functions like an adverbial participle (e.g., uyiramal

'without breathing'). The personal verb which follows it as predicate

is enren 'I said.']

kanku vanticine 'I came to see you.' (pati.41 :16)

[The personal verb (= participle) is kanku T see, I am seeing.'

Here it functions as an infinitive (like kana 'to see'). The personal

verb which follows it as predicate is vanticin 'I have come.']

nin kantanen varuval (pura.23:17)

'(Here) I come, seeing you (in your landscape).'

The personal verb (= participle) is kantanen 'I saw.' Here it functions

as an adverbial participle (kantu 'having seen'). The personal verb

which follows it as predicate is varuval '(Here), I come.']

alikkena irakku varen enci k kuren (pati.61:10-11)

'I will not come (for) begging. I will not state (your greatness)

leaving behind something.'

[The personal verb (= participle) is irakku 'I beg.' Here it functions

as an infinitive (like irakka 'to beg'). The personal verb following it

as predicate is varen 'I will not come.']

varuntal ... toll ... uraittanam varukam (narr.88:2, 3)

'My friend, do not grieve. Let us go, talk (to your lover about your

distress), and come (back).'

A traditional commentator, U.V. Saminathier, takes varuval to mean 'I came; I (have)

come.'
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[The personal verb (= participle) is uraittanam 'we stated.' Here it

functions as an adverbial participle (like uraittu 'having stated;

stating'). The personal verb following it as predicate is varukam

'We will come.']

cellal tirkkam celvam (narr.284:4)

'Let us go in order to relieve (her) grief.'

[The personal verb (= participle) is tirkkam 'we shall remove/cure

/ get rid of.' Here it functions as an infinitive (like tirkka 'to re

move/cure/relieve'). The personal verb following it as predicate is

celvam 'We shall go.']

nin nayantu varuvem kantanam (pati.23:ll)

'We, who were coming seeking you, saw ...'

[The personal verb (= participle) is varuvem 'those of us who will

come.' Here it functions like an adjectival participle (e.g., varukinra

yam 'we who are coming'). The personal verb following it as

predicate is kantanam 'We saw.']

en cirumaiyin ilittu nokkan ... valle ... nalkiyone

(pura.387:20, 26, 27)

'He quickly provided (gifts) without looking with despise because

of my lowliness.'

'He quickly provided (gifts) without treating me with despise because

of my lowliness.'

[The personal verb (= participle) is nokkan 'he will not look/consider.'

Here it functions like an adverbial participle (e.g, nokkamal 'without

looking/considering'). The personal verb following it as predicate is

nalkiyon 'he gave, provided.']
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(personal verb + verbal noun)

cellamo ... kantanam vararke (pati.57:6, 15)

'Shall we go to see (him, our patron) and return?'

[The personal verb (= participle) is kantanam 'We saw.' Here it

functions as an adverbial participle (like kantu 'having seen, (after)

seeing'). The verbal noun following it is varal 'coming, returning.']

kaiyaru nencattu evvam nrrika alaam uraitalum uriyam

(aka.l13:22-23)

'We (hon.) have the right to stay/remain without crying, when the

grief in (our) distressed heart is gone.'

[The personal verb (= participle) alaam 'We will not cry' is negative.

Here it functions as an adverbial participle (like alatu 'without

crying'). The verbal noun following it is uraital 'staying.']

Formation mechanism: verbal noun in al/(t)tal + nominal or verb

Structure and Example

(verbal noun + nominal)

kalam taral ullam (aka.3:12)

'heart with (the thought of) bringing jewelry'

[taral (verbal noun) < tar 'to bring.' Here, it functions as an adjectival

participle (like tarum 'that which brings').]

vin celal marapin aiyar (tiru:107)

'the sages who have the legend of moving in the sky'

'sages who are believed to move around in the sky'

[celal (verbal noun) < cel 'to go, leave for a destination.' Here, it

functions as an adjectival participle (like cellum 'those who go').]
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cey varal kanyarru k kol karai (ciru:3-4)

'the eroded bank of the forest river which is coming from a

distance'

[varal (verbal noun) < var 'to come.' Here, it functions as an

adjectival participle (like varum 'that which comes').]

vanaintu varal ila mulai (pati.54:4)

'young breasts which are permanently decorated'

[varal (verbal noun) < var 'to come.' Here, it functions as an

adjectival participle (like varum 'that which comes'). The combination

of an adverbial participle and var(u) used in any form provides the

sense of a permanent or recurring action: vanaintu varal 'decorated

permanently.']

(verbal noun + verbal)

teral ariyatu unta katuvan ayalatu . . . cantam eral cellatu . . . atukkattu

makilntu kanpatukkum kuriya inpam (aka.2:4-8)

'the unexpected pleasure of the monkey which drank the nectar

(from the flowers) unknowingly and sleeps delightfully on the mountain

range, not being able to climb up (even) the sandalwood tree that

is close by'

[eral (verbal noun) < eru 'to climb up.' Here, it functions as an

infinitive (like era 'to climb up'). The verbal form which follows it,

cellatu 'not being able to', is a negative adverbial participle.]

natpu k kolal venti nayanticinor (peru:425)

'those who befriended (him) wanting to have (his) friendship'

[kolal (verbal noun) < kol 'to have, accept.' Here, it functions as
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an infinitive (like kola 'in order to have/accept'). The verbal form

which follows it, venti 'wanting; having wanted', is an adverbial

participle.]

valtal venti p poy kuren (pura.139:5-6)

'I will not tell lies wishing to thrive.'

[valtal (verbal noun) < val 'to live, prosper, thrive.' Here, it functions

as an infinitive (like vala 'in order to live/prosper/thrive'). The

verbal form which follows it, venti 'wanting, wishing', is an adverbial

participle.]
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A Note On Mood

Mood is understood in this study as that which "designates by the

form of the verb the mode or manner in which the speaker conceives of

an assertion concerning the subject." The various modes of assertion

expressed in classical Tamil can be translated as 'X can/let/may/will/should

verb/Among these, verb forms which express the notions of command,

request, wish, blessing, and curse are described in the chapters on the

imperative/optative; those expressing the notion of possibility of an ac

tion/state are given in "The Potential." The interrogative and the negative

moods are discussed in "The Interrogative" and "The Negative al and il."

It may be noted that the first person and the second person inclusive

non-past personal verbs give the sense 'will/shall' whenever necessary.

1 Smyth:398.
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THE IMPERATIVE/OPTATIVE

("do/may ... ")

GENERAL: See "A Note on Mood." The imperative/optative form

of a verb is used to express the notions of command, request, wish,

blessing, or curse. The basic semantic distinction one could make between

the Tamil imperative and optative is that the former expresses commands

whereas the latter expresses requests, wishes, or blessings. If one were

to make a categorical distinction between verb forms which express a

command and those which express a request etc., one will find that both

Two terms eval 'command' and viyankoj 'taking up a mode of action' are found in

the tradition to refer to the imperative/optative forms. The term viyankoj is here translated

as 'taking up a mode of action' on the basis of the contexts where the compound stem

viyankol and the noun viyam are used in classical Tamil and the first Tamil epic, the

Cilappatikaram. Note that in one context, classical Tamil uses both eval and viyankol:

eval viyankontu ilaiyarotu elutarum ollar 'enemies who command youngsters and take

up the same mode of action and appear (in the battlefield) along with their commandos'

(pati.54:15). This context suggests that eval means 'command' that is addressed to the

second person while viyankol means 'to take up a mode of action' by the first person.
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appear in the first, second, and third person in classical Tamil. In addition,

some forms, for example, kelay 'Listen' could be understood either as an

imperative expressing a command or as an optative expressing a request

depending upon the context. Similarly, forms like vali 'May ... pros

per/thrive' and valka 'May ... prosper/thrive', though different in structure,

express the same sense wishing/blessing. While valka cannot be interpreted

as expressing a request or a command, a form like varuka 'Come on'

which is structurally similar to valka cannot be interpreted as a blessing.

Then the questions are "What separates the two categories — semantic

function or grammatical structure? Do we need two separate categories

at all?" In the absence of a clearcut answer, the two categories, the

imperative and the optative, are treated under one heading in this study.

Two types of these forms appear — singular and plural. The subject

of both the singular and plural types of the imperative/optative is in the

first, second, or third person, and any gender. There are imperative/optative

forms which are not overtly singular or plural. In those cases, the grammatical

number (singular or plural) of the subject can only be understood from the

context.

FORMATION: The imperative/optative notions are expressed in

four ways.

(i) by using the verb stem without any suffixes;

(ii) by suffixation:

(a) adding one or two imperative/optative suffixes directly

to the verb stem

2

To get a sense of how the tradition acknowledges this dilemma, motivated readers are

urged to read the commentaries by Teyvaccilaiyar and Cenavaraiyar on Tolkappiyam,

collatikaram, Rule 219.
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(b) adding (t/n)t to the verb stem before adding certain

imperative/optative suffixes;

(iii) by extension:

extending the use of a verbal noun in al or (t)tal to

express an imperative/optative notion and extending the

use of a finite verb in the same way;

(iv) by periphrasis:

a verbal noun ending with al or an infinitive ending with

a or iyar is followed by the word ventum 'is wished, is

necessary.'

No singular-plural distinction is made when a verbal noun is extended

to indicate an imperative/optative sense. For information on the negative

type, see "The Negative Imperative/Optative."

The imperative/optative suffixes are: a, ar, ay, i, ika, ika, icin, iya,

iyar(o), (I)iyar(o), (u)u, (u)m, e, al, aikka, aika, aippay, o, (k)ka, kama,

— 3

ku, mati, min, me, and mo. Among these, (i)iyar, (k)ka, kama, m, and

mo are shared by the singular and the plural, as will be noted below.

Some of these suffixes (e.g., icin, ku, and m) occur also in other verb forms. One calls

them "imperative/optative" suffixes with an understanding that they occur elsewhere also.

Affixes found after the verb stem and (t/n)t in the imperative/optative forms are

here treated as imperative/optative suffixes. The semantic distinction between these various

suffixes is not clear. Also some of these suffixes (e.g., iyar, iiyar, and iiyaro) are not

different altogether, but are contextual variants of one form. For another discussion of these

forms, see Israel (1972:331-337).
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: using bare verb stem

uva ini vali toll (aka.65:7)

[uva 'to rejoice'; singular]

'Rejoice now, my companion.'

i ena irattal ilintanru (pura.204:1)

[i 'to give, bestow'; singular]

'It is not lowly to ask "Give." '

annay vali ventu annai (aka.48:1)

[ventu 'to listen, wish for'; singular]

'Mother, may you prosper. Listen.'

pun katan entai ni iravalar purave (pura.203:12)

[pun 'to wear, take up'; singular]

'Our father, take up (the task of) protecting the suppliants.'

mata mayil cayalai vantikka var (pari.20:69-70)

[var 'to come'; singular]

'Come to worship this gentle woman who is like an innocent peacock.'

(This form var 'Come' is interesting. The actual text reads varena

where var is followed by the quotative ena 'thus.' The monosyllabic

stem *var 'to come' when combined with ena should give rise to

*varrena but has not. )

4 One cannot but recall Tolkapplyam, eluttatikaram, Ilampuranam, Rule 49, which ordains

that r cannot occur as a vowelless consonant (orru) in a monosyllabic word where the

vowel is short.
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cel ini (aka.l9:8)

[cel 'to go'; singular]

'Go, now!'

kel avan nilaiye (peru:38)

[kel 'to listen'; singular]

'Hear about his status.'

en kai vanti (kali.85:20)

[var 'to come'; singular]

'Come on into my hands, please.'

Formation mechanism: suffixation

Suffix Structure and Example

a:

(bare stem + a)

yay arintu unara (aka.203:2)

[unar 'to realize, understand'; unara singular]

'May (her) mother know (about her love with a man) and understand.'

(Note that the infinitive form would also be unara 'to realize.')

ar:

(bare stem + ar)

teyar en uyir (narr. 197:4)

[tey 'to wear out'; teyar singular]

'May my life(breath) wear out.'

(teyar could be a contracted form of teyiyar.)

vanti is taken to be a compound stem. See "The Compound Stem" for a discussion of i.
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ay:

i:

(bare stem + ay)

it talai ninnotu vinaval kelay (aka. 7:16-17)

[kel 'to ask'; kelay singular]

'Here I shall ask you. Listen!'

(bare stem + i)

vaji en nefice (aka.149:7)

[val 'to live, prosper, thrive'; vali singular]

'O my heart, may you prosper.'

aiya ciritu enai ukki (kali.37:15)

[ukku 'to swing, raise by swinging'; ukki singular]

'O lord, swing me a little.'

(bare stem + tt + i)

pani varum kannavar nehcam kanarrupu katti varavu (pari.6:85-86)

[ka 'to shield, preempt'; katti singular]

'Avoid (your) continual burning of the hearts of women who (already)

have their eyes shedding tears.'

'Avoid continuously making your women steam up in their hearts.'

(bare stem + t + i)

muta mutir parppanai t toli ni porruti (kali.65:8-9)

6

The Tolkappiyam and its commentators go in the opposite direction and derive kel

from kelay: cf. Tolkappiyam, collatikaram, Cenavaraiyam, Rule 450, and its commentary.

Note that normally the PNG suffix ay when added directly to a verb stem generates

a negative personal verb. One has to be careful not to confuse the imperative/optative

ending with ay and the negative personal verb ending with ay, since both are structurally

similar. See "Negative Personal Verbs" for examples of verb forms ending with ay.
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[porru 'to appreciate'; porruti singular]

'Appreciate the old lame brahmin, O my friend.'

ika: It could be understood as consisiting of two suffixes, i and ka.

(bare stem + t + ika)

vallai k katavumati tere cenrika (narr321:8)

[cel 'to leave'; cenrika singular]

'Rush the chariot fast. Let me leave.'

ika: It could be understood as consisiting of two suffixes, i and ka.

(bare stem + ika)

kotu eluntu atum kana mam" kanika (kali.105:40)

[kan 'to look at, see'; kanika singular]

'Look at the bunch of bells which swing as the horns (of the bull)

lift up.'

(bare stem + t + ika)

ival kantika (kali,,99:9)

[kan 'to look at, see'; kantika singular]

'Look at her!'

icin:

(bare stem + icin)

cutum irai arricin ati cerntu carrumin (pari.8:79)

[arru 'to appease, cool off; arricin singular]

'The god will hurt me. Appease him, joining his feet. Announce it.'

'The god will hurt me. Appease him, falling at his feet. Announce

it.'

(bare stem + tt + icin)

tiruntilai netuvel vatitticin (pura. 180:13)
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[vati 'to make by molding'; vatitticin singular]

'Make a long spear with a perfect leaf/tip.'

iya: It could be understood as consisiting of two suffixes (i + glide + a).

(bare stem + iya)

ayiraipporuna ... valiya (pati.21:29, 38)

[val 'to live, prosper, thrive'; valiya singular]

'O warrior of the Ayirai hills, may you prosper.'

iyar(o): It can be understood as consisiting of two suffixes (i + glide +

ar). And o can be treated as a particle.

(bare stem + iyar)

yan akiyar nin nencu nerpavale (kuru.49:5)

[aku 'to become'; akiyar singular]

'May I become the one who will be fit for your heart!'

(Note that the subject is in the first person, yan 'I.')

(bare stem + t + iyar)

pul oppi el pata varutiyar (kuri:38-39)

[var 'to come, return'; varutiyar plural]

'Drive away the birds (in the millet field) and return home when

the sun sets.'

(bare stem + iyaro)

il akiyaro kalai malai (pura.232:1)

[aku 'to become'; akiyaro plural]

'May the days and nights become non-existent.'

natukku inri niliyaro . . . imayamum potiyamum ponre

(pura.2:20, 24)

[nil 'to stand, stay, live long'; niliyaro singular]
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'Like the Himalayas (in the north) and the Potiyam (in the south),

may you stand/live for ever without quaking.'

(i)iyar(o): It could be understood as consisiting of two suffixes (i + glide

y + ar). And o can be treated as a particle. The ii in (i)iyar(o)

is due to the elongation of i.

(bare stem + iyar)

nillatu pataa c celiiyar nin pakaivar mlne (pura.24:24-25)

[cel 'to go, leave'; celiiyar plural]

'May the stars of your enemies perish without staying and leave.'

kolai val valkkai num kilai initu uniiyar (pati.49:3)

[un 'to enjoy, consume, eat'; uniiyar plural]

'May your clan / branch of kin happily enjoy the life skilled in

music'

(bare stem + iyaro)

varaiya niraiyattu c celiiyaro annai (kuru.292:6)

[cel 'to go, leave'; celiiyaro singular]

'May (my) mother go to the limitless hell.'

(celiiyaro here expresses a sense of wish or curse.)

(u)u7:

(stem + u)

oruu nl em kuntal kollal (kali.87:1 )

[oru 'to move away from, shun'; oruu singular]

'You move/go away. Do not grab our (hon.) tresses.'

The elongation is due to metrical requirement. See "Lengthening of Sounds (alapefai)

and Vowel Clusters" for a discussion of metrical requirement.
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e:

ai:

(bare stem + glide + e)

tan polil vave (aka.240:14-15)

[va 'Come' < var 'to come'; vave singular]

'Come (along) to the cool grove.'

(bare stem + t + ai)

virintoli kuntal kantai emakku p perum pon patukuvai pantu

(kali.64:6-7)

[kan 'to see'; kantai singular]

'O you with lustrous hair that is let down, see, you owe us a great

deal of gold from the past.'

innum . . . oru kal nl vantai (kali.63:12)

[var 'to come'; vantai singular]

'Come one more time.'

(bare stem + tt + ai)

vey naral vitarakam nl onru patittai (kali.40:10)

[patu 'to sing'; patittai singular]

'Sing something about the (lover's) cliff where the bamboos make

noise.'

(This is the only example of its kind. The i seems to be part of the

stem. It is quite conceivable that the stem-final u in patu is changed

to i as a result of palatalization when the suffix ai is added — hence

patittai instead of *patuttai.)

Compare modern Tamil vayen 'Please, come' or 'Why don't you come.' In some

colloquial dialects of modern Tamil, the e is used at the end of some address forms and

imperative forms: e.g., ennave 'Hey, what?'; pove 'Go, get lost!'
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(compound stem + tt + ai)

ninnotu ucavuven ninrittai (kali.94:4)

[nil 'to stay, stand'; ninn compound stem; ninrittai singular]

'Let me talk to you. Please stay.'

aikka: It could be a composit of two suffixes, ai and kka.

(bare stem + t + aikka)

inrai alavai cenraikka enri (kuru.383:3)

[cel 'to go, leave'; cenraikka singular]

'You said (to your lover) "Let the time/duration of today pass." '

aika: It could be a composit of two suffixes, ai and ka.

(bare stem + t + aika)

vel eru kantaika (kali.105:44)

[kan 'to see'; kantaika singular]

'Look at the white bull.'

aippay : It might be a composit of ai, pp, and ay.

(bare stem + t + aippay)

ini yatum mlkkurram yam ilam ennum takaiyatu kantaippay nence

... kan payal kola (kali.87:14-15, 16)

[kan 'to see, consider'; kantaippay singular]

'O my heart, consider the fact that she might say that we do not

have any more words (to say) so that her eyes could get (some)

sleep.'

9 i.s
kantaippay is one of a kind in classical Tamil. See "Notes on Miscellaneous Items" for

a discussion of pp.
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o:

(bare stem + o)

kapputai vayil porro (narr.132:8)

[porru 'to care for, take care of; porro plural]

'Take care of the protected doors.'

(The o can be construed just as a particle.)

(k)ka:

(bare stem + kka)

vali vali c cirakka nin valam patu korram (matu:194)

[cira 'to excel, be eminent, surpass'; cirakka singular]

'May your triumphant victory excel for many generations.'

vaiyai nin payam pati vitivu urru emakka (pari.7:85)

[ema < em 'secure feeling' + a(r) 'to be full'; emakka plural]

'O (river) Vaiyai, let us sing of your beneficence and obtain relief

(from grief) and be filled with secure feeling.'

piriyatu irukka em curramotu utane (pari. 18:56)

[iru 'to remain, continue to be'; irukka plural]

'May we continue to be together with our kin without departing

from them.'

(bare stem + ka)

ketuka nin avalam (peru:38)

[ketu 'to perish'; ketuka singular]

'May your agony perish.'

10

The commentator Parimelalakar says that since emakka denotes a wish it is in the first

person. The implication seems to be that emakka would be a command if it was used in

the second person or vice versa.
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manai kelu pentu yan akuka (aka.203:18)

[aku 'to become'; akuka singular]

'May I become the age old woman in (his) household!'

yavarum varuka enorum tam (matu:747)

[var 'to come'; varuka plural]

'Come on everyone. Bring others too.'

(compound stem + ka)

nannar ... vantu tirai kotuttu vanarikinar valimolintu cenrika enpa

ayin (aka. 124:1-3)

[cel 'to go, leave'; cenri compound stem; cenrika singular]

'if the enemies would come (to his war camp), pay tributes, worship

(him), speak submissive words, and say "Please, leave" ...'

kama: It consists of two suffixes, ka and ma.

(bare stem + kama)

vanam varappinum mannukama tan pararikunram ninakku

(pari.8:129-130)

[mannu 'to prevail, last for ever'; mannukama singular]11

'Even if the sky fails to rain, may the cool (hill) Pararikunru prevail

for you.'

pu elil unkanum polikama iniye (kali.39:51 )

[poli 'to thrive, flourish, prosper'; polikama plural]

'Also may your eyes now flourish with the beauty of flowers.'

i i

A traditional commentator takes ma as the "optative expletive" (cf. Parimelalakar's

commentary on this poem in U.V. Saminathier's edition 1948:89).
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ku:

(bare stem + ku)

nin kan aku en kan man (kali.39:44)

[a 'to be'; aku plural]

'May my eyes become yours.'

(Some might prefer to treat aku 'to become' itself as the stem.)

(u)m:

(bare stem + (u)m)

vayiriyar k kanin ... im ena ana k kolkaiyai (pati.64:8, 10-11)

[i 'to give, provide'; im plural]

'You have an unending/unfailing philosophy of commanding (your

servants) "Provide (for them), when you see a group of pipers!" '

yan om ennavum ollar (aka.26:10)

[o 'to stop, block'; om singular]

'Even if I say "Recede," he will not.'

unm ena tetkatuppu anna natpatu teral . . . lttal anriyum

(pura.392:15-16, 18)

[un 'to eat, consume'; unm singular]

'in addition to giving toddy that stings like a scorpion and saying

"Drink", ...'

yavarum varuka enorum tam (matu:747)

[tar 'to bring'; tam plural]

'Come on everyone. Bring others too.'

12

Note that ompu 'to shield, shelter, protect' is derived from o.
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nltanmin varum (pari. 14:9)

[var 'to come'; varum plural]

'Come. Do not delay.'

mati13:

(stem + mati)

collumati pana . . . pani malar k kanni kuriyatu emakke

(aink.479:1, 5)

[col 'to reveal, tell'; collu < col + u formative suffix;

collumati singular]

'O bard, tell us what the woman with eyes like cool fresh flowers

spoke of.'

min:

(bare stem + min)

unmin kalle atumin core erika tirri errumin pulukke ... perratu

utavumin (pati:18:1, 2, 7)

[un 'to eat, consume, drink'; atu 'to kill, cook'; emi 'to raise, put

on'; utavu 'to help, give'; unmin, atumin, errumin, utavumin

plural]

'Drink the toddy. Cook the rice. Chop the meat. Raise the things

to be steamed onto the stove. Help (others) with what you have

(received/obtained). '

13

nalkumati 'give' (tiru:295) has been interpreted in the tradition as used in the third

person: 'He will give.'
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ompunar allatu utarrunar illai ariku viyankonmin atu atan panpe

(malai:426-427)

[viyankol 'to take up, accept the way'

< viyam 'path, way' + kol 'to accept, take';

viyankonmin plural]

'Only the people who will shelter you will be there, and no one to

make you suffer. Accept/Take the path (they show you from)

there. That is the nature of the forest.'

(compound stem + min)

ival nilaimai kettimin (kali.25:12)

[kel 'to listen, hear'; ketti compound stem; kettimin singular]

'Please hear about her condition.'

me:

mo:

(bare stem + me)

pacalaikku maruntu piritu inmai nanku arintanai cenme (narr.247:8-9)

[cel 'to go, leave'; cenme singular]

'Leave (if you want) after knowing that there is no other medicine

except you for (her) lovesick pallor.'

(bare stem + min + me)

kantu paniminme (pari.15:34)

[parti 'to bow in worship'; paniminme plural]

'Look at (the hill Pararikunru) and bow in worship.'

(Notice the stack of two suffixes, min and me.)

(bare stem + mo)

inru varal uraimo cenricinor tirattu (aka.34:15)

[urai 'to state/speak'; uraimo singular]

'About the man who has gone away, speak of his arrival today.'
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toli nam cenmo (aka.32:17)

[cel 'to leave'; cenmo plural]

'My friend, let us go.'

(Note that the subject nam 'we' is in the first person plural which

includes the listeners].)

cenmo peruma em vilavu utai nattu ena yam tan ariyunam aka

(pura.381 :5-6)

[cel 'to go, leave'; cenmo plural]

'We informed him "O great one, let us go to our festive country"

and ...'

(Note that the subject yam 'we' is in the first person plural which

excludes the listener[s].)

(compound stem + mo)

celkam cela viyankonmo (kuru. 114:3)

[viyankol 'to take up, accept the way'

< viyam 'path, way' + kol 'to accept, take';

viyankonmo singular]

'We shall leave. Accept our leaving'

'We shall leave. Bid us farewell.'

aram ceytimo (pura. 145:7)

[cey 'to do'; ceyti compound stem; ceytimo singular]

'Please do your duty (of righteousness).'
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Formation mechanism: extension

using a non-past/non-completive personal verb

using a verbal noun in al or (t)tal

Personal Verb

(1st person singular)

pirar van pulam kavalin man yan pirakke (pura.71 :18-19)

[pira 'to be born'; pirakku 'I will be born';

pirakke < pirakku + e particle]

pirakku < pirakk non-past/non-completive stem + u PNG]

'May I be displaced and born for protecting the harsh lands of

others.'

(1st person inclusive plural)

ayarntikam virunte (kali.32:19)

[ayar 'to celebrate'; ayarnti compound stem; ayarntikam plural]

'Let us celebrate and give to the unknown (guests).'

(2nd person honorific/plural)

patai ituvan man kantir kaman matai atum palotu kottam pukin

(kali.109:19-20)

[kan 'to see'; kantir 'you see/know' < kant + ir PNG]

'If she goes with the offering of milk into his shrine, Kaman (the

love-god) will put down his weapons, you (will) see.'
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Verbal Noun

Suffix Structure and Example

al:

(bare stem + glide + al)

peruri kural enal kaval ini enrole (narr.389:6-7)

[ka 'to protect'; kaval 'guarding' < ka + glide v + al]

'Now, may there be guarding of the millet with big sheaves.'

'Now, you guard the millet with big sheaves.'

(t)tal:

(bare stem + ttal)

aravai ayin ninatu ena t tirattal maravai ayin porotu tirattal

(pura.44.11-12)

[tira 'to open'; tirattal 'opening' < tira + ttal]

'If you are a man of virtues, open (your fortress) saying, "It is

yours." If you are a man of valor, open (your fortress) for war.'

(As an imperative, tirattal can be interpreted as 'may there be an

opening.')

(bare stem + tal)

porul tirattu avavu k kai vitutal (kali. 14:18-19)

[vitu 'to let go; let loose'; vitutal 'letting ... go' < vitu + tal]

'Let go your hands of desire concerning wealth.'

'Take away your hands of desire from wealth.'

(As an imperative, vitutal can be interpreted as 'may there be

abandoning.')
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Formation mechanism: periphrasis

infinitive + ventum

verbal noun ending with al/kal/(t)tal + ventum

Structure and Example

(infinitive + ventum)

valara ventum avale (pura.339:ll)

[valar 'to grow'; valara < valar + a]

'She must grow up, indeed.'

vilavir celiiyar ventum (narr.390:6)

[cel 'to go'; cel + iyar]

'I must go to the festival.'

(verbal noun + ventum)

nin vayin ceri cera varuvorkku enrum arulal ventum (narr.342:3-5)

[anil 'to be compassionate, be gracious'; arulal 'being compassion

ate/gracious']

'You must always be gracious toward people who come to you in

your neighborhood.'

uritinin kontu ariku p peyartal ventum (aka. 10:7-8)

[peyar 'to move away'; peyartal 'moving away']

'You must take her due to your rights and move there (to your

village).'

'You must take her because of your right and go (to your village).'
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THE NEGATIVE IMPERATIVE/OPTATIVE

("do not _ " / "may _ not _ ")

GENERAL: See "The Imperative/Optative."

FORMATION: The negative imperative/optative notion is expressed

in the following ways.

(i) by suffixation:

(a) adding al, a(t), al, i, il, or el to the verb stem (if the

verb is not intrinsically negative), sometimes followed

by certain imperative/optative suffixes; in some situ

ations, at is followed by a second stem and then an

imperative/optative suffix;

(b) adding iyar(6) to the intrinsically negative verb stem

H;

(c) adding al to a non-past/non-completive stem ending

with (k)k and followed by an imperative/optative

suffix;
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(ii) by extension:

using a negative personal verb or participial noun;

(iii) by periphrasis:

a verbal noun ending with al or an infinitive in a or kka

is followed by the word venta 'is not necessary.'

The negative imperative/optative suffixes are: iyar(o), ir, m, me,

mo, ka, and min. They are shared by the singular and the plural. Most of

these suffixes occur in affirmative forms also.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

bare stem + al/al ± ka/min

non-past/non-completive stem + al + ir

stem + at + stern, + m(e)/mo

negative verb stem il + iyar(o)

bare stem ± el + ka

Suffix Structure and Example

(a)al: The negative imperative/optative form with al could be considered

as an extended usage of the negative verbal noun in al. The suffix

al is a variant of al.

(bare stem + al)

nilam peyarinum nin col peyaral (pura.3:14)

[peyar 'to swerve, shake'; peyaral singular]

'Even if the earth shakes, may you not swerve in your words.'
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marpakam porunti muyarikal vitaal ivai ena ... ivai parattiya

paruvamum ula (aka.26:8, 9,11)

[vitu 'to let go'; vitaal singular]

'There were even times when he joined his chest to my breasts,

which he praised saying "Do not let them go without embracing

karumpu amanra tolarai k kanin vitaal (kali. 1 12:6-7)

[vitu 'to let go'; vitaal singular]

'If you see women with sugar canes (painted) on their shoulders,

do not let them go away.'

(bare stem + al)

ura poyyal ariven nin mayam (aka.256:7-8)

[poy 'to lie'; poyyal singualr]

'O Ura, do not lie. I know about your illusive nature.'

i:

(bare stem + at + i)

varuntati (kali.107:30)

[varuntu 'to grieve, be sad']

'Do not grieve.'

iyar(o):

(negative verb il + iyar)

natorum paten ayin ... valuti kanmaru iliyar en perum kijai p purave

(pura.388:13, 15-16)

[kanmaru 'compassion'; il 'to be absent, not to exist'; iliyar singular]

'If I do not sing of him every day, may Valuti not have the compassion

of protecting my big clan.'

(Note that the stem il is intrinsically negative.)
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(bare stem + al + iyaro)

nl ketaa nal icai nilaii t tavaaliyaro iv ulakamotu utane

(pan. 14..20-22)

[tav(u) < tapu 'to perish'; tavaaliyaro singular]

'May you together with this world never perish, making your good

reputation prevail.'

(bare stem + il + iyaro)

nin patu makal kaniyar kaniliyaro nir pukalnta yakkai . . . kate

(pati.44:7-8, 23)

[kan 'to see'; kaniliyaro singular]

'May the singing women see your body. May the forest (where

corpses are buried) not see your body which was praised (by the

singers).'

lr:

el:

ai:

(non-past/non-completive stem in k + al + ir)

cenru tolukallir kantu paniminme (pari. 15:34)

[tolu 'to worship']

'(When you go to Pararikunru) do not (just) go and worship

(Murukan). Look (at the hill) and bow.'

(bare stem + el)

alel enri toli (aka.97:15)

[alu 'to cry; be depressed'; alel singular < alu + el]

'My friend, you are telling me "Do not cry / be depressed." '

(bare stem + al + ai)

poruntalai puttanal niriku (pari. 16:23-24)

[poruntu 'to join, unite']
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ka:

in:

'May you not join (her). She has bloomed. Go away.'

('She has bloomed' means 'She is menstruating.')

(bare stem + al + ka)

avan urai munaii vararka tilla toli ... en nence (aka.40:1 1-12, 17)

[var 'to come'; vararka singular]

'Friend, may my heart not come (back) hating its stay (over)

there.'

aviyum pularamai maraarka vanam (pari. 16:53, 54)

[maru 'to refuse'; mara 'to forget'; maraarka singular]

'May the sky not refuse/forget (to rain) so that the offering to you

does not dry out.'

(The form maraarka is ambiguous. It could be from the stem maru

'to refuse' or from mara 'to forget.')

(bare stem + el + ka)

cintikka t drum piniyal cererka (pari.20:68)

[ceru 'to hate'; cererka singular]

'Do not hate the woman, (just by) thinking of whom your sickness

will be cured.'

'Do not hate the woman who could cure your sickness.'

(Note the lengthening of e in the first syllable when deriving cererka.

Cf. 5.6 in "Morphophonemics.")

(bare stem + at + stem2 i + m)

ellinru tonral cellatim (aka.300:18)

[cel 'to leave'; cellatim singular]

'It has darkened. Do not leave, O noble One.'
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min:

(bare stem + al + min)

aiyam kollanmin ararivallr (pura.216:5)

[kol 'to have, accept'; kollanmin plural]

'O, people full of knowledge, do not have doubts.'

kamam munaiiyal alantal enru enai k kana nakanmin

(kali.145 .11-12)

[naku 'to laught at'; nakanmin plural]

'Do not look and laugh at me saying, "She is immersed in passion.

She is distressed." '

me: The e could be considered as a particle.

(bare stem + at + stem2 1 + me)

nin makal ... pacalai kama noy ena c ceppatime (aka.52:13, 14-15)

[ceppu 'to tell, reply'; ceppatime singular]

'Please do not tell/say, "Your daughter's paleness is (due to her)

sickness of passion." '

mo: The o could be considered as a particle.

(bare stem + at + stem2 1 + mo)

alatimo notumalar talaiye (narr.l3:2)

[alu 'to cry'; alatimo singular]

'Please do not cry in (this) place of strangers.'
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Formation mechanism: extension; using a negative participial noun

Suffix Structure and Example

mar: (3rd person human plural)

(bare stem + al + mar)

makalir neytal kelanmar neturikataiyane (pura.389:16-17)

[kel 'to hear']

'May the women in your large courtyard be those who never hear

the (sound of the) neytal drum (that announces death).'

'May the women in your large courtyard never hear the (sound of

the) neytal drum (that announces death).'

Formation mechanism: infinitive or verbal noun + vent a

Structure and Example

(infinitive + venta)

nencam varunta venta (pura.101:9-10)

[varuntu 'to grieve, be sad'; varunta venta singular]

'O my heart, you need not / do not grieve'

iravala ... viraku oy makkal pon perrannator talaippatu anru avan

Tkai ninaikka venta (pura.70:5, 17-19)

[ninai 'to think'; ninaikka venta singular]

'O suppliant, do not think about his (act of) giving. It is not a

(matter of) chance like people getting gold while they carry (loads
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of) firewood (from the forest).'

(ninaikka venta could also be interpreted to mean 'need not think.')

(verbal noun + venta)

ennatuum pariyal venta (pura.172:4-5)

[pari 'to be concerned, worry'; pariyal venta plural]

'You need not be concerned about anything.'

'Do not be concerned about anything.'

1 The verb oy in viraku oy makkal is translated here as 'carry.' Cf. tutu oy parppan 'the

brahmin who carries a message (as an envoy)' (aka.337:7).
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THE POTENTIAL

GENERAL: The potential expresses the notion of possibility. See

'A Note On Mood."

FORMATION: By periphrasis.

a) a participial noun, verbal noun, or finite verb is followed by

am 'it will be' ;

b) an infinitive, a verbal noun, or finite verb is followed by

verbs that provide the senses 'to be appropriate/proper, be

possible, to endure, to fit, to last.' The verbs found in such

contexts are iyai, ol, kutu, and cel, all of which share the

sense 'to be possible, endure, last.'

i Some might consider am as derived from akimi (< aku + un). Note that in some

analyses of modern Tamil, the Potential is explained as adding alam to the infinitive stem.

Cf. Hart and Hart (1979:94).
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The negative sense of the potential, 'not possible, not proper', is

expressed by negating the verbs a, iyai, ol, kutu, and eel.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: periphrasis

Structure and Example

(infinitive + a)

malai p polutil nal akam nayantu tan uyariki c collavum akatu

ahkiyone (kuru346:6-8)

[a 'to be'; collavum

< colla (infinitive of col 'to tell') + glide v + um particle]

'Wishing for my good chest in the evening, he was distressed and,

not being able to tell (me about it), was distressed.'2

(Note that akatu 'without being possible' is negative.)

(verbal noun + a)

koticci kaiyakattatuve pirar vituttarku akatu pinitta en nence

(nan..95:9-10)

[a 'to be'; vituttarku < vituttal 'freeing';

vituttal < vitu 'to free; let go' + ku]

'Not being able to be freed by others, my heart is in the hands of

the Koticci who grabbed it.'

(Note that akatu is negative.)

2

(kali.47:19-21) Some may interpret nal akam nayantu to mean 'wishing something

in his good heart.'
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(finite verb + am)

vem cub p patta makarku k karai ninrar ancal enralum uyirppu

untam (kali. 140:25 -26)

[untam < untu (< ul 'to exist') + am; uyirppu 'breathing']

'For a man who is caught in a whirlpool, survival exists /is possible

even if people who are standing on the shore say, "Do not be

afraid." '

(It is possible to consider this example [and the next] to be a

"reported form of speech" lending the interpretation 'It seems that

....')

(finite verb + am)

uyir cekukkum pampum avai p patil uyyumam (kali. 140:21-22)

[uy 'to survive, escape'; uyyumam < uyyum 'it will survive' + am]

'There will be survival even if a snake which kills/destroys life

happens to be in an assembly.'

(It is more appropriate to construe uyyumam as derived from uy

'escape' [verbal noun] + um 'also' + am.)

(verbal noun + am)

in noy porukkal am varaittu and p peritu ayin (kali.58:20-21)

[poru 'to bear with, tolerate'; porukkal 'tolerance']

'if this (love)sickness is not within bearable limits, and grows big,

(Note that am here is an adjectival participle.)

(infinitive + iyai)

neficu ali tuyar ata niruppavum iyaiyum man ... naturiku anar

kanavinan alivurru karikulum arra k kal (kali.53:17, 18-19)
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[niru 'to make stay, stop';

niruppavum < niruppa + glide v + um emphatic particle]

'It will be possible, indeed, to make her life stay, while grief

destroys her heart, if she is not (already) destroyed by her dream

(about you) at night and does not tremble and agonize.'

(verbal noun + ol)

pani ival patar ena p paravamai ollum man (kali.53:13)

[paravu 'to spread'; paravamai (negative verbal noun) 'non-

spreading']

'It will be possible that trembling does not spread like her grief.'

vanutal pulampa p pati peyarntu uraital ollumo numakke

(aka.179:13-14)

[urai 'to stay'; uraital 'staying']

'While she with bright forehead grieves alone, will it be possible

for you to go away from our town and stay (there)?'

(Note that the subject of ol is in the dative numakku 'for you.')

avanai nan ata p peyarttal namakkum ariku ollatu peninar

enappatutal penmaiyum anru (kali.47:19-21)

[peyar 'to move'; peyarttal 'moving, making ... go']

'It is not possible for us to remove him as (our) bashfulness kills

us. Neither would it be womanly to be criticized because we cared

for (him).'

(Note that the subject of ol is in the dative namakku 'for us.' Also

note that ollatu is negative.)
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(verbal noun + kutu)

cekkai iniyar pal celvan manaiyalal kakkai katintu olukal kutumo

kuta (pari.20:86-87)

[oluku 'to behave, conduct oneself, live']

'Is it possible for the wife of a man, who goes after women who

are pleasant to be with in bed, to protect him or to live by renouncing

him? Not possible.'

(Note that kutum is positive and kuta is negative. Also note that

the "subject" of oluku is in the instrumental manaiyalal 'by the

wife.' Compare modern Tamil avalal vaja mutiyuma 'Can she

live?*)

malai urai kuravan katal matamakal peral arum kuraiyal arum kati k

kappinal ... anaiyol ullal kutatu (nari..20:1-2, 3-4)

[ullu 'to think of]

'The dear daughter of the man living on the mountain is difficult to

be obtained; she has a strong protection. You must not think of

her.'

(Note that kutatu is negative and gives the sense 'is not proper.' In

modern Tamil, it is understood as a "prohibitive" with the sense

'should not.')

(verbal noun + cel)

ampotu kattu man ati vali orri vettam cellumo num irai

(aka.388:24-26)

[vettam 'hunting' < vett + am verbal noun suffix;

vett mutated stem < vel 'to wish for']

'With an arrow in his hand, would your deity go hunting following

the foot path of the jungle animal?'
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am malai etukkal cellatu ulappavan pola (kali.38:4-5)

[etu 'to take, lift'; etukkal 'lifting']

'like the one who is not able to lift that mountain'

peruri kaliru uluvai attena irum piti uyariku pini varuttamotu iyankal

cellatu . . . kulavi talii . . . varunti vaikum kanaka natan

(nan.47:1-2, 4, 5-6)

[iyanku 'to move around'; iyankal 'moving']

'the man from the country, where the dark big female elephant

stays sadly caressing its calf in the forest, unable to move around

because of agonizing distress after a tiger killed its big male elephant'
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THE INTERROGATIVE

GENERAL: Two types of the interrogative mood are expressed in

classical Tamil. One kind anticipates a reply, and the other is rhetorical

and does not anticipate an answer, but makes or seeks a suggestion such

as 'Shall we _?', 'Why don't you _?', 'Wouldn't you _?', etc. There are

certain pronominal forms which belong to the first kind of the interrogative

and are given in "The Pronouns." A few examples of the pronominal

forms are given below besides the second kind, the rhetorical.

FORMATION: The pronominal interrogative is expressed by certain

words which begin with e or ya. These words precede or follow the word

they modify. In most cases, there is no other interrogative marker in the

rest of the sentence. If any, the particle o occurs at the end of the

sentence to imply a rhetorical sense.

The rhetorical question is expressed by suffixation:

a) by adding e to a finite form of the negative verb al 'not to

beX';
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b) by adding a or o to a finite form of a verb, affirmative or

negative.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: using a pronominal form

Pronominal Form Example

evan:

kettal evan ceyya ventumo ... avan kanni anro atu (kali. 107:13, 14)

[evan 'what']

'If (mother) asks/hears (about it) what should we do? Is it not his

garland (that we have)?'

yar:

ivaryar (pura.201:1)

[yar 'who?']

'Who are these people?'

Formation mechanism: suffixation

finite form of al + e

personal verb + a/o

Suffix Structure and Example

a: It is not commonly used in classical Tamil. There is only one instance

of it.

(personal verb + a)

tantai iraittoti . . . ivan tan kai k kan tantariyar ... tan nalam patuvi

tantala (kali. 84 :31 -32, 34)
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[tantala < tantal 'she gave' + a]

'Who gave his father's bracelet in his hand? Did the woman (his

father's concubine) who sings her own praise give it?'

e: See "The Particles" for other uses of e.

(negative personal verb + e)

venroy ninninum nallan anre . . . vatakkiruntone (pura.66:5, 8)

[nallan 'good man' < nal 'good' + an PNG;

anre 'is it not?' < al + t past/completive marker' + tu PNG +

i]1

'O you who defeated (him), (tell me), is he, who is sitting down

facing the north, not a better person than you?'

(Note that the two PNG suffixes an [in nallan] and tu [in anru] do

not agree, anru serves as an interrogative for the whole statement

ninninum nallan 'He is a better person than you', not just the word

nallan.)

o: It is the most commonly used interrogative particle in this period. See

"The Particles" for other uses of 5.

(personal verb + o)

malai ullinen allano yane ... iniyol ... patar polutu enave

(narr3:6-7, 8, 9)

[ullinen 'I remembered' < ul(lu) 'to remember, contemplate';

allano 'did I not?' < al 'not to be __' + an PNG + o]

'Did I not think one evening (when I was away) that "This is the

1 Cf. modern Tamil illaiya? The word vatakkirunton 'one who is sitting facing the

north' refers to the person following the ancient Tamil ritual which involved being seated

facing the north and fasting until death.
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time when (my) sweet woman would suffer (without me)?" '

neturikoti nutarikum navay tonruva kanamo (aka.110:18-19)

[kanamo 'Do we not see?' < kan 'to see' + am PNG + o]

'Don't we see the ships on which tall flags sway?'

tuncayo en kurumakal (narr.61:5)

[tuncayo 'Won't you sleep?' < tuncu 'to sleep' + ay PNG + o]

'Won't you sleep, my little girl?'

'Why don't you sleep, my little girl?'

varayo (aka.219:3)

[varayo 'Won't you come?' < var 'to come' + ay PNG + 5]

'Won't you come (to me)?'
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THE NEGATIVE al AND il

GENERAL: The negative mood in classical Tamil is expressed in

two ways: by suffixing a negative marker (a, at, al, or il) to a verb stem

and by using in a periphrastic construction either of the two intrinsically

negative verbs al 'not to be X' and il 'to be non-existent' in a conjugated

form. The al can be thought of as an "attributive" negative and the il an

"existential" negative. Both al and il are used to negate affirmative

nominals and verbals. Contextual significations of these verbs are: al 'to

exclude/discount X' and il 'not to have X.' The al is also used to provide

uniqueness to an action or noun by placing a condition on an action (with

the sense 'unless, without') or by excluding a noun from others (with the

sense 'except'). When a conjugated form of al follows a negative finite

verb, the double negative provides an affirmative sense.

See "The Negative Infinitive," "Negative Personal Verbs," "The

Negative Adjectival Participle," "The Negative Adverbial Participle," "Neg

ative Participial Nouns," "Negative Verbal Nouns," and "The Negative

These terms were suggested by George Hart.
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Imperative/Optative" for information on the negation indicated by appending

a negative marker (a, at, al, or il) to a verb stem. Conjugated forms of al

and il are treated below in this chapter.

FORMATION: The negation of nominals and verbals is achieved

through periphrasis, as is the double negative:

a) a nominal or a verbal is followed by a conjugated form of al;

b) a nominal is followed by al(l)atu/allatai/allal 'except';

c) a conditional is followed by allatu/allal 'except, if not';

d) a nominal is followed by a conjugated form of il.

It is worth noting that the PNG suffixes at the end of the finite form of al

or il do not always agree with those at the end of the finite verbs they

follow and modify. See the examples.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: suffixation

nominal + al

personal verb + al

nominal + al(l)atu/allatai/allal

conditional + allatu/allal

nominal + il

Structure and Example

(nominal + al ): Translates as: 'I/We/You/He/She/They/It is/are not X',

where "X" represents the nominal preceding a I.

avan kalvan kalvi nan allen (pari.20:82)

[kalvi 'thief (feminine)'; allen 'I am not']

'He is the thief. I am not the thief.'
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yam avan kilainarem allem (pura.144:10)

[ kilainarem 'we, the kin'; allem 'we are not']

'We are not his kin.'

petai allai (aka.7:6)

[petai 'innocent/naive person'; allai 'you are not']

'You are not a naive person.'

nali peyal natu nal ... kal atar c ciru neri ... ehku tunai aka vanton

kotiyanum allan tanta nl tavaru utaiyaiyum allai

(aka.72:2, 17, 18-20)

ikotiyan 'cruel/wicked man'; allan 'he is not'; tavaru 'fault';

utaiyai 'you have'; allai 'you are not']

'He, who came with his spear as his help through the small stony

path at midnight when it rained hard, is not a wicked man. Neither

are you at fault who brought him (for a rendezvous with me).'

natturantor aravar allar avar (aka.85:3-4)

[aravar 'righteous man'; allar 'he is not']

'He renounced us. He is not a righteous man.'

ivaltan varunta noy ceytu irappin allal maruntu allal (kali.109:21)

[maruntu 'medicine, cure'; allaj 'she is not']

'She would give lovesickness and leave; but would not be a cure.'

puraiyar allor varaiyalal ival (pura.343:12)

[puraiyar 'those who are equals'; allor 'they are not']

'She will not choose (to marry) those who do not match her.'

'She will not choose (to marry) those who do not measure up to

her.'
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kar anru ikulai tirka nin patare (kuru.251 :4)

[kar 'rainy season'; anru 'it is not']

'Friend, this is not the rainy season. Get rid of your agony.'

panal karikulum ariya alla man ... ic curam aritalum aritiro ennunarp

perine (aka.8:4, 5, 17-18)

[ariya 'difficult things'; alla 'they are not']

'Even midnight is not difficult for us (to come for a rendezvous) if

we find/have someone who would ask "Do you really know this

jungle?" '

(participial noun + al )

cenru nitunar allar (aka.375:1)

[nitunar 'one who will extend/delay'; allar 'he is not']

'He will not delay, having gone (in search of wealth).'

(Note that nitunar is a non-past/non-completive participial noun.)

(personal verb + al ): Translates as 'I/We/You/He/She/They/It

did/do/does/will not X', where "X" is the

personal verb.

unarkuven allan uraiyal nin mayam (aka.226:1 )

[unarkuven 'I will understand'; allan 'I am not']

'Do not tell me (about) your illusive acts/deeds. I do not understand.'

marpu tarukallay piran ayinaiye ini yan vitukkuven allen

(aka.396:10-11)

[vitukkuven 'I will let go'; allen 'I am not']

'You do not give me your chest (anymore). You have become

someone else. I will not let (you) go now.'
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u tali nc n allen poyyatu uraimo yar aval makilna (aink.66:1, 2)

[utalinen 'I am agitated'; allen 'I am not']

'I am not agitated. Tell me without lying. O Makilna (man of

pleasure), who is she?'

nalai ... matil katantallatu unkuvam allem puka (pati.58:5, 6-7)

[unkuvam 'we will eat'; allem 'we are not']

'Tomorrow, we will not eat food unless we cross over the fortress

(of our enemies).'

varuvai allai vatai nani kotite (aink.233:1)

[varuvai 'you will come'; allai 'you are not']

'Do not come. The cold wind is much severe.'

porul vayin celine nittuvir alliro netuntakaiylr (aka.239:1 1-12)

[nittuvir 'you will extend'; allir 'you are not']

'O, man of great qualities, if you go seeking wealth, will you not

extend (your stay)?'

(The particle o at the end of allir provides an interrogative sense.)

turakkuvan allan turakkuvan allan totar varai verpan turakkuvan

allan (kaliA1:35-36)

[turakkuvan 'he will renounce'; allan 'he is not']

'He will not renounce (you). He will not renounce (you). The

Verpan from the mountainous range will not renounce (you).'

vanarikarkku ikuvan allan (pura.338:9)

[ikuvan 'he will give'; allan 'he is not']

'He will not give (his daughter in marriage) to those who will not

submit to him.'
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mata nallar muyakkattai nin marpin puninal kuri kontal pulakkuval

allalo (kali.79:13-14)

[pulakkuval 'she will sulk'; allal 'she is not'; o particle]

'She inferred your rendezvous with innocent women and their em

brace from the (marks of) jewelry on your chest. Won't she sulk

with you?'

oru nal vilumam urinum valinal valkuval allal en toli (aka.18:9-10)

[vajkuval 'she will live'; allal 'she is not']

'If there is danger (to you) even for a day, my friend will not live

the next day.'

i

nap-pulantu attilole am ma arivai emakke varuka til virunte civappal

anru (narr.120:8-10)

[civappal 'she will turn red with anger'; anru 'it is not']

'The beautiful dark young woman is in the cooking place (kitchen),

sulking with me. May guests come for us. She will not be red with

anger (then).'

(Note that civappal and anru do not agree in PNG. If there is such

agreement, it will be civappal allal.)

valarika p polutu ni kanru meyppay pol valarikal arivar uraiyarel

emmai ikajntare anro emar (kali. 1 12:12-14)

[ikalntar 'they despised'; anro < anru 'it is not' + o particle,

rhetorical sense]

'Knowing that you move around on the pretext of grazing the

calves at a time when no one moves around, if my kith and kin do

not tell (me about it), haven't they despised us (hon.)?'

(Note that ikalntar and anro do not agree in PNG. If there is such

agreement, it will be ikalntare allaro.)
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uyntanar allar ivan utarriyore (pura. 100:9)

[uyntanar 'they escaped/survived'; allar 'they are not']

'Those who (have) aggravated him will not survive.'

celvar allar enru yan ikalntanane olval allal enru avar ikahitanare

(kuru.43:1-2)

[celvar 'they will go'; olval 'she will agree'; allar 'They are not';

allal 'she is not']

'I neglected (to stop him) thinking that he will not go. He neglected

(to tell me) thinking "She will not agree (to my departure)." '

(negative personal verb + al _ ): Note that these are the "double negatives."

perumpiritu inmaiyin ilenum allen (narr.381:2)

[ilen 'I do not exist'; alien 'I am not'; um particle]

'Since there is no death, I have not ceased to exist either.'

'Since I have not died, (it means that) I have not ceased to exist.'

iravu k katavam muyaral kelem allem kettanam (kuru.244:2-3)

[kelem 'we do not hear'; allem 'we are not']

'We are not the ones who did not hear. We heard.'

lnra tayo vental allal (pura.346:2)

[vental 'she does not want'; allal 'she is not']

'She is not the one who does not want ; She wants .']

'The mother who gave birth (to her) is not someone who does not

want (her).'
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iravalar puravalai nlyum allai puravalar iravalarkku illaiyum allar

(pura. 162:1-2)

[illai 'there is not'; allar 'they are not';

illaiyum allar 'They are not the ones who do not exist. They

exist.']

'You are not the protector of the suppliants. The protectors of the

suppliants have not ceased to exist either.'

(Note that the two PNG, ai [in illai] and ar [in allar], do not

agree.)

akan naka vara ... paricil tal ilalar velar allar (pura.207AS)

[velar 'they will not wish for'; allar 'they are not'

velar allar 'They are not the ones who do not wish for ',

which means 'They wish for .']

'Those who are effortless will not dislike the gift that is given

without delight at heart.'

maravar ... natu nani ceya celvem allem ennar ... varutalum untu

enru . . . tunca k kanna vata pulattu arace

(puraJL.9, 10-11,15, 17)

[celvem 'we will go'; allem 'we are not'; ennar 'they do not

say/think']

'Kings in the northern land have sleepless eyes thinking "(His)

warriors will not say that the (enemy) country is very far away

and (so) we will not go. (Therefore), they might come." '

(nominal + a(l)latu)

peruntakai allatu atavar kuruka arum kati varaippu (netu: 106-107)

[peruntakai 'great one'; referring to the king in this context;

allatu 'except']
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'the well-guarded difficult boundary (of the queen's private quarters),

which except for the great one men do not approach'

anantar natukkam allatu yavatum manam kavalpu inn malantu

eluntu (poru:94-95)

[natukkam (verbal noun) 'trembling'; allatu 'except']

'waking up overwhelmed, without any worry at heart, except for

the trembling due to lying down (indefinitely after drinking)'

ninnai p purai ninaippin ni alatu unartiyo (pariJ:46)

[ni 'you'; alatu 'except']

'If you think of anything measuring up to you, do you know of

anything except you(rself)?'

(conditional + allatu)

paravaru marapin katavul kanin tolanir kaliyin allatu varitu nurn

iyam totutal ompumin (malai.230-232)

[tolanir 'you people who do not worship';

kaliyin 'if one passes by'; allatu 'unless']

'If you see the god who is difficult to worship according to tradition,

refrain from tapping uselessly on your musical instruments unless

you would pass by without worshipping.'

valavao valpu valittu urin allatu mul urin munnlr mantilam ati arra

...katumpari (aka.104:3-6)

[valittu advp < vali 'to pull';

urin 'if one rides' conditional of Or 'to ride'; allatu 'unless']

2

From the contexts where it is used in the anthologies, one is tempted to interpret

anantar to refer to a "hangover."
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'fast horses whose pace will be bearable for the ocean-encircled

globe unless the charioteer rides pulling the harness; but not if he

uses the whip (of thorns)'

(nominal + allatai)

man vinaikku utampu antu olintamai allatai matam kelu neficam

nin ulaiyatuve (aka.29:21-23)

[olintamai (verbal noun) 'disappearing'; allatai 'except']

'Except (for the fact) that my body disappeared (to go) there for

(the sake of) the noble action (of seeking wealth), my heart has

(always) been by your side.'

(nominal + allal)

vaiyai tan nlr murri matil poruum pakai allal neratar por murru

onru ariyata puricai (kali.67:3-5)

[pakai (verbal noun) 'enmity'; allal 'unless it is; except']

'boundary wall which does not know any upsurging of war with

enemies except the enmity of (the river) Vaiyai which dashes

against the fortress with its upsurging water'

(conditional + allal)

nin kan perin allal in uyir valkalla enkan enno tavaru (kali..88:8-9)

[kan 'compassionate look'; perin conditional of peru 'to obtain,

receive'; allal 'unless']

'What did I do wrong? I cannot live unless I get/receive your

compassionate look.'

'What did I do wrong? I cannot live unless you look at me with

compassion.'
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(nominal + il ): The nominal followed by il is the object of il.

tolum tol kavin tolaiya nalum pirintor peyarvukku irariki maruntu

piritu inmaiyin iruntu vinai ilane (aka.147:12-14)

[vinai 'task, action'; Han 'I do not have']

'As my shoulders lose their innate fascinating beauty, I continue to

exist without action, not having any cure (for my lovesickness) but

only pining due to the departure of him who left.'

pacittum varem paramum ilame (pura.145:4)

[param 'burden'; ilam 'we do not have']

'We have not come here starved. Neither do we have a burden (of

kith and kin to support).'

pani patu pan malai irantorkku munitaku panpu yam ceytanro ilame

(aka.101. 17-18)

[ceytanro < ceytanru (verbal noun) 'doing, making' + o;

ilam 'We dot have']

'We did not do anything that should cause frustration to him who

crossed many foggy mountains.'

vatai alaippa t tunai Hem tamiyem pacaraiyeme (narr.341:9-10)

[tunai 'support, help'; Hem 'we (hon.) do not have']

'While the cold wind makes us restless, we are in the war camp

alone without our companion.'

nam arula nan Hi nattu malai (kali.42 .11-12)

[nan 'shame, bashfulness'; ili 'one who does not have']

'the mountain in the country of the shameless man who does not

show us compassion'
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anpilir akarir ayin (narr.37:7)

[anpu 'love, affection'; ilir 'one who does not have' (2nd person

honorific)]

'if you leave as a person without love'

piritu en vayin colla vallirrum ilane (aka.32:14-15)

[vallirrum < vallirru (verbal noun) '(the act of) being able to' +

um; ilan 'he does not have']

'Neither was he able to tell me anything else.'

(Note that vallirru is similar to val[l]iyatu.)

munnum vanton marunku ilan irmum aliyan akalin porunan ivan

(pura.391 .11-12)

[marunku 'side, vicinity'; ilan 'he does not have']

'He came (here) before. He does not have a group (of kith and

kin) by his side. He is still pitiful. Therefore he is / must be a

porunan (actor).'

kurumakal ani nalam vauviya aran Halari ariyen enra tiran il ven

cul (aka.256:16-18)

[aran 'virtue, duty'; ilalan 'man who does not have']

'the substanceless cruel oath that he did not know (her), which was

made by the man without virtues who devoured the small woman's

beautiful loveliness'

ilaiyol valu ilaj amma tane (narr:143:5-6)

[valu 'fault, flaw'; ilal 'she does not have']

'The young woman is certainly not at fault.'

aruj ilar ... peru varai c ciru neri varutalane (narr.261 :1 , 10)

[anil 'compassion, grace, mercy'; ilar 'he does not have']
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'He does not have compassion, because he comes (every day) in

the small path through the big (dangerous) mountain.'

varatu amaiyalo ilare nerar natu patu nan kalam taniyar nltinar toli

(aink.463:3-5)

[am nival (verbal noun) 'staying calm/undisturbed';

ilar 'he does not have']

'He will not be calm without coming. He delayed in order to bring

precious jewels that are in the enemy countries.'

intirar amiltam iyaivatu ayinum initu ena t tamiyar untalum ilare

munivu ilar tuficalum ilar (pura.182:1-4)

[untal (verbal noun) 'eating'; munivu 'hatred, frustration';

tuncal (verbal noun) 'procrastinating, delaying';

ilar 'they do not have']

'Even if they obtain the ambrosia of the gods, they would not eat it

alone thinking it is good; they do not have hatred; neither do they

procrastinate.'

enaittum unarcci illor utaimai ullem (pura.197:15-16)

[unarcci 'understanding, feeling, emotion';

illor 'people who do not have']

'We will not think about the property of the people who do not

have any kind of feelings (for others).'

akan naka vara ... paricil tal ilalar velar allar (pura.207:4, 5)

[tal 'effort'; ilalar 'those who do not have']

'Those who make no effort will not dislike the gift that is given

without delight at heart.'

'Effortless people will like the gift given even without joy.'

(Note the double negative: velar allar 'they will not dislike')
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karantu nam ceytatu onru illai (narr.27:5)

[onru 'one thing'; illai 'it/there is/was not']

'There was nothing that we did hiding.'

- 3

emakku il ennar nin maram kuru kulattar (pati.39:2)

[emakku 'to us'; il 'to be absent'; ennar 'they will not say']

'The group (of warriors) who proclaim your valor, will not say to us

"We have nothing for you." '

'The group (of warriors) who proclaim your valor, will not say "No"

to us.'

uyarnta vettattu uyarnticinorkku . . . toyya ulakattu nukarcciyum kutum

toyya ulakattu nukarcci il enin mari p pirappin inmaiyum kutum

(pura.214:6, 8-10)

[nukarcci 'experience, enjoyment'; il 'to be non-existent']

'For noble people with lofty desires, experience of the unaging

world (of the gods) is also possible. If there is no experience of

that world, cessation of birth will also be possible in their next/different

birth.'

Here fl does not have an overt direct object. The convention in such instances is to

assume the object to be "something." In this context, the combination of the assumed

object "something" and the negative verb fl has provided "nothing." Note that emakku il

ennar is here interpreted to mean 'They will not say "No" to us' rather than 'They will

not say that they do not have anything for themselves.' The first person (yam 'we') in

the dative form emakku 'for/to us' refers to the narrator of the poem, not the warriors

mentioned in the poem.

toyya ulakam in the phrase toyya ulakattu nukarcci literally means 'the world which

does not wear out; the world which does not sag.'
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cerranru ayinum ceyirttanru ayinum urranru ayinum uyvu inru mato

patunar pola k kai tolutu etti irantanrakal ventum ... valavan

konta kurre (pura.226:1 -4, 6)

[uyvu (verbal noun) 'escape, survival'; inru 'there is not']

'Had it suppressed/accumulated its anger inside, had it shown the

anger outwardly, or had it gotten to him, Death would certainly not

have escaped. It must have begged (for its life) worshipping with

its hands and praising him like the singers.'

kotiyor inru avan kati utai viyan pulam (peru:41)

[kotiyor 'wicked/cruel people'; inru 'it does not have']

'His wide guarded land does not have wicked people.'

icaiyum inpamum ltalum munrum acaiyutan iruntorkku arum punarvu

inm (narr.214:1-2)

[punarvu (verbal noun) 'union'; inm 'there are no ']

'For those who stay (at home) with / because of lethargy, there is

no rare union of the three, (namely) fame, pleasure, and beneficence.'

oru tiram parral iliyaro (pura.6:9-10)

[parral 'holding, grabbing';

iliyaro imperative/optative < il 'to be non-existent']

'May you not hold on to (just) one side (of things).'

'May you not have prejudice.'

vayiru macu iliyar avan inra taye (pati.20:27)

[macu 'flaw, blemish';

iliyar imperative/optative < il 'to be non-existent';

macu iliyar 'may not have any flaws']

'May the mother who gave birth to him prosper/thrive.'
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A NOTE ON THE VERB a

GENERAL: The verb a is intransitive and basically means 'to be

X.' It plays an interesting and special role in classical Tamil. It is added as

a suffix in its basic form a to a bare verb stem or a non-past/non-completive

stem but follows a nominal or a finite verb in a conjugated form. As a

suffix, it always provides an unaccomplished sense in adjectival or adverbial

participles but an incomplete sense in an infinitive. Specifically, it provides

a negative sense in an adjectival or adverbial participle but a positive one

in an infinitive. However, it retains the negative sense of the verb when

added to the intrinsically negative verbs al 'not to be X' and il 'to be

non-existent.' When it follows a nominal or a finite verb in a conjugated

form, it brings the status of a verb to the nominal and the status of a

nominal to the finite verb.

The a Used as a Suffix

When a is suffixed to a verb stem to produce certain participles

(adjectival, adverbial, or infinitive), it basically seems to provide an incon
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clusiveness to the action underlying the verb of the participle. That is, if it

is the suffix of an adjectival or adverbial participle, it produces an unac

complished/immaterial sense to the imminent/potential action underlying

the verb root from which the participle is derived, so the participle turns

out to be negative. If a is the infinitive suffix, on the other hand, it

produces a sense of open-endedness or incompletion/continuity to a live

action denoted by the verb root from which the infinitive is derived.

The a in Adjectival Participles

For example, consider kalanka-c-cerikol 'sceptre which does not

swerve' (pura.230:4). Here, kalanka is an adjectival participle derived

from kalanku 'to be agitated, be confused, swerve.' The a suffixed to

kalanku makes it clear that the imminent/potential action of swerving did

not happen to the item referred by the noun (cenkol 'sceptre') it modifies.

This "immaterializing" feature of a must have been very useful to classical

Tamil poets when they wanted to distinguish between several items denoted

by the same name but with different qualities. Therefore, we find in

classical Tamil, expressions in which a negative adjectival participle distin

guishes an item from similar items basically for the absence of a known

quality: e.g., puva vanci 'vanci that does not bloom' (pura.32:2); tuvva

naravu 'naravu which no one drinks' (pati.60:12); nula-k-kalirikam

'kalirikam (garment) that was not spun (from cotton)' (pati. 12:21); vela-

p-parppan 'the brahmin who does not perform Vedic sacrifices' (aka.24:1).

In each of these cases, the item which follows the adjectival participle

marked by a is a noun and seems to adhere to the norm/likelihood signified

by the verb root underlying the participle. The only way to separate an

item, which shares only its name not the norm with others, is to say/imply

that the item under consideration does not adhere to the norm/likelihood.

Thus, the expression puva vanci 'vanci that does not bloom' implies that

there is a vanci which follows the norm and does bloom. It may be noted
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that the vanci which follows the norm is a flowering plant. So puva vanci

refers to the capital city Vanci of a Tamil king whereas the other vanci

refers to a flowering vine. Similarly, while tuvva naravu refers to an

old town by the name of Naravu, the other naravu refers to honey or

liquor which is consumed; nula k kalirikam refers to a silk garment

which is produced by not spinning cotton. And while vela-p-parppan

singles out a parppan 'brahmin' who does not perform Vedic sacrifices,

another parppan is referred to as being involved in a Vedic sacrifice:

amarar velvi p pakam unta . . . parppan 'he who ate the offering made by

the immortal gods at the sacrifice' (pari.5:26-27). Thus, as observed in

all these cases, the a occurring as the negative adjectival participle suffix

implies the unaccomplished/immaterialized nature of an imminent action.

The a in Adverbial Participles

Consider puve ... tan uru vilumam ariya men mela t teru katir in

tuyil pacu vay tirakkum 'The flowers, without realizing the grief they are

about to experience, slowly and gently open their fresh mouths in their

pleasant sleep in the light of the destructive rays (of the sun)' (narr..275:2,

4-5). Here, a is the suffix in the negative adverbial participle ariya derived

from ari 'to know, realize', and it serves to indicate the unaccomplished

aspect of the potential action of knowing denoted by the verb ari from

which the participle is derived. Note that there are two actions, one

1 Compare puva vaflciyil putta vanci 'Vanci (flowers) which blossomed in (the city of)

Vanci which does not bloom' (cilap.26:50).

Some other types of parppan are referred to as messengers and those who perform

rituals: tutu oy parppan 'parppan who goes as a messenger' (aka.337:7); pativa-p-parppan

'parppan who observes a penance/ritual' (mult:37).

This poetic technique of negation using negative adjectival participles is frequently

employed in later Tamil poetry, especially in medieval poetry.
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indicated by the participle (ariya 'without realizing/knowing') and the

other by the finite verb following the participle (tirakkum 'it opens; they

open'). The a is attached to the verb denoting the first action (ari) which

is potential but has not materialized and is followed by a subsequent action

(tira). Specifically, the a here marks the unaccomplished potential action

and serves as a fluid demarcation between that action and a subsequent

action. One can say that the first action develops into or materializes as

the next.

Now, consider a different type of a used in innicai ora iruntanam

'We were sitting down listening to the sweet music' (aka.388:9). Here, a

marks the infinitive ora which is derived from or 'to listen.' There are two

actions, one indicated by the infinitive (ora 'listening') and the other by

the verb (iruntanam 'we were sitting down') following the infinitive. The

action of listening has not come to a conclusion and is accompanied by

the action of sitting down. The a is attached to the verb denoting the

ongoing action (or 'to listen') while there is another action/state (iru 'to

stay, sit down'). Here, a as the infinitive suffix implies a flowing connection

between two concurrent or overlapping actions or states of being, namely

the action of listening and the state of sitting down.

This type of affirmative a at the end of an infinitive is used to

connect more than two concurrent or overlapping actions as witnessed in

para k kurala p paniya . . . yar ivan ninrlr ena k kuri 'he looked, blabbered,

stooped, and said, "Who are you standing here?" ' (kali.65: 1 0-1 1). Literally,

it translates as 'looking, blabbering, stooping, he said, "Who are you

standing here?," and ... .' There are three concurrent or overlapping

actions (looking, blabbering, and stooping) marked by a (para, kurala, and

paniya) and they are accompanied by the final action (kuru 'state, speak').

Compare Or ariyal aka kitantana 'The towns were lying still without being known'

from a later text, muttollayiram 116:2, where the a suffixed to a(ku) 'to be(come)' also

provides a negative sense.
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It can be said that a in such instances marks one or more unfinished

actions and serves as a conduit between them and the succeeding/concluding

action (kuru 'to state').

Traditional Treatment of a as a Suffix

There is no structural indicator to separate the two kinds of a

occurring in verbal participles—one marking unaccomplished/immaterial-

ized actions (in negative adverbial participles) and the other marking

ongoing actions (in the infinitives). Both are followed by another verb.

Context determines the meaning in such cases.

Traditional commentators interpret both forms (those denoting unac

complished/ immaterialized actions and those denoting ongoing actions) as

"verbal participles," but resolve the ambiguity by keeping the a in certain

forms and removing the a from certain other forms. They keep the a in

their translation of the form indicating an unaccomplished/immaterialized

action through a negative adverbial participle to convey the negative

sense. They remove the a from the form denoting an ongoing action and

change the infinitive into a positive adverbial participle or an infinitive with

a different suffix: cf. Pinnattur Narayanasamy Aiyer's translation of ariya

(narr.275:4) as arayamal where the original a is retained in the suffix

amal; P.V. Somasundaranar's translation of ora (aka.388:9) as unarntu

'understanding' which is an affirmative adverbial participle and does not

contain the original suffix a. U.V. Saminathier interprets an infinitive with

the suffix a (oraa 'as ... steps aside') as an infinitive with the suffix a:

oruva (pati.72:9). Similar translations can be found in the cases of vay

vala ninral 'she stood without saying anything' (pari.20:46), uraiya 'stating;

making a statement' (aka.5:19), nilam kilaiya 'scratching the floor'

(aka. 16:15), etc. Thus, it is clear that in medieval and later traditional

commentaries, the classical Tamil negative adverbial participle suffix a is

reformed as atu or amal (e.g., ariyatu or ariyamal 'without knowing'),
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whereas the classical Tamil infinitive suffix a is reformed as an adverbial

participle suffix i, u, or y (e.g., pati 'sang and ...'; unarntu 'knowing';

poy 'having gone; went and . . . ') or as an infinitive with the suffix a (e.g.,

oruva).

It may be pointed out here that precisely because of the structural

ambiguity presented by the a occurring as a verbal participle suffix in

classical Tamil, there seem to exist two different interpretations when a

verbal participle ending with a is followed by a conjugated form of the

verb nil 'to stand, stay.' Consider vay vala ninral 'she stood without

speaking' (pari.20:46) and vara ninranal 'she is coming' (aink.397:3),

where both examples contain a verbal participle in a followed by a conjugated

form of nil. Normally, the former (vala ninral) is understood as conveying

a negative sense and the latter (vara ninranal) as conveying an affirmative

sense. There is no reason why both cannot be construed as giving a

"negative" sense to denote the unaccomplished/immaterialized aspect of

the verb underlying the participles vala and vara: vay vala ninral 'she

stood without speaking' and vara ninranal 'she stayed (back) without

yet coming.'

The problem in this situation is that these are the only two attestations

in classical Tamil with the structure, verbal participle in a + conjugated

form of nil. To add to the obscurity of the situation, the verb (*val)

underlying the form vala is not attested in an affirmative form for comparison

(e.g., vay *valinal 'she was able to speak'). Compare the only other

instance where it occurs, again with a negative sense: vay valen nirpa

'as I stood without speaking' (kali.65:15). Therefore, in the tradition, vala

has always been understood as a negative form. Contrary to this, the verb

(var 'to come') underlying the form vara is attested also in affirmative

forms (e.g., varum 'it will come' nan.89:9). Therefore, vara has been

understood as a negative form when occurring as an adjectival participle

(e.g., vara vankanalar 'heartless person who has not come' narr.89:9-10)
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but as a positive form when followed by the verb nil (e.g., vara ninranal

'she is coming' aink.397:3) .

Actually, a few things seem to be operative here. The fact that

affirmative forms of *val are not attested in classical Tamil has contributed

to the constant negative interpretation of vala ninral. On the other hand,

the context of the poem in which vara ninranal (aink.397:3) occurs has

led to its constant positive understanding. The context of vara ninranal is

that an eloped heroine sends a message for her kith and kin through some

strangers whom she met on the way. The oldest commentary on this

poem does not provide a translation of vara ninranal, which has nevertheless

been understood as a positive form by later scholars.5

The semantics of the verb nil 'to stand', which represents a steady

state, seems to have contributed to the understanding of its combination

with a (as anil) as marking an ongoing action, consequently making the

participle marked by a understood as positive. Therefore, we see medieval

grammarians positing aninru (a + nil + tu) as a present tense marker.6

Traditional commentators on classical Tamil poetry follow this rule —

hence, the modern understanding of vara ninranal as a positive form.

As pointed out above, both vala ninral and vara ninranal can be

understood as expressing an action that was about to begin (vay *val 'to

be able to speak'; var 'to come, arrive'). Once the action underlying the

participle is accomplished/materialized, a different marker (e.g., u) may be

used: cf. vantu ninranan 'he has arrived' (narr.267:12) .7 Unfortunately,

no similar example (*vali) is attested in the case of *vaj. In the case of

Naturally, if one were to follow the Tamil tradition, in the context of this poem where

the eloped heroine is expected to return home, vara ninranal cannot simply be interpreted

as conveying a negative sense.

6 Cf. Nannul, Rule 143.

These are the markers (i, y, or u) that occur as suffixes at the end of full-fledged

adverbial participle forms.
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negative adverbial participles ending with the suffix a, classical Tamil

poems do have alternate forms: e.g., eyyatu vitutalo kotite 'It would be

truly cruel, if we let mother not know about your lovesickness'

(aink.242:3)?

The Verb a Following a Nominal or a Finite Verb

When following a nominal or a finite verb, a implies a past state of

being prior to the state of being signified by the nominal or finite verb. It

accomplishes/materializes/completes the state of being or the process

signified by the nominal or finite verb. Consequently, it paves a way for

subsequent states of being or processes. Actually, the finite verb which a

follows can be construed as a participial noun type of nominal.

EXAMPLES

a: as a suffix.

(bare stem + a; adjectival participle)

kalanka c cenkol (pura.230:4)

[kalanka adjp < kalanku 'to be agitated, be confused' + a;

cenkol 'perfect staff, sceptre']

'perfect staff/sceptre which does not swerve'

(Note that a here gives a negative sense.)

(bare stem + glide + a; adjectival participle)

nl valtal iya valan aru paitiram (pati. 19:17-18)

See "Negative Adverbial Participles" for more.
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[valtal 'living, life'; iya adjp < i 'to bestow, provide' + glide y + a

paitiram 'green fields']

'unfertile enemy lands for which you do not provide a (good) life'

(Note that a here gives a negative sense.)

(non-past/non-completive stem in k + a; adjectival participle)

irkku itai poka er ila vana mulai (poru:36)

[poka < pok non-past stem of po 'to go, enter' + a;

irkku 'straw'; mulai 'breasts']

'beautiful young breasts between which (even) a straw cannot go'

(Note that a here gives a negative sense.)

(bare stem + a; adjectival participle)

nan vay alla valkkai (narr.46:10)

[vay verbal noun < vay 'to happen, to be true';

alla adjp < al 'not to be X' + a; valkkai 'life, living']

'life without good opportunities'

'life which is not (an opportunity for) the occurrence of good

things'

(Note that a here retains the negative sense of the stem al which is

intrinsically negative.)

(bare stem + a; adjectival participle)

vay alla venmai (kali.88:6)

[vay 'truth, reality'; alla adjp < al 'not to be X' + a;

venmai 'whiteness, naivete, honesty']

'honesty that is not real'

(Note that a here retains the negative sense of the stem al which is

intrinsically negative.)
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(bare stem + a; adjectival participle)

karavu ilia k kavi van kai (pura.377:8)

[karavu 'hiding, concealing';

ilia adjp < il 'to be non-existent' + a; kai 'hand']

'rich hand which is folded down and which does not have concealing'

'rich hand which does not know to refuse to give'

(Note that a here retains the negative sense of the stem il which is

intrinsically negative.)

(bare stem + a; adjectival participle)

tam alatu illa nam nayantu aruli innum varar ayinum (narr. 189:1-2)

[tam oblique of tam 'he'; alatu 'besides, except';

ilia adjp < il 'to be non-existent' + a; nam oblique of nam

'we']

'although he has not yet come thinking of us who cannot exist

without him'

(Note that tam alatu illa nam literally means 'we who do not exist

without him.' Also note that a here retains the negative sense of the

stem il which is intrinsically negative.)

(bare stem + a; adverbial participle)

pakanum nittittay enru kataam katum tin ter piittu vitaa niruttu

(kali.66:23-25)

[piittu 'locking, lock'; vitaa advp < vitu 'to let go, release' + a]

9
Compare piriyatu irukka em curramotu utane 'May we continue to be together with

our kin without departing from them' (pari.l8:56), where piriyatu demonstrates the

fullfledged negative adverbial participle form with the suffix (at)a
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'And the chariot driver would rush the strong fast chariot (even)

without releasing its lock because you were delayed (here).'

(Note that a here gives a negative sense.)

(bare stem + glide + a; adverbial participle)

puve . . . tan uru vHumam ariya men mela t teru katir in tuyil pacu

vay tirakkum (narr.275:2, 4-5)

[vilumam 'grief; ariya advp < ari 'to know, realize' + glide y + a]

'The flowers, without realizing the grief that they are about to

experience, slowly and gently open their fresh mouths during their

pleasant sleep in the light of the destructive rays (of the sun)'

(Note that a here gives a negative sense.)

(bare stem + a; adverbial participle)

cenrf nl cella vituvayel ... muttuppatu akalum untu (kali.93:33, 36)

[cel 'to go'; cella advp < cel; vitu 'to let go, allow, give up']

'Go. If you give up going (to your other women), there will even

be an obstacle.'

'Go. If you don't go (to your other women), it will be difficult to join

them later.'

(Note that a here gives a negative sense.)

(bare stem + a; infinitive)

innicai ora iruntanam (aka.388:9)

[innicai 'sweet music'; ora advp < or 'to listen' + a;

iru 'to be, stay, sit']

'We were sitting down listening to the sweet music'

(Note that a here gives a positive sense.)
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(bare stem + a; infinitive)

mukam irainci nilam kijaiya ... tiruntuka mato num celavu ena

veytuyira ... evvamotu alinta peru vituppu uruvi

(aka.299:13, 18-21)

[nilam kilai 'to scratch the ground'; veytuyir 'to sigh']

'the distressed woman, who pined with grief while stooping her

head and scratching the ground, sighed and said (to me), "May

your task be perfect!." '

a: following a nominal or a finite verb.

(adjectival noun + adjectival participle of a)

kanal am perunturai c cil cevittu akiya punarcci alar ela (aka.90:3-4)

[cevittu 'that which is in the ear'; akiya (adjp) 'that which is';

punarcci 'union']

'as our union which was (only) in a few ears emerged as a gossip

'Only a few people first heard about the union between me and my

lover. Later it became the gossip of the town.'

(verbal noun + adjectival participle of a)

yavarum kanal aka man elil akam (aka.220:8-9)

[kanal (verbal noun) 'seeing';

aka (adjp) 'that which does not become'; akam 'chest']

'the beautiful elegant chest (of the woman you love) which cannot

be seen by everyone'
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(adjectival noun + adverbial participle of a)

arum porul vetkaiyam aki nin turantu peruri kal atar itai p pirinta

kalai (aink.359:1-2)

[vetkaiyam 'we (hon.), with a desire'; aki 'having become ']

'having become a person with desire for precious wealth, when I

renounced you and departed / went through the big stony path'

putalvan Inrena p peyar peyarttu . . . mutu pentu aki t tuncutiyo

(nan370:5-7)

[mutu pentu 'experienced/old woman'; aki 'having become ']

'Having given birth to a son and received a different name, are you

resting because you have become an experienced/old woman?'

ennal tirikal vativirru aki anna illa ... varu vay (poru.11-12)

[vativirru 'with a shape'; aki 'having become ']

'hollow mouth without the uvula, which has come to have the

shape of an eighth day moon'

'hollow mouth without the uvula, which has the shape of an eighth

day moon'

(The reference is to the face / top section of the base of a harp.)

The phrase peyar peyarttu is interpreted as 'receiving a different name.' According to

a traditional commentary, peyar 'name' here refers to the name of the phase of life that a

woman is in. After childbirth, a woman enters a new phase in her life, hence the remark

"receiving a different name" (cf. Pinnattur Narayanasamy Aiyar's commentary on

narrinai:370).
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(adjectival noun + causal form of a)

natpirku ollatu oruriku varal vitaatu olika ena k kuri inaiyai atalin

ninakku ... yan meyinen anmaiyane ayinum immai pola k katti

ummai ... ninnotu utan uraivu akkuka uyarnta pale (pura.236:6-12)

[inaiyai 'you, of this nature'; atalin 'since it is the situation;

since it is so; therefore']

'Without conforming to / agreeing with (our) friendship, you did not

let me go with you (when you died). You said, "Stay behind." Since

you have become (different) like this, may the noble Destiny

make me stay together with you in the other world as in this world,

though I am not suitable for you.'

(adjectival noun + concessive of fact of a)

natpirku ollatu oruriku varal vitaatu olika ena k kuri inaiyai atalin

ninakku . . . yan meyinen anmaiyane ayinum immai pola k katti

ummai . . . ninnotu utan uraivu akkuka uyarnta pale

(pura.236:6-12)

[meyinen 'I was agreeable'; anmaiyan 'one who is not';

ayinum 'although, though']

'Without conforming to / agreeing with (our) friendship, you did not

let me go with you (when you died). You said, "Stay behind." Since

you have become (different) like this, may the noble Destiny make

me stay together with you in the other world as in this world,

though I am not suitable for you / agreeable to you.'

ceralatan . . . nitiyattu anna oru nal oru pakal perinum valinal tarikalar

vali toli . . . moli peyar teettar ayinum . . . katalar cenra natte

(aka.127:3, 10, 11-12, 17-18)

[teettar 'one who is in the country'; ayinum 'although']

'Although he is in a country with a different language, your lover

will not stay for another day in that country he is gone to even if he

gets one day the wealth like that of Ceralatan 's.'
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innam akavum iriku natturantor (aka. 85:3)

[innam 'we, of this nature'; akavum 'although it has become']

'he who renounced/left us here although we have become like this

(because of lovesickness)'

onnar ar eyil avar kattu akavum numatu ena p pan katan irukkum

valliyoy (pura.203:9-11)

[avar kattu 'that which is theirs'; akavum 'although it has become']

'O generous one, who fulfills (your) duty to the bards by giving

away the precious moats of your enemies, thinking that they belong

to you, although they are in their/enemies' place.'

(adjectival noun + concessive of supposition of a)

perum celvar ayinum ... makkalai illorkku p payakkurai illai t tam

valum nale (pura. 188:2, 6-7)

[celvar 'rich people'; ayinum 'even if]

'Even if they are very rich, for those who do not have children,

there is no fruit/result fulfilling what they lack in their living days.'

alurikal mutur vHavu inru ayinum tuncatu akum (aka.122:1-2)

[vilavu inru 'it is without festival'; ayinum 'even if]

"This noisy town does not rest even if there is no festival.'

(verbal noun + concessive of supposition of a)

yakkai in-uyir kalivatu ayinum nin makal ay malar unkan pacalai

kama noy ena c ceppatlme (aka.52:12-15)

[kaUvatu 'passing, passage'; ayinum 'even if]
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'Even if life(-breath) passes out of my body, please do not tell (my

mother) "The paleness in your daughter's attractive eyes, which

are like fine flowers, is (nothing but) sickness of passion." '

nilam putai peyarvatu ayinum oruvan ceyti konrorkku uyti il

(pura.34:5-6)

[peyarvatu 'moving, movement'; ayinum 'even if]

'Even if the earth were to move to one side / slant, there is no

escape for those who destroy someone's (good) deed.'

'It is unlikely that the earth would slant. But it is certain that there is

no escape for ungrateful people who destroy someone's good actions.'

(adjectival noun + conditional of a)

katali uyir ciritu utaiyal ayin em vayin ullatu iruttalo arite

(pura.210:5-7)

[uyir 'life'; utaiyal 'she who has'; ayin 'if]

'If my lady-love has a little life (left), it would be difficult (for her)

to stay without thinking about me.'

nannattu p porunan noy Han ayin nanru (pura.229:14-15)

[noy 'sickness'; Han 'he who is without ... ;

he who does not have'; ayin 'if]

'It would be good if the Porunan (king) of the good country is

without sickness.'

'It would be good if the king is not sick.'

nl urum poy c cul ananku akin marru ini yar mel viliyumo kuru

(kali.88:20-21)

[ananku 'affliction, source of distress'; akin 'if]
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'Tell me, if the false oath you are taking becomes an affliction,

then on whom will it show/end?'

(adjectival noun + imperative/optative of a)

noy inru aka ceyporul (aka.13:15)

[noy 'flaw'; inru 'that which does not exist'; aka 'may it be']

'May the wealth (you are seeking) be without flaws.'

cemmal mutur arinta makkattu akuka tilla . . . annai cenra are

(aka.l5:7, 8, 19)

[makkattu 'that which has people'; akuka 'may it become']

'May the path through which my little lady went become one which

has noble towns and familiar people.'

noy ilai akumati peruma (pura.209:14)

[noy 'sickness'; ilai 'you who do not have';

akumati 'may you become']

'Lord, may you be without sickness.'

'Lord, may you live without sickness.'

uran marpu palanam akarka (aihk.4:5-6)

[palanam 'field'; akarka 'may it not become']

'May the Gran's chest not become a field (for his concubines).'

(adjectival noun + infinitive of a)

yame emiyam aka niye oliya c culntanai ayin ... val eyirrol vayin

piriyay ayin nanru (aka.33:12-13, 16-17)

[yam 'we'; emiyam 'by ourselves'; aka 'to become']
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'In case you plan to leave, so/as we become alone, it would be

good if you do not go away from the woman who has white teeth.'

aravaiyum maravaiyum allai aka ... nll matil oru cirai oturikutal

nanuttakavu utaittu (pura.44:13, 15-16)

[aravai 'you who are righteous'; maravai 'you who are valorous';

allai 'you who are not'; aka 'to become']

'It is shameful that you are withdrawn on one side of the long

fortress wall as someone without righteousness and valor.'

am cilai itavatu aka ... varutal vayvatu ... verpan (aka.38:3, 5)

[cilai 'bow'; itavatu 'that which is on the left'; aka 'to become']

'The arrival of the Verpan with a beautiful bow on his left is

certain'

(participial noun + infinitive of a)

cenmo peruma em vilavu utai nattu ena yam tan ariyunam aka

(pura.381:5-6)

[ariyunam 'we who know'; aka 'to become']

'as we (became the people who) informed him "Lord, we will go to

our festive country" '

kinaimakan cenru ... tan nilai ariyunan aka an nilai itukkan iriyal

poka utaiya kotutton entai (pura.388:3, 5-7)

[ariyunan 'he who knows'; aka 'to become; turn into']

'As the kinai-drummer went to his (i.e., Pannan's) place and turned

into one who understood his state/situation, my father (-like Pannan)

gave right away what he had, so his (i.e., drummer's) sorrow would

go away.'
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(nominal + personal verb form of a)

celu nakar c celiiya elu enin avalum ollal yamum oli ena allam

ayinam (narr. 159:7-9)

[oli 'stay back'; ena 'to say'; allam 'we are not';

ayinam 'we became']

'If I tell her "Get up, so we could go to (my) bounteous house" she

would not agree. We/I too became those/one who could not tell

her "Stay back." '

cinam mariya anni mimli pola ... ana uvakaiyem ayinem ... am

tirikilavi vanta mare (aka.262:11-12, 13, 18)

[ana 'endless'; uvakaiyem 'we with joy; we who are delighted';

ayinem 'we became']

'In response to the good message that arrived, we were endlessly

delighted like Anni Minili whose anger changed/disappeared.'

annal kana urike ninninum pulliyem manne iniye innem ayinem

manne (pura.141:7-9)

[innem 'we are like this'; ayinem 'we became']

'Before we met the Noble One, we were lowlier than you (in our

situation). Now, we have become (wealthy) like this.'

ciru cem kuvalai i ena irappavum ollal ni emakku yaraiyo ena p

peyarvol kaiyatai ... atu ni paal vallay ayinai

{pati.52 :22-24, 25-26)

[vallay 'you who are capable'; ayinai 'you became;

you have become']
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'Although you beg for it, the little red water-lily is in her (your

queen's) hand, who without agreeing (to give it to you) moves

away saying "Who are you to me?." You have become unable to

share (that flower).'

natukal ayinan puravalan (pura.221 .13)

[natukal 'hero stone'; ayinan 'he became']

"The protector (of the suppliants) has become a hero-stone.'

malar ar malir nirai vantena p punal atu punar tunai ayinaj emakke

(aink.72:4-5)

[tunai 'companion'; ayin a] 'she became']

'Since the flood arrived filled with flowers, she (my lover) became

a companion uniting with me bathing in the water.'

aay antiran . . . melor ulakam eytinan enaa . . . puravalar k kanatu . . .

pulavar . . . pirar natu patu celavinar ayinar iniye

(pura.240:3, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14)

[celavinar 'those who are on a journey'; ayinar 'they became']

'Since Ay Antiran reached the world of the Nobles / great people,

now the poets have become those who undertake a journey to the

countries of others without being able to find protectors (here).'

perum kujam ayirru en itai mulai nirainte (kuru.325 :6)

[kulam 'pond'; ayirru 'it became']

'The middle of my breasts was filled (with my tears) and a big

pond emerged.'

annaiyum arintanal alarum ayinru (aink.236:1)

[alar 'gossip'; ayinru 'it became; it came to be']
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'Mother has come to know (about her love). Gossip also came

into being.'

perum kal atar itai p pirinta kalai t tava nani netiya ayina iniye

aniyilai ulli yam varutalin naniya ayina curattitai are

(aink.359:2-5)

[netiya 'those which are long'; naniya 'those which are close';

ayina 'they became']

'(With a desire for wealth) when I departed/left through the small

path (full) of big stones, the paths/ways through the forest were

very much longer. Now, since I am coming (back), thinking about

the (woman with) beautiful ornaments, they have become closer.'

yanum nin ceriyene ayalilattiyen nunkai akuven ninakku

(aka.386:10-12)

[nunkai 'your younger sister'; akuven 'I am']

'I too belong to your neighborhood. I live next door. I am a younger

sister to you.'

vayalaiyum ... nocciyum ... tantalaiyum teruvara noy akinrem ...

nin toli ...vitalaiyai ... malai ar itai naliyum kol enave

(narr.305:1, 2, 4-5, 9, 10)

[noy 'sickness, ailment'; akinrem 'we are becoming ...']

'While the vayalai creeper and the nocci tree (which our daughter

played with), and the grove (where she met her lover alone) are

tormenting (us), we are falling sick worrying whether (she) your

friend makes the Vitalai (her lover) sad (as they go) through the

difficult mountainous path.'

ul ilorkku vali akuvan kel ilorkku k kel akuvan (pura.396:10-11)

[vali 'strength'; kel 'kin'; akuvan 'he will be; he will become']
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'He will become strength to those who do not have the inside/en

thusiasm. He will become a kin for those who do not have kin.'

kauvai akinratu aiya nin arule (narr.227:9)

[kauvai 'gossip'; akinratu 'it is becoming ...']

'Lord, your compassion is becoming a (matter of) gossip.'

enal kavalio itai urru oruvan ... tan ena c ciru puram kavaiyinan aka

atarkontu ahte ninainta nencamotu ihtu akinru yan urra noye

(narr. 128:7, 8-11)

[ihtu 'this one'; akinru 'it is becoming ...']

'When we were watching the millet field, one person interfered and

pleasantly/gently hugged my small back. Since then, with a heart

thinking only about it, the (love)sickness I got has turned into this.'

micai p peyta nir katal parantu muttu akuntu (pura.380:6)

[muttu 'pearl'; akuntu 'it is becoming ...']

'The (rain) water which poured from above spreads on the sea and

turns into pearls.'

yan akuval nin nalam taruvene (aka.392:28)

[yan T; akuval 'I am, I will be']

'I will be the one who brings (back) your loveliness.'

petai punar anril iyariku kural alaii k karikulum kaiyaravu tantanru

yanku akuven kol aliyen yane (narr. 152:7-9)

[yanku 'how'; akuven 'I will be']

'Mixing with the noise made by the movement of the anril bird

uniting with its female, the night also has brought cessation of action

(upon me). How/What will I be? I am to be pitied.'

(Note that kaiyaravu is translated as 'cessation of action.')
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malaiyum ullar ayin kalai yanku akuvam kol pana (aka.14:12-13)

[yanku 'how'; akuvam 'we will be']

'Bard, if he would not think of us even in the evening, how/what

will we be in the morning?'

celvai ayin celvai akuvai (pura.70:16)

[celvai 'wealthy one (2nd person)'; akuvai 'you will become']

'If you go (to him) you will become a wealthy person.'

(Note the pun on celvai.)

pati vayin tlrnta num pulampu cen akala p putuvir akuvir

(malavAl 1-412)

[putuvir 'new persons (2nd person)'; akuvir 'you will become']

'As the loneliness of having left your hometown leaves you, you

will become new persons.'

ceviyin ketpinum col irantu vekulvol kannin kanin en akuval kol . . .

palar patintu unnum nin parattai marpe (aink.84:1-2, 5)

[en 'what?'; akuval 'she will become']

'She would be furious beyond words if she even heard (about it).

What will she become if she looks with her own eyes at your

prostituting chest which is enjoyed by many (women).

enrum canror canror palar apa calar calar palar akupave

(pura.218:5-8)

[canror 'noble people'; palar 'those who belong';

apa 'they are, they will become'; calar 'those who are not

noble'; akupa 'they will become']

'Those who are noble will always belong among the nobles.

Those who are not noble will belong among those who are not

noble.'
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pul inam anaiyar ... iravalar avarai p puravu etirkollum perun cey

atavar utaimai akum avar utaimai avar inmai akum avar

inmaiye (pura. 199:3-4, 5-7)

[atavar 'men'; utaimai 'possession, property';

akum 'it is, it will be'; avar 'they'; here, it means 'their';

inmai 'non-possession, poverty']

'Poets are like birds. The property of men who face the responsi

bility of protecting them and do great things is their possession.

Their poverty is their (i.e., the poets') poverty.'

muli cinai pilakkum munpu inmaiyin yanai kai matittu uyavum

kanamum iniya am nummotu varine (kuru.388:5-7)

[iniya 'pleasant (neuter plural)'; am 'it will be, it will become']

'If I come along with you, even the forests, where the elephants

suffer folding their trunks because of not having the strength even to

break dry tree branches, will be pleasant.'

tankal aka ariku nin kalire (pati.53:21)

[tankal 'control'; aka 'they will not be']

'Your elephants will not be in control there.'

(verbal noun + verbal noun of a)

katalar varuvar enpatu vayvatu akal ... kaniya vammo

(aka.323:2-3, 7)

[vayvatu 'happening, reality'; akal 'coming into being']

'Come to see the realization of our belief that (your) lover will

come.'
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im marai alar akamaiyo arite (aka.98:24-25)

[alar 'rumour, gossip'; akamai 'not coming into being']

'It is unlikely that this secret (love) will not become a (matter of)

gossip.'

(personal verb + causal of a)

ceypa ellam ceytanan akalin ituka onro cutuka onro

(pura.239:19-20)

[ceytanan 'he did'; akalin 'since, therefore']

'Since he did all that was/had to be done, bury him or cremate

him.'

netumavalavan tevar ulakam eytinan atalin annon kavikkum kan

akan tali vanaital vettanai ayin enaiyatuum iru nilam tikiriya p

peru malai manna vanaital ollumo ninakke (pura.228:10-15)

[eytinan 'he reached'; akalin 'since, therefore']

'Netumavalavan reached the world of the gods. Therefore, if you

want to make a pot for burying him with a wide orifice, would it be

possible somehow to make it with the vast earth as the wheel and

the large mountain as the clay?'

(personal verb + concessive of fact of a)

uran pentu tan kolunanai nammotu pulakkum enpa nam atu ceyyam

ayinum uyyamaiyin . . . ciritu avan ulamantu varukam ceomo toli

(aka.W6:5-7, 8-9)

[ceyyam 'we do not do, we did not do'; ayinum 'although']
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'They say that the Uran's woman is sulking, associating me with

her husband. Although we did not do (anything to confirm) that, let

us walk around there (in their neighborhood) a little and come back

since there is no escape (from her accusation).'

arum curam tunintu piral ayinal ayinum ... tan marpu tunai aka t

tuyirruka (aka.35:10-11 , 12-13)

[piral 'different woman, another woman'; ayinal 'she became';

ayinum 'although']

'Although she (my daughter) has become a stranger (by eloping

with her lover), may he (the lover) make her sleep with his chest as

support.'

(personal verb + concessive of supposition of a)

iyay ayinum irarikuven allen (pura.209:13)

[iyay 'you will not give'; ayinum 'even if]

'Even if you do not give (me anything) I will not feel sorry (for

asking you).'

turaivan kuriyan ayinum kurippinum piritu onru ariyarkku uraippalo

yane (kuru.318:3-5)

[kuriyan 'he will not intend'; ayinum 'even if; kurippinum 'even

if he intends']

'Whether he does not intend or intends (to marry me) should I

tell/suggest it to the Turaivan who does not (seem to) know anything

else?'

(Note that kuriyan ayinum kurippinum is a "whether ... or not . . .

" type of construction.)
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(personal verb + conditional of a)

cellatlm ena c collinam ayin celvar kollo (kuru.350:2-3)

[collinam 'we told'; ayin 'if]

'Will he go if we tell him "Please do not go"?'

tumpi ... annal netu varai c ceri ayin ... tinai ... kalainar tarikai

tamarin tiral enmo (kuru.392:1, 3, 4, 5-6)

[ceri 'you will reach'; ayin 'if]

'O honeybee, if you reach the tall elevated mountain (of his country),

please tell (him) that the younger sister of the people who remove

the weeds in the millet field will not vanish / go away from her kin.'

mun ninru kantanir ayin kalaralir ... mataiiya nokke

(aka.l30:1-2, 14)

[kantanir 'you saw, you have seen'; ayin 'if]

'Friend, you would not chide me if you had stood in front (of her)

and seen her lascivious glances.'

ketutiyum vitiir ayin emmotu collalum paliyo mel iyalir

(kuri:144-145)

[vitiir 'you will not let go'; ayin 'if]

'O women with gentle qualities, while you do not let my lost

animals go, is it disgraceful even to speak with me?'

kapilan inru ulan ayin nanru (pura.53:12-13)

[kapilan personal name; ulan 'he is, he exists'; ayin 'if]

'If (the poet) Kapilan was alive today, it would be good.'
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inru avar varar ayino nanre (narr. 154:9-10)

[varar 'he will not come'; ayin 'if]

'It would be good if he does/would not come today.'

iv ulakattu c canror ceyta nanru untu ayin imayattu lnti ... ma

malai polinta nun pal tuliyinum valiya palave (pura.34:19-23)

[nanru 'good action/deed'; untu 'there is'; ayin 'if]

'If there is any good deed done by noble people in this world, may

you live (as a result of it ) for many years, more than the drops (of

rain) poured by the dark clouds gathered on the Himalayas.'

(personal verb + imperative/optative of a)

lyay ayinum irarikuven allen noy ilai akumati peruma nammul kuru

nani kankuvatu aka nin makil irukkaiye (pura.209:13-15, 19)

[kuru nani 'much closeness'; kankuvatu 'it will see';

aka 'may it be']

'Even if you do not give me (anything) I will not feel sorry (for

asking). Lord, may you be without sickness. May your joyful royal

court witness the closeness between us.'

ayirai netu varai pola t tolaiyatu aka ni valum nale

(pati.70:26-27)

[tolaiyatu 'it will not disappear, it will not perish'; aka 'may it be';

ni valum nal 'the days you live']

'Like the tall Ayirai hill, may the days you live not disappear.'

il akiyaro kalai malai al akiyar yan valu nale (pura.232:1-2)

[il 'to be absent'; akiyaro 'may it be'; kalai 'morning, day';
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malai 'evening, night']

'May the days and nights cease to be. May the days I live

turn/become dark.'

(personal verb + infinitive of a)

tan pukal ettinen aka (pura.383:5)

[ettinen 'I praised'; aka 'as it is the case']

'I praised his fame and

vituttal totankinen aka (pura.150:17)

[totankinen 'I started'; aka 'as it comes to be']

'As I started to take leave, ...'

arri iruntanem aka (pura.381:4)

[iruntanem 'we were, we were staying, we were sitting down';

aka 'as it comes to be']

'As we were sitting down / stayed around, having rested ...'

(personal verb + personal verb of a)

yam em katalar k kanem ayin . . . peru nir k kal poru ciru nurai pola

mella mella illakutume (kuru.290 :3 , 4-6)

[il 'to be non-existent'; akutum 'we become']

ii Note that the interpretation given here for al akiyar van valu naj 'May the days I live

turn/become dark' is different from the traditional interpretation 'May the days I live not

be, since they are not useful.' See U.V. Saminathier's commentary on this poem (1963:404).

If there is no morning or evening, there will be just darkness — hence the interpretation

given in this study. Also the meaning of al 'darkness' is taken into consideration.
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'If we do not see our lover, we become nothing very slowly, like a

small dashing foam against a stone in big waters.'

pari . . . kalanta kenmaikku ovvay nl en pulantanai akuvai

(pura.236:3-5)

[pulantanai 'you sulked, you disliked';

akuvai 'you have become, you will become']

'O Pari, you have come to dislike me without agreeing to our

united friendship.'

kelar akuvar toli (kuru.253:l)

[kelar 'he will not listen'; akuvar 'he is, he will be']

'He does not hear (about your grief), my friend.'

perum katal unnar akupa nlr vettore (pura.204:5-6)

[unnar 'they will not eat/drink'; akupa 'they are, they will be']

'Those who wished for water will not drink the big ocean.'

iv alurikal mutur vilavu inru ayinum tuncatu akum (aka.122:1-2)

[tuncatu 'it will not sleep'; akum 'it is, it will be']

'This noisy ancient town will/does not rest even if there is no

festival.'

puli parttu orriya kalirru irai pilaippin eli parttu orratu akum

(pura.237.16-17)

[orratu 'it will not attack'; akum 'it is, it will be']

'If/Because the tiger misses its prey of a male elephant which it

viewed/considered (carefully) and attacked, it will not look for a

mouse and attack.'
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inrotu cinnal varinum ... pataa akum em kanne (aka.391 :9-10)

I pataa 'they will not rest'; akum 'they are, they will be']

'Even if he comes (for a rendezvous) for a few days including

today, our (hon.) eyes will not rest/sleep.'

(personal verb + verbal noun of a)

yan atu patuttanen akutal nani (aka.66:18-19)

[patuttanen 'I made it happen'; akutal 'being, becoming']

'feeling embarrassed about my making it happen'

avar kan nam ilam akutal aritum (narr.299:5-6)

[nam 'we'; ilam 'we are not, we do not exist';

akutal 'being, becoming']

'We understand that we, whom he might (come to) see, are becoming

non-entities.'

arulay akalo kotite (narr.195:1)

[arulay 'you will not show compassion'; akal 'becoming']

'It is cruel that you are not being compassionate.'

veri ena unarnta velan noy maruntu ariyan akutal annai kaniya

(kuru.360:1-2)

[ariyan 'he will not know'; akutal 'being, becoming']

'May mother see that the Velan (priest of the deity Murukan) who

considered the frenzy (dance as a cure for my lovesickness) does

not know the (real) cure for (my love)sickness.'
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A NOTE ON THE VERB an

GENERAL: The verb an basically means 'to be content.' It is used

in classical Tamil like any other verb, but bears a closer similarity to the

verb a 'to be' than to any other verb. Furthermore, classical Tamil negative

forms of an such as anan 'he will not be content with doing ; he will

not stop doing '; anal 'she will not be content with doing ; she will

not stop doing ', etc. are identical in form with some affirmative

personal verb forms of a in modern Tamil (cf. anan 'he became ; he

started to ', anal 'she became ; he started to ', etc.) .

Derivationally, however, the forms of an and the forms of a are different

and do not bear any semantic connection. Therefore, a note on an is

necessary in this study.

FORMATION: In classical Tamil, the verb an is attested in its

past/completive forms or negative forms. In a past/completive form, which

always expresses a positive sense, the past/completive marker t is suffixed

to an and other suffixes follow. In a negative adjectival participle form, a

is suffixed to an to produce ana which can be understood as 'unending,

relentless, discontented' as the opposite of the positive form anru 'being
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fulfilled, contented, contained; having reached a stage of calmness.' In all

other attested negative forms of an, a PNG suffix beginning with a long

vowel is added directly to an.

EXAMPLES

A) The following are the classical Tamil forms of an which are not

confused with any forms of a. For each derived form of an, the

corresponding classical form derived from a is also provided:

Forms of an 'to be content'

anru advp.

'being fulfilled/contented/calm

(pura.l91:6)

anra adjp.

'fulfilled/contented; calm'

(pura.26:12)

anral verbal noun

'fulfillment, contentment'

(aka. 168:3)

Forms of a 'to be, to become'

aki

'having become . . . '

(aink.359:1)

ayina

'that which became ... '

(patU9:18)

akiya

' ... who became ...'

(kuru.252:2)

akal

'coming into being' (aka.323:3)

akutal 'being, becoming'

(aka.66:19)

atal 'being; thriving'

(pura.91:10)
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anranru 3rd person personal verb

'it is contented/calm' (aka.350:5)

anranai 2nd person sing, personal verb;

participial noun

'you are contented; be calm'

(aka.325:14)

anrikam 1st person plural personal verb;

imperative/optative

'let us be contented/calm' (aka.74:12)

anricin imperative/optative

'be contented/calm' (kuri:34)

anatu 'it became ... '

(kali. 147:3)

ayinru 'it became ... '

(aink.236:1)

ayirru 'it became ... '

(kuru.325:6)

akinru 'it is becoming ...

(narr.25:12)

akin rat u 'it is becoming

(aka.96:18)

ayinai

'you have become ...'

(pati52:26)

ay inam (narr. 159:9)

ayinem (aka.262:13)

ayinem (pura. 141:9)

'we became ... '

akuvai

'you will become ... '

(pura.236:5)

aka

'May ... become ... '

(pura.209:19)

akuka

'May ... become ... '

(aka.203:18)
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ana negative adjectival participle

' . . . which is not contented'

(matu:211-214)

ana 3rd person neuter plural

'they are not contented' (pati.47:8)

anatu negative adverbial participle

'without being contented/calm' (aka.3:10)

anay 2nd person singular personal verb;

participial noun

'you (who) are not contented/satisfied'

(aka.375:2; narr.193:3)

anravar 3rd person pl. participial noun

'X who are contented' (pari.19:3)

anror 3rd person pl/hon. participial noun

'X who is/are contented' (nan.233 :8)

anrol 3rd person feminine participial noun

'she who is contented' (pati.55:1)

akarka

'May it not become ... '

(aink.4:6)

aka

'which will not be ... '

(nan.109:5)

aka

'they will not ... ' (pati.53:21)

akatu

'without being ... ' (kuru.27:3)

ayinai

'you have become ... '

(pari.52:26)

(not attested)

(not attested)

(not attested)
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B) The following are the classical Tamil negative forms of an which are

likely to be confused with identical positive forms of a in modern

Tamil:

anir: (2nd person honorific)

ampal kurunar nir vettariku ival itai mulai k kitantum natunkal anir

(kuru. 178:3-4)

[natunkal 'trembling, shaking, shivering'

< natunku 'to tremble, shake, shiver'

anir 'you will not cease to ... ; you will not stop ... '

< an 'to be content' + Ir PNG]

'Although you are lying between her breasts, you do not stop

shivering (out of thirst of passion) just as those who pick water-lilies

wish for (drinking) water.'

'Although you are lying between her breasts, you shudder relentlessy

just like those who pick water-lilies are thirsty for drinking water.'

anal: (3rd person feminine)

palavum vinaval anal aki ... allal ulappol (pura. 160:24-25, 26)

[pala 'many things'; vinaval (verbal noun) 'enquiry, asking'

< vina 'to enquire'

anal 'she will not stop' < an 'to be content' + al PNG;

aki advp of aku 'to become']

'she (my wife) who is distressed, having become someone who is

not contented with asking (our child to do) many things (in order

to distract him from being hungry)'
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'she (my wife) who is distressed, asking relentlessly (our child to

do) many things (in order to distract him from being hungry)'

(Note that this example clearly shows that anal and aki cannot be

derived from the same root.)

anar: (3rd person human plural)

anan: (3rd person masculine)

attu anane kuttuvan atu torum perru anare paricilar kalire ... tol

nakar varaippin avan urai anave (pati.47:1-2, 8)

[attu advp of atu 'to kill, conquer';

perru advp of peru 'to obtain'; urai 'words'

anan 'he will not stop' < an 'to be content' + an PNG;

anar 'they will not stop' < an 'to be content' + ar PNG]

'(The king) Kuttuvan did not stop killing (his enemies). The suppli

ants did not stop receiving male elephants (as gifts from him).

Words of (his) praise did not stop (being spoken) in the region of his

ancient city.'

C) The following classical Tamil past/completive forms of a 'to be' provide

the clue that the n in them is the contracted form of in:

anatu: (3rd person neuter singular personal verb)

naravu untar mayakkam pol kamam veru oru parru anatu kollo

cirati c cilampu arppa iyaliyal ival manno ini mannum pulampura

p pullenra vanappinal ... (kali. 147:2-5)

[veru 'different'; oru 'one';

parru adjectival noun < pal 'section, side';

veru oru parru 'that which is on a different side'

anatu < *ayinatu 'it became' < ay advp of a + in + atu PNG;
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veru oru parru anatu 'it has become something that belongs to

a different side']

'Has (her lover's) passion turned to a different side like the

delusion of those who drank toddy? Alas, she used to go around

(happily with) her anklets sounding on her small feet. Now, as

loneliness surrounds her and her lustrous beauty gone, ... '

anal: (conditional "if)

ayar emar anal ayttiyem yam (kali. 108:9)

[a 'to be'; anal < *ayinal < ay + in + al]

'If our kin are cowherds, we are cowherdesses.'

anum: (concessive of fact "although")

nin tavaru illanum kalainar il noy ceyyum kavin arintu anintu tam

valamaiyal pottanta numar tavaru il enpay (kali.58:8-10)

[nin tavaru 'your fault'; illanum < il 'to be non-existent' + *anum

*anum < *ayinum 'although' < ay + in + um]

'Although it is not your fault, do you (mean to) say that it is

not/neither the fault of your kin, who know that your fascinating

beauty would give incurable (love)sickness (to the onlookers) and

still let you go dressed up (like this) because of their (pride of)

wealth?'

Cf. Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary on kali.58:16, where he says that ayinum is reduced

as anum.
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anum: (concessive of supposition "even if)

cnnanum patu enin patavum vallen (kali.140:13)

[ennanum 'whatever it is' < en 'what' + *anum

anum < *ayinum 'even if < ay + in + um]

'Whatever it is, if you tell me "Sing," I am even capable of

singing.'

A similar reduction process (in > n) is observed in the form meyina

which becomes mena: purave ollilai makalirotu mallar menu 'The small

forests were occupied by your warriors and women with bright ornaments'

(pan. 13:20-21). Here, mena is derived from *meyina 'were occupied' <

mey (advp of me 'to fill, spread, occupy') + in + a PNG.

A Result of the Reduction (in > n)

In due course, the reduction from in to n led to the derivation of

forms such as ana, anavar 'one who is ... ', analum 'although', etc. in

later Tamil. They are, in fact, contracted forms of ayina, *ayinavar,

*ayinalum, etc. Except ayina (pati. 19:18), these forms are not attested in

classical Tamil.

Furthermore, this contraction led some later forms which are positive

to bear a similarity to classical Tamil negative forms. For example, the

positive form anon 'I became ...', which is used in a later text, mani.21 :22,

is similar to the classical Tamil negative form anan. Unlike the classical

form, it is a contracted form and is derived from a (ay advp. of a 'to be' +

in + en PNG). Note that the non-contracted form ayinen 'I became ...'

is also used in the same later text: ayarppatu ceyya arivinen ayinen 'I

became someone with a knowledge that does not fade' (mani.23:93).
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A Special Note on the Form "ana"

The earliest attestations of the form ana, occurring in post-classical

texts, provide an adjectival participle sense '... which/who became ... ':

enai alavaikal ellam karuttinil ana muraimai 'the manner in which all

the rest of logic has become a part of one's intent/thinking' (mani.29:56)\

kavalane ana-k-kal 'while he has become a protector'(muttolldyiram

92:3). Here, ana is a contracted version of the classical form ayina '...

which/who became ... .' This kind of ana is witnessed in modern Tamil

expressions like avar aciriyar ana potu 'when he became a teacher.'

Now, consider the other kind of ana which is added to nouns in

modern Tamil to generate adjectives like alakana (alaku + ana) 'beautiful',

mocamana (mocam + ana) 'bad', etc.2 Note that this ana is not attested

in classical Tamil and when it does occur for the first time in a later text.

the meaning is '... which is filled with ... .' The earliest occurrence of this

ana meaning ' ... which is filled with ... ' is found in one of the didactic

texts from the post-classical period: kol unarntal tattuvam ana neri patarum

'If one understands the precept, the path (which is) filled with reality

will spread (in this world)' (ndnmanikkatikai 27:2-3). This ana seerns to

be a contracted version of the classical form anra 'that which is contented'

with a related meaning ' X which is filled with ... .'

In the final analysis, it can be said that the form "ana" which is

found in post-classical and modern Tamil owes its sources to two classical

Tamil forms: ayina (< a 'to be') and anra (< an 'to be content'). And

modem Tamil anal (conditional "if it is"), analum (concessive of fact

"although it is" or cencessive of supposition "even if it is"), anavan.

anaval, anavar, anatu, and anavai (participial nouns such as "he who is,"

etc.), and anen, anan, anar, etc. (personal verbs such as "I became ...,"

2Cf. Arden:193.
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etc.) owe their source to classical Tamil a 'to be.' And, more importantly,

classical Tamil negative verbs anen, anan, anar, etc. ought to be understood

as different from identical modern Tamil positive forms.
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ADVERBS

GENERAL: Nominal and verbal forms which modify a verb in

terms of distance, time, place, manner, and degree are here treated as

"adverbs."1

FORMATION: There is more than one way to express an adverbial

notion in classical Tamil.

(i) by using the bare stem;

(ii) by suffixation :

(a) i or ku is added to certain adjectival stems;

"Properly speaking, the Dravidian languages have no adverbs at all. Every word that is

used as an adverb in the Dravidian languages is either a noun declinable or indeclinable, or

a verbal theme, or the infinitive or gerund of a verb" (Caldwell: 555-556). Andronov (page

247) says, "Adverbs, that is unchangeable words with adverbial meanings, are not numerous

in Tamil. For the most part these are adverbs of place, adverbs of manner and (less

frequently) adverbs of time."
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(b) a(ka), ariku, ay, i, in, um, ena, and ai are added to

other stems

(iii) by extending the use of an infinitive, an adverbial participle,

or a neuter singular adjectival noun.

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: using the bare stem

ur ceyttu enatu ... emminum viraintu val eyti ... nal il ... ninrol eyti

. . . pinnakam tlnti . . . toyntanru kollo ... en nence

(aka.9:15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 26)

[val 'be capable, skilled'; eytu 'to reach.' As an adverb, val provides

the sense 'fastness.' vallai (aink.425:3), which is a variant of val,

and ollai (pari.6:72) < ol 'be possible' are two other similar adverbs

used in classical Tamil.]

'Rushing more than I without thinking that (her) town is far away,

reaching there fast, and reaching/approaching the woman who is

waiting for me in our good house, did my heart touch and immerse

in her back yet?'

:
Most of these stems are nominal, as will be seen below. a(ka) and ena are infinitive

forms of a and en. See "Case Markers and Postpositions," "The Particles," and "Comparison"

for various uses of these suffixes. The suffix ai is found rarely in forms like vallai and

ollai.
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Formation mechanism: suffixation

stem + a(ka)/ariku/ay/i/in/um/ena/ku

Suffix Structure and Example

a(ka):

It is the infinitive form of a 'to be' and has a variant ay. It is added

to a nominal, which in most cases is an adjectival noun. Both a(ka)

and ay give the senses 'in the manner of, 'for', 'with', or 'as.' See

also "Metonymy and Metaphor."

(neuter singular negative adjectival noun + a)

nl innata t turattalin (kali.53:12)

[innata 'in a cruel manner';

innatu 'that which is not pleasant; cruel' + a 'as, to be, in the

manner of]

'since you are renouncing her in a cruel manner'

(neuter singular affirmative adjectival noun + aka)

nin vayin ceri cera varuvorkku enrum arulal ventum anpu utaiyoy

ena k kan i nitaka k kottiyum teralal (narr.342:3-6)

[initaka < initu 'that which is pleasant, sweet' + aka]

'She does not understand even if I bend/slant and look at her

sweetly through the corner of my eyes saying "O affectionate one,

you must be kind to those who come to your neighborhood." '
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(verbal noun + glide + aka)

nl nakaiyaka t tuni ceytu nltinum turappu anci k kalulpaval

(kalU0:14-15)

[nakaiyaka

< nakai 'laugh' + glide y + aka 'to become, come into being']

'she whose eyes would be filled with tears, being afraid of your

leaving even if you sulk playfully and continue to be in that state'

anku:

It is appended to a past/completive stem to provide an adverbial

sense. When it is used as an adverb, it gives the sense 'thus, in the

manner of.'

(past stem + anku)

peey ayamotu pettanku valarikum katu (pura.238:4-5)

[pettanku < peft (< pej 'to desire') + anku]

'forest where the demon/ghost together with its group moves around

as it wishes'

'forest where the demons/ghosts move around as they wish together

with their group'

ay: This is a variant of a(ka). See above.

(adjectival noun + ay)

mekalai kanci vaku valayam ellam kavarum iyalpirray t tennavan

onnarutai pulam pukkarral ... vaiyai vanappu (pari.7:47-50)

[iyalpirray < iyalpirru adjp (< iyalpu 'nature') + ay 'as, with']

"The beauty of (the flood in the river) Vaiyai is such that it is like

the southern king entering into (his) enemies' lands, with the nature
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of snatching women's (waist ornaments such as) mekalai and kanci

and men's arm bracelets.'

(verbal noun + glide + ay)

vIlunarkku iraicciyay viral kavarpu icaikkum kol ejum (kali.8:9-10)

[iraicciyay < iraicci 'inner substance' + glide y + ay]

'all the seven strings which, being plucked by the (musician's)

fingers, sound profound/substantial to those who desire it'

i?:

(nominal stem + i)

nikalnta vannam nl nani unara c ceppal anricin (kuri:33-34)

[nani < nan (oblique of nal 'good') + i]

'I am (here) to reply/speak clearly, so that you understand it well

as it happened.'

col ini matantai (narr. 155:8)

[ini 'now' < in 'this moment, today' + i]

'Tell me now, young lady.'

(verbal stem + i)

kuppai velai uppu ili ventatai matavor katci nani (ciru:137-138)

[ili 'without' < il 'to be absent' + i]

'embarrassed about ignorant people looking at the wild greens which

boiled without salt'

3

This might be historically related to the "past/completive marker" i.
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in:

This is added to a neuter singular adjectival noun. It gives the sense

'as', and may be translated into English as "-ly."

(neuter singular affirmative adjectival noun + in)

nul ari pulavar nunnitin kayiru ittu t teem kontu . . . perum peyar

mannarkku oppa manai vakuttu (netu:76-77, 78)

[nunnitin < nunnitu 'that which is fine, nice' + in]

'The learned people, knowledgeable in the texts, laid down the

rope nicely, selected the directions, defined the abodes appropriate

for kings with great names, and . . . '

cenrorai ... nallitin iyakkum avan currattu olukkam (malai:78, 80)

[nallitin < nallitu 'that which is good' + in]

'the behavior/conduct of his kith and kin who would escort the

visitors/guests in a good manner'

valitin virinta pun koti mucuntai (malai:101)

[valitin < valitu 'that which is white' + in]

'the small mucuntai vine, spread in white'

(oblique of neuter singular affirmative adjectival noun + in)

ariya ellam elitinin kontu . . . ventu pulattu iruttu mempata mariiya

vel por k kurucil (matu:145, 150-151)

[elitinin < elitu 'that which is easy' + in + in]

'O Noble One, engaged in victorious wars, who easily snatched /

took hold of all rare things (from different places) and camped

wherever you wanted and fitted excellently.'
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peruma uritinin kontu ariku p peyartal ventum (aka. 10:7-8)

[uritinin < uritu 'that which is proper, rightful' + in + in]

'Lord, you must take (her) by your right/claim (for her) and move

away (to your town).'

um: This is appended to a neuter singular affirmative adjectival noun.

(neuter singular affirmative adjectival noun + um)

pirital enninai ayin nanrum aritu urranaiyal peruma (aka. 10:6-7)

[nanrum < nanru 'that which is good' + um (emphatic particle)]

'Lord, if you were to think of departing, you have gotten into

something very difficult.'

peritum varuntinai (aka.59:2, 3)

[peritum < peritu 'that which is big' + um (emphatic particle)]

'You are grieving very much.'

ena: The meaning of ena is 'in the manner of, thus, so to say.' See also

"Imitative Words."

(nominal stem + ena)

kuruka vantu kuvavu nutal nlvi mellena t taliiyinen (aka.49:6-7)

[mellena < mel 'soft, gentle' + ena]

'Coming close (to her) and caressing (her) curved forehead, I

hugged her gently.'

(mutated stem + ena)

nani pacantanal ena vinavuti atan tiram yanum terrena unaren

(aka.48:3-4)

[terrena < terr (mutated stem) + ena < *tel 'to be clear' + ena]
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'You are enquiring me why she has turned very pale. I also do not

understand the reason clearly.'

(It is also possible to interpret atan tiram to mean 'its power.')

ku: The only adjectival stem that takes this suffix to provide an adverbial

sense is nal 'good.'

(adjectival stem + ku)

vilu p pantam natu ara nanku ilitarum atu iyal peru navay

(matu:81-83)

[nanku < nan oblique of nal 'good' + ku]

'the big swaying ship which is sailing down nicely for the country

to be filled with the excellent things / supreme cargo'

Formation mechanism: extension

using adverbial participles, infinitives, or

neuter singular adjectival nouns

Structure and Example

Adverbial Participles

onki t tonrum uyar varai (aka.42:13-14)

[onku 'to be lofty'; tonru 'to appear']

'the high mountain which appears lofty'

Quite conceivably, direction words such as kunakku 'east', kutakku 'west', vatakku

'north', and terku 'south' can be said to contain this suffix.
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pul imijntu olikkum icai (matu:lll)

[imil 'to emit a low continuous sound, hum'; oli 'to sound']

'the music of birds humming'

Infinitives

kuruka vantu kuvavu nutal nivi mellena t talliyinen (aka.49:6-7)

[kuruku 'to get close'; vantu advp < var 'to come']

'Coming close (to her) and caressing (her) curved forehead, I

hugged her gently.'

notumalalan nencu ara p perra en cirumutukkuraivi (aka.17:8-9)

[aru 'to be completely cut off from its source']

'my long-awaited little girl who won over a stranger's heart com

pletely'

nanina(l) varuvol ventamaiyin men mela vantu ... akam ataitantole

(narr.308:3-4, 8)

[mel 'soft, gentle, slow']6

'She, who came bashfully, came very slowly and rested on my

chest because she did not like my departure.'

Compare modern Tamil arave (ara + glide v + e) 'completely.' The word cirumutuk

kuraivi is normally interpreted to mean 'a young woman who has ancient/old wisdom.'

Here it is interpreted differently to mean 'long-awaited little girl': ciru 'small, little'; mutu

'old, ancient'; kuraivi (adjectival noun) < kurai ' what is needed, required' + vi (adjectival

noun suffix).

The duplication men mela is for emphasis and/or to denote the repetition of the action.

See "Doublets and Stacks" in "Notes on Miscellaneous Items" for a discussion of similar

items.
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ul il enrul viyan kulam niraiya vici p perum peyal polinta ... vaikarai

(aka.42:8-10)

[nirai 'to be full, fill up']

'daybreak (before) when big clouds poured heavily filling the wide

empty tanks which were drying up in the scorching sun'

puraiya p punt a kotai marpinai (aka. 100:2)

[purai 'to be high, stack up']

'You have a chest with garlands which you have worn high (as a

pile).'

vata pal cempon malaiyin cirappa t tonrum ... tajara irukkai

(peru:240-241, 242)

[cira 'to excel, surpass']

'unswerving residences which look excellent like the golden mountain

(Meru) in the north'

vinai nanru atal veruppa k katti (aka.33:1)

[veru 'to be overwhelmed']

'showing decisively that the act (of gathering wealth) will turn out

to be good'

Neuter Singular Adjectival Nouns

neyyotu aiyavi appi aitu uraittu (tiru:228)

[aitu < ai 'soft, thin']

'smearing aiyavi (poppy seeds) with ghee and chanting softly'
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avan caru ayar mutur ceyttum anru ciritu naniyatuve (ciru:201-202)

[ciritu < ciru 'little, small']

'His ancient town celebrating festivities is not very far either. It is a

little close.'

oru kai palli orri oru kai mutiyotu katakam certti netitu ninaintu

(mull:75-76)

[netitu < netu 'long, deep'; ninai 'to think']

'touching the bed with one arm, joining the bracelet on the other

arm to the crown, and thinking intensely '
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COMPARISON

GENERAL: Actions, qualities, and results are the entities which

enter into comparison. There seem to be three different ways of expressing

what is normally understood by "degrees of comparison." For example, if

one wants to compare two things, A and B, one way is to say that "A is

like B" or "A does like B." Another way is to say, "compared to B, A is

." Yet another way is to place A in a group and say that "Among many

, A is ." For the purposes of this study, the first of these options is

called "plain/basic comparison," whereas the second and the last are

referred to as the "comparative degree" and the "superlative degree" of

comparison respectively.

FORMATION:

(a) Plain/Basic comparison is expressed by suffixation and

periphrasis:
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(i) by suffixing il/in to the nominative or the oblique

form of a noun and following it with a verb form or

an appellative noun when an action is compared;

(ii) by placing B in apposition with A when a quality or

an action is compared;

(iii) by placing certain verb stems or participles between

the two things, A and B, and following them with a

verb form or an adjectival noun when actions or

qualities are compared.

(b) The comparative degree of comparison is expressed by

suffixation and periphrasis:

(i) by adding inum or ku to a nominative or the oblique

form of a noun and following it with a verb form;

(ii) when a quality is compared, the adjective expressing

the quality is nominalized and the nominalized form

follows the suffix in or ku.

(c) The superlative degree of comparison is expressed by

suffixation: ullum is added to the plural form of a noun.

No person-number-gender distinction, nor a distinction between af

firmation and negation is made by the affixes il, in, inum, ullum, and ku.

1 These participles (e.g., pola 'resembling') are usually taken as given lexical items or are

treated as "particles." Note that only a few examples of verb stems which are placed

between A and B for comparison are given below. Some other verbs which are used for

comparison are ural, katu, and ey as in urala, katuppa, and eyppa.
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EXAMPLES

Plain/Basic comparison

(A and B are in apposition)

tuvar vay (poru:27)

[tuvar 'coral'; vay 'mouth']

'coral (like) lips'

Verb Form/Suffix Structure and Example

anna:

anna is basically a participle (< *an 'to be of that nature'). It is

followed by a nominal and so can be thought of as an adjectival

participle. However, it is considered as a particle of comparison in

the tradition.

(nominative stem + anna + nominal)

nir p patu paruntin irum ciraku anna nilam tin citaar (pati. 12:19-20)

[ciraku 'wings'; citaar 'rag']

'piece of rag, eaten by mud, which is like the big wings of a

vulture suffering in (the rain) water'

nl valtal lya valan aru paitiram anna ayina pa la nam torum ...

tamarai ampalotu malarntu (pati. 19:17-20)

[paitiram 'green fields'; palanam '(cultivated) fields']

'as lotuses bloomed together with water-lilies in every field which

turned out to be like the green fields (of your enemies) on which

you did not bestow (good) living'
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(oblique stem + anna + nominal)

mani k kalattanna ma ital neytal (pati.30:2)

[kalam 'vessel, pot'; neytal 'blue water-lily']

'blue water-lilies which are like a vessel of blue gems'

arakkattanna nun manal kotu (pati.30:27)

[arakku 'sealing wax'; manal kotu 'sand heap']

'fine sand heaps which are (red) like lacquer'

mutt in anna vej vi (aka.335:20)

[muttu 'pearl(s)']

'white flowers which are like pearls'

(oblique stem + case marker + anna + nominal)

kacinai anna ... kani (kuru.274:2)

[kacu 'coin'; kani 'fruit(s)'; kacin oblique stem]

'fruits which are like coins'

(past/completive stem + anna + nominal)

kotu varntanna ven pu t talai (narr.203:4)

[var 'to slice, comb'; ven pu 'white flower'; kotu 'tusks, conch']

'screwpines with white flowers which look like sliced tusks/conch

es'

anaiya: It is a variant of anna.

(nominal + anaiya + nominal)

aruntati anaiya karpin ... tay (aink.442:4-5)

'mother who has profundity/chastity like Aruntati'
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anku: It basically means 'thus, in that manner.' See also "Adverbs."

(past/completive stem + anku + verb)

ariman valarikum caral pira man ... ina nirai nencu atirntanku ...

netu nakar aracu tuyil lyatu matiram panikkum maram vlhku

pal pukal (pati. 12:5-8)

[nencu 'heart'; atir 'to tremble, shudder'; matiram 'directions';

pani 'to shake']

'your fame, enhanced by your valor which makes the directions

tremble without providing sleep to the (enemy) kings in their big

palaces, just as on a mountain slope, where the king of animals / the

lion moves around, the hearts of other animal groups quake'

vicumpu atu annam parai nivantanku p polam patai p polinta ven

ter eri ... cenranane (kuru.205:2-3 , 5)

[parai 'flying'; niva 'to soar'; ven ter 'white chariot';

eru 'to climb on']

'Like the swans, playing in the sky, soared in their flight, he

climbed onto the white chariot decorated with gold and left.'

il:

 

(nominative stem + il + verb)

mururikai van pu . . . utai tirai p pitirvil ponki mun katal pol tonrala

katu (aka.l:16, 18-19)

[utai 'to break'; tirai 'waves'; pitirvu 'scattering';

ponku 'to overflow']

'forest, where the big white flowers of the mururikai trees overflow

like the scattering / scattered drops of the breaking waves and

appear like the front of the ocean'

I
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'forests, which appear like the front of the ocean, where the big

white flowers of the mururikai trees overflow like the scatter

ing/scattered drops of the breaking waves'

in:

(nominative stem + in + verb)

muracam ... urumin urarupu cilaippa oru tam akiya perumaiyor

(pura.366:1,3-4)

[muracam 'royal drum'; urum 'thunder'; cilai 'to sound deep']

'great people who became unique (in power), (their) royal drums

roaring deep like thunder'

(nominative stem + in + nominal)

nilam nir vali vicumpu enra nankin alappu ariyaiye (pad. 14:1-2)

[nanku 'four, the four things'; alappu 'measuring';

am 'to be difficult']

'You are difficult to be measured as the four, namely, the earth,

the water, the wind, and the sky.'

e(n)na:

e(n)na is basically a participle (< en 'to utter, make a statement').

It is followed by a verb and so can be thought of as a verbal

participle. However, it is considered to be a particle of comparison

in the tradition.

(nominative stem + e(n)na + verb)

kan taku mati enna k katir vitu tanmai (kali. 100:4)

[mati 'moon'; vitu 'to release/emit']

'the cool of the rays emitted like the moon which is beautiful to

look at'

'the cool of shining like the moon that is pleasing to the eyes'
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pon ena ... naru vi taam ... punnai (aka.360.17-19)

[pon 'gold'; vi 'flowers'; ta 'to scatter, spread']

'the punnai (tree) whose fragrant flowers (with pollen) spread like

gold'

(past/completive stem + enna + verb)

pitiyotu kaliru punarntenna kuru netum tumpotum mulavu p punarntu

icaippa (aka.301 .16-17)

[punar 'to join'; icai 'to sound']

'the short pipes and the long pipes joined the drums and sounded

like a bull elephant joined its female elephant'

ner:

(nominative stem + ner + nominal)

pon ner pacalai (aka.172:18)

[pon 'gold'; pacalai 'lovesick pallor']

'lovesick pallor matching gold'; 'lovesick pallor like gold'

purai :

(nominative stem + purai + nominal)

vey purai panai t toj (aka.2:ll)

[vey 'bamboo'; toj 'shoulder(s)/arm(s)']

'firm rounded shoulders/arms which are like bamboos'

pol(a):

(nominative stem + pol + verb)

vimmi aral pol ... mulai nanaippa ... evan ninaipu vatuti

(narr.208:1-4)

[aral 'black sand'; nanai 'to wet']

'As you are sobbing and tears wet your breasts like water on black

sand, what are you thinking about and wilting?'
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(nominative stem + pola + verb)

nin munrinai mutalvar pola ninru ni . . . tavaaliyaro

(pati.14:19-20, 22)

[mutalvar 'the first people, chief people, ancestors';

tapu > tav(u) 'to perish']

'Like the ancestors of your clan / previous group of kin, may you

stay, prevail, and not perish.'

kuval kural an patu tuyar iravil kanta uyartinai Oman pola t tuyar

porukkallen toli noykke (kuru.224:3, 5-6)

[Oman 'a mute person'; poru 'to bear with, tolerate, withstand']

'Like a human mute who is witnessing at night the agony of the

brown cow which has fallen into the well, I am not able to bear

with the suffering due to this (love)sickness.'

marul: Literally, it means 'bewildered, be puzzled.'

(nominative stem + marul + nominal)

vey marul panai t tol (aka.l :8)

[vey 'bamboo'; tol 'shoulder(s)/arm(s)']

'firm rounded shoulders/arms (which are) like bamboos'

'firm rounded shoulders/arms which bewilder the bamboos'

mana:

(nominative stem + mana + verbal)

uri kalai aravam mana t tane aritu cel ulakil cenranan

(pura.260:20-21)

[aravam 'snake'; cenranan 'he left' < cel 'to go, leave for']

'Like a snake peeling its skin, he left for the rare world (of the

gods).'
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Comparative Degree

Marker Structure and Example

in: See "Case Markers and Postpositions" and "Notes on Miscellaneous

Items" for other uses of in.

(oblique stem + in + nominal)

itanin kotiyatu piritu onru illai (narr.322:2)

[itan < itu 'this one' + an; kotiyatu 'that which is cruel']

'There is nothing else which is more cruel than this one.'

inum:

(oblique stem + inum + nominal)

ninninum mataval ... annai (aka.259.15-16)

[nin oblique of ni 'you'; mataval 'she who is ignorant']

'your mother, who is more ignorant/naive than you'

(non-oblique stem + inum + verb)

tukkanarikurli nltu irum pennai t totutta kutinum mayankiya maiyal

Or (kuru.374:5-7)

[kutu 'nest'; mayanku 'to be confused; tangled'; Or 'town']

'the confused town which is more tangled/confused than the nest

which the tailor-bird strung on the tall dark pennai (palm) tree'

(Note that the word kutu 'nest' appears in its nominative form, not

in its oblique form kOttu, as in modern Tamil.)

(oblique stem + inum + verb)

pirinta namminum iranki arum porul mutiyatu ayinum varuvar

(narr208:9-10)

[nam < nam 'we'; iranku 'to sympathize, show empathy']
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'Feeling more sympathetic than we who are separated (from

him), he will return even if the precious wealth (he is seeking) is not

obtained.'

numminum tan peritu uvanta ullamotu ... initu nokki (malai:559-560)

[num (oblique stem) < *nun 'your' (singular)'; uva 'to be delighted']

'he will look at you sweetly with a heart which is much more

delighted than you, and

ku: See "Case markers and Postpositions" and "Adverbs" for other uses

of ku.

(nominative stem + ku + nominal)

valiyorku avan ilaiyan (pari.2:20-21)

[vali (name of a mythological character);

ilaiyan 'one who is younger']

'He is younger than Valiyon (Balaraman).'

Superlative Degree

Marker Structure and Example

ullum: See also "Case Markers and Postpositions."

(plural noun + ullum + verbal)

vicumpu valariku makalirullum ciranta cemmin anaiyal

(pati31:27-28)

[makalir 'women'; cira 'to excel, surpass; to be eminent']

'She is like the red star (Aruntati) which is the most excellent

among the women who move around in the sky (in the form of

stars).'
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IMITATIVE WORDS

GENERAL: Classical Tamil poems abound with certain words which

are used basically to imitate or describe sounds, qualities, states of being,

or actions. These words function like adverbs of comparison which compare

two or more items on the basis of their attributes and actions. Tamil

grammatical tradition does not provide a technical term for these words,

which are here called "imitative words."

USAGE: The quotative en 'thus, to be in the manner of, to utter' is

suffixed to imitative words, and the "imitative stem" thus derived is used

as a verb stem. Only a few examples are given below.
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EXAMPLES

Formation mechanism: imitative word + en

Imitative Item Structure and Example

ilum: It describes certain sounds.

(ilum + en)

ilum en cummai itan utai varaippu (poru:65)

[cummai 'noise']

'the noise (which sounds like) "ilum" '

(ilum + ena)

cen ninru ilum ena ilitarum aruvi (tiru:315-316)

[ena < en; ilitaru 'to flow down'; aruvi 'waterfall']

'the waterfall which flows down from a very long distance echoing

(the sound) ilum'

fierer: It describes or imitates the suddenness of actions and sounds.

(fierer + ena)

imaittor vilitta mattirai fierer ena k kunakku elu tirikal kanai irul

akarra (pura.376:7-8)

[ena < en; irul akarra 'to remove the darkness']

'as the moon, rising in the east, removed the thick darkness instantly

in a moment (that would normally take for) those who were closing

their eyes to open'
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alaitorum nerer ena k kalai ... utaikkum karumpio ettam

(malai:340-341)

[ena < en; kalai 'cane'; utaikkum adjp of utai 'to break']

'the sound of sugarcanes that are being broken fast at every mill'

tel: It refers to the clarity of actions.

(terr + ena)

atan tiram yanum terrena unaren (aka.48:3-4)

[terr mutated stem < tel 'to be clear'; unar 'to realize, understand']

'I too did not clearly understand its nature.'

mel: It describes soft, slow, gentle, and subdued qualities or actions.

(mel + ena)

celva cerum em tol pati p peyamtu ena mellena k kilantanam aka

(poru:121-122)

[ena < en; kilantanam 'we said']

'As we said softly and slowly, "Lord, we will proceed toward our

ancient hometown," ...'

pill: It describes a lifeless or lusterless quality.

(pul + enra)

curam pullenra arra (aka.l:15)

[enra < en; arra adjectival noun < aru 'path, way' + a]

'The forests have paths which are lifeless.'
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(pul + enral)

porul illan ilamai pol pul enral (kali.38:15)

[enral 3rd person feminine personal verb < en]

'she who became lifeless like the youth of a man without money'

pai: It describes soft and gentle actions.

(pai + ena)

paiyena k katavul valtti [ena < en] (aka.14:15-16)

'praising the god softly'
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METONYMY AND METAPHOR

GENERAL: Metonymy and metaphor are figures of speech in

which one thing is spoken of as if it were another. Explicit markers of

comparison between entities are absent here.i

FORMATION: Metonymy and metaphor are expressed through

two mechanisms.

(i) by extension:

a) using a word that is related to the intended referent

1 The traditional terms for metonymy are akupeyar and anmolittokai The term for

metaphor is uruvakam.

akupeyar literally means 'a name which has become (the name for another)';

anmolittokai 'a compound of other words' means that it is a compound the individual

meanings of whose members are not the same as that of the sum total. In Tamil, uruvakam

means 'a house for a form.' Normally, uruvakam is derived from Sanskirt rupaka. Cf.

The Madras Tamil Lexicon, page 449.
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in terms of its source, place, time, part, attribute, or

action;

b) using a nominal compound;

(ii) by periphrasis:

(a) placing two nouns in apposition which are sometimes

followed by the infinitive a(ka) with the sense 'as (it

is), as it becomes.'

EXAMPLES

Formation mechanisms: suffixation

using a related word

using a nominal compound

noun + noun ± a(ka)

Structure and Example

A Related Word

parvai yatta parai tal vilavu (peru:95)

[parvai 'viewing' is a verbal noun < par 'to view']

'the vila tree with a worn-out trunk onto which a seeing (animal) /

trap animal is tied'

(In this context parvai refers to an animal [deer] used as an object

for show. Such animals are used in hunting to attract and trap other

animals.)

turuvaiyotu vellai cekkum ... varaippu (peru:153-154)

[vellai 'white' is an adjective. Here it refers to an animal (sheep)

which is white.]

'the village where the white (sheep) lies down / goes to sleep with

the red sheep'
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cur marunku arutta cutar ilai netu vel ... murukan (aka.59:10)

[marunku 'vicinity, side.' Here it refers to people in the vicinity, kith

and kin.]

'Murukan, with a long spear with a shining leaf, who cut off/ killed

the kith and kin of the demon Cur'

Nominal Compound

ti runt ilai kanava (pati.24:1l)

[tiruntilai 'perfect ornaments'

< timntu 'to be perfect' + ilai 'ornaments'

Here it refers to a woman (the queen) wearing those perfect

ornaments.]

'O the husband of the woman wearing perfect ornaments.'

(Note that this is a compound which is normally referred to as an

anmolittokai.)

Noun + Noun: Each noun can be a compound.

manilamatantai (ciru:1)

[manilamatantai < ma nila(m) + matantai

ma 'vast' + nilam 'earth' + matantai 'lady']

the Lady Earth'

kulavippalli (ciru:46)

[kulavippalli

< kulavi 'wild jasmine' + palli 'bed/place for reclining']

'bed of wild jasmine vine'

pampanaippalli (peru:373)

[pampanaippaHi < pampanai + palli
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< pampu 'snake(s)' + anai 'support' + palli 'bed/place for

reclining']

'bed of snake(s)'

ikaiccennukam (ciru:113)

[ikaiccennukam < ikai + cennukam

< ikai 'bestowing, beneficence' + ce(m) 'perfect' + nukam

'yoke/bondage']

'the perfect bondage of beneficence'

ellai tarunan (poru:233)

[ellai tarunan 'the sun'

< ellai 'shine, brightness; limit, boundary' + tarunan 'one who

gives/provides']

'one who brings the shine'; one who defines/brings the limit of

daylight'

Noun + Noun + aka: The first noun is metaphorically spoken of as the

second.

val matil aka vel milai uyarttu (pati.33:7)

[val matil aka 'the sword (serving) as a fortress'

< val 'sword' + matil 'fortress' + aka 'being/as']

'raising a fence of spears with swords as the fortress'

kannir aruvi aka alume toli avar palamutir kunre (narr.88:8-9)

[kannir aruvi aka 'tears as a waterfall.'

< kannir 'tears' + aruvi 'waterfall' + aka 'as; as it becomes']

'My friend, his hill, where fruits are ripening, is crying with waterfall(s)

as its tears.'
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nanu t talai aka vaiki man vinaikku utampu antu olintamai allatai . . .

nencam nin ulaiyatuve (aka.29:21-23)

[nanu t talai aka 'bashfulness as a restraint'

< nanu 'bashfulness'; talai 'restraint, bondage'; aka 'as']

'Except (for the fact) that my body was there, staying with pride as

its restraint for the sake of the noble deed, my heart has (always)

been with you.'
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NOTES ON MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Doublets and Stacks

Classical Tamil uses stems in a certain repetitive fashion that the

resulting forms can be called "doublets" (irattai k-kilavi) or "stacks"

(atukku) after the tradition. Traditional grammars and traditional com

mentators on classical Tamil poems seem to differ slightly in their consid

eration of these forms. The traditional grammar Tolkappiyam, which is

applicable to classical Tamil poetry, makes a distinction between these

two types of "repetitives," whereas traditional commentators on poetry do

not comment on the first type, the doublets (cf. Tolkappiyam, collatikaram,

Cenavaraiyam, Rules 48, 411, and 424; the Old Commentary on pari.2:75;

10:98).

Modern scholars discuss similar forms in modern Tamil under the label "intensives":

e.g., "Some notes on Dravidian intensives," by Murray B. Emeneau.
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Doublets (irattai-k-kilavi)

Three kinds seem to emerge in these forms. In the first kind, there

is one stem with an adjectival quality which is repeated once. In the

second, it is difficult to identify the repeated stem clearly as nominal or

verbal. The third kind, which is different from the other two, has two

stems which are nominal but convey opposite meanings.

One can determine their ultimate nominal or verbal quality in the

first two kinds of doublets by the suffixes they take. It seems that the

ultimate effect produced in the first kind is the intermittent characteristic

or the intensity of the quality signified by the stem, while it is onomatopoeia

in the second. In either case, a stem is repeated once resulting in a

compound type (= stem, + stem,), and subsequently a suffix is added to

the stem on the right. The suffix then turns the duplicated stem into a

nominal or a verbal form. Note that the first kind (the adjectival type) is

used elsewhere in non-duplicated forms, while the second kind (the ono

matopoeic type) is not.

As an example of a doublet of the first kind, consider timil cutar ...

minotu puraiya paipaya imaikkum turaivan 'The man from the shore-land

where the flames of the lamps twinkle gently/intermittently like the stars'

(narr. 199:8- 10). Here, pai 'soft, slow, feeble' is the adjectival stem which

is "doubled" as pai + pai and the suffix a is added yielding the adverbial

form paipaya 'slowly and slowly.' Similarly, consider ina vantu ... melmela

icaikkum caral 'mountain slope where groups of bees hum very softly

(now and then)' (narr. 176:8, 10). Here, mel 'soft' is the adjectival stem

which is duplicated as mel + mel and the suffix a is added subsequently

yielding the adverbial form melmela 'softly and softly; softly and slowly.'

Now, consider vaiyai tan narram mitu tatam polil tan yarru vem

narru vecanai narram kutukutuppa 'as the thick groves kindled /bubbled

up a warm smell from the entering flood above/beyond the smell created

by (the river) Vaiyai ...' (pari.20:12-13). This example illustrates the
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second kind of doublets, which is based on onomatopoeia. Here, kutukutuppa

is an infinitive derived from kutu + kutu + ppa. The meaning of kutu is

not transparent. Now, consider makaar anna manti ... muttam ... eruntin

vayirru akattu atakki ... umattiyar ... putalvarotu kilukili atum ... korkai

'Korkai, where monkeys which are (dear) like children, pack the oyster

shells with pearls and use them as rattles in their play with the children of

the salt-merchant women' (ciru:56-62). Here, the word kilukili 'rattle'

(kilu + kilu + i) is a nominal. Similarly, in kinkini kavaiiya on cen cirati

'small bright red feet which are covered with small bells (tiru:13),

kinkini is a nominal derived from kin + kin + i. In the last two cases, the

stems kilu and kin give the onomatopoetic senses of rattling and jingling.

Note that such stems are not used in classical Tamil poetry in a non-

duplicated form.

The third type of doublet is basically different from the other two

discussed above. In this type, two different nominal stems occur successively

and seem to form a unit, so it has drawn the attention of traditional

commentators. Both stems sound alike, and the stem on the right provides

an opposite meaning to the one on the left. For example, consider etir

kutir akinru atirppu 'The echo (atirppu) is becoming a substantial response

to the confrontation' (pari.8:21). In this context, etir means 'facing,

confrontation' (verbal noun) originating from the stem etir 'to confront',

whereas kutir means 'substantial recepticle.' Similarly, consider eru maru

erkum i-k-kunru 'This hill receives (erkum) an acceptance/acknowledge

ment (eru) as an opposition (maru)' (pari. 18:6). Here, eru is derived from

el 'to accept, acknowledge, receive.'

2

Quite conceivably, it means 'bundling, shrugging' and is related to kutir which refers

to the cold season. Cf. classical Tamil noun kutir which refers to a granary and modern

Tamil usages kutu kutu 'shrugging/shivering in a feverish state' and kutukalam 'excite

ment.' The Old Commentary on pari,20:12 -13 translates kutukutuppa as 'wishing for',

the significance of which is not obvious.
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In fact, there is nothing special about the constructions etir kutir

akinru and eru maru erkum, except that they contain pairs of words

(etir and kutir; eru and maru) which convey opposite meanings within

the pair. In both formations, the first two words (etir, kutir; eru, maru)

can be perceived as the "objects" of the third word which is the main

verb (akinru, erkum). More importantly, each of these words (etir, kutir,

eru, and maru) is used elsewhere in isolation with its specific meaning.

One traditional commentator notes that etir kutir and eru maru are

ulaka valakku 'worldly usages' or "non-poetic usages" (cf. Parimelalakar's

commentary on pari.8:21 and pari. 18:6).

Stacks (atukku)

In a "stacked" construction, a nominal or a verbal form is repeated

once or twice. The repeated nominal forms express a sense of multiplicity

or distribution, while the repeated verb forms express intensity, certainty,

urgency, and repetition of the action of the verb. This stacking technique

seems to be somewhat productive in the sense that one finds in classical

Tamil constructions in which the first form in the stack is a verbal noun

which is followed by a finite form derived from the same stem, normally to

express intense negation or a sense of unexpectedness/surprise. For ex

amples of stacked constructions expressing possibility or probability, see

"Concessive of Supposition."

To understand how the sense of multiplicity is expressed by stacking,

consider nirai nirai piti cela 'as row after row (many herds) of female

elephants passed by' (pari.2:26). Here, the nominal nirai 'row' is repeated

once to denote the multiciplicity of the elephants. Consider, katumpotum

katumpotum paravutum, literally, 'Along with our relatives and relatives

we pray to you', meaning 'We and the multitude of our kith and kin pray

to you' (pari.2:75). Note that here, the nominal katumpu 'relatives, family,

kith and kin' is declined first (katumpu + otu associative case marker) to
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which the particle um 'and' is added. Then the whole form katumpotum

is repeated once.

Now, notice the distributive sense expressed in the example avar

avar cvalalanum niye avar avar cey porutku aranamum niye 'You are

the performer of their (= everyone's) respective tasks. And you are the

guard for their respective deeds' (pari.4:72-73). Here, avar 'they' is

repeated once and followed by evalalan to mean 'performer of their/ev

eryone's respective tasks.' Then it is followed by cey porul to mean

'their respective deeds.' Similarly, consider arika inpamum kavinum alurikal

mutur nanpala nanpala nanpala. Literally, it means 'Thus, the pleasure

and beauty in the noisy ancient city are good-many, good-many, good-

many.' The repetition of nanpala 'good many' (< nal 'good, lovely' +

pala 'many') denotes the multiplicity of good things in the city (of Madurai)

mentioned in this context. Note that the form nanpala is repeated twice

to make the stack. Now, consider petai pirankal itai itai p pukku 'the

naive woman went between the rocks and ...' (pari. 19:58-59), which is

slightly different. Here, itai 'between' is repeated once and follows pirankal

to mean 'between the rocks.' Awkward as it may sound in English, it

must be understood that the repetition itai itai means 'between and

between', meaning that the woman mentioned here went more than once

between more than two rocks.

Now consider an example illustrating intensity: kotai kol aka irukiruka

yattu p putaippa 'as she tied (him) up very tightly and beat (him) up

with her garland' (pari.9:39-40). Here, irukiruka 'very tightly' is derived

from the repetition of the infinitive iruka < iruku 'to be tight.' As another

example, consider man pakali aram tin vay ponm ponm ponm. 'The fine

arrows (i.e., women's eyes) are certainly like the edges (i.e., blades of

arrows) sharpened by a saw' (pari. 10:97-99). Here, the form ponm 'is

like' is repeated twice expressing the certainty of the comparison.

When an imperative form is stacked, there is a sense of urgency or

hastiness in the expression. For example, consider nillu ni nallay makalirai
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mainturru amarpurra maintar akalam katikuvem enpavai yarkkanum muti-

porul anru muniyal muniyal 'Stop, 0 lovely woman! It is not possible for

anyone to abstain from the wide chests of strong men who, with strength,

desire women. (So) do not hate! Do not hate!' Here, the negative

imperative form muniyal (< muni 'to hate, dislike' + al suffix) is repeated

once giving a sense of urgency, haste, or anxiety. For another example of

this kind, consider narum tan marvan innini vara maru kol ... en nutal

pacappatu 'My lovely forehead is turning pale. Is it in response to the fact

that the man with a cool good-smelling chest is not here right now / has

not yet come, I wonder' (aink.222:2, 3, 4). Here, innini 'right now' is the

result of duplicating in 'now.'

As for the sense of a repetitive action, consider patunar kola-k-kola

k kuraiya c celvattu c cerror kola-k-kola k kuraiya t tanai 'wealth that

has not become less (even) as the singers took/received it (again and

again); the army that has not become less (even) as the enemies killed it

(again and again)' (pati.82:12-13). First, the infinitive kola 'to take, receive'

is repeated once (kola-k-kola) expressing the repetition of the action and

then another infinitive kola 'to kill' is repeated once (kola-k-kola) to

convey a similar sense.

Consider kuravan makal anai kuralo kurel 'Don't you ever swear

by the name of the woman (Valli) from the hill-tribe' (pari.8:69). First,

kural, which is a negative verbal noun (< kuru 'to state/proclaim') is

followed by the particle o. Then the verb kuru is used in the negative

imperative form, kurel 'do not proclaim', to complete the stack. Similarly,

consider ini yan unnalum unnen vaialum valen 'Now, I won't ever

eat; I won't ever live' (kali.23:7). Here, unnalum unnen is based on the

verb stem un 'to eat' and valalum valen on val 'to live/prosper/thrive.'

In each stack, the first form is a verbal noun (unnal 'eating', valal

'living/thriving'), while the second is a negative finite verb (unnen and

valen). Note that a particle (um 'even') intervenes between the two

different verb forms (verbal noun and the finite verb).
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Certain Affixes

The affixes a, an, i, icin, in, u, ai, (k)k, n, (t)t, n, (p)p, m, y, and v

occur in more than one grammatical context, and therefore might cause

some puzzlement in the reader. Because of the variety of tasks they

perform, their original significance is not easy to infer. These affixes are

not the only items which serve more than one grammatical task in classical

Tamil. Similar items which occur only at the end of a word are included in

the "Appendix." The present section does not propose to resolve the

puzzle. Rather, it alerts the readers to the existence of the puzzle and

provides relevant information.

a:

an:

In addition to being a suffix, it occurs in morphophonemic

situations as an enunciative vowel.

morphophonemic process verinattol (pari.21:5)

vampa mari (kuru.66:5)

In addition to being a PNG, it occurs in the following contexts.

Its basic function in nominal forms is to mark the obliqueness

of the stem. Although it seems to carry the intrinsic meaning

'like', its significance in verb forms is not clear. In some

contexts it seems to indicate a perfective aspect of the action

denoted by the verb stem, but there is no consistent pattern.

adjectival noun kalana (kuru.7:l)

case form atanal (mull:17)

non-past participial noun kolvana nati (kali.82:19)

ninaivanal (kali.44: 18)
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oblique stem atan (kali.52:3)

past participial noun tunintanirkku (kali.8:7)

past personal verb kettanam (mull:17)

preceding a case marker/postposition

atankontu (aka.32:9)

In addition to being a PNG, it occurs in the following contexts.

In morphophonemic situations, it is enunciative. In other con

texts, it seems to indicate the "totality" of a quality or "comple

tion" of an action.

adjective periya (pura.235:2)

adverbial participle; past stem vlci (matu:752)

vakaii (narr.120:5)

causative form uniyinal (narr.8:5)

morphophonemic process tantariyar (kali.84:32)

nonpiyar (narr.22:6)

tamiyal (aka5:2)

puiilu (kali.53:5)

puttiyanai (kali.97:7)

icin:

Its original significance is not clear. Besides functioning as a

PNG, it occurs in the following contexts.

imperative/optative vatitticin (pura.180:13)

past participial noun pataitticinor (pura.18:23)

past personal verb cenricinon (narr.300:6)

preceding a particle milimticinaariku

(pura.l39:13)
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in:

In addition to being a suffix, it occurs in the following contexts.

It marks the obliqueness of the stem in nominal forms. As a

case marker, it is used to denote a wide range of meanings.

Its significance in verb forms is not clear. In some contexts it

seems to indicate the perfective aspect of the action denoted

by the verb stem, but there is no consistent pattern.

adjectival noun eruttina (pura.387:7)

adjectival participle ayina (pati. 19:19)

case form matiyinukku

(kuru.395:4)

oblique stem a tin (pari. 11 :36)

past participial noun ventinarkku (peru:444)

past personal verb ventinam (aka.26:15)

kavaiiyinan (aink.409:1)

preceding a case marker/postposition

poltinkan (kali.82:10)

u:

ai:

Besides being a PNG and a verbal noun suffix, its basic

function seems to be that of a formative/enunciative suffix.

adverbial participle peytu (peru:96)

morphophonemic process nanukkuraivilal

(pari.12:49)

In addition to being a PNG, it occurs in the following contexts.

Its original significance is not clear.

accusative case form ampalai nani (kali.3:1)
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adverb

morphophonemic process

verbal noun

vallai (aink.425:3)

parattaippal (kali.85:33)

natai (narr.92:2)

k(u):

In addition to being a case marker, it signifies the non-past/non-

completive aspect of the action of the verb stem to which it is

attached. It also has a non-causative/affective significance. It

occurs in the following contexts.

adverb nanku (matu:82)

comparison valiyorku . .. ilaiyan

(pari.2 :20-2I)

forrnative suffix; glide maluku (aka.5:12)

ihiki (pura.281:3)

cirukitai (parU0:106)

imperative/optative tJrka (kuru.251:4)

infinitive nirka (pura.126:13)

negative forms nulaikalla (pura.21 :5)

ivarkallatu (kuru.287:6)

arikallay (kali.95:26)

kalaikalam (kuru.400:2)

participle, adjectival katkum (kuru. 100:2)

personal verbs, non-past nukarku (kuri:181)

ceykuvai (pati.36:14)

amaikum (aka.6:15)

kankam (nan.81:9)
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kk(u):

In addition to being a case marker, it signifies the non-past/non-

completive aspect of the action of the verb stem to which it is

attached. It also has a causative/effective significance. It occurs

in the following contexts.

causative/effective

imperative/optative

infinitive

negative forms

participle, adjectival

personal verbs, non-past

malarkkunar

tirkka

cirakka

marakka

parakkalla

nirukkallatu

uraikkallan

ninaikkum

kakkam

irukkuven

pulikkum

(pura.W3:3)

(pura.155:2)

(matu:194)

(aink.470:5)

(matu:231)

(aka.198:2)

(kali.37:5)

(pura.217:1)

(pura.281:7)

(kali.142:32)

(kuru.354:2)

n:

It never occurs as a suffix at the end of a word. It occurs in

adjectival nouns and non-past participial nouns, and basically

indicates the non-past/non-completive aspect of an action/state.

adjectival noun valainar (peru:274)

non-past participial noun erinar (aka.71:1l)

It never occurs as a suffix at the end of a word, but appears

in the following contexts. It seems to have a completive signifi

cance, but not in negative forms. It also has a non-causative/af

fective significance. Its original signification is not clear.
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imperative/optative

infinitive

non-causative form

non-past stem

negative form

past stem

tt:

n:

porruti (kali.65.-9)

pukuta (pari.22:1l)

pukutum (nan. 171:5)

ennutir (aka.5:16)

ceyyata (kali.81:27)

peyt(u) (peru:96)

It never occurs as a suffix at the end of a word, but appears

in the following contexts. It seems to have a past/completive

and/or causative/effective significance. It is the changed form

of the word-final m in an oblique stem.

causative/transitive form natatta (pari. 10:43)

uyartta (tiru:158)

imperative/optative katti (pari.6:86)

oblique stem ulakattu (pura.174:20)

non-past personal verb pulattiyal (aka.39:25)

past personal verb viyarttanen (kuru.84:1)

It never occurs as a suffix at the end of a word, but appears

in adjectival nouns and non-past participial nouns. Basically, it

indicates the non-past/non-completive aspect of an action/state.

adjectival noun vinainar (pati.62:16)

non-past participial noun pirahia (pad. 13:1)

malarkkunar

(pura.W3:3)

kuyinar (matu:511)
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pp:

m:

It never occurs as a suffix at the end of a word, but appears

in the following contexts. It basically signifies the non-past/non-

completive aspect of an action. It also has a non-causative/af

fective significance.

infinitive; non-causative form nirpa (aka.50:4)

non-past personal verb kanpal (pati.77:12)

non-past participial noun kotpana (kali.105:22)

It never occurs as a suffix at the end of a word, but appears

in the following contexts. It basically signifies the non-past/non-

completive aspect of an action. It also has a causative/effective

significance.

causative form unarppaval (kali. 72:4)

malarppor (pura.179:3)

utirppa (kuru.278:5)

infinitive marappa (pura.68:19)

non-past participial noun iruppavar (aka.389:10)

non-past personal verb uraippal (aka.28:2)

In addition to occurring as a suffix at the end of a word, it is

found in the following contexts. Its original significance is not

clear.

glide kuluma (matu:677)

non-past form unmar (pati.24:18)
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y:

It basically signifies the past/completive aspect of an action,

and occurs in the following contexts.

adverbial participle ulay (patt:233)

glide koyil (netu.100)

past form vinayinan (kali.68:16)

v:

It never occurs as a suffix at the end of a word, but appears

in the following contexts. It basically signifies the non-past/non-

completive aspect of an action. It has a non-causative/affective

significance.

glide, affirmative verb noval (aka.63:3)

glide, negative verb noven (aka.63:3)

non-past participial noun; non-causative

utirva (pari.2.44)

non-past personal verb ariven (kuru.352:6)

valval (pura.245:7)
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ANALYSIS OF A FEW POEMS

GENERAL: Rules of sentence construction in Tamil poetry are not

always predictable. Classical Tamil poetry, in particular, provides a challenge

in that its narrative nature thrives on creating several kinds of structural

suspense. Sometimes the poem has to be read until the last word to find

the theme of the poem or the subject of the main sentence, as will be

seen in the last poem discussed below.

The basic idea of a classical Tamil poem can be obtained from the

verbs and nouns in it. The minute details about each noun and each verb

contribute to the development of the poem. These details are either explicit

or are embedded in the items surrounding each noun and each verb.

One can ask the following elementary questions about a classical

Tamil noun: Who/What is it?; What sort of a thing/person is it?; Where is

the thing/person?; and/or what does it / the person do? The meaning/identi

fication of the noun gives the answer to the first question: Who/What is it?

Example: malai 'cloud(s)' in the first poem (ainkurunuru 423) discussed

below. The modifier (ma 'dark') preceding the noun malai and forming a

compound with it gives the answer to the second question, what sort of a

thing/person is it: ma malai 'dark cloud(s).' The verbs associated with the
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noun malai give the answer to the third question, what does it/the person

do: itiyuu 'while thundering' and corintanru 'it poured.' Thus, ma malai

itiyuu . . . corintanru e tells us that 'Dark clouds, poured, (while) thundering.'

Similarly, one can ask several elementary questions about a classical

Tamil verb: What is the action indicated?; Who did/will do the action?;

What precedes the action?; and/or in what manner is/will the action be

done and so on. A personal verb contains information about the doer of

the action indicated by the verb stem, whereas the noun(s) associated

with the personal verb give(s) the answer to who/what did the action or

what/who experienced the action. A verbal participle associated with the

personal verb provides information about what precedes or will follow the

action and the manner in which the action is done and so on. Example:

The verb corintanru 'it poured' in the first poem discussed below

(ainkuruniiru 423) tells us that the doer of the "task of pouring" is a third

person neuter singular "it." The noun taji 'raindrops' is the experiencer

(i.e., the object) of the verb corintanru 'it poured.' The other noun

associated with the personal verb corintanru is malai 'cloud(s).' The

verbal participle itiyuu 'while thundering', an infinitive in this context, tells

us that thunder precedes/occurs with the pouring of raindrops. Thus, the

nominals (ma, malai, taji) and the verbals (itiyuu, corintanru) together

present a picture of the rain: ma malai itiyuu t tali corintanre 'Dark

clouds, thundering, poured raindrops.' In the final analysis, it seems that a

stack of nominal modifiers and verbal participles is sufficient to fabricate a

large poem from two basic units, a noun and a verb.

Broadly speaking, a classical Tamil poem is made of several units of

meaning where each unit contains at least one of the following grammatical

items: (i) a noun, declined or undeclined (ii) a noun preceded by an

adjective, (iii) a noun followed by a postposition or particle, (iv) an adjectival

participle followed by a noun or postposition, (v) a verbal participle,

(vi) a finite verb followed sometimes by a particle, and (vii) an imperative.

The term "breakpoint" is useful to refer to these items.
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A breakpoint marks the end of a nominal compound, noun phrase,

postpositional phrase, or a verb clause. Furthermore, it bears a semantic

relation to the word preceding it or following it or to the next breakpoint.

Therefore, words which precede or follow a given breakpoint or participate

in forming the nominal compound, noun phrase, postpositional phrase, or

verb clause have to be taken together with the breakpoint for a meaningful

interpretation.

If the breakpoint is a nominal (a noun, declined or undeclined, with

or without a particle or postposition), then a link may exist either with the

following word or the next break point. If the breakpoint is a verbal

participle, it is linked, more often than not, to the next breakpoint rather

than to the word immediately following it unless the latter is a breakpoint.

A breakpoint which is an imperative may have a semantic relation with

the preceding word, the following word, or the next breakpoint.

ANALYSIS OF THREE POEMS

In the preceding pages, certain conclusive statements have been

made about the order in which affixes are joined to stems, the manner in

which modifiers like the adjectives and adverbs precede the modified, and

how nominal and verbal participles are related to their head nouns and

main verbs. Three classical Tamil poems (ainkurunuru 423, purananuru

278, and akananuru 9) are analyzed now to illustrate how the various

items in a poem are interconnected.
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ainkuruniiru 423

The poem as it would appear in a printed text:

mamalai yitiyuut talicorin tanre inninanip iu~liqLy,a-s& ^6rflQffmflp ^aJrSng

vanutal pacappac celavayarn tanaiye

Qjnga)js3cb uffuuj Qffcusuiijnp js&orGLu

yame nirruran tamaiyalam LunGtn rSlpprpinr]J5 ajaninujcuLh

aymala runkanu nirnirain tanave ^iiilDcu (jasinasgp ${]$&>?)*, ^otSsd

Applying morphophonemic rules, the individually meaningful items can be

separated as follows:

ma malai y itiyuu t tali corintanr(u) e

inn icasiip ^iqiya as Sj6rfl QffniflJ5ajaJrp-o

val nutal pacappa c celav(u) ayarntaoai e

sun6fi gia^cb usuu ff Qffcua| .SHLunJ5Sj2eBr-sj

yam e nin turant(u) amaiyalam

ujnih-o ^lajr-gjjrrjr5a^j ^anixnjjcULh

ay malar unkan um nlr niraintana v e

Here, the various items in the poem are identified with their meanings:

item meaning grammatical identification

ma dark/black adjective

maki cloud(s) noun

itiyuu thundering infinitive < iti 'to thunder'

tali raindrop(s) noun
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corintanru it poured personal verb

3rd person neuter singular

< cori 'to pour'

[theme separator] particle

[gives a sense of pity, anxiety]

val bright adjective

nutal forehead noun

pacappa becoming pale infinitive < paca 'to turn pale'

celavu journey verbal noun < cel 'to leave'

ayarntanai you have undertaken personal verb, 2nd person singular

< ayar 'to engage in, undertake'

e [theme separator] particle

[gives a sense of anxiety, lamentation, reluctance]

yam we pronoun; 1st person exc.pl.

c [theme separator] particle

run you oblique of 1 st person singular pronoun

nl 'you'

turantu having renounced; adverbial participle

renouncing < tura 'to renounce, depart from'

amaiyalam we will not be calm negative personal verb

1st person exc.pl.

< amai 'to be calm, be at rest'

ay wilt, droop, fade, select verb stem

malar flower(s) noun

un eat, devour, enjoy verb stem

kan eye(s) noun

um and, also, too particle

nlr water, tears noun

niraintana they are filled with personal verb, 3rd person neuter plural

< nirai 'to fill'
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e [theme separator,

marks the end of a poem] particle

The whole poem is paraphrased first without bringing in any knowledge of

the literary conventions:

ma malai itiyuu tali corintanru e

The dark cloud poured raindrops while thundering, indeed

val nutal pacappa celavu ayarntanai e

But you have undertaken a journey while the bright forehead

has turned pale

yam e nin turantu amaiyalam

We, on the other hand, cannot be calm, renouncing you

ay malar un kan um nir niraintana e

Also the seductive eyes, which resemble fading/selected flow

ers, are filled with tears

With a conventional understanding of the phrases in the poem, we can

have the following interpretation:

The thundering dark cloud has poured raindrops, indeed2

But you have undertaken a journey as (your lover's) bright forehead

has turned pale (due to the anxiety of separation)

The phrase ay malar un kan is ambiguous yielding more than one interpretation: 'eyes

like fading flowers/selected flowers.' The interpretation ofay malar 'fading flowers' vs.

'selected flowers' depends on how one perceives the expression in the eyes of a woman

whose lover, the hero, is about to depart on a journey without her.

2

This line refers to the rainy season which is the time when the hero normally returns

home to his lover/wife from various assignments such as seeking wealth or helping the

king in war.
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Whereas, we (your lover and I, her female friend) cannot be calm

separated from you

The seductive eyes (of your lover), which (now) resemble fading

flowers, are filled with tears

A more elegant translation:

Dark clouds

Thundering

Let loose their rain:

her bright forehead has gone pale

now that you're to go away.

Still, we haven't deserted you.

No peace for us

any more —

deadly eyes

fading like flowers

are flooded with tears.

Each line in this poem is a complete sentence, each of which has its

main verb at the end of the line. Each sentence, except the last, contains a

subordinate clause marked by a verbal participle (a breakpoint). The

sentences are broken down into significantly meaningful units:

3

This translation was provided by David D. Shulman.
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Line 1 : ma malai itiyuu t tali corintanr(u) e

Meaningful units:

1.1. ma malai itiyuu 'dark cloud(s) thundering'

1.2. tali corintanru e 'it poured raindrops'

Line 2: val nutal pacappa c celav(u) ayarntanai e

Meaningful units:

2.1. val nutal pacappa

'while the bright forehead has turned pale'

2.2. celavu ayarntanai e

'you have undertaken a journey'

Line 3: yam e nin turantu amaiyalam

Meaningful units:

3.1. yam e 'we, on the other hand'

3.2. nin turantu amaiyalam

'we will not be calm, renouncing you'

Line 4: ay malar unkan um nir niraintana e

Meaningful units:

4.1. ay malar unkan um

'also the seductive eyes like fading flowers'

4.2. nir niraintana e 'are filled with tears'

The first meaningful unit in Line 1 is ma malai itiyuu. The adjective ma

'dark' and the noun malai 'cloud(s)' constitute the nominal compound

ma malai 'dark cloud(s)':

ma malai

['dark cloud(s)']
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The head noun malai 'cloud(s)' in this compound functions as the subject

of the infinitive itiyuu 'while thundering.' The sequence ma malai itiyuu

'dark cloud(s), while thundering' has an incomplete sense:

malaima itiyuu

['dark cloud(s), while thundering']

This infinitive clause has its sense completed when taken together with

the next unit tali corintanru e, which has the following structure:

tali corintanru e

['It poured raindrops.']

The word tali 'raindrop(s)' is the object of malai 'cloud(s)' in the preceding

unit. Taken together, ma malai itiyuu tali corintanru e can be understood

as 'Alas, the dark cloud(s) poured raindrops, while thundering.'

malai itiyuu tali corintanru ema

I I

['The dark cloud poured raindrops while thundering.']

4 In fact, the word malai means 'cloud' or 'clouds.' Here, the choice of the singular

meaning is determined by the finite verb corintanru which is singular.
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Line 2, val nutal pacappa celavu ayarntanai e, contains the subor

dinate clause val nutal pacappa 'as/whereas the bright forehead has

turned pale' and the main sentence celavu ayarntanai e 'you have

undertaken a journey.' The three items in the subordinate clause (val

nutal pacappa) are connected in the following way. The adjective val

'bright' and the noun nutal 'forehead' form the compound val nutal

'bright forehead', which in turn, functions as the subject of the infinitive

pacappa 'as it turned pale.'

val nutal pacappa

^ I
['as the bright forehead has turned pale']

The next meaningful unit celavu ayarntanai e 'But you have undertaken

a journey' is a complete sentence.

celavu ayarntanai e

['But you have undertaken a journey.']

However, this unit is modified by the preceding clause val nutal pacappa.

Some might interpret vaj nutal as metonymically referring to the heroine whose

forehead is talked about in this context.
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val nutal pacappa celavu ayarntanai e

Line 3, yam e nin turantu amaiyalam, contains a subordinate

clause yame nin turantu 'we, on the other hand, renouncing you' and the

main verb amaiyalam 'we will not be calm.' The pronoun yam is the

subject of the adverbial participle turantu and the main verb amaiyalam.

The oblique form nin is the object of the adverbial participle turantu. The

items in the adverbial participle clause yame nin turantu can be connected

as follows:

yam e nin turantu

7

['We, on the other hand, renouncing you ... ]

It is possible to interpret nin turantu as 'being separated from you.' The reason for

interpreting the phrase literally to mean 'renouncing you' is as follows: (a) grammatically,

nin serves as the object of turantu rather than holding an ablative case relation ('from')

with turantu or anything else; (b) the time spoken of is the rainy season when the hero

normally returns to her lover, but if the hero were to undertake a journey in the rainy

season without his lover, it would only mean that he has the inner strength to do so. Thus,

the speaker in the poem (the female friend of the heroine) seems to chide the hero,

implying that whereas it might be possible for the hero to renounce his lover, it is not

possible for his lover (and her female companion who has to comfort her) to renounce

him.

7 The particle e is interpreted to give the sense 'whereas, on the other hand.'
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The main verb amaiyalam 'we will not be calm' has yam 'we' as its

subject. Thus, Line 3 has the following structure:

yam e nin turantu amaiyalam

T

['We, on the other hand, will not be calm renouncing you.']

Line 4, ay malar un kanum nir niraintanave, has the subject ay

malar un kan 'seductive eyes (now) like fading flowers' and the main

verb niraintana 'are filled (with tears)'. The phrase ay malar un kan

conta:ns two nominal compounds (ay malar; un kan). The juxtaposition

of these compounds poses an interesting problem. It is certain that kan

'eyes' are compared to malar 'flowers.' The question is whether the

comparison is based on the similarity between the fading nature of the

flowers and the sadness in the heroine's eyes or the similarity between

the selected feature of beautiful flowers and the seductive beauty of the

heroine's eyes? Grammar does not help the reader here. The compounds

ay malar 'fading flowers' and un kan 'seductive eyes' can be connected

thus:

Note that un kan is interpreted to mean 'seductive eyes' because un means 'eat/con

sume/enjoy.' Some might interpret un kan to mean 'eyes which have eaten/consumed

collyrium' on the basis of the fact that women beautify their eyes with collyrium.

Also 'seductive eyes' and 'eyes like fading flowers' may seem to provide conflicting

images. One could ask 'How can fading eyes also be seductive?' and therefore might

interpret ay malar un kan to mean 'seductive eyes like selected flowers.' As pointed out

in note 1, the interpretation is determined by the reader's choice.

See "Comparison" for an explanation of this kind of comparison.
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ay malar

I 1

un kan

L f

['seductive eyes (now) like fading flowers']

The particle um which is appended to kan 'eyes' provides the sense

'and, also, too, moreover.' Therefore, the phrase ay malar un kanum

'moreover, the seductive eyes like fading flowers' has an incomplete

sense. The next part nir niraintanave "They are filled with tears' in this

line brings a complete sense to the whole line. The subject of the finite

verb niraintana is kan and the object is nir.

kan nir niraintana

['The eyes are filled with tears.']

ay malar un kanum nir niraintana means 'Also the seductive eyes, now

like fading flowers, are filled with tears.' The particle e appended to

niraintana marks the end of the poem and considering the tone of the

whole poem, can be taken to provide a sense of reluctance and sympathy.

In fact, the particle e at the end of lines 1, 3, and 4 provides a mixed sense

of anxiety, pity, reluctance, and sympathy.
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ay malar un kan um nir niraintana e

I

[Moreover, the seductive eyes, now like fading flowers, are filled

with tears.']

The basic idea of the poem is this: 'The cloud has poured raindrops.

You have undertaken a journey. We will not be calm when separated

from you. Your lover's eyes are filled with tears.' The following items are

sufficient to convey the basic idea: malai 'cloud(s)', cori 'to pour', celavu

'journey', ayarntanai 'you have undertaken', amaiyalam 'we will not be

calm', kan 'eye(s)', nir 'tears', and niraintana 'are filled.' However,

they do not make up a poem; they are just a list of core words.

The development of core words into a poem is achieved through

craftsmanship. Understanding the meaning of the words depends upon a

good grasp of the grammar. An appreciation of the poem is achieved

through knowledge of the poetic conventions.

purandnuru 278

A poem which is slightly larger and more complex in syntax than

ainkurunuru 423 is discussed next. This poem, purandnuru 278, is about a

heroic mother. The mother is disturbed by the rumour that her son faced

defeat and retreated from the battle. Ashamed of her son's alleged defeat,

See "Theory of Classical Tamil Poetry" in this study and Ramanujan's Poems of Love

andWar (1985:231-297) for discussions of classical Tamil poetic conventions.
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the heroic mother takes an oath to tear off her breasts which nursed the

(coward) son when he was a baby, if indeed he fled from the battle. With

a sword in her hand, she proceeds to the battlefield, looks for her son, and

finds out that he is among the fallen heroes. At that, she is ecstatic; her

joy surpasses the joy she experienced long ago when she gave birth to

him. The poem is given below after morphophonemic rules are applied:

narampu eluntu ulariya nirampa men tol

!5CJiriL| nQgjgi 2.cun51uj $!Jibun QidsJr G^iT6n

mulari marurikin mutiyol ciruvan

(yi6Tiifl ifl(rjiaa»lajr (ip^lGiijti6n rflpsuajr

patai alintu marinan enru palar kura

uotl ^ii^lJ5gi iflnnjIajiaJT najrp ucuii a^p

mantu amarkku utaintanan ayin unta en

inajoiQ «(iflnffi(g 2-«m_J59>ajiaJT ^uJlaJr 2.sjbti_ najr

mulai aruttu ituven yan ena cinaii

Qfl?so .sHgjJ^gi ^QQsuaJr luneor nan ffl2ajr^

konta valotu patu pinam peyara

Qa&najoiL sunCl6nnSi u® LJlajouh Quujijn

cem kalam tulavuvol citaintu veru akiya

Glffih «6nih giyp&jSsun6n aflan^J5gJ Sajp ^aJki

patu makan kitakkai kanuu

lnra nanrinum peritu uvantanal e

FaJur) ©naJrnjlgjiih Qurflgi ^eu'^asiQen

The poem can be rearranged according to its individually meaningful

units:

narampu eluntu ulariya nirampa men tol

!5!Jii)L| OQ0J5gi 2-n)n5kj ^lpihun Qidot Ga>n6n
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mulari marurikin mutiyol

ciruvan patai alintu marinan enru palar kura

rflpSUOT U8J>i_ &{l$\<F>g)i ifln 251a3i 63T fiajrp UEUI1 Sh.n)

mantu amarkku utaintanan ayin

unta en mulai aruttu ituven yan ena cinaii

konta valotu patu pinam peyara cem kalam tulavuvol

Qsnas&ii_ &jnQ6nnQ uQ lAsjoilo Quujijn Qffih asenih §iifja|S&jn6ri

citaintu veru akiya patu makan kitakkai kanuu

lnra nanrinum peritu uvantanal e

FaJTrr) ignajrnjlgyih Qurflgji 2-suJ5^a3iS6n

The various items with their meanings and grammatical identifications:

item meaning grammatical identification

narampu nerves, veins noun

eluntu rising adverbial participle

< elu 'to rise, swell'

ulariya dried, without luster adjectival participle

< ularu 'to dry up, lose luster'

nirampa not filled, empty adjectival participle, negative

< nirampu 'to be full'

men soft, tender adjective

to! shoulder(s) noun
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mulari thorny, bony

maruriku waist

in of, with

mutiyol old woman

ciruvan small boy, son

patai weapon, arms

alintu having perished

marinan he moved away

enru thus, that

palar many people

kura as (they) stated

mantu rushing

amarkku in response to the army

utaintanan he broke down

ayin if it is

unta sucked

en my

mulai breasts

aruttu having severed

noun

noun

case marker, genitive

adjectival noun

3rd person feminine singular

< mutu 'old'

noun

noun

adverbial participle < ali 'to perish'

personal verb, past

3rd person masculine singular

< maru 'to move away, retreat'

quotative, adverbial participle

< en 'to say'

adjectival noun

3rd person human plural

< pal 'many'

infinitive < kuru 'to state, declare'

verb stem; here, adjectival participle

dative case

amar 'war, warriors'

kku, case marker

personal verb, past

3rd person masculine singular

< utai 'to break down'

conditional < a 'to be'

adjectival participle

oblique of yan T

noun

adverbial participle

< aru 'to sever, cut off
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ituven I will throw down; personal verb, 1st person singular

drop < itu 'to drop'

yan I pronoun, 1st person singular

ena thus, that quotative; infinitive of en 'to think'

cinaii getting angry adverbial participle

< cina 'to get angry'

konta (that which was) taken adjectival participle

< kol 'to have, take hold'

valotu with the sword instrumental case

val 'sword'; otu, case marker

patu lying, dying, falling verb stem

patu 'to die, lie down'

pinam corpse noun

peyara removing infinitive < peyar 'to remove'

cem red adjective

kalam field noun

citaintu having been deformed

veru different

akiya that which/who became

patu lying, falling

makan son

kitakkai lying state

kanuu seeing, viewing

inra when X gave birth

participial noun, non-past

3rd person feminine singular

< tulavu 'to stir up'

adverbial participle

< citai 'to be deformed'

noun

X

adjectival participle

< aku 'to become'

verb stem

patu 'to lie down; fall; die'

noun

verbal noun < kita 'to lie still'

infinitive < kan 'to see, view'

adjectival participle < in 'to give birth'
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fianrinum more than when

peritu bigger, more

uvantanal she rejoiced

indeed

comparison

nanru 'time, moment'

inum comparative marker

adjectival noun < per(u) 'big'

personal verb, past

3rd person feminine singular

< uva 'to rejoice'

particle

The lines in the poem are translated below according to their individually

meaningful units:

narampu eluntu ulariya nirampa men tol mulari marurikin mutiyol

The old woman with emaciated waist and soft, dry, lean

shoulders with visible veins

ciruvan patai alintu marinan enru palar kura

as many people stated that the boy retreated, his weapons

destroyed

mantu amarkku utaintanan ayin

"if he broke down in response to the rushing army"

unta en mulai aruttu ituven ena cinaii

getting angry thinking, "I shall cut off and throw down my

breasts which he sucked"

konta valotu patu pinam peyara cem kalam tulavuvol

she, who stirs up the red field,

moving the corpses with a sword

citaintu veru akiya patu makan kitakkai kanuu

seeing the lying state of her dying son, deformed and different

inra fianrinum peritu uvantanal e

(s h e) rejoiced more than she did

when she gave birth to him
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Four major breakpoints can be identified in this poem: mutiyol 'old

woman', cinaii 'getting angry', kaniiu 'seeing', and uvantanal 'she re

joiced.' They hold semantic connections with the rest of the nouns, case

markers, adjectives, and participles in the poem. The poem has developed

around the details about these basic items, providing answers to questions

such as 'What sort of an old woman?', 'Getting angry for what?', 'Seeing

what?', and 'Why and how did she rejoice?'

The first breakpoint and the smaller units associated with it:

1 . narampu eluntu ulariya (adjectival participle clause)

nirampa men tol (noun phrase)

['soft, dry, lean shoulders with visible veins']

2. mulari maruriku (compound)

['emaciated waist']

in (case marker) ['with']

mutiyol (noun) ['old woman']

The second breakpoint and the smaller units associated with it:

3. ciruvan patai alintu marinan eniu palar kura (infinitive clause)

['as many people stated that the boy moved

away, his weapons destroyed']

4. mantu amarkku utaintanan ayin (conditional clause)

['if he broke down in response to the rushing

army']

5. unta en mulai aruttu ituven ena cinaii (adverbial participle clause)

['getting angry thinking

"I shall cut off and throw down

my breasts which he sucked" ']
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The third breakpoint and the smaller units associated with it:

6. konta valotu patu pinam peyara cem kalam tulavuvol

(participial noun phrase)

['she, who stirs up the red field, moving the

corpses with a sword']

7. citaintu veru akiya patu makan kitakkai kanuu (infinitive clause)

['seeing the lying state of her dying son,

deformed and different']

The fourth breakpoint and the smaller unit associated with it:

8. inra nanrinum (comparison) ['more than the day she gave birth']

peritu (adverbial) ['much']

uvantanal (personal verb)

['she rejoiced']

e (particle) [marks the end of the poem;

sense of relief, appreciation]

The description of the old woman is couched in the larger phrase

narampu eluntu ulariya nirampa men tol mulari marunku, which in

turn includes the first two units narampu eluntu ulariya nirampa men

tol 'soft, dry, lean shoulders in which veins are swelling' and mulari

marunku 'bony/emaciated waist.'

narampu eluntu ulariya nirampa men tol

['soft, dry, lean shoulders wherein the veins are swelling']
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mulari maruriku

['thorny/bony waist']

The genitive case marker in connects the phrase narampu eluntu

ulariya nirampa men tol mujari marunku with the next item mutiyol,

which is a breakpoint.

narampu eluntu ulariya nirampa men tol mulari maruriku in

L 1 1 I I I 1
1 mutn

i "

['the old woman with emaciated waist and soft, dry, lean shoulders

showing the veins']

The third unit is an infinitive clause embedding a finite sentence:

ciruvan patai iilintu marinan enru palar kura 'as many people stated

"The boy moved away, his weapons destroyed." '

ciruvan patai alintu marinan enru palar kura

['as many people stated: "The boy moved away, his weapons

destroyed" ']
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The fourth meaningful unit is a conditional clause: mantu amarkku

utaintanan ayin 'if he broke down in response to the rushing army'

mantu amar-kku utaintanan ayin

The fifth meningful unit is an adverbial participle clause embedding

a finite sentence: unta en mulai aruttu ituven yan ena cinaii 'getting

angry thinking "I shall cut off and throw down my breasts which he

sucked." '

unta en mulai aruttu

I I I

ituven yan ena cinan

['getting angry thinking "I shall cut off and throw down my breasts

which he sucked" ']

The subject of unta is the same as the subject of utaintanan, which is

ciruvan 'the boy.'

The sixth meaningful unit ends with a participial noun embedding an

infinitive clause: konta valotu patu pinam peyara cem kalam tulavuvol

'she who stirs up the red field removing the corpses, which were lying

around, with the sword she took'
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konta val otu patu pinam peyara

I J

cem kalam

L

tulavuvol

['she who stirs up the red field moving the corpses lying around

with the sword she took']

The seventh meaningful unit is an infinitive clause: citaintu veru

akiya patu makan kitakkai kanuu 'looking at the state of her lying son,

deformed and different.' This clause contains a large noun phrase citaintu

veru akiya patu makan kitakkai 'the lying state of the son who is

deformed and has become different (dead).' The head noun kitakkai in

this phrase is the object of the participle kanuu.

citaintu veru akiya patu makan kitakkai

L

kanuu

['looking at the state of her lying son, deformed and different']

The last meaningful unit is a finite sentence: inra nanrinum peritu

uvantanale 'She rejoiced, indeed, more than when she gave birth to him.'
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Inra fianrinum peritu uvantanal e

['She rejoiced, indeed, more than when she gave birth to him.']

The paraphrase:

When many people said that the boy with his destroyed weapons

retreated (from the battlefield)

The old woman with emaciated waist and tender lifeless lean shoul

ders showing the veins

Got angry and thinking,

"I shall tear away my breasts which he sucked, if he

(in fact) broke down in response to the rushing army"

With her sword, moved the corpses, and while stirring up the red

(battle)field

Looking at the lying state of her dead son, deformed and different

Rejoiced more than she did when she gave birth to him.

An aesthetic translation :

The old woman's shoulders

were dry, unfleshed,

with outstanding veins;

her low belly

was like a lotus pad.

1 ' This translation is by A.K. Ramanujan.
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When people said

her son had taken fright,

had turned his back on battle

and died,

she raged

and shouted,

"if he really broke down

in the thick of battle,

I'll slash these breasts

that gave him suck,"

and went there,

sword in hand.

Turning over body after fallen body,

she rummaged through the blood-red field

till she found her son,

quartered, in pieces,

and she rejoiced

more than on the day

she gave him birth.

akandnuru 9

The last poem taken here for analysis is a narration by a dramatis

persona, the hero. The hero is returning to his woman after finishing the

task he had undertaken. He is rushing through the forest hastening the fast

horses of his chariot. But his heart, faster than himself, desiring the soft

shoulders of his woman has already left him. He wonders whether the
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heart reached his woman who is waiting for him and has already found its

joy as she caressed it. These thoughts formulate the hero's narration.

The poem is full of suspense and is very complex in structure. It is

composed of just one sentence, the subject of which appears only as the

very last word. Numerous nominal phrases and verb clauses are embedded

in this sentence, and each of these phrases and clauses contains several

smaller phrases and clauses. It is the stack of phrases that makes the

poem structurally complex. The poem (akananuru 9) as it appears in

printed texts:

kolvinaip polinta kurrikurum pulukin

villor tuni virikap peyta

oDcuGcunri gnasrfl sSraasu Qulusj

appununai eyppa arumpiya iruppaic

■sHUL|,§j2ajr oiiiuu ^(jihiJliij ^q^us^ua1

ceppatar anna cerikulai akanto

rilutin anna timpulal tuyvay

nJlQg^laJr &\ms5\ $LDL|ipcb giiiisuniii

ulutukan tulaiya vaki arkalal

pali vanir kalotu park

unnSl ajnatflrr) asnQcunQ unrr5l^

tuppin anna cerikott iyavin

neyttor mimical ninattir parikkum

atta nanniya arikutic cirurk
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kotunun oti makalir okkiya

totiman ulakkait tunturar pani

Q^niqLTjnajcn 2_cuffiaj>a5^ gjJTasijiQrjng un«jriTI

netumal varaiya kutinaiyo tiratturi

QibQinncb suanrjuj (ajujanigGujn ujrjilQra

kunrupin oliyap poki uranturantu

(gOTgmSlaiir 9yJluju GunaSl 2_rjj5£pjj5gi

Myiru patinum urceytt enatu

tunaipari turakkum tuncac celavin

gjiSscrurfl girjffi(gin gugffnff QffcuoTlaJr

emminum viraintuval leytip panman

fiiriirjlgjiiii QJlangjgiSLicb QcuiL^lu ueoririnajm

oiikiya nallil orucirai nilaiip

^waSluj iBebnSleb 9(n,rflajirrj r£l&ugi|j

parikarp palli patutorum paravik

unraasiiu ucbn5l uQQ^nguifj ujofli

kanrupuku malai ninrol eytik

a56Drgu4(g LDn3cu i£lajrSo6n niii^l*

kaikaviyac cenru kanputaiyak kurukip

anasffiaTkmff QffajTp ffiSjoiL)«!>£UJriffi (a^gjiaSlu

pitikkai anna pinriakam tintit

totikkai taivarat toyntanru kollo

Qajniijianas anajsurjai S^niiip^aJigj QffincbSn)n

nanotu mitainta karpin vanutal

antiri kilavik kurumakal
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menrol peranacaiic cenraven nence

QuDsJTE([r)6ri QurDrsanffg^ QffaJTrriQojaJT Q^igSff

The paraphrase:

I wonder whether

my heart which left me

desiring the soft shoulders

of the young woman with bright forehead,

sweet words, and bashfulness blended with profundity

leaving the hills (behind)

where the rhythmic beat

from the mortar pounded with ornamental pestles

raised by women with thin curly hair

alternates with the owls

in the tall dark mountain

in the small town with nice residences

that is close to the forest

where in the elevated path, red like coral

the soft ends of the stamens, sweet as butter

scratched all inside the red copper-like shoots

of the iruppai (tree)

which has put out buds resembling the tips

of shining arrows that are tightly

packed

in the quivers by bowmen for the

task of killing

developed holes that one can see, and

loosening from their calyx
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are scattered by the wind resembling a sky with

hail

urged by strength, and

without thinking that the (woman's) town is far away

moving faster than me who hasten the rushing horses

reaching quickly, and

staying on one side of the tall good house, perfect in many aspects

reaching her who, in the evening when calves return home,

is waiting and praying everytime the lizard in the vicinity calls

going with cupped fingers

getting close and covering (her) eyes

touching (her) back ( which is soft) like the trunk of a female

elephant

immersed (in her) as (her) hands wearing bracelets caressed (it)?

One can think of this poem as consisting of the following 20 or so

meaningful units. The breakpoints are given in bold type.

1. kol vinai p polinta kurri kurum pulukio villor tuni vlrika p peyta

appu nunai

eyppa arumpiya iruppai c

ceppu atar anna cerikulai akam toru

ilutin anna tim pulal tuy vay ulutu

['The soft ends of the stamens, sweet as butter, scratched

all inside the red copper-like shoots of the iruppai (tree)

which has put out buds resembling the tips of shining arrows

that are tightly packed in the quivers by bowmen for the task

of killing, and ...']

2. kan tulaiya aki ['developed holes that one can see, and ...']

3. ar kalalpu ['loosening from their calyx, and ...']
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4. ali vanil kalotu pari

['are scattered by the wind resembling a sky with hail, and

5. tuppin anna cerikottu iyavin

['in the elevated path, red like coral']

6. neyttor mlmicai ninattir parikkum

['spread like fat over thick blood']

attam ['the forest (where)]'

nanniya am kuti c cirur k

['in the small nearby town with nice residences']

7. kotu nun oti makalir okkiya toti man ulakkai t tuntu ural pani

['the rhythmic beat from the mortar(s) pounded with orna

mental pestles raised by women with thin curly hair']

8. netu mal varaiya kutinaiyotu irattum kunru

['hills where it (the rhythmic beat of the pestles) alternates

with the owls in the tall dark mountain']

9. pin oliya p poki ['leaving (the hills) behind']

10. uram turantu ['urged by strength']

1 1 . hayiru patinum Or ceyttu enatu

['and without thinking that the (woman's) town is far away']

12. tunai pari turakkum tufica c celavin emminum viraintu

['and moving faster than us/me who hasten the rushing

horses']

13. val eyti ['reaching quickly']

14. pan man orikiya nal il oru cirai nilaii

['staying on one side of the tall good house, perfect in many

aspects']

15. parikar p palli patu torum paravi k kanru puku malai nioroj eyti

['reaching her who, in the evening when calves return home,
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is waiting and praying everytime the lizard in the vicinity

calls']

16. kai kaviya c cenru ['going with cupped fingers']

17. kan putaiya k kuruki ['getting close and covering (her) eyes']

18. piti k kai anna pin akam tinti

['touching (her) inner back (which is soft) like the trunk of a

female elephant']

19. toti k kai taivara t toyntanru kollo

['(I) wonder whether it immersed (in her) as (her) hands

wearing bracelets caressed (it)']

20. nanotu mitainta karpin val nutal am tin kilavi k kuru makal men

tol pera nacaii c cenra en nefice

['my heart which left me desiring the soft shoulders of the

young woman with bright forehead, sweet words, and bashful-

ness blended with profundity/maturity']

Actually, it would be easier to start with the latter part of unit numbered

19 above:

I wonder whether (part of unit 19)

my heart which left me (part of unit 20)

desiring the soft shoulders of the young woman with bright forehead,

sweet words, and bashfulness blended with profundity (part

of unit 20)

leaving the hills (unit 9)

where the rhythmic beat from the mortar(s) pounded with

ornamental pestles

raised by women with thin curly hair (unit 7)

alternates with the owls in the tall dark mountain (unit 8)

in the small town with nice residences (unit 6)
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that is close to the forest (unit 6)

where in the elevated path, red like coral (unit 5)

the soft ends of the stamens, sweet as butter,

scratched all inside the red copper-like shoots of the

iruppai tree

which has put out buds resembling the tips of

shining arrows

that are tightly packed in the quivers

by bowmen for the task of killing (unit 1)

developed holes that one can see, and (unit 2)

loosening from their calyx (unit 3)

are scattered by the wind resembling a sky with hail (unit 4)

urged by strength, and (unit 10)

without thinking that the (woman's) town is far away (unit 11)

moving faster than me who hastens the rushing horses (unit 12)

reaching quickly, and (unit 13)

staying on one side of the tall good house, perfect in many aspects

(unit 14)

reaching her who, in the evening when calves return home,

is waiting and praying everytime the lizard in the vicinity calls

(unit 15)

going with cupped fingers (unit 16)

getting close and covering (her) eyes (unit 17)

touching (her) back (which is soft) like the trunk of a female elephant

(unit 18)

immersed (in her) as (her) hands wearing bracelets caressed (it)

(part of unit 19)

The following breakpoints can be identified in this poem: iruppai, kulai

akam toru, tuy vay, ulutu, tulaiya aki, kalalpu, pari, iyavin, parikkum,
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attam, cirur, pani, kunru, poki, turantu, enatu, viraintu, eyti, nilaii.

eyti, cenru, kuruki, tinti, toyntanru kollo, men toj, nacaii, and nence.

The poem opens with a description of arrows. The first significantly

meaningful unit (kol vinai ... ulutu) consists of the breakpoints iruppai.

kulai akam topi, tuy vay, and ulutu. This unit can be divided into several

sub-units:

i) kol vinai p polinta kurn kurum pulukin villor tuni vlhka p

peyta appu nunai eyppa arumpiya iruppai c

ii) ceppu atar anna cenkulai akam torn

iii) ilutin anna tun pulal tuy vay ulutu

The first of these sub-units can be further divided into the following parts,

all of which modify the noun appu:

(A) kol vinai p polinta

(B) kurri kurum pulukin

(C) villor tuni vlrika p peyta

The part marked "(A)" is of this structure:

verb stem (kol) - noun (vinai) - past adjp (polinta)

kol vinai-p polinta

The verb stem kol 'to kill' and the noun vinai 'task' result in the compound

kol vinai 'the task of killing.' The consonant p resulting from the doubling

of the initial consonant of polinta 'shining' suggests a case relation between
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polinta and the preceding word vinai. By convention, the case relation in

this context is understood to be dative. Therefore, kol vinai p polinta

joined with the head noun appu means 'arrows shining for the act of

killing.' The part marked "(B)" has this structure:

verb stem (kur) - adjective (kurum) - noun (puluku) - case marker (in)

kur kurum puluku in

The juxtaposition of kur 'sharp', kurum 'small/little', and puluku 'arrow

heads' produces the compound kurri kurum puluku 'sharp little arrow

heads', whereas the genitive case marker in awaits the conjoining of the

head noun appu. Taken together, kurn kurum pulukin appu means

'arrows which have sharp and little (arrow) heads.'

The part marked "(C)" has this structure:

adjectival noun (villor)-noun (tuni)-infinitive (vinka)-past adjp (peyta)

villor turn vhika-p

I

peyta

The adjectival noun villor 'bowmen' is the subject of the adjectival

participle peyta (< pey 'to pour, place'), while the noun tuni 'quiver' is

the subject of the infinitive vinka (< vinku 'to swell).' Also vinka modifies
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peyta like an adverb. The phrase villor tuni vinka p peyta has a larger

adjectival clause villor ... peyta which contains an infinitive clause tuni

vinka. Taken together with the head noun appu, the phrase villor tuni

vinka p peyta appu means 'arrows which bowmen placed (and as a

result of which) the quivers swelled up.'

The larger phrase kol vinai p polinta kurn kurum pulukin villor

tuni vinka p peyta appu consisting of the three parts (A), (B), and (C)

means:

'Arrows shining for the task of killing

(arrows) with sharp little arrow heads

(arrows) which bowmen placed making the quivers swell up'

The opening description of arrows (mis)leads one into thinking that

it is a war poem. The suspense continues and will until the later part the

poem.

The next sub-unit starts with a noun (nunai 'tips') which bears a

genitive case relation with the head noun appu discussed above, and

develops into a noun phrase containing an infinitive (eyppa < ey 'to

resemble'), a past adjectival participle (arumpiya < arumpu 'to bud'),

and a noun (iruppai 'iruppai tree[s]').

appu nunai eyppa arumpiya iruppai

Note that iruppai is the breakpoint which ends this sub-unit. The phrase

nunai eyppa arumpiya iruppai means 'iruppai trees which have budded

like the tips ...', an incomplete sense. When the genitive case relation
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between appu and nunai is considered, the meaning of appu nunai

eyppa arumpiya iruppai is complete: 'iruppai trees, budded like the tips

of arrows.'

At this point, the earlier information about the arrows has to be

brought into the picture, so the two sub-units kol vinai p polinta kurn

kurum pulukin villor tuni vinka p peyta appu and nunai eyppa arumpiya

iruppai can be put together: iruppai trees in which buds like the sharp

little tips of arrows, which bowmen pack (their) quivers with, have emerged'

kol vinai-p polinta kurh kurum puluku-in villor tuni vuika p peyta appu

T

nunai eyppa arumpiya iruppai

Note that the breakpoint iruppai bears a semantic relation to the next

breakpoint akam topi. The description of arrows is now developing into a

description of a specific kind of tree.

The next sub-unit begins with a compound ceppu atar 'copper

sheets' and proceeds to develop into a postpositional phrase consisting of

a particle (anna 'like'), a compound (cenkulai 'red leaves'), a nominal

(akam 'inside, within'), and a postposition (toru 'everywhere, all over').

This sub-unit ends with the breakpoint akam torn which is linked semanti-

cally to the preceding word cenkulai (which in turn is linked to the

previous breakpoint iruppai) and the next breakpoint ulutu.
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iruppai-c ceppu atar anna cem kulai akam torn

'everywhere inside the iruppai's red leaves which are like copper sheets'

In this sub-unit, the particle of comparison anna connects the two

compounds ceppu atar and cenkulai. As a result, a noun phrase emerges:

ceppu atar anna cenkulai 'red leaves like copper sheets.' This noun

phrase when taken together with the postpositional phrase akam toru

'everywhere inside, within' means 'everywhere inside the red leaves

which are like copper sheets.' The semantic link between the two break

points iruppai and akam toru adds another dimension to the description

the poem has been engaged in so far.

One has to wait for an interpretation of the next sub-unit to find out

what happens to the red leaves of the iruppai trees. The next sub-unit

ilutin anna tim pulal tuy vay uliitu is a verb clause ending with the

breakpoint ulutu.

ilutu in anna tim pulal tuy vay ulutu
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This unit begins with a noun (Hutu 'ghee; butter') which is followed by an

oblique/case marker (in), a particle of comparison (anna 'like'), two

compounds (tim pulal 'sweet hollow tube; stamen'; tuy vay 'soft tips'),

and an adverbial participle (ulutu < ulu 'to scratch'). While the particle of

comparison anna connects the two items (ilutin and tim) on its either

side, the adjective tim modifies pulal which in turn holds an unmarked

case relation with the compound (tuy vay) next to it. Thus, ilutin anna

tim pulal tuy vay turns into a noun phrase meaning 'hollow stamens with

soft tips, sweet like butter.' This noun phrase is the subject of the adverbial

participle ujutu. Therefore, ilutin anna tim pulal tuy vay ulutu means

'hollow stamens with soft ends, sweet like butter, scratched and ...',

again an incomplete sense.

Where do these stamens scratch? The previous breakpoint cenkulai

akam toru and the breakpoint ulutu in the present sub-unit should be

connected to know that the stamens scratched inside the leaves of the

iruppai trees, iruppai c cenkulai akam toru Hutin anna tim pulal tuy

vay ulutu 'the stamens scratched all inside the iruppai' s red leaves

which are like copper sheets.'

iruppai-c cerikulai akam toru Hutu-in anna tim pulal tuy vay

m

ulutu
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Thus, the very first meaningful unit starting with kol vinai and

ending with ulutu provides a description of the iruppai's leaves and

stamens. In particular, it focuses on what the stamens do.

kol vinai-p polinta kurri kurum puluku-in villor tuni virikap peyta appu

I I

hi T

nunai eyppa arumpiya lruppai-c

ceppu atar anna ceri kulai akam toru ilutu-in anna tlm pulal tuy

I

vay ulutu

Now, the breakpoint ulutu is semantically linked to the next breakpoint

aki in the next meaningful unit kan tulaiya aki.

Actually, next two meaningful units (kan tulaiya aki and ar kalalpu)

tell the reader what happens to the stamens. The first of them (kan

tulaiya aki) is a verb clause beginning with a verb stem (kan 'to see'),
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followed by an adjectival noun (tulaiya < tulai 'holes'), and an adverbial

participle (aki < aku 'to become') which is the breakpoint here.

kan tulaiya aki

The subject (tuy vay) of this clause (kan tulaiya aki) is the same as that

for the previous clause (iruppai ... ulutu). The phrase kan tulaiya aki

can be interpreted to mean 'turned into X with visible holes.' When taken

together with its subject, the clause tuy vay ... kan tulaiya aki means

'stamens with soft tips developed visible holes ..., and ...'

tuy vay ulutu kan tulaiya aki

The next unit ar kalalpu has a noun (ar 'calyx'), and an infinitive

(kalalpu < kalal 'to loosen') which is a breakpoint. The subject is tuy

vay. Therefore, tuy vay ... ar kalalpu means 'stamens with soft tips

loosened from their calyx.' Now one can arrange the subject tuy vay

with its successive adverbial participles ulutu, aki, and ar kalalpu.
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tuy vay ulutu kan tulaiya

I _J

aki ar

kalalpu

At this point, the poem seems to take a turn from the description of

arrows it started with to that of some stamens. Next three meaningful

units inform the reader what the stamens do next. The first of them (ali

vanil kalotu pari) is a verb clause comprised of two smaller phrases (ali

van and kalotu pari).

ali van-il kal-otu pari

The whole verb clause contains the nouns ali 'hail', van 'sky', and kal

'wind.' It has the case markers in and otu. The adverbial participle (pari

< paru 'to scatter') here is a breakpoint, ali van means 'sky with hail'

and kalotu pari means 'scattered by the wind.' The marker in provides a

comparative sense 'like' and connects ali van and kalotu pari: ali vanir

kalotu pari 'scattered by the wind resembling a sky with hail, and ... .'

The subject tuy vay helps to develop the meaning 'the stamens ... were

scattered by the wind resembling a sky with hail.'
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tuy vay ... ali van in kal otu pari

I

The next meaningful unit tuppin anna cenkottu iyavin is a noun

phrase beginning with tuppu 'coral' and ending with the breakpoint iyavin.

It contains three nouns (tuppu 'coral', kotu 'elevation', and iyavu 'path').

The case marker in the phrase is in. In addition, there is a comparative

particle (anna) and an adjective (cem 'red'). The noun kotu appears in

its oblique form (kottu). While anna connects tuppin and cem kottu, the

latter forms a noun phrase with the next word iyavu. Therefore, tuppin

anna cem kottu iyavu means 'the red elevated path, like coral.' The

case marker in appended to iyavu gives a locative sense: tuppin anna

cem kottu iyavin 'in the elevated path, red like coral.'

tuppu in anna cem kottu lyavu-m

One does not know what happens in this red elevated path until one

interprets the next unit (neyttor mimicai ninattir parikkum) together

with the preceding meaningful units. The noun phrase neyttor mimicai

ninattir parikkum contains the nouns neyttor 'thick blood' and ninam

'fat.' The noun ninam appears in its oblique form ninatt and is followed

by the case marker in 'like.' In this unit, there is also a postposition

(mimicai 'upon, over') and a non-past adjectival participle (parikkum <
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pari 'to spread'). Here, neyttor mimical forms a postpositional phrase

meaning 'over blood', whereas ninattir parikkum 'spreads like fat' explains

what happens over the blood. The subject of the adjectival participle

parikkum is tuy vay, the soft ends which are described in the earlier part

of the poem. The word attam which follows parikkum completes the

sense of the adjectival participle parikkum, so one understands that the

soft ends of the stamens described above are scattered on the red elevated

path in the forest: tuy vay ... ar kalalpu kalotu pari neyttor mimicai

ninattir parikkum attam 'the forest where the soft ends of the stamens,

scattered by the wind, spread on the elevated coral-like red path resembling

fat over blood.'

neyttor mlmicai ninatt-in parikkum attam

To recapitulate, one can think of the units considered so far as

constituting a large noun phrase beginning with kol vinai and ending with

attam. It is worth noting that attam is not the subject of the main

sentence of the poem. The poem opened as if it was describing a war, but

has now turned its focus to nature. What happens in the forest is told in

the next few meaningful units.

The next unit attam nanniya am kuti c cirur is a noun phrase

beginning with the noun attam 'forest' and ending with another noun

cirOr 'small town.' Here, the subject of the past adjectival participle

nanniya (< nannu 'to be close') is the preceding word (attam 'forest').

In this unit, am 'beautiful, pleasant' is an adjective modifying the noun

kuti 'residence' which in turn bears a genitive case relation to cirur. The
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case relation is indicated by the doubling of the initial consonant in cirur.

The compound am kuti c cirur means 'small town with nice residences.'

The connection among attam, nanniya, and cirur yields the interpretation

12

'the town which is close to the forest.'

attam nanniya am kuti-c clr ur

i r i_j i_j

Now the poem is beginning to turn its attention to society. The

relevance of the forest to the town is revealed in the next two units (kotu

nun oti makalir okkiya toti man ulakkai t tuntu ural pani and netu

mal varaiya kutinaiyotu irattum kunru). The first of these units is a

noun phrase beginning with an adjective (kotu 'bent, curved') and ending

with a noun (pani 'rhythmic beat'). The adjective (kotu) is followed by

these items in a sequence: an adjective (nun 'fine, smooth'), two nouns

(oti 'hairdo' and makalir 'women'), a past adjectival participle (okkiya <

okku 'raise, lift'), another noun (toti 'bracelet, ring'), a verb stem (man

'to be perfect'), a noun (ulakkai 'pestle'), a verb stem (tuntu 'to pound'),

and two nouns (ural 'mortar' and pani 'rhythmic beat'). The larger noun

phrase kotu nun oti makalir okkiya toti man ulakkai t tuntu ural pani

contains three small compounds (kotu nun oti makalir, toti man ulakkai,

and tuntu ural pani). The subject of the adjectival participle okkiya is the

head noun (makajir) of the preceding compound, whereas its object

(ulakkai) is the head noun of the following compound. The noun ulakkai

In fact, this phrase attam nanniya . . . cirur is ambiguous and allows a slight change of

focus in these interpretations: 'forest which is near the small town'; 'small town which is

near the forest.'
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'pestle' is the head noun of the compound toti man ulakkai and serves

as the subject of the next verb tuntu 'to pound' which has ural 'mortar(s)'

as its object. The noun ural has a case relation with the noun pani

'rhythmic beat.' Put together, kotu nun oti makalir okkiya toti man

ulakkai t tuntu ural pani can be interpreted to mean literally 'the rhythmic

beat from the mortar(s) pounded with pestles which are elegantly covered

with rings and raised by women wearing fine curly hair.' The basic idea is

that women are pounding the mortar(s) with pestles and a rhythmic beat

arises from the pounding.

kotu nun oti makalir okkiya toti man ulakkai-t tuntu ural pani

Where are these women? They are in the small town described in

the phrase am kuti c cirur discussed above. A locative case relation

between cirur and kotu nun oti makalir is indicated by the doubling of

the initial consonant of kotu which follows cirur.
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clrur-k kotu nun oti makalir okkiya toti man ulakkai-t tuntu

ura pani

What does the rhythmic beat of the pestles do? The answer is given in the

next unit (netu mal varaiya kutinaiyotu irattum 'alternates with the

owls in the tall dark mountain'). The breakpoint (pani) in the last unit is

the subject of this unit (netu mal varaiya kutinaiyotu irattum) which

ends with an adjectival participle (irattum) completed by the next breakpoint

(kunru 'hill[s]'). The unit netu mal varaiya kutinaiyotu irattum is com

posed of two adjectives (netu 'tall' and mal 'dark'), an adjectival noun

(varaiya < varai 'mountain'), a noun (kutinai 'owls'), a case marker

(otu 'with'), and a non-past adjectival participle (irattum < irattu 'to

alternate'). The completing nominal of the adjectival participle (irattum)

here is kunru, which comes next. netu mal varaiya kutinai itself is a

compound meaning 'owls which are in the tall dark mountain.' When the

head noun of this compound (kutinai) is connected with irattum kunru

by the associative case marker otu, the noun phrase netu mal varaiya

kutinaiyotu irattum kunru means 'hill(s) where ... alternates with the

owls in the tall dark mountain.'
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netu mal varaiya kutinai-otu irattum kunru

Considering the noun pani 'rhythmic beat' to be the subject of the phrase

netu mal varaiya kutinaiyotu irattum kunru, the larger noun phrase

pani netu mal varaiya kutinaiyotu irattum kunru gives a description of

the hill(s): 'hill(s) where the rhythmic beat alternates with the owls in the

tall dark mountain.' It was said in the units discussed above that the

pestles are the source of the rhythmic beat.

pani netu mal varaiya kutiiiai-otu irattum kunru

Now the poem is taking a stroll through the forest, mountains, and

hills. The subject of the main sentence is not yet disclosed. The word

kunru is connected to the next meaningful unit by functioning as the

object of the infinitive (oliya) in it. The next meaningful unit pin oliya p

poki contains a nominal (pin 'behind'), an infinitive (oliya < oli 'to

disappear from sight'), and an adverbial participle (poki < po 'to go').
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The infinitive clause pin oliya and the adverbial participle poki are connected

in such a way that oliya could be taken to provide a resultive or purposive

sense. Basically, kunru pin oliya p poki means 'X went and the hills

disappeared behind X.' The subject of the adverbial participle poki is the

subject of the main sentence in the poem, but will not be revealed until

one reaches the very last word.

kunru pin oliya-p poki

I

The rest of the poem consists of relatively smaller meaningful units,

most of them ending with an adverbial participle, while each adverbial

participle is linked semantically to the next. The next meaningful unit

uram turantu contains a noun (uram 'strength') and an adverbial participle

(turantu < tura 'to urge'). The phrase uram turantu means 'urged by

strength.'

uram turantu

The subsequent meaningful unit fiayiru patinum Or ceyttu enatu is

an adverbial clause and has two nouns (fiayiru 'the sun' and Or 'town').

It also contains a concessive of fact (patinum 'although the sun has set'),

an adjectival noun (ceyttu 'is far away' < cey 'distance'), and a negative

adverbial participle (enatu 'without saying/thinking' < en 'to say'). The

noun fiayiru is the subject of the verb underlying the concessive of fact

patinum which in turn provides a factual situation for the negative adverbial

participle enatu. The adverbial clause fiayiru patinum Or ceyttu enatu
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subsumes a small sentence ur ceyttu 'The town is far away' which is

followed by the adverbial participle (enatu). Thus, ur ceyttu enatu means

'without saying/thinking "The town is far away." ' The whole adverbial

clause (nayiru patinum Or ceyttu enatu) means 'although the sun has

set, . . . without thinking "The town is far away"

nayiru patmum ur ceyttu enatu

The next meaningful unit (tunai pari turakkum tunca c celavin

emminum viraintu) begins with a verb stem (tunai 'to rush'), and develops

into an adverbial participle clause by including a noun (pari 'horsefs]'), a

non-past adjectival participle (turakkum < tura 'to hasten'), a negative

adjectival participle (tunca < tuncu 'to procrastinate, delay'), a verbal

noun (celavu < cel 'to go toward a destination'), a case marker (in), a

pronoun in comparative form (emminum < em 'us' + inum), and an

adverbial participle (viraintu < virai 'to rush'). The two words emminum

and viraintu give the meaning 'rushing faster than us/me.' The rest of the

words form a noun phrase with the pronoun em as the head noun. The

non-past adjectival participle turakkum and the verbal noun celavu in its

declined form (celavin) modify the head noun em. The object of this

adjectival participle (turakkum) is pari that forms the compound tunai

pari 'horses which are rushing' with the preceding verb stem tunai.

Thus, tunai pari turakkum literally means 'that which hastens the horses

which are rushing.' The negative adjectival participle tunca is the object

of celavu (tunca c celavu 'the undelayed journey'). Joined together with

tunai pari turakkum on one side and in and emminum on the other,
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tunai pari turakkum tunca c celavin emminum means 'more than I

(hon.) who am on an undelayed journey hastening the rushing horses.'

The adverbial participle viraintu adds the sense 'moving faster' to 'more

than I who am on an undelayed journey, hastening the rushing horses.'

Therefore, the verb clause tunai pari turakkum tunca c celavin emminum

viraintu can be interpreted as 'moving faster than me who is on an

undelayed journey and hastens the rushing horses.' The poem seems to

take another turn here by introducing the narrator's identity in the first

person honorific em.

tunai pari turakkum tunca-c celavu-in emminum viraintu

I J

I

The next unit val eyti has an adverb (val 'quickly, fast') and an

adverbial participle (eyti < eytu 'to reach') giving the sense 'reaching

quickly.'

val eyti

The subsequent unit is a long verb clause (pan man onkiya nal il

oru cirai nilaii p pankar p palli patu torum paravi k kanru puku

malai ninrol eyti). This clause contains the following smaller parts: pan

man onkiya nal il, oru cirai nilaii, pankar p palli patu torum paravi,

and kanru puku malai. These smaller parts add up to form a larger noun
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phrase with the head noun ninrol which is the object of the next adverbial

participle eyti.

The part pan man onkiya nal il is itself a noun phrase and has two

adjectives (pan < pal 'many' and nal 'good'). There is also a verb stem

(man 'to be perfect, elegant'), a past adjectival participle (onkiya < oriku

'to be tall'), and the head noun (il 'house'). The adjective pan modifies

man which in turn modifies il. The noun il is also modified by onkiya and

nal. Altogether, the noun phrase pan man onkiya nal il means 'the tall

good house which is perfect/elegant in many (aspects).'

pan man orikiya nal

The head noun (il) of this phrase (pan man onkiya nal il) bears a

genitive case relation to the next phrase oru cirai, where oru means

'one' and cirai means 'side.' The phrases pan man onkiya nal il and

oru cirai add up to mean 'on one side of the tall good house, perfect in

many (aspects).'

pan man orikiya nal oru cirai

The phrase oru cirai bears a locative case relation to the following
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adverbial participle (nilaii < nil 'to stand'). Therefore, oru cirai nilaii

means 'standing on one side.' Note that the subject of nilaii is not yet

mentioned.

oru cirai nilaii

The part pankar p palli patu torum paravi is a verb clause

consisting of the following: two postpositions (pankar 'side; same side'

and torum 'every [time]'), a noun (palli 'gecko'), a verb stem (patu 'to

sound'), and an adverbial participle (paravi < para[vu] 'to pray'). The

sequence pankar p palli patu torum forms a postpositional phrase holding

a locative connection with the adverbial participle (paravi). The postposi

tional phrase means 'whenever the gecko in the vicinity sounds' (pankar

p palli 'the gecko on one side'; patutorum 'whenever X sounds'). The

addition of paravi to this phrase provides 'praying whenever the gecko in

the vicinity sounds.'

parikar-p palli patu torum paravi

The subject of paravi is ninrol 'she who stood', a past participial

noun derived from nil 'to stand, stay.' It is found in the next part kanru

puku malai ninrol. The compound kanru puku malai containing the
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nouns kanru 'calves' and malai 'evening' and the verb stem puku 'to

enter' means 'evening when calves enter/return (home).'

kanru puku malai ninrol

The larger noun phrase which begins with pan man and ends with

ninrol informs the reader about a woman waiting for someone.

pan man orikiya nal-il oru cirai nilaii parikar palli patu torum paravi

u

T

kanru puku malai ninrol

The word ninrol is the object of the adverbial participle eyti. The

verb clause embedding the larger noun phrase beginning with pan man

and ending with ninrol is pan man ohkiya nal il oru cirai nilaii p

parikar p palli patu torum paravi k kanru puku malai ninrol eyti. It

can be interpreted to mean 'reaching her who stood on one side of the tall

good manifold elegant house, praying everytime the gecko in the vicinity
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sounds.' Note that the subject of the adverbial participle eyti is not yet

revealed.

pan man orikiya nal il oru cirai nilaii-p

4
u

parikar palli patu torum paravi kanru puku malai

I I

ninrol eyti

The next meaningful unit is kai kaviyac cenru containing a noun

(kai 'hand[s]'), an infinitive (kaviya < kavi 'to fold'), and an adverbial

participle (cenru < cel 'to go'). It means 'going with folded hands.'

kai kaviya-c cenru

The subsequent meaningful unit kan putaiya k kuruki has a noun

(kan 'eye[s]'), an infinitive (putaiya < putai 'to cover, bury'), and an

adverbial participle (kuruki < kuruku 'to get close'). The whole clause
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means 'reaching closely and covering ... eyes.' Whose eyes are covered

by whom? The mystery will be resolved soon.

kan putaiya-k

I

kuruki

The next meaningful unit (piti k kai anna pinnakam tinti) contains

a few nouns (piti 'female elephant', kai 'arm, hand, trunk of an elephant',

and pinnakam 'back side; inside of the back'), a particle of comparison

(anna), and an adverbial participle (tinti < tintu 'to touch'). The whole

clause means 'touching the (inner) back which is like the trunk of a

female elephant.'

piti-k-kai anna pinnakam tinti

The next meaningful unit toti k kai taivara t toyntanru kollo has a

finite verb. It begins with the noun toti 'bracelet' and is followed successively

by another noun (kai 'hand, arm'), an infinitive (taivara < taivaru 'to

caress'), a finite verb (toyntanru < toy 'to lean, indulge in'), and a

particle (kollo).

The major parts of this unit are toti-k-kai, taivara, and toyntanru

kollo. toti-k-kai 'hands with bracelets' is a compound consisting of two

stems (toti 'bracelet' and kai 'hand'). The infinitive taivara provides the

sense 'as ... caressed.' The personal verb toyntanru means 'it in
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dulged/leaned', and the particle kollo gives the senses of wonder and

rhetorical question. Thus, toyntanru kollo could be taken to mean 'whether

it indulged (I wonder)?'

When all the words in this unit (toti k kai taivara t toyntanru

kollo) are put together, the phrase means '(I wonder) whether it indulged

as the hands wearing bracelets caressed (it)?' At this point there is an

indication about the subject of the finite verb (toyntanru) that it is neuter

singular.

toti-k kai taivara-t toyntanru kol-o

The final meaningful unit is fairly large. It is a noun phrase beginning

with a declined noun (nan 'bashfulness' + otu case marker 'with') and

ending with a noun (nencu 'heart') followed by a particle (e). The noun

nencu is the subject of the main sentence in the poem. The unit nanotu

mitainta karpin val nutal am tin kilavi k kuru makal men tol pera

nacaii cenra en nence is composed of the following items: the nouns nan

'bashfulness', karpu 'maturity, profundity', nutal 'forehead', kilavi

'word(s)', makal 'woman', tol 'shoulder(s)', and nencu 'heart'; the

oblique pronoun en 'my' (< yan T); associative case marker otu; genitive

case marker in; the adjectives val 'bright', am 'beautiful', ti(m) 'sweet,

pleasant', kuru 'short, small', and men 'soft'; past adjectival participles

mitainta (< mitai 'to braid, blend') and cenra (< cel 'to leave for a

destination'); infinitive pera (< peru 'to obtain'); adverbial participle nacaii

(< nacai 'to desire'), and the particle e. The infinitive pera provides a

purposive sense completed by the adverbial participle nacaii.
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Among these words, the noun nencu is the "subject" of three

items: infinitive pera, adverbial participle nacaii, and adjectival participle

cenra. The noun phrase beginning with nanotu and ending with tol is the

object of the infinitive (pera). The smaller noun phrase nanotu mitainta

karpu, val nutal and the compound am tin kilavi modify kuru makal

which itself is a compound.

The head noun karpu of the phrase nanotu mitainta karpu is

declined for the genitive case and marked by in. When all the individual

items here are interpreted (nan 'bashfulness', otu 'with', mitainta 'braided,

blended', karpu 'profundity'), nanotu mitainta karpu means 'profundity

blended with bashfulness.'

nan otu mitainta karpu

The next phrase val nutal means 'bright forehead', while am tin

kilavi means 'beautiful, sweet words.' Three phrases (nanotu mitainta

karpin, val nutal, and am tin kilavi) modify kuru makal 'short/small

woman' which describes a certain woman: 'the small woman, with pro

fundity blended with bashfulness, bright forehead, and soft sweet words.'

nan otu mitainta karpu-in val nutal

J

am tin kilavi-k kuru

makal
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This entire phrase has a genitive relation with the following compound

(men tol 'soft shoulders'). Then, starting from nan and finishing with tol,

the interpretation is: 'soft shoulders of the small/young woman with bright

forehead, profundity blended with bashfulness, and soft sweet words'

nan-otu mitainta karpu-in val nutal am tiri kilavi-k kuru makal

T

men tol

This phrase serves as the object of the infinitive pera 'to obtain' which in

turn is linked to nacaii. The clause beginning with nan and ending with

nacaii therefore means 'desiring/wanting to obtain the soft shoulders of

the small woman with bright forehead, who has maturity blended with

bashfulness and sweet gentle words.'
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nan-otu mitainta karpu-in val nutal am tin kilavi-k kuru makal men

II 1 1 1 1 1 l_l

1

tol pera nacaii

The word cenra in the next phrase (cenra en neficu) makes sense

when combined with its completing nominal nencu although a pronoun in

its oblique form intervenes between them. The phrase means 'my heart

which (has) left.' When the preceding adverbial participle nacaii with its

fullest details is combined with this phrase, more information about the

subject neficu is revealed: 'my heart which (has) left (me), desiring the

soft shoulders of the small woman with bright forehead, maturity blended

with bashfulness, and sweet gentle words.' The particle e in nefice can

be understood as ending the poem as well as giving a sense of emphasis

or similar sentiment.

cenra en nencu

When toyntanru kollo is taken together with nefice the reader

understands that the subject of the main sentence in the poem is neficu

and the finite verb is toyntanru.
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toyntanru kollo cenra en nencu-e

The poem is complete now, with the subject of the main sentence

revealed as the very last word, neficu 'heart.' The basic idea is expressed

in the narration of the hero's rhetorical question to himself. The question

is: Whether my heart which left (me) desiring the soft shoulders of (my)

small woman, indulged (in that pleasure) as her hands caressed it? The

rest of the poem describes how the narrator's heart rushed to reach his

woman, the path in which the heart travelled, the house where the woman

was waiting, and how the heart might have approached the woman.

A joyful translation :

Buds of iruppai emerge

like arrow tips stuffed

into swelling quivers,

heads small and sharp, bright

for their task of killing.

Shoots red as copper

plates and in them

the hollow stamens sweet

as butter scratch holes you can see

with their soft ends.

13

This translation was done by George L. Hart.
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Petals grow loose,

spread in the wind like

rain and hail, on steep paths

red as coral, they spread

like fat on thick blood.

Near that wilderness,

a little town:

women with thin curling hair

raise fine pestles with

ornamental rings and beat

their mortars, and their rhythm

seems to echo the crying

of the owls on high, dark hills.

And I pass by, I leave them behind

urged by strength

hurrying even when the sun

falls, it seems my home is

close, horses speed, and I go

never slowing their pace.

Yet,

even faster,

reaching even sooner

standing on one side of our fine

high house as she prays

every time the lizard calls

on the wall, in the evening

when cows go home, he comes

and curving his arms around her,

covers her eyes and touches her back

soft as the trunk of a female

elephant, caressed by
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her bangled hand:

my woman, chaste and modest,

forehead bright, words

so sweet

My heart has already

gone to her,

covering her soft arms, my heart

has already found its joy.
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APPENDIX

NOTE: Basically, this appendix contains various affixes, case markers,

postpositions, particles, and pronouns. Accompanying each entry in the

first list containing the suffixes, etc. are examples and the names of

chapters (or paragraphs in some cases) where the entry under consideration

or similar examples are discussed. The entries given in italicized type

represent the forms of affixes and other items which the reader may

identify as items following the stems used in classical Tamil poems. The

entries given in non-italicized bold type represent the actual forms of these

items as they are discussed in the preceding pages in this volume.
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-a

(An item preceding the following suffixes is a bare verb stem,

oblique stem, non-oblique stem, past stem ending with a consonant,

or a stem followed by the glide y:

-a, -ala, -arka, -ana, -aarka, -aka, -ata, -ika, -iya, -ina, -iiya,

-ika, -uka, -una, -una, -erka, -aikka, -kka, -kkuna, -ka, -

kallata, -kuva, -ta, -na, -ppa, -ppana, -pa, -pana, -va, -vana)

adjectival nouns — kala, katava, kulaviya, maratta, numma,

iniya, tamiya, kalana, eruttina

adverbs — initaka, nakaiyaka

case markers and postpositions — avara, ninna, nina (yanai)

imperative/optative — unara, valiya, cenraikka, cirakka, akuka,

ketuka, varuka

infinitive — curra, una, vara, tarikiya, unarttiya, coliya, kutikkiya,

velliya, tava, marakka, nirka, pukuta, marappa, nirpa

metonymy and metaphor — val matilaka

negative adjectival participle — ariyata, olkata, kalikallata

negative imperative/optative — vararka, maraarka, cererka

negative participial nouns — ceyyata, innatana

negative personal verbs — peyarala

non-past adjectival participle — cerkinra, atuuninra

non-past participial nouns — piralna, vittuna, tatukkuna,

niraikkuna, aruppana, kotpana, kolvana, varippa, ventupa,

tonruva

non-past personal verbs — ula, nippa, eytupa, kalulpa, ketuva,

patukuva, takaippana

past adjectival participle — taaya, tokka, atta, erra, unta,

katta, uyamta, pona, pokiya, certtiya, valliya, iriiya, ayina,

tuvarina, anra, uluta, kotta, uyartta, tokutta, payanta, arunta,

olinta

past participial nouns — ventiya, mantana, oriiyina

past personal verbs — valiiya, nirikiya, ceyta, pulittana, palunina,

tayina
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-ahtu

-ahtu

adjectival nouns — tollahtu

-akku

-k(k)(u), akk(u), ukk(u)

case markers and postpositions — ninakku, emakku

-akam

-akam

case markers and postpositions — nalakam

-attai

-attai

particles — paniyiyar attai

atanal

atanal

causal — atanal

-atu

-atu

adjectival nouns — yanatu, matavatu, kulampinatu

case markers and postpositions — katavulatu (iyarkai),

nonpinatu (alavu)

negative participial nouns — penitatu

negative personal verbs — tonralatu

non-past participial nouns — poykkuvatu, citaikuvatu, uvappatu.

unpatu, uruvatu

non-past personal verbs — vevatu

non-past verbal nouns — kilippatu, mukilppatu, kanpatu,

varuvatu, urivatu, mutivatu

past participial nouns — yattatu, ulliyatu, ventatu

past personal verbs — cenratu

verbal nouns — ninratu

,atai

-atai

adjectival nouns — kaiyatai

non-past verbal nouns — varuvatai

past participial nouns — umtatai
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past personal verbs — vantatai, talttatai

verbal nouns — nekilntatai, atippatuttatai, varuvatai

antil

antil

particles — varume ceyilai antil

anto

anto

particles — anto tane

-am

-am

adjectival nouns — uiyram, palam

imperative/optative — anrikam, ayarntikam

negative personal verbs — ventalam, piriyalam, totukalam

non-past participial nouns — ariyunam

non-past personal verbs — ancuvam, kankam, cerukam,

kankuvam, petkuvam

particles — pon am kompu, ten am kumari

past participial nouns — cirantanam

past personal verbs — katintanam, kettanam, ventinam

verbal nouns — occam, uyakkam, verram, torram

ammalamma

amma/amma

particles — amma (vali toli), (kamamum onru enpa) amma

ayal

ayal

case markers and postpositions — malai ayal

-ar

-ar

adjectival nouns — kuntalar, villar, ciraar, nalattar, teettar,

cakattalar, valainar, vinainar, nutaliyar, nonpiyar, kottaiyar,

katinar, nurrinar, pakaivar, nakaivar

case markers and postpositions (vocative) — makaaar

imperative/optative — teyar

infinitive — peniyar, katiiyar

negative participial nouns — onnalar, poruntalar
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negative imperative/optative — macu illyar

negative personal verbs — ceyyalar, ariyalar

non-past participial nouns — vallar, ariyalar, erifiar, patunar,

ularnar, kuyinar, kanunar, urunar, arainar, lkunar,

malarkkunar, kanmar, nacaivar, viraivanar

non-past personal verbs — ular, marappar, kanpar, varuvar,

ayarvar, kotukkuvar, perukuvar

past participial nouns — valliyar, ventinar

past personal verbs — marantanar, kurinar

verbal nouns — vevvar

-avar

adjectival nouns — illavar, punarppinavar

negative participial nouns — arulatavar, uraikkallatavar

non-past participial nouns — iruppavar, kolpavar

past participial nouns — ayavar, turantavar, nattavar

-aro

■ al

alla

-aro

-al

particles — kuyil alum aro

imperative/optative — kaval, tirattal

non-past personal verbs — uraippal, kanpal, valval, varuval,

kankuval

verbal nouns — ketal, ariyal, maraval, unakkal, pokkal, olukal,

uttal, akarral

(a)al

negative imperative/optative — peyaral,vitaal

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — ariya alla

allatu

(conditional + allatu)

negative al and il — kaliyin allatu

(nominal+ al(l)atu)

negative al and il — peruntakai allatu
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allatai

(nominal + allatai)

negative al and il — olintamai allatai

allam

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — veru allam

allar

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — aravar allar, nltunar allar

(negative personal verb + al )

negative al and il — illaiyum allar, velar allar

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — celvar allar, uyntanar allar

allal

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — maruntu allal

(negative personal verb + al )

negative al and il — vental allal

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — valkuval allal

allan

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — kotiyanum allan

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — unarkuven allan, Bcuvan allan

-alia

-a

negative adjectival participle — parakkalla, nulaikalla

(nominal + alla)

negative al and il — vay alla venmai

-allata

-ata

negative adjectival participle — kalikallata
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-allatavar

-avar

negative participial nouns— uraikkallatavar

allal

(conditional + allal)

negative al and il — perin allal

(nominal + allal)

negative al and il — pakai allal

allan

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — makan allan

allir

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — nittuvir allir(o)

all'ir

-Ir

negative imperative/optative— tolukallir

allem

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — kilainarem allem

(negative personal verb + al )

negative al and il — kelem allem, celvem allem (ennar)

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — unkuvam allem, kanem allem

allen

-en

negative personal verbs — porukkallen, amaikallen

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — nan allen

(negative personal verb + al _ )

negative al and il — ilenum allen

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — vitukkuven allen, utalinen allen
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allai

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — petai allai

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — varuvai allai

allor

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — puraiyar allor

alkalum

alkalum

collectives and universals — alkalum alutal

-ala

-a

negative personal verbs — peyarala

alatu

-atu

negative personal verbs — tonralatu

(nominal + alatu)

negative al and il — nl alatu

-alam

-am

negative personal verbs — ventalam, piriyalam, totukalam

-alar

-ar

adjectival nouns — marralar, arvalar

negative participial nouns — onnalar, poruntalar

negative personal verbs — ceyyalar, ariyalar

-alal

-al

negative personal verbs — pilaiyalal

-alan

-an

negative personal verbs — amaikalan, moliyalan

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — kel alan
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-alam

(verbal noun + am)

potential — porukkal am (varaittu)

-aliyaro

-iyaro

negative imperative/optative — tavaaliyaro

-alir

-XT

adjectival noun — nakaalir

negative personal verbs — kalaralir

-alen

-en

negative personal verbs — ventalen

-alen

-en

negative personal verbs — maravalen, ullalen, ankalen

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — tlyen alen

-alai

-ai

negative imperative/optative — poruntalai

negative personal verbs — kanalai, olukalai

-avar

-avar

adjectival nouns — illavar, punarppinavar

negative participial nouns — arulatavar, talaratavar,

uraikkallatavar

non-past participial nouns — iruppavar, kolpavar

past participial nouns — ayavar, turantavar, nattavar

-aval

-aval

adjectival nouns — nallaval, turakkattaval

past participial nouns — kattaval

non-past participial nouns — unarppaval, nerpaval
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-avan

-avan

adjectival nouns — viralavan

past participial nouns — vantavan

negative participial nouns — aluntatavan

non-past participial nouns — ulappavan, varaipavan

-avir

-avir

adjectival nouns — uravir

past participial nouns — canravir, kantavir

-avai

-avai

adjectival nouns — kalavai, nemiyavai, ampinavai

non-past participial nouns — utuppavai, urukupavai

past participial nouns — attavai, citariyavai

past personal verbs — entinavai

-al

-aval

adjectival nouns — nallaval, turakkattaval

past participial nouns — kattaval

non-past participial nouns — unarppaval, nerpaval

-al

adjectival noun — cirumaiyal, tilakattal, cumattinal

negative personal verbs — pilaiyalal, melintilal

non-past paticipial nouns — mannunal, ninaiyunal, celkuval,

ninaivanal

non-past personal verbs — uvakkuval, kalahkuval, enpal,

varuntuval, nanuval

past participial nouns — vettanal, kattaval

past personal verbs — eyal, kontanal, vinavinal, totarikinal,

kavaiiyinal, tutaiyinal

alavu

alavu

case markers and postpositions — vaiyaka varai alavu, murrum

alavu
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a lava i

alavai

case markers and postpositions — valippalavai, muyalvalavai

-arka

-ka

negative imperative/optative — vararka, maraarka

-an

-avan

adjectival nouns — viralavan

past participial nouns — vantavan

negative participial nouns — aluntatavan

non-past participial nouns — ulappavan, varaipavan

-an

adjectival nouns — penalan, kanniyan, malaiyan, kaccinan,

kajalinan, nannaralan, kolaivan, vilaivan

case markers and postpositions — atan niram

negative personal verbs — amaikalan, moliyalan

non-past participial nouns — kamurunan, viraivanan, etirkolvan

varaipavan

non-past personal verbs — ulan, akalkkuvan, varukuvan,

karappan, marruvan, varuvan

oblique stem — atan

past participial nouns — ancinan atal

past personal verbs — ceytanan, tirttanan, peyarntanan,

tarikinan, taliiyinan

-a(a)n

negative personal verbs — peraan

-anmar

-mar

negative personal verbs —■ kelanmar

-anmin

-min

negative imperative/optative — kollanmin
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anmai

anmai

negative verbal nouns — irumputu anmai

anri

-i

negative adverbial participle — atiyatu anri

anna

-anna

comparison — ciraku anna, kalattanna, varntanna

anno

anno

particles — kannum tan pani vaikina anno

anrulanro

(nominal + al )

negative al and il — kar anru

(personal verb + al )

negative al and il — civappal anru, ikalntare anro

-tu

past personal verbs — ninranru

-ana

-a

adjectival nouns — kalana

past personal verbs — pulittana

negative participial nouns — innatana

non-past participial nouns — aruppana, kotpana, kolvana

non-past personal verbs — takaippana

past participial nouns — mantana, ninaiiyana

-anam

-am

past participial nouns — cirantanam

past personal verbs — kettanam, katintanam

-anar

-ar

past personal verbs — marantanar
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-anal

-al

non-past participial nouns — ninaivanal

past participial nouns — vettanal

past personal verbs — kontanal

-anan

-an

past personal verbs — ninranan, ceytanan, tlrttanan,

peyarntanan

-anar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — enmanar

-anal

-al

case markers and postpositions — atanal

-anir

-ir

past personal verbs — ottanir

past participial nouns — tunintanir

-ani n

-in

comparison — itanin kotiyatu

-anem

-em

past personal verbs — inpurranem

-anen

-en

non-past participial nouns — viraivanen

past personal verbs — vantanen

-anen

-en

past personal verbs — takaittanen

-anai

-ai

adjectival nouns — notumalalanai
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past personal verbs — lttanai

anaittum

anaittum or anaittu um

collectives and universals — anaittum nf, anaittin utporulum

-a(a)

-a

case markers and postpositions — aruka, mela, amararkka

interrogative — tantala

negative personal verbs — ata

-a(a)

infinitive — maraiya, pataa, kolaa

negative adjectival participle — kalarika, lya, ninaiya, cava,

poka, kotaa, parakkalla, nulaikalla

negative adverbial participle — ariya, vitaa

negative participial nouns — ovva, utaa, pora

-a(ka)

adverbs — innata

-ika

imperative/optative — kanika, kantika

-daar

vocative

case markers and postpositions — makaaar

-aatu

-a(a)tu

negative adverbial participle — kuraatu

-dam

-um

non-past adjectival participle — avaam

-damal

-a(a)mal

negative adverbial participle — peraamal

-damai

-a(a)mai

negative adverbial participle — valaamai
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-aar

-ar

adjectival nouns — ciraar

-dal

-al

negative imperative/optative — vitaal

-aaliyaro

-iyaro

negative imperative/optative — tavaaliyaro

-aalir

-ir

adjectival nouns — nakaalir

-darka

-ka

negative imperative/optative — maraarka

-dan

-a(a)n

negative personal verbs — peraan

-dka

-a(ka)

adverbs — initaka, nakaiyaka

(noun + noun + aka)

metonymy and metaphor — val matil aka

dnka

anka/ariku/anke

particles — arika (inpamum kavinum alurikal mutur)

dhkan

ankan

case markers and postpositions — potini arikan

dhkuldnke

anka/anku/arike

particles — ariku (am mu iru mukanum), (aiiciyatu) arike

(anariku akum)

anku

adverbs — pettariku
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case markers and postpositions — ninnariku

comparison — atirntariku, nivantariku

-dta

-ata

negative adjectival participle — olkata, ariyata, kalikallata

negative participial nouns — ceyyata

-dtatu

-atu

negative participial nouns — peratatu

-dtavar

-avar

negative participial nouns — arulatavar, talaratavar,

uraikkallatavar

-dtavan

-avan

negative participial nouns — aluntatavan

-atana

-atana

adjectival nouns — innatana

-dta

-a(ka)

adverbs — innata

-dtdy

-ay

negative participial nouns — unaratay

-dtdr

-ar

negative participial nouns — nallatar

-dtdl

-al

negative participial nouns — valatal

-dtdn

-an

negative participial nouns — utavatan
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-atl

-i

negative imperative/optative — varuntati

-dtim

-Im

negative imperative/optative — cellatlm

-atime

-ime

negative imperative/optative — ceppatime

-atimo

-imo

negative imperative/optative — alatimo

-Stir

-IT

negative participial nouns — ariyatlr pola

-atu

-atu

adjectival nouns — kunatu

case markers and postpositions — tanatu

negative personal verbs — anatu, cavatu, amaikallatu

-a(a)tu

negative adverbial participle — anatu, ariyatu, kainnirukkallatu,

ivarkallatu

-tu

adjectival nouns — innatu

-ate

-ate

negative adverbial participle — culate

-dten

-en

negative participial nouns — tuncaten

-atoy

-oy

negative participial nouns — taratoy

negative personal verbs — ariyatoy
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-ator

-or

negative participial nouns — unarator, onnator

-atol

-61

negative participial nouns — katiyatol

-dton

-on

negative participial nouns — kollaton

-dm

-am

adjectival nouns — iruvam

negative personal verbs — eyyam

non-past personal verbs — kelam, niruppam, kanpam, iruvam,

celvam

past participial nouns — punarntam

past personal verbs — kotpattam

(personal verb + am)

potential — untam, uyyumam

(verbal noun + am)

potential — porukkal am varaittu

-dmal

-a(a)mal

negative adverbial participle — toypatamal

-dmai

-a(a)mai

negative adverbial participle — ariyamai

-mai

negative verbal nouns — nalkamai, varaiyamai

-ay

-ay

adjectival nouns — katalay, katuppinay

adverbs — iraicciyay, iyalpirray

imperative/optative — kelay, kantaippay

negative participial nouns — unaratay, arikallay pori
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negative personal verbs — kattay, ariyay, tarukallay

non-past participial nouns — meyppay

non-past personal verbs — turappay, poyppay, enpay, pokuvay

past participial nouns — kurittay, karutiyay

past personal verbs — mttittay, parattinay

vocative

case markers and postpositions — nerilay, katalay, kilaviyay

-ayitai

-ayitai

case markers and postpositions — (imayam ten am kumariyotu)

ayitai

-ayinum

-um

concessive of fact ("although") — (moli peyar teettar) ayinum

concessive of supposition ("even if) — (tamiyal) ayinum

-dr

-ar

adjectival nouns — nucuppar, nencinar

negative participial nouns — poyyar, calar, porrar, mevar,

onnar, nallatar, ayvantilar

negative personal verbs — ullar, ceyyar, amaiyar, tlrkkalar,

amaikallar, ovar, kollar, kolar

non-past participial nouns — nekilppar, enpar, caaymar, viluvar,

arivar, enmanar

non-past personal verbs — turappar, iraincuvar

particles — novumar (perite), neriyumar (atuve)

past participial nouns — nalkumtar, onrinar

past personal verbs — cayttar, utinar

-mar

negative participial nouns — kelanmar

negative imperative/optative — kelanmar

-drkal

-ar(kal)

non-past participial nouns — valvarkatku (valvarkal + ku)
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al

atanal

causal — atanal

-al

conditional — kantal, enral, anal

negative imperative/optative — poyyal

particles — nanral, arital

verbal nouns — kolal

-al/an

case markers and postpositions — poriyan (mafinai), poral,

atanal, talaiyinal, marattal, vitiyarral

(conditional + allal)

negative al and il — perin allal

(nominal + allal)

negative al and il — pakai allal

-alum

-um

al

-a!

-alar

-ar

-alan

-an

concessive of supposition — enralum

adjectival nouns — alkulal, katuppinal

negative participial nouns — valatal

negative personal verbs — aniyal, unarkallal

non-past participial nouns — noy ulappal, enpal, atuval

non-past personal verbs — celval

past participial nouns — inral

past personal verbs — uraittal, poyinal

adjectival nouns — cakattalar

non-past participial nouns — ariyalar

adjectival nouns — nannarajan
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-alanai

-ai

adjectival nouns — notumalalanai

-a.ru

-aru

case markers and postpositions — tan ventum aru

-an

-a(a)n

negative personal verbs — cutan, pokan, uraikkallan

-an

adjectival nouns — uran, peruman, muracinan

causal — olukalan, unmaiyan

negative participial nouns — aram caran, utavatan

non-past participial nouns — nulaippan, enpan, cutuvan pola

non-past personal verbs — olippan, amaivan, parivan,

amaikuvan

past participial nouns — katliyan, uriiyinan, ceytan, poyttan

past personal verbs — kontan, vikkinan, malaintan, parttan

-al/an

case markers and postpositions — poriyan (maiinai), (kll)

nlran (mm valarikuntu)

-pan (p + an)

infinitive — kanpan

-van (v + an)

infinitive — kulaivan, nikkuvan

-anal

-al

conditional — anal

-anum

-anum

concessive of fact — illanum

concessive of supposition — ennanum

ya um

collectives and universals — yarkkanum
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-anmin

-min

negative imperative/optative — nakanmin

-i

-i

adjectival nouns — kalvi

adverbial participle — vici, kalavi, cii, porii, paraii

adverbs — nani, ini

imperative/optative — vali, ukki, katti, porruti

negative adverbial participle — ili, anri, inri

negative imperative/optative — varuntati

non-past participial nouns — atuvi, uraivi, cantarri

non-past personal verbs — iratti, ancuti, pokuti, ceri

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — nan ili

-vi

verbal nouns — velvi

-ika

-ika

imperative/optative — cenrika

-ikam

-ikam

imperative/optative — anrikam

-ika

-ika

imperative/optative — kanika, kantika

-ikum

-ikum

past personal verbs — kettikum

-ikai

(k)kai

verbal nouns — untikai, karikai, carikai

-icin

-icin

imperative/optative — arricin, vatitticin
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past personal verbs — maranticin, anricin, ponricin

-icinor

-or

past participial nouns — iranticinor, pataitticinor

-icinol

-61

past participial nouns — pirinticinol

-icinon

-on

past personal verbs — cenricinon

-itamlitan

-itam/itan

case markers and postpositions — kakkum itam, pulampiya

itan

-itai

-itai

case markers and postpositions — katattitai, kottitai, kaiyitai,

uritai

-ittai

-ittai

imperative/optative — patittai

-itu

-tu

adjectival nouns — valitu, putitu

-iya

-a

adjectival nouns — iniya, tamiya

infinitive — coliya

past adjectival participle — pokiya, certtiya, valliya, iriiya

past participial nouns — ventiya

past personal verbs — valliya, nirikiya

-iya

imperative/optative — valiya

-(i)iya

infinitive — tarikiya, unarttiya, kutikkiya, veliiya
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-iyatu

-atu

past participial nouns — ulliyatu

-iyar

-ar

adjectival nouns — nutaliyar, nonpiyar

past participial nouns — valliyar

-iyar(o)

imperative/optative — akiyar, varutiyar

negative imperative/optative — iliyar

-(i)iyar

infinitive — peniyar, katliyar

(i)iyar(o)

imperative/optative — unliyar

-iyar 6

-iyar(o)

imperative/optative— akiyaro, niliyaro

negative imperative/optative — tavaaliyaro, kaniliyaro

-(i)iyar(o)

imperative/optative— celliyaro

-iyay

-ay

past participial nouns — karutiyay

-iyan

-an

past participial nouns — katliyan

-iyoy

oy

past participial nouns — kutiyoy

past personal verbs — pularttiyoy, vantoy

-iyon

-on

past participial nouns — tappiyon

past personal verbs — nalkiyon
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,ir

il

-avir

adjectival nouns — uravir

past participial nouns — canravir, kantavir

-ir

adjectival nouns — mantir, kilavir, nakaalir

negative personal verbs — kalaralir

non-past personal verbs — ucatir, aritir, ennutir, irarikuvir

past participial nouns — tunintanir

past personal verbs — kontir, ottanir, ullinir

-i(i)r

past participial nouns — vilarikiylir

-il

case markers and postpositions — arukil

conditional — kalikkil

comparison — pitirvil poriki

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — nukarcci il

-illatu

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — illatu nokki

-illavan

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — aran illavan

-ilia

-a

negative adjectival participle — nilai illa p porul

,Ulan

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — nayan illan

,illen

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — maruntu yatum illen
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-illai

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — onru illai

-illor

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — unarcci illor

-ila

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — etu ila

-ilatu

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — tirvu ilatu aka

-ilam

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — paramum ilam, ceytanro ilam

-ilar

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — arul ilar

-ilavan

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — anpu ilavan

-ilal

al

negative personal verbs — melintilal

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — valu ilal

-ilan

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — vinai ilan, vallirrum ilan, maruriku ilan

-ilar

-ar

negative participial nouns — ayvantilar

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — nefic(u) ilar, unarv(u) ilar
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-ilalar

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — tal ilalar

-ilalan

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — aran ilalan

-ilan

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — tit(u) ilan, tal ilan

-ili

-i

negative adverbial participle — uppu ili ventatai

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — nan ili

-iliyaro

-iyar(o)

negative imperative/optative — kaniliyaro

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — parral iliyaro

-ilir

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — anp(u) ilir

-iliyar

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — macu iliyar

-ilir

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — tavar(u) ilir

-ilem

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — tunai ilem

-ilen

-en

negative personal verbs— ilantilen
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(nominal + il)

negative al and il — tltu ilen, nirral ilen

-ilai

-ai

negative personal verbs — ninaittilai

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — arul ilai, tavar(u) ilai

-ilor

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — tiran ilor

-ilol

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — mac(u) ilol

-irru

-tu

adjectival nouns — puravirru

past personal verbs — utkirru, tayirru

in

-icin

-in

imperative/optative — arricin, vatitticin

past personal verbs — maranticin, anricin, ponricin

adverbs — nunnitin, nallitin, valitin, elitinin, uritinin

case markers and postpositions — varaippin ippolil, maraiyinin

causal — katuvalin, akalin, atalin, oralin, terutalin, valamaiyin,

inmaiyin, kanamaiyin, varamaiyin

conditional — varin, tuncin, kanin, pokin, iruppin, ketkin, ketpin

comparison — urumin urarupu cilaippa, itanin kotiyatu

-inm

-m

negative personal verbs— punarvu inm

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — punarvu inm
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-inmai

•mai

negative verbal nouns — payal inmai, ali inmai

-inri

-i

negative adverbial participle — kavalpu inri

-inru

-u

negative adverbial participle — inru

(nominal + il)

negative al and il — kotiyor inru, uyvu inru

-tu

adjectival nouns — verikurumpinru

past personal verbs — curunkinru

-ina

-a

adjectival nouns — eruttina

past adjectival participle — ayina, tuvarina

past personal verbs — palunina

past participial nouns — orfiyina pola, cutina ... muttam

-inatu

-atu

adjectival nouns— kulampinatu

case markers and postpositions — nonpinatu alavu

-inam

-am

past personal verbs — ventinam

-inar

-ar

adjectival nouns — katinar, nurrinar

past participial nouns — ventinar

past personal verbs — kurinar

-inavar

-avar

adjectival nouns — punarppinavar
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-inavai

-avai

adjectival nouns — ampinavai

past personal verbs — entinavai

-inal

-al

adjectival nouns — cumattinal

past personal verbs — totarikinal, tutaiyinal, vinavinal, taliiyinal

-inan

-an

adjectival nouns — kalalinan, kaccinan

past participial nouns — ancinan atal

past personal verbs — tarikinan, taliiyinan

-inay

-ay

adjectival nouns — katuppinay

past personal verbs — parattinay

-inar

-ar

adjectival nouns — neficinar

past participial nouns — onrinar valkkai

past personal verbs — utinar

-inal

-al

case markers and postpositions — talaiyinal

-inal

-al

adjectival nouns — katuppinal

past participial nouns — inral

past personal verbs — poyinal

-inan

-an

adjectival nouns — muracinan

past participial nouns — uriiyinan

past personal verbs — vikkinan
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-inir

-ir

past personal verbs — ullinir

-inin

-in

adverbs — uritinin

case markers and postpositions — maraiyinin

comparison — kunrinin

-inum

-um

comparison — kutinum, namminum, numminum

concessive of fact — ayinum, collinum, alippinum

concessive of supposition — akinum, ayinum, utinum, kaliyinum,

ventinum, peyarinum

-inem

-em

past personal verbs — curukkinem

-inen

-en

adjectival nouns — katuppinen

past personal verbs— nokkinen

-inem

-em

adjectival nouns — nencinem

past personal verbs — onrinem

-inen

-en

adjectival nouns — arivinen

past personal verbs — ullinen

-inai

-ai

adjectival nouns — maintinai

past personal verbs — ninaiyinai, collinai
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-inoy

-oy

adjectival nouns — marapinoy

-inor

-or

past participial nouns — nitinor

-inon

-on

adjectival nouns — munpinon

-i

-I

imperative/optative — vantl

non-past personal verbs — ularti

-ii

-i

adverbial participle — cli, porii

-iiya

-(I)iya

infinitive — velliya

-Jiyar

-(I)iyar

infinitive — katliyar

-(I)iyar(o)

imperative/optative — unliyar, celliyar

-iiyaro

-(I)iyar(o)

imperative/optative — celliyaro

-liyan

-an

past participial nouns — katliyan

-liyinan

-an

past participial nouns — uriiyinan
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-ur

-i(i)r

past participial nouns — vilarikiyiir

-ika

-ika

imperative/optative — cennka

-ikam

-ikam

imperative/optative — ayarntlkam

-ittai

-ittai

imperative/optative — ninrittai

-Im

-im

negative imperative/optative — cellatim

-imin

-imin

imperative/optative — kettlmin

-ime

-ime

negative imperative/optative — ceppatime

-imo

-imo

imperative/optative — ceytimo

negative imperative/optative — alatimo

-iyar

-iyar

negative imperative/optative — macu iliyar

-ir

-ir

adjectival nouns — urir

negative imperative/optative — tolukallir

negative participial nouns — ariyatir pola

negative personal verbs — anir

non-past personal verbs — marultlr, enplr, vinavuvir
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past personal verbs — ceytir, kanir(o)

non-past participial nouns — varuvir

-i(i)r

past participial nouns — palcanrir

-u

-a(a)tu

negative adverbial participle — kuraatu, anatu, ariyatu,

nirukkallatu, ivarkallatu

-u

adverbial participle — porutu, peytu, kattu, ventu, vettu, kontu,

karru, anru

imperative/optative — iyaikku

negative adverbial participle — inru

non-past personal verbs — telikku, nukarku

verbal nouns — kuluu

(p)pu

verbal nouns — marappu

-pu (p+u)

infinitive — ninaipu

-vu

verbal nouns — kalaivu

-ukku

-k(k)(u), akk(u), ukku

case markers and postpositions — peyarvukku, matiyinukku

-uka

-(k)ka

imperative/optative — akuka, ketuka, varuka

-ukam

-am

non-past personal verbs — cerukam

utan

-utan

case markers and postpositions — aintu utan pom, katutan,

kilaiyutan, avar utan nervarkol
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-utai(ya)

-utai(ya)

case markers and postpositions — muttu utai maruppin, ninnutai

valkkai, cir utaiya ilai

-untu

-untu

non-past personal verbs — valarikuntu

-una

-a

non-past participial nouns — tatukkuna, niraikkuna, vittuna,

pannuna

-unar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — patunar, Ikunar, kanunar

-unal

-al

non-past participial nouns — mannunal, ninaiyunal

-unan

-an

non-past participial nouns — kamurunan

-unai

-ai

non-past participial nouns — kollunai

-um

-anum

concessive of fact — illanum

concessive of supposition — ennanum

-ikum

past personal verbs — kettikum

-inum

concessive of fact — collinum, alippinum

concessive of supposition — akinum, kaliyinum, ventinum,

peyarinum

-um

adverbs — nanrum, peritum
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case markers and postpositions — makalirullum, ellarullum

comparison — kutinum, namminum,

concessive of fact — kantum, anriyum, ayinum, kalavavum,

varavum, akavum

concessive of supposition — ayinum, utinum, enralum

non-past adjectival participle — pinikkum, ninaikkum, katkum,

etuppum, taruum, ninaiyum

non-past personal verbs — kankum, piritum, cellum, varuum,

irakkum, nirkum, tempum, tiriyum, viyakkum, amaikum,

etuppum, cerrum, cerum, polum

particles — molitalum, nanrum

ella um

collectives and universals — ella manaiyum, ella uyirkkum

ellar um

collectives and universals — ellarkkum, ellar puranum, ellar

manaiyum, ellarullum

-m

imperative/optative — 6m, unm, tam, varum

ya um

collectives and universals — yarikum, yarikanum, yantorum,

yatum, yatonrum, yarkkanum, yaraiyum, yavatum,

yavarum, yavirum, yavirayinum, yavaiyum

umpar

-umpar

case markers and postpositions — verikatattu umpar

uli

-uli

case markers and postpositions — cenruli, celvuli, ketpuli

ulai

-ulai

case markers and postpositions — avanulai

ul

-ul

case markers and postpositions — kalirikattul, ullul

verbal nouns — vilaiyul
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ullum

-ullum

case markers and postpositions — makalirullum, ellarullum

comparison — makalirullum

ulle

-ulle

case markers and postpositions — ulle kanalum ullam

ula

-a

non-past personal verbs — veriyum ula

-uli

-uli

case markers and postpositions — muraiyuli, marapuli

-ule

-u(l)le

case markers and postpositions —nirule

-uu

-u

verbal nouns — kuluu

-(u)u

imperative/optative — oruu

infinitive — kanuu, piliyuu

non-past adjectival participle — etirkoluu nalam

-uu ninra

-uu

non-past adjectival participle — atuu ninra yakkai

-Hum

-um

non-past adjectival participle — taruum, varuum

non-past personal verbs — varuum, toluum, poruum, neritaruum

punal

particles — innatuum

unkan

-unkan

case markers and postpositions — uyar varaikku urikan
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unku

-unku

case markers and postpositions — parava unku, inrin urikum

-utu

-utu

case markers and postpositions — tukil utu

-ul

-ul

case markers and postpositions — pal ul

e um

e um

collectives and universals— ellamum, e-v-vakai-c-ceytiyum

etir(e)

-etir(e)

case markers and postpositions — kai etire, atan etire

-em

-em

past personal verbs — inpurranem, curukkinem

non-past personal verbs — kankuvem

elld

ella _ _ m

collectives and universals — ella manaiyum, ella uyirkkum

ellam

-ellam

collectives and universals — pulavar ellam, valakkam ellamum

ellar

ellar um

collectives and universals — ellarkkum, ellar puranum, ellar

mavum, ellarullum

elldrum

ellarum

collectives and universals — ellarum ariya

ellirum

ellirum

collectives and universals — elllrum en ceytir
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-ellai

-ellai

case markers and postpositions — nerunal ellai, nayirru ellai,

nannal talaivarum ellai

ellorkkum

ellor um

collectives and universals — ellorkkum kotumati

■en

-en

enra

enral

adjectival nouns — paricilen

imitative words — dum-en (cummai)

negative personal verbs — ventalen

non-past participial nouns — kuruven pola, viraivanen

non-past personal verbs — ulen, peyarkkuven, maraikuven,

marappen(o), kanpen, tantuven

past participial nouns — takaittanen allal

past personal verbs — totutten, vantanen, nokkinen

imitative words — pullenra

-al

conditional — arikuvatu enral

enrcilum

-um

concessive of supposition — enralum

enrum

enrum

collectives and universals — enrum cellen

-enna

-enna

comparison — mati enna

ennatuum

ennatuum

collectives and universals — aruvippatum ennatuum
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ennalum

ennalum

collectives and universals — ennalum pariyalo ilam

en(n)ai urn

en(n)ai um

collectives and universals — ennai nl ceyyinum, enai p pakaiyum

-ena

-e(n)na

adverbs — mellena, terrena

comparison — kan ena

imitative words — ilum ena

particles — orau ena . . . tontu ena

enaitt um

enai tt um

collectives and universals — enaittanum, enaittu onrum

enaittum

enaittum

collectives and universals — enaittum kotumai

- e

-e

case markers and postpositions — nilaiye, talalye,

katuncinavente, pirakke, nence (vocative)

imperative/optative — vave

interrogative — nallan anre

negative adverbial participle — culate

particles — kantikume, arite

-me

imperative/optative — cenme

-eem

-e(e)m

negative personal verbs — poyppa viteem

-een

-en

negative personal verbs — viteen
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el

-el

conditional — enrirel, untel, vituvayel

negative conditional — anrel, kattayel

negative imperative/optative — alel

negative personal verbs — varel

em

-em

adjectival nouns — pacaraiyem, nencinem

non-past participial nouns — kanrotu celvem

non-past personal verbs — nukarkem, arivippem, katikuvem,

poruvem, novem(o)

past participial nouns — ali perrem emmai

past personal verbs — vettem, onrinem, uraittem

-e(e)m

negative personal verbs — kurem, ullem, viteem

-erka

-ka

-en

-en

,ai

-ai

negative imperative/optative — cererka

adjectival nouns — untiyen, arivinen

negative participial nouns — tuncaten

negative personal verbs — varen, cellen, matten, ariyen,

maravalen, ullalen, porukkalleo, arikalen, amaikallen, ilantilen

non-past participial nouns — totuppen pola, kanpen, taruven

non-past personal verbs — ullen, arruken, irukkuven, arikuven,

uvappen, kanpen, ariven, marulven

past participial nouns — lnren, ninren, takaittanen

past personal verbs — etutten, vanten, tonriyen, takaittanen,

ullinen

adjectival nouns — tayai, terai, ullattai, notumalalanai, maintinai

adverbs — vallai
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case markers and postpositions — turaivanai, velattai

imperative/optative — kantai, vantai, patittai, ninrittai

negative imperative/optative — poruntalai

negative personal verbs — kanalai, olukalai, ninaittilai

non-past participial nouns — veyyai, vallai, kollunai

non-past personal verbs — ceykuvai, punarkuvai, avai, encuvai,

katalvai

past participial nouns — attavai

past personal verbs — ittanai, ninaiyinai

verbal nouns — natai, kavitai, mutantai, varuvatai, nekilntatai,

atippatuttatai

-atai

adjectival nouns — kaiyatai

past participial nouns — urntatai, vantatai, talttatai

-avai

adjectival nouns — nemiyavai, kalavai, ampinavai

non-past participial nouns — utuppavai, urukupavai

past participial nouns — attavai, citariyavai

past personal verbs — entinavai

(k)kai

verbal nouns — untikai, karikai, carikai, tirkai, irukkai

-vai

verbal nouns — veyvai

-aikka

-aikka

imperative/optative — cenraikka

-aikd

-aika

imperative/optative — kantaika

-aippdy

-aippay

imperative/optative — kantaippay
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-otu

-otu, otu

case markers and postpositions — peyarotu, cerppanotu,

ninnotu

oruvarum

oruvarum

collectives and universals — oruvarum illai

oruvar um

oruvar um

collectives and universals — oruvarkkum poyya

onrum

onrum

collectives and universals — pilai onrum

-o

-o

case markers and postpositions (vocative) — ceyyayo

imperative/optative — porro

interrogative — allano, kanamo, tuncayo, varayo

particles — tuyilo, uraikko, varuko, ancayo

(personal verb + al)

negative al and il — nittuvir alliro

-mo

imperative/optative — uraimo, viyarikonmo, cenmo

-otu

-otu, otu

case markers and postpositions — ivalotu, marattotu,

peruntakaiyotu

-dm

-om

non-past personal verbs — tirkkuvom

-oy

-oy

adjectival nouns — kataloy, marpinoy

non-past participial nouns — amarpoy, celvoy

past participial nouns — vantoy, kutiyoy
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past personal verbs — vantoy, pularttiyoy

-or

-or

-orum

ol

adjectival nouns — ivanor, katalor, nallor, putuvor, nilattor

negative participial nouns — unarator, onnator

non-past participial nouns — arakkuvor, urkuvor, malarppor,

kanpor, ninaiyumor, valluvor, varaivor

past participial nouns — irantor, punariyor, iranticinor,

pataitticinor, nltinor

past personal verbs — ceytor, kotuttor

-orum

particles — mata mayil orum manaiyavar

-51

,on

-on

,kka

adjectival nouns — manaiyol

negative participial nouns — katiyatol

non-past participial nouns — pulampuvol, inaivol

past participial nouns — ninrol, pirinticinol

past personal verbs — irainciyol

adjectival nouns — kilavon, tammon, munpinon, utukkaiyon

negative participial nouns — kollaton

non-past participial nouns — ariyumon

past participial nouns — tappiyon, uyarnton

past personal verbs — patarnton, nalkiyon, cenricinon

-a

infinitive — marakka, erpikka

-aikka

imperative/optative — cenraikka

-(k)ka

imperative/optative — cirakka, emakka, piriyatirukka, tarikka
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-kkal

(k)kal

verbal nouns — niraikkal

-kkalla

-a

negative adjectival participle — parakkalla

-kkallatavar

-avar

negative participial nouns — uraikkallatavar

-kkallatu

-a(a)tu

negative adverbial participle — kainnirukkallatu

-kkalar

-ar

negative personal verbs — tlrkkalar

-kkalldn

-a(a)n

negative personal verbs — uraikkallan

-kkallen

-en

negative personal verbs — porukkallen

-kkiya

-(i)iya

infinitive — kutikkiya

-kkil

-il

conditional — kalikkil

-kku

-u

non-past personal verbs — telikku

-k(k)(u), akk(u), ukk(u)

case markers and postpositions — ninakku, emakku,

mutumaikku, peyarvukku, matiyinukku

-kku

imperative/optative — pirakku
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verbal nouns — cerukku

-kkuna

-a

non-past participial nouns — tatukkuna, niraikkuna pola

-kkunar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — malarkkunar

-kkum

-um

non-past adjectival participle — pinikkum, ninaikkum kalai

non-past personal verbs — irakkum, viyakkum

-kkuvatu

-atu

non-past participial nouns — poykkuvatu

-kkuval

-aj

non-past personal verbs — uvakkuval

(personal verb + al)

negative al and il — pulakkuval allal

-kkuvan

-an

non-past personal verbs — akalkkuvan

(personal verb + al)

negative al and il — turakkuvan allan

-kkuven

-en

non-past personal verbs — peyarkkuven

-kkuvem

-em

non-past personal verbs — tlrkkuvem

-kkuven

-en

non-past personal verbs — irukkuven
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-kkuvdm

-om

non-past personal verbs — tirkkuvom

-kkem

-e(e)m

non-past personal verbs — pulakkem

-kkai

(k)kai

verbal nouns — irukkai, kakkai

-kko

-5

particles — uraikko

-ka

-a

infinitive — nirka

-a(ka)

adverbs — initaka, nakaiyaka

-ika

imperative/optative — cenrika

-ika

imperative/optative — cenrika

-(k)ka

imperative/optative — ketuka, akuka, varuka

-ka

negative imperative/optative — vararka, maraarka, cererka

katai

-katai

case markers and postpositions — puram katai, ilam katai,

atum katai, vanta-k-katai, meva-k-katai

kan

-kan

case markers and postpositions — tan kan, eruttin kan,

totarikarkan, ataittakkannum
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-kam

-am

non-past personal verbs — cerukam, kankam

-ikam

imperative/optative — anrikam

-ikam

imperative/optative — ayarntikam

-kama

-kama

imperative/optative — mannukama, polikama

-kal

-al

verbal nouns — marukal

-kalld

-a(a)

negative adjectival participle — nulaikalla

-kalldta

-ata

negative adjectival participle — kalikallata

-kalldtu

-atu

negative personal verbs — amaikallatu

-a(a)tu

negative adverbial participle — ivarkallatu

-kallay

-ay

negative personal verbs — tarukallay

negative participial nouns — arikallay pon

-kallar

-ar

negative personal verbs — amaikallar

-kallal

-al

negative personal verbs — unarkallal
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-kallir

-ir

negative imperative/optative — tolukalllr

-kallen

-en

negative personal verbs — amaikallen

-kalam

-am

negative personal verbs — totukalam

-kalan

-an

negative personal verbs — amaikalan

-kalen

-en

negative personal verbs — arikalen

-kalai

-ai

negative personal verbs — olukalai

-kal

-arkal

non-past participial nouns — valvarkal

-kal

singular and plural — iyarikal

-ka

-a

negative adjectival participle — poka

-ika

imperative/optative — kanika, kantika

-aika

imperative/optative — kantaika

kan

-kan

particles — aritu kan, kotiyai kan
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kdl

-kal(ai)

case markers and postpositions — oru kal, paturikal,

katantakkal, cirappunakkal

kalai

-kal(ai)

case markers and postpositions — uyirtta kalai

-karum

-karum

case markers and postpositions — el karum

-kan

-a(a)n

negative personal verbs — pokan

-kil

kil

The Compound Stem — arikilen

-kin

in

conditional — ketkin

kil

kil

case markers and postpositions — kulakkll, mannavan kil

-ku

-u

non-past personal verbs — nukarku

-k(k)(u), akk(u), ukk(u)

case markers and postpositions — makkatku, valvarkatku,

natarku, cerpparku

-ku

adverbs — nanku

comparison — valiyorku avan ijaiyan

imperative/optative — aku

-kuti

-i

non-past personal verbs — pokuti
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-kutum

-um

non-past personal verbs — akutum

-kunar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — ikunar, ketkunar

-kunal

-al

non-past participial nouns — perukunal

-kum

-ikum

past personal verbs — kettikum

-um

non-past adjectival participle — katkum

non-past personal verbs — kankum, nirkum, amaikum

-kurai

-kurai

particles — arum kuraiyai, katum kurai

-kuva

-a

non-past personal verbs — patukuva

-kuvatu

-atu

non-past personal verbs — citaikuvatu

-kuvam

-am

non-past personal verbs — kankuvam, petkuvam

-kuvar

-ar

non-past personal verbs — perukuvar

-kuval

-al

non-past personal verbs — kankuval
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-kuval

-al

-kuvdy

-ay

-kuvan

-an

-kuvem

-em

-kuvem

-em

-kuven

-en

-kuvai

-ai

-kuvor

■ken

-kai

-or

-en

non-past participial noun — celkuval

non-past personal verbs — pokuvay

non-past personal verbs — amaikuvan

non-past personal verbs — kankuvem

non-past personal verbs — katikuvem

non-past personal verbs — arikuven

non-past personal verbs — ceykuvai, punarkuvai

non-past participial nouns — urkuvor

non-past personal verbs — arruken

(k)kai

verbal nouns — tirkai, untikai, karikai, carikai

kontu

-kontu

case markers and postpositions — nunkol kontu, atarkontu,

itarkontu
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-kol(lo)

-kol(lo)

particles — yarkol, poyinru kollo

-kon(nu)

-kon(nu)

particles — konnu nampum, konnonru

-ko

-o

particles — varuko, noko

-cci

-(c)ci

verbal nouns — culcci

-ccu

-ccu

verbal nouns — valaiccu

car

-car

case markers and postpositions — kattuccar

-ci

-ci

verbal nouns — katci

cirai

-cirai

case markers and postpositions — oru cirai

-nar

-SIT

adjectival nouns — valainar

non-past participial nouns — erinar

hdhkar

-nankar

case markers and postpositions — neturikottu nankar, vayal

konta narikar, pulara narikar
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-nanru

-nanru

case markers and postpositions — vilariku nanru, piranta nanru,

oru nanru

-nanrai

-nanrai

case markers and postpositions — vanta nanrai

-ttatu

-atu

past participial nouns — yattatu

-ttatai

-ai

past participial nouns — atippatuttatai

past personal verbs — utaittatai . . . vaiyai, tahtatai, uraittatai

verbal nouns — citaittatai

-ttal

(t)tal

imperative/optative — tirattal

verbal nouns — irattal

-tti

-i

imperative/optative — katti

non-past personal verbs — iratti

-ttu

-(t)tu

adjectival nouns — putuvorttu

past participial nouns — vaittu

-ttai

-ai

adjectival nouns — ullattai

-ittai

imperative/optative — patittai

-Ittai

imperative/optative — ninrittai
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-ta

-a

infinitive — pukuta

past adjectival participle — uluta non pakatu

-tatai

-ai

verbal nouns — umtatai, nekilntatai

tarn

-tam

case markers and postpositions — puraiyortam ul nlr

-tal

-(t)tal

imperative/optative — vitutal

verbal nouns — arital

talai

-talai

case markers and postpositions — marantalai, atantalai, kanavin

talai, en talai

tan

-tan

case markers and postpositions — ivan tan kai

tan

-tan

particles — atu tan, takaiyotan

pronouns — tan

-ti

-ati

negative imperative/optative — varuntati

-ti

imperative/optative — porruti

verbal nouns — amaiti

non-past personal verbs — ancuti, pokuti, ceri (cel + ti)

-tiyar

-iyar(o)

imperative/optative — varutiyar
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-tir

-ir

non-past personal verbs — ucatir, aritir, ennutir

-til(la)

-til(la)

particles — mutika til, marantanaro til, celvem tilla

tiram/tiran.

-tiram/tiran

case markers and postpositions — avar tiram celven, vettor

tirattu, oru tiran

T

-tl

-i

imperative/optative — vanti

non-past personal verbs — ularti

-tim

-im

negative imperative/optative — cellatlm

-time

-ime

negative imperative/optative — ceppatime

-timo

-imo

imperative/optative — ceytimo

-fir

-ir

non-past personal verbs — marultir

past personal verbs — ceytir

-tu Look under -atu, -ahtu, -an.ru, -datu, -dtu, -itu, -irru, -inru,

and -untu.

-turn

-um

non-past personal verbs — piritum, veruutum, varutum
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teyya

-teyya

particles — tarikin evano teyya, col ini t teyya, teyya ...

netinar cella

teyyo

-teyyo

particles — valem teyyo

-tai Also look under -atai.

-ai

imperative/optative — vantai

-tai

verbal nouns — kavitai, mutantai

-toru(m)

-toru(m)

case markers and postpositions — ullutoru, cimaitorum

-toru(m)

-t5ru(m)

case markers and postpositions — vaikal torn, nal torum

-na

-a

non-past participial nouns — piralna, vittuna, niraikkuna,

tatukkuna

natuvan

-natuvan

case markers and postpositions — celunakar natuvan

-nar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — patunar, urunar, arainar,

viraivanar, malarkkunar, ularnar, ikunar, kanunar, kuyinar

-nal

-al

non-past participial nouns — mannunaj, ninaiyunal

-nan

-an

non-past participial nouns — kamurunan
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nappan

-nappan

case markers and postpositions — parkatal nappan,

vaiyeyirravar nappan

nalum

nalum

collectives and universals — nalum en nencu pinikkonta

ninru(m)

-ninru(m)

case markers and postpositions — avan ninrum, karai ninru

ner

ner

comparison — pon ner pacalai

-nai

ai

non-past participial nouns — kollunai

-ppa

-a

infinitive — marappa

non-past participial nouns — varippa

non-past personal verbs — nlppa, alippa, tunippa

-ppatu

-atu

non-past participial nouns. — uvappatu

non-past verbal nouns — kilippatu, mukilppatu

-ppar

-ar

non-past personal verbs — marappar

-ppal

-al

non-past personal verbs — uraippal

-ppavar

-avar

non-past participial nouns — iruppavar
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-ppaval

-aval

non-past participial nouns — unarppaval

-ppavan

-avan

non-past participial nouns — ulappavan

-ppavai

-avai

non-past participial nouns — utuppavai

-ppan

-an

non-past personal verbs — karappan

-ppana

-a

non-past participial nouns — aruppana

non-past personal verbs — takaippana

-ppdtu

-patu

verbal nouns — valappatu, muttuppatu

-ppam

-am

non-past personal verbs — niruppam

-ppay

-ay

imperative/optative — kantaippay

non-past participial nouns — kanru meyppay pol

non-past personal verbs — turappay, poyppay

-ppar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — nekilppar

non-past personal verbs — turappar

-ppal

-a|

non-past participial nouns —noy ulappal
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-ppan

-an

non-past participial nouns — nan nulaippan

non-past personal verbs — olippan

-ppi-

(p)pi

causative stem — pacappittor

-ppin

-in

conditional — ninaippin, iruppin

-ppinum

-inum

concessive of fact — alippinum

-ppu

(p)pu

verbal nouns — marappu

-ppum

-van.

non-past adjectival participle — etuppum . . . malai

non-past personal verbs — etuppum

-ppen

-en

non-past personal verbs — marappen(o), niruppen

-ppem

-em

non-past personal verbs — arivippem

-ppen

-en

non-past participial nouns — totuppen

non-past personal verbs — uvappen

-ppoy _

-oy

non-past participial nouns — cirappoy
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-ppor

-or

non-past participial nouns — malarppor

-pa

-a

infinitive — nirpa

non-past participial nouns — ventupa

non-past personal verbs — eytupa, kalulpa

pakkam

-pakkam

case markers and postpositions — icai patu pakkam, manal

pakkam

-pati

-pati

case markers and postpositions — onriya pati

patam

patam

case markers and postpositions — varu patam

-patu-

(infinitive in (kk)a + patu)

passive stem — enappatutal, kamurappatutal, mrikappatine,

kaippatukkappattay, viyakkappatuumor

-patu

-atu

non-past participial nouns — unpatu

verbal nouns — kanpatu

-par

-ar

non-past personal verbs — kanpar

-pal

-al

non-past personal verbs — kanpal

-pal

-al

non-past personal verbs — enpal
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-pavar

-avar

non-past participial nouns — kolpavar

-paval

-aval

non-past participial nouns — nerpaval

-pavan

-avan

non-past participial nouns — varaipavan

-pavai

-avai

non-past participial nouns — urukupavai

-pana

-a

non-past participial nouns — kotpana

pdnkar

-pankar

case markers and postpositions — cimaya-p-parikar

patu

-patu

case markers and postpositions — pal patu

verbal nouns — ilampatu, valappatu, muttuppatu

-pam

-am

non-past personal verbs— kanpam

-pay

-ay

non-past personal verbs — enpay

-par

ar

non-past participial nouns — enpar(um palar)

pal

-pal

case markers and postpositions — ciraarpal
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-pal

-aj

non-past participial nouns — enpal(ai)

-pan

-an

non-past participial nouns — enpan

-pan (p + an)

infinitive — kanpan

-pi-

-(p)pi

causative stem — erpikkum

pin(ne)

-in

conditional — ketpin

-pin

case markers and postpositions — perukarpin, avan pin, kuti

p pin, muyarikiya pinne

pinrai

-pinrai

case markers and postpositions — kalainta pinrai, nirai-p-pinrai

pinnar

-pinnar

case markers and postpositions — errin pinnar

pinnum

-pinnum

case markers and postpositions — tappinru pinnum

-pir

-ir

non-past personal verbs — enplr

-kil

compound verb stem — patarkirplr

-pu

-pu (p + u)

infinitive — ninaipu
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-(p)pu

verbal nouns— piripu

putai

•pafai

case markers and postpositions — kamukio putai

purai

-purai

comparison — vey purai panaittol

-pen

-en

non-past personal verbs — kanpen

-pen

-en

non-past participial nouns — kanperku (kanpen + ku)

non-past personal verbs — kanpen

polutu

-polutu/poltu

case markers and postpositions — unnum polutu

poy

-oy

non-past participial nouns — amarpoy

-por

-or

non-past participial nouns — kanpor, irukkirpor

-po 1(a)

-pol(a)

comparison — aral pol telmani, uman pola

-poltu

-polutu/poltu

case markers and postpositions — telitta polte

-m

-um

non-past adjectival participle — am, avaam, ayaam, men tol,

pom kunru

(u)m

imperative/optative — 6m, unm, tam, varum
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-m

negative personal verbs — inm

non-past personal verbs — canm

-mati

-mati

imperative/optative — collumati

-mar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — kanmar

pronouns — patinmar

-marul

-mainj

comparison — vey marul panaittol

-mal

-a(a)mal

negative adverbial participle — toypatamal, peraamal

marru(m)

-marru(m)

particles — otti marru ovvati, ullal kutatu enroy marrum ...

-man(n e)fman(nd)

-man(ne)/man(no)

particles — mulutuman purala, pulliyem manne, nattanai manno

-manra

-maora

particles — matavai manra, citaintatu manra

-manar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — enmanar

-ma

-kama

imperative/optative — mannukama, polikama

-ma

particles — tatkuma kale, malarkama
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-mattu

-mattu

case markers and postpositions — nin mattu, tamiyor mattu-e

-mattai

-mattai

case markers and postpositions — Myar mattai

-man

-man

case markers and postpositions — panmanum

-mdttiram

-mattiram

case markers and postpositions — muyariku mattiram

mattirai

-mattirai

case markers and postpositions — kai toyal mattirai, ceyyum

mattirai, vilitta mattirai

-matulmato

-matu/mato

particles — ninaival matu avar panpu, ketkuvir mato, emattai

mato

-mar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — caaymar

-mar

infinitive — tanimar

negative imperative/optative — kelanmar

negative participial nouns — kelanmar

singular and plural — tolimar

-mala

-mala

particles — punka mala

-man

-an

adjectival nouns — peruman
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mana

mana

comparison — aravam mana

-micai

-micai

case markers and postpositions — ter micai, kunrin micai

-min

-imin

imperative/optative — kettimin

-min

imperative/optative — unmin, viyarikonmin

negative imperative/optative — kollanmin, nakanmin

mitu

-mitu

case markers and postpositions — malar mltu

mimical

-mimical

case markers and postpositions — turukal mimicai

mutal

-mutal(mutal)

case markers and postpositions — neri mutal, kuna mutal

tonri, nemi mutal

mulutum

-mulutum

collectives and universals — malai mulutum

murai

-murai

case markers and postpositions — vali murai, iru murai

mun

-mun

case markers and postpositions — errinmun, nin mun

munnar

-munnar

case markers and postpositions — tay munoar, nayirru munnar
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-me

-iine

negative imperative/optative — ceppatime

-me

imperative/optative — cenme

mil

-mel

case markers and postpositions — eruttam mel, ukkattu melum,

kunrin mel

meliruntu

-meliruntu

case markers and postpositions — errin meliruntu

-mai

-a(a)mai

negative adverbial participle — valaamai, ariyamai

-mai

verbal nouns — atumai, elaittanmai, panintamai, canranmai

negative verbal nouns — nalkamai, varaiyamai, irumputu aomai,

payal inmai

-mo

■into

imperative/optative — ceytimo, viyarikonmo, cenmo

negative imperative/optative — alatimo

-mo

imperative/optative — uraimo, viyarikonmo, cenmo

-mor

-or

non-past participial nouns — ninaiyumor

-mon

-on

non-past participial nouns —ariyumon

-y

-y

adverbial participle — ulay, kaay, eey, kuuy
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yankum

yankum

collectives and universals — yarikum . . . ulavo

yd um

ya um

collectives and universals — yarikanum, yantorum, yatum,

yatonrum, yarkkanum, yaraiyum, yavatum, yavarum,

yavirum, yavir ayinum, yavaiyum

yala

yala

particles — maniyum polum yala nin nannar meniyum

-va

-a

adjectival nouns -— katava

non-past participial nouns — tonruva

non-past personal verbs — ketuva, patukuva, pukuva, polva

-vat u

-atu

adjectival nouns — matavatu

non-past participial nouns — poykkuvatu, citaikuvatu, uruvatu

non-past personal verbs — vevatu

non-past verbal nouns — varuvatu, urivatu, mutivatu

-vatai

-atai

non-past verbal nouns — varuvatai

-vam

-am

non-past personal verbs — kankuvam, petkuvam, ancuvam

-vayam

-vayam

case markers and postpositions — vaiyai vayam aka

vayin

-vayin

case markers and postpositions — porul vayin, nam vayin,

netuvayin
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-var

-r

singular and plural — iruvar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — nacaivar

non-past personal verbs — varuvar, ayarvar, kotukkuvar,

perukuvar

past participial nouns — enravar

-avar

adjectival nouns — punarppinavar

negative participial nouns — arulatavar, talaratavar,

uraikkallatavar

-var

adjectival nouns — nakaivar, pakaivar

varai

-varai

case markers and postpositions — malai varai, kata varai, col

varai

-val

-al

non-past personal verbs — valval, varuval, kankuval

verbal nouns — maraval

vail

-vali

case markers and postpositions — ventu vali, vanta vali, ul

vali

-val

-al

non-past participial nouns — celkuval, unarppaval

-val

non-past personal verbs — uvakkuval, varuntuval, nanuval,

kalarikuval

-van

-an

negative participial nouns — aluntatavan
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non-past participial nouns — etirkolvan, varaipavan

non-past personal verbs — akalkkuvan, marruvan, varukuvan,

varuvan

-van

adjectival nouns — kolaivan, vilaivan

-vana

-a

non-past participial nouns — kolvana

-vanar

-ar

non-past participial nouns — viraivanar

(participial noun + infinitive)

non-participle as participle — viraivanar . . . pukutara

-vana I

al

non-past participial nouns — ninaivanal

-vanan

-an

non-past participial nouns — viraivanan

-vanen

-en

non-past participial nouns — viraivanen

-va

-a

negative adjectival participle — cava

-vatu

-atu

negative personal verbs — cavatu

negative adverbial participle — kalavatu

-vdm

-am

adjectival nouns — iruvam

non-past personal verbs — iruvam, celvam
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-vay

-ay

imperative/optative — mevay

non-past participial nouns — varuvay nl

non-past personal verbs — pokuvay

-vay

case markers and postpositions — tarin vay, nokkum vay

-var

-ar

negative participial nouns — mevar

non-past participial nouns — viluvar, arivar

non-past personal verbs — iraincuvar

-val

-al

non-past participial nouns — atuval ani nutal

non-past personal verbs — celval

-van

-an

non-past participial nouns — cutuvan pola

non-past personal verbs — amaivan(o), parivan(al), amaikuvan

-van (v + an)

infinitive — kulaivan, nikkuvan

-vi-

-vi

causative stem — punarvittal

_vi

-i

adjectival nouns — kalvi

non-past participial nouns — atuvi, uraivi

-vi

verbal nouns — velvi

viyal

-viyal

case markers and postpositions — puricai viyal ullor
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-vir

-avir

adjectival nouns — uravir

past participial nouns — canravir, kantavir

-ir

adjectival nouns — kilavir

non-past personal verbs — irarikuvir

-vir

-ir

non-past participial nouns — varuvir

non-past personal verbs — vinavuvlr

-vu

-vu

verbal nouns — kalaivu

-vem

-em

non-past personal verbs — kankuvem

-ven.

-en

non-past participial nouns — kuruven pola

non past personal verbs — tantuven

venta

(infinitive/verbal noun + venta)

negative imperative/optative — varunta venta, ninaikka venta,

pariyal venta

ventum

(infinitive/verbal noun + ventum)

imperative/optative — valara ventum, arulal ventum

-vem

-em

non-past participial nouns — kanrotu celvem

non-past personal verbs — poruvem, novem(o)

-ven

-en

non-past participial nouns — taruven
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non-past personal verbs — irukkuven, arikuven, ariven,

marulven

-vai

-ai

adjectival nouns — nilalavai, valaiyinavai

non-past personal verbs — ceykuvai, punarkuvai, avai, encuvai,

katalvai

-vai

verbal nouns — veyvai

vai

vai

causative stem — niraiya vaitta

vaikalum

vaikalum

collectives and universals — vaikalum

-vom

-om

non-past personal verbs. — tirkkuvom

-voy

-oy

non-past participial nouns — celvoy

-vor

-or

adjectival nouns — putuvor

non-past participial nouns — arakkuvor, valluvor, urkuvor,

varaivor

-vol

-51

non-past participial nouns — inaivol, pulampuvol

-von

-on

adjectival nouns — kilavon

non-past participial nouns — nokkuvon
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attai

antil

anto

am

amma

amma

aro

anno

anka

anku

anke

ar

II

um

en(n)a

e

6

orum

kan

kurai

koKDo

kon(nu)

tan

til(la)

teyya

teyyo

marru(m)

marrai

marine

man(no)

manra

ma

matu

mato

mala

yala
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ahtu 'it, that one'

(aka.335:3; kuru.l8:3)

anku 'there' (kuri:97)

attunai 'that much' (kuri:13)

atu 'it, that one'

(pari.l5:53; narr.24:9)

ampar 'yonder' (peru:117)

av 'those items, those things'

(pari.4:33)

avan 'there' (ciru:143)

avar 'those men' (pari.5:40)

avar 'those women' (pari.7:44)

avar 'those people' (pari.4:74)

aval 'she' (narr. 159:8)

avan 'he' (pari.20:82)

avai 'those items, those things'

(pura.257:10; pari. 15:7)

aruvar 'six people' (tiru:255)

anru 'that day, then' (aka.l9:1)

anrai 'that day' (narr.48:1)

anai 'of that nature' (narr.70:6)

ankan 'there' (pati.23:24)

anku 'there' (pari.6:104)

anku 'then' (pura.152:21)

anku 'in that manner' (kali. 18:7)

anke 'then' (kali.90:15)

antu 'there' (pura.38:16)

antai 'there' (kali.20:16)

ihtu 'this one' (kuru.l58:6)

inku 'here' (kuru. 175:5)

itu 'this one' (narr.47:6)

impar 'here' (pura.287:14

iruvar 'two people' (aink.64:3

iruvam 'we two' (kuru.237:4

iruvir 'you two' (pura.45:6

iruvem 'we two' (kuri.21

iv 'these ones' (pari.4:33

ivan 'here' (narr.4:5

ivar 'these people' (unidentified)

(narr.6:6

ivar 'these boys' (pura.46:3

ivar 'these women' (pura.201:1

ival 'she' (kuru 229:1

ivan 'he' (kuru.229:1

ivai 'these ones' (narr. 12:7

inru 'this day' (narr.48:1

inrai 'this day' (kuru.l99:6

inai 'of this nature' (narr.349:5

inkan 'here' (narr.70:7)

inku 'here' (pura.36:1l

inku 'in this manner' (narr.55:12

intu 'here' (pura.38:16

intai 'here' (kuru.54:1

itu 'this one' (pura.208:3

itoli/ittoli 'here' (kali.l 17:13

iraimpatinmar '100 people'

(peru:415

in 'here' (aink.401:5

utu 'that one' (narr.96:3

umpar 'yonder' (narr. 198:3

uv 'those ones' (pari.4:33

uval 'she' (pari.11:123
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uvan 'he' (pari.12:55)

urikan 'yonder' (narr.246:1)

iinku 'before, then' (narrJO1:9)

enku(m) '(every)where'

(kali.144.16)

ennanru 'when?' (kali.1 10:16)

enmar 'eight people' (pari.8:5)

ettunai 'how much?'

(pura.141 :13)

ev 'which' (pura. 187:3)

evan(ar) 'where (is he)?'

(kuru.l26:2)

eval 'which one?' (pari.6:91)

evan 'what?' (narr.130:9)

evan 'for what reason?'

(kali. 60:14)

eluvar 'seven people' (ciru:113)

en 'why?'

(narr.334:9)

enru 'what day?', 'any day'

(narr.1:2)

enna 'what?' (narr.l30:9)

enna 'of what sort?' (narr.94:7)

ennatu 'of what kind?, of any kind'

(narr.219:3)

ennar 'person of what sort?'

(narr.64:1)

ennal 'woman of what sort?'

(narr.312:9)

ennan 'man of what sort?'

(kuru.33:2)

ennai 'for w h a

reason?/why?/how?' (pari.6:94

enai 'how many' (pura.301:7

enai 'of what nature?'

(pura.l36:15; aka.369:1

aivar 'five people' (tiru:254

ottan 'one man' (kali.61:1

otti 'one woman' (kali. 143:8

oru tan 'he alone' (pura.76:13

oru ni 'you alone' (tiru:294

orutti 'one woman' (pura.144:11

oruva 'you, one person' (tiru:262

oruvar 'one person' (aink.64:3

oruvan 'one man' (aka. 110:14

oruvanen 'I, one man'

(kali.140:12

oruvir 'you' (malai:218

oruvir 'you' (pura.45:5

onpatinmar 'nine people'

(pati.pa.5:19

or yan 'I alone' (kuru.6:4

iiarikar 'that time' (peru:196

nanru 'that day' (narr.218:1

nanrai 'that day' (narr.287:7,

tam 'they' (matu:422

tam 'they, those things' (kali.9:19

tam 'they indeed' (kali.9:19

tan 'he' (malai: 559

tan 'she' (narr. 12:9

tan 'it (indeed)' (kali.21:10

tan 'self (aink 303:2
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nam 'we' (kuri:22)

nalvar 'four people' (aka.86:12)

nan T (pari.20:82)

ni 'you' (kuri:8)

niyir 'you' (aka.8:17)

nir 'you' (matu:738)

nurruvar 'The Hundred'

(kali.52:2)

patinmar 'ten people' (pari.8:4)

patinorumuvar '33 people'

(tiru:167)

pannoruvar 'eleven people'

(pari.8:7)

muvar 'three people' (poru:54)

muvir 'you three' (pura.109:2)

ya 'what?'

(narr.198:1 ; pura.l67:9)

yankanam 'in what way?, how?'

(pura.30.11)

vannanam 'in what way?, how?'

(narr.338:6)

yankanum 'anywhere' (aka.7:3)

yariku 'in what way?' (narr.29:6)

yankum 'everywhere'

(pura56:15)

yantu 'where?' (pura.86:3)

yantu 'where?/how?' (narr.l10:9)

yantai 'where?' (kuru.379:1)

yatu 'what kind?, why?'

(pari.20:44)

yam 'we' (malai:53)

yar 'who? (masculine)'

(pura.77:6)

yar 'who (unidentified)?'

(narr.269:9)

yaral 'who (feminine)?'

(kuru.19:5)

yarir 'who (human plural)?'

yarem 'who?'

(pura.141:5)

j .. .,.,„. (kali.82:18)

yarai 'who?' (narr.395:1, 2)

yavanatu 'where?, how?'

(pura.301:8)

yavatu 'in what way?, how?'

(narr.331:11)

yavar 'who?' (pati.20:21)

yavaj 'who?' (aink.370:4)

yavir 'who?' (pura.88:1)

yavai 'what?' (aka.42:7)

yan T (kuri:12)
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A, a, ai, au

adverbial participles as adverbs

904

aesthetic behavior 215

aesthetic components

alliteration

190

113,190

alliteration across lines 191

alliteration within a line 192

alphabetical ordering

alveolar

47

43

antonyms

assessment/evaluation

190

127, 187

axioms 187

ahrinai 267

akananuru 9, analysis 966

akappattu vannam 210

akam 217

akaval ocai ('calling sound') 188

akaippu vannam 212

ankatam 187

acai (basic metrical unit) 116

acai and syllable 118

acai and word 118

atakkiyal 180

ati (line) 140

ati-alliteration 191

atukku ("stacks") 927

atai ("enclosed lone words") 178

atai-nilai-k-kilavi 178

ampotaranka oru poku 1 83

ammai 215

a rakam ("rapid movement") 173

alaku 216

ajapetai 19,48,240

ajapetai vannam 209

ajavati 142

ajavu (length) 186

ajavu en 176

arucirati 148

a in adjectival participles 856

a in adverbial participles 857

a following a nominal or verb 862

a used as a suffix 855

a, traditional treatment of 859

aciriya uriccir 131, 133

aciriya-t-talai 156

aciriyam 131, 167

aciriyappa 143

aytam 41,44

"ana," special note 894

aikara-k-kurukkam 46

ainkurunum 423, analysis 944

aincirati 148

aukara-k-kurukkam 46

B

bi-labial

breakpoint

43

942

cardinal numerals 444

causative/effective 521

changes across stems and affixes

61

comparison, adverbs of 918

comparison, degrees 908

comparative degree 916

comparison, plain/basic 910

comparison, superlative 917

completive 542

components of subject matter 215

composition, process of 187

conjoining 52

consonant clusters 50

consonants 43
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contents of Tamil poetry 217

contrast by referents 203, 204

contrast by word and referent 204

contrast by words 203

core structural components 115

cankam 2

cankam (classics) 2

cankam (literature) 2

canta verupatu 207

cama nilai vanci 224

carpu ejuttu 41,45

cariyai 294, 543

cintati 142

cirren ('small count') 176

cittira vannam 209

cinnam ('smallest count') 176

cir (metrical foot) 126

forrnulaic names 131

types 127

cir and syllable 130

cir and word 130

cir, conventions of evaluating 128

cir vakai ati 141

curitakam ("folding") 179

centotai 191, 203

ceppal ocai ('replying sound')

189

ceyyul 186

cevvul-icai-nirai-alapetai

241,243

col-icai-alapetai 241, 243

col porul muran 204

col muran 203

compound, semantic interpretation

470

corcir 4

corcir-ati 152

D

demonstrative/deictic pronouns

282

dental 43

dependent letters 44

distribution of consonants 49

distribution of vowels 48

doublets (irattai-k-kUavi • 928

doublets and stacks 927

doubling/hardening 56

dramatis personae 114

Dravidian languages 1

E, e

earlier convention 155

elongation 241

grammatical possibilities 245

metrical requirement 244

elongation vs.. clusters 247

emphatic pronouns 281

examples of

centotai 203

ner acai patterns 123

nerpu acai patterns 1 25

nirai acai patterns 1 24

niraipu acai patterns 1 26

exclusive plural 267

expositions 1 87

extension 28

eccam 218

etukai 191

ettuttokai 2

en ("counts; groups") 174

ennu vannam 211

clucirati 150

eluttu ("letters") 40

eluttu and syllable 4:
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eluttu, parts of prosodic units 50

eluttu, metrical significance 119

eluttu, number permitted in a cir

129

eruttu 170

ental vannam 213

F

finite verbs 585

formation mechanism 28

formulaic names for cir 131

four-acai-c-cir 1 27

grammatical case 303

H

hapax legomenon 265

"hardened" sounds 57

hardening/doubling 56

1,1

imperfective 562

improvisation 1 87

inclusive plural 267

incompletive/non-completive 562

infinitives as adverbs 905

inflectional increments 294

interrogative pronouns 284

"introduction; prelude" 170

ifai-ifta-alliteration 192

itai inam 42

itai en 176

itai-nilai-p-pattu 171

inai-alliteration 192

iyarkai alapetai 241, 243

iyarkai eluttu 41

iyaipu-t-totai 191, 216

iyaipu vannam 208

iyal acai ('natural acai') 117

iyarcir ("natural feet") 131, 132

iyarcir ven-talai 159

iyarcir vcllati 151

irattai-k-kilavi ("doublets") 927

irattai-t-totai 205

ilaipu 217

in-icai-alapetai

lr-acai-c-cir

241, 243

127

juxtaposed vowels 48, 248

juxtaposition of like-consonants

249

K

Kannada 1

kattalai ati 141

katai-k-kurai 21

kali 131, 167

kali-t-talai, kalittalai 156, 159

kali-ven-pattu 183

kali-venpa 184

kalippa 145, 170

kali netil ati 142

kajavu 217

kajan 217

karpu 217

kalam 217

kurreluttu 42

kurriyal ikaram 45

kurriyal ukaram 45

kuril 42

kurukkam ('shortening') 46
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kural ati 141

kuru ven pattu 172

kuruncir vannam 213

kurru 217

kun (refrain) 145

ketpor 217

koccaka-oru-poku 182

koccaka-k-kalippa 185

koccakam ("pleats") 173

L

labio-dental 43

later conventions 159, 194

lengths of letters (mattirai) 46

letters, parts of prosodic units 50

letters, number permitted in a

metrical foot 129

line (ati)

"fast line" 150

vanci line 149

lines, types 140

lines, in terms of letters 141, 143

lines, in terms of metrical feet

142, 147, 154

lines, conventions of grading 141

like-consonant clusters 247

liquids 43

M

Malayalam 1

mechanism of extension 39

mechanism of periphrasis 39

mechanism of stem mutation 29

mechanism of suffixation 29

meters produced by different cir

131

metrical binding (talai) 155

metrical bindings, meters, lines

161

metrical significance of letters

119

metrics 2

modes of employing "alliteration"

(totai) 205

mutation 55

mutated oblique stem 294

makara-k-kurukkam 46

mayakku ati vancippa 229

marai moli kilakkum mantiram

186

mattirai 46, 241

mattu ("fastening, wrapping") 214

mirai-k-kavi 209

mutal eluttu 41

mutu col 187

mutu moli 186

mutukiyal ati ("fast line") 150

mutuku vannam 213

muran ('contrast') 191,203

muran totai 203

murriyal ukaram 45

munnam 218

mu-v-acai-c-cir 127

mey ('body') 43

mey eluttu 41

meyppatu 218

mel inam 42

mellicai vannam 208

moli 215

monai, monai-t-totai 191

N

nasals 43

natural letters (iyarkai eluttu) 41
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negative, "attributive" 840 neriya acai 116

negative, "existential" 840 nul 186

negative markers 840 nurpa 207

neuter singular adjectival nouns as nokku 217

adverbs 906

noun phrase 467 O,o

non-causative/affective 521 occurrence of juxtaposed items

non-completive markers 562 248

non-past tense markers 562 oblique stem of adjectives 437

non-past tense suffixes 562 oblique stems of non-pronouns

numeral pronouns 290 299

numerals, cardinal 444 oblique stems of pronouns 296

numerals, ordinal 446 ordinal numerals 446

nalipu vannam 209 ottajicai-k-kali 181

narcir ati 213 oru poku ottajicai-k-kali 182

nirai acai patterns 124 oruu vannam 211

niraipu acai patterns 126 oli-y-acai 5

nirai 116 oluku vannam 211

nirai onru aciriya-t-talai orru 41

156, 159 orru-alapctai 243

niraipu acai 116 onra vanci-t-talai 159

niral-ni rai mode (of "alliteration")

205, 206

onriya vaiici-t-tajai 159

nilam ("base") 187 ocai (sound) 188

nilai mantila aciriyam 239 or-acai-c-cir 127

netteluttu 42

netil 42 P

netil ati 142 palatal 43

netu ven pattu 172 participle, nominal 712

nctuncir vannam 209 participle, relative 715, 721, 728

ner 116 participle, verbal 712

ner acai patterns 123 passive voice 534

ner onru aciriya-t-talai 156, 159 past markers 543

ner nilai vanci 224 past tense markers 543

nerpu 116 past tense suffixes 543

nerpu acai patterns 125 periphrasis 26,28

nerati 142 personal pronouns 281
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plural suffixes 271

positional categorization of

"alliteration" (totai) 191

prepositions 303

processes of Tamil prosody 187

proforms (pronouns) 286

prosodic components 115

perfective 542

personal verbs 585

present tense markers 562

pattuppattu 2

pari pattu 170

paripatal 181

payan 217

panuval 215

pa (meter, poem) 167

pa as "meter" 167

pa as "poem" 169

paa vannam 207

pattu 187, 188

pani 126

pici 186, 187

pulavar 114

pulan 216

purandnuru 278, analysis 954

purappattu vannam 210

puram 217

peren ('large count') 176

poruj 187

porul muran 203, 204

poruj vakai 218

pokku ("wrapping") 179

R

recitation 187

reflexive pronouns 282

refrain (kun) 145

retroflex

rhythmic effect

riddles

root

sangam

Sanskrit

43

113

187

54

2

10

187

219

43

46,55

187

187

172

171

172

satire

scanning poems

semi-vowels

shortening

singing

song or poem

kuru ven pattu

"middle songs"

netu ven pattu

sound

'calling sound' 188

'jumpy sound' 189

'replying sound' 189

'sedate/suspending sound' 190

stacks (atukku) 930

stems, a note 53

stem mutation 25, 28, 55

stops 43

structure of a kalippa 181

structure of a paripatal 181

sub-categorization of totai 192

suffixation 28

syllable and "acai" 118

syllable and "cir" 130

Tamil letters (eluttu) 40

Tamil poem, traditional approach

114

Telugu 1
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types of ural kali 186

cir 127 uruppu ('limb') 114

lines 140

lines in terms of letters 141 V

lines in terms of metrical feet velar 43

142 vowel clusters 247

talai 155 vowels 42

talai, pa, ati 161

taravu 170 vafici 131 167

tani-c-col 179 vanci ati (vaiici line) 149

talicai 171 vafici uriccir 131 137

tajam 126,188 vanci-t-talai 156

taa vannam 208 vancippa 144

tinai 217,218 vannaka ottalicai-k-kali 182

tullal ocai 189 vannam (rhythmic variation) 207

turai 218 val inam 42

tukku 127,187 vali-y-acai 5

tunkal ocai 190 vakkiyam 189

tunkal vannam 212 vallicai vannam 208

teva-pani 183 varam ("container") 180

totar nilaic ceyyul 212 vanappu iyal 215

totai ('stringing') 190 vaymoli 187

toiai, modes of employing 205 vaypatu 131

tonmai 216 viruntu 216

tol 216 ven cir

ven-kalippa

131

185

U ven-talai 156

"unhardened" sounds 57 vencir ven-talai 159

unlike-consonant clusters 247 venpa 131,

venpa uriccir

144,167

135

uyar tinai 267 vaippu ('keeping, preserving ')

uyir ('life-breath') 42 179

uyir alapetai 243

uyir eluttu 41

uri acai 117 W

uruttu vannam 213 word and "acai" 118

urai 186 word and "cir" 130

urai-y-acai 5
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Y

Yapparurikalakkarikai 159

yappu 1 87
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